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Introduction to Certification 

DynEd offers two Certification Plans – Professional and Academic. In both plans, students earn a DynEd® Pro 
English Certificate based on the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR) - an 
internationally respected standard defined by the Council of Europe. DynEd® Pro Certificates range from A1 - 
Beginner through C2 - Proficiency. This Teacher Guide is for the Professional Plan.  

 

Professional Plan 

Focuses on the language adults need to function in their daily lives, both personally and for business. The courses 
embedded in each level appear below. For Scope & Sequence, see each certification level. 

A1 A2 B1 

First English 
New Dynamic English 

New Dynamic English 
The Lost Secret 
 

New Dynamic English 
The Lost Secret 
English by the Numbers 
Dynamic Business English 

B2 C1 C2 

New Dynamic English 
English by the Numbers 
Dynamic Business English 
Functioning in Business 

New Dynamic English 
English by the Numbers 
Dynamic Business English 
Functioning in Business 
Advanced Listening 
Dialogue 

New Dynamic English 
English by the Numbers 
Dynamic Business English 
Advanced Listening 
Dialogue 

 

Academic II Plan 

Designed for middle school, high school and university students who need to be able to understand and use 
academic language effectively. A separate Teacher Guide is available for the Academic II Plan.   

A1 A1+ A2 A2+ 

First English English for Success 
Reading for Success 

English for Success 
Reading for Success 

English for Success  
Reading for Success 

B1 B1+ B2 B2+ 

English for Success  
Reading for Success 
English by the Numbers 

English for Success  
Reading for Success 
English by the Numbers 
New Dynamic English 

English for Success  
Reading for Success 
English by the Numbers 
New Dynamic English 

English for Success  
Reading for Success 
English by the Numbers 
New Dynamic English 

C1 C2   

English for Success  
Reading for Success 
English by the Numbers 
Advanced Listening 
Dialogue 

English by the Numbers 
New Dynamic English 
Advanced Listening 
Dialogue 

  

For a short description for each course, see Appendix A.   
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DynEd’s Certification program is goal-based: the program first evaluates your students’ English competencies 
and how they align to the Common European Framework, then the system automatically sets a Certification 
goal for each student and places him or her at the appropriate level within the plan chosen by your institution.  

Unlike most certification programs, the accuracy of DynEd’s certificates is not based on a single test. To complete 
a level, students engage in activities designed to present and practice language in context. The goal is to provide 
the best learning environment to achieve mastery and automaticity of the material. Students must complete a 
series of requirements within the courseware and achieve the required level on the Exit Exam, certifying him or 
her as having mastered the language as defined by the CEFR level descriptors. Certificates are awarded by level 
and include a unique number that can be verified on the DynEd website by prospective employers or university 
administrators. 

CEFR and DynEd Descriptors by Level 
CEFR 
Level 

CEFR Descriptors DynEd Descriptors of What Learners Do at Each 
Level 

A1 Can understand and use familiar everyday 
expressions and very basic phrases aimed at 
the satisfaction of needs of a concrete type. 
Can introduce him/herself and others and 
can ask and answer questions about personal 
details such as where he/she lives, people 
he/she knows and things he/she has. Can 
interact in a simple way provided the other 
person talks slowly and clearly and is 
prepared to help. 

Students learn to greet others and introduce 
themselves. 

Students learn to deal with daily situations to 
satisfy basic needs, such as expressing food 
preferences. 

Students learn to give and elicit basic information 
about themselves and others. 

Students learn to ask and answer basic questions 
about each other in an interview format. 

A2 Can understand sentences and frequently 
used expressions related to areas of most 
immediate relevance (e.g. very basic personal 
and family information, shopping, local 
geography, employment). Can communicate 
in simple and routine tasks requiring a simple 
and direct exchange of information on 
familiar and routine matters. Can describe in 
simple terms aspects of his/her background, 
immediate environment and matters in areas 
of immediate need. 

Students learn how to ask and answer questions 
about their daily routines, including those related 
to their homes and jobs. 

Students learn to give and elicit basic information 
in the past, present, and future. 

Students learn to describe the phases of life and 
the basic conditions in which people live out their 
lives. 

Students learn to express basic needs—for 
example, related to food. 

Students learn the names of useful businesses 
and how to specify street locations. 
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B1 Can understand the main points of clear 
standard input on familiar matters regularly 
encountered in work, school, leisure, etc. Can 
deal with most situations likely to arise whilst 
travelling in an area where the language is 
spoken. Can produce simple connected text 
on topics which are familiar or of personal 
interest. Can describe experiences and 
events, dreams, hopes and ambitions and 
briefly give reasons and explanations for 
opinions and plans. 

Students learn to talk about their life history, 
important dates, and periods. 

Students learn to talk and answer questions 
about travel, future plans/hopes/dreams, and 
choices. 

Students learn to cope with normal travel 
situations. 

Students learn how to give reasons for their 
choices. 

Students practice listening to a variety of audio 
messages. 

Students learn to ask and answer basic questions 
about companies and their products, including 
location, customers and history. 

B2 Can understand the main ideas of complex 
text on both concrete and abstract topics, 
including technical discussions in his/her field 
of specialization. Can interact with a degree 
of fluency and spontaneity that makes 
regular interaction with native speakers quite 
possible without strain for either party. Can 
produce clear, detailed text on a wide range 
of subjects and explain a viewpoint on a 
topical issue giving the advantages and 
disadvantages of various options. 

Students learn important vocabulary and 
concepts useful for talking about basic science 
and other academic subjects. 

Students learn to use quantitative expressions to 
describe trends, such as increases and decreases.  

Students learn how to describe and discuss 
technical information in a variety of types of 
graphs. 

Students learn strategies for engaging fluently in 
discussions—for example, confirming information 
and using polite language. 

Students learn how to deal with controversial 
subjects such as trade. 

C1 Can understand a wide range of demanding, 
longer texts, and recognize implicit meaning. 
Can express him/herself fluently and 
spontaneously without much obvious 
searching for expressions. Can use language 
flexibly and effectively for social, academic 
and professional purposes. Can produce 
clear, well-structured, detailed text on 
complex subjects, showing controlled use of 
organizational patterns, connectors and 
cohesive devices. 

Students listen to authentic lectures by 
professors at Stanford University and learn 
important listening strategies, including pre-
listening preparation, listening for main ideas and 
writing summaries of what was heard. 

Students learn to give oral presentations about 
statistical and other complex information, using 
visual aids. 

Students learn to discuss and compare a variety 
of products or options, giving advantages and 
disadvantages and their preferences. 

Students learn how to link and organize 
sentences in oral presentations and writing using 
a variety of patterns and connectors. 
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Students learn important discussion strategies by 
listening to and analyzing videos of authentic 
panel discussions with fluent speakers. 

C2 Can understand with ease virtually everything 
heard or read. Can summarize information 
from different spoken and written sources, 
reconstructing arguments and accounts in a 
coherent presentation. Can express 
him/herself spontaneously, very fluently and 
precisely, differentiating finer shades of 
meaning even in more complex situations. 

Students study authentic lectures by professors 
at Stanford University with a focus on important 
listening strategies: understanding details, 
understanding the relationships between ideas, 
using context to understand unknown words and 
phrases, and using word stress and intonation to 
understand the nuances of a speaker. 

Students write essays on topics related to the 
college lectures. 

Students learn important discussion strategies by 
listening to and analyzing authentic panel-
discussion programs.  

Students learn to analyze an argument, focusing 
on the building of arguments and 
counterarguments. 

Students practice note-taking and summarizing of 
complex information. 

General Orientation     
DynEd Pro Student Accounts  

Each student has his or her own login and password and can study from any device where DynEd is installed, 
such as on a laptop or desktop , or that has the app:  Chromebook, smart phone, or tablet.        

See http://web2.dyned.com/us/support/ for specifications.  

- The initial assessment identifies the student’s level and sets the Certification Plan. 

- The Study Path guides the student toward the identified goal by making level appropriate material available 
and clearly identifying progress toward the goal. 

- Students and teachers monitor progress toward the goal through Study Records and the Records Manager. 

- Students earn a certificate confirming his or her level of English proficiency based on an internationally 
recognized standard – Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://web2.dyned.com/us/support/
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Course Menu Overview 

When entering the courseware, the student is presented with a menu that clearly identifies the study path and 
the goal. The following section explains what the tiles represent and what the icons mean.  

1. Locked Units: A locked unit will automatically unlock when the student has completed 50% of the previous 
unit. This means all exercises and lessons within the unit, not just the average percentage of the unit. Double 
clicking on the locked unit will reveal what needs to be done to unlock it.  

2. Review Units: Review Units are provided to help the student review lower level material if necessary, but 
are not a required part of the Certification Level material. 

3. In-Progress Units: These units constitute the required material to be covered. As the student progresses, a 
completion percentage will appear in the tile. 

4. Completed Units: A unit is considered complete when the check mark appears on the tile. That means that 
80% of the unit, including all activities and lessons within the unit, has been completed.  

5. Locked Tests: A locked Mastery Test will automatically unlock when the student has completed 80% of the 
lessons included in the test. Double clicking the lock will reveal what needs to be done to unlock the test.  

6. Unlocked Tests: When 80% of the material included in the Mastery Test has been completed, the 
corresponding Mastery Test will open. It is important that the student take the test when he or she has 
mastered the material. Passing score is ≥85 points.  

7. Failed Tests: Should a student get fewer than 85 points, the Mastery Test will close and stay closed until the 
student has reviewed for 7 days, at which time it will automatically reopen. If the student fails it again, the 
teacher will have to open it manually. Please note that for Certification, a Mastery Test can only be taken 
three times.  

8. Passed Tests: A Mastery Test is considered passed with a score of ≥85 points. A trophy will appear to indicate 
that the test was successfully passed.  

Getting Started 

Once DynEd has set up the Group with your chosen Plan, you can set up your classes. There can only be one 
Certification Plan (Academic II or Professional) assigned to a Group in the Records Manager. If your institution 
has students in both plans, a subgroup will be created for each plan. Students will need to be added in the 
appropriate subgroup. 

Accessing the Records Manager  

The Records Manager is downloaded automatically with the 
courseware and is accessed with a group name and password that is 
provided to your institution by DynEd. The Records Manager is where 
you will be creating your classes and adding your students.  

You will find instructions on how to find the Records Manager icon and 
anchor it to your desktop on the DynEd website > Support.  

You will also be using the Records Manager to monitor your students.  

http://web2.dyned.com/knowledgebase/index.php/8-guides/222-rm-shortcut
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Creating your Class 

As a teacher, you will use the Group login ID and Password provided by your administrator to enter into the 
Records Manager. On the bottom right hand side of your screen, you will see a series of buttons. Click on Add 
to create your class.  

 

 Enter a class name: follow the pattern 
established by your administrator to 
create class names. It is a good idea to 
start the class name with an indication 
of the academic year.  

 Enter your email: this will allow DynEd 
support to contact you if necessary. 

 Enter a teacher password: create your Teacher Password - at least 6 characters, letters and numbers. You 
will need to use your Teacher Password to access your classes.  

Configuring your Class 

 Certification Classes should always have the Path Manager “On” (default),   
with the Placement and Study Path managers checked (√) and the Progress 
Manager OFF – (no check). The Path Manager should only be set to OFF for 
a class specifically set up for teachers to have access to all of the material.  

Study Path Manager 

The Path Manager sets up a student’s study path based on the results of the 
Placement Test. The study path identifies the appropriate Certification level 
and opens the material included in that level. Teachers should not lock and 
unlock lessons manually, but let the Path Manager guide the student. To find 
out what needs to be done for a lesson, unit or module to unlock, simply 
double click on the red lock corresponding to that lesson.  

Activated Courses 

The Certification Plan will be listed under Active Courses. Included are all the 
certification levels, A1 to C2, with ALL the courses and lessons that are 
embedded in each level. If there are additional courses beyond those 
included in the Plan that you would like your students to be able to use, 
please inform your DynEd Representative. 
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Recommended Study Time 

The Recommended Study Time slider should be set at no lower than 80% for 
Certification classes. The default is 100%. Changing the Recommended 
Study Time does not change the fact that an 80% completion percentage is 
required for a unit or lesson to be considered complete. What it means is 
that it will take 20% less time or repetitions for a student to reach the 80% 
completion target than if it were set to 100%. 

 
 

Creating Student Accounts 

On the bottom right hand side of your screen, you will see a series of buttons. 
Click on Add to create a new student account.  

  

 Student Name: Enter the student’s name exactly how the student will want 
it to appear on a certificate. Make sure the names are in the correct order, 
spelled correctly and, if there are accents, that they appear. For help, please 
contact support@dyned.com.  

 Password: There are no requirements here, but most institutions have a 
pattern they use to create passwords.  

 Student E-mail: This is not a real email. It will be the student’s login. 

 The rest remains the same. Click OK.  

Transferring Students from one Class to Another 

1. Highlight the students you wish to 
transfer. Use Shift to choose 
consecutive students; use Ctrl to 
choose non-consecutive 
students.  

2. Click on Options at the top of 
the screen. 

3. Click on Transfer Student.  

4. Find the class to which student/s will be transferred. Click OK. 

mailto:support@dyned.com
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Determining your Students’ Certification Levels 

New DynEd students must take an initial Placement Test to establish their 
current level of English and their study goal. The first time a student logs 
in, only the Placement Test will be activated.  

Depending on the Placement Test score, the student will be placed in the 
appropriate Certification course, and only that course will be activated. 

 

 

Resetting a Student’s Certification Level 
There are two situations where the certification level may need to be reset: 

 A student has to retake the PT because it is determined that the student did not take it seriously and scored 
lower than his or her skill level or because school policy is to have students take the PT at the end of each 
school year.  

 A student takes the Exit PT for Certification and scores higher than what is required to open the next level.  
Normally, the next certification level opens automatically, but in this case, the teacher would have to reset 
it manually.  

The procedure for allowing the student to retake the test depends on how long he or she has been studying in 
the DynEd courseware. 

  < 1 hour of study 
 If the student has been studying for less than one hour, the teacher can simply unlock the Placement Test 

and tell the student to retake the test. At the end of the test the system will automatically reset the student’s 
Initial Certification Level. The teacher can also use the option “Force Student to take the Placement Test” 
in the Options menu. This requires the student to take the Placement Test the next time they sign in.  

  ≥ 1 hour of study 
  If the student has been studying for more than one hour in the DynEd courseware, a two-step process is 

required to reset the student’s Certification placement.: 

1. In the Records Manager, from the main screen with the list of students, highlight the student. There 
are two ways to do this: 

a. From the Options menu (top of screen), choose Force Student to take the Placement Test. 

b. Choose Placement Test in the course pull-down menu, click on Edit (bottom of screen), highlight 
General Placement Test, then click Unlock and OK.  

2. IMPORTANT – Reset Initial Certification Level to last Placement Test:  If the student has studied more 
than one hour since they took their initial Placement Test, then simply retaking the Placement Test is 
not sufficient to automatically reset their study path. The teacher must manually reset the student’s 
Certification Level in the Records Manager by going to Options and choosing Reset Initial Certification 
Level to last Placement Test. This will change the student’s study path to the new certification level 
target related to their most recent Placement Test result. 
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Coaching your students to study effectively 

While DynEd’s courseware was designed for ease of use by students and teachers, it is important to introduce 
the basic functions of the program and to give suggestions about how best to study before they begin to study 
on their own.  

Understanding the Course Menu  

The course menu is designed to indicate a student’s study 
path with minimum guidance. We suggest that you 
introduce the course menu to your students by asking the 
following questions:    

 What is your goal?  

 Why are some units checked and some not?  

 What do the percentages indicate?  

 What percentage do you need to finish a unit?  

 Where can you find the Certification rules?  Hint: Click 
on the Certification goal starburst  

 Which units should you focus on?  

 Have you passed any Mastery Tests yet? 

Please consult the Student Orientation Video #4 – New Menu for details.  

Study Scores 

DynEd’s Study Score monitors, measures and analyzes the effectiveness of practice activities based on four 
criteria:  

• How much – the amount of practice 

• How often – the frequency of practice 

• How well – the quality of the practice 

• What – the sequencing of the language being practiced 

Study Scores indicate how well students are practicing and provide continual feedback guiding students to more 
effective, efficient study behavior. Students gain points for effective study habits and lose points for ineffective 
study. Points range from -12 to +12. Positive Study Scores lead to faster Completion Percentages. See Appendix 
B for more information on Study Scores.  

Intelligent Tutor 

Many students feel ready to stop an activity when they vaguely “understand” it. However, effective language 
learning should be approached as a skill to be acquired, and not merely the passive recognition of grammar 
rules and vocabulary. The development of communicative competence and language automaticity requires 
regular focused practice through a cycle of preview, comprehension, practice, and review – and this over an 
extended period of time. 

The Intelligent Tutor analyzes the study data for each student and class, including Completion Percentages, 
study frequency, test score levels, and usage of features such as voice record, makes recommendations for 

http://dyned.com/sites/default/files/downloads/New_Menu_SOV.mp4
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improving study practices, and assigns each student a Study Score which indicates how effective or ineffective 
the student’s study approach and practice regime is. The Tutor also provides comments and suggestions to help 
both the teacher and the student understand how the quality of study could be improved. 

The relationship between the Study Time and the Completion Percentage for a lesson will indicate which 
students are using their time more or less effectively. For example, if a student has studied a lesson for 5 hours 
and has a 50% Completion Percentage compared to an average Completion Percentage of 70% for other 
students who have studied the same lesson for 5 hours, it suggests that the student has not been studying 
effectively and may need coaching. An analysis of the data in the Records Manager will enable the teacher to 
provide detailed feedback to help the student improve the quality of study. A student who has consistently not 
used the microphone, for example, will have a lower Study Score and a lower Completion Percentage than other 
students who use it more, since the student is not recording and monitoring their speech, which is an important 
form of practice in many lesson types to help improve student pronunciation and fluency. 

DynEd’s Intelligent Tutor provides a quick and easy to understand analysis to help teachers identify students 
who may need more coaching.  It should be consulted on a regular basis. For more information about the 
Intelligent Tutor, please see the Records Manager Guide.  

Completion Percentage  

The Completion Percentage is shown in several places – the 
student sees the percentage completed in each unit on the 
main menu and can also see it in the study record; the 
teacher sees the student’s progress in the Records Manager. 
The Completion Percentage indicates how thoroughly a 
student has studied and practiced each lesson. An 80~100% 

Completion Percentage means that the student has completed the recommended amount of study for a lesson 
or group of lessons.  

In certification, students must attain a minimum of 80% Completion Percentage in each lesson, not just for 
overall unit completion. This will ensure that they are going through each lesson several times, repeating and 
recording sentences, and moving from comprehension and practice to mastery. These steps lead to acquisition 
and long-term learning. 

To assist students in reaching the goal of communicative competence, the Completion Percentage sets 
completion goals based on the following study activities:  sentence repetitions, voice recording attempts, use 
of the glossary, shuffler level, and the number of questions which are answered correctly.  

To see if a student has satisfies the requirements of a lesson, unit, module or level, look for the following in the 
By Lesson screen of the Records Manager: 

 

The program counts each time a student completes one of the above activities or tasks. The accumulated data 
is analyzed and scored according to the length of the lesson, the number of sentences and questions in a lesson, 
and the kinds of activities that are appropriate in that lesson. 

http://web2.dyned.com/knowledgebase/
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To reach the desired level of mastery of the materials provided within DynEd’s courses, and to attain an 80% or 
more Completion Percentage, students should go through each section of a lesson, first by previewing it, then 
by focusing on the details and structure of the language, then by practicing and recording the language, and 
then by reviewing it several times over an extended period of time. If this process is used, the vocabulary and 
language structures will be successfully acquired (not just memorized short term), and the Completion 
Percentage will indicate that the student is prepared to take the Mastery Test for that unit or lesson.  

The Shuffler™ Level 

A unique feature of DynEd courseware is the Shuffler. As a student answers questions and completes activities, 
the "Shuffler Level" (from 0.0 to 3.0) rises or falls, and the computer adjusts the depth or difficulty of the lesson 
accordingly. This takes the form of additional sentences and comprehension questions at higher shuffler levels 
in some lessons. A lesson is fully open when the shuffler level reaches a level of 2.0 or higher. 

As students go through a lesson, comprehension questions check their understanding. The questions may 
change in response to student level. This helps to maintain student interest and involvement.  

Control Bar  

Before students begin to use the program, it is important for them to understand the function and purpose of 
each button on the Control Bar and how they are used to practice listening and speaking. This means using the 
repeat button, the voice-record button, the playback button, and the text buttons appropriately and in every 
study session. Their use of each button is monitored in the Records Manager and reflected in their Completion 
Percentage which they can see in the Course Menus and Study Records. 

 

The Control Bar appears at the bottom of the screen in each lesson and allows students to:  

1. Exit from a lesson 

2. Record one’s voice (microphone) 

3. Playback recording (headphone) 

4. Hear and read previous sentence 

5. Repeat sentence spoken by native voice (repeat) 

6. Pause 

7. Hear and read next sentence 

8. See the written text and access the Glossary by clicking on the words highlighted in yellow 

9. Timer 

The most important buttons for effective study are these three buttons:  

Students should be aware that reliance on the Aa or text button can actually slow the their fluency development.  
It’s use should be restricted to occasionally checking to confirm what the students think they are hearing, and 
only after the sentence has been listened to many times first. 
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DynEd approaches language as a skill, not as a subject. And, like other skills, it is best developed through frequent 
and effective practice. Students must study and practice beyond the point of comprehension – they must reach 
the point of automaticity. Frequent practice using the buttons in the proper sequence is key to a student’s 
success.  

Control Bar Study Sequence  

The Control Bar appears on every single screen. Emphasize to your students the importance of speaking out 
loud to practice the English sounds and intonation. This should be challenging because the student is working 
where the material is new and not yet automatic. The goal is to reach automaticity and “know” that the language 
is correct, without having to think about the structure it is based on. In order to reach this goal, the material will 
need to be practiced numerous time, not just once or twice. That is why DynEd requires students to return to a 
lesson many times and reach 80% completion of the material.  

Coach your students to follow this sequence: 

1. Listen to the sentence spoken by the native speaker. 

2. Listen to it as many times as necessary to familiarize yourself with the structure, vocabulary and 
pronunciation using the repeat button.  

3. Record your voice using the microphone button. Repeat what you heard as closely as possible. Focus on 
repeating it in chunks if necessary until it becomes comfortable to say.  

4. Use the headphone button to listen to what you recorded. Listen for details like final -s’s or -t’s on verbs. 
Listen to see if you stressed the right syllables and imitated the music of the language (intonation). This is 
a very important step because you can’t improve if you don’t know what you sound like. 

5. Use the Repeat button to compare your recording to that of the native speaker. Notice any differences 
between your pronunciation and the native speaker’s. 

6. Record (microphone) your voice again, imitating even more closely what you heard the native voice say.  

7. Listen to your recording (headphone) again. 

8. Compare (Repeat) again. Then, go on and do the same. Remember that you’ll have to come back to the 
same lesson many times to practice frequently. Only in that way will you make the connections in the 
synapses of your brain that will allow you to speak English with automaticity.  

Note:  To improve listening skills, students should not rely on text too early. When the text is visible, the listening 
process is completely different. Students should not look at the text until after they have listened to the language 
several times.  

Speech Recognition 

What is Speech Recognition? 

Speech Recognition technology compares and scores speech input from students with native speaker models. 
If the input is close enough to a target model sentence, then recognition occurs. The bar is set to avoid 
frustration on the part of the student and allows for accent variations.  

How can I coach my students to use it effectively? 

Speech Recognition exercises are identified by this icon:   Remember that Speech Recognition activities are 
considered review activities. It is important for students to practice the language in the presentation units before 
attempting the Speech Recognition activities. While this type of activity is very rewarding and fun, they can also 
be very frustrating if they are not done correctly. Here are some tips to share with your students: 
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This is the Speech Meter. As soon as it appears, the student needs to speak the answer or phrase. The meter is 
actually assigning points to the pronunciation of words and chunks of 
language, so it will keep blinking sometimes for 2 to 3 seconds after the 
student has finished before showing the evaluation.  

It is important for students to follow these three steps: 

1. Wait for the speech meter to appear. 

2. Speak, then stop. 

3. Wait for the evaluation. 

Here are the other icons that will appear on the screen:  

Click on the hand to pause. This will give you more time to think about what you are going to say.  

When you pause, the round arrow will appear. To speak, click on the icon. The Speech Meter will 
appear.  

Sometimes, the Recognizer wants to show you what it thinks you said. The text will be displayed, 
and the OK button will appear. Click OK if the text is what you intended to say. If not, then click on 
the round arrow. 

When the Recognizer is on, your voice is also being recorded. If you want to hear what you said, 
click on the Playback button.  

For more details, consult the Student Orientation Video #5 - Speaking on the DynEd website.  

Mastery Tests   

DynEd’s Mastery Tests are computer-assisted achievement tests designed to evaluate student progress and 
confirm mastery of the language skills developed in each course. Access to the tests is controlled by the Path 
Manager that opens the tests when the material has been thoroughly practiced and sufficiently mastered to 
proceed to the next level. Each test takes from six to eight minutes, and consists of between 20 and 50 test 
items. Success in the Mastery Tests is factored into the Study Score.  

Pull-down Menus in Student Account 

Once in a DynEd course, students have access to a variety of information to 
help them study effectively: 

File Options Speech Recognition Help 

 Certification Plan 
version 

 Change course (if 
an individual course is 
available) 

 Exit (this is the best 
way to exit the 
course) 

 View Study Records 

 Access the Glossary 

 Adjust the volume on 
computer 

 Increase or decrease 
pause time between 
sentences  

 Send an email to 
DynEd representative 

 Adjust the settings  

 How the Speech 
Recognizer works 

 Documentation 

 Course Menu icons 
and about Certification 

 Study Tips for Students 

 DynEd websites 

http://dyned.com/sites/default/files/downloads/SOV5-Speaking-EN.mp4
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Glossary 

This provides alphabetical access to the Glossary screens for this course. The Glossary can also be accessed 
through the highlighted text whenever it occurs in a lesson. 

Levels 

This allows the user to set or view the levels of the following controls: 

Volume:  The Volume settings enable the user to control the volume of the audio, as well as for sound recorded 
using the Voice Record feature. 

Pause Length:  The language of the courseware is natural language spoken at a normal pace. Students can, 
however, adjust the amount of time between each sentence. A longer pause gives students more time to 
process the sounds they have just heard and to access comprehension aids (repeat, translation, text on) if 
necessary. A shorter pause more closely approximates natural speech and provides more of a listening 
challenge. 

Study Records 

The Study Records show the time spent in each lesson, the number of study sessions, the Completion 
Percentage, Quiz and Mastery Test scores, the Shuffler Level, Study Scores, an Intelligent Tutor messages 
Teachers have access to that information and more through the Records Manager. 
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Student Practice Guidelines 

Effective and frequent practice is the key to language learning. 
Short, frequent sessions are generally more effective than longer, 
infrequent sessions, because fatigue and other factors lead to 
inattention. More frequent study reduces the total time required 
to move from one language level to another. Ideally, students 
should use the program on a daily basis, in 25~45 minute sessions, 
and meet with a class and/or teacher/tutor /coach once or twice 
per week. This model is similar to how students learn to play a 
musical instrument:  periodic meetings with a teacher or group, 
supported by daily practice sessions. 

The amount of time and effort required to complete a particular 
lesson depends on a student’s level and language background. 
Generally, each Unit takes 4-7 hours of study over a period of at 
least two to three to four weeks or more.  

To develop their language skill, students need to study each 
lesson many times, constantly changing focus. It is essential that they continue to study the material beyond 
the point they can vaguely comprehend it.  Understanding is only the first step toward mastery.  The key is to 
continue focused practice until one can say every sentence smoothly and easily and then to support this with 
frequent review. 

The DynEd 5-Step Study Method 
 Step 1:  Get the Gist – students first preview the material, 

listening for the gist or general meaning, and seeing how 
much they can understand – without seeing any text.   

 Step 2:  Listen & Understand – The focus here is on 
comprehension. Students continue to focus on listening, but 
now they should use the Repeat button as much as they need 
until they can understand the grammar and structure of the 
sentence, all new vocabulary, and the way everything is said 
in some detail 

If students feel it is necessary, after listening to each sentence 
repeatedly (5 or more times) they may now check the text 
and glossary entries, to confirm the words they think they are 
hearing, see the spelling, etc. 

 Step 3:  Listen & Speak – This is THE most crucial and 
important step, when the focus of the practice turns to speaking. Students should listen to and repeat each 
sentence aloud, over and over again until they can say them all easily, without mistakes or hesitation. 

 Step 4:  Record & Compare – Here speaking practice continues in this special way.  By recording the 
sentences and comparing them with the original native speaker model students develop improved accuracy 
and pronunciation. 
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 Step 5:  Summarize & Personalize – To move language into long term skill memory and develop true fluency, 
it is important for students  in and out of class – to regularly review and the language patterns and vocabulary 
they are studying especially to talk about themselves and their world.  

  

Note on Distributed Learning & Parallel Study – To maximize learning, It’s important to study the same 
lessons repeatedly, but each time with a change in focus.  This will help maintain student concentration. In 
addition, the above steps should not all be done during the same study session, but over a period of several 
days at least. In one study session, students should also work on parts of several lessons and not be restricted 
to just one lesson. It is better to work through a lesson in a series of shorter sessions spread out over several 
days than spend a large amount of time in a single study session.  
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Teaching Materials for each Certification Level 

A1          A2          B1          B2          C1          C2 

Each certification level has course material that is appropriate for that level. Each unit or module within the level 
will include the following:  

Main Learning Points 

The goals and main learning points for each unit are summarized and listed. To get an overview of the unit and 
for each lesson within the unit, consult the main learning points, which provide language examples that can be 
focused on and extended in class. 

Lesson Scripts 

The lesson scripts give the key language for each lesson and for each part within each lesson. These scripts 
should not be given to students. They are for the use of the teacher only. Please note that in many cases the 
order of the sentences will not match what is presented in the course. This is because the course provides 
several alternative sentences and varies the presentation. The Lesson Scripts list all the alternatives, some of 
which may not be presented until the student reaches a higher shuffler level. 

Written Exercises (Workbooks) 
Workbooks for each Certification Level are available at:  http://dyned.com/us/main/medialibrary 

Click on Workbooks in the left column and login with the same username and password you use to access the 
Records Manager. Scroll down again to find Workbooks and click on the word. The Workbooks are by 
Certification Level. The answer keys are separate documents by Certification Level.  

These workbooks are designed to serve as written reinforcement of the language presented in the Units. They 
are short and simple to do, and should be done quickly, after the students have studied the lessons. They are 
not intended to be tests, though they can easily serve as sample test questions for 5-minute mini-quizzes that 
can be used as another means to follow-up each lesson. The Exercises can be assigned as follow-up activities for 
in-class work or as homework. 

  

http://dyned.com/us/main/medialibrary
http://dyned.com/us/main/medialibrary
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Monitoring your students’ progress toward certification  

DynEd provides initial and follow-up training for teachers and administrators on how to access and monitor 
classes and students with the following tools: 

Records Manager  
The Records Manager manages study records for all DynEd courses and is a tool for teachers and administrators 
to monitor study activities for classes and students. The Records Manager compiles and analyzes data on how 
effectively the student is working and presents the data at different levels – from general to detailed.  

Accessing the Records Manager 

The Records Manager is downloaded along with the courseware. For convenience, the teacher should anchor 
the icon on the computer desktop to make it easier to access. Instructions can be found on the website.  

Each institution is assigned a group login ID and both a group password and an administrative password. 
Teachers will use the group login ID and the group password as well as their own teacher password to enter into 
their courses. Please see your administrator if the administrative password is required.  

Viewing Information by Screen 

The information is organized from general to detailed:   

1. List of groups – including subgroups, if applicable 
2. List of classes with teacher’s name 
3. List of students 
4. All courses > by specific courses (use pull-down menu) 
5. By Student > by Date or by Lesson 
6. By Lesson > by unit or module > by activity 

Extension Activities 

Extension Activities provide teachers and language coaches with convenient access to targeted session plans, 
which include lesson-specific tasks, activities and worksheets. Also included are relevant sections of the Teacher 
Guides, for the lessons covered. Extension Activities are located within each available Module or Unit.  

To access the Extension Activities: 

• Select a student from a class 
• Go to By Lesson: expand the unit or modules to show the main lessons of the course and Extension 

Activities. 
• Double-click the notebook icon across from the lesson of interest (Internet connection required) and go 

to the Worksheets tab.  

Reports 

The most useful report for teachers is the Study Report for students in this class. It is accessed through the 
Records Manager, by going to a class, clicking on Report at the top of the screen, and scrolling down to Class. 

This report can be run for the entire class or for select individuals. It can be exported to a text file or printed 
directly. It provides the following useful information per student as well as for the average of the class or group 
requested: 

1. Total days studied  
2. Total hours studied  
3. Days per Weeks studied  
4. Weighted Study Score (WSS - average of Study Scores of all embedded courses in the level) – this is the 

key measure of the quality and efficiency of student study behavior 
5. Difference between first and latest Placement Test and the current study level 
6. Information on student use of the control bar, Speech Recognition tool and average of Mastery Tests. 
7. For additional information on available reports, see our website: Support > Records Manager > Reports  

http://web2.dyned.com/knowledgebase/index.php/8-guides/222-rm-shortcut
http://web2.dyned.com/knowledgebase/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=26
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Certification Manager  

The Certification Manager is internet-based and accessed at https://dyned.com/us/content/cm with the same 
group name and password you use to access the Records Manager. The Certification Manager is designed to 
help teachers track their students through the certification process.  

 

 

 

 

 

To see an individual student’s progress, click on Cert Progress Tracker. Enter in the student’s username (looks 
like an email) and click on Get Progress.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To see your class progress, click on the Report button to the far right of the group you wish to see.  

 

 

 

 

 

If your institution has subgroups, these will appear under the general group. Identify your group and click on 
the Report button to the far right of the sub-group name you wish to see.  

https://dyned.com/us/content/cm
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Three types of reports are available: 

1. Issued Certificates: Students who have 
already earned a Certificate. The report 
shows the list of students, and the date and 
Certificate level/s earned. Can be accessed 
with teacher password. 

2. Ready for Exit Exam: Students who have 
completed the required coursework and 
are ready to take their Exit Exam. The Plan 
must also be selected. Can be accessed with 
teacher password.  

 Click on PT to activate the Exit Exam in the 
student’s account. It is recommended that 
the Exit Exam be proctored to ensure best 
results.  

If a student does not pass the level required 
for the certificate, the test will close and automatically reopen with an additional 6 hours of study in the 
courseware.  

3. Eligible for Certificate: Students who are 
eligible for a Certificate (they have taken 
the Exit Exam and passed with the required 
PT score:  A1: ≥ 0.5 A1+: ≥  1.0 A2: ≥ 1.5 A2+: 
≥ 1.7  B1: ≥ 2.0 B1+: ≥ 2.2 B2: ≥ 2.5 B2+: ≥ 
2.7 C1: ≥ 3.0 C2: ≥ 3.5). 

The Plan must be selected. Requests for 
certificates must be made using the 
administrative password.  

Before clicking on Selected to request a certificate, please make sure the name that appears in the Records 
Manager is exactly how the student will want the name to appear on his or her certificate. If it is not, in the 
Records Manager, highlight the student, go to Edit and correct the name.  

Once the request has been made, the certificates will be processed by DynEd. Your institution’s account 
manager will coordinate with you where to send the printed Certificates.  

Analytics 

DynEd Analytics allow you to instantaneously measure the effectiveness of your English program – on the 
school, city, regional, national or trans-national level. Login to Analytics from the DynEd website under tools. 
Make sure to choose the correct Server.  

  

http://dyned.com/us/main/tools/analytics
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Certification: Reaching the Goal  

Certification is an important event for students, teachers, parents and the institution itself because it is the 
culmination of a lot of hard work and commitment on the students’ part. DynEd recommends that a student 
assembly or special event be organized to award DynEd Pro English Certificates.  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Certificate Verification  

All Certificates are individually numbered and dated, along with the name of the student. Each Certificate also 
contains a unique ID number.  The website address   http://www.dyned.com/certverify ,  

printed on each Certificate, provides the location where any interested party can access DynEd’s Certification 
Verification application to validate the legitimacy of any Certificate by typing in the unique number (UUID) on 
the Certificate and confirming the name of the Certificate holder, the Certificate level earned, and the issue 
date. 

  

http://www.dyned.com/certverify
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GENERAL INFORMATION – PROFESSIONAL PLAN CONTENT 

First English  
Lesson Organization  

Material from First English is presented only in Certification Level A1. Each unit of First English has five lessons, 
each with a different focus: 

1. The Listening lessons are divided into sections. Each 
section introduces key language and provides 
intensive practice, first in listening, and then in 
speaking. Sample topics include: name, nationality, 
languages, countries, age, gender, locations, 
directions and much more. The content of these 
lessons will expand as a student’s shuffler level 
increases. 

2. The Dialog lessons focus on conversational. Each 
lesson includes two or more dialogs with 
comprehension questions and glossary support. 
The animated characters are two girls, Maria and 
Judy, and two boys, Shawn and Ken. 

3. The Vocabulary lessons focus on objects and actions important for beginners who need to start functioning 
in English. Each vocabulary lesson is divided into several sections with comprehension tasks for each and a 
scored Quiz that covers all sections. 

4. The Grammar lessons focus on the key grammar patterns that were presented in the Listening, Dialog, and 
Vocabulary lessons. Scored Focus Exercises in a Quiz format give students practice manipulating the 
language and learning important grammatical rules and relationships. 

5. The Letters & Numbers lessons develop reading and vocabulary skills. The alphabet, phonics, numbers, 
times, and calendar language are presented and practiced in sections. Each lesson includes a Quiz. 

General Classroom Guidelines 

First English is most effective when used with at least some classroom and teacher support. Classroom activities 
allow the student to practice using and extending the language presented in the course and provide motivation 
for more effective self-study when not in class. 

Multimedia Role 

Successful language learning requires frequent and effective 
practice. DynEd courseware provides a variety of activities that 
encourage and facilitate intensive practice not possible in a 
classroom (see Student Practice Guidelines). In addition, the 
language content of the program is presented and sequenced so 
that language learning is accelerated and acquired as a skill, not just 
in short-term memory. 
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The program addresses all four language skills:  listening, speaking, reading and writing. Lessons should begin 
with a listening focus, then speaking, then with text support, and finally with written exercises and follow-up 
assignments. We call this the “Four Skills Path.” 

Classroom Role 

Classroom and teacher support give the language learner advantages not 
possible with multimedia alone. Some of these include: 

• Group support and a social context for learning 

• Opportunities for small and large group preview and review activities 

• Opportunities for individual students to make short oral presentations 

• Opportunities to personalize and localize the content 

• Opportunities for language explanation and extension by the teacher, 
including the assignment of supplementary readings and programs 

For schools that provide at least some classroom support, the following sections give teaching suggestions for 
each type of lesson:  Listening, Dialog, Vocabulary, Grammar, and Letters and Numbers. Depending on how 
much time is available, teachers can spend 3-5 minutes for each lesson type (~ 15 minutes) per class session 
over a period of several classes or focus on only one lesson type per class. In general however, it is more effective 
to vary the focus of a class session and not spend too much time on a single activity. 

Listening 
Each unit begins with a Listening lesson built around the lives of several characters and general information such 
as countries, schedules and prices. For each part of the lesson, there are several presentation sentences 
followed by comprehension questions that help students focus on the main points of the section. As the student 
goes through the lesson several times, the sentences and questions will vary as the student’s shuffler level 
increases. 

The visuals in each part help the students infer, process and remember the meaning expressed by the language 
patterns.  

First, encourage the students to go through the lesson on their own, one part at a time. Then, in class, the 
following activities are a useful way to check comprehension, to see if the students have practiced effectively, 
and to personalize and extend the vocabulary: 

• Speaking:  Practice saying several sentences from a part, either as a class, as groups, or as individuals. Pay 
attention to the pronunciation, stress and intonation. 

• Grammar:  Put one or two key sentences on the board and review or discuss the grammar. 

• Dictation:  For each part, dictate two or three sentences. Then have the students work in pairs to correct 
each other. 

• Extension:  Ask the students to vary the language to fit their own lives. This can be done in pairs or small 
groups. 

• Summarization:  As the students become confident, ask them to summarize each part. 

• Written Exercises:  Have students complete the Written Exercise A for the unit either in class or as 
homework. 
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Dialog 
The second lesson in each unit is built around animated dialogs. Students should 
learn and practice these dialogs in several study sessions until they are 
memorized. In class, the following activities are useful: 

• Speaking:  Check to see that students can repeat each of the sentences 
clearly.  

• Role-Play:  Have students practice role-playing the scene in pairs. Then 
choose one or two pairs of students to role-play the scene in front of the 
class. 

• Phrase & Grammar Focus:  Make a list of important vocabulary and phrases from each dialog and have 
students practice using this language in new ways. For example, if Judy is talking about what food she likes 
or doesn’t like, your students should use the same language to talk about their own likes and dislikes. 

• Hot Seat:  Choose or have the class choose a student to be in the hot seat. This student should then model 
the phrases or questions for the class. The teacher may evaluate and score each hot seat student. 

• Personalization:  Have students vary the dialogs so that the dialogs express their own personal situation. 
For example, if Maria comes from Mexico, then the students should say where they are from. If a student 
doesn’t know how to say it, provide them with the language necessary to do so. 

• Written Exercises:  Have students complete the Written Exercises B and C for the unit either in class or as 
homework. These worksheets can be corrected and discussed in class. 

Vocabulary 

These lessons are built around the vocabulary of familiar objects and actions. 
Each part of the lesson presents a set of several vocabulary items, followed by 5 
comprehension questions. A Quiz gives students additional practice. These 
lessons are generally the easiest in a unit, but they should be studied frequently 
so that the vocabulary items are not forgotten. 

First, encourage the students to go through each part on their own. Then, in class, the following activities are a 
useful way to check comprehension, to see if the students have practiced effectively, and to extend or vary the 
vocabulary: 

• Speaking:  Check to see that students can say each word or phrase clearly, both as an individual word or 
phrase and in a short sentence such as “This is a computer.” 

• Vocabulary Focus:  List important vocabulary on the blackboard and provide explanations and additional 
examples as needed. 

• Dictations:  Once all parts have been studied, dictate short phrases or sentences to the class that use the 
vocabulary items. Then have the students work in pairs to correct them. 

• Written Exercises:  Have students complete the Written Exercises D & E for the unit either in class or as 
homework. 
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Grammar 
These lessons review the language from previous lessons, but focus on 
basic points of grammar such as pronouns, is/are, contractions, subject-
verb agreement, word order, W/H questions, and prepositions, etc.  

As with the other lessons, encourage students to go through the lesson on 
their own. Then, in class, the following activities may be useful: 

• Grammar Focus:  List important vocabulary and grammar structures on the blackboard and provide 
explanations and additional examples as needed. 

• Written Exercises:  Have students complete the appropriate Written Exercises for the unit either in class or 
as homework. 

Letters and Numbers 
The fifth lesson of each unit develops reading and vocabulary skills. In Unit 
1, the alphabet is introduced, along with the numbers 1-10. In subsequent 
units, the focus is on key sound-letter relationships, first initial sounds, and 
then consonant clusters and final sounds. In addition, these units introduce 
and develop the vocabulary of numbers, basic math, prices, calendar, and 
time. As with all lessons, students should go through these lessons 
frequently, until the language is mastered, just as music students practice 
the scales each day -- as a part of every practice session. 

• Scrambled Words:  Divide the class into teams, and make 10 or 20 picture cards that have the words with 
blanked out letters, such as “an __pple.”  Shuffle the cards and put them face down on a desk. Then have 
one member of each team come to the desk. The teacher turns over the card. When one of the students 
thinks they know what the missing letter(s) is, they can pick up the card. Then the student has five seconds 
to say the word and spell it aloud. If they make a mistake, the other student can try. A mistake results in a 
loss of one point. A success results in a one-point gain. At the end of the term, the winning team gets a 
“spelling” trophy. 

• Spelling Bee:  Have a spelling bee, where 5 students from each team stand up. The teacher says a word and 
asks the first student from Team A to spell it. If the student makes a mistake, he/she sits down. If the student 
gets it right, the teacher gives a new word to the first student on the other side. Cycle through each team 
until each student has had at least one chance to spell a word. The team with the most students still standing 
wins. 

Classroom Follow-up 

Follow-up tasks may be oral or written. They may involve the whole class, small groups, pairs or individual 
students. 

After students have spent time in a lesson, the teacher should ask the class to repeat some of the basic sentences 
from the lesson and answer simple comprehension questions. Whenever possible, ask the students to 
personalize the information. For example, in a lesson that focuses on Ana’s daily schedule, students should try 
to present and answer questions about their own daily schedules. The Lesson Scripts in this manual can be used 
to help develop questions about the material. Whatever the assignment, keep it short, focused, and well within 
the ability of the students. 
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New Dynamic English 
New Dynamic English prepares students to handle most day-
to-day situations in English and to communicate about their 
lives and the framework we live in. It also lays the groundwork 
for advanced studies, where the focus moves toward abstract 
ideas and logical relationships. 

Though listening and oral fluency are the main focus, reading 
and writing skills play an increasingly important role. Follow-
up assignments, including task-based reading, readers, 
worksheets, and short, structured writing assignments are 

highly recommended to help reinforce and extend the language presented in the lessons. Some of these are 
included in the Classroom Activities section of each unit. 

Lesson Organization  
New Dynamic English is divided into modules. Each module, in turn, is divided into five units – three presentation 
units where the new material is presented and practiced, a Video Interactions unit featuring interactive activities 
and a Review Exercises unit.  

New Dynamic English contains a variety of lesson types. The main 
body of the course is in the Presentation Units. Some of these 
units, such as On a Trip, Life Experience, Planning Ahead, and Life 
Choices, introduce characters and present different kinds of 
information about their lives and experience. The language 
models in these units prepare students to communicate about 
their own lives and experiences in increasing detail as the course 
progresses. 

Other Presentation Units, such as Our World, Energy Sources, and Epidemic, present information and language 
about subjects of general interest, such as basic needs, the seasons, the environment, pollution, and global 
health issues. These units develop a more generalized vocabulary and develop the ability to understand and 
express a range of important language concepts. This provides the necessary foundation for students who will 
need to communicate about a wide range of subjects and who wish to use English for further content-based 
studies. By the end of Module 8, students should be prepared to listen to and read about the news, summarize 
a presentation, give instructions, participate in decision making, talk on the telephone, take notes, and express 
their feelings and thoughts about most daily activities with a reasonable degree of oral fluency. 

The Presentation Units include follow-up lessons that focus on information questions, grammar, and oral fluency 
development. These follow-up lessons should be done on a regular basis and will prepare students for the 
Mastery Tests.  

 

The Video Interactions exercises present conversations in context, then offer 
students the opportunity to practice the language with the help of Speech 
Recognition activities. 

 

In the Review Exercises unit of each module, students complete dictations, fill-ins, 
and speech-practice tasks that help to reinforce and in-put the language from the 
previous Presentation Units. These review exercises provide an overview of the 
entire module. They should be done on a regular basis once the three Presentation 
Units have been completed.  

As students study each lesson, their progress is monitored and assessed by the 
program. Each time a student answers a question by clicking on a word or picture, 
records a sentence, completes a fill-in, speech recognition or other activity, the 
program updates the student’s Study Records and assesses the quality and level of 
study. The complete Study Records for all students are stored in the Records 
Manager for easy access and analysis by the teacher. 
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In all levels of New Dynamic English, care has been taken to design exercises that require comprehension and 
critical thinking. Fill-in exercises, for example, require the student to choose an answer according to context and 
meaning, as well as correct grammatical form. This differentiates our approach from “drill and practice” 
programs, where students are tested on the rote learning of rules or routines, and where language 
comprehension may not be required. Our focus on meaning is consistent with our assumption that language 
learning is best facilitated when the language is both comprehensible and is in-put through tasks that require 
the learner to process the language in sequenced stages, from recognition and comprehension to production, 
review, and acquisition. 

Content  
Complete assimilation of material assumes that the language presented in each level is used as a model that is 
then systematically extended and personalized in classroom activities and that follow-up assignments are used 
as suggested in this manual. The usual order is as follows: 

1. Preview each lesson with a focus on general comprehension. 

2. Analyze and practice the language in each lesson with a focus on the key language structures. 

3. Extend and personalize the content of each lesson via student-generated language, including role-plays, pair 
practice, written exercises, and group activities. 

4. Review and test. 

General Language Specifications  
New Dynamic English develops a useful spoken vocabulary of over 1500 high-frequency words that provide 
students with the ability to handle common situations and to communicate about their lives, their experience, 
qualifications, and the basic technology and framework of our everyday lives. 

At this level, the courseware covers intermediate language structures and provides a foundation for upper-
intermediate and advanced work. In addition, the video lessons provide useful language models for the 
telephone and for other social situations appropriate to this level. 

Detailed Language Specifications  

The language focus is on the perfect and passive forms of the verb, infinitives and gerunds, general vocabulary 
development, spatial relations, and a further development of the phrase structures of English, which are so 
critical and basic to the language. In addition, the course focuses on the construction of W/H  and Yes/No 
questions with increasing complexity. Please see the Scope & Sequence for each Certification Level, and the 
Learning Points at the beginning of each Unit for additional information and examples.  

General Classroom Guidelines 
Included in each certification level.  
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The Lost Secret 
The Lost Secret provides students with an overview of basic and intermediate grammar and vocabulary.  
Because of its well-written, highly motivating story, the course works especially well in situations where students 
spend a high proportion of their study-time in a lab or self-study situation. 

The careful sequencing and build-up of the language as the story progresses makes this course truly unique and 
effective. Interactive exercises help students focus on the main points and internalize their understanding.  In 
addition, speech recognition exercises help build oral fluency.  A second major area of focus is on listening, both 
for general meaning and for specific items of information. It is through careful listening, and repetition, that 
students can improve their English in the quickest way possible. Comprehension questions and other listening 
tasks help direct student attention and ensure that language input is comprehensible. 

The story begins with a man who has lost his memory. Unable to answer such questions as “Who are you?” and 
“What is your name?” he is taken into the care of a doctor and a police inspector who try to help him recover 
his identity. The action ranges from Europe to South America, and revolves around the secrets of a mysterious 
lost culture.  Within this exciting drama, the English language is presented and sequenced through a complete 
structural and functional syllabus, beginning at an elementary level and progressing to an intermediate level. 
The language used throughout is a balance of British and American English, spoken naturally and in context by 
a cast of highly acclaimed actors. 

In addition to the linear video presentations, each scene is approached in several ways. First, students work on 
general comprehension, sentence by sentence, supported by a glossary and comprehension questions. Students 
may also record their voices and compare themselves to the original. Then, in the Dialog Focus lessons, students 
focus on how to anticipate what comes next in a conversation, either by using a mouse or by speaking to indicate 
their choice of how to continue the dialog. The use of Speech Recognition in these lessons is both an effective 
and highly motivating way to develop oral fluency. Additional exercises focus on the wording of important 
phrases, on key vocabulary, and on which grammatical structure is appropriate in a particular context. 

Lesson Organization  
The Lost Secret is presented in 11 Episodes divided into 10 units.  The language level moves from basic through 
lower-intermediate.  Each unit is divided into several lessons, beginning with a Presentation Video lesson, which 
is for preview and review purposes.  This is a linear play through of the video without interruption.  The other 
lesson types are as follows: 

Interactive Listening 
Students work through the video sentence by sentence, replaying individual sentences, or viewing the text. 
Glossary screens offer additional help with vocabulary and grammatical items. As students go through the 
lesson, frequent comprehension questions test their understanding. Questions change in response to student 
level, helping to maintain student interest and motivation.  See Student Practice Guidelines below. 

Dialog Focus 
Dialog Focus lessons ask students to anticipate what comes next.  This form of listening and speaking practice is 
engaging and effective in developing oral fluency.  This “support” lesson is most effective when done on a daily 
basis, 4-6 minutes of each study session. 

Dictations 
These exercises focus on important phrases, key vocabulary, and listening for details. In each lesson there are a 
number of dictations to choose from.  Like the other “support” lessons, this is most effective when done on a 
daily basis, one or two dictations in each study session. 

Fill-Ins 
These “support” lessons focus on detailed comprehension, basic grammar and meaning distinctions, and 
inferring from context.  They should be done on a regular basis. 

The Mastery Tests cover 2-3 units.  The tests should be taken after students have studied and reviewed all the 
lessons in the covered units. They will automatically open when the student has completed 80% or more and 
have received a check mark on their menu tile.  At this point students should be confident that they can 
understand and use the language with ease, and they should easily pass the Mastery Tests. 
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General Classroom Guidelines 
Though The Lost Secret can be useful in a self-study mode, it is most effective when supported by classroom 
activities such as comprehension questions, scene summaries and discussion, and teacher explication of 
important grammar, phrases and key vocabulary from the story.  These activities allow the student to practice 
using and extending the language of each scene in each unit and provide motivation for more effective self-
study when not in class.  Since the story is both fun and interesting, classroom activities based on the story can 
be both effective and enjoyable. 

If it isn’t possible for all students to work individually at a computer at the same time, one option is for two or 
three students to work together at each computer.  Students should be encouraged to discuss comprehension 
questions and choices before selecting an answer and to work cooperatively on the exercises. They can take 
turns recording each sentence and using the Speech Recognition exercises. If possible, avoid grouping students 
of the same language background. Another option is to divide the class into groups. While one group works on 
the computers for 20~25 minutes, another group works with the teacher who may use a computer and projector 
to take students through a lesson and check comprehension, and a third group does written assignments, such 
as a scene summary, or the Written Exercises from the workbooks. Workbooks are available at the DynEd 
website (http://dyned.com/us/main/medialibrary) for each level. This approach allows the teacher to work with 
smaller groups of students and allows students to use computers even when there aren’t enough computers 
for each student in the class. 

Preview-Listening 
Before students begin a lesson on the computer, a pre-listening activity can be excellent preparation.  For 
example, before beginning an Episode, the teacher should ask the students to focus on specific language points, 
such as irregular verbs, or listen for specific items of information, such as information about a character in the 
story.  The teacher can also present some of the sentences and learning points that the students will encounter 
in the video.  It is also useful to model some of the sentences for the class by using the computer and a large 
monitor or projection screen.  Suggestions for how to present each unit are included in this manual in the 
Classroom Activities section of each Unit. 

Classroom Presentation and Extension Activities 
This Teacher Guide contains suggestions for classroom activities designed to help students focus on key points, 
and also to extend, personalize, or localize the language from the lesson. These activities put students into a 
more active role where they can use the language and make it come alive for them.  This is where the teacher 
and classroom play an extremely important role, and where the combination of multimedia and teacher-
directed classroom work becomes most effective. 

Classroom Follow-up 
Follow-up tasks may be oral or written.  They may involve the whole class, small groups, pairs or individual 
students. 

After students have spent time in a lesson, the teacher might ask a lower level class to repeat some of the basic 
sentences from the lesson and answer simple comprehension questions.  At a slightly higher level, teachers 
might ask students to summarize a scene or paraphrase some of the more complex sentences.  The Video Scripts 
can be used to help develop questions about the material.  Whatever the assignment, keep it short, focused, 
and well within the ability of the students. 

Exercises  
The Workbook Exercises are designed to serve as written reinforcement of the language presented in the units.  
The written exercise help students focus on and remember the key language forms and vocabulary that have 
been introduced.  They are short and simple to do, and should be done quickly, after the students have studied 
the lessons.  They are not intended to be tests, though they can easily serve as sample test questions for 5 
minute mini-quizzes that can be used as another means to follow-up each lesson.  The Exercises can be assigned 
as follow-up activities for in-class work or as homework. 

Students should also be encouraged to write their own exercises, based on the language extension work done 
in class.  Instead of asking W/H  questions about the characters in the courseware, for example, students may 
ask about each other or about people they know. 

http://dyned.com/us/main/medialibrary
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English by the Numbers  
The main focus of English by the Numbers is to prepare 
students to understand, present, and exchange numerical and 
graphical information based around scientific, sociological 
and business themes. 

Optimally, students should understand 50~70% of the 
information on first hearing, without repetition and without 
the use of text. By the end of study, they should easily 
understand 90% or more of the content, be able to summarize 
the information with reasonable accuracy and confidence, 
and be able to express the same type of information when 

applied to their own academic area or job situation with confidence and fluency.  

Depending on the learner’s level, each Unit requires 3-5 hours of study and practice, but this is highly variable, 
depending on how often they study the material and whether there is good classroom support.  

Quantitative English  
These lessons address an important need among students learning English for academic and business purposes. 
While students may learn the concepts, language structures, and vocabulary appropriate for general business 
communication, they frequently lack proficiency in the area of technical and quantitative language. English by 
the Numbers and the quantitative exercises provided here strengthen students’ technical language skills by 
focusing on such skills as expressing numbers and numerical relations, making quantitative comparisons, and 
describing line, bar, and pie graphs.  

Concept-Based Approach 
DynEd’s courseware uses a concept-based approach to language learning. Each lesson presents key language 
concepts and structures, such as duration, comparison, description, degrees of certainty, conditionality, 
specification, cause/effect, number, amount, and passive voice. Care has been taken to focus on the concepts 
used most frequently in English and with the most generative power. One of the teacher’s main tasks is to have 
the student use the language models provided in the courseware to communicate about their own situations, 
jobs, or business problems.  

Vocabulary  
The vocabulary developed in the course helps to prepare students for both academic and business success. A 
wide range of topics is presented including, economics, business, medical, and scientific.  

Lesson Organization 
Level English by the Numbers has 7 Units. The range of levels is from intermediate through upper intermediate 
and advanced. Each Unit is divided into several parts: 2 or more presentation lessons and a quiz. 

The key lessons are the Presentation lessons. Students should master the language in these lessons so that they 
can make similar oral presentations with confidence and with clear pronunciation. To accomplish this, students 
should listen extensively without the use of text support, first for general comprehension, then for the details 
of each sentence. Finally students should practice recording and monitoring each sentence until they can 
express the information clearly and with confidence. In class or tutorial, students should extend the language in 
role-plays, pair-work and in oral presentations.  

As students go through each lesson, they will hear comprehension questions, which they answer by clicking on 
a word, sentence, or picture. If the student does not respond within a reasonable amount of time, the question 
is repeated. The questions serve to reinforce the main points of the lesson, and also to engage students more 
actively in the learning experience. As students answer the questions, the program automatically monitors the 
responses and adjusts the depth of the lesson to the performance level of the student. See the Shuffler Level 
for more information.  

 The Mastery Tests should be taken after students have studied and reviewed the appropriate lessons, and not 
until they are confident that they can understand and use the language with ease. Students should score at least 
85% on the Mastery Test and get an 80% or more Completion Percentage for each Unit to successfully complete 
the course.  
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General Classroom Guidelines 
Though English by the Numbers can be useful in a self-study mode, it is designed to be supported by classroom 
activities such as role-plays, pair practice, and especially student oral presentations ~ even if no computer is in 
the classroom. These activities allow the student to practice extending the language of each Unit from the 
examples in the course to the actual needs and experiences of the students. Short oral presentations (1~3 
minutes) are an important component of classroom or tutorial activities, and these can be followed up by 
Question and Answer sessions. Nothing takes the place of actual experience, and the classroom is where 
students can get the kind of experience and feedback to build their confidence and fluency.   

Exercises 
The written Exercises in this guide are designed to serve as written 
reinforcement of the language presented in the Units. These written 
exercise handouts help students focus on and remember the key 
language forms and vocabulary that have been introduced. They are 
short and simple to do, and should be done quickly, after the 
students have studied the lessons. They are not intended to be tests, 
though they can easily serve as sample test questions for 5 minute 
mini-quizzes that can be used as another means to follow-up each 
lesson. The Exercises can be assigned as follow-up activities for in-
class work or as homework.  

Students should also be encouraged to develop their own graphs and 
exercises, using either their own experience or from researching the 
web.  
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Dynamic Business English 
The main focus of Dynamic Business English is to prepare students to understand, present, and exchange 
business information based around several important themes:  (1) describing one’s company and its products 
or services; (2) presenting one’s work history and educational background, as in a job interview; (3) using 
quantitative expressions to talk about companies, products, services and sales; (4) presenting and contrasting 
products and services, as in a sales presentation; (5) explaining and justifying a business decision, as in a business 
meeting; and (6) making predictions about probable and improbable outcomes and their business 
consequences, as in a planning meeting. 

This course was developed by experienced teachers in an intensive business English program whose clients 
included students from many different types of companies: heavy industry, banks, construction, 
telecommunications, and advertising.  Regardless of the industrial grouping however, certain types of 
information and tasks are universal, such as the ability to explain one’s job, to give reasons for a decision, and 
to contrast products and services.  Though the products and services are different, the type of language required 
is the same and is the focus of the curriculum. 

Dynamic Business English is divided into six units.  The levels range from intermediate through upper-
intermediate and advanced. In general, the course is best used with students whose listening and speaking skills 
are weaker than their reading and writing skills.  Optimally, students should understand 50~70% of the 
information on first hearing, without repetition and without the use of text. By the end of study, they should 
easily understand 90% or more of the content, be able to summarize it with reasonable accuracy and confidence, 
and be able to express the same type of information when applied to their own job situation with confidence 
and fluency. 

Business Vocabulary 
The language in each unit is tied to a particular business theme.  Each lesson introduces and recycles high- 
frequency vocabulary items that are essential in general business communications and in a variety of 
professions.  Whatever their business interests, students learning English for business purposes will need to talk 
about their job, their company, products and services, and important events or decisions affecting the company.  
The course builds and reinforces basic business vocabulary in a cyclical manner, including the logic necessary to 
express business concepts, so that true communicative competence is developed. 

Quantitative English 
Each unit in this course is linked to a lesson from English by the Numbers.  These lessons address an important 
need among students learning English for business purposes.  While students may learn the concepts, language 
structures, and vocabulary appropriate for general business communication, they frequently lack proficiency in 
the area of technical and quantitative language.   

Concept-Based Approach 
Dynamic Business English uses a concept-based approach to language learning.  Each unit presents key language 
concepts and structures, such as duration, comparison, description, degrees of certainty, conditionality, 
specification, cause/effect, number, amount, and passive voice.  Care has been taken to focus on the concepts 
used most frequently in English and with the most generative power.  Although the course focuses on particular 
types of companies and products, the language concepts and structures presented in the course can be applied 
to a wide range of business situations.   

Lesson Organization 
Each Dynamic Business English unit is divided into several lessons, beginning with a Presentation lesson, and 
ending with one or two Simulation lessons. 

The key lesson of each unit is the Presentation lesson.  This lesson introduces the theme of the unit and provides 
the language models which are reviewed and developed in the other lessons.  After listening extensively to each 
section of this lesson, first for general comprehension, then for the details of each sentence, students should do 
each of the other lessons a number of times on a daily basis while continuing to record and review the sentences 
in the Presentation lesson.  In this way, the key language will be mastered, along with all the vocabulary.  In 
class, students should extend the language in role-plays, pair-work and in oral presentations, so that they can 
use it to express their own business experience. 
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As students go through each Presentation lesson, they will hear comprehension questions, which they answer 
by clicking on a word, sentence, or picture.  If the student does not respond within a reasonable amount of time, 
the question is repeated.  The questions serve to reinforce the main points of the lesson, and also to engage 
students more actively in the learning experience.  As students answer the questions, the program automatically 
monitors the responses and adjusts the depth of the lesson to the performance level of the student.  See the 
Shuffler Level for more information. 

The Question Practice lesson in each unit focuses on question formation and oral fluency development. Using 
the Speech Recognition (SR) feature of the course, students form questions from a group of phrases and say it 
as clearly as they can.  If recognized, the student’s score will increase, and the correct answer will be shown on 
the screen and repeated, to confirm the correct pronunciation.  If the student is not recognized, the student will 
be given another chance to put together and say the sentence so that it is recognized. Students should go 
through this lesson frequently so that they become confident and fluent.  As with all other lessons in the 
program, the exercise sentences are randomized so that the lesson varies each time.  This encourages the 
repetitive practice that is essential for developing automaticity and language mastery. 

The Focus Exercise lesson in each unit focuses on syntax and vocabulary.  Students click and drag words to form 
a sentence that either answers a question or completes a thought.  If correct, the student’s score will increase, 
and the correct sentence will be repeated.  Students should go through this lesson frequently so that they can 
correctly complete each exercise without effort. 

The Dictations require students to listen closely to a series of sentences from the Presentation.  The focus is on 
the details of each sentence, at the individual word level.  After first hearing the sentences in sequence, students 
fill-in blanks in each of the sentences with a word from a list of words that appear at the top of the screen.  
Students should go through this lesson frequently so that they can correctly complete each sentence without 
effort. 

The Grammar Fill-Ins lesson helps students check their understanding of important grammar and vocabulary.  
Students select from three choices to fill-in a blank.  They may use the Speech Recognition feature to “say” the 
entire sentence, including their choice, or they may use the mouse to indicate their choice.  If the student’s 
choice is recognized as correct, their score will increase, and the correct sentence will be repeated.  As with the 
other reinforcement lessons, this lesson should be studied and reviewed often. 

The Simulation lessons provide students with an excellent opportunity to see how the target language of the 
unit can be extended into a variety of video situations, such as in a Job Interview (from Disc 2).  In each 
simulation, students can use the Speech Recognition (SR) feature to respond appropriately in the conversation.  
These lessons can serve as a model for class role-plays or video projects, and they can provide material for a 
discussion of cultural differences. 

The Mastery Tests for each unit should be taken after students have studied and reviewed all the lessons in the 
unit and until they are confident that they can understand and use the language with ease.  

General Classroom Guidelines 
Though Dynamic Business English can be useful in a self-study mode, it is designed to be supported by classroom 
activities such as role-plays, pair practice, and especially student oral presentations - even if no computer is in 
the classroom.  These activities allow the student to practice extending the language of each unit from the 
examples in the presentation lessons to the actual needs and experiences of the students.  Short oral 
presentations (1~3 minutes) which follow the themes of each unit are an important component of classroom 
activities, and these can be followed up by Question and Answer sessions.   Nothing takes the place of actual 
experience, and the classroom is where students can get the kind of experience and feedback that prepares 
them to use English in real business situations. 

In companies and countries where English is the day-to-day language of business, there is less of a need for 
classroom follow-up, so the course can work extremely well in a self-study mode.  However, many students who 
need to improve their English skills will benefit from regularly scheduled classes or tutorials, even if only once 
every two weeks, since it helps to motivate them to work more effectively on their own. 

Pre-Listening 
Before students begin a lesson on the computer, a pre-listening activity can be excellent preparation.  For 
example, before beginning the unit on Manufacturing and Trade, which focuses on the manufacture, sales, and 
uses of products, the teacher may ask students to name some companies they are familiar with and state where 
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and for what purpose their products are sold around the world.  The teacher can then present some of the 
sentences and learning points that the students will encounter in the unit presentation.  It is also useful to model 
some of the sentences for the class by using the computer and a large monitor.  Have students listen to the 
sentences and repeat or paraphrase key sentences.  This is especially valuable if the teacher is not a native 
speaker and needs to provide more native-like examples of spoken English. 

Exercises 
The written Exercises in this guide are designed to serve as written reinforcement of the language presented in 
the units.  These written exercise handouts help students focus on and remember the key language forms and 
vocabulary that have been introduced.  They are short and simple to do, and should be done quickly, after the 
students have studied the lessons.  They are not intended to be tests, though they can easily serve as sample 
test questions for 5-minute mini-quizzes that can be used as another means to follow-up each lesson. The 
Exercises can be assigned as follow-up activities for in-class work or as homework. 

Students should also be encouraged to write their own exercises, based on the language extension work done 
in class.  Instead of asking W/H  questions about the characters in the courseware, for example, students may 
ask about each other or about companies and business leaders in the news. 

Classroom Presentation and Extension Activities 
This Manual contains suggestions for classroom activities designed to help students focus on key points, and 
also to extend, personalize, or localize the language from the lesson.  These activities put students into a more 
active role where they can use the language and make it come alive for them.  This is where the teacher and 
classroom play an extremely important role, and where the combination of multimedia and teacher- directed 
classroom work becomes most effective. 

Classroom Follow-up 
Follow-up tasks may be oral or written.  They may involve the whole class, small groups, pairs or individual 
students. 

After students have spent time in a lesson, the teacher might ask a lower level class to repeat some of the basic 
sentences from the lesson and answer simple comprehension questions.  At a slightly higher level, teachers 
might ask students to summarize parts of the lesson or paraphrase some of the more complex sentences.  The 
sample list of Questions under Key Sentences can be used to help develop questions about the material.  
Teachers can then draw on the collective memory of the class to reconstruct the information. Key facts, names, 
dates, or even simple graphs or pictures can then be put on the board to serve as a basis for classroom discussion 
and as mnemonics for student presentations.  If the school has an over-sized monitor or LCD panel connected 
to a computer, the program itself can be used in the classroom for this purpose. Students can then work in pairs 
to practice presenting or eliciting the information. 

Once students are confident with the language of the unit, the content should be extended and personalized. 
When discussing work history, for example, students can compare job descriptions for employees in different 
professions or at different levels within a single company.  In the unit on Product Comparisons, an excellent 
follow-up task is to have students compare two or three makes of a product they are familiar with.  This kind of 
activity demonstrates how useful the language of a lesson is when applied to their own lives and needs. 
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Functioning in Business 
The primary focus of Functioning in Business is on language functions, such as requesting, refusing, suggesting, 
and confirming information. The language is presented in the context of an executive's business trip to the US 
and other business situations. Video presentations and interactive exercises present key phrases and 
expressions needed to operate successfully in business interactions. 

The second major area of focus is on listening, both for general meaning and for specific items of information. 
Students are asked to answer comprehension questions by using the mouse to click on the correct choice. The 
third aim of this course is to build a basic business vocabulary. The language has been carefully chosen to include 
high-frequency vocabulary that is essential in general business conversations. Fourth, Functioning in Business 
now features speech recognition activities. These activities give students the chance to participate actively and 
gain valuable practice in using the language functions introduced in each lesson.  They also help to build oral 
fluency and improved pronunciation. 

Functioning in Business is divided into 10 units ~ an introductory unit and nine episodes with supplementary 
variations that provide reinforcement.  The course is built around a business trip and focuses on a core set of 
language functions that are recycled throughout.  The language level is suitable for intermediate and advanced 
students of business English who need to improve their listening and speaking skills.  For advanced students, 
the course can be gone through fairly quickly, and the emphasis should be on language appropriateness.  For 
intermediate students, the focus should be on developing listening and speaking fluency in business situations, 
as well as building an active business vocabulary. 

In general, the course is best used with students whose listening and speaking skills are weaker than their 
reading and writing skills.  Optimally, students should understand 60~80% of the information on first hearing 
and without repetition.  By the end of study, they should easily understand 90% or more of the content without 
reference to text support, be able to summarize it with reasonable accuracy and confidence, and be able to 
express the same type of information when applied to their own job situation with confidence and fluency. 

To help determine a student’s level, DynEd’s Placement Test is recommended.  Four Mastery Tests are included 
within the course to help assess student progress and gauge when students are ready to move on.  For students 
whose Placement Level puts them mid-way through the course, students should start by quickly going through 
the first half of the course, passing the first two Mastery Tests, and then proceeding to the final half of the 
course. 

Once the program is underway, the Records Manager will monitor and evaluate the progress of each student 
and allow students to take the Mastery Tests.  Please see the Records Manager Guide for detailed information. 

Business Functions 
The language in each unit presents, models and recycles a core group of language functions that are essential 
in all types of business. These functions include how to make a polite request, how to make a suggestion, a 
disagreement, an offer, and a refusal.  Other functions are important in business meetings and for exchanging 
information over the telephone:  confirmation, clarification, qualification, and making an appointment. 

Lesson Organization 
Each Functioning in Business unit is divided into several lessons, beginning with a Presentation Video lesson, 
which is for preview and review purposes.  This is a linear play through of the video without interruption.  The 
other lesson types are as follows: 

Interactive Listening:  This is the key lesson for each unit.  In this lesson, text, translation, and Glossary support 
are available, as well as comprehension questions.  Students should go through this lesson several times and in 
several ways, with the aim of mastering the language ~ not just understanding it.  After listening to each section 
of the video without looking at the text, students should begin to focus on the language details.  To do this, they 
should focus on key phrases and practice saying them.  Students should record these phrases and compare their 
recordings with the speakers in the video.  By the time they complete the lesson, students should be able to 
summarize the entire scene with confidence and fluency.  If not, they have not completed the lesson. 

Variations: This section gives additional examples of how important language is used in different situations. In 
the first part, you may view the dialogues without interruption. In the second part you will interact with the 
characters by making language choices, both for comprehension and for speaking practice. The Speech 
Recognition (SR) exercises will allow you to take turns with the characters in the video, working your way 
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through the dialogue, just like in a real conversation.  Once the language of the lesson is familiar, students should 
review it on a regular basis until it is mastered and can be spoken fluently. 

Functional Dictations: These exercises focus on important phrases from the video. In each lesson there are a 
number of dictations which you may choose. First, select a dictation. You will then see a video which includes 
the sentences from that dictation. When this is finished, the screen will change, and you will see a group of 
words at the top of the screen, and the dictation sentences with a number of blank spaces where words are 
missing.  These dictations should be done on a regular basis until the Completion Percentage is 80% or more.  
This kind of regular repetition will help you internalize the language. 

Function Grid: These exercises focus on important language functions from the video.  You may select a 
function, such as Request, and see several examples.  You may also select the (?) symbol, which will play a 
portion of the video and ask you to identify the language function being illustrated.  As with the dictations, the 
function grid should be done and reviewed on a regular basis until the language becomes automatic. 

The Mastery Tests for each “disc” cover 2-3 units.  These should be taken after students have studied and 
reviewed all the lessons in the covered units.  A good indicator of this is when students have an 80% or more 
Completion Percentage in all lessons in the Units to be tested.  At this point students should be confident that 
they can understand and use the language with ease, and they should easily pass the Mastery Test, which 
requires at least an 80% score. 

In order to enable students to take a Mastery Test, the teacher must use the Records Manager to unlock the 
test.  Once a Mastery Test is taken, it will automatically lock again to prevent students from taking it several 
times in succession.  In general, students should score at least 80% on the Mastery Test to pass.  The tests are 
not designed to be tricky or to test unimportant items.  Rather they check to see that students have mastered 
the key points of the units and are ready to go on.  If a student scores less than 80-85%, they should review the 
lessons and try again.  If this is done, students will take great strides in acquiring the target language (both syntax 
and vocabulary) as opposed to short-term memorization, which will quickly fade.  Language acquisition means 
mastery, not momentary “understanding” or short-term memorization. 

General Classroom Guidelines 
Though Functioning in Business can be useful in a self-study mode, it is most effective when supported by 
classroom activities such as comprehension questions, scene summaries, pair work, discussion and role-plays.  
These activities allow the student to practice using and extending the language of each scene in each unit and 
provide motivation for more effective self-study when not in class.  Suggestions for how to present each unit 
are included in this manual in the Classroom Activities section of each Episode. 

Classroom Presentation and Extension Activities 
This Manual contains suggestions for classroom activities designed to help students focus on key points, and 
also to extend, personalize, or localize the language from the lesson.  These activities put students into a more 
active role where they can use the language and make it come alive for them.  This is where the teacher and 
classroom play an extremely important role, and where the combination of multimedia and teacher-directed 
classroom work becomes most effective. 

Classroom Follow-up 
Follow-up tasks may be oral or written.  They may involve the whole class, small groups, pairs or individual 
students.  After students have spent time in a lesson, the teacher might ask students to give an oral and/or 
written summary of what happened in an Episode or Variation.  The Video Scripts can be used to help the teacher 
develop comprehension questions about the material.  Whatever the assignment, keep it short, focused, and 
well within the ability of the students. 

Exercises  
The written Exercises in this manual are designed to serve as written reinforcement of the language presented 
in the lessons.  These written exercise handouts help students focus on and remember the key language forms 
and vocabulary that have been introduced.  They are short and simple to do, and should be done quickly, after 
the students have studied the lessons.  The Exercises can be assigned as follow-up activities for in-class work or 
as homework.   
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Advanced Listening 

Advanced Listening was designed to help students make that final jump to the level of understanding authentic 
English at the highest and most complex level.  

Combining Classroom and Directed Study 
Advanced Listening can be used successfully in a wide variety of 
situations, including those with extensive classroom/teacher 
support as well as self-study scenarios where students seldom see 
a teacher or participate in a classroom environment. 

In general, students need the direction and support of a teacher. 
A classroom provides important opportunities to extend and 
reinforce the language provided in the courseware. It also allows 
students to discuss strategies for effective listening, make oral 
presentations, and participate in group and pair work. These kinds 

of activities are important in language learning and help to motivate students to continue on a regular basis. 
Few students studying on their own are able to make significant progress, and most don’t know how to use their 
time most effectively when studying a language. Just as for a music student or an athlete, some kind of coaching 
is necessary.  

Another important point is that language study must be frequent and intensive to show results. The combination 
of classroom study with directed self-study organized around a well-designed syllabus provides a most powerful 
and effective approach. 

In an intensive program, students meet in a classroom situation several times a week and use the courseware 
for four or more hours per week, usually in sessions of 30~45 minutes at a time. In less intensive programs, a 
student might attend a class just once a week, or every other week, and use the courseware for an additional 3 
or 4 hours per week. In both cases, classroom work and courseware should be coordinated so that a student’s 
practice relates directly to classroom activities. Suggestions about how to do this for each lecture are included 
throughout this manual. 

For students who are expected to work on their own, with little teacher or class contact, progress will be much 
slower. However, for motivated students, this program will provide them with the best chance to improve their 
listening and note-taking skills and build their vocabulary in a reasonable amount of time, provided they study 
on a regular basis. 

General Classroom Guidelines 
When used as the core material for a class, teachers may present and discuss portions of each lecture in class 
through use of a large monitor, and follow this up with pair practice, role-plays, and oral or written assignments 
that personalize and extend the material. Ideally, students should then work on each lecture individually, with 
frequent study sessions that encompass all three sections of the program: Presentation, Interactive Listening, 
and Language Skills.  

In self-access learning centers, or when students need to use the courses in a self-study mode, it is important to 
provide both initial and periodic orientation to the students about how best to use this program, in particular 
stressing the importance of listening strategies, repetition, and written and oral follow-up. In addition, regular 
assignments and mastery-tests should be given to keep students focused and motivated. Whenever possible, 
students should meet with a teacher or in small groups so that they can make oral presentations or participate 
in discussions, debates, or role-plays. Written assignments are also useful in extending the language and building 
vocabulary. 

It is important to note that regardless of whether students are in a self-study or classroom situation, they should 
be encouraged to go through each lecture as many times as necessary to feel comfortable with the language 
and material therein. In fact, it will take multiple journeys through the program for students to be exposed to 
all the questions and language foci available to them. Repetition is key to development! 

DynEd’s record-keeping program tracks student progress and details which lessons have been studied,  for how 
long, and in what detail. It is important that these records be reviewed by the teacher to determine how 
thoroughly the students are going through each lesson, and in which sequence. 
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Directed Self-Study Guidelines 
As suggested, effective and frequent practice is the key to language acquisition. Short, frequent sessions are 
generally more effective than infrequent sessions, however long, because of fatigue and other factors that lead 
to inattention, boredom and a passive state of mind. The greater the frequency, the less total time is required 
to move from one language level to another. Ideally, students should work with this program five or more times 
per week in 25~50 minute sessions each day. The key point is to stay focused, but in different ways, so that the 
learner’s mind is alert and involved. 

Students should also try not to rely on text support. Once the text is displayed, the listening process is completely 
changed. It is therefore essential that students not use the text support button until they have tried several 
times to listen to each segment, since this is what they will encounter in real communication.  

Advanced Listening lectures are part of the C1 and C2 Certification levels. All the lectures in that level will be 
accessible from the beginning. We recommend that within each lecture topic students progress through the 
chronological parts in order, beginning with Part 1. Also, within each lecture part, students should always begin 
with the Presentation section.  

After a student has completed the Presentation section within a lecture part, there are several different ways 
to proceed. We recommend that students try the following progression first: Interactive Listening, Vocabulary 
and Idioms, Word Stress, Grammar Review. However, if a student consistently has trouble with a certain section, 
such as Vocabulary and Idioms, it might help to do this section last. This will give the student more practice with 
the language of the lecture before he/she attempts the troublesome section. Also, completing the Presentation 
section two or three times before moving on to the other sections will give students a greater opportunity to 
take more thorough notes and to orient themselves to the new material and language.  

Finally, students (and teachers) will also benefit greatly from the various resources located in the pull-down 
menus of the program. Students should investigate all of them, with particular emphasis on the material in the 
“Study Tips (Student),” “This Lesson” and “General” folders accessible under Help. , as well as the very important 
Listening Strategy Guide, accessed though the Documentation folder.  

Listening Strategies 
Before assigning lessons for self-study, it is useful to prepare students with pre-listening activities, or, even 
better, to have students prepare themselves for the upcoming listening assignment. The listening strategies 
outlined in the Listening Strategy Guide teach students how to develop effective listening skills. The Listening 
Strategy Guides can be found in the Teacher Resources section of the Media Library in DynEd’s website  
(https://www.dyned.com/us/main/medialibrary).  

 

 

The Good Listener’s Checklist for Students 

 Always Usually Sometimes Never 

Before I listen, I try to predict vocabulary and themes that I will hear.     

I pay attention to the speaker’s pace as an indicator of importance.     

I pay special attention to stressed words.     

I listen for clues to the speaker’s purpose and organization.      

I pay particular attention to repeated words and make sure to 
record them in my notes. 

    

I try to maintain my concentration when I listen.     

I take notes diligently in all academic and professional situations.     

I don’t try to write down every word in my notes, but rather I try to 
write only key words. 

    

https://www.dyned.com/us/main/medialibrary
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I use note-taking shorthand to increase efficiency.     

I show the organization and structure of the lecture in my notes.     

I try not to translate into my native language when I listen or take 
notes. 

    

I rewrite my notes when necessary to clarify the content.     

I take advantage of visual aids as clues to content.      

I pay attention to body language to help me understand.     

I make inferences and use my intuition when I listen.     

I continuously strive to build my vocabulary.     

When I hear a word I don’t know, I quickly try to guess its meaning 
from context. 

    

I never stop following the speaker in order to analyze a single  

word or phrase. 

    

 

For helpful books on teaching listening and listening strategies, see Appendix D.  
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Dialogue 
This course uses actual television interviews with international experts on 
topics of general interest as the basis for focused listening practice. This 
advanced, real-world content is suitable for higher-level learners 
preparing for university lectures, discussion groups, conference 
participation or international business presentations and discussions in 
English. 

Significantly, Dialogue presents students with several varieties of English 
as well as a variety of cultural perspectives, especially from China. As 
China becomes increasingly important on the global stage, there is an 
urgent need to better understand and express Chinese perspectives and 

how to improve cross cultural communications. With the cooperation of CCTV (China Central Television) News, 
DynEd is pleased to be able to offer you this course.   

With DynEd’s unique interactive design, students can study Dialogue at their own pace. At any point in the 
program, you can ask for repetition, record and monitor yourself, and watch how the participants interact with 
each other. 

Each of the three Dialogues is presented in 3 parts. Each part provides three kinds of lessons: Presentation, 
Interactive Listening, and Language Skills. The language in each lesson is reinforced with practice questions and 
teaching responses to help build your listening comprehension and language skills.  

Lesson Organization 
Each dialogue is divided into 3 parts, and each part has 3 types of lessons:  Presentation, Interactive Listening, 
and Language Skills. 

The Presentation lessons allow students to go through the Video without interruption and focus on the main 
points. This is followed by a comprehension question that asks students to identify one of the main points 
included within the Video. Some of the Presentation lessons have a series of 2-4 questions at the end, but only 
one question is asked per session. 

The Interactive Listening lessons allow for detailed, sentence by sentence listening. As students go through the 
Video, they will hear comprehension questions, which are answered by clicking on one of 3 answer choices. If 
the answer is correct, there will be a teaching response. If the answer is incorrect, students may try again. 
Students may also have the option to listen again to the section of the video that is relevant to the question.  

The Language Skills lessons are divided into two parts. The Vocabulary and Idioms part focuses on important 
vocabulary items that are used within the dialogues. The Grammar Review part focuses on sentence 
construction. For more details, please see the section:  How to Do a Lesson. 

General Guidelines 
Presentation Lessons  

The Presentation lessons give students practice in listening for main ideas, taking notes and maintaining their 
focus while viewing each part of the dialogue. Each part varies in length from 5 to 10 minutes, which can be 
seen straight through. You may fast forward or fast rewind, but you cannot repeat individual sentences. At the 
end of the presentation, students will be asked a main idea question. If they don't know the answer, they may 
click the Listen Again button to see the video again. If they want to hear the question again, they can click on 
the Repeat button, which is below the answer choices. 

Encourage students to take notes. Taking notes will help keep them 
focused and will help them answer the main idea questions. Like in 
other types of lessons, the questions in the Presentation lessons may 
vary each time the lesson is studied. 

Interactive Listening Lessons 
In these lessons you can stop and repeat each sentence as many 
times as you wish. As students go through the video, they will be 
asked to answer three types of questions. Each type of question 
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develops a different listening skill. Please note that each time you go through the video, the mix and number of 
questions will change. 

The first type of question is for active listening. It develops the ability to search for one particular piece of 
information while listening. In this format, the question appears before the section of the dialogue in which the 
answer is given. The goal is to listen carefully for the answer to that question. 

If students have trouble finding the information needed to answer the question, they may click on the Listen 
Again button to hear that section of the video again. 

The second type of question is for detailed listening. It develops the ability to understand and remember details. 
In this format, questions are asked after the video segment in which the answer was included. To repeat the 
question, click on the Repeat button. The Aa button shows the question in written form. 

The last question type develops the ability to determine how two or more ideas are related. For these questions, 
you will hear one or two sentences from the video. Then you will be asked to determine how the sentences or 
parts of a sentence are related or linked to each other. 

For example, does the second sentence provide a contrast to the first, or is it an explanation? Is there a cause 
and effect relationship? Often, discourse markers such as "therefore," "for example," and "on the other hand," 
can help determine these relationships. 

One note about the text in these lessons is the use of brackets [ ] and parentheses ( ). Brackets [ ] indicate 
mistakes. For example, "This question is a very good question[s]." Parentheses ( ) provide corrections, such as 
"... is doing (going in) the right direction..." Here, “doing” should be replaced by “going in”. 

Language Skills Lessons 
There are two types of Language Skills Lessons: Vocabulary and 
Idioms and Grammar Review. It is important to do these lessons 
after going through the Presentation and Interactive Listening 
lessons, which build a contextual framework to support the exercises 
in the Language Skills lessons. 

 
 

The Vocabulary and 
Idioms lessons help build and extend vocabulary. The exercises are 
designed to develop the ability to use context to infer the meanings 
of words and idiomatic expressions.  
When doing these exercises, students should try to guess the 
meaning of the target word or phrase before looking at the answer 
choices on the screen. Then, they should choose the one that is 
closest to that meaning. To hear the video again, click on the Repeat 
button. 

To make the most of these exercises, it is a good idea to keep a written log of new vocabulary. Encourage 
students to review these lessons often. This builds long-term learning.  

The Grammar Review lessons focus on the interplay between 
grammar and vocabulary. To complete these click and drag 
exercises, click on the words at the bottom of the screen and drag 
them to the correct place in the sentence. 

You will find some sentences to be easy, while others may require 
a lot of thought. If you are having trouble with a sentence, keep 
trying different combinations of words until you find the right 
answers. 

Target grammar structures range from relatively simple verb tenses 
combinations to more advanced combinations involving 
subordinate clauses and other structures. In most cases only one 
correct choice makes sense for a blank. 
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Vocabulary 
The vocabulary in the course helps to prepare students for both academic and business situations and 
discussions. A wide range of topics is discussed including higher education, economics, business, environmental 
and social issues. Please see the Vocabulary List in Appendix E for details, including words which are from the 
Academic Word List (AWL). 

Vocabulary Overview 

 Total number of words in Dialogue: 21,192 

 Total number of individual vocabulary items: 2,313 in 1,119 word families 

 82.9% from the most frequent 1000 words (1K Words) 

 3.82% from the 1001-2000 list of most frequent words (2K Words)  

 8.57% from the Academic Word List (AWL Words*), and not included in 1K or 2K lists 

 4.71% Content and other words not included above 

Note: Appendix E lists word families. 

1K Words are not listed below, since students at this level should already be familiar with them. *AWL Words 
are commonly found in academic texts in the following areas: Arts, Commerce, Law and Science (Coxhead List) 

The lists in Appendix E give the word families for 2K, AWL, and Off-List vocabulary items used in Dialogue. The 
bracketed number gives the number of occurrences of each word family in the video. A list of some of the idioms 
used in Dialogue is at the bottom. 
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Certification Levels  
A1 – Initial PT 0.0 or 0.2 / Exit PT 0.5   Exit Exam Required 

Certification Level Requirements:  First English (FE); New Dynamic English (NDE 

Initial PT 

Score 

Units (80% completion of all activities in 

unit) 
Mastery Tests (≥ 85 points) 

Open first time 

entering 

0.0 or 0.2 FE Units 1 – 4  
NDE Module 1  

FE Units 1-2 
FE Units 3-4 
NDE M 1 Unit MTs 

FE Unit 1 
NDE M 1 Units 1 – 2   

Scope & Sequence - FIRST ENGLISH  

Unit Main Learning Points Topics 

1 

Demonstratives (this, that, these, here) This is a book. These 
are stairs. 

Pronouns: he, she, it, I, you, they 

Possessive Pronouns: my, her, his, your 

Singular/Plural: book(s), pencil(s), person/people, city/cities, 
country/countries 

Be, do, Contractions, Negations: They’re, He’s, His, It’s, 
She’s, You’re, I’m, doesn’t come from; isn’t from… 

Subject-verb agreement: I am, she/he/it/is they are. She 
comes from Mexico. They are students. 

Present tense: come from, is from 

Commands: open the door; close the book 

W/H questions: Where is she from? Where does she come 
from? What is his name? What are their names? Who is in 
the middle? Where is London? 

Yes-No questions: Does she come from Mexico? Is this 
person a man or a woman? 

Greetings: How are you today? I’m 
fine, thanks. 

Introduction: It’s nice to meet you. 

Country & Nationality: She comes 
from Mexico. She’s Mexican. London 
is in England. 

Gender: This person is a man. She’s a 
woman. 

Classroom objects: It’s a book. This is 
a chair. This is a computer. 

Letters & Numbers: Alphabet A – Z 

Letters & Numbers: Alphabet 1 – 10  

2 

Possessives: Tom’s father; her name; his father’s name; this 
boy’s name… 

Adjectives: short, long, red, the green book, this book is 
open, large, small, etc.  

Singular/Plural: country, countries, sister(s), brother(s), 
languages  

Can/Can’t: can speak Spanish, can play the piano 

Contractions, Negation: can’t…isn’t…not any…doesn’t have 
any 

Subject-verb agreement: She can; he can; they can; they are; 
he isn’t; They like… 

Present tense: speak, play the violin, study, sing 

Commands: write your name, read a book, ask a question, 
etc. 

W/H questions: Which country…which of these cities…Who 
isn’t a good singer? Who can’t sing very well? How old is 
she? Which way is the cafeteria? 

Age: She’s fifteen years old. 

Suggestion: let’s eat; let’s go. 

Asking & Giving Directions: which 
way is… 

Languages: She speaks Spanish. 

Ability: She can speak Spanish and 
French. 

Family relations: sister, brother, 
father, mother, etc. 

Classroom objects: a map, a line, a 
circle, an open door, a short pencil, a 
red book, etc. 

Classroom actions: Draw a line, read 
a book, turn on the light, write your 
name, ask a question, etc. 

Letters & Numbers: Alphabet A – H  
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Yes-No questions: Are these two cities both in Europe? Is 
Tokyo in Japan or England? Can she speak Spanish?  

Letters & Numbers: Numbers 11 – 20 

Time: 1:00 – 12:00 

3 

Prepositions of location and direction: in a house, near a 
park, from Mexico, to the door, from the door, with his 
family, at night, on, under, between, inside, outside, above, 
below, in front of, through, around… 

Present tense: teachers, lives, works, has, goes, likes, drives, 
knows; They live in a house near a park. Ana goes to school. 
She does homework almost every night. Her father works in a 
bookstore. She teachers science. 

Present progressive: walking, looking out, going to, coming 
from, sitting on, crossing a street; He is walking up some 
stairs. She is looking out the window. He is sitting on a bench. 

W/H questions: Whose book is it? What is he looking at? 
Who is walking through the door? Which book is under the 
table? Where is the short pencil? What does Ana’s mother 
do? Where do his mother and father work? When does she 
do homework? 

Yes-No questions: Are they crossing a street? Does she live 
with her family? Is the book on the table? Is Helen a good 
teacher? Do his parents have jobs? Do you know what time it 
is?  

Occupation: Helen is a teacher. His 
father works for a newspaper. His 
mother is an artist. 

Greeting & Parting: Good morning! 
See you… 

Suggestion: Let’s look inside. Let’s 
call her. 

Asking & Giving Directions: which 
way is… 

Asking & Giving Time: Do you know 
what time it is? 

Relative Location: under the table, 
outside the circle, behind the 
computer, etc. 

Letters & Numbers: I – P (initial) 

Letters & Numbers: Numbers 10 – 
100 

Time: 1:10, 2:30, 3:45, etc.  

4 

Present progressive: He is reading a book. She’s smiling 
because she’s happy. I’m going to the library. She’s wearing a 
blue school uniform. 

Object pronouns: him, her, them; His friends like him. He has 
lunch with them.  

Adverbs of frequency: They usually have lunch together. 
Sometimes they do their homework together. Does Helen 
always take the bus? Sometimes she drives her car to school. 

Adjectives: a good teacher, the wrong direction, happy, sad, 
tired, big, small, blue, brown, weak, strong… He reads many 
books. He is a great student. Jim has black hair and brown 
eyes. He’s thin but very strong. 

Reason and logical connection: He’s thin but very strong. 
She’s smiling because she’s happy. 

There is (existential): there is a bus stop in front of the park. 
Is there a bus stop near the park? 

W/H  questions: What does she like? What is he doing? 
What is in front of the park? How does Helen usually get to 
school? What is she wearing? How tall is she? What color is 
her hair? How much does he weigh? 

Yes-No questions: Does he have blue eyes? Does Helen ever 
drive to school? Is there a bus stop near the park? Does she 
have a lot of CDs? 

Parts of the Body: She has brown 
eyes. He has little hands. She has a 
small nose. Etc.  

Emotions: She has a sad face. This 
man is afraid. This man is angry. Etc. 

Senses & Use: We hear with our ears. 
We see with our eyes. We walk with 
our feet. 

Likes & Abilities: She likes music. Her 
parents don’t like her music. She does 
well in school. Her favorite subject is 
science. She can sing very well. 

Location & Address: across the street 
from their house; both sides of the 
park; her address is 15 Maple Street. 

Schedule: Bus number 38 comes at 
7:05, 7:35 and 7:50. 

Letters & Numbers: Q – W (initial) 

Letters & Numbers: Ordinals & 
Fractions 

Time: w/fractions, a quarter past 
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Scope & Sequence: NEW DYNAMIC ENGLISH – Module 1  

Module 1, Unit Main Learning Points Comments 

 

 

1   

Names and Places 

Hello, Max and Kathy!  

Where is France? 

Who Speaks English?  

Question Practice w/SR 

Focus Exercises 

Personal information:  name, where from, 

Languages spoken, nationality 

Introductions (Hi, my name is…) 

Countries and cities of the world 

Relative location (here, left, right) 

Demonstratives (that, this) 

Pronouns (personal, possessive) 

be, do, Contractions, Negation 

Subject-verb agreement 

Present Simple tense (She speaks Spanish.) 

Yes/No and W/H  question formation 

Students learn to give and elicit 
basic information about 
themselves and others. 

 

Builds recognition of simple 
words and phrases in context. 

 

Introduces the most basic 
structures in English. 

 

2 
Jobs and Family 

Richard Chin 

Sara Scott  

Henry Thornton  

Word Practice 

Questions  

Presents the jobs, families and living 
arrangements of three characters. 

Extends personal information:  age, spelling of 
name, job, salary, marital status. 

Present Simple verbs:  have, live, work, etc. 

Subj/Verb/Object (He teaches science.) 

Object Pronouns (him, her) 

Adjectives and Prepositions of Location 

Students learn to ask and 
answer basic questions about 
each other in an interview 
format. 

 

Introduces useful verbs and 
daily vocabulary. 

 

3 
Numbers and Time 

One to One Hundred 

Time  

Numbers 1-100 

Clock times and fractions 

Telephone numbers 

 

Prepares students for later 
units which use time and 
numbers. 

 

4 
Review Exercises 

Dictations 

Fill-Ins w/SR 

Speech Practice w/SR 

Gap-filling and Speech Recognition exercises 
review key grammar and vocabulary. 

Develops fluency and reading skills. 

These lessons review Units 1-3 
and focus on key points such as 
Subject-Verb agreement. 

5 
Video Interactions w/SR 

Introductions 

At a Party 

At an Office 

Telephone 

Interview 

Hot Seats 

Shows basic introductions, greetings, and use 
of the telephone. 

Students may interact with the actors through 
Speech Recognition (SR) activities. 

Language review. 

 

Provides a model for role-plays. 

 

A1 Workbook  
Workbook and answer key available on website: http://dyned.com/us/main/medialibrary . Username and 
password are the same of for the Records Manager. 

http://dyned.com/us/main/medialibrary
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FE   UNIT 1 
This first unit introduces basic sentences, phrases and 
vocabulary that are immediately useful for students 
in a school setting. 

Listening:  Parts 1, 2, & 3 
Students learn to understand and ask simple 
questions about the most basic personal information:  
name, country of residence, nationality, and gender. 
They are also introduced to the names of countries 
and cities from around the world. 

Dialog: Dialogs 1, 2, and Hot Seat 
Students learn to introduce and greet each other. 
Students learn to ask and answer these questions:  
What’s your name?  Where are you from?  Who is 
that?  What is her name?  Where is she from? 

Vocabulary:  Part 1, 2, and Quiz 
This lesson focuses on classroom objects and actions. 

Grammar:  Pronouns, am/is/are, Contractions 
Students learn about personal pronouns, the forms of 
be, and the most common contractions:  I’m, he’s, 
she’s, they’re, etc. Students also learn about basic 
word order: S-V. 

Letters and Numbers:  A-Z, 1-10, and Quiz 
Students are introduced to the letters of the alphabet 
and the numbers 1-10. 

 

Main Learning Points  
Demonstratives 
this, that, these, here, This is a book. These are stairs. 
Here are two people. That is Helen. 

Pronouns, nominative & possessive 
he, his, she, her, it, they, their, I, my, you, both people. 
My name is Judy. Her name is Helen. What’s your 
name? 

Singular/Plural  
book(s), name(s), person/people, Here are three 
countries. This is one pen and these are two pencils. 
Here are two people. This person is a woman. Their 
names are Max and Helen. 

be, do, Contractions, Negation 
They’re, He’s, It’s, She’s, You’re, I’m, She doesn’t 
come from; She isn’t from…Helen is from Canada 

Subject-verb agreement 
I am, she/he/it/they is/are She comes from Mexico. 
They are students. My name is Judy. It’s a book. 

Present simple 
She comes from Mexico. She is from Mexico. They are 
students. 

Commands 
Open the door, close the book, stand up, sit down, go 
to the door, come from the door, put up your hand, 
etc. 

W/H  questions  
Where is she from? Where does she come from? 
What is his name?  What are their names? Who is in 
the middle?  Where is London? 

Yes-No questions  
Does she come from Mexico? Is this person a man or 
a woman?  

Lesson Scripts  
LISTENING

Part 1 
This is Ana. She comes (is from) from Mexico. 

She's Mexican. 

This is Tony. He comes (is from) from England. 

He's British. 

Ana and Tony come from different countries. They 
don't come from the same country. 

This is Helen. She comes from Canada. She's 
Canadian. 

This is Sanjay. He comes from India. He's Indian. 

Helen and Sanjay don't come from the same country. 
They come from different countries. 
Part 2 

Here are two people. This person is a man. His name 
is Max. 

He's Spanish. 

This person is a woman. Her name is Helen. She’s 
Canadian. 

Here are three people. These two people are men. 
This person isn't a man. She's a woman. 

The person in the middle is a woman. The person on 
the left is a man. The person on the right is a man. 
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Part 3 

Here are two countries. This country is Mexico. This 
country is England. 

Here are three countries. The country on the left is 
Mexico. The country in the middle is England. The 
country on the right is India. 

Here are two cities, London and New Delhi. London is 
in England. New Delhi is in India. 

DIALOG 

Dialog 1 
Maria:  Hi!  What’s your name? 

Judy:  My name is Judy. What’s your name?  

Maria: My name is Maria.  

Judy: Where are you from, Maria? 

Maria: I’m from Mexico. Where are you from? 

Judy: I’m from San Francisco. 

Maria: It’s nice to meet you Judy. 

Judy: It’s nice to meet you too. 

Dialog 2 
Ken: Hi Shawn. How are you today? 

Shawn: I’m fine thanks. How are you? 

Ken: I’m fine. Who is that? 

Shawn: That’s Sanjay. He’s from India. 

Ken:  India?  Where in India? 

Shawn:  He’s from New Delhi. 

Ken: Who’s that over there? 

Shawn: Oh, that’s Helen. 

Ken:  Where’s she from? 

Shawn: She comes from Canada. 

 

Hot Seat 
 What’s your name? 

Judy: What’s my name?  My name is Judy. 

 What’s her name? 

Judy: Her name is Maria. 

 Where are you from? 

Judy: Where am I from?  I’m from San Francisco. 

 Where is she from? 

Judy: She comes from Mexico. 

VOCABULARY 

Part 1 
A book – This is a book. 

A chair – This is a chair. 

A pencil – This is a pencil. 

A door – It is a door. 

A window – It is a window. 

A pen – It is a pen. 

 

A calculator – This is a calculator. 

A computer – It is a computer. 

A hand – This is a hand. 

Stairs – These are stairs. 

A desk – It is a desk. 

A book bag – It’s a book bag. 

 

Two books – These are two books. 

Four pencils – These are four pencils. 

Three notebooks – These are three notebooks. 

A desk and a chair – This is a desk and this is a chair. 

One pen and two pencils – This is one pen and these 
are two pencils. 

Part 2 
Stand up. 

Sit down. 

Open your book. 

Close your book. 

Open the door. 

Close the door. 

 

Go to the door. 

Come from the door. 

Go up the stairs. 

Go down the stairs. 

Put up your hand. 

Put down your hand. 

GRAMMAR 

Pronouns 
She ~ She is from Canada. 

He ~ He comes from England. 

She ~ She comes from Mexico. 

He ~ He is from India. 

It ~ It is a pen. 

It ~ It is a door. 

They ~ They are students. 

They ~ They are a computer and a book. 

They ~ They are both people. 

They ~ They are both men. 

I ~ I’m from San Francisco. 
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I ~ I’m fine, thanks. 

You ~ How are you? 

You ~ Where are you from? 

 

Am/is/are 
Is ~ She is from Canada. 

Is ~ He is from India. 

Is ~ This is a computer. 

Are ~ These are two books. 

Are ~ Here are two people. 

Is ~ My name is Judy. 

Are ~ Their names are Max and Helen. 

Are ~ These are stairs. 

Is ~ London is in England. 

Contractions 
She’s ~ She is (She’s) from Canada. 

He’s ~ He is (He’s) from India. 

It’s ~ It is (It’s) a book. 

It’s ~ It is (It’s) a chair. 

They’re ~ They are (They’re) students. 

I’m ~ I am (I’m) from Mexico. 

LETTERS & NUMBERS 

A-Z 

A~G 

H~N 

O~U 

V~Z 

1-10 

1~5 

6~10 
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FE   UNIT 2  
This unit reviews and extends the language from 
Unit 1. The communicative focus is on personal 
information, the classroom environment, and telling 
time. Pre-reading skills are also developed as limited 
word-and letter recognition tasks are incorporated 
into comprehension exercises. 

Listening:  Parts 1, 2, & 3 
Students extend their ability to talk about 
themselves, the details and spelling of their names, 
their age, family relationships, languages spoken, 
and abilities to do things, such as playing a musical 
instrument or speaking a foreign language. 

Dialog: Dialogs 1, 2, and Hot Seat 
In Dialog 1 and the Hot Seat, the students talk about 
which languages they can speak and how well. In 
Dialog 2, the focus is on asking for the time, asking 
for directions, and making a suggestion:  Let’s eat 
lunch together. 

Vocabulary:  Part 1, 2, and Quiz 
This lesson focuses on describing classroom objects, 
such as a red book, and classroom commands, such 
as: draw a line, read a book, turn on the light, etc. 
Adjectives such as red, green, large, small, big, little, 
open and closed are also introduced. 

Grammar:  Part 1, 2, 3 and Quiz 
Students learn about possessive pronouns such as 
his, her, and their, Yes/No questions with be/do, and 
expressing negation with contractions such as isn’t, 
doesn’t, aren’t and don’t. 

Letters and Numbers:  A-H, 11-20, Time 1, and Quiz 
Students focus on the sound-letter relationships for 
initial A-H in such words as apple, ace, atom, Brazil, 
bananas, the numbers 11-20, and how to express 
times on the hour for 1:00-12:00. 

 

Main Learning Points  

Possessives 
Tom’s father; he name, his father’s name; this boy’s 
name; My mother comes from Russia.  

Adjectives 
short, long, red, the green book, this book is open, 
large, small, her first name, his last name, his older 
sister,  etc 

Singular/Plural 
country, countries, sister(s), brother(s) languages 

can/can’t 
can speak Spanish; can’t speak French; can 
understand, can’t play; They can speak two 
languages. Tom can’t play the violin, but he can play 
the piano. 

Contractions, Negation 
can’t, isn’t, not any, doesn’t have any; I don’t speak 
any other languages. 

Subject-verb agreement 
She can; he can; they can; they are; he isn’t; They 
like… 

Pronouns, nominative & possessive 
he, his, she, her, it, they, their, I, my, you, your 

be, do, Contractions, Negation 
What’s…They’re…He’s…It’s…She’s…You’re…I’m 
doesn’t have, isn’t a good teacher  

Subject-verb agreement 
She has…They have…I am…You are…Many families 
are…It means, etc… 

Present tense 
speak play the violin, study, sing; Tom speaks 
Spanish with his mother. 

Commands 

write your name, read a book, ask a question, etc 

Yes/No and W/H questions 
Are these two cities both in Europe?  Is Tokyo in 
Japan or England?  Can she speak Spanish?  Which 
country…Which of these cities…Who isn’t a good 
singer? Who can’t sing very well?  How old is she? 
Which way is the cafeteria? 
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Lesson Scripts 
LISTENING 

Part 1 
Here are two people. This person is a girl. This person 
is a boy. They are both 15 years old. 

The girl's name is Ana Santana. Her first name is Ana. 
Her last name is Santana. She's 15 years old. 

The boy's name is Tony Harris. His first name is Tony. 
His last name is Harris. He's 15 years old. 

Here are two people. This person is a woman. This 
person is a man. 

The woman's name is Helen Harris. Her first name is 
Helen. Her last name is Harris. She's twenty-five years 
old. 

The man's name is Max Bond. His first name is Max. 
His last name is Bond. Max is twenty-seven years old. 

Part 2 
This boy's name is Tom. This is Tom's family. This is 
his father. His father's name is Jim. This is his mother. 
His mother's name is Rita. 

He has two sisters. This is his older sister. Her name is 
Sara. She is 13 years old. His younger sister is eight 
years old. Her name is Kathy. Tom doesn't have any 
brothers. 

Tom's mother comes from Spain. She can speak two 
languages. She can speak Spanish, and she can speak 
English. 

At home, Tom speaks Spanish with his mother. At 
school, he speaks English. His father can understand 
Spanish, but he can't speak it very well. Tom and his 
sisters can understand and speak both languages. 
They can speak two languages. 

Tom's older sister can play the violin. She can play it 
very well. Tom can't play the violin, but he can play 
the piano. 

Tom's sisters can also sing very well. They are very 
good singers. Tony isn't a good singer. He can't sing 
very well. 

Sometimes Tom plays the piano and his sisters sing. 
They like to play music together.  

Part 3 
Here are four cities. This is Paris. Paris is in France. 
This is Tokyo. Tokyo is in Japan. This is New York. 

New York is in the United States. This is London. 
London is in England. 

London and Paris are both in Europe. Mexico City and 
New York are both in North America. 

Tokyo isn't in Europe or North America. Tokyo is in 
Asia. Japan is an Asian country. 

In France,  French people speak French. France is in 
Europe. It's a European country.  

Mexico is in North America. In Mexico, people speak 
Spanish. Spanish is the language of Mexico. 

Brazil is in South America. In Brazil, people speak 
Portuguese. 

In all three of these countries, students study English 
in school. English is their second language. Right now 

you are studying English.  

DIALOG 

Dialog 1 
Judy:  Hi, Maria. Can you speak Spanish? 

Maria: Yes, I can. I can speak Spanish. How about 
you? 

Judy: No, I can't. I can't speak Spanish. 

Maria: What languages do you speak? 

Judy: I can speak French. 

Maria: Can you speak any other languages? 

Judy: No, I can't. Just English and French. How about 
you? 

Maria:  I can speak a little Russian. 

Judy: Russian? 

Maria: Yes. My mother comes from Russia. 

Dialog 2 
Maria:  Hi, Judy. 

Judy: Hi, Maria. What time is it? 

Maria:  It's 12:15. It's time for lunch. 

Judy: Let's eat together, okay? 

Maria: Sure. Which way is the cafeteria. 

Judy: It's in the next building. Let's go. 

Hot Seat 
Can you speak French? 

Ken:  No, I can't. I can't speak French. 

Can you speak Spanish? 

Ken: Yes, I can. I can speak Spanish very well. What 
languages do you speak? 

Ken: I speak Spanish and English. 

What other languages do you speak? 

Ken: I don't speak any other languages. 

How old are you? 

Ken: How old am I?  I'm fourteen. 
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VOCABULARY 

Part 1 
A map - This is a map. 

A line - It is a line. 

A clock - This is a clock. 

A ruler - It's a ruler. 

A watch - This is a watch. 

A circle - It's a circle. 

 
A green book - It is a green book. 

A red book - This book is red. 

An open door - It is an open door 

A closed door - This door is closed. 

A short pencil - This pencil is short. 

A long pencil - This is a long pencil. 

 
An open book - This book is open. 

A closed book - This is a closed book. 

A large window - This is a large window. 

A small window - This window is small. 

A big chair - It's a big chair. 

A little chair - It's a little chair. 

Part 2 
Take out your book 

Put away your book 

Draw a line 

Turn on the light 

Turn off the light 

Draw a map 

 
Read a book 

Write your name 

Study English 

Stand in a line 

Sit in a circle 

Ask a question 

GRAMMAR 

Part 1 
Her ~ Her name is Helen. 

His ~ His name is Sanjay. 

Her ~ Her first name is Ana. 

His ~ His last name is Bond. 

My ~ My name is Judy. 

Your ~ What’s your name? 

Their ~ Their names are Max and Helen. 

Part 2 
Is ~ Is this Canada? 

Is ~ Is Helen from Canada? 

Does ~ Does Helen come from Canada? 

Do ~ Do they come from the same country? 

Are ~ Are they from the same country? 

Are ~ Are these notebooks? 

Is ~ Is this a book? 

Does ~ Does he come from India? 

Part 3 
Isn’t ~ She isn’t from England. 

Isn’t ~ This person isn’t a woman. 

Doesn’t ~ She doesn’t come from England. 

Doesn’t ~ Tom doesn’t have any brothers. 

Aren’t ~ They aren’t from the same country. 

Don’t ~ They don’t come from the same country. 

LETTERS & NUMBERS 

A-E (initial) 

A- an apple ~ This is an apple. 

A- an ace ~ This is an ace. 

A- an atom  

A- angry 

A- an arm ~ This is an arm.  

A- Africa ~ Here is Africa. 

A- Asia ~ Here is Asia. 

 
B- a book  

B- bananas 

B- a bird 

B- Brazil ~ Brazil is a country. 

B- boots 

B- a boy ~ This boy is a student. 

 

C- a city 

C- a clock 

C- a cell ~ This is a cell. 

C- the center 

C- a car 

C- a circle 

C- cold 

C- Canada 

C- colors ~ These are colors. 

C- a computer ~ This is a computer. 
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D- a desk 

D- a day 

D- a door ~ This door is open. 

D- a dentist ~ This man is a dentist. 

D- a dress 

D- danger ~ This is the danger sign. Be careful! 

E-H: (initial) 

E- an ear ~ We have two ears. 

E- east 

E- Egypt ~ Egypt is a country in Africa. 

E- an elbow 

E- eleven 

E- England 

E- equal 

E- eggs 

 

F- feet 

F- fingers 

F- folders 

F- fifteen 

F- five ~ This is the number five. 

F- four 

F- France ~ France is a country in Europe. 

F- Fire 

 

G- a girl ~ Ana is a girl. 

G- a gym ~ This is a gym. 

G- a game 

G- genes 

G- Germany 

G- green 

G- grey 

 

H- hot 

H- a hospital ~ This is a hospital. 

H- a hand 

H- hair 

H- a house 

H- happy ~ This woman is happy. 

Numbers: 11-20 
11: These are eleven strawberry ice-cream cones. 

12: There are twelve eggs [in]AH the box. 

13: These are thirteen beautiful butterflies. 

14: Here are fourteen light bulbs. 

15: Here are fifteen game balls. 

16: Here are sixteen birthday candles. 

17: These are seventeen expensive stones. 

18: Here are eighteen cherries. 

19: Here are nineteen leaves. 

20: Here are twenty cookies. 

Time 1 
one o'clock: It is one o'clock. 

two o'clock: It is two o'clock 

three o'clock: It is three o'clock. 

four o'clock: It is four o'clock. 

five o'clock: It is five o'clock. 

six o'clock: It is six o'clock. 

seven o'clock: It is seven o'clock. 

eight o'clock: It is eight o'clock. 

nine o'clock: It is nine o'clock. 

ten o'clock: It's ten o'clock. 

eleven o'clock: It's eleven o'clock. 

twelve o'clock: It's twelve o'clock. 
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FE   UNIT 3 
This unit reviews and extends the language from 
Unit 2. The communicative focus extends to 
occupations, and students learn to describe and ask 
about on-going actions and relative locations. Pre-
reading skills are further developed as limited word-
and letter recognition tasks are incorporated into 
comprehension exercises. 

LISTENING:  PARTS 1, 2, & 3 
Students extend their ability to talk about 
themselves and their family, including the 
occupations of their parents and where their parents 
work and live. 

DIALOG: DIALOGS 1, 2, AND HOT SEAT 
In Dialog 1 students learn to greet each other and ask 
about the time. In Dialog 2, the focus is finding out 
information such as one’s telephone number, and 
making suggestions: Let’s look inside. The Hot Seat 
reviews the material from Unit 2: first and last name, 
spelling, and age. 

VOCABULARY:  PART 1, 2, AND QUIZ 
This lesson focuses on location and direction 
prepositions: the book is on/under the table; the 
pencil is inside/outside the circle; they are going 
to/coming from the door. Students also learn to use 
the progressive be+V(ing) to express ongoing 
actions: .they are crossing a street; he is looking at a 
clock. 

GRAMMAR:  PART 1, 2, 3 AND QUIZ 
Students learn more about the present tense, 
subject-verb agreement, the use of can/can’t, and 
question formation with What, Where, and Who: 

Where do they live? Who works for a newspaper?. 

LETTERS AND NUMBERS:  I-P, 10-100, TIME & QUIZ 
Students focus on the sound-letter relationships for 
initial I-P in such words as Italy, ice, left, north, the 
numbers 10-100, and how to express times such as: 
1:10, 3:30, and 10:15. 

Main Learning Points 

Prepositions of location and direction 
in a house, near a park, from Mexico, at a school, to 
the door, from the door, with his family, at night, on, 
under, between, inside, outside, above, below, in 
front of, through the door, around the track 

Present simple 
teaches, lives, works, has, goes, likes, drives, knows; 
They live in a house near a park. Ana goes to school. 
She does homework almost every night. Her father 
works in a bookstore. She teaches science. 

Present progressive be+V(ing) 
walking, looking out, going to, coming from, sitting 
on, crossing a street, He is walking up some stairs. 
She is looking out the window. He is sitting on a 
bench.. 

Relative Location 
under the table, outside the circle, behind the 
computer, around the track, etc. 

W/H questions 
Whose book is it?  What is he looking at?  Who is 
walking through the door? Which book is under the 
table?  Where is the short pencil?  What does Ana’s 
mother do? Who works for a newspaper? Where do 
his mother and father work? When does she do 
homework? 

Yes/No questions 
Are they crossing a street?  Does she live with her 
family? Is the book on the table? Is Helen a good 
teacher?  Do his parents have jobs? Do you know 
what time it is? 
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Lesson Scripts 

LISTENING 

Part 1 
Ana comes from Mexico. She speaks two languages, 
Spanish and English. Ana lives in Mexico City. She lives 
there with her family. They live in a house near a park. 

Ana is a student. She goes to school. She does 
homework almost every night. 

Her father works in a bookstore. He sells books. Her 
mother is a teacher. She teaches English at a high 
school. The high school is in Mexico City. 

Tony comes from England. He lives in London. Tony is 
a student. He doesn't live with his family. He lives in a 
dormitory with other students. 

Tony's family lives in the United States. His mother 
and father both have jobs in New York. His father 
works for a newspaper. His mother is an artist. His 
sisters go to school in New York. 

Part 2 
Helen comes from Canada. She speaks English and 
French. She lives in Toronto. Helen is a teacher. She 
teaches science. She is a good teacher and her 
students like her. 

Helen is married. She and her husband live in a house. 
Her husband is a policeman. Sometimes he works at 
night. He drives a police car in the city of Toronto. 

Part 3 
Ana and Tony are the same age. They are both 15 
years old. Ana doesn't know Tony. Tony doesn't know 
Ana. 

They don't know you. 

Ana and Tony are from different countries. They live 
in different cities. 

Ana lives in Mexico City and Tony lives in London. 

Ana and Tony are both students. They both go to 
school. Ana lives with her family, but Tony doesn't. He 
lives in a dormitory with other students. 

Ana can speak Spanish, but Tony can't. He can't speak 
Spanish. 

DIALOG 

Dialog 1 
Maria:  Good morning Shawn. 

Shawn:   Good morning Maria. Do you know what 
time it is? 

Maria: Yes, I do. It’s 8:00. 

Shawn:  Oh, I’m late for class. See you. 

Dialog 2 

Shawn: Is this your book? 
Ken:  No, it isn't.  

Shawn: Whose book is it? 

Ken: Let's look inside. 

Shawn: It says, Maria. Where is she? 

Ken:  She isn't here today. 

Shawn:  Why isn't she here? 

Ken: I don't know. Maybe she's sick. 

Shawn: Let's call her. 

Ken:  Good idea. Do you know her telephone 
number? 

Shawn: No, I don't, but I have her e-mail address. 

Ken: Oh, okay. 

Hot Seat 
 What’s your last name? 

Maria: My last name is Gomez. 

 How do you spell it? 

Maria: How do I spell it?  G O M E Z. 

 What’s your first name? 

Maria: My first name is Maria. M A R I A. 

 Who is that? 

Maria: That's Judy. She's my friend. 

 Who is that man? 

Maria: That's my father. 

 How old are you? 

Maria: How old am I?  I'm fourteen. 

VOCABULARY 

Part 1 
On - The book is on the table. 

Under - The green book is under the table. 

Between - The apple is between the books. 

Next to - The pencil is next to the pen. 

Inside - The pencil is inside the circle. 

Outside - The pencil is outside the circle. 

 The long pencil is outside the circle. 

Above - The ball is above the table. 

Below - The window is below the clock. 

In front of - The ball is in front of the computer. 

Behind - The ball is behind the computer. 

In line - He is in line. 

Not in line - They are not in line. 

Part 2 
Walk up - He is walking up some stairs. 

Walk down - She is walking down some stairs. 
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Look out - She is looking out the window. 

Go to - They are going to the door. 

Come from - He is coming from the door. 

Sit on - He is sitting on a bench. 

Cross - They are crossing a street. 

Look at - He is looking at a clock. 

Walk through - He's walking through the door. 

Run around - They are running around a track. 

Go into - He's going into a room. 

Come out of - She's coming out of a room. 

GRAMMAR 

Part 1 
lives ~ Ana lives in Mexico City. She lives there with 
her family. 

live ~  They live in a house near a park. 

comes from ~ He comes from India. Tom’s mother 
comes from Spain. 

come from ~ They come from different countries.  

speak ~ He speaks English at school. She speaks two 
languages, Spanish and English. 

speak ~ I speak Spanish and English. In Mexico, 
people speak Spanish. 

Part 2 
can ~ She can speak two languages. 

can ~ Tom’s older sister can play the violin . She can 
play it very well. 

Can ~ Can Tom’s sisters sing very well?  Tom’s sisters 
can sing very well. 

can’t ~ He can’t sing very well. 

Can ~ Can Tom play the violin? 

can’t ~ No, he can’t. Tom can’t play the violin, but he 
can play the piano. 

Can ~ Can you speak Spanish? 

can ~ Yes, I can. I can speak Spanish. 

Part 3 
What ~ What are their names? 

What ~ What is his first name? 

What ~ What does Ana do? 

What ~ What country is Paris in? 

Where ~ Where is London? 

Where ~ Where do they live? 

Where ~ Where does his family live? 

Where ~ Where do his mother and father work? 

Where ~ Where are you from? 

Who ~ Who works for a newspaper? 

Who ~ Who is an artist? 

Who ~ Who isn’t from India? 

Who ~ Who can play the violin? 

LETTERS & NUMBERS 

I-L  (initial) 
I- ice ~ Ice is cold. 

I- in  

I- India ~ India is a country in Asia.  

I- ill  

I- Ireland ~ Ireland is a country in Europe. 

I- Italy ~ Italy is a European country.  

 

J- juice   

J- Japan ~ Japan is an Asian country. 

J- jeans ~ He wears jeans at home. 

J- Jupiter 

J- jello  

J- a judge ~ This man is a judge.  

 

K- a kitchen ~ This is a kitchen.  

K- a king 

K- keys ~ These are keys. 

K- kids 

K- a kidney ~ We have two kidneys.  

K- a kilogram 

 

L- a library ~ People study in libraries. 

L- left ~ Turn left!  

L- listen 

L- a lamp  

L- legs 

L- a leaf  

L- London ~ London is in England.  

M-P (initial) 
M- the moon,  

M- a month 

M- a map 

M- Mexico 

M- Malaysia 

M- music ~ He likes music. 

M- a mouth ~ She has a big mouth. 

N- notebooks 

N- night  

N- a nose 
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N- nineteen ~ This is the number 19. 

N- north ~ North is the opposite of south. 

N- a neck 

 

O- an orange 

O- an ocean ~ This is the Atlantic Ocean.  

O- on 

O- off ~ The light is off. 

O- open 

O- Oxygen  

 

P- a pencil 

P- paper ~ Here is some paper. 

P- Paris 

P- Portugal ~ Portugal is a European country. 

P- a pilot 

P- a piano 

 

Numbers 10~100 
0:  Water freezes at 0 degrees centigrade.  

10: We have 10 fingers. 

20: Here are 20 cookies. 

30: The month of September has 30 days. 

40: Here are 40 bowling pins. 

50: This is a 50 cent coin.  

60: There are 60 minutes in one hour. 

70: The speed limit is 70 kilometers per hour in some 
cities. 

80: Here is 80 Euro cents.  

90: This is a 90 degree angle. 

100: Water boils at 100 degrees centigrade. 

Time 2 

1:10  It's ten past one. 

2:25  It's 2:25.  

3:30  It's half past three. 

4:45  It's 4:45. It's a quarter to five.  

5:50  It's ten to six. It's five fifty.  

6:05  It's five after six. 

7:35  It's seven-thirty five.  

8:40  It's eight-forty. 

9:20  It's nine-twenty.  

10:15  It's a quarter past ten. 

11:30  It's half past eleven. 

12:25  It's twelve-twenty five. 
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FE   UNIT 4 
This unit focuses on likes and dislikes, progressive 
actions, frequency and schedules, while reviewing 
and reinforcing the language from previous units.  

Listening:  Parts 1, 2, & 3 
In Part 1, students learn to talk about their likes and 
abilities. In Part 2, the focus is on address, telephone 
number, location (across the street from...), means 
of transportation, and a bus schedule. In Part 3, 
students learn to describe each other, including eye 
and hair color, weight and height. 

Dialog: Dialogs 1, 2, and Hot Seat 
In Dialog 1, students are introduced to when 
questions: When is your birthday? In Dialog 2, the 
focus is on where questions with the progressive 
form: Where are you going? In Hot Seat, the focus is 
on likes and dislikes: Do you like music? 

Vocabulary:  Part 1, 2, and Quiz 
This lesson focuses on parts of the body (a big nose), 
emotions (She’s crying because she’s sad.), and the 
senses:  We see with our eyes. 

Grammar:  Part 1, 2, 3 and Quiz 
In Part 1, the focus is on object pronouns (him, her, 
them) and the difference between their and there. In 
Part 2, students learn about W/H questions using the 
progressive form be+V(ing): Why is she smiling?  Part 
3 focuses on the prepositions in, at, to, from, with 
and of. 

Letters and Numbers:  Q-W, Ordinals & Fractions, 
Time and Quiz 
Students focus on the sound-letter relationships for 
initial Q-W in such words as a question, right, red, 
south, under, volleyball, the ordinals (1st, 2nd , etc.), 
fractions (1/2, 1/3, 3/4, etc.) and how to express 
times with fractions: a quarter past, half past, etc. 

Main Learning Points 

Present progressive be+V(ing) 
He is reading a book. She’s smiling because she’s 
happy. I’m going to the library. You’re going the 
wrong way. She is wearing a blue school uniform. 
They are playing volleyball. 

Object pronouns 
him, her, them...His friends like him. He lives with 
her. He has lunch with them. He has contact lenses, 
but you can’t see them. 

Adverbs of frequency 
always, usually, sometimes,  They usually have lunch 
together. Sometimes they do their homework 
together. Does Helen always take the bus? 

Adjectives 
a good teacher, the wrong direction, happy, sad,  
tired, big, small, blue, brown, weak, strong…He reads 
many books. He is a great student. Jim has black hair 
and brown eyes. He’s thin but very strong. 

Reason and logical connection 
He’s thin but very strong. She’s smiling because she’s 
happy. She's sleeping because she's tired. 

there: existential 
There are houses on both sides of the park. There is 
a bus stop in front of the park, Is there a bus stop 
near the park?… 

W/H questions 
What does she like?  What is he doing? What is in 
front of the park? How does Helen usually get to 
school? What is she wearing?  How tall is she?  What 
color is his hair?  How much does he weigh? 

Yes/No questions 
Does he have blue eyes? Does Helen ever drive to 
school? Is there a bus stop near the park? Does she 
have a lot of CDs? 
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Lesson Scripts 

LISTENING 

Part 1 
Ana likes music. She has a lot of CDs. She listens to 
music every day. Her parents don't like her music. 

Ana can play the piano, and she can sing very well. 

Ana is a good student. She does well in school. Her 
favorite subject is English. 

Tony likes sports. He watches sports on TV. He can 
play soccer and basketball. He is on his school's 
basketball team. 

Unfortunately, his team isn't very good. 

Tony likes hamburgers. He hates milk. Tony likes 
some of his classes at school. He doesn't like his 
science class. His science teacher gives too much 
homework. 

Sanjay likes to read. He reads many books. He is a 
great student. He's also a good soccer player. He's a 
very fast runner. 

Sanjay really likes school. His favorite subject is 
science. Sanjay has many friends. His friends like him. 

Sanjay likes to be with his friends. They usually have 
lunch together in the cafeteria. Sometimes they do 
their homework together in the school library. 

Part 2 
This is Helen's house. She lives here with her 
husband. Her address is 15 Maple Street. Her 
telephone number is 858-6502. 

Their house is across the street from a small park. The 
park is on the north side of the street. Her house is on 
the south side of the street. 

There are houses on both sides of the park. There is a 
bus stop in front of the park. 

This is the bus schedule between 7 and 8 o'clock in 
the morning. Bus number 86 comes at 7:15 and again 
at 7:40. Bus number 38 comes at 7:05, 7:35, and 7:50. 

Helen usually takes the 86 bus to school in the 
morning. Sometimes she drives her car to school. 

Part 3 
Jean has blond hair and blue eyes. She's very tall. 
She's five feet 9 inches tall. She is wearing a blue 
school uniform. 

Jim has black hair and brown eyes. He's thin but very 
strong. He weighs 140 pounds. 

He has contact lenses, but you can't see them. 

Joan has brown hair and brown eyes. She's short, and 
she wears glasses. She's 5 feet 1 inch tall. 

DIALOG 

Dialog 1 
Shawn:  Do you have any brothers or sisters? 

Ken:   Yes, I do. I have a brother. 

Shawn: How old is your brother? 

Ken:  He's sixteen. How old are you? 

Shawn: I'm fourteen. 

Ken: So am I. When is your birthday? 

Shawn: My birthday is next week. 

Dialog 2 

Shawn: Where are you going, Ken? 
Ken:  I'm going to the library. 

Shawn: You're going the wrong way!  The library is 
down the stairs. It's on the 1st floor. 

Ken: Oh, right!  Thanks! 

Hot Seat 
 Do you like music? 

Shawn: Do I like music?  Yes, I do. I love music. 

 Do you like school? 

Shawn: Do I like school?  Sometimes I do and 
sometimes I don't. 

 Do you eat meat? 

Shawn: Yes, I do. I eat meat. 

 Do you like milk? 

Shawn: Milk?  No, I hate milk. 

 Do you like hamburgers? 

Judy: No, I don't. I don't like hamburgers. 

 Why don’t you like hamburgers? 

Judy: I don't like hamburgers because I don't eat 
meat. 

 Do you like ice cream? 

Judy: Yes, I do. I like ice cream. 

VOCABULARY 

Part 1 
A nose - She has a small nose. 

Ears - He has big ears. 

A mouth - She has a big mouth. 

Hands - He has little hands. 

Feet - He has big feet. 

Eyes - She has brown eyes. 

Legs - This woman has weak legs. 

Arms - This man has strong arms. 

A face - She has a sad face. 

Hair - Her hair is blue. 
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Fingers - We have fingers on our hands. 

Toes - We have toes on our feet. 

Sad - She has a sad face. 

Happy - She has a happy face. 

Afraid - This man is afraid. 

Angry - This man is angry. 

Tired - This man is tired. 

Sick - This man is sick. 

Part 2 
Hear - We hear with our ears. 

See - We see with our eyes. 

Touch - We touch with our hands. 

Speak - We speak with our mouth. 

Walk - We walk with our feet. 

Smell - We smell with our nose. 

Smile - She's smiling because she's happy. 

Laugh - He's laughing. 

Cry - She's crying because she's sad. 

Sleep - She's sleeping because she's tired. 

Shout - He's shouting because he's angry. 

Scream - She's screaming because she's scared. 

GRAMMAR 

Part 1 
him ~ His friends like him. 

him ~  She lives with him. 

her ~ He lives with her. 

him ~ She doesn’t know her.  

her ~ He doesn’t know her.  

them ~ He has lunch with them. 

them ~ He has contact lenses, but you can’t see them. 

their ~ Their house is across the street from a park. 

their ~ They do their homework together in the 
school library. 

there ~ There is a bus stop in front of the park. 

there ~ There are houses on both sides of the park. 

Part 2 

What ~ What is he doing?  He is walking up some 
stairs. 

Who ~ Who is wearing a blue school uniform?  Jean is 
wearing a blue school uniform. 

Where ~ Where are they going?  They are going to the 
cafeteria. 

Where ~ Where is he going? He is going to his class. 

Where ~ Where is he sitting? He is sitting on a bench. 

Is ~ Is he going to right way?  No, he isn’t. He’s going 
the wrong way. 

Why ~ Why is she smiling? She’s smiling because she 
is happy. 

Why ~ Why isn’t she here? I don’t know. Maybe she’s 
sick. 

Part 3 
in ~ London is in England. 

in ~ Brazil is in South America. 

in ~ They live in a house near the park. 

in ~ He is in line. 

at ~ He speaks English at school. 

at ~ Bus number 86 comes at 7:15. 

to ~ They go to different schools. 

to ~ They are going to the door. 

from ~ He is coming from the door. 

from ~ She comes from Mexico. 

with ~ She lives with her husband. 

with ~ We see with our eyes. 

of ~ Spanish is the language of Mexico. 

of ~ This is a map of the world. 

LETTERS & NUMBERS 

Q-T (initial) 
Q- a question ~ This is a question mark. 

Q- a queen ~ This woman is a queen. 

Q- a quarter ~ A quarter is 25 cents. 

Q- a quart  

Q- a quiz 

 

R- Russia  

R- right ~ Turn right! 

R- red ~ This color is red.  

R- radius 

R- read ~ He reads many books. 

R- a ruler ~ This is a ruler. 

 

S- the sun  

S- sad ~ This woman is sad. 

S- six 

S- seven ~ This is the number seven. 

S- south 

S- Singapore ~ Singapore is an Asian country. 

 

T- a taxi 

T- a tomato 

T- twenty ~ This is the number twenty.  

T- ten 
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T- toes ~ We have ten toes. 

T- a teacher  

U-W (initial) 
U- under   

U- unhappy ~ This man is unhappy.  

U- an umbrella 

U- the universe ~ The universe is very large.  

U- uniforms 

U- the United States 

 

V- vegetables 

V- a violin 

V- Vietnam ~ Vietnam is a country in Asia.  

V- volleyball ~ They are playing volleyball.  

V- Venice 

V- a virus ~ Some viruses are very dangerous.  

 

W- water ~ This is a glass of water.  

W- a woman  

W- a watch 

W- a week ~ A week has seven days. 

W- a window 

W- west ~ West is the opposite of east.  

 

 

 

Numbers: Ordinals and Fractions 
1st- He is first. 

2nd- He's second.  

3rd- He is third. 

4th- He's fourth. 

5th- He is fifth. 

 
1/2- This is half of a chocolate cake. 

1/3- This is one third of a chocolate cake.  

3/4- This is three quarters of a chocolate cake.  

4/5- This is four fifths of a chocolate cake.  

3/10- This is three tenths of a chocolate cake. 

1/4- This is a quarter of a chocolate cake.  

Time 3 
1:15  It's a quarter past one. 

2:45  It's a quarter to three.  

3:25  It's three-twenty five.   

4:10  It's ten past four.   

5:30  It's half past five.  

6:55  It's five to seven.  

7:05  It's five past seven. 

8:15  It's a quarter past eight.  

9:50  It's nine-fifty.  

10:10  It is ten after ten. 

11:20  It's eleven-twenty. 

12:45  It's twelve-forty five.  
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NDE MODULE 1 
Unit 1 – Names and Places 

Hello, Max and Kathy; Where is France? Who Speaks English? Question Practice; and Focus Exercises 

Lesson 1 introduces the most basic structures in English.  It is intended for beginners, with or without basic 
reading skills, and also for students who have some knowledge of English but whose listening ability is 
underdeveloped.  Topics include giving and asking for personal information (name, place of origin, gender, and 
languages spoken) and talking about different countries and nationalities. 

The Question Practice lesson reinforces the language of the unit.  It focuses on W/H  
questions and the use of do in questions with who and where.  Though most of the 
questions do not require the ability to read, a number of comprehension activities help 
students see the relationship between spoken and written words.  Students who need 
to develop their reading skills should use the record feature together with the ABC 
button to practice reading aloud the text throughout the lessons. 

 

In the Focus Exercise lesson students practice constructing sentences by arranging words in the correct 
sequence.  As in all lessons, the Help screens provide instructions if needed. 

 

Goals: 

To be able to understand short phrases spoken at near normal speed. 

To be able to read and understand short words, such as yes, no, name, and does. 

To be able to identify themselves in English. 

To be able to ask and answer simple Who, Where, and Yes/No questions regarding basic identity. 

 

Objective 1:  To understand that in English there is subject verb agreement. 

Objective 2:  To be able to use demonstrative and personal pronouns with the verb be. 

Objective 3:  To be able to express negation with do and be. 

Objective 4:  To be able to use do when asking a Yes/No question. 
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Main Learning Points 

be 
I am from New York.  He is from Paris.  They aren't 
from France.  France is in Europe. Who is from 
France? 

contractions (I'm, you're, she's, he's, we're, they're) 
He's from France.  She’s from New York.  We’re not 
from France.  

demonstratives  (that, this, these) 
This is Max.  Who is that/this?  That/this is Pierre.  This 
is a map of Europe.  What’s this? 

do with questions and negation 
Does she speak English?  No, she doesn't.  Where do 
they come from?  They don't come from France.  Who 
doesn’t speak Japanese?  I don’t speak French. 

negation with be and do 
He isn't from Japan.  She doesn't speak Spanish.  They 
don't come from France.  They aren't from France.  
I’m not from the US.  I don’t come from the US.  He 
doesn’t speak Japanese.  He’s French, not American.   

personal pronouns  (I, he, she, we, they) 
I come from San Francisco.  She comes from New 
York.  They come from the US.  They don’t come from 
France.  I’m from Paris, France.  She’s from New York. 

possessive adjectives  (my, your, his, her) 
What is your/her/his name? 

prepositions  (in, from, of) 
He's from France.  It's in California.  Here is a map of 
France.  Paris is in France.  Where does he come 
from?  Where is she from? 

subject-verb agreement 
I am/come from France.  She is/comes from New 
York.  They are/come from the US.  This man speaks 
English.  I speak two languages. 

W/H  questions   (what, where, who, which) 
Where does she come from?  What is your name?  
Who comes from France?  Which of these three 
people comes from France? 

 

Key Sentences 
Hello, Max and Kathy 
This is Max. “Hello, my name is Max.”  Max comes 
from/is from the United States.  “Yes, that’s right. I 
come from/I’m from the United States.” 

This is Kathy.  “Hello, my name is Kathy.” 

Kathy comes from/is from New York.  “I come 
from/I’m from New York.”  

This is Pierre.   Pierre comes from France.  He’s 
French.  He doesn’t come from/isn’t from the United 
States.  “My name is Pierre.  I come from/I’m from 
France.  I don’t come from/I’m not from the United 
States.” 

“What is your name?” 

“My name is Kathy.  What is your name?” 

“My name is Max.” 

“Max?” 

“Yes, that’s right.  My name is Max.” 

“Where do you come from, Max?” 

“I come from/am from San Francisco.” 

“San Francisco?” 

“Yes.  San Francisco, in California.  How about you?” 

“I come from/I’m from New York.” 

 “Who is that?” 

“His name is Pierre.” 

“Does he come from the United States?” 

“No, he doesn’t.  He comes from/is from France.” 

“Hello, my name is Pierre.  I come from/I’m from 
Paris, France.  I don’t come from/I’m not from the 
United States.  I’m French, not American.” 

Max and Kathy come from/are from the US.  They 
don’t come from/aren’t from France.  Max comes 
from San Francisco, and Kathy is from New York.  

“That’s right.  Kathy and I don’t come from France.  
We’re not from France.” 

“Yes, that’s right. I come from/I’m from New York.” 

Pierre comes from/is from France.  He doesn’t come 
from/isn’t from  the US.  

“I come from/I’m from France.  I don’t come from the 
US.  I’m French, not American.” 

Here are three people, two men and a woman.  The 
person on the left is a man.  The person in the middle 
is a woman.  Her name is Kathy.  The person on the 
right is a man. 

Where is France? 
“Hello. My name is Pierre.  I come from Paris, France.” 

Here is a map of France.  France is in Europe.  Paris is 
in France.  

This man is from France, which is in Europe. 

Max comes from San Francisco, California.  San 
Francisco isn’t in Europe.  San Francisco is in 
California. 

Here are two men. The one on the left comes from 
the United States. 

“Hello, my name is Max, and I come from the United 
States.” 
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The one on the right comes from Europe.  His name is 
Pierre.  “I come from Paris, France.” 

This is our world.  “Where is France, Kathy?” 

“Look. This is a map of the world, and here is Europe.  
The US is here.  The Atlantic Ocean is here, between 
the US and Europe.” 

 “Oh, I see.  Where is New York?” 

“It’s here.  New York is in the US.” 

Who Speaks English? 
“Hello.  My name is Kathy.  I come from New York.  I 

speak two languages:  English and Spanish.” 

Here are four countries:  the US, France, Japan, and 
Australia.  In these two countries, people speak 
English.  In Japan, Japanese people speak Japanese. 

In France, French people speak French. 

“I speak French and English.  I don’t speak Japanese.” 

This man speaks French, but he doesn’t speak 
Japanese.  This woman speaks Japanese, but she 
doesn’t speak French.  

“What languages do you speak?” 

“I speak two languages:  English and Spanish.  I don't 
speak Japanese.” 

“Look.  What’s that?” 

“I don’t know.  What is it? 

“Maybe it’s a UFO.” 

“That’s ridiculous.  I don’t believe in UFOs.” 

“Greetings.  My name is Zork.  I come from very far 
away.” 

Comprehension Questions 
Who is this?  Who is this woman? 

Where does Max come from?  Where is Max from? 
Does Kathy come from New York?  Is Kathy from New 
York? 

Where do Max and Kathy come from?  Where are 
Max and Kathy from? 

Does Max come from France or does he come from 
the United States?  Is Max from France or is he from 
the United States? Who is from France?  Who comes 
from France,  Max, Kathy or Pierre? 

Which man comes from the US?  Which one isn't from 
Europe?  Which person is a woman? 

Does Zork come from your country? 

Where is San Francisco?  Where is France? 

In which country do people speak Japanese?  Does 
Kathy speak French?  What languages do you speak?  
Do you speak a European language?  Do you speak 
Japanese?  Which part of the world do you come 
from?  Are you Japanese? 

Question Practice 
Who is this? 

Where do Kathy and Pierre come from? 

Who are these three people? 

Who comes from/is from  the US? 

Where do Max and Kathy come from? 

Where are Max and Kathy from? 

Who doesn’t come from France? 

Who isn’t from the US? 

Where does Pierre/Max come from? 

Where do you come from? 

Where are you from? 

Does Pierre come from the United States? 

Which person is a woman? 

Which man comes from the US? 

Does Kathy come from New York? 

Is Kathy from New York? 

In which country do people speak Japanese? 

Does Kathy speak French? 

Which part of the world do you come from? 

Which man comes from the United States? 

Who comes from the United States? 

Focus Exercises 
I [come][from] San Francisco. 

[I’m] [from] San Francisco. 

Pierre [comes] [from] France. 

He [doesn’t] [come] [from] the United States. 

He [isn’t] [from] the United States. 

She [doesn’t] [come] [from] Paris. 

They [don’t] [come] [from] France. 

They [are] [not] from France. 

I [don’t] [come] [from] France. 

[France] [is] [in] Europe. 

Max and Kathy [are] [from] the US. 

San Francisco [isn’t] [in] Europe. 

The [person] [in] the [middle] is a [woman]. 

The [person] [on] the [right] is a [man]. 

In France, [French] [people] [speak] French. 

In [Japan], [Japanese] [people] [speak] Japanese. 

I [speak] two [languages]:  English [and] Spanish. 

Kathy [speaks] English [and] Spanish, [but] she 
[doesn’t] [speak] French. 

The [one] [on] the [left] [comes] from Europe. 

The [one] [on] the [right] [comes] from the US. 
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Classroom Activities 

Once the lessons have been introduced, have the students personalize and extend the language with two or 
more of the following classroom activities.  If further preparation is necessary, have the students work in pairs 
or groups first. 

Classroom Activity 1:  Introductions 
From Unit 5, view the first two video interaction lessons, Introductions and At a Party.  Have students work in 
small groups of 3-5 to practice introducing each other. 

Classroom Activity 2:  Writing Practice 
Write the name of a man on one side of the board and the name of a woman on the other side (or on two 
different sheets of butcher paper).  Invite students to come to the board and write sentences about the two 
characters.  Ask students to comment on similarities and differences between the two (e.g., Max and Kathy are 
American.  Max comes from San Francisco but Kathy comes from New York.  She doesn’t come from San 
Francisco).  Write ten questions and answers, such as:  Which one comes from ...?  Where does ... come from...?  
Is the person on the left a man or a woman?  What language does the person on the right speak?  What country 
does ... come from?  Is ... French?  Does ... speak Chinese?  Does ... come from Brazil? 

Classroom Activity 3:  Places around the World 
Post a map of the world in the classroom.  Ask students to point out their home country or city on the map.  
Practice the English names of cities and countries of the world.  Write the names of the continents across the 
top of the board and elicit from students countries located on each continent.  Write the countries in list form 
under the correct continent.  When the lists are fairly full, practice pronunciation by having the class repeat the 
countries out loud.  What languages are spoken in each country? 

Classroom Activity 4:  Crazy Questions 
Model and then have students practice asking questions that will elicit negative answers.  For example, "Are you 
from the moon?  Does Sakae come from Mexico?  Does Pierre come from Japan?  Is this woman's name Max?  
Is the US president from Argentina?" 

Classroom Activity 5:  They, They, They 
If possible, pair students with similar nationalities, languages, gender.  Have one pair interview another pair.  
Have pairs report back to the class about the pair they interviewed using plural affirmative and negative 
sentences, e.g., They aren't girls.  They don't come from San Francisco.  They speak Japanese, but they don’t 
speak English. 

Classroom Activity 6:  What’s that?  It’s mine! 
Take objects, such as textbooks, and give them to each student.   Review possessive pronouns, and have 
students work in groups to practice the following:  “What’s that?”  “It’s a book.”  “Is it yours?”  “Yes, it is.  It’s 
my book.  Is that your book?”  Then have  students exchange books so that the answers become:  “No, it  isn’t.  
This is her book, not mine.”  “No, it isn’t.  This is (name’s) book.” 
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Focused Listening 

Focus 1 

Focus on Hello, Max and Kathy.  Listen to each sentence several times.  If necessary, use the ABC button to look 
at the text. 

Goal 
Preview & orientation:  Students will comprehend 
and become familiar with the basic sentence patterns 
of the unit and be able to repeat some of the phrases. 

  

Student Follow-up 
1. Repeat short sentences from the lesson:  This is 

Max.  Hello, my name is Max. What is your name? 

2. Write down a number of short sentences from 
the lesson. 

Focus 2 

Review Hello, Max and Kathy.  Listen to each sentence several times.  Use the ABC button to look at the text.  
Click on the highlighted words to study the Glossary examples. 

Language Focus 
demonstrative pronouns (this, that), personal 
pronouns, subject/verb agreement, and contractions 

Listening Task 
Notice the difference between sentences beginning 
with I and sentences beginning with a name or 3rd 
person pronoun:  I come from San Francisco.  He 
comes from San Francisco. Kathy is from New York. 

 

 

Goals 
 Students will be able to introduce each character 

(name and place of origin) in both 1st and 3rd 
person. 

 Students will be able to specify a person or object 
with this or that. 

 Students will be able to use the personal pronouns 
I, he, and she. 

Student Follow-up 
1. Introduce Max, Kathy and Pierre: 

 This is Max.  He comes from San Francisco. 
 San Francisco is in California. 

2. Do Practice Exercises A and B. 

Focus 3 

Review Hello, Max and Kathy and focus on Where is France?  Listen to each sentence several times.  If necessary, 
use the ABC button to look at the text.  Click on the highlighted words to study the Glossary examples. 

Language Focus 
Contrast be from and come from, personal pronouns, 
plural (they, we), subject/verb agreement, and 
negation with do and be: 

He doesn’t come from France. 
He isn’t from France. 
They don’t come from France. 

Listening Task 
Listen for words that indicate location:  between, in, 
on the left. 

 

 

Goals 
 Students will be able to use do and not to express 

negation. 

 Students will be able to use in and between to 
express relative location. 

Student Follow-up 
1. Introduce yourself and two classmates.  Use do 

and not to express negation. 

2. Write three sentences in the third person (She 
comes from New York.  He is from... Pierre is 
French.) 

3. Do Practice Exercises C and D. 

 

Focus 4 

Review Where is France? and focus on Who Speaks English?  Listen to each sentence several times. 

Language Focus 
Note how not is used with do, is, am, are, and the 
verb speak. 

Listening Task 
Listen for the names of countries, cities, nationalities, 
and languages spoken. 
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Goals 
 Students will be able to give a complete 

introduction of Max, Kathy and Pierre. 

 Students will be able to use basic negative 
constructions. 

 Students will be able to introduce themselves 
(name, place of origin, languages spoken). 

Student Follow-up 
1. Ask and answer questions about all three 

characters:  Which person isn't American?  Who 
isn’t from the US?  Which person is a woman?  
Which person isn’t a woman?  Does Max come 
from New York?  Does Pierre speak Japanese?  Is 
Zork from our world?  

2. Make a list of five countries, the languages spoken 
in each, the nationalities, and the location. 

 

3. Write three negative sentences:  Pierre doesn’t 
come from the US.  Kathy isn’t from France.  Japan 
isn’t in Europe. 

4. Introduce yourself:  My name is...  I am from...  I 
speak...  I don’t speak... 

5. Do Practice Exercises E and F. 

 

 

Focus 5 

Review all three lessons.  Try saying each sentence and recording yourself.  Compare your recording with the 
native speaker.  

Language Focus 
Oral fluency development and language input. 

Listening Task 
Focus on the questions.  Notice the difference 
between Yes/No questions and W/H  questions. 

Goals 
Students will be able to ask and answer simple Yes/No 
and W/H  questions about themselves and their 
classmates. 

 

Student Follow-up 
1. Write five Yes/No questions, and their answers. 

2. Write five W/H  questions, and their answers. 

3. Do Practice Exercises G and H. 

Review all of the lessons in this unit several times.  
Practice recording 10~15 sentences each time, so 
that you can say these sentences fluently. 

Do the Question Practice and Focus Exercise lessons 
everyday until your Completion Percentage is 80-
100%.  Then take the Mastery Test. 
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Unit 2 – Numbers and Time 

1 to 10; 11 to 20; 10 to 100; and Time 

This unit is important for later lessons which use time and numbers, so it should be mastered.  Mastery of this 
unit will also help students improve their listening comprehension and their ability to hold English sounds in 
their short-term memory.  Students should use the record feature to practice saying the numbers and times 
clearly.  This can also be done over the telephone, or in class role-plays and simulations where it is important to 
dictate numerical information, prices, and telephone numbers accurately. 

For students who need to use English for their job or for classroom work in school, this unit should be expanded 
to include money, prices, and numerical operations such as addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. 

Goals: 

To be able to understand and express numerical information spoken at near normal speed. 

To be able to understand and give the time, including fractional times. 

To be able to use the telephone to exchange numerical information with accuracy. 

Main Learning Points  

numbers 
1-10; 11-20; 21-100 

times 
Clock times 

fractions (half, quarter) 

quarter of an hour; half an hour; half past four 

sequence (before, after) 
ten minutes before five o'clock, a quarter past three 

telephone numbers 
 858-0891 

Key Sentences 

Numbers 1-10 
Here are the numbers 1 to 10. 

One, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten 

Numbers 11-20 
Here are the numbers 11 to 20. 

Eleven, twelve, thirteen, fourteen, fifteen, sixteen, 
seventeen, eighteen, nineteen, twenty 

Numbers 10-100 
Here are the numbers 10 to 100. 

Ten, twenty, thirty, forty, fifty, sixty, seventy, eighty, 
ninety, one hundred 

twenty-one, thirty-two, thirty-three, forty-four, fifty-
five, fifty-six, sixty-seven, sixty-eight, seventy-six, 
seventy-seven, eighty-seven, eighty-nine, ninety-
seven, ninety-nine 

Times 
Here are the hours, 1:00 to 12:00. 

One hour is sixty minutes. 

Thirty minutes is half an hour. 

Fifteen minutes is a quarter of an hour. 

What time is it? 

1:15 One fifteen.  A quarter past one. 
1:50  Ten to two.  One fifty. 
2:15  Two fifteen.  A quarter past two. 
3:25  Twenty-five minutes past three. Three 

twenty-five. 
2:40  Twenty to three.  Two forty. 
5:15 It's five fifteen.  It's a quarter past five. 
6:15 Six fifteen. 
6:30 Six thirty.  A half past six. 
7:45 Seven forty-five.  A quarter to eight. 
11:30 Eleven thirty. 
4:55 Five minutes to five.  Four fifty-five.  It's five 

to five. 
7:20  Twenty minutes past seven.  Seven twenty. 
6:40  Twenty minutes to seven.  Six forty.  It's 

twenty to seven. 
A little before 4:00.  A little past 4:00. 

Telephone Numbers 
851-6817  

851-0819 

581-9801  

202-3576 

202-3596 

202-4796
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Classroom Activities 

Classroom Activity 1:  Time Bingo 
Prepare and distribute to each student a blank bingo card (five squares across and down).  Have students 
prepare the card by entering a number from 1 to 12 (to represent the hours) in four squares across the top, 
starting with the second square (the first square should be blackened or left blank).  Have them enter a number 
in increments of 5 (05, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55), to represent the minutes, in the four squares down 
the left side of the card.  Make four sets of small slips of paper numbered from 1 to 12 and place them in a bag 
or box.  Make four sets of small slips of paper numbered in increments of five and place them in a different bag 
or box.  Now the class is ready to play Time Bingo. 

Choose a slip of paper from each of the bags and call out the numbers so they form a time, e.g., 4:45,  6:20.  
Students who have those numbers on their cards should cover the square (with a coin, or other small token) 
where the numbers intersect on their cards.  The first student to cover four squares in a row shouts "Bingo" and 
is the winner. 

Classroom Activity 2:  No Hands! 
Draw a large clock on the board with numbers but no hands.  Invite volunteers to come to the board and draw 
the hands on the clock for the time which you dictate (e.g., Teacher: "It's a quarter after 5."  Student draws 
hands pointing to 3 and 5 on the clock.) 

Students can also be given a handout of nine to twelve clocks with no hands.  The teacher (or another student) 
dictates a variety of times and students enter the hands on the clock. 

Classroom Activity 3:  Telephone Messages 
Write this model of a telephone conversation on the board.  

 a: “Is Mr. Brown there?” 

 b: “Sorry, He’s not.  Can I give him a message?” 

 c: “Yes.  Please ask him to call me.  My name is .....  and my phone number is ...” 

 d: “Your phone number is .......  OK.  I’ll give him the message.” 

Pair students and have them practice the dialog using their own names and telephone numbers.  This activity 
can be expanded to practice time, spelling and addresses.  Have students request a return call for a specific 
time, spell their names or request information be sent to an address. 

Classroom Activity 4:  Team Math 
Divide the class into two or three teams.  Each team writes down the following:  two addition problems, two 
subtraction problems, two multiplication problems, a division problem, two problems involving two or more 
operations, four large numbers, and two fractions.  Each team then submits their problem to the teacher or to 
a ”moderator.” 

The teacher or moderator shuffles the problems and reads the first problem two or three times.  Then Team 
One is asked to write the problem on the board, or to hold up their answer.  If correct, they get a point.  If not, 
they lose a point, and Team Two has a chance to get the point, etc.  The next problem is given to Team Two.  If 
correct, they get a point.  If not, they lose a point and the next team has a chance to get the point.  This process 
continues until one team gets ten points. 
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Focused Listening 

Focus 1 
Focus on the numbers 1-10 and 11-20.  Listen and repeat each number. 

Listening Task 
Focus on numbers.  Practice saying the numbers in 
each category. 

Goal 
Students will be able to understand and say the 
numbers 1-20. 

Focus 2 
Review the numbers 1-10, 11-20, and focus on the numbers 10-100.  Listen and repeat each number. 

Listening Task 
Focus on the numbers 10-100 numbers.  Practice 
saying each number.  Then do the Quiz until you can 
get them all right. 

Goal 
Students will be able to understand and say the 
numbers 1-100. 

Focus 3 
Focus on the Time lesson.  Click on each example and practice saying it.  Then click on Quiz for more practice 
and examples. 

Listening Task 
Practice saying the different times.  Notice the 
different ways to refer to the same time.  Note how 
the fractions, a half and a quarter, are used. 

Goal 
Students will be able to understand and say the time, 
including fractional times such as half past and a 
quarter past. 

Focus 4 

Listening Task 
Review all the lessons, both numbers and times, until 
you understand and say each number, telephone 
number, and time with confidence.  Practice the 
Quizzes until you can get them all right. 

 

 

 

Goals 
 Students will be able to understand and accurately 

report numbers between 1-100. 

 Students will be able to tell time both in terms of 
segments of an hour (quarter past, half past) and 
in numerical terms (nine forty-five). 

Student Follow-up 
Do Practice Exercises A and B. 

Focus 5 

Language Focus 
Language Mastery 

Listening Task 
Review all of the lessons in this unit several times.  
Practice recording 10~15 numbers or times each 
time, so that you can say them fluently.  When your 
Completion Percentage is 80-100%, take the Mastery 
Test. 

Student Follow-up 
 Practice dictating numbers over the phone. 

 Practice leaving messages for someone over the 
phone.  Include your name and telephone 
number, and your address.  Then check to see if 
it is correct. 
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Unit 3 – Jobs and Family 

Richard Chin, Sara Scott, Henry Thornton, Word Practice, and Questions 
 

Lesson 3 extends the treatment of personal information from Unit 1 to include occupation, age, the spelling of 
one’s name, marital status, family relationships, and where one resides.  Three characters are introduced:  
Richard Chin, Sara Scott and Henry Thornton.  A particular emphasis is on introducing useful verbs, the simple 
present tense, adjectives and daily vocabulary.  Toward the end of each lesson there are also short interviews.  
These are also followed up in the Video Interaction Unit, which provides a model for a role-play. 

 

The Word Practice lesson focuses on the reading of key words from the 
lesson.  Click on each word to hear it.  Click on “Quiz” for random 
selection of items which is scored. 

 
The Questions lesson presents a series of comprehension questions 
about the characters from the lessons.   These questions should not be 
attempted until the other lessons have been completed. 

Once students are able to ask and answer questions about these three 
characters, the focus should move to extending the ability of students to 
describe their own situations. 

 

Goals: 

To be able to understand short sentences spoken at near normal speed. 

To be able to read and understand short sentences using contextual clues. 

To be able to give basic information about themselves in English. 

To be able to ask and answer simple Who, What, Where, and Yes/No questions about their living situations. 

 

Objective 1:  To be able to understand and use sentences where there is subject verb agreement. 

Objective 2:  To be able to understand how an adjective describes something. 

Objective 3:  To be able to differentiate between the subject and the direct object of a sentence. 

Objective 4:  To be able to understand sentences which use adverbs to express amounts. 
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Main Learning Points  

adjectives 

his first name, his family name, a good teacher; a high 
salary; a low salary; his salary isn’t very good, a small 
apartment; they live on the fourth floor, an expensive 
house; a large hospital, the apartment is large and 
comfortable;  an expensive house, his rich parents; 
her older sister;  her younger sister; He isn’t very 
popular with women.  He’s married.  He’s single.  She 
wants to be a great dancer. 

family relationships 

wife, husband, son, daughter, older sister, younger 
sister, parents.  He and his wife have a son.  His 
parents are rich.   

have 

She has a high salary.  He doesn’t have much money.  
He has a son. 

negation (doesn’t, isn’t) 

He doesn’t have much money.  He doesn’t work hard.  
She isn’t married. 

object pronouns (him, her) 

He likes her.  She doesn’t like him. 

possessive adjectives (their, his, her) 

His salary is low.  Their son is five years old.  Her 
boyfriend is a pilot.  She lives with her older sister. 

present simple 

teach;  like;  have;  live;  write;  work.  She lives in an 
expensive apartment.  I teach science and math. 

She works in a large hospital. 

questions about self and others 

are/is;  what;  who;  how old;  where;  whose;  does. 
Who works in a hospital?  Is Henry married? How old 
is he?  Whose sister is a dancer?  Do you like your job?  
Are you a student? 

spelling 

first and last names 

subject/verb/object pattern 

He likes his job.  He teaches science.  I write stories.  
What do you teach? 

pronunciation 

third person (s):  /z/ He has a son.  /s/ He likes her. 

amount/quantification (much, a lot) 
not much money; has a lot of money 

Key Sentences 
Richard Chin 
This is Richard Chin.  His first name is Richard, 

R I C H A R D.  His family name is Chin, C H I N.  He is 
thirty years old. 

Richard is a teacher.  He teaches science and math.  
Richard is a good teacher, and his students like him.  
Unfortunately, his salary is low.  He doesn’t have 
much money. 

Richard is married.  He and his wife have a child, a 
son.  Their son is five years old.  He and his family live 
in a  small apartment in a large apartment building.  
Their apartment is on the fourth floor. 

Richard’s interview: 

Kathy:  Excuse me, may I ask you a  question? 

Richard:  Sure, what is it? 

K:  Are you a teacher? 

R:  Yes, I am. 

K:  What do you teach? 

R:  I teach science and math. 

K:  Where do you teach? 

R:  I teach at a small college.  How about you?  
 What do you do? 

K: I’m a writer.  I write stories.  Now I’m writing 
 about you.  Is that okay? 

R:  Sure, I don’t mind.  Good luck. 

Sara Scott 
This is Sara Scott.  Her first name is Sara.  Her last 
name is Scott. 

Sara is a doctor.   She’s twenty-eight years old.  She 
works in a large hospital.  She’s a good doctor, and 
she works hard.  She has a high salary. 

Sara isn’t married, but she has a boyfriend.   Her 
boyfriend is a pilot.  She lives in an expensive 
apartment.  Her apartment is large and comfortable.  
She lives with her younger sister, Chris.  Chris is a 
ballet dancer.  She’s twenty-four years old.  She loves 
to dance, but she has to practice hard every day.  She 
wants to be a great dancer someday.  

Sara’s interview: 

K:  Excuse me, but may I ask you a question? 

S:  Sure, what is it? 

K:  Are you a teacher? 

S:  No, I’m not.  I’m a doctor. 

K:  Thank you.  

S:  You’re welcome. 

Henry Thornton 
This is Henry Thornton.  His first name is Henry.  His 
family name is Thornton.  

Henry is a businessman.  He’s thirty-five years old.  He 
doesn’t work hard, but he has lots of money.  His 
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parents are rich.  He has a large house.  It’s a very 
expensive house.  

Henry is single.  Henry isn’t married, but he is in love 
with somebody.  He likes a woman named Chris.  
Unfortunately, she doesn’t like him.  In fact, Henry 
isn’t very popular with women. 

 Henry’s interview: 

K:  Excuse me, but may I ask you a question? 

H:  Sorry, not right now.  I’m busy. 

 

Comprehension Questions 
Who is a doctor?  Is she a good doctor? 

Who works in a hospital?  Who has rich parents?  
Who teaches in a college? 

Does she have a sister?  Where does Sara’s sister live?  
Whose sister is a dancer? 

Who is Chris’s sister?  Who lives with Chris? 

Who is married?  Which of these three people is 
married? 

Is Henry married?  Is he a teacher?  Is he popular with 
women? 

Do Henry’s parents have a lot of money?  Are his 
parents rich?  

Who has a lot of money but doesn’t work hard? 

Who lives in an expensive house?  Where does 
Richard live? 

Who has a low salary?  Whose salary is low? 

How old is he?  Does he have children?  How old is 
their son? 

Are they both writers?  Who is she writing about? 

 

Do you have a job?  Do you get a good salary?  Do you 
like your job? 

Are you a student?  Do you study hard?  Do you do 
your best? 

Word Practice 
teacher, student, school, doctor, hospital, office, 
apartment, house, son, daughter, friend, family,  
sister, brother, parents, high, low, salary, money, 
large, small, expensive, inexpensive, single, married, 
rich, poor, first, last 
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Classroom Activities 

Classroom Activity 1:  Information Charts 

Across the top of the board or a large piece of butcher paper, write the following categories: First name, Family 
name, Age, Occupation, Marital status, Housing.  Review with the class the meaning of each category word 
filling in the appropriate information about yourself. 

Example 

First name Family name  Age  Occupation Marital status  Housing 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Laura    Jones   28    teacher    single  small apartment, with friend 

Elicit from students information about the characters, Richard Chin, Sara Scott, Chris Scott, and Henry Thornton 
and invite students to come up and fill in the information under each category.  Using the chart, have students 
ask questions about each character and answer in complete sentences.  

Classroom Activity 2:  Paired Interviews 
Divide the class into pairs or groups of three.  Have students interview each other and fill in the information for 
the following categories:  name, age, occupation, marital status, housing, family members.  When this is finished, 
invite several students to stand up and present the information about the persons they interviewed. 

Classroom Activity 3:  Who is this Person? 
Post a large picture of a person the students have not seen before.  Have students generate as many questions 
as they can about this person.  Write the questions on the board.  Then answer the questions, either with real 
facts, or with made-up, creative answers provided by the class. 

Classroom Activity 4:  Family Album 
Ask students to bring photos of family or friends, or cut out pictures of families from magazines.  Have students 
orally introduce these people to a small group or to the whole class.  Encourage members of the groups or class 
to ask questions. 

Classroom Activity 5:  Match Game 
Post a large piece of butcher paper prepared with a large grid of 20 squares on a bulletin board. Write one of 
the antonyms introduced in the lesson in each of the squares in random order (large, small; high, low; old, 
young; good, bad; comfortable, uncomfortable; rich, poor; married, single; expensive, inexpensive; men, women; 
popular, unpopular).  Cover each of the words with a separate sheet of paper or index card.  Number the cover 
sheets from 1 to 20. 

Divide the class into four teams and let each team call out two numbers at their turn.  Uncover the words under 
the numbers.  If the two squares are matching antonyms, the team gets a point and another turn.  If the words 
do not match, recover them and let the next team take a turn. When all the matches have been uncovered, the 
team with the highest number of points is declared the winner. 
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Focused Listening 
Focus 1 

Listen to all three lessons.  Listen to each sentence several times.  If necessary, use the ABC button to look at 
the text. 

Listening Task 
Learn the names and ages of the characters in the 
lesson.  Practice spelling their names. 

Goals 
 Students will be able to identify the characters and 

spell their names. 

 They will be able to distinguish between "first 
name" and "family name". 

 Students will be able to spell their own names in 
English.  

Student Follow-up 
1. Spell the names of the characters. 

2. Dictation:  Write the names of the characters as 
the instructor spells them. 

3. Dictate the spelling of your name to a classmate. 

Focus 2 

Review all three lessons.  Listen to each sentence several times.  Use the ABC button to look at the text.  Click 
on the highlighted words to study the Glossary examples. 

Language Focus 
be, simple present, articles (a, the).  Note that articles 
are only used with nouns, or in front of an adjective 
which describes a noun (a high salary). 

Listening Task 
Focus on Richard and Sara.  Listen for sentences with 
the word is and practice saying them.  Notice that the 
subject of the sentence can be either the proper noun 
or the pronoun he or she: 

Richard is a teacher.  He is thirty years old.  He is 
married.   

 

Goals 
 Students will be able to introduce Richard and 

Sara and describe them using the verb be.  

 Students will be able to use be to talk about age:  
He is thirty years old.  

 Students will be able to use the indefinite article a 
before a noun  (He is a teacher) but not before an 
adjective (He is married). 

Student Follow-up 
1. Write three sentences about Richard, Sara, and 

yourself using the verb be. 

2. Do Practice Exercises A and B. 

Focus 3 

Review all three lessons.  Listen to each sentence several times.  Use the ABC button to look at the text.  Click 
on the highlighted words to study the Glossary examples. 

Language Focus 
have, simple present, family relationships 

Listening Task 
Focus on Sara and Henry.  Listen for and record 
sentences (or parts of sentences) that tell what Sara 
or Henry has or does.  

Sara has a boyfriend.  She works in a large hospital.  
She has a high salary.  She lives in an expensive 
apartment.  

Pay special attention to the |s| or |z| sound at the 
end of the verbs (lives, works, has). 

Goals 

 Students will be able to introduce and answer 
questions about all three characters. 

 Students will be able to talk about the characters 
using active verbs and the verb have. 

 Students will be able to use vocabulary of family 
relationships.  

Student Follow-up 
1. Write about two or more of your family members. 

2. Compare Richard and Sara:  He has a low salary.  
She has a high salary.  He lives in a small 
apartment.  Her apartment is large and 
comfortable. 

3. Compare Richard and Henry. 

4. Do Practice Exercises C and D. 

 

Focus 4 

Review all three lessons.  Record each sentence and compare your recording with the native speaker.   Focus on 
the occupations of each character and focus on the interviews. 
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Language Focus 
asking questions, negation, and occupations 

Listening Task 
Listen for and record sentences with don’t/doesn’t or 
isn’t. 

He doesn’t have much money.  He doesn’t work hard.  
He isn’t very popular with women. 

Goals 
 Students will be able to interview each other 

about their occupations. 

 Students will know the names of common 
occupations. 

Student Follow-up 
1. Make a list of five occupations and indicate what 

they do or where they do their job. 

Bankers work in a bank.  Salespeople sell things.  
Nurses work in a hospital.  Writers write books.  Pilots 
fly airplanes, etc. 

2. Do Practice Exercises E and F. 

Focus 5 

Review all three lessons.  Then do the Word Study lesson.  Focus on the spellings and sounds of each words.  
Record the word and its spelling. 

Language Focus 
antonyms, nouns and adjectives, spelling 

Goals 
 Students will be able to make sentences with 

adjectives and their antonyms:  high/low, 
rich/poor, expensive/inexpensive, large/small. 

 Students will be able to correlate negative 
constructions with antonyms:  Henry isn’t 
married.  He’s single.  Richard doesn’t have a lot of 

money.  His salary is low.  His apartment isn’t 
large.  It’s small. 

 Students will be able to read and spell aloud 
simple words. 

Student Follow-up 
Make a list of five objects and two adjectives to 
describe each object.  For example: book (expensive, 
good), tree (tall, green), building (large, small), car 
(expensive, compact), house (large, small). 

Focus 6 

Focus on the Questions lesson.  Practice saying each question.  Record yourself. 

Language Focus 
Questions with adjectives or amounts. 

Who lives in an expensive house?  Are his parents 
rich? 

Goals 
 Students will be able to make W/H  and Yes/No 

questions with adjectives. 

 Students will be able to ask and respond to 
questions about their occupation and family 
relationships. 

Student Follow-up 
Write down five questions and then interview two 
classmates about occupations and family 
relationships.   

Focus 7 

Language Focus 
Language Mastery 

Listening Task 
Review all of the lessons in this unit several times.  
Practice recording 10~15 sentences each time, so 
that you can say these sentences fluently.  When your 
Completion Percentage is 80-100%, take the Mastery 
Test. 

Student Follow-up 
 Make a short oral summary of this unit. 

 Give a 30-second oral introduction of yourself, 
including information about your job and family. 

 Write a two-paragraph description of yourself or 
a classmate.  Include job and family information. 
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Unit 4 – Video Interactions 

This lesson shows a variety of native speakers in the following situations:  Introductions, At a Party, At an Office, 
Telephone, Interview, and Hot Seats.  Except for the Hot Seats, students may view each scene in a presentation 
mode.  Lessons marked with an SR also have an interactive mode where students can interact with the 
characters through Speech Recognition (or mouse click) choices.  In the Hot Seats, the characters answer 
questions put to them by the students. 

Each video scene illustrates language points that have been developed in this module.  The scenes have been 
designed so that they can be role-played by students.  This is an excellent way to review, have fun, and 
personalize the language. 

Introductions 
Hi, I’m Kathy.  It’s nice to meet you, Hugh. 

I’m Kathy, and this is Sandra.  Hello.  It’s nice to meet 
you. 

And what’s your name?  My name’s Hubert.  What?  
Could you say that  again, please? 

What are you studying?  I’m studying acting. 

Acting?  Yeah, you know.  I want to be a movie star. 

Really!  That sounds interesting. 

It is, but it’s difficult.  I don’t earn much money. 

That’s too bad.  But you enjoy it, don’t you? 

Yeah, I do! 

At a Party 
Who’s he?  That’s John.  He’s Canadian. 

Where’s she from?  Oh, she’s from Brazil, and he’s 
from Thailand.  Does she speak French?  No, she 
doesn’t, but she speaks English.  What’s his 
nationality?  I think he’s Italian or Spanish, but I’m not 
sure.  What’s his name?  Sorry, I don’t know his name. 

At an Office 
Your name, please.  And how do you spell that?  
Telephone number?  I don’t have a telephone.   No 
telephone?  Where can we reach you?   You can leave 
a message for me at this number.  Okay.  344-7169.  
Yes, that’s right. 

Telephone (Key Expressions) w/SR 
May I speak to Carmen please?  Carmen?  Sorry, 
there’s no Carmen here.  You have the wrong 
number. 

Hello.  Is Bob there?  Sure.  Just a minute please.  May 
I have your name please?  Yes, my name is Dawn. 

May I speak to Bob please?  I’m sorry.  He’s not here 
right now.  Do you want to leave a message?  Yes, 
please. 

This is Michelle.  Bob isn’t here.  Could I have your 
name, please?  Yes, my name is Dawn.  And your 
telephone number?  My number is 989-5003.  Okay, 
I’ll give him the message.  Thank you.  You’re 
welcome. 

Interview w/SR 
And how about children?  Do you have any children? 

Yes, I have two children.  How about you? 

No, I don’t have any children, but I have a cat. 

A cat, huh?  And what’s its name? 

Its name is Spock.  

That’s an interesting name for a cat. 

And how old are your children? 

I have a daughter, seven, and a son, four. 

Hot Seats w/SR 
What’s your name?  What’s my name?  My name is… 

Where do you come from?  Where do I come from? 

Who are you?  Who am I? 

What languages do you speak?  What languages do I 
speak? 

What do you do?  What do I do? 

Are you married?  Am I married? 

How old are you?  How old am I? 

Do you have a boyfriend?  Do I have a boyfriend? 

Do you know Carmen Randall?  Do I know Carmen 
Randall?  Yes, I do. 
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Unit 5 – Review Exercises 

When Units 1-3 are completed, it is important to review the main points even while beginning to work on 
Module 2.  The following lessons help students refocus on some of the main language points that are covered 
and included in the Mastery Tests.  These lessons should be done on a frequent basis. 

DICTATIONS 

Dictations focus on important language at the word and phrase level.  Detailed instructions for doing the 
dictations can be found in the Study Guides and also in the pull-down Help screens (This Lesson) when you enter 
the lesson.  The Dictations for Module 1 are as follows: 

Dictation 1 
1. Hello, my name is Kathy. 

2. I come from New York. 

3. Kathy comes from New York. 

4. She doesn’t come from France.  She’s American, 
not French. 

Dictation 2 
1. Max comes from San Francisco, and Kathy is from 

New York. 

2. They don’t come from France. 

3. That’s right.  Kathy and I are not from France. 

4. Pierre is the one who comes from France. 

Dictation 3 
1. In these two countries, people speak English. 

2. In France, French people speak French. 

3. Kathy speaks English and Spanish, but she doesn’t 
speak French. 

4. I speak two languages:  English and Spanish. 

Dictation 4 
1. Richard is a teacher. 

2. He teaches science and math. 

3. He and his wife have a child, a son. 

4. Their child, a boy, is five years old. 

Dictation 5 
1. Sara is a doctor.  She’s twenty-eight years old. 

2. She’s a good doctor, and she works hard. 

3. She lives in an expensive apartment. 

4. Her apartment is large and comfortable. 

Dictation 6 
1. Henry is a businessman.  He’s thirty-five years old. 

2. His parents have a lot of money. 

3. He doesn’t work hard, but he has lots of money. 

4. He has a large house.  It’s a very expensive house. 

 

 
FILL-INS 

This lesson reviews some of the main grammar points that have been introduced in Units 1-3.  Detailed 
instructions for doing the Fill-Ins (with Speech Recognition) can be found in the Study Guides and also in the pull-
down Help screens (This Lesson) once you are in the Fill-Ins lesson.  Please note that the highlighted words in the 
answer sentences are linked to the Glossary.  Sample sentences from the Fill-Ins lesson are: 

(1) Where do you come from, Max?  (2) Where are you from, Max?  (3)  He comes from Paris, France.  (5)  He 
doesn’t come from the United States.  (6)  He isn’t from the United States.  (7)  I come from Paris, France.  (9)  
They don’t come from France. (11)  I don’t come from Paris. (13)  Where are Max and Kathy from?  (15)  In 
these two countries people speak English. (17)  This man speaks French, but he doesn’t speak Japanese.  (19)  
He and his wife have a child, a son.  (21)  She works in a large hospital.  (23) She lives with her younger sister, 
Chris.  (25)  Her younger sister, Chris, lives with her.  (26)  Unfortunately, she doesn’t like him.  (27)  He likes 
a woman named Chris.  (28) His parents have a lot of money. 

SPEECH PRACTICE 

In addition to developing oral fluency, this lesson provides a means to review and focus attention on many of 
the key language points developed in Units 1-3, such as pronouns, subject-verb agreement, and present tense 
verbs.  Detailed instructions for using Speech Recognition and for doing the Speech Practice lesson can be found 
in the Study Guides and also in the pull-down Help screens. 

The Speech Practice lesson has four sections:  Sentence Reading, Answering Questions, Sentence Repetition 
and Speech Quiz.  Please note that the Score for the Speech Quiz is designed so that students can try to increase 
their personal scores each time they do the quiz, rather than as a test.  A record of each score can be found in 
the Student Records.   
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A2 – Initial PT 0.5, 0.7, 1.0, 1.2 / Exit PT 1.5     Exit Exam Required 

 Certification Level Requirements   New Dynamic English (NDE) Module (M); The Lost Secret (TLS) 
Initial PT 

Score 
Units (80% completion of all activities in unit) Mastery Tests (≥ 85 points) Open first time entering 

0.5 or 0.7 NDE M1: REVIEW  

NDE M2 

NDE M3 

TLS Episodes 1 & 2, 3 and 4 

NDE M1 Unit MTs, M MT 

NDE M2 Unit MTs, M MT 

NDE M3 Unit MTs, M MT 

TLS MT (after Episode 4) 

NDE M 1 and 2 

 

1.0 or 1.2 NDE M1 and 2: REVIEW 

NDE M3 

TLS Episodes 1 & 2, 3 and 4 

NDE M 3 Unit MTs, M MT 

TLS MT (after Episode 4) 

NDE M 1, 2 and 3 

TLS Episodes 1 & 2 and 3 

Scope & Sequence: NEW DYNAMIC ENGLISH – Module 2 (NDE) 
Module 2, Unit Main Learning Points Comments 

1   
Family Schedule 
The Harris Family 
Bob and Sandra’s Schedules 
Colette and John’s Schedules 
Questions 
Focus Exercises 

Family relationships (father, mother, etc.) 

Days of the week and weekly schedule 

Time and Duration (when and how long) 

Frequency (every day, on Mondays) 

Means (by bus, drives his car to work) 

Time expressions (after dinner, at night) 

Prepositions of Place and Time 

Sequence (before, after) 

Subj/Verb/Object (She practices the violin.) 

Adverbs of Frequency (usually, never) 

Students learn how to ask and 
answer questions about their 
daily routines. 
Focuses on specific times, 
frequency, and duration of 
habitual activities that make up 
daily life. 

2 
Matrix Vocabulary 
Seasons 
Times of Day 
Weather 
Times of Life 
Types of People 
Matrix Game 

 Introduces basic vocabulary in five subject 
areas:  seasons, times of day, weather 
conditions, times of life, and types of people. 

 Adjective and Adverb phrases 
 Word relations/analogies (hot is to cold as 

summer is to what?) 
 Indefinite/Definite Reference 
 Superlatives (the coldest time of year) 

Students learn to describe the 
phases of life and the basic 
conditions in which people live 
out their lives. 

3 
Likes and Dislikes: A Survey 
Food and Sports 
What Can You Do? 
Video Hot Seats w/SR 

Classification (what kind, such as) 

Adverbs of Manner (how well, well, a little) 

Quantification (a lot, some, any) 

Ability (can/can’t, know how to) 

Useful phrases (let’s see, for example, I mean, not 
really) 

Students learn to express personal 
preferences and abilities. 

Presents an interview about 
favorite foods, sports, hobbies and 
other interests. 

4 
Review Exercises 
Dictations 
Fill-Ins w/SR 
Speech Practice w/SR 

Gap-filling and Speech Recognition exercises 
review key grammar and vocabulary. 
Develops fluency and reading skills. 

Provides language practice and 
review activities. 

5 
Video Interactions w/SR 
Introductions 
Telephone:  Let’s Meet on 
Thursday 
Business Telephone 
An Interview 
Hot Seats 

Presents language useful for making an 
appointment, suggestions, and using the 
telephone for business. 
Students may interact with the actors through 
Speech Recognition (SR) activities. 

Short videos illustrate the use 
of the language with a variety 
of characters. 
Provides models for classroom 
role-play and interviews. 
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Scope & Sequence: NEW DYNAMIC ENGLISH – Module 3 (NDE) 

Module 3, Unit Main Learning Points Comments 

1 

Daily Activities 

Kathy’s Schedule 

Diane’s Schedule 

Question Practice w/SR 

Focus Exercises 

Verb tenses: past, present, and future (ate, got up, 
started, cooked, is eating, is going to interview, is 
going to work late) 

Time phrases (this morning, an hour ago, in an 
hour, later this afternoon) 

Time Sequence (then she worked on …, after the 
interview she’s going to…) 

Yes/No and W/H  question formation with past 
tense and future (be going to). 

Short answers (Yes, she did. No, she didn’t.) 

Pronunciation:  /d/ called, /t/ cooked 

Students learn to give and elicit 
basic information about their daily 
routines, in the past, present, and 
future. 

Presents the lives of two women, 
one working as a journalist, and 
the other as a mother in the 
home. 

Extends basic vocabulary, for both 
work and at home. 

2 

Locations 

City Locations 

City Quiz 

Spatial Relations 

Asking for directions (Where is the . . . , Where can 
I buy some . . . ) 

Directions (north, south, east, west) 

Location/Prepositions of Location (on the corner, 
across the street, in front of) 

Shapes (triangle, circle, square) 

Spatial Relations (near, on, under, on top of, inside, 
to the left of, etc.) 

Students learn the names of 
useful businesses and how to 
specify street locations. 

The Spatial Relations lesson 
focuses on how to describe how 
objects are arranged in 
relationship to each other. 

3 

Our World 

Our Planet, Earth 

Air, Water, and Pollution 

Questions  

Focus Exercises 

Amount/Quantification (enough, plenty, not 
enough, the third, one of) 

Cause/Effect (They died out because... Polluted air 
makes us sick.) 

Conditional Relations (Without water there would 
be no life; if we were closer...) 

Comparison (-er than)/ Superlatives (-est) 

Reason (They died out because...) 

Reference (one of; one form of life) 

Relative Pronouns (that, where, which) one of 
eight planets that travel around... 

there: existential (there isn’t enough) 

Students learn to express basic 
needs, energy, food, water,  our 
relationship to the environment, 
pollution, and the conditions for 
life to exists 

Introduces more complex ideas 
that will be developed in Levels 3 
and 4. 

4 

Review Exercises 

Dictations 

Fill-Ins w/SR 

Speech Practice w/SR 

Gap-filling and Speech Recognition exercises 
review key grammar and vocabulary. 

Develops oral fluency and reading skills. 

These lessons review Units 1-3 
and focus on key points such as 
verb tenses, time phrases, and 
logical connectors. 

5 

Video Interactions w/SR 

Tel: Arranging to  Meet 

Are You Going to Class? 

Asking for Information 

At a Restaurant 

Hot Seats 

Requests, Suggestions, Negative Questions 

Asking for directions 

Ordering at a restaurant 

Language review. 

Provides a model for role-plays. 

Fluency development 
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Scope & Sequence: THE LOST SECRET (TLS) 

Unit / Episodes  Structures & Functions Sample Sentences 

Unit 1 

Episodes 1 & 2: Who is 
he? 

The main character, 
Orwell, has lost his 
memory.  The police 
question him, and Dr 
Roberts agrees to help him 
regain his memory. 

 

Simple statements and 
questions with  be 

Statements, questions and 
negatives with can 

Have/has got  

Possessive adjectives:  my, 
your, his, her 

Pronouns:  I, you, he, she  

Questions with what, where, 
and who 

Polite phrases 

Simple personal questions 

I'm a bird. 

Is that the man? 

Are you a fish? 

You can fly! 

Can you remember your name? 

I can't swim, but I can fly. 

I've got some appointments this afternoon. 

I haven't got a name. 

What's your name?  /  Where do you live? 

Who are you? 

I’m sorry. 

Where do you come from? 

Unit 2 

Episode 3:  Who is 
Sabina? 

Orwell recalls meeting a 
woman on an airplane 
and being questioned in 
customs about a plant. 

He remembers meeting 
Professor Sline at the 
airport. 

Simple present 

Present progressive in 
statements and questions  

Pronouns:  we, they 

Imperatives 

Negatives with present tense 

Yes/no questions with simple 
present 

W/H  questions 

Requests and offers with can 

She works in a bookshop. 

Her parents live in Mexico City. 

We're landing now. 

What are you saying?  /  What are they doing? 

Bring him here!  /  Don't chew gum!  

I don't know.  /  It doesn’t matter. 

Do you like it?   /  Do you know where it is? 

What do you do there? 

Why can't I remember my answer to her 
question? 

Can I see the letter, please? 

Unit 3 

Episode 4:  Footprints in 
the Sand 

Orwell remembers riding 
in Sline’s car and 
checking in to his hotel. 

 

Simple past, regular/irregular 
verbs 

Questions with simple past 

Ago 

Tag questions 

Checking into a hotel 

Invitations and polite refusals 

 

They left the hotel and I went to bed. 

He was with Sabina at the airport. 

Was it warm in Mexico City? 

Did you see them again? 

What did they talk about? 

Two years ago I wrote a book about the 
Mepatecs. 

You are an expert, aren't you? 

I’ve got a reservation. 

How long are you staying? 

Would you like a drink first? 

That's very kind of you but no, thanks. 

A2 Workbook  
Workbook and answer key available on website: http://dyned.com/us/main/medialibrary . Username and 
password are the same of for the Records Manager. 

  

http://dyned.com/us/main/medialibrary
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NDE MODULE 2 
Unit 1 – Family Schedule 

The Harris Family; Bob and Sandra’s Schedules; Collette and John’s Schedules; Questions; and Focus Exercises 

 

This unit introduces the basic concepts and language structures that are the foundation for Levels 2 and 3.  The 
focus is on specific times, days of the week, habitual, daily activities, means (how things are done), frequency 
(how often), and duration (how long something takes).  The structures and vocabulary necessary to express 
these concepts are fundamental and will be further reinforced and developed throughout the course. 

In these lessons, students learn to understand and express information related to 
their daily lives -- in particular their daily schedules.  By the end of this unit, students 
should be able to describe their daily and weekly routines.  They should also be able 
to ask and answer questions about when, how, how long and how often activities 
take place. 

In the Focus Exercises lesson, students practice arranging words into the correct 
order to answer questions about the four characters in this unit. 

 

Goals 

To be able to understand and express a point in time, means, frequency, and duration of events. 

To be able to understand, express, and ask about a typical daily and weekly schedule. 

 

Objective 1: To be able to  understand and use adverb and prepositional phrases to express points in time, 
frequency and duration. 

Objective 2: To be able to understand and differentiate between a period of time (how long does it take) and 
a point of time (when does it happen). 

Objective 3: To be able to understand and use common verbs to talk about routine activities. 

Objective 4: To be able to understand and express before/after sequences, including the use of gerunds, such 
as After eating dinner... 
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Main Learning Points  

adverbs of frequency, adverb phrases 
(usually, never, every, sometimes, after …) 

He never watches TV.  He usually reads the 
newspaper after dinner.  She usually goes to bed at 
around 11:00.  Sometimes he dreams about the 
Olympics.  After dinner, Bob reads the newspaper.  
On other days, she comes home after school. 

days of the week 
Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, 
Friday, Saturday 

duration, it takes + duration  
(it takes…, it lasts, for an hour, from 6:00 until 8:00) 

She practices the violin for about an hour.  It takes an 
hour for him to get to work.  She teaches from 2:30 
to 4:30.  

family relationships 
husband, wife, sister, brother, father, mother, son, 
daughter 

frequency 
five days a week; once a week; usually; each day; on 
Mondays; every day; in the evenings 

means 
by car; by motorcycle; by bus, how does he get to 
work?  He usually drives his car to work.  She goes to 
school by bus 

prepositions 
of place:  at the post office; at her home; in her home, 
at school 

of time:  at 6:45; at around 7:00; in the morning/ 
evening; for two hours; from 2:30 to 4:30 

of direction:  to work; to school; (listen) to music 

present simple, daily activities 
work; get up; start;  eat;  leave; drive; take; get; 
watch; listen; read; go; practice, change; teach; give; 
begin; end; last; study; finish. In the evenings, she 
studies.  She does homework…  She practices the 
violin for about an hour 

questions 
about time:  How long...?  When...?  What time does 
he...? 

about means:  How?  How does he get to work? 

about duration:  How long does it take for her to get 
to school? 

time expressions, phrases 
in the morning; at night;  at 6:45;  between 6:45 and 
7:00; after dinner;  after reading the newspaper;  
each day; someday;  on Mondays;  from 6:00 until 
8:00;  after he gets up, on other days 

sequence 
after; before; until; first; then; after dinner; after that; 
until 4:30 

subject/verb/object pattern 
He drives his car to work.   Bob reads the newspaper.  
They eat dinner at around 7:00.  She practices the 
violin. 

 

Key Sentences 

Partial transcript 

The Harris Family 
This is the Harris family.  The Harris family is a family 
of four.  Bob and Sandra Harris are married. They 
have two children.  Their daughter's name is Collette.  
Their son's name is John. 

Bob:  “My wife's name is Sandra.  Our daughter's 
name is Collette.” 

Sandra:  “My husband's name is Bob.  Our son's name 
is John.  His sister's name is Collette.” 

Collette is John's sister. Her brother's name is John.  
John's father is Bob.  His mother is Sandra. 

Bob and Sandra’s Schedules 

Bob works at the post office.  He works five days a 
week:  Monday through Friday.  He gets up at 6:45.  
He eats breakfast at 7:15.  He leaves for work at 7:45.  
He usually drives to work.  It takes an hour to get to 
work. 
He comes home around 6:30 in the evening.  They eat 
dinner at around 7:00.  He usually reads the 
newspaper after dinner.  After reading the 
newspaper he watches TV.  If the TV is boring, he 
reads a book or listens to music.  He goes to bed at 
11:00. 

Sandra is a music teacher.  She's a piano teacher.  Her 
schedule changes each day. She teaches piano three 
days a week:  Mondays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays. 
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On Mondays, she teaches from 2:30 until 4:30.  On 
Wednesdays, she teaches from 3:00 until 6:00.  She 
teaches for two and a half hours on Thursday 
evenings.  On Thursdays, she doesn't finish teaching 
until 10:00.  She teaches at her home.  Some of her 
students are very good.  Some of her students are not 
very good. 

Collette and John’s Schedules 
Collette is a student.  She goes to high school.  She 
gets up every morning at 6:30.  She eats breakfast 
with her family at 7:15.  She leaves for school at 8:00.  
She goes to school by bus.  It takes about twenty 
minutes to get to school.  Her school starts at 8:45. 

After school she usually comes home and practices 
the violin.  Once a week she has a violin lesson.  Her 
lesson is at 4:30 on Tuesday afternoons.  It lasts for 
an hour.  On other days, she comes home after 
school.  She practices the violin for about an hour. 

She usually does homework for about two and a half 
hours, from 7:45 to around 10:15. 

After finishing her homework she takes a bath.  She 
usually goes to bed around 11:00. 

John is a high school student.  He is two years younger 
than his sister, Collette.  She is eighteen.  He is 
sixteen. 

John is interested in gymnastics.  He practices every 
day.  He gets up at 6:15 every morning. Then he takes 
a shower.  He eats breakfast with his family at 7:15.  
He leaves for school at 7:30.  He drives to school on 
his motorbike.  It takes about fifteen minutes to get 
to school.  From 8:00 until 8:30 he practices 
gymnastics at school.  His classes start at 8:45. 

After school John practices gymnastics until 5:00.  He 
gets home about 6:00.  After dinner he studies hard. 
He goes to bed between 10:30 and 11:00. 

Sometimes he dreams about the Olympics. He wants 
to win a gold medal.  Someday he wants to be a 
gymnastics coach. 

Questions 
Who is John's father?  Who is Bob's wife?  Who is John 
and Collette's mother? 

How many children do the Harrises have? 

When does (Bob) get up?  When does he eat 
breakfast?  When does he leave for work?   

How does he get to work?  How long does it take to 
get to work?   

What time does he usually get home?  When does he 
go to bed? 

Is (Sandra's) schedule the same every day?  Does she 
give lessons in her home? 

What day of the week does she teach?  Does she give 
lessons in the morning?  

What time does she start to teach?  What time does 
she stop teaching?   

Does (Collette) walk to school?  When does she 
usually take a bus?   

What does she usually do after she comes home from 
school? 

Is her violin lesson on Tuesdays or Thursdays?  How 
long does her lesson usually last? 

What time does her lesson finish?  What does she do 
after she studies? 

How old is John?  What does he do after he gets up?  
What does he do from 8:00 until 8:30? 

What happens between 10:30 and 11:00? 

Who goes to school by bus? 

Focus Exercises 

They [have] two [children]. 

Their [mother] [is] Sandra. 

He [gets up] [at] 6:45. 

He [eats] [breakfast] [at] 7:15. 

She [leaves] [for] school [at] 8:00. 

She [goes] [to] school [by] [bus]. 

It [takes] an [hour] for [him] to [get] [to] the post 
office. 

It [takes] about twenty minutes to [get] [to] school. 

She [teaches] [in] the evening [on] Thursdays. 

On Wednesdays, [she] [teaches] [from] 3:00 [until] 
6:00. 

On Thursdays she [teaches] [in] the [evening] [from] 
7:30 [until] 10:00. 

Her lesson is [at] 4:30 [on] Tuesday afternoons. 

It [lasts] [for] an [hour.] 

Her lesson [starts] [at] 4:30 and [finishes] around 
5:30. 

After [finishing] her [homework] she [takes] a [bath.] 

After [school] John [practices] gymnastics [until] 5:00. 

He [goes] to [bed] [between] 10:30 and 11:00. 

She [does] homework [from] 7:45 [to] around 10:15. 

If the TV [isn’t] interesting, he [reads] a book or 
[listens] to [music.] 

After [that] he [usually] [watches] television. 
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Classroom Activities 

Classroom Activity 1:  Family Trees 
Ask students about the relationships of the Harris family, or any well-known family, and create a family tree on 
the board.  Add extended family members such as grandparents, aunts, uncles, cousins, in-laws. Have students 
give the extended family members names and practice pronunciation with the possessive form, e.g., John's 
cousin's name is Sam.  Then ask students to make a family tree for their own family which includes as many 
extended family members as possible. Have them talk about their family to a partner or to the whole class. 

Classroom Activity 2:  Busy Days 
Elicit from the students daily activities such as get up, eat breakfast, go to work or school,  have a coffee break, 
etc.  Have students write sentences stating what time they perform each of the activities on the list. 

Classroom Activity 3:  Scrambled Schedules 
Using sentences from the unit (see Key Sentences), prepare index cards with parts of sentences.  One card should 
have the subject and activity.  A second card should have the means, duration, or time the character performs 
the activity, e.g., Sandra teaches  (one card)  at 2:30 or from 2:30 to 4:30. (second card)  Divide the class into 
small groups, and pass the cards out to each group so that none of the cards match for each group.  Then, in a 
rotating fashion, have each group ask a question to find a match from the other groups.  If there’s a match, both 
the team that asks and the team that answers get a point.  For example:  “When does Sandra teach?”  or  “What 
happens from 2:30 to 4:30?”  If there’s more than one match for a question, only the team that answers first 
gets the point. 

Classroom Activity 4:  Weekly Schedules 
Have students keep a record of their schedules for one week in chart form.  Instruct students to exchange their 
charts with a partner.  Then have each student write about his or her partner's schedule based on the 
information in the chart.  Encourage students to use words such as usually, often, always, once a week, after 
and before. 

Focused Listening 

Focus 1 
Focus on The Harris Family lesson first.  Then click on Bob. 

Language Focus 
family relationships, Bob’s daily schedule 

Listening Task 
Find out how many people are in the Harris family.  
What are their names?  How many children do the 
Harrises have?  What are their relationships?  What 
does Bob do? 

Goals 
 Students will be able to repeat basic sentences 

about the Harris family and their relationships. 
 Students will be able to use possessives to talk 

about family relationships. 

 Students will be able to answer questions about 
Bob’s daily schedule:  Where does Bob work?  
What time does he get up in the morning? 

Student Follow-up 
1. In a paragraph, introduce the Harris family.  

Then, in a second paragraph, introduce your own 
family. 

2. My family is a family of five.  My father’s name is 
…, and my mother’s name ….  I have a sister, and 
a brother.  My sister’s name is…, and my 
brother’s name is… 

3. Do Practice Exercise A. 
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Focus 2 

Focus on Bob and Sandra’s Schedules. 

Language Focus 
present simple, time expressions, prepositions of 
time  

Listening Task 
Practice saying the sentences that give a time:   He 
gets up at 6:45.  He eats breakfast at 7:15.  He leaves 
for work at 7:45. 

Goals 
 Students will be able to present Bob and Sandra’s 

schedules. 

 Students will be able to use time phrases to ask 
and answer questions about Bob and Sandra’s 
schedules.  

Student Follow-up 
1. Write a 3rd person narrative (Bob gets up at, he 

eats breakfast…) that summarizes Bob’s 
schedule.  Then write the narrative in the 1st 
person (I get up at…) 

2. Do Exercises B and C. 

 

Focus 3 

Review Bob and Sandra’s Schedules.  Then focus on Collette and John’s Schedules. 

Language Focus 
days of the week, frequency, and time expressions 

Listening Task 
Focus on Sandra and Collette.  Practice saying 
sentences that describe their weekly schedules. 

Goals 
 Students will be able to present Sandra and 

Collette’s weekly schedules.  Sandra is a piano 
teacher.  Her schedule changes every day. 

 Students will be able to answer questions such 
as "When does Sandra teach?" in terms of 

frequency and point of time:  She teaches three 
days a week.  She teaches on Mondays, 
Wednesdays and Thursdays. 

Student Follow-up 
1. In an oral or written narrative present Sandra’s 

weekly schedule in both 3rd person and 1st 
person. 

2. Compare Sandra and Bob’s schedule:  Sandra 
teaches three days a week.  Bob works five days 
a week.  Sandra teaches at home.  Bob works at 
the post office. 

 

Focus 4 

Review Bob and Sandra’s Schedules and Collette and John’s Schedule.  Use the ABC button to check the text and 
study the Glossary.  Use the voice record feature to practice saying the longer sentences. 

Language Focus 
duration and means 

Listening Task 
Focus on how something is done, and how long 
something lasts:  She goes to school by bus.  It takes 
twenty minutes. 

Goals 
 Students will be able to talk about schedules in 

terms of frequency, means, and duration. 

 Students will be able to answer questions about 
means and duration:  How long does it take Bob to 
get to work?  How long does Sandra teach on 
Mondays?  How does John get to school? 

Student Follow-up 
1. Present your weekly schedule. 

2. Interview a classmate about their weekly 
schedule. 
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Focus 5 

Review Bob and Sandra’s Schedules and Collette and John’s Schedules.  Then focus on the Questions lesson. 

Language Focus 
adverbs of frequency, sequence, W/H , How, and How 
long questions. 

Listening Task 
Listen for words like after and before and practice 
saying the sentences that express sequence: 

After school he practices gymnastics.  After dinner he 
usually reads the newspaper. 

Goals 
 Students will be able to use words like after and 

before to express a sequence of events.  After 
studying, she takes a bath. 

 Students will be able to talk about their own 
daily schedules. 

Student Follow-up 
1. Present your daily schedule for a typical day. 

2. Interview two classmates or friends about their 
daily schedules. 

3. Write two sentences with after and before to 
present a sequence of events in your daily 
schedule. 

4. Do Practice Exercises D and E. 

 

Focus 6 

Do the Focus Exercises lesson. 

Goal 
 Students will be able to understand and 

construct sentences which include time phrases.   

Student Follow-up 

 Make a list of all the time expressions you have 
learned in this unit.  Write a sentence for each. 

 

Focus 7 

Language Focus 
Language Mastery 

Listening Task 
Review all of the lessons in this unit several times.  
Practice recording 10~15 sentences each time, so 
that you can say these sentences fluently. 

Do Focus Exercise lessons every day until your 
Completion Percentage is 80-100%.  Then take the 
Mastery Test. 

Student Follow-up 
 Make a short oral summary of this unit. 

 Give a one-minute oral presentation of your 
daily and weekly routines. 

 Write a two-paragraph description of your daily 
and weekly routines. 
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Unit 2 – Matrix Vocabulary 

Seasons; Times of Day; Weather Conditions; Times of Life; and Types of People 

This unit introduces key vocabulary in five subject areas that affect our lives and the world we live in.  It is 
important to extend the vocabulary in this unit and to point out differences related to different cultures and 
regions of the world.  For example, in Tropical countries, the lack of a winter and the importance of ”rainy 
seasons” and ”dry seasons” should be added.  This adds interest and relevance to the lessons.  The Classroom 
Activities for this unit will provide a systematic way to further develop the vocabulary and basic fluency. 

 

The first category, Seasons, focuses on the four classic seasons of the year 
and their characteristics, such as hot and cold.  By introducing vocabulary 
in sets, students are able to associate words in natural ways.  This helps 
them remember and use the words in meaningful ways. 

 

In each of the other four categories, a set of four examples is introduced, 
such as four types of weather.  These should be added to, along with 

additional vocabulary once the basic vocabulary is mastered. 

Once the language of each category has been studied, students will enjoy the Matrix Game, which gives them 
an enjoyable way to test themselves and see how high they can score.  This activity helps to review and reinforce 
the language.  This kind of repetitive exposure to the language is vital to increasing language proficiency.  See 
the Classroom Activities for more ideas. 

Goals: 

To be able to talk about and describe the seasons of the year. 

To be able to talk about and describe  the times of day. 

To be able to talk about and describe typical weather conditions. 

To be able to talk about and describe people and their basic life cycle. 

 

Objective 1: To build sentence complexity through the use of adjective, adverb, and noun phrases. 

Objective 2: To improve the learning of vocabulary by helping students organize words into natural sets of 
words that provide a framework for memory. 
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Main  Learning Points 

adjectives 
sunny; warm;  cold;  cool;  cloudy;  long;  tall;  short;  
thin;  the best;  beautiful;  good;  bad;  young; old 

adverb phrases 
when flowers bloom;  when it's raining;  in autumn;  
at birth;  after summer;  before winter;  in the first 
years after birth 

amount/quantification   (most, many, some, lots) 
a balloon,  most people, many people,  some types of 
people;  many men and women;  most adults 

classification 
here are the times of;  here are four types of;  here 
are some types of;  These are the seasons.  This is the 
coldest time of the year. 

describing conditions    it’s + adj. 
it’s cold, it’s hot, it’s raining it’s 3 a. m., Does it ever 
rain in your country? It’s time to sleep. 

indefinite/definite reference 
the time;  a time;  an umbrella;  other interests;  
another place;  the hottest time of year;  the last 
years;  a good time;  a boy and a girl;  the man on the 
left;  a cloudy sky;  this kind of weather 

logical relations 
Hot is to summer as cold is to winter.  What season 
comes after summer and before winter?  In winter 
the sun sets early, so the daytime is short. 

word relations 
hot/cold;  tall/short;  cool/warm/hot;  Hot is to 
summer as cold is to what?  Boy is to girl as man is to 
woman. 

Key Sentences 

Partial transcript 

Seasons 
These are the seasons of the year. 

Spring:  This is the time when flowers bloom.  This is 
the season of birth and growing.  This is the time 
when flowers bloom. Spring is the season when trees 
turn green. Spring comes after winter and before 
summer.  My favorite season is spring. 

Summer:  Summer is the hottest time of the year.  In 
summer the days are long and the nights are short.  
Summer is the best time to go swimming.  In summer 
the sun sets late, so the daytime is long. 

Autumn:  In autumn the leaves begin to fall. Another 
name for autumn is ”fall.”  This is the season when 
leaves turn many colors.  This is the season between 
summer and winter. Autumn comes after summer 
and before winter.  My favorite time of the year is 
autumn. 

Winter:  This is the coldest season of the year.  Winter 
is the coldest time of year.  Be careful.  Don't catch 
cold.  Hot is to summer as cold is to winter.  In winter 
the sun sets early, so the daytime is short. The best 
time to go skiing is in winter when there's lots of 
snow. 

Times of Day 
Here are the times of day:  morning, afternoon, 
evening, and night. 

Morning:  The day begins.  This is when the sun rises 
and birds begin to sing.  People get up and go to work 
in the morning. Morning is the first part of the day.  
It's 6 a.m. and people are eating breakfast. Most 
people wake up in the morning.  The sun rises in the 
morning and sets in the evening. 

Afternoon: The sun is high in the sky in the afternoon. 
Many people are at work in the afternoon. Afternoon 
is between midday and sunset. 

It's 3 p.m. and the sun is up. 

Evening:  The sun goes down in the evening.  This is 
when the sun sets and the sky is beautiful.  People 
leave work and return home in the evening.  Offices 
are closing and many people are going home from 
work.  It's 6 p.m. and people are going home. 

Night:  It's time to sleep.  Don't work too late.  The 
sun is gone, and people are sleeping.  We can see 
many stars in the sky at night. 

Weather Conditions 
Here are four types of weather:  sunny, cloudy, rainy, 
and snowy. 

Sunny:  Sunny days are warm.  The sun is shining.  This 
kind of weather is good for a picnic. 

Cloudy:  Cloudy days are usually cool.  The sun is 
behind the clouds.  A cloudy sky is sometimes 
beautiful. 

Rainy:  It's raining.  Rainy weather is bad for picnics.  
When it's raining you need an umbrella.  It's raining. I 
love the sound of falling rain.  Rainy days are usually 
cold, but sometimes they are not. 

Snowy:  Snowy weather is cold. The air is cold and 
quiet.  Everything is turning white.  When it's 
snowing, you need a warm coat.  It snows in my 
country too, especially in the mountains.  Snowy days 
are always cold, because snow is never warm. 

Times of Life 
These are the times of life:  birth, childhood, 
adulthood, and old age. 
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Birth:  Our lives begin at birth.  Babies are small and 
cute.  In the first years after birth, we learn to walk 
and talk. 

Childhood:  Children go to school.  When we are 
children we go to school.  Childhood is when we learn 
to read and write. 

Adulthood:  Most adults get married and have 
children.  Many men and women work hard and have 
a career.  Boy is to girl as man is to woman. 

Old age:  This is a good time for hobbies and other 
interests.  These are the last years of our lives.  Old 
people have lots of experience.  When we are old, we 
can enjoy the last years of a long life. 

People 

Here are some types of people:  two children, two 
men, an old man, and a woman. 

Children:  Here are two children, a boy and a girl.  This 
child is a boy, and this child is a girl.  The boy has a 
balloon, but the little girl doesn't. 

Two men:  This man is tall, and this man is short.  The 
man on the left is thin, and the man on the right is fat. 

Old man:  This old man has gray hair.  This old man 
has a long gray beard.  This man is very old.  He is 
eighty-six years old. 

Young woman:  She is playing a violin.  This young 
woman is a violinist. 

Questions 
Which season is the hottest/coldest? 

When is the best time to go swimming/skiing? 

Which season is spring? 

What season comes after summer and before 
winter? 

When do trees turn green? 

When do leaves begin to fall? 

When are the days long and the nights short? 

Hot is to summer as cold is to what? 

When does the sun rise? 

When does the sun set? 

When is the sun high in the sky? 

When do most people sleep? 

When do most people leave home for work? 

The sun is gone, and people are sleeping.  What time 
of day is it? 

It's 6 p.m. and people are going home.  What time of 
day is it? 

I'm cold.  Where is a coat? 

It's raining.  Where is an umbrella?  Let's take a taxi.  
Does it ever snow in your country? 

Sometimes I see the sun.  Sometimes I don't.  What 
kind of weather is it? 

The air is cold and quiet.  Everything is turning white.  
What kind of weather is it? 

Which is always cold, a rainy day or a snowy day? 

When does life begin? 

When does life usually end? 

What comes after childhood and before old age? 

When do people usually have children? 

When do people learn to read and write? 

When do people learn to walk and talk? 

When do people usually have a job? 

Which person is the oldest? 

Which man has a long gray beard? 

Which man is tall and thin? 

Which man is short and fat? 

Which child has a balloon? 

Which child doesn’t have a balloon? 

Is the child with the balloon a girl? 

Who is playing the violin? 

Which old man doesn’t have a beard? 
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Classroom Activities 

Classroom Activity 1:  Posters and Pictures 
Divide the class into five groups and assign each group one of the matrix vocabulary categories: Seasons, Times 
of Day, Weather Conditions, Times of Life, People.  Ask the group to create a poster or drawing, or find pictures 
which represent various examples of that category.   Have each group make a short presentation describing the 
details of their examples. 

Classroom Activity 2:  Vocabulary Charades or Questions 
Using the Key Sentences as a reference, write the key vocabulary words on index cards -  one word per card.  
Put the cards face down in a box or bag.  Divide the class into two or three teams.  One member of a team picks 
a card and must use non-verbal clues to help the team guess the word.  Example:  night  Student pretends to be 
sleeping;  summer  Student pretends to be swimming. Give each team 15 to 30 seconds to guess the word.  If 
the team guesses the word, they keep the card.  If the team does not guess the word, the student returns the 
card to the box and the other team takes a turn.  The first team to win 10 cards wins. 

A more difficult variation is to have the student with the card answer Yes/No questions from their team.  The 
team must guess the word within one minute.  Example:  Is it a season or type of weather?  No?  Is it a time of 
life or time of day?  Is it a time of day?  Is it early in the day?  Is it morning?  Is it sunrise?  etc. 

Classroom Activity 3:  Weather News from around the  World 
Divide the class into groups of three or four.  Instruct each group to prepare a television newscast from a 
different city in your country.  If possible, choose cities that would have very different weather conditions such 
as Miami, New York City, Paris, Sydney, etc.  Each group is to prepare two reports, using information from the 
news or internet as sources for their information: 

A.  A feature story describing what one can do in that city in certain seasons or at certain times of the day. 

B.  A weather report for today. 

Classroom Activity 4:  Matrix Game 
In this activity, divide the class into two or three groups.  Make a list of 30-40 questions and answers from the 
unit.  Then read a question to one of the teams and ask them to answer it in a complete sentence.  For example:  
“What is the hottest time of the year?”  “The hottest season of the year is summer.” 

This activity can also be done in a spelling bee format, where individual students are given the questions and 
must give the answer or sit down.  The last person standing is the winner.  If the class is very large, each group 
may nominate five students to represent them.   

Classroom Activity 5:  What’s the Question? 
In this more difficult activity, divide the class into two or three groups.  Make a list of 30 questions and answers 
from the unit.  Then read an answer to one of the teams and ask them to ask a question which it answers.  For 
example:  “My favorite season is spring?”  A correct question would be:  “What’s your favorite season?”  Another 
example:  “People go to school when they are children.”  “When do people usually go to school?” 

This activity can also be done in a spelling bee format, where individual students are given the answers and must 
give the question.  If they miss, they sit down.  The last person standing is the winner.  If the class is very large, 
each group may nominate five students to represent them. 
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Focused Listening 

Focus 1 

Focus on the Seasons.  Listen carefully to the basic sentences about each season.  Then use the Quiz button and 
answer the questions.  There is also new information about the seasons in the Quiz, so listen carefully. 

Language Focus 
Listen for how each season is described.  Make a note 
of new vocabulary. 

Listening Task 
Focus on how the sequence of seasons is used to 
indicate a season. 

Spring comes before summer and after winter. 

Goals 
 Students will be able to identify the four seasons. 

 Students will be able to describe the sequence of 
the seasons:  Summer comes after spring and 
before autumn. 

 They will be able to talk about and answer 
questions about each season:  Spring is when 
flowers bloom.  Autumn is when leaves fall. 

Student Follow-up 
1. Present a season:  Autumn.  This is the season 

between summer and winter.  The leaves turn 
colors. 

2. Ask three classmates about their favorite season: 
What is your favorite season?  Why? 

3. Does every country have four seasons?  Why? 

Focus 2 

Focus on the Times of Day.  Listen carefully to the basic sentences about each one.  Then use the Quiz button 
and answer the questions.  Listen carefully, and check the Glossary for more information. 

Language Focus 
Note the difference between most people, many 
people, and people.   How does the meaning change 
if we say all people, or everyone/everybody?  See the 
Glossary. 

Listening Task 
Listen for how each time of day is described.  Listen 
for the time expressions in each sentence. 

Goals 
 Students will learn the vocabulary associated 

with times of day:  (p.m., sky, sun, moon, stars, 
midday, sunset, rise, come up, set, go down, 
begin, end, get up, go to work, come home, 
sleep). 

 Students will be able to qualify statements with 
quantifiers such as most, many, and some. 

Student Follow-up 
1. Think of things which you do or that happen at 

various times of the day, and make a list.   Night:  
do homework, sleep, watch TV, stars come out 

2. Write the questions as the teacher dictates them:  
When does the sun come up?  When do people 
wake up?  Then write answers to the questions:  
Most people wake up in the morning. 

3. Ask a classmate questions about times of day:  
What is your favorite time of day?  Why?  At what 
time of day do you work best?  Do you like to get 
up early?  Do you go to bed late? 

 
Focus 3 

Focus on the Weather.  Listen carefully to the basic sentences about each type of weather.  Then use the Quiz 
button and answer the questions. 

Language Focus 
Note how it's is used to describe a condition, such as 
it’s cold.  In this case, it has no meaning, except to 
provide a subject for the sentence. 

Listening Task 
Listen for and record sentences with it’s (It's raining) 
and sentences with adjectives, such as cold or rainy. 

Goals 
 Students will be familiar with weather vocabulary 

(hot, cold, rain, snow, cloudy, sunny). 

 Students will be able to use it is to describe 
weather conditions. 

Student Follow-up 
1. Describe today’s weather.  It's cloudy and hot 

today. 

2. Write three sentences about temperature or 
weather using it's. 

3. Listen to today’s weather report on TV.  Make a 
list of new vocabulary words and look them up in 
a dictionary. 
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Focus 4 

Focus on the Times of Life and Types of People.  Listen carefully to the basic sentences.  Then use the Quiz 
button and answer all the questions. 

Language Focus 
Note how to use words like some, many and most to 
qualify (or soften) a statement, such as Most adults 
get married. 

Listening Task 
Practice saying and recording all the sentences that 
have quantifiers or adjectives. 

Goals 
• Students will be able to talk about and answer 

questions about times of life:  When do we learn 
to walk?  When do we learn to read? 

• Students will be able to talk about amount using 
some, many, most, and lots:  Most adults get 
married and have children.  Many men and 
women have a career. 

• Students will be able to give simple descriptions 
of people. 

Student Follow-up 
1. Think of other times of life, e.g.,  adolescence, 

high school, middle age.  What do people do in 
each? 

2. Make a list of activities for each time of life:  
Childhood is when we play/grow, etc. 

3. Answer questions about rites of passage/times of 
life:  When do people first...?  At what age are 
people considered to be adults in your culture? 

4. Describe a classmate or a person in a picture from 
a magazine or newspaper. 

5. Make a list of other ways to describe people, such 
as eye color, hair color, length of hair, hair style, 
etc. 

 

Focus 5 

Review all five lessons.  Practice saying each sentence until you can say each sentence with confidence.  Then 
do the Matrix Game. 

Goal 
 Students will be able to use complete sentences 

to ask and answer questions about all five 
categories. 

Student Follow-up 
1. Make a list of additional questions and answers for 

all the categories. 

2. Make a list of 10 adjectives used in this unit and 
write their opposites.  Then write a sentence with 
each. 

3. Write a poem about a season, a time of life or a 
time of day. 

4. Do the Crossword Puzzle. 

 

Focus 6 

Language Focus 
Language Mastery 

Listening Task 
Review all of the lessons in this unit several times, on 
a daily basis.  Practice recording 10~15 sentences 
each time, so that you can say these sentences 
fluently.  When your Completion Percentage is 80-
100%, take the Mastery Test. 

Student Follow-up 
1. Make a short oral summary of each category. 

2. Write a one or two-paragraph summary of each 
category. 
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Unit 3 – Likes and Dislikes 

A Survey:  Food and Sports, What Can You Do? and Video Hotseats 

This unit completes the main focus of New Dynamic English, Level 1, which is to prepare students to comprehend 
and express general information about themselves and their daily lives. 

In these lessons, Kathy interviews Max about his personal preferences and abilities 
-- what kinds of food he likes, what sports and hobbies he enjoys, and which 
activities he is good at.  The Video Hotseats  gives students the chance to use Speech 
Recognition to practice interacting with native speakers, who answer questions 
about food and sports preferences. 

 

 
Goals: 
To be able to ask and answer questions about preferences and abilities. 

To be able to ask and answer questions about proficiency or manner (how well), using adverbs of manner. 

To be able to conduct a simple survey to find out preferences and abilities. 

Objective 1: To understand and express how things are classified and organized into general categories, 
through the use of expressions such as “What kind of…” and “such as”. 

Objective 2: To understand how to use the modal can to express ability. 

Objective 3: To understand how to use adverbs of manner to express degrees of proficiency, such as fairly well, 
a little, and not very well. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Main Learning Points  

adverbs of manner 
well; a little; fairly well; not at all; He can beat me 
easily. 

amount/quantification  (a lot, any, most, some) 
most kinds of food;  some people;  any kinds of 
meat...?  Do you practice a lot?  Not so much. 

ability, can/can't 
Can you play tennis?  Yes, I can.  I can’t play golf at all. 

classification 
such as;  what kinds of?  what other kinds? You mean 
food and hobbies, and things like that? 

gerunds 
playing tennis;  losing,  watching TV 

questions 
Can you...?  Do you like...?  How well can you...?  Does 
he know how to ...? 

useful phrases 
You mean...?  How about...?  Well, let's see...  For 
example...  I mean...  Yes, that's right.  Not so much.  
No, not really.  I want to ask you a question. 
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Key Sentences 

Partial Transcript 

Kathy:  I'm doing a survey about what people like.  
Max:  You mean food and hobbies, and things like 
that? 

Food and Sports 
K:  What kinds of food do you like? 

M:  Well, let's see.  I like most kinds of food. 

K:  Okay.  How about fish?  Do you like fish? 

M:  Not so much.  I prefer chicken. 

K:  How about beef?  Do you like beef? 

M:  Yes, I do.  I like beef, especially steak. 

K:  What other kinds of meat do you like? 

M:  Let's see.  I like pork too, especially ham. 

K:  Are there any kinds of meat that you don't like? 

M:  No, not really. 

K:  Do you like Italian food? 

M:  Sure.  For example, I like spaghetti. 

K:  How about hot food?  Do you like hot food? 

M:  Do you mean spicy hot, or hot hot? 

K:  I mean spicy hot, such as Thai or Mexican food. 

M:  Thai food is too hot for me.  Mexican food is okay. 

K:  So you like hot food if it isn't too hot. 

M:  That's right. 

K:  Okay, now I want to ask you about sports. 

M:  Sure.  I like sports. 

K:  What is your favorite sport? 

M:  My favorite sport is American football. 

K:  Do you play it? 

M:  No, I don't.  I just watch it. 

K:  What sports do you do? 

M:  I play tennis, and I can ski. 

K:  Do you play golf? 

M:  No, I don't.  I don't know how to play golf. 

But I'd like to learn. 

K:  Is golf a popular sport in your country? 

M:  Yes, I guess it is.  Lots of people watch it on 

TV.  But I think most people don't play it. 

Can You Do It? 
K:  Can you play tennis? 

M:  Yes, I can.  I play tennis fairly well. 

K:  Max, can you play the piano? 

M:  A little.  I can play a little. 

K:  Can you play the violin? 

M:  No, not at all.  I can't play the violin at all. 

K:  Can you sing? 

M:  No, I can't.  I'm a terrible singer.  Nobody likes to 
listen to me sing. 

K:  Can you play chess? 

M:  Yes, I can.  But I'm not very good.  Pierre is a 

very good chess player.  He can beat me easily.  But I 
can beat him when we play tennis.  He isn't very good 
at playing tennis. 

Sample Questions 
Do you like sports? 

Which of these sports do you like the best?  Which of 
these sports do you like the least? 

Which of these activities can you do?  Can you do it 
well?  Are you good at it? 

Do you prefer mental games, such as chess or cards, 
or physical games, such as football or tennis? 

Can you ski?  How well do you ski? 

Do you like to watch television? 

Do you get upset when you lose? 

Which kind of food does he think is too hot? 

Does he know how to play golf? 

Which activity can't he do at all?  Which activity can 
he do fairly well? 

How well does Pierre play chess?  Is Pierre a good 
tennis player? 
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Classroom Activities 

Classroom Activity 1:  Classification Race 
Pick three or four subjects, such as types of music, types of cars, types of clothes, fruits and vegetables, and 
sports played with a ball, etc.  Divide the class into three or four groups and have each group brainstorm as 
many entries as possible for one category.   Students may use a dictionary to add examples and adjectives to 
their list.  Within a limited time (3-5 minutes) see which group can come up with the largest number of items 
and associated adjectives. 

Classroom Activity 2:  Posters 
Using magazine pictures or drawings, have students present examples of things and activities which they like 
and dislike.  Students should describe each item with complete sentences. 

Classroom Activity 3:  Find a Person Who... 
Prepare a handout with the opening statement A person who ... and then list about 10 to 15 phrases such as 
likes pizza, doesn't like fish, can play tennis very well, knows how to play the violin, can't ride a bike, etc.  Next 
to each phrase put a blank line. 

Distribute one handout per student.  Ask students to circulate in the room and ask their classmates questions 
(Do you know how to ride a bike? Do you like fish? etc.).  When they find someone who fits the description, have 
them write that person's name in the blank next to the item.  There should be a different name for each phrase 
on the handout.  When all students have filled in all the blanks with names, discuss their responses in the large 
group. 

Classroom Activity 4:  You Can, But How Well? 
Collect pictures of people engaged in activities such as sports, dancing, driving a car, cooking, or playing musical 
instruments. Hold up each picture and elicit the name of the activity from students.  Ask students if they can do 
the activity and to rate themselves in their ability using the words terrible, good/well, fairly good/well, very 
good/well.  Have students write sentences about their ability level in each activity you show them.  I'm a very 
good dancer, but I can't sing very well. 

Classroom Activity 5:  Class Survey 
Have the class design a survey and questionnaire.  Each student should survey five or more English-speaking 
people, in person, over the telephone, or through the internet, and write a short summary of the results. 

 

Focused Listening 

Focus 1 

Focus on A Survey:  Food and Sports.   

Language Focus 
classification:  such as, what kind of, etc. 

What kinds of food do you like?  I like most kinds of 
food. 

Listening Task 
Study the questions that Kathy asks Max.  Practice 
saying them. 

Goals 
 Preview and orientation:  to familiarize students 

with classification and expressing preference. 

 Students will be able to classify foods:  meat is a 
kind of food, pork is a kind of meat, ham is a kind 
of pork, Chinese food, French food, etc. 

Student Follow-up 
1. Answer questions about classification:  What are 

some kinds of food?  What are some kinds of 
sports? 

2. What kinds of food do you like?  What kinds of 
food don’t you like?  What are your favorite 
sports? 

3. Do Practice Exercise A. 
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Focus 2 

Review A Survey:  Food and Sports.  Preview What Can You Do? 

Language Focus 
questions with short answers (Yes, I do; No, I don’t), 
amount/quantification (not very much, a lot, some 
kinds of), and the use of intensifiers (very, too). 

Listening Task 
Repeat and record Kathy’s questions.  Check the 
Glossary items in the text. 

What kinds of food do you like?   How about fish?  Do 
you like fish? 

Goals 
 Students will be able to ask and answer questions 

about food preferences. 

 Students will be able to quantify likes and dislikes:  
I like it a lot.  I don't like it very much.  I like most 
kinds of... 

 Students will be able to use too to give reasons 
for liking or disliking something:  It's too hot. 

Student Follow-up 
1. Make a list of adjectives that describe food and 

sports.  Examples:  Sweet, delicious, fattening, 
healthy, exciting, interesting, fun to watch, 
dangerous, etc. 

2. Make a list of two foods or sports that you like, 
and one food or sport that you don’t like.  Explain 
why.  Example:  I don’t like French Fries because 
they are too fattening. 

3. Interview a classmate about food and sports 
preferences. 

4. Do Practice Exercises B and C. 

 

Focus 3 

Focus on What Can You Do? 

Language Focus 
can, know how to, adverbs of manner, and short 
answers with can/can’t. 

Listening Task 
Listen for and practice saying sentences that say how 
well someone does something:  I play tennis fairly 
well.  I'm a terrible singer.  I can't play the violin at all. 

Goals 
 Students will be ask and answer questions using 

can and know how to. 

 Students will be able to talk about ability using 
adverbs of manner. 

 Students will be able to use adjectives to describe 
ability:  Pierre is a very good chess player.  I am a 
terrible singer. 

 Students will be able to modify adjectives and 
adverbs with intensifiers (very, fairly, not very). 

Student Follow-up 
1. What are some things you can and can’t do?  Make 

a list, and say how well you can do them. 

I can run fairly fast.  I’m not a good skier.  I can’t play 
golf at all. 

2. Do Practice Exercises D and E. 

 

Focus 4 

Review A Survey:  Food and Sports and What Can You Do? and focus on the Video Hot Seats. 

Language Focus 
Useful expressions, such as “Let’s see,” “No, not 
really,” “Sure,” “Do you mean?” 

Listening Task 
Take notes using only key words.  Then, using your 
notes, summarize all of Max’s answers in complete 
sentences. 

Goal 
 Students will be able to use notes to summarize 

and answer questions about a survey. 

Student Follow-up 
1. Prepare a written summary of Kathy’s interview of 

Max.  Use complete sentences. 

His favorite sport is football.  He likes most kinds of 
food. 

2. Interview two or more classmates about sports 
and hobbies, and write a summary. 

What is your favorite sport? Do you play or watch 
it? How about hobbies?  Do you/Can you...? 

3. Do Practice Exercises F and G 
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Focus 5 

Language Focus 
Language Mastery 

Listening Task 
Review all of the lessons in this unit several times.  
Practice recording 10~15 sentences each time, so that 
you can say these sentences fluently.  When you have 
a Completion Percentage of 80-100%, take the 
Mastery Test. 

Student Follow-up 
1. Make a short oral summary of this unit. 

2. Give a one minute oral presentation about your 
likes and dislikes. 

3. Write two-paragraphs about your likes and 
dislikes. 

Unit 4 – Video Interactions 

This lesson shows a variety of native speakers in the following situations:  Telephone:  Let’s Meet on Thursday; 
Business Telephone; An Interview, and Hot Seats.  Except for the Hot Seats, students may view each scene in a  
presentation mode.  Each lesson also has an interactive mode where students can interact with the characters 
through Speech Recognition (or mouse click) choices.  In the Hot Seats, the characters answer questions put to 
them by the students. 

Detailed instructions for this lesson, and also for Speech Recognition, can be found in the Study Guides and also 
in the pull-down Help screens after you enter the lesson. 

Each video scene illustrates language points that have been developed in this module.  The scenes have been 
designed so that they can be role-played by students.  This is an excellent way to review, have fun, and 
personalize the language. 

Telephone:  Let’s Meet on Thursday! 
Thursday afternoon?  What time? 

Well, I leave home at around 10:00, and I work until 
3:30.  How about 4:00? 

That’s too early.  Is 4:30 okay? 

That’s fine.  Why don’t we take the bus? 

Okay, let’s take the bus downtown and have dinner 
together.  What time does the concert start? 

It starts at 8:00. 

Okay, I’ll see you after work. 

Thursday afternoon at 3:30?  No, I’m sorry.  I work 
until 5:30 on Thursdays. 

Let’s see.  The concert starts at 8:00.  Can we meet at 
6:00? 

Okay, I’ll meet you at 6:00. 

Business Telephone (Key Expressions) 
I’m sorry.  He’s in a meeting.  May I take a message? 

That’s okay.  I’ll call back later. 

May I ask who is calling? 

Sure.  My name is Sandra.  I’m a friend of his. 

Thank you Sandra.  I’ll tell him you will call back. 

An Interview 
And how about sports?  Do you play golf? 

Yes, I do.  I enjoy playing golf. 

How about skiing?  Can you ski? 

No, I can’t ski at all.  We don’t have any snow where 
I live. 

Do you play tennis? 

Sure.  I love to play, but I’m not very good. 

Hot Seats 
What’s your name?  What’s my name?  My name is… 

Where do you come from?  Where do I come from? 

Who are you?  Who am I? 

What languages do you speak?  What languages do I 
speak? 

What do you do?  What do I do? 

Are you married?  Am I married? 

How old are you?  How old am I? 

Do you have a boyfriend?  Do I have a boyfriend? 

Do you know Carmen Randall?  Do I know Carmen 
Randall?  Yes, I do. 
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Unit 5 – Review Exercises 

When Units 1-3 are completed, it is important to review the main points even while beginning to work on Level 
2.  The following lessons help students refocus on some of the main language points that are covered and tested.  
These lessons should be done on a frequent basis. 

DICTATIONS 
Dictations focus on important language at the word and phrase level.  Detailed instructions for doing the 
dictations can be found in the Study Guides and also in the pull-down Help screens (This Lesson) when you enter 
the lesson.  The Dictations for Module 2 are as follows: 

Dictation 1 
1. Sunny days are usually hot, but sometimes they 

are not. 
2. For example, a sunny day in winter is sometimes 

very cold. 
3. Rainy days are usually cold, but sometimes they 

are not. 
4. Snowy days are always cold, because snow is never 

warm. 

Dictation 2 
1. Bob works at the post office. 
2. He works five days a week:  Monday through 

Friday. 
3. He usually drives his car to work. 
4. It takes an hour for him to get to the post office. 

Dictation 3 
1. He eats dinner with his family between 6:45 & 

7:15. 
2. He usually reads the newspaper after dinner. 
3. After that he usually watches television. 
4. If the TV isn’t interesting, he reads a book or listens 

to music. 

Dictation 4 
1. Her schedule changes each day. 
2. She gives piano lessons three days a week. 
3. She teaches for two hours on Monday, from 2:30 

to 4:30. 
4. On Thursdays, she teaches in the evening from 

7:30 until 10:00. 

Dictation 5 
1. She has a violin lesson once a week. 
2. Her lesson is at 4:30 on Tuesday afternoons.  It 

lasts for an hour. 
3. On other days, she comes home after school. 
4. She practices the violin for about an hour. 

Dictation 6 
1. Morning is the first part of the day. 
2. People leave home and go to work or school in the 

morning. 
3. Evening is the early part of night, between sunset 

and bedtime. 
4. Night is when the sun is down and people go to 

bed.  

FILL-INS 
This lesson reviews some of the main grammar points that have been introduced in Units 1-3.  Detailed 
instructions for doing the Fill-Ins (with Speech Recognition) can be found in the Study Guides and also in the 
pull-down Help screens (This Lesson) once you are in the Fill-Ins lesson.  Please note that the highlighted words 
in the answer sentences are linked to the Glossary.  Sample sentences from the Fill-Ins lesson are: (1)  He leaves 
for work at 7:45.  (3)  It takes an hour to get to work.  (5)  He eats dinner with his family between 6:45 and 7:15.  
(8)  She does homework from 7:45 to around 10:15.  (10)  John is interested in gymnastics. (12)  How long does 
it take her to get to school?  (13)  The sun rises in the morning and sets in the evening. (14)  Boy is to girl as man 
is to woman.  (16)  Rainy days are usually cold, but sometimes they are not.  (17)  Snowy days are always cold 
because snow is never warm.  (18)  In winter the sun sets early, so the daytime is short.  (21)  Childhood is when 
we learn to read and write.  (23) I’m doing a survey about what people like. (24)  Are there any kinds of meat 
that you don’t like?  (26)  I can’t play tennis at all.  (28)  He doesn’t know how to play golf. 

SPEECH PRACTICE 
In addition to developing oral fluency, this lesson provides a means to review and focus attention on many of 
the key language points developed in Units 1-3, such as time phrases, present tense verbs, and adverbs of 
manner.  Detailed instructions for using Speech Recognition and for doing the Speech Practice lesson can be 
found in the Study Guides and also in the pull-down Help screens. 

The Speech Practice lesson has three sections:  Sentence Reading, Answering Questions, and Speech Quiz.  
Please note that the Score for the Speech Quiz is designed so that students can try to increase their personal 
scores each time they do the quiz, rather than as a test.  A record of each score can be found in the Student 
Records.
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NDE MODULE 3 

Unit 1 – Daily Activities 
Kathy’s Schedule; Diane’s Schedule; Question Practice; and Focus Exercises 

In this unit, students learn how to talk about events in the immediate past, the ongoing present, and the 
assumed future. In contrast to Level 1, where students learned how to talk about general, generic schedules, 
the focus here is on the specific activities of today, which has a past, present and future. 

Two characters are introduced:  Kathy, a working woman who 
works as a journalist, and Diane, a mother and housewife who 
studies at night.  The focus is on the specific activities of today, from 
this morning and the immediate present through this evening 
(assumed future).Within this framework, we use the past tense, the 
present progressive, and be going to. 

In addition to the verb tenses and time relations, this unit introduces reviews basic concepts and language 
structures that were introduced in Level 1.  These include, means (how things are done), duration (how long it 
takes), and frequency (how often).  By the end of this unit, students should be able to give a complete account 
of and answer questions about today’s activities, from what they did this morning through what they are going 
to this evening. 

The Question Practice lesson reinforces the language of the unit, giving students the chance to practice asking 
questions about both the immediate past and the assumed future. 

In the Focus Exercises lesson, students practice arranging words to answer questions about the characters in 
this unit. 

Goals 

To be able to understand and talk about daily activities in the immediate past and future. 

To be able to understand, express, and ask about the events of today, from this morning through tonight. 

Objective 1: To be able to understand and use the past tense form of regular and irregular verbs to talk about 
events that happened earlier today. 

Objective 2: To be able to understand and use be going to to talk about events that are assumed to happen 
later today. 

Objective 3: To be able to understand and use common verbs to talk about today’s activities, both for one’s job 
and for activities at home. 

Objective 4: To be able to understand and express time relations, such as earlier, later, an hour ago, and in an 
hour.  
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Main Learning Points  

future time, be going to 
This evening she's going to interview an important 
person.  In about an hour she's going to pick up her 
kids.  Later this afternoon, she’s going to have a 
meeting with her boss.  Her best friend, who lives in 
Paris, is going to get married.  What is she going to do 
this evening? 

past time 
This morning she got up... Today, for example, she 
didn’t get up until 9:15.  She ate lunch an hour ago.  
At 11:45 she left home.  After taking her kids to 
school, she and a friend went shopping. 

past tense (regular and irregular verbs) 
She got up at...  She didn’t get up until...  She didn’t 
eat...  They ate breakfast...  She worked on her 
computer...  She left home and took a bus...  They 
started eating at...  They went shopping together. 
They went to a shopping center and bought some 
clothes for their children.  She drove her kids to 
school. 

present progressive 
It’s now 2:00 and she is eating a late lunch.  Her friend 
is trying to lose weight.  She’s cleaning the house.  
According to her teacher she’s getting to be pretty 
good. 

present simple 
works for a newspaper, she writes books, her 
schedule changes, her schedule varies, she gets up 
late, we all need energy, their two children both go to 
school. Twice a week she studies painting.  She enjoys 
her class.  He drives a taxi. 

questions about past, present and future 
Who took a bus...?  What did she do...?  What does 
her husband do?  What is Diane doing right now?  
Who is she going to interview?  Does she ever...? 

sequence 
Then she worked on her computer.  Later this 
afternoon she's going to...  After the interview she's 
going to...  Before she goes to bed, she... 

time expressions 
It’s now 2:00, this morning, later this afternoon, this 
evening, an hour ago, in an hour, after dinner, after 
that, at 11:45, after taking her kids to school. She has 
an hour before she’s going to leave. 

short answers 
Yes, she did. No, she didn't. Yes, she is (going to). No, 
she isn’t (going to).  Yes, she does.  No, she doesn’t. 

pronunciation 
/d/ called, married;  /t/ cooked, worked 

 

Key Sentences 

Partial transcript 

Kathy’s Schedule 
Kathy is a writer.  She works for a newspaper, and she 
also writes books.  Her schedule changes every day.  
She often works late at night.  As a result, she doesn't 
like to get up early.  Sometimes she gets up so late 
that she doesn't have time for breakfast. 

Today, for example, she got up at 9:15.  She didn't eat 
any breakfast.  She just had a cup of coffee. Then she 
worked on her computer at home until 11:30.  She 
left home at 11:45 and took a bus downtown to her 
office at the newspaper. 

It's now 2:00 and she is eating a late lunch.  She's very 
hungry, so she's having a large lunch.  She’s hungry 
because she didn’t eat breakfast. 

Later this afternoon she's going to have a meeting 
with her boss.  She's going to make a request.  She 
wants to take a week off so that she can go to Paris.  
Her best friend, who lives in Paris, is going to get 
married. 

This evening she's going to interview an important 
person.  The interview is scheduled to last for an hour, 

from 6:30 until 7:30.  She's going to interview the 
person about the problem of nuclear waste.  After the 
interview she's going to work late.  She wants to finish 
the story before she goes to bed.  She thinks it's going 
to be an important story.  We all need energy, but we 
have to think carefully about safety. 

Diane’s Schedule 
Diane is a housewife and mother.  Her husband, Dick, 
drives a taxi.  Their two children both go to school.  
Their school is about twenty minutes away by car. 

This morning, Diane got up early, at 6:30.  She cooked 
breakfast for her family at 7:00.  They started eating 
at 7:15.  At 7:45 she drove her kids to school. 

After taking her kids to school, she and a friend went 
shopping together.  They went to a shopping center 
and bought some clothes for their children.  After that 
she and her friend went to a health club.  They were 
at the health club for about an hour.  Her friend is 
trying to lose weight. 
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Now Diane is back at home.  She is cleaning the 
house.  She doesn't have much time.  In about an 
hour, at 3:00, she's going to pick up her kids at school. 

After dinner, Diane is going to take a class.  This 
evening Diane is going to attend her art class.  Twice 
a week, in the evenings, she studies painting. Diane 
enjoys her class very much.  According to her teacher, 
she's getting to be pretty good. 

Review  (at the end of Diane’s Schedule) 

Let's assume that today is Wednesday, and it's 2:00 in 
the afternoon. 

Kathy took a bus to work this morning.  It’s now 2:00 
and she’s eating a late lunch.  This evening she’s going 
to interview an important person.  After the interview 
she’s going to work late. 

Diane drove a car this morning.  Now Diane is back at 
home.  She is cleaning the house.  This evening she’s 
going to attend her art class. 

Comprehension Questions 

What time did Kathy get up? Did she eat breakfast? 

What did she do after she had some coffee? 

When did she leave for work?  How did she go 
downtown?  Is she having an early lunch or a late 
lunch?  What is she going to do this evening?  When 
is the interview going to start?  What is the interview 
going to be about? 

What does Diane's husband do? 

How long does it take them to get to their school?  
How do they usually get to school? 

What time did she start to eat? 

When did they leave for school? 

Where did she go after she took her kids to school?  
Who did she go shopping with? 

How long were they at the health club?   

What is Diane doing right now? 

How much longer is she going to be at home? 

How does she feel about her class? 

Who got up earlier, Diane or Kathy? 

Who got up later? 

Do you ever use a bus?  Can you drive? 

Do you usually eat breakfast? 

Question Practice w/SR 
What’s the interview going to be about? 

What is Diane going to do this evening? 

Do many people drive cars? 

What time did she get up? 

Who usually takes a bus? 

Who didn’t take a bus this morning? 

When is the interview going to start? 

How long is the interview scheduled to last? 

Who doesn’t usually eat breakfast? 

Who ate breakfast this morning? 

Who didn’t eat breakfast this morning? 

Does Kathy ever take a bus? 

Did Kathy take a bus this morning? 

What does her husband do? 

Do Kathy and Diane both paint? 

Who doesn’t have a painting class? 

Who interviews famous people? 

Who doesn’t interview famous people? 

What did they buy? 

Who is going to interview someone this evening? 

Who isn’t going to interview someone this evening? 

Do many people study painting? 

What did she do at 11:45? 

What is Diane doing right now? 

When did she leave for work? 

Does Diane ever interview people? 

Focus Exercises 
After [that] [she] and [her] friend [went] to a health 
club. 

This morning she [didn’t] [get up] [until] 9:15. 

At 11:45 she [left] home and [took] a [bus] 
downtown. 

She [takes] a [bus] to [work]. 

It’s now 2:00 and [she] is [eating] a [late] lunch. 

This evening she’s [going to] [interview] an 
[important] person. 

The interview is [scheduled] to [last] [for] an hour, 
[from] 6:30 [until] 7:30. 

She’s [going] to [interview] the person [about] the 
[problem] of nuclear waste. 

Later this afternoon she’s [going] to [have] a  
[meeting] with her boss. 

They [go] [by] [car]. 

[Their] school is [about] 20 minutes [away] by car. 

This morning Diane [got up] [at] 6:30. 

After [taking] her kids to school, she and a friend 
[went] [shopping] together. 

They [bought] [some] clothes for [their] children. 
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She [went] [shopping] [with] a friend. 

They [were] [at] the health club [for] [about] an hour. 

She [has] about an hour [before] she is [going] to 
[leave]. 

Diane [enjoys] her class very [much]. 

This evening Diane [is] [going] to [attend] her art 
class. 

Kathy is [going] to [interview] [someone] this 
evening. 

This [evening] Diane is going to [attend] a [painting] 
class. 

As a result, she [doesn’t] [like] to [get up] [early]. 

She’s very hungry, [so] she’s [having] a [large] lunch. 
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Classroom Activities 

Classroom Activity 1:  Letter to a Pen Pal 
Tell students they have a pen pal in another country.  The pen pal wants to know about a typical day in their life.  
Ask students to complete the following letter with real or imagined information: 

 Dear Pen Pal, 

 My life is never boring.  To give you an idea of what I do, here is my schedule for today. 

 The first thing I did was get up.  This morning I got up at. . .  

Remind students that they will need to use the past tense and encourage them to use words and phrases such 
as the following to indicate sequence:  Then I …, After that I …, At ... o’clock I ..., In an hour ..., Right now I’m … 

Classroom Activity 2:  Actions Speak Louder than Words 
Write actions in the present continuous on small cards, e.g., I am drinking a cup of coffee.  I am painting a 
picture.  Have students choose a card and mime the action for the class.  The members of the class must guess 
what the student is doing (e.g., "You are eating a banana.") 

Classroom Activity 3:  Different Jobs, Different Days 
Ask each student to write an occupation on an index card. Collect the cards, mix them up and let students select 
one. Give students about 10 or 15 minutes to create a schedule of daily activities for a person of that occupation, 
similar to the description of Kathy and Diane. In groups or to the whole class, have students give their description 
of the daily activities, without saying the occupation or obvious give-aways such as "Now I'm in the fire station." 
Ask them to focus on talking about activities. The other members of the class must guess the occupation. 

Classroom Activity 4:  People, Places, and Times 
Instruct students to fold a piece of paper lengthwise to form three columns. Ask students to write Person at the 
top of the first column and then write five occupations or types of people in that column. Instruct students to 
fold the paper so their words can't be seen and pass it to the person next to them. Have students write Place at 
the top of the middle column and enter five places. Students fold the papers so only the third column remains 
visible and pass them once again. Ask students to write Time at the top of the third column and think of five 
time expressions. Have students pass the papers one last time. 

For example: 

 Person        Place  Time 
 thief        park   tonight 

 millionaire        garage  last night 

 wrestler       telephone booth tomorrow after lunch 

 bank manager       airplane  right now 

Each student must now write five sentences using an entry from each column (e.g., "The millionaire is flying in 
an airplane right now.")  This can also be done in pairs allowing the students to combine their lists to form 10 
sentences.  An interesting extension of this activity is to ask students to write a newspaper article using all of 
the words in their list. 

Classroom Activity 5:  Question Practice 
Using ten of the sentences created by the students in the above activity, write (or have the students write) the 
ten sentences on the board omitting the subject and the time (e.g., "____ called the bank from the telephone 
booth ____.")   Write the list of ten people and times elsewhere on the board.  Then have the class ask Yes/No 
questions to find out which person and time fits with each action in the original sentences, e.g., Did the thief 
call the bank from the telephone booth last night? If the subject is right, but the time is wrong, fill in only the 
subject.  If the guess is wrong, nothing is filled in. 

This can be played in teams with points being given for each correct answer, or in a "Hangman" format where 
each incorrect guess brings the participants closer to being hanged. 
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Focused Listening 

Focus 1 

Focus on Kathy’s Schedule.  Listen to each sentence several times.  If necessary, use the ABC button to look at 
the text. 

Language Focus 
Talking about the recent past, earlier today 

Listening Task 
Listen for and repeat phrases that indicate past time.  
Note the form of the past tense verbs.  Some verbs 
are regular, and some are irregular. 

Goal 
Students will be able to introduce Kathy and her  

usual morning routine, and also talk about what she 
did this morning and what time she did it. 

Student Follow-up 
1. Students should make a list of all time 

expressions and past tense verbs used in the first 
part of Kathy’s Schedule. 

2. Students should talk about what they did this 
morning and what time they did it. 

3. Do Practice Exercises A and B. 

 

Focus 2 

Review the first part of Kathy’s Schedule, through 2:00, and then focus on from 2:00 through tonight.  Listen to 
each sentence several times.  Use the ABC button to look at the text.  Click on the highlighted words to study 
the glossary examples. 

Language Focus 
simple past, time expressions, present continuous 
with V(ing), and future with be going to. 

Listening Task 
Listen for and practice saying sentences about what 
she did this morning, what she’s doing now, and what 
she’s going to do later today:  Today she got up at 
9:15.  She didn't eat any breakfast.  She worked on 
her computer until 11:30.  It’s now 2:00 and she’s 
eating a large lunch.  This evening she’s going to 
interview an important person. 

Goals 
• Students will be able to talk about Kathy's entire 

day, from this morning through this evening, from 
the reference point of “now” being 2:00. 

• Students will be able to talk about their own 
“today,” using “now” as the reference point.  For 
example, if it is 10:00 a.m. then “In about two and 
a half hours I’m going to eat lunch” would express 
the fact that they are going to eat lunch at around 
12:30.  

Student Follow-up 

1. Using “now” as a reference point, students 
should say what they did earlier today, what they 
are doing now, what they are going to do later 
today. 

2. Write down 10 verbs used in this lesson, and use 
them to make sentences about your own 
schedule for today. 

3. Do Practice Exercises C and D 

Focus 3 

Focus on Diane’s Schedule.  Listen to each sentence several times.  If necessary, use the ABC button to look at 
the text. 

Language Focus 
simple past, present continuous, future with be going 
to 

Listening Task 
Listen for and practice saying sentences about what 
Diane did this morning:  She got up at 6:30.  She 
cooked breakfast for her family.  She drove her kids to 
school.  Note which verbs are regular and irregular. 

 

Goals 
 Students will be able to present Diane's morning, 

afternoon and evening in complete sentences. 
 Students will be able to talk about their own 

activities using simple past. 
 Students will be able to use after and then to 

indicate sequence. 

Student Follow-up 
1. Interview a classmate about their activities for 

today:  earlier, now, and later. 

2. Do Practice Exercises E, F, G and H. 
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Focus 4 

Review Kathy’s Schedule and Diane’s Schedule.  Then 
focus on the Question Practice lesson. 

Language Focus 
W/H  and Yes/No questions about past, present and 
future. 

Listening Task 
Listen for and record all of the questions in both 
lessons.  In the Question Practice lesson, practice 
asking each question, and listen to your recording. 

Goals 
 Students will be able to ask and answer questions 

about today’s activities. 

 Students will be able to use the correct form of 
regular and irregular verbs in both questions and 
answers. 

Student Follow-up 
1. Write two Who, When, and What questions in the 

past, present and future, and answer them.  
Example:  Who got up early this morning?  Who 
didn’t eat breakfast this morning?  Who is going to 
meet with her boss this afternoon? 

2. Write two Yes/No questions in the past, present 
and future, and answer them. 

3. Do Practice Exercises I and J. 

 

 

Focus 5 

Review the Question Practice lesson, and do the Focus Exercises lesson. 

Language Focus 
habitual activities versus specific activities: 

She often takes a bus / She took a bus this morning. 

Listening Task 
Focus on questions and answers.  Focus on the 
difference between habitual activities and specific 
events.  If a question or sentence is habitual (She 
takes a bus to work in the morning), make it specific 
(She took a bus to work this morning.)  If a sentence 
is specific (She didn’t eat breakfast this morning), 
make it habitual (Sometimes she doesn’t eat 
breakfast). 

Notice the difference between questions about 
habitual activities (with does) and question about 
past activities (with did). 

Goals 
 Students will be able to understand and express 

the difference between general and specific times. 

 Students will be able to ask and answer questions 
about the general present, the past, the specific 
present, and the future. 

Student Follow-up 
1. Ask or write three questions that can be answered 

by Yes, he/she did;  Yes, he/she does;  and Yes, 
he/she is. 

2. Present your schedule for this week.  What did you 
do yesterday?  What are you doing today?  What 
are you going to do tomorrow? 

3. Do Practice Exercises K and L. 

 

Focus 6 

Language Focus 
Language Mastery 

Listening Task 
Review all of the lessons in this unit several times.  
Practice recording 10~15 sentences each time, so 
that you can say these sentences fluently. 

Do the Question Practice and Focus Exercise lessons 
every day until your Completion Percentage is 80-
100%.  Then take the Mastery Test.  
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Unit 2 – Locations 

This unit focuses on spatial relations, street locations and the names of common places of business, such as a 
bank, restaurant, and post office. This unit is extended and followed up in Level 3, where the focus is on giving 
directions. 

In the City Locations lesson, students click on various locations in DynEd City and learn the names of places of 
business and how to describe the location of each in terms of street names, intersections, and relative location. 

In the City Quiz, the students hear a location described and they are then supposed to click on the correct spot 
to show their comprehension.  A score is given for each correct choice.  Each quiz provides 15 locations to find. 

In the Spatial Relations lesson, students study the spatial relations between geometrical shapes, letters, and 
stamps.  The focus is on words such as under, near, on, on the right, inside, outside and around.  These can and 
should be extended in Classroom Activities. 

 

Goals: 

To be able to understand and explain the location of an object or building. 

To be able to ask for information about location. 

To be able to understand and name common places of business. 

To be able to understand and name geometric shapes. 
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Main Learning Points 

asking for directions, useful expressions 
Excuse me.  Where is the...?  Where can I buy some...?  
Could you help me find...?  Is there a post office 
near...?  Is the bank far from the hotel?  Could you 
show me where the cinema is?  Which street runs in 
front of the post office? 

directions 
(north, south, east, west)  These are the four 
directions.  The park is on the northwest corner of 
High Street and First Avenue.  First Avenue runs 
north-south.  High Street runs east-west.   There is a 
police station on High Street, west of First Avenue. 

location, prepositions of location 
(in, on, across, behind, inside, outside, around, 
opposite, next to, near, between, on top of, under, 
around the corner from, in the middle of)  on the 
corner;  on first avenue;  next to;  in the park;  in the 
middle of the block;  The subway entrance is around 
the corner from the bookstore.  What is located 
behind the art museum? 

present simple verbs 
buy, sell, cost, help find, show, make reservations, 
park, visit, cash checks, exchange currency, attend, 
play 

questions about location 
Is the bank far from the hotel?  Is the bookstore on 
the same side of the street as the drugstore?  Are 
there any public rest rooms on Second Avenue?  
What is on the corner of High and First, next to the 
art museum?  Which street runs in front of the post 
office?  What is located behind the art museum?  
Could you show me where the cinema is?  Where can 
I buy some stamps?  Could you help me find a 
chemist? 

shapes 
triangle, a triangle has three sides;  circle;  square, a 
square has four sides. 

spatial relations 
(inside, around, outside, to the left, side by side, near, 
under, on, on top of)  The triangle is inside the circle.  
The circle is around the triangle.  It’s to the left of the 
triangle.  The stamp is near the envelope.  It’s on the 
envelope.  The letter is inside the envelope.  It’s on 
top of the envelope. 

there (existential) 
There is a traffic light at this intersection.  Is there a...?  
There are many stores along Second Avenue. 

 

Key Sentences 

Partial transcript 

City Locations 

Welcome to DynEd City. 

City park.  The park is on the northwest corner of High 
Street and First Avenue.  In summer, children love to 
play in the park. 

University.  The university is located behind the art 
museum.  The university is between First Avenue and 
Second Avenue, north of the art museum. Many 
international students attend this university. 

First Avenue.  First Avenue runs north-south.  There 
is a travel agency and a post office on First Avenue. 

Cafe.  There is a cafe on the corner of High Street and 
First Avenue, next to the art museum.  This cafe is 
popular with students from the university. 

Art museum.  The art museum is on High Street, 
directly across from the hotel. The art museum is 
between a cafe and a cinema. 

Movie theater (Am)  Cinema (Br).  There is a theater 
on the corner of High Street and Second Avenue.  
There are shows here every night, at seven and nine 
o'clock. 

Second Avenue.  There are many stores along Second 
Avenue.  Second Avenue is a very busy street.  This is 
the intersection of High Street and First Avenue.  This 
is where First Avenue crosses High Street.  There is a 
traffic light at this intersection. 

High Street.  High Street runs east-west.  High Street 
runs in front of the hotel. 

Public rest rooms (Am).  There are public rest rooms 
in the park.  There are public conveniences (Br) across 
the street from the university. 

City hospital.  The hospital is at the intersection of 
First Avenue and High Street.  There is an emergency 
room here at the hospital. 

Bank.  There is a bank on the corner of First Avenue 
and High Street, next door to the hotel.  You can cash 
checks and exchange currency here. 

Hotel.  The city's best hotel is on High Street, across 
from the art museum.  This hotel is in the middle of 
the block, between First Avenue and Second Avenue. 

Restaurant.  This restaurant is next door to the hotel, 
at the corner of High Street and Second Avenue.  It 
costs a lot to eat here, but the food is very good. 
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Gas station (Am).  There is a gas station at the 
intersection of High Street and Second Avenue. 

This petrol station (Br) is open from 7:00 a.m. to 
midnight every day. 

Parking lot.  There is a parking lot on First Avenue, 
south of the hospital.  You can park here while you 
visit the hospital. 

Gas station (2).  There is a gas station on First Avenue, 
opposite a travel agency.  This gas station is open all 
night. 

Post office.  The main post office is on First Avenue 
between a bank and a travel agency.  You can buy 
stamps or mail a letter here. 

Travel agency.  There is a travel agency on First 
Avenue, next to the post office.  You can buy airplane 
and train tickets here.  You can make hotel 
reservations here. 

Department store.  There is a large department store 
on Second Avenue, south of High Street.  This 
department store is around the corner from the 
hotel.  This store sells clothing, furniture, and many 
other items. 

Bookstore.  There is a bookstore on Second Avenue, 
between a gas station and a drugstore.  There is a 
bookstore on Second Avenue, round the corner from 
the entrance to the underground.  This shop sells 
books, magazines and newspapers. 

Drugstore (Am) chemist (Br).  There is a drugstore on 
Second Avenue, across from a department store.  You 
can buy medicine, toothpaste and other personal 
items here. 

Subway station (Am).  The entrance is on High Street, 
around the corner from a bookstore. This 
underground station (Br) is next to a petrol station. 

Police station.  There is a police station on High 
Street, west of First Avenue. 

These are the four directions:  North, East, South and 
West. 

City Quiz 
Where is the park? 

What is on the northwest corner of High Street and 
First Avenue? 

What is located behind the art museum? 

Which of these buildings is next to the art museum? 

What is on the corner of High and First, next to the 
art museum? 

What building is directly across from the hotel? 

What building is between a cafe and a cinema? 

Which of these buildings is on the corner of High 
Street and Second Avenue? 

Which street runs in front of the post office? 

The travel agency is on which street? 

Where is the intersection of High Street and First 
Avenue? 

Which of these buildings is located in the middle of 
the block? 

Is there a post office near the hotel? 

Are there public rest rooms on Second Avenue? 

Is the bank far from the hotel? 

Is there a department store on High Street? 

Is the bookstore on the same side of the street as the 
drugstore? 

Could you show me where the cinema is? 

Excuse me. Where is the post office? 

Where can I buy some stamps? 

Could you help me find a chemist? 

Spatial Relations (and shapes) 
The triangle is inside the circle.  The circle is around 
the triangle. 

The circle is to the left of the triangle.  The triangle is 
to the right of the circle. 

The triangle and circle are side by side.  The triangle 
is on the left, and the circle is on the right. 

A triangle has three sides.  A square has four sides. 

The stamp is near the envelope.  The stamp is on the 
envelope.  The stamp is under the envelope. 

The letter is inside the envelope.  The letter is outside 
the envelope. The letter is on top of the envelope. 

What has four sides?  A square has four sides. 

What has three sides?  A triangle has three sides. 
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Classroom Activities 

Classroom Activity 1:  My Neighborhood 
Ask students to write a description of their neighborhood, the area they go shopping, or their favorite part of 
town.  Have them describe what type of shops and services exist and where they are in relation to each other.  
Remind them to use the forms there is and there are. 

Classroom Activity 2:  Know your way around DynEd City 
Pair students and give one student Map A of DynEd City and another Map B (following pages).  Each map is 
missing different places in DynEd City.  Have each student ask his or her partner where the missing places are 
and fill them in on his/her map. 

Classroom Activity 3:  Community Questions TicTacToe 
Divide the class into two teams and draw a TicTacToe grid on the board.  Explain to the class that you will give 
each team a location in the community and the person answering must ask a question about that place.  For 
example, you say, Hair Salon and the team member could ask Where can I get a haircut?  If the question is 
correct for that location, the student can give you directions for placing the X or O on the TicTacToe grid. (Put 
the X in the bottom left square.)  The first team with three in a row is the winner. 

Choose a student from the first and second teams before giving the location.  If the student from the first team 
is not able to ask a question, the student from the second team is given a chance to answer. 

Classroom Activity 4:  Shapes All Around 
Instruct students to draw a large four-square grid on a sheet of paper.  Have students draw any two shapes 
(triangle, circle, square, rectangle, diamond) in the top left box.  In the next box have them draw three shapes, 
then four and finally five in the last box. 

Pair students and tell them not to show their partners their drawings.  Partner A must describe the position of 
the shapes in each box so that Partner B can duplicate the drawing.  Then Partner B gives oral directions so 
Partner A can duplicate his/her drawing.  The pairs then compare their drawings with the originals. 

Classroom Activity 5:  Mystery Construction 
Divide students into pairs or small groups.  Give each group some blocks, preferably different colored blocks, 
and a large piece or cardboard to use as a barrier.  Then have one student construct a city or shape with the 
blocks so that the other students cannot see it.  (Have the student work behind the cardboard, so that the other 
students cannot see.)  The task is for the first student to give instructions to the other students so that they can 
make an exact copy of the city or shape.  Example:  Put your green block on top of the long red one or Put the 
bank next to the hotel.  When finished, take away the barrier and compare the results.  If students need new 
words, such as “perpendicular,” they should use a dictionary and make a list.  Enjoy! 
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Know your way around DynEd City 
 

 
 

A 
You are A.  Your partner is B.   

These places are not on your map: 

Hospital 

Travel Agency 

Restaurant 

Subway 

Public Restrooms 

 Ask your partner where they are.  Write the name of each place on the correct location. 

 Then answer B's questions. 

 

 

 

A 
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Know your way around DynEd City 
 

 

   B 
 

   You are B.  Your partner is A. 

   These places are not on your map: 

Police Station 

Gas Station (Petrol Station) 

Cafe 

Drugstore (Chemist's) 

University 

   Ask your partner where they are.  Write the name of each place on the correct location.    

   Then answer A's questions. 

 

 

 

B 
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Focused Listening 

Focus 1 

Focus on City Locations. Find out the name of each place on the map. 

Language Focus 
vocabulary:  community services; there is/there are 

Listening Task 
Listen for and practice saying phrases that indicate 
location. 

on First Avenue, on the corner of High Street and First 
Ave., across the street from, etc. 

Goals 
 Students will know vocabulary relating to services, 

stores and streets:  department store, bank, post 
office, intersection, corner, etc. 

 Students will be able to talk about location in 
terms of street name and prepositions of location.  
There is a travel agency on First Avenue.  Note the 
difference between American usage (on High 
Street) and British (in High Street). 

 They will be able to use there is or there are:  There 
are restrooms in the park. 

Student Follow-up 
1. Write two sentences using there is and there are. 

2. Make a list of five prepositions of location and 
write two sentences for each. 

3. Do Practice Exercise A. 

Focus 2 

Review City Locations.   Then try the City Quiz.  If you have difficulty, study City Locations again and use the 
Glossary for additional help. 

Language Focus 
prepositions of location, asking questions about 
location 

Listening Task 
Listen for and practice saying sentences that give the 
location of a place relative to another place:  There is 
a gas station...next to a subway station. 

Goal 
 Students will be able to give the location of one 

place relative to the location of someplace else. 

between the cafe and the cinema, next to, next door 
to, across the street from, around the corner from 

 

Student Follow-up 
1. Give the locations of five places relative to other 

places in the city.  

The bank is next door to the hotel.  The gas station is 
next to a subway station.  There is a parking lot across 
the street from the travel agency. 

2. Write 4 pairs of sentences that show the 
difference between the articles a/an and the. 

There is a hotel on High Street.  The hotel on High 
Street is across the street from a museum. 

3. Do Practice Exercise B. 

Focus 3 

Review City Locations.   Then focus on the City Quiz and see how high you can score. 

Language Focus 
can, asking for location 

Listening Tasks 
In City Locations, listen for and record sentences that 
tell you what you can do at any of these places:  You 
can buy airplane and train tickets here.  You can park 
here while you visit the hospital.  Prepare to talk 
about one of these places. 

In City Quiz, listen for and practice asking questions 
about location, such as Excuse me, could you tell me 
where the bank is? 

Goals 
 Students will be able to describe places and 

services: You can buy stamps at a post office. 

 Students will be able to ask questions with Where 
can I...? 

 Students will be use polite language to ask for city 
locations. 

Student Follow-up 
1. Ask and answer questions about 5 services or 

stores: 

Where can you buy stationery? (department store, 
bookstore, art museum) 

Where can you get cup of coffee? (restaurant, cafe) 

Where can you get medicine? etc. 

2. Give a brief presentation about one of the places 
in DynEd City or in your own city, e.g.:  Cafe.  There 
is a cafe on the corner of High St. andd First 
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Avenue.  The cafe is next to the art museum and 
across the street from the park.  You can get a cup 
of coffee or something to eat here.  This cafe is 
popular with students from the university. 

3. Do Practice Exercise C. 

 

Focus 4 

Review City Locations.   Then focus on Spatial Relations. 

Language Focus 
directions (north, south, east, west), shapes and 
relative locations (under, on top of, etc.) 

Listening Task 
In City Locations, listen for sentences that give 
location in terms of directions (north, south, east, 
west) and practice saying them. 

Goal 
 Students will be able to talk about location in 

terms of directions:  High Street runs east-west.  

The park is on the northwest corner of High Street 
and First Avenue. 

 Students will learn the basic shapes:  circle, 
triangle, and square. 

Student Follow-up 
1. Ask and answer 5 questions about directions:  

Which street runs east-west?  Which run north-
south?  What is on the southwest corner of High 
Street and First Avenue?  Is the Hotel on the south 
side of High Street? 

2.  Do Practice Exercise D. 

Focus 5 

Review and focus on the Spatial Relations lesson. 

Language Focus 
spatial relations, prepositions, shapes 

Listening Task 
Focus on shapes and locations.  Click on each picture 
and practice saying the sentences.  Then do the 
review quiz and see if you can get them all right. 

Goal 
 Students will be able to use prepositions to talk 

about spatial relationships:  The stamp is near the 
envelope.  The envelope is on top of the stamp, etc. 

Student Follow-up 
1. Describe the position of 10 objects in the 

classroom:  The desk is near the window.  The book 
is on top of the desk, etc. 

2. Do Practice Exercise E. 

 

Focus 6 

Language Focus 
Language Mastery 

Listening Task 
Review the lessons in this unit several times.  Practice 
recording 10~15 sentences each time, so that you can 
say these sentences fluently and with confidence.  
When your Completion Percentage is 80-100%, take 
the Mastery Test.  Try to get a score higher than 90%. 
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Unit 3 – Our World 

Our Planet, Earth; Air, Water, and Pollution; Questions; and Focus Exercises 

This unit introduces language concepts and vocabulary for talking about our basic needs, such as food, water, 
energy, and air.  Our planet, Earth, is the focus, and the conditions necessary for life to exist.  Simple causal 
relations and conditionals are introduced as well, in preparation for further development in Levels 3 and 4. 

In the first lesson, Our Planet, Earth, we present the relationship between the 
Earth and the Sun:  how life depends on the Sun, and how a change in the 
distance between the Earth and Sun would change the conditions necessary for 
life to exist. 

In the second lesson, Air, Water, and Pollution, the focus is on our basic needs:  
water, air, food, and how pollution threatens our existence.  The lesson ends 
with a call for us all to work together to take care of our beautiful planet. 

 

Goals: 

To be able to understand and talk about basic needs. 

To be able to understand and express simple causal relationships and reasons. 

 

Objective 1: To be able to understand and use there is to express that something exists, and it is to express a 
condition. 

Objective 2: To be able to understand and use simple comparisons and superlatives in questions and answers. 

Objective 3: To be able to understand and use the modals must, can, and would to express necessity, 
potentiality, and certainty in causal relationships. 

Objective 4: To introduce simple conditionals in preparation for later units. 
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Main Learning Points  

amount/quantification  (enough, plenty, not enough, 
the third, one of) 
The Earth is one of eight planets.  It is the third planet 
from the sun.  The second closest planet to the sun is 
Venus.  Altogether, there are eight planets.  Without 
enough water, there aren’t enough plants and trees. 

cause/effect 
They died out because conditions changed.  Polluted 
air makes us sick.  Automobiles are a major cause of 
pollution.  Conditions must be right for life to exist.  
Plants and trees produce the air that we breathe.  
Without enough water, food can’t grow. 

conditional relations 
Without water there would be no life.  Conditions 
must be right for life to exist.  If we were closer to the 
sun, it would be too hot for us.  When conditions are 
not right, life cannot exist.   

comparison, -er than, superlatives, -est 
Mercury is the closest planet to the sun.  The second 
closest planet is Venus.  How many planets are closer 
to the sun?  Two of the planets are closer to the sun 
than the Earth.  Five planets are farther away.  If we 
were closer to the sun, it would be too hot for us. 

reason 
They died out because conditions changed.  
Conditions must be right for life to exist.  Without the 
sun, would there be life on Earth?  Without enough 
water, food can’t grow and people don’t have enough 

to eat.  To take care othe world is to take care of 
ourselves. 

reference 
The Earth is one of eight planets that travel around 
the sun.  It is the only planet where life exists.  Millions 
of years ago there were forms of life that no longer 
exist.  These forms of life are now extinct.  They died 
out because conditions changed.  Human beings are 
one form of life that still lives on this planet.  
Factories, such as this one, cause lots of pollution. 

 

relative pronouns, adjective/adverb clauses  (that, 
where, which) 

The Earth is one of eight planets that travel around 
the sun.  The Sun gives us the energy that we need.  
Polluted air also kills the plants which give us clean 
air.  Earth is the only planet where life exists. 

there (existential) 
There are eight planets.  In some parts of our world, 
there isn't enough water.  Without the sun, there 
would be no life on earth.  Millions of years ago there 
were forms of life that no longer exist. 

necessity, potentiality, certainty (must, can, would) 
Conditions must be right for life to exist.  When 
conditions are not right, life cannot exist.  Without 
enough water, food can’t grow.  If we were closer to 
the sun, our planet would burn.  Without water and 
air, there would be no life. 

 

 

Key Sentences 

Partial transcript 

Our Planet, Earth 
This is our planet, Earth.  It is one of eight planets that 
travel around our sun.  Earth is the only planet where 
life exists.  It is the third planet from the sun.  Mercury 
is the closest planet to the sun.  The second closest 
planet to the sun is Venus. 

Altogether, there are eight planets.  Two of the 
planets are closer to the sun than the Earth.  Five 
planets are farther away from the sun than the Earth. 

Our planet is 93 million miles from the sun.  The sun 
gives us the energy that we need. 

The sun is very important to us all. It gives us heat and 
light. Without it, there would be no life on Earth. 

If we were closer to the sun, it would be too hot for 
us. Our planet would burn. If we were farther from 
the sun, it would be too cold for us. Our planet would 

freeze. As you can see, the balance in nature is very 
important. In nature, small changes can make big 
differences. 

Air, Water, and Pollution 
Besides energy from the sun, we also need water and 
air.  Without water and air, there would be no life.  
Without enough water, there aren't enough plants 
and trees.  Plants and trees produce the air that we 
breathe.  We also need water to grow our food.  In 
some parts of our world, there isn't enough water.  
Without enough water, food can't grow and people 
don't have enough to eat. 

Conditions must be right for life to exist.  When 
conditions are not right, life cannot exist.  For 
example, millions of years ago there were forms of 
life that no longer exist.  These forms of life are now 
extinct.  They died out because conditions changed. 
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Now all of us face the problem of pollution.  Pollution 
changes the conditions that we depend on.  Polluted 
air makes us sick.  It's bad for our health.  Polluted air 
also kills the plants which give us clean air.  Polluted 
water kills animals and fish.  It also poisons our food 
supply.  Automobiles are a major cause of air 
pollution.  Factories such as this one cause lots of 
pollution. 

Clear air and clean water.  We need them both to live 
our lives.  The mountains, the rivers, the forests, and 
all of nature are a part of us.  This beautiful planet of 
ours is our home.  To take care of the world is to take 
care of ourselves.  Let's work together to keep our 
world alive and well. 

Questions 
How many planets are there?  How many planets are 
closer to the sun than Earth?  Where do we get the 
energy that we need?  Without the sun, would there 
be life on earth?  If we were closer to the sun, would 
it be hotter or colder?  What would Earth be like if we 
were farther from the sun?  What would our planet 
be like if we were closer to the sun? 

What do we need to grow our food?  What produces 
the air that we breathe?  What gives us clean air?  
What can't grow without water?  What can’t grow if 
there isn’t enough water?  What died out because 
conditions changed?  Which form of life still lives on 
this planet?  What does polluted air cause?  What is 
one cause of air pollution? 

Do you think it's important to keep our air and water 
clean? Is there pollution in your country? 

Focus Exercises 
Without [water] and air [there] [would] [be] no [life]. 

It is one of eight planets [that] [travel] around our 
sun. 

The [second] [closest] planet to the [sun] is Venus. 

The sun [gives] [us] the energy [that] we [need]. 

Without [it], [there] [would] be no [life] on Earth. 

Without [enough] water, food [can’t] [grow] and 
people [don’t] have enough to eat. 

When conditions [are] not [right], [life] [cannot] 
[exist]. 

Two of the [planets] are [closer] to the [sun] [than] 
the Earth. 

Five [planets] are [farther] [away] from the sun [than] 
the Earth. 

We [get] the [energy] [that] we [need] from the sun. 

If we [were] [closer] to the sun it [would] be [too] hot 
for us. 

We [need] both [water] and energy to [grow] [our] 
food. 

Plants and trees [produce] the [air] [that] we 
[breathe]. 

Automobiles [are] a major [cause] of [air] pollution. 

Without enough water, [food] can’t grow and 
[people] [don’t] [have] [enough] to eat. 

It [would] [be] [hotter]. 

Factories [such] as [this] one [cause] [lots] of 
pollution. 

Human beings are [one] form of [life] [that] still [lives] 
on [this] planet. 

For example, millions of years [ago] [there] [were] 
forms of life [that] no longer [exist]. 
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Classroom Activities 

Classroom Activity 1:  Name Game  (Easy) 
Choose one of the names of the students in the class or one of the planet names and write a blank on the board 
for every letter in the name.  The students must guess the letters by using ordinal numbers to ask about a specific 
blank.  For example, Is the third letter an R?  Is the fifth letter a U?  Is it Mercury?  (You may want to fill in one 
or more letters at first to make guessing easier.) 

Classroom Activity 2:  Survival!  (Difficult) 
Divide the class into groups of five or six.  Tell the groups that they are being sent to a deserted island as an 
experiment to see if they can survive for two years.  They will be allowed to take 12 items with them.  The group 
must come to a consensus about what twelve items to bring.  They will have to give reasons for their choices, 
saying why they will need each item.  Each group writes their list on the board and presents their choices and 
reasons to the class. For added practice with ordinal numbers have students put the list in order of priority.  
Encourage other groups to ask questions and challenge their choices. 

Classroom Activity 3:  Advertising Nature 
In order to make people realize how important our world is, we may have to "sell" it like we sell cars or 
cosmetics.  Give students some magazine or newspaper ads to analyze and use as models.  In pairs or groups 
have students write advertisements for the sun, water, clean air, the various planets, trees, etc.  These ads could 
be done for radio, TV, newspapers, or billboards. 

Example:  Feeling tired today?  Are your hands and toes like icicles?  You're not seeing well?  Then you need the 
Sun! Without the Sun, you don't feel your best.  It fills all your needs: energy, warmth, light.  Call 1-800 SUNSHINE 
to place your order. 

Classroom Activity 4:  Matching Causes and Effects 
Divide the class into teams.  Have each team come up with five causes and their effects, such as “She plays a lot 
of tennis (cause), so she’s a good tennis player (effect).”  Each team then makes a list of the causes and effects: 

  Cause/Action   Effect/Result 

  plays a lot of tennis  is a good tennis player 

  played with matches  the house burned down 

  studies hard   is a good student 

  not enough rain   not enough to eat 

  got up late   missed class 

Write the individual Effect/Results on pieces of paper and pass them to members of the other teams.  Then each 
team takes turns asking questions to find the missing cause.  Examples:  What caused the house to burn down?  
How did someone become a good student?  Why did someone miss class?  Why is someone a good tennis player?  
Why isn’t there enough to eat?  Each correct question gets a point.  Each correct answer gets a point.  The team 
with the highest score at the end of five rounds wins. 

Classroom Activity 5:  Pollution Research 
Have the class use the Internet or some other source of information to find and rank ten major cities in the 
world with the worst air pollution?  For each city on the list, try to find the major cause of that city’s pollution. 
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Focused Listening 

Focus 1 

Preview and study Our Planet, Earth. 

Listen to each sentence several times.  If necessary, use the ABC button to look at the text. 

Language Focus 
ordinals (first, second), spatial relations, and 
comparisons 

Listening Task 
Go through the lesson once.  Then study the part of 
the lesson on the planets and their relationship to 
each other and to the sun.  What planet is closest to 
the sun?  Which is the third closest?  Note how each 
planet can be described by its relative location to the 
sun. 

Goals 
 Preview and orientation.  Students will be able to 

answer questions about the planets and their 
relationship to each other and to the sun.   

 They will be able to use the ordinal numbers first, 
second, and third to refer to an object. 

Student Follow-up 
1. Describe the position of at least five of the eight 

planets, using ordinals in no more than three 
descriptions. 

closest, farthest, 2nd closest, between Earth and 
Jupiter, the third planet from the sun 

2. Write three sentences that use an ordinal number 
together with a superlative adjective (the 2nd 
largest, the third oldest, the fourth most 
expensive), and five sentences that use a number 
with an adjective (the two largest, the three 
oldest, the two most popular.)  Note the difference 
in meaning. 

3. From 1 to 5, rank your favorite singers, movie 
stars, or athletes, and write a sentence about each 
of them. 

 

Focus 2 

Review and study Our Planet, Earth.  Listen to each sentence several times.  If necessary, use the ABC button to 
look at the text.  Consult the Glossary for highlighted words. 

Language Focus 
needs, necessity, purpose 

Listening Task 
Focus on what we need to live, such as air and water.  
Listen for sentences that answer why, and practice 
saying them:  Without water and air, there would be 
no life.  Without enough water, there aren't enough 
plants and trees.  We need water to grow our food. 

Goals 
 Students will be able to answer questions about 

the conditions necessary for life:  What do we 

need?  Why do we need plants?  What do plants 
need? 

 Students will be able to talk about necessity and 
purpose:  We need water to grow our food. 

Student Follow-up 
1. As a class or in small groups, think of other reasons 

we need energy, clean air, water and plants:  We 
need water to drink/to wash our clothes/to cook 
our food, etc. 

2. Make a list of other things you really need.  Why 
do we need them? 

3. Do Practice Exercises A and B. 

 

 

Focus 3 

Review Our Planet, Earth, and then preview Air, Water, and Pollution.  Listen to each sentence several times.  If 
necessary, use the ABC button to look at the text.  Consult the Glossary for highlighted words. 

Language Focus 
must, can, can’t, would, cause and effect 

Listening Task 
Listen for sentences that express a cause-and-effect 
relationship.  Which is the cause?  Which is the 
effect? 

Focus on sentences that say what happens if there 
isn't enough air, food, water, etc. 

Without water and air, there would be no life.  
Without water, we cannot grow our food 

 Note how the words must, can, can’t, and would are 
used to express necessity, potentiality, and certainty. 

Goals 
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 Students will be able to answer simple questions 
about the relationships between things necessary 
for life.  What happens if we don't have air? 

 Students will be able to understand and express 
simple causal relations. 

Without water, plants can't grow.  Without plants, 
there isn't enough air. 

Student Follow-up 

1. Complete the following sentence:  “For me to 
succeed in (life, school or work),  I need the 
following: ...” and explain why. 

2. List what you think are the three greatest dangers 
to life on Earth, and explain why. 

3. Do Practice Exercises C and D. 

 

Focus 4 

Review Our Planet, Earth, and Air, Water, and Pollution, and then focus on the Questions. 

Language Focus 
questions and speculation with if 

Listening Task 
Focus on sentences with if.  Listen especially for 
sentences about what would happen to us if we were 
closer to the sun.  Practice saying these sentences. 

Practice saying all the questions and answers, and 
then record yourself.  Speak clearly, and in phrases, 
not individual words. 

Goal 
 Students will be able to understand simple what if 

questions. 

Student Follow-up 
1. Explain what would happen if we were closer or 

farther from the sun, if it rained more or less, if 
you had a better or worse job, if you were a better 
or worse student, etc. 

2. Do Practice Exercises E and F. 

 

Focus 5 

Review Our Planet, Earth, and Air, Water, and Pollution, the Questions, and then do the Focus Exercises. 

Language Focus 
cause and effect, make + adj., and relative clauses 

Listening Tasks 
1. Focus on pollution.  What sorts of problems does 

pollution cause?  Listen for sentences that answer 
this question and practice saying them:  Polluted 
air makes us sick.  Polluted air also kills the plants 
which give us clean air. 

2. Focus on relative clauses.  Listen for sentences or 
parts of sentences that give us additional 
information about something:  the plants which 
give us clean air, eight planets that travel around 
the sun.  Click on the highlighted words that and 
which. 

Goals 
 Students will be able to understand the distinction 

between cause and effect (factories cause 
pollution and not vice versa). 

 They will be able to use make + adj. 

 Students will understand simple relative clauses. 

Student Follow-up 
1. As a class or in small groups, discuss problems of 

pollution in your country or town.  What causes it?  
What are some of its effects? 

2. On the board, list the causes and effects of 
pollution. 

3. Do Practice Exercises G and H. 

 

Focus 6 

Language Focus 
Language Mastery 

Listening Task 
Review all of the lessons in this unit several times.  
Practice recording 10~15 sentences each time, so 
that you can say these sentences fluently and with 
confidence.  When your Completion Percentage is 80-
100%, take the Mastery Test.  Try to get a score higher 
than 90%. 
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Unit 4 – Video Interactions 

This lesson shows a variety of native speakers in the following situations: Telephone: Arranging to Meet; Are You 
Going to Class? Asking for Information; At a Restaurant; and Hot Seats. Except for the Hot Seats, students may 
view each scene in a presentation mode.  Lessons marked with an SR also have an interactive mode where 
students can interact with the characters through Speech Recognition (or mouse click) choices.  In the Hot Seats, 
the characters answer questions put to them by the students. 

Instructions for this lesson, and also for Speech Recognition, can be found in the Study Guides and also in the 
pull-down Help Screens after you enter the lesson. 

Each video scene illustrates language points that have been developed in this module. The scenes have been 
designed so that they can be role-played by students. This is an excellent way to review, have fun, and 
personalize the language. 

Telephone:  Arranging to Meet 

(variation 1) 

Let’s meet at the restaurant, okay? (suggestion) 

Okay, where’s the restaurant? 

Do you know where the Empire Theater is?  Sure. 

The restaurant is across the street from the theater. 

(variation 2) 

Let’s meet at the restaurant, okay? 

How about meeting at your office instead?  We can 
walk from there. 

Do you know where my office is? 

Sure, it’s in front of the bus station, right? 

Are You Going to Class? 
Hello John.  It’s me, Emily?  Yeah, what is it Emily? 

(variation 1) 

Are you going to class this evening?  No, I’m not. 

Oh, why not?  I don’t like the teacher. 

So what are you going to do?  I think I’m going to quit. 

Oh come on.  Don’t be a quitter. 

(variation 2) 

Are you going to class this evening?  Sure.  I’ll be 
there. 

Could you do me a favor? (request) 

What is it?  Aren’t you coming to class? 

No, I’m not.  So could you call me after class and give 
me the assignment for next week? 

Sure, no problem. 

Asking for Information 

(variation 1) 

Excuse me, but I’m looking for a good restaurant.  Is 
there anything good around here? 

There's an excellent Chinese restaurant about a block 
away. 

Do you mean the one across from the park? 

No, not that one.  There's a better one on 2nd 
Avenue, near the corner.  It’s next to a bookstore. 

(variation 2) 

Excuse me, can you tell me where I can buy tickets for 
a basketball game? 

Sure.  You can buy tickets at the tourist information 
office down the street.  It's right across the street 
from the post office. 

Across the street from the post office?  

(confirmation) 

Yes, that's right.  Do you want me to write it down? 

No, that's okay.  I'll remember. 

At a Restaurant 
Are you ready to order sir? 

No, not yet.  But I'd like something to drink.  Do you 
have lemonade? 

(variation 1) 

Sure.  I'll get your lemonade and be right back. 

Thanks. 

(variation 2) 

I'm sorry. We're out of lemonade. Would you like 
anything else? Coffee, tea? 

Okay, I'll have some coffee please. 

All right, I'll bring it right away. 

Hot Seats 
What did you do last weekend? 

What are you going to do next weekend? 

What do you usually do on the weekend? 
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Unit 5 – Review Exercises 

When Units 1-3 are completed, it is important to review the main points even while beginning to work on 
Module 4.  The following lessons help students refocus on some of the main language points that are covered 
and included in the Mastery Tests.  These lessons should be done on a frequent basis. 

DICTATIONS 
Dictations focus on important language at the word and phrase level.  Detailed instructions for doing the 
dictations can be found in the Study Guides and also in the pull-down Help Screens (This Lesson) when you enter 
the lesson.  The Dictations for Module 3 are as follows: 

Dictation 1 
1. This morning, Diane got up early, at 6:30. 
2. She cooked breakfast for her family at 7:00. 
3. At 7:15 they sat down together and ate 

breakfast. 
4. After taking her kids to school, she and a friend 

went shopping together. 

Dictation 2 
1. Sometimes she gets up so late that she doesn't 

have time for breakfast. 
2. Today, for example, she got up at 9:15. 
3. At 11:45 she left home and took a bus 

downtown. 
4. It's now 2:00 and she is eating a late lunch. 

Dictation 3 
1. This morning she didn't get up until 9:15. 
2. She didn't eat any breakfast. 
3. She just had a cup of coffee. 
4. Then she worked on her computer at home until 

11:30. 

Dictation 4 
1. Later this afternoon she's going to have a 

meeting with her boss. 
2. She's going to make a request. 
3. She wants to take a week off so that she can go 

to Paris. 
4. Her best friend, who lives in Paris, is going to get 

married. 

Dictation 5 
1. Conditions must be right for life to exist. 
2. When conditions are not right, life cannot exist. 
3. For example, millions of years ago there were 

forms of life that no longer exist. 
4. They died out because conditions changed. 

Dictation 6 
1. The sun gives us the energy that we need. 
2. Without it, there would be no life on Earth. 
3. Besides energy from the sun, we also need water 

and air. 
4. Without water and air, there would be no life.

FILL-INS 
This lesson reviews some of the main grammar points that have been introduced in Units 1-3.  Detailed 
instructions for doing the Fill-Ins (with Speech Recognition) can be found in the Study Guides and also in the 
pull-down Help Screens (This Lesson) once you are in the Fill-Ins lesson.  Please note that the highlighted words 
in the answer sentences are linked to the Glossary.  Sample sentences from the Fill-Ins lesson are: 

(1) This morning she didn't get up until 9:15.  (2) After the interview she's going to work late.  (4)  She ate lunch 
an hour ago.  (6)  It's now 2:00 and she is eating a late lunch.  (7)  Later this afternoon she's going to have a 
meeting with her boss.  (8)  Her best friend, who lives in Paris, is going to get married.  (9)  The interview is 
scheduled to last for an hour, from 6:30 until 7:30.  (12)  She's very hungry, so she's having a large lunch. 

(15) We all need energy, but we have to think carefully about safety.  (16) After taking her kids to school, she 
and a friend went shopping together.  (21)  She doesn't have much time.  (23)  She has about an hour before 
she's going to leave.  (24)  If we were closer to the sun, it would be too hot for us.  (25)  Besides energy from the 
sun, we also need water and air.  (26)  Without water and air, there would be no life.  (27)  Polluted air also kills 
the plants which give us clean air. 

SPEECH PRACTICE 
In addition to developing oral fluency, this lesson provides a means to review and focus attention on many of 
the key language points developed in Units 1-3, such as the past tense, present continuous, be going to, and 
relative pronouns.  Detailed instructions for using Speech Recognition and for doing the Speech Practice lesson 
can be found in the Study Guides and also in the pull-down Help Screens. 

The Speech Practice lesson has four sections: Sentence Reading, Answering Questions, Sentence Repetition 
and Speech Quiz. Please note that the Score for the Speech Quiz is designed so that students can try to increase 
their personal scores each time they do the quiz, rather than as a test. The scores can be found in the Study 
Records. 
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TLS 

Unit 1. Episodes 1 & 2: Who is he?  

I can fly! 

Inspector Marvin? 

Can you speak to him? 

And what’s your name? 

Dialog Focus w/SR 

Dictations 

Grammar Fill-ins 

In this episode, Orwell, the main character, has lost 
his memory.  He doesn’t know his name.  He thinks 
he is a bird.  He stands on a bridge and jumps, landing 
on a passing boat. 

In the second scene, Orwell is questioned by the 
police.  Orwell says he hasn’t got a name.  They think 
he is ill. 

In the third scene, the inspector makes a call to a 
doctor, Dr. Roberts.  He wants the doctor to see 
Orwell.  She says she is busy, but she agrees to see 
him at 3:30. 

In the fourth scene, Dr Roberts meets with Orwell.  
Orwell says, “I haven’t got a name.  He says so.”  At 
the end of the scene we see a strange man who is 
telling Orwell:  “You haven’t got a name.” 

Goals: 

 To make a quick review of basic grammar, 
including basic question formation and subject-
verb agreement. 

 Students should be able to ask and answer simple 
personal questions fluently and with correct 
grammar. 

Main Learning Points 

Simple statements and questions with  be: 
I’m a bird.. You’re a bird.  I’m Inspector Marvin.  What 
are you?  Are you a fish?  Is that the man?  Who are 
you?  How are you?  What’s your name?  Is that all?  
That’s all.  I’m sorry.  I’m busy today.  I know you’re 
busy. 

Statements, questions and negatives with can: 
I can fly.  I can’t swim.  You can fly.  What can you do?   
Can I ask you some questions?  Can you remember 
your name?  Can you remember your address?  Can 
we take him to the hospital? Can you speak to him?  
Can you see him? No, I’m sorry.  I can’t.  I think you 
can help him.  This man can’t remember anything.  
Can you come here, to my clinic? 

Have/has got: 
I haven’t got a name.  You haven’t got a name.  We 
have got these things from his pockets.  Has he got 
any identification?  Have you got any more 
questions?  I’ve got some appointments this 
afternoon. 

Possessive adjectives:  my, your, his, her  
What’s your name?  I don’t know my name.  Can you 
remember your address?  In his pockets.  His name is 
Marvin.  He can’t remember his name.  Her name is 
Sabina. 

Pronouns:  I, you, he, she, him 
I can fly.  You can fly.  Can you speak to him?  I think 
you can help him.  She’s very busy. 

Questions with what, where, and who 
What’s your name?  What are you?  What can you 
do?  What time is she free?  What about it?  Who are 
you?  Who is this woman?  Where do you live?  Where 
do you come from?  Where’s the telephone? 

Polite phrases: 
Can you see him?  No, I’m sorry, I can’t.  What are my 
appointments this afternoon, please? 

Simple personal questions 
What’s your name?  What’s your address?  Where are 
you from?  Where do you come from?  Who are you? 
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Video Scripts 

Who is he? 
Harry:  You’re a bird.  You can fly.  What are you? 

Man:  I’m a bird. 

Harry:  And what can you do? 

Man:  I can fly. 

Harry:  Are you a fish?  Can you swim? 

Man:  No.  I can’t swim.  But I can fly.  I can fly. 

Harry:  Good.  Very good.  Go on!  Fly! 

Inspector Marvin? 
(At the police station) 

Policeman:  Inspector Marvin? 

Marvin:  Yes, I’m Inspector Marvin.  Is that the man? 

Policeman:  Yes, sir. 

Marvin.  Hello. 

Orwell:  Who are you? 

Marvin:  My name’s Marvin, Inspector Marvin.  Can I 
ask you some questions? 

Orwell:  Questions? 

Marvin:  Yes.  Questions.  What’s your name?  Can you 
remember?  Can you remember your name? 

Orwell:  I don’t know.  I don’t know my name. 

Marvin:  Can you remember your address?  Where do 
you live?  Where do you come from? 

Orwell:  I can’t remember. 

Policewoman:  He says he’s a bird.  He says he can fly. 

Marvin:  A bird?  What’s your name? 

Orwell:  I haven’t got a name. 

Marvin:  Has he got any identification?  A passport? A 
driving license? 

Policeman:  No, sir.  Nothing. 

Marvin:  Nothing? 

Policeman:  Nothing, sir.  Just these things, in his 
pockets. 

An aeroplane boarding card, a ticket, a silver ball-
point pen and a book of matches from an Italian 
restaurant. 

Marvin:  Is that all? 

Policeman:  Yes, sir.  That’s all. 

Policewoman:  Any more questions, sir? 

Marvin:  What? 

Policewoman:  Have you got any more questions, sir?  
Or can we take him to the hospital now? 

Marvin:  No, wait a moment.  This pen. 

Orwell:  What about it? 

Marvin:  Is it yours? 

Orwell:  I don’t know.  I can’t remember. 

Policewoman:   Excuse me, sir, but I think he’s ill. 

Marvin:  Yes, I know.  Where’s the telephone? 

Policeman:  Here, sir. 

Marvin:  This is Inspector Marvin.  Get me this 
number, please. 

Can you speak to him? 
(Telephone conversation) 

Dr Roberts:  Yes, Margaret. 

Margaret:  Dr Roberts, there’s an inspector on the 
phone.  Can you speak to him?  His name is Marvin, 
Inspector Marvin. 

Marvin:  Do you remember me?  Inspector Marvin – 
David Marvin....  Yes, that’s right.  There’s a man here 
at the police station.  Can you see him? 

Dr Roberts:  No, I’m sorry, I can’t.  I’m busy today. 

Marvin:  Yes, I know you’re busy...but there’s 
something wrong with this man’s memory.  I think 
you can help him. 

Dr Roberts:  But Inspector, I’m very busy today. 

Marvin:  Yes, I know...but this man can’t remember 
anything.  He can’t remember his name, he can’t 
remember his address – he can’t remember anything. 

Dr Roberts:  Inspector, I’ve got some appointments 
this afternoon, but perhaps I can change them.  Just 
a moment.... Hello, Margaret?  What are my 
appointments this afternoon, please? 

Margaret:  Well, there’s Mrs Gunn at two o’clock and 
then there’s Mr Sharp at three o’clock, so you’re free 
at three thirty. 
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Dr Roberts:  Inspector?  Can you come here, to my 
clinic, at three thirty this afternoon?... Good.  Good-
bye. 

And what’s your name? 
(At Dr Robert’s clinic) 

Dr Roberts:  And what’s your name? 

Orwell:  My name?  I can’t remember it. 

Dr Roberts:  Yes, you can.  You can remember what 
two and two is.  And you can remember your name.  
You can! 

Orwell:  I haven’t got a name.  He says so. 

Sline:  Who are you?  What’s your name?  Tell me.  
Orwell:  I... I can’t remember. 

Sline:  No!  You haven’t got a name! 

You haven’t got a name.. 

Marvin:  Look at this. 

Dr Roberts:  To Sabina, with love, Basil. 

Orwell:  Sabina?  Yes, her name is Sabina.  Sabina! 

Dialog Focus 
(Scene 1) 

What are you? 

[I’m a bird.] 

And what can you do? 

[I can fly.] 

Are you a fish?  Can you swim? 

[No, I can't swim,] but I can fly.  I can fly. 

Good.  Very Good. 

(Scene 2) 

Hello.  Who are you? 

[My name's Marvin.]  Inspector Marvin. 

Can I ask you some questions? 

[Questions?] 

Yes, questions.  What's your name?  Can you 
remember?  Can you remember your name? 

I don't know.  [I don't know my name.] 

Can you remember your address?  Where do you 
live?  Where do you come from? 

[I can't remember.] 

( Scene 3) 

Yes, Margaret. 

Dr Roberts, there's an inspector on the phone.  [Can 
you speak to him?]  [His name's Marvin,] Inspector 
Marvin. 

Do you remember me?  Inspector Marvin--David 
Marvin.  Yes, that's right.  There's a man here at the 
police station.  Can you see him? 

[No, I'm sorry, I can't.]  I’m busy today. 

[Yes, I know you're busy...] but there’s something 
wrong with this man’s memory.  I think you can help 
him. 

[But Inspector, I'm very busy] today. 

Yes, I know... but this man can't remember anything. 
He can't remember his name.  He can't remember his 
address--he can't remember anything! 

Inspector, I've got some appointments this 
afternoon, but perhaps I can change them.  [Just a 
moment.] Hello Margaret, what are my 
appointments this afternoon, please? 

Well, [there's Mrs Gunn at two o'clock] and then 
there's Mr Sharp at three o'clock, so you're free at 
three thirty. 

[Thank you.] 

Inspector?  Can you come here, to my clinic, at three 
thirty this afternoon?  Good!  [Goodbye.] 

(Scene 4) 

And what's your name? 

[My name?]  [I can't remember it.] 

Yes, you can.  You can remember what two and two 
is.  And you can remember your name.  You can! 

[I haven't got a name.]  He says so. 

Who are you?  What's your name?  Tell me. 

I..[.I can't remember.] 

No!  You haven't got a name! 
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Dictations 
1. You're a bird. 
2. You can fly! 
3. What are you? 
4. I'm a bird. 

1. And what can you do? 
2. I can fly. 
3. Are you a fish?  Can you swim? 
4. No, I can't swim, but I can fly. 

1. What's your name? 
2. Can you remember?   
3. Can you remember your name? 
4. I don't know.  I don't know my name. 

1. Can you remember your address? 
2. Where do you live? 
3. Where do you come from? 
4. I can't remember. 

1. Inspector, I've got some appointments this 
afternoon, but perhaps I can change them.  
Just a moment. 

2. Hello Margaret, what are my appointments 
this afternoon, please? 

3. Well, there's Mrs Gunn at two o'clock and 
then there's Mr Sharp at three o'clock, so 
you're free at three thirty.   Thank you. 

4. Inspector?  Can you come here, to my clinic, 
at three thirty this afternoon? 

1. Who are you?  What's your name?  Tell me. 
2. I...I can't remember. 
3. No!  You haven't got a name! 

Fill-Ins 
You're a bird.  You [can] fly! 

What [are] you? 

And what [can you] do? 

[Are] you a fish?  Can you swim? 

No, I [can't] swim, but I can fly. 

Is [that] the man? 

Can I ask you [some] questions? 

[Can] you remember your name? 

[Where] do you live? 

Where [do] you come from? 

He says he's a bird.  He says he [can] fly. 

I [haven't] got a name. 

Has he [got] any identification? 

[Have] you got anymore questions, sir? 

Excuse me, sir, but I think [he's] ill.  Yes, I know. 

[Where's] the telephone?  Here, sir. 

[This] is Inspector Marvin. 

Dr Roberts, [there's] an inspector on the phone. 

[His] name's Marvin, Inspector Marvin. 

Do you remember [me]?  Inspector Marvin--David 
Marvin. 

There's a man here [at] the police station. 

Can you see him?  No, I'm sorry, I [can't].  I'm busy 
today. 

I think you can help [him]. 

He can't remember his name, he can't remember his 
address--he can't remember [anything!] 

Inspector, [I've] got some appointments this 
afternoon, but perhaps I can change them. 

Well, [there's] Mrs Gunn at two o'clock and then 
[there's] Mr Sharp at three o'clock, so you're free at 
three thirty. 

Who are you?  [What's] your name? 

No!  You [haven’t] got a name! 

Classroom Activities 

Class 1: Presentation  (Day 1, 3-4 minutes) 
Begin with the scene, I can fly!  Play it through without stopping.  Find out how much the class understands by 
asking questions such as:  What does the man think he is?  What does he think he can do?  Where are they? 

Key Focus:  Grammar Review.  Review the verb “be” and the personal pronouns:  I, you, he, she, they.  Have 
students look for examples of how each of these is used in the video. 

Oral Practice (2-4 minutes):  Have students work in pairs or small groups and practice asking each other basic 
personal questions:  Who are you?  What can you do?  Can you...?  What are you?  (I’m a student...I’m the 
president of ... I’m a doctor... I’m a freshman.  Key point!  Have fun, in the spirit of the video! 

Follow-up:  Have students work on their own with the software.  Focus on each sentence, line by line, without 
using the text.  Explain that it is important to listen without using text support.  The text should only be used to 
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confirm what the student has heard.  After the students focus on the first scene, they should preview the next 
scene, Inspector Marvin?  As homework (or in class), have the students do Exercise A. 

Class 2: Presentation  (Day 2, 4-6 minutes) 
Begin with the scene, Inspector Marvin?.  Play it through without stopping.  Find out how much the class 
understands by asking questions such as:  Who is he?  What is he doing?  Where are they? 

Key Focus:  Grammar Review.  Review the modal “can” and how it is different from verbs.  Focus on question 
formation, negation, and the fact that it doesn’t change form whether the subject is I, you, he, she or they.  
Another focus point is have/have got, as in “I haven’t got a name.”  For American English speakers, the form “I 
don’t have a name.” is usually used.  Have you got... becomes Do you have... etc. 

Oral Practice (2-4 minutes):  Have students work in pairs or small groups and practice asking each other basic 
personal questions, with an emphasis on Have you got ...and Do you have  , as well as  Can you remember...and 
Who are you?  What can you do?  Can you...?  What are you?  (I’m a student...I’m the president of ... I’m a 
doctor... I’m a freshman, etc.. 

Follow-up:  Have students work on their own with the software.  Focus on each sentence, line by line, without 
using the text.  Explain that it is important to listen without using text support.  The text should only be used to 
confirm what the student has heard.  After the students focus on this scene, they should review the first scene 
and then preview the next scene, Can you speak to him?  As homework (or in class), have the students do 
Exercise B. 

Class 3: Presentation  (Day 3, 4-6 minutes) 
Begin with the scene, Can you speak to him?  Play it through without stopping.  Find out how much the class 
understands by asking questions such as:  Who is she?  What is she doing?  Where are they? 

Key Focus:  Grammar Review.  Focus on the telephone expressions and on how to make an appointment:  
There’s (an inspector, a salesperson, a friend of yours) on the phone.  Who’s calling, please?  One moment, 
please.  Can you speak to him/her?  No, I’m sorry, I can’t.  I’ve got some appointments.  I’d like to make an 
appointment, etc.  Check to see if the students know the days of the week.  If not, review them. 

Oral Practice (2-4 minutes):  Have students work in pairs or small groups and practice making appointments 
over the telephone with a receptionist such as Margaret. 

Follow-up:  Have students work on their own with the software.  Focus on each sentence, line by line, without 
using the text.  After the students focus on this scene, they should review the first two scenes and record each 
sentence.  Then preview the next scene, And what’s your name?  As homework (or in class), have the students 
do Exercises C & D. 

Class 4: Presentation  (Day 4, 4-6 minutes) 
Begin with the scene, And what’s your name?.  Play it through without stopping.  Find out how much the class 
understands by asking questions such as:  Who is she?  Who is he?  What are they doing?  Where are they?  
Who is Sabina? 

Key Focus:  Grammar Review.  Quickly review all the language points in this unit.  Go over the Exercise sheets 
A-D, and assign Exercise sheet E. 

Oral Practice (5-10 minutes):  Have students work in pairs or small groups and practice summarizing the first 
three scenes.  For each scene, students should say where it happens, who is there, and what happens.  After 
having students practice in pairs, ask one or two pairs to present their summary of one scene to the class. 

Follow-up:  Have students work on their own with the software.  Students should review all four scenes and go 
on to the support lessons:  Dialog Focus, Dictation, and Fill-ins.  They should preview the first scene in the next 
unit:  Where are you?  As homework (or in class), have the students do Exercise E. 

 

Follow-up 

Once all four scenes have been presented and practiced, introduce the Dialog Focus, Dictation,  and Fill-in 
support lessons.  Students should do these lessons on their own, as often as possible, in the lab or at home, until 
the language is completely mastered.  When their Completion Percentage is 80% or more for the first 3 units, 
they will be ready to take the first Mastery Test. 
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Unit 2. Episode 3: Who is Sabina? 

 Where are you? 

We’re landing now. 

What’s in this, sir? 

Hmm, bring him here! 

Dialog Focus w/SR 
Dictations 
Grammar Fill-ins 

Orwell recalls meeting a woman on an airplane and 
being questioned in Customs about a plant. 

He remembers meeting Professor Sline at the 
airport. 

In the first scene, Orwell remembers meeting Sabina 
on an airplane.  She comes from Argentina, but she 
lives in Mexico City.  He can remember her answers 
to his questions, but he can’t remember his answers 
to her questions. 

In the second scene, Orwell says he’s staying at the 
Yorkville Hotel.  Sabina says a friend is waiting for 
her, and they can give Orwell a lift to his hotel in 
London. 

In the third scene, a customs officer questions 
Orwell about the plant he has, which is a very 
important plant.  Orwell says he has a letter from 
Oxford University. 

In the fourth scene, Orwell is introduced to 
Professor Sline at the airport. 

Goals: 
To make a quick review of the third and first person 
with the present simple. 

Students should extend their ability to ask and 
answer simple personal questions fluently and with 
correct grammar. 

Main Learning Points 

Simple present: 
I come from Argentina.  I live in Mexico City.  I work 
in a bookshop.  I sell books.  I love books.  They live 
in Mexico City.  They work at the university.  My 
father teaches history, and my mother teaches 
English.  

Present progressive in statements and questions: 
We’re talking.  What are you saying?  What are you 
doing with her?  We’re landing now.  Where are you 
staying in London?  How are you getting to your 
hotel?  A friend is waiting for me.  What is he 
chewing? 

Pronouns:  we, they: 
We’re still on the plane.  We’re landing...What do 
they do?  Do they still live in Argentina? 

Imperatives: 
Try to remember.  Please be careful with it!  Answer 
my question, please, sir.  Don’t break it!  Please read 
it!  Bring him here!  Stop that!  Don’t chew gum! Put 
it there! 

Negatives with present tense: 
I don’t know.  It doesn’t matter.  I don’t remember.  
He doesn’t remember. 

Yes/No questions with simple present: 
Do you like it?  Do they still live in Argentina?  Do 
you know where it is?  Are you sure?  Are you a child 
or a man?  Do you remember? 

W/H  questions: 
Where are you from?  What are they doing?  Where 
are they?  What do you do there?  What about you?  
What do they do?  What’s in this?  Why can’t I 
remember?  Where do you think it is? 

Requests and offers with can: 
Can I see the letter, please?  Can we give you a lift?   

 

Video Scripts 

Where are you? 
(On an airplane) 
Dr Roberts:  Where are you?  Think!  Try to 
remember!  What are you doing with her? 
Orwell:  We're...we're still on the plane, and we're 
talking. 
Dr Roberts:  What are you saying?  Try to remember 
the words. 
Orwell:  Where are you from, Sabina? 
Sabina:  Well, I come from Argentina, from an 
English family.  But I live in Mexico City now. 
Orwell:  Really?  What do you do there? 

Sabina:  I work in a bookshop.  I sell books. 
Orwell:  Do you like it? 
Sabina:  Yes, I do.  I love books. 
Orwell:  And your parents?  Do they still live in 
Argentina? 
Sabina:  No, they don't.  They live in Mexico City too.  
They work at the university. 
Orwell:  Really?  That's interesting.  What do they 
do? 
Sabina:  Well, my father teaches history, and my 
mother teaches English. 
Orwell:  I see.  So...so they're both teachers. 
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Sabina:  Yes. 
Orwell:  And that's why your English is so good. 
Sabina:  Yes, that's right!  And what about you?  
What do you do? 
Orwell:  Well, I've... I can't remember.  I can't 
remember! 
Dr Roberts:  Don't worry. 
Orwell:  But I can remember her answers!  She 
works in a bookshop.  She lives in Mexico City but 
comes from Argentina.  Her parents live in Mexico 
City too.  Why can't I remember my answer to her 
question? 

We’re landing now. 
(Still on an airplane) 
Sabina:  We're landing now. 
Orwell:  Oh. 
Sabina:  Where are you staying in London? 
Orwell:  In a hotel. 
Sabina:  Which hotel? 
Orwell:  Uh, I can't remember the name, but it's...it's 
here, in my briefcase.  Just a moment.  Ah, here it is, 
the Yorkville Hotel.  Do you know where it is? 
Sabina:  No, I don't.  How are you getting to your 
hotel? 
Orwell:  Oh, I don't know.  By bus. 
Sabina:  A friend is waiting for me.  He's got a car.  
Can we give you a lift? 
Orwell:  Oh, thank you.  That's very kind of you. 

What’s in this, sir? 
(In Customs) 
Officer:  And what's in this, sir? 
Orwell:  Please be careful with it! 
Officer:  Answer my question, please, sir. 
Orwell:  Pardon?  What question? 
Officer:  What's in it?  What is in this bottle? 
Orwell:  Please be careful with it!  Don't break it!  It's 
very important! 
Officer:  What's in this bottle, sir? 
Orwell:  It's a plant. 
Officer:  I can see that.  But what kind of plant is it? 
Orwell:  It comes from South America. 
Officer:  Well, I'm very sorry, sir. 
Orwell:  Look.  I've...I've got a letter here.  It's from 
Oxford University. 
Officer:  Can I see the letter, please? 
Orwell:  Oh, yes, of course.  Here it is.  Please read it.  
It's a very important plant. 

Hmm.  Bring him here! 
(At the airport) 
Sabina:  There he is. 
Sline:  Hmm.  Bring him here. 
Sabina:  Yes, all right.  
Sline:  Where do you think it is? 
Sabina:  In his briefcase, I think. 

Sline:  Are you sure? 
Sabina:  No, I said I think so.  I can't be sure. 
Sline:  Harry!  Stop that! 
Harry:  Stop what, boss? 
Sline:  That stupid game!  Are you a child or a man? 
Harry:  But boss, it's a very good game. 
Sline:  And stop that! 
Harry:  What, boss? 
Sline:  The gum!  Don't chew gum!  No!  Don't put it 
in your pocket!  No!  Not on the floor!  Over there!  
Put it there! 
Sabina:  Hello again! 
Orwell:  Hello, Sabina. 
Sabina:  Everything all right? 
Orwell:  Yes, yes, fine. 
Sabina:  This is my friend, the professor.  Do you 
remember? I told you about him on the plane. 
Orwell:  Ah, yes.  Professor...uh...Professor?... 
Sline:  Sline.  Professor Sline.  Perhaps you know my 
work. 
Orwell:  Ah...no, I don't. 
Sline:  No?  It doesn't matter.  I know yours. 
Orwell:  Well, I'm pleased to meet you. 
Sline:  Yes, I'm very pleased to meet you too. 

Dialog Focus 

(Scene 1) 
Where are you from, Sabina? 
Well, [I come from Argentina], from an English 
family. 
But I live in Mexico City now. 
Really?  [What do you do there?] 
[I work in a bookshop.]  I sell books. 
Do you like it? 
[Yes, I do.]  I love books. 
And your parents?  Do they still live in Argentina? 
[No, they don't.]  They live in Mexico City too.  They 
work at the university. 
Really?  [That's interesting.]  What do they do? 
Well, [my father teaches history], and my mother 
teaches English. 
I see.  So...[so they're both teachers.] 
Yes. 
And that's why your English is so good. 
[Yes, that's right.] 

(Scene 2) 
Where are you staying in London? 
[In a hotel.] 
[Which hotel?] 
Uh, [I can't remember the name,] but it's...it's here, 
in my briefcase.  Just a moment. 
Ah, here it is, the Yorkville Hotel. 
Do you know where it is? 
[No, I don't.] 
How are you getting to your hotel? 
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[Oh, I don't know.]  By bus. 
A friend is waiting for me.  He's got a car.  [Can we 
give you a lift?] 
[Oh, thank you.]  [That's very kind of you.] 

( Scene 3) 
There he is. 
Hmm.  Bring him here. 
Yes, all right. 
Where do you think it is? 
[In his briefcase, I think.] 
Are you sure? 
[No, I said I think so.]  I can't be sure. 
Harry!  Stop that! 
[Stop what, boss?] 
[That stupid game!]  Are you a child or a man? 
But boss, it's a very good game. 
And stop that! 
[What, boss?] 
The gum!  [Don't chew gum!]  No!  Don't put it in 
your pocket!  No!  Not on the floor!  Over there!  Put 
it there! 

(Scene 4) 
Hello again! 
Hello, Sabina. 
Everything all right? 
Yes, yes, fine. 
This is my friend, the professor.  Do you remember?  
I told you about him on the plane. 
[Ah, yes.  Professor]...uh...Professor... 
Sline.  Professor Sline.  Perhaps you know my work. 
Ah...[no, I don't.] 
No?  It doesn't matter.  I know yours. 
Well, I'm pleased to meet you. 
Yes, [I'm very pleased to meet you too.] 

Dictations 
1. Where are you from, Sabina? 
2. Well, I come from Argentina, from an English 

family.  But I live in Mexico City now. 
3. Really?  What do you do there? 
4. I work in a bookshop.  I sell books. 

1. And your parents?  Do they still live in 
Argentina? 

2. No, they don't.  They live in Mexico City too.  
They work at the university. 

3. Really?  That's interesting.  What do they do? 
4. Well, my father teaches history, and my mother 

teaches English. 

1. How are you getting to your hotel? 
2. Oh, I don't know.  By bus. 
3. A friend is waiting for me.  He's got a car.  Can 

we give you a lift? 

4. Oh, thank you.  That's very kind of you. 

1. What's in this bottle, sir? 
2. It's a plant. 
3. I can see that.  But what kind of plant is it? 
4. It comes from South America. 

1. Where do you think it is? 
2. In his briefcase, I think. 
3. Are you sure? 
4. No, I said I think so.  I can't be sure. 

1. This is my friend, the professor.  Do you 
remember? I told you about him on the plane. 

2. Ah, yes. Professor...uh...Professor... Sline.  
Professor Sline.  Perhaps you know my work. 

3. No, I don't. 
No?  It doesn't matter.  I know yours. 

4. Well, I'm pleased to meet you. 
Yes, I'm very pleased to meet you too. 

Fill-Ins 
Where [are] you from, Sabina? 
Well, I [come] from Argentina, from an English 
family. 
But I [live] in Mexico City now. 
What do you [do] there? 
I work in a bookshop.  I [sell] books. 
Do you like it?  Yes, I [do].  I love books. 
No, they don't.  They live in Mexico City [too]. 
That's interesting.  What [do] they do? 
Well, my father [teaches] history, and my mother 
[teaches] English. 
So...so they're [both] teachers.  Yes. 
And what about you?  [What] do you do? 
She lives in Mexico City but [comes] from Argentina. 
Her parents [live] in Mexico City too. 
[Where] are you staying in London?  In a hotel. 
Do you [know] where it is? 
How are you [getting] to your hotel? 
Can we [give] you a lift? 
Please be careful with it!  [Don't] break it! 
[What's] in this bottle, sir? 
But [what kind] of plant is it? 
It [comes] from South America. 
[It's] a very important plant. 
[Where] do you think it is?  In his briefcase, I think. 
Are you [sure]?  No, I said I think so.  I can't be 
[sure]. 
No!  Don't [put] it in your pocket! 
[They're] on a plane, and [they're]talking. 
She lives in Mexico City, [but] she comes from 
Argentina. 
He can't remember his [answer] to her question. 
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Classroom Activities 

Class 1: Presentation  (Day 1, 3-4 minutes) 
Begin with the scene, Where are you?  Play it through without stopping.  Find out how much the class 
understands by asking questions such as:  Where are they?  Who are they?  Where does she come from?  What 
does she do?  How about her parents? 

Key Focus:  Grammar Review.  Review 3rd and 1st person.  Have students look for examples of how each of these 
is used in the video. 

Oral Practice (2-4 minutes):  Have students work in pairs or small groups and practice asking each other basic 
personal questions and then reporting the information.  “Where are you from?”  “I’m from...”  “He/she’s from...”  
What do you do?  What do your parents do? 

Follow-up:  Have students work on their own with the software.  Students should focus on each sentence, line 
by line, without using the text.  Explain that it is important to listen without using text support.  The text should 
only be used to confirm what the student has heard.  After the students focus on the first scene, they should 
preview the next scene, We’re landing now.  Students should also review the support lessons from the 1st Unit.  
As homework (or in class), have the students do Exercise A. 

 

Class 2: Presentation  (Day 2, 4-6 minutes) 
Begin with the scene, We’re landing now.  Play it through without stopping.  Find out how much the class 
understands by asking questions such as:  Where is he staying?  How is he getting to his hotel? 

Key Focus:  Grammar Review.  Review the present progressive:  be + V(ing).  Contrast the present simple with 
the present progressive:  What do you do?  What are you doing?  Note that the progressive expresses a process 
in time. 

Oral Practice (4-6 minutes):  Have students work in pairs or small groups and practice summarizing the first two 
scenes. 

Follow-up:  Have students work on their own with the software.  After the students focus on this scene, they 
should review the first scene and then preview the next scene, What’s in this, sir?  As homework (or in class), 
have the students do Exercise B. 

 

Class 3: Presentation  (Day 3, 4-6 minutes) 
Begin with the scene, What’s in this, sir?  Play it through without stopping.  Find out how much the class 
understands by asking questions such as:  Where are they?  Who is the man?  What is he doing? 

Key Focus:  Grammar Review.  Focus on commands, such as Please be careful with it, and Answer my question, 
please, sir.  How is a command different from a request?   

Oral Practice (2-4 minutes):  Have students work in pairs or small groups and practice role-playing this scene. 

Follow-up:  Have students work on their own with the software.  Focus on each sentence, line by line, without 
using the text.  After the students focus on this scene, they should review the first two scenes and record each 
sentence.  Then preview the next scene, Hmm.  Bring him here!  As homework (or in class), have the students 
do Exercises C. 

 

Class 4: Presentation  (Day 4, 4-6 minutes) 
Begin with the scene, Hmm.  Bring him here!.  Play it through without stopping.  Find out how much the class 
understands by asking questions such as:  Where are they?  Who are they? 

Key Focus:  Grammar Review.  Focus on the past tense, regular and irregular verbs:  “I told you about him on 
the plane.”  She introduced Orwell to the Professor.  They met him at the airport. 
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Oral Practice (5-10 minutes):  Have students work in pairs or small groups and make a list of the events of the 
first three scenes, using the past tense:  They met on an airplane.  They talked.  She offered him a lift into London.  
They landed.  He went through Customs.  Orwell showed a letter to the customs officer, etc.  After having 
students practice in pairs, put the list on the board and point out the differences between the regular and 
irregular verbs. 

Follow-up:  Have students work on their own with the software.  Students should review all four scenes and go 
on to the support lessons:  Dialog Focus, Dictation, and Fill-ins.  They should preview the first scene in the next 
unit:  Go over the Exercise sheets A-C.  As homework (or in class), have the students do Exercise D. 

Follow-up 

Once all four scenes have been presented and practiced, introduce the Dialog Focus, Dictation,  and Fill-in 
support lessons.  Students should do these lessons on their own, as often as possible, in the lab or at home, until 
the language is completely mastered.  When their Completion Percentage is 80% or more for the first 3 units, 
they will be ready to take the first Mastery Test. 
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Unit 3. Episode 4: Footprints in the Sand 

Dr Roberts to see you. 

They gave me a lift. 

I've got a reservation. 

What are your plans? 

Dialog Focus w/SR 
Dictations 
Grammar Fill-ins 

In the first scene Dr Roberts visits Inspector Marvin’s 
office.  They are trying to find out more about Orwell.  
Dr Roberts has another name, a Professor Sline.  She 
says Sline was with Sabina at the airport.  They find 
his name on a computer.  Sline is connected with 
drugs. 

In the second scene, Orwell and Sline are talking in 
Sline’s car.  They are going from the airport to 
Orwell’s hotel.  They talk about the weather.  Then 
they talk about the Mepatecs, an ancient civilization 
in South America.  Orwell is an expert on the 
Mepatecs, and he has written a book.  Sline knows a 
lot about the Mepatecs, but not as much as Orwell.  
Orwell remembers who he is.  He is Dr Ross Orwell, 
an archeologist. 

In the third scene, Orwell checks in to a hotel. 

In the fourth scene, Sline and Sabina ask Orwell to 
have a drink with them, and he refuses.  He says he is 
tired.  Orwell tells all this to Dr Roberts as he regains 
his memory. 

Goals: 
To be able to talk about and ask questions about both 
the past and the present. 

To be able to handle simple transactions such as 
checking in to a hotel. 

To practice using regular and irregular verbs. 

 

 

 

Main Learning Points 

Simple past, regular and irregular: 
He met him at the airport.  He was with...  They gave 
me a lift.  We drove into London.  We talked about 
the weather.  It rained a lot.  They said, “...”.  You 
wrote this book, didn’t you?  He said my name.  And 
Sline had a copy of your book.  Two years ago I 
wrote a book.  They were a great civilization.  I 
checked in.  They wanted to have a drink with me.  
They left the hotel.  Professor Sline phoned me. 

Questions with simple past: 
And did it rain? What did you say?  What did they 
talk about?  Who wrote this book?  Who had a copy 
of Orwell’s book?  Sline had a copy of whose book?  
What happened then?  Did you see them again?  
Who phoned Orwell. 

Questions and answers with was and is: 
Was it warm?  Yes, it was.  Which city is warmer? 
What is the book about?  What kind of doctor is he? 

Question Tags: 
It’s always much warmer in Mexico City, isn’t it?  You 
are an expert, aren’t you?  You wrote this book, 
didn’t you? 

Future with “going to”: 
How long is he going to stay?  He’s going to stay for 
two or three days.  He isn’t sure how long he’s going 
to stay. 

Checking into a hotel: 
Good evening, sir.  I’ve got a reservation.  A single 
room with a shower.  How long are you staying?  
How would you like to pay?  Would you fill in this 
form, please?  Would you like a newspaper in the 
morning?  If you want to leave before, just let us 
know. 

Invitations and polite refusals: 

Would you like a drink first?    Have a drink with us.  
That’s very kind of you, but no thanks.  Perhaps we 
can all have dinner together?  Well, I don’t think I 
can.  I’m meeting some other people tomorrow. 

 

Video Scripts 

Dr Roberts to see you. 

(At Inspector Marvin’s office) 
Policeman:  Inspector Marvin? 
Marvin:  Yes? 
Policeman:  Dr Roberts to see you, sir. 
Marvin:  Ah!  Hello, Dr Roberts. 

Dr Roberts:  Hello, Inspector Marvin. 
Marvin:  Please take a seat. 
Dr Roberts:  Thank you. 
Marvin:  How's your patient?  Do you know any 
more about him? 
Dr Roberts:  Yes, I've got another name for you, a 
professor.  He met him at the airport.  He was with 
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Sabina at the airport.  His name's Professor Sline.  Do 
you know him? 
Marvin:  I don't know. 
Policewoman:  Look, sir.  I've got something here. 
Dr Roberts:  Is it the man we're looking for? 
Marvin:  Basil Sline...Drugs... 
They gave me a lift. 

(In Sline’s car) 
Orwell:  They gave me a lift in their car.  We drove 
into London.  We talked about the weather. 
Sline:  Was it warm in Mexico City? 
Orwell:  Yes, it was.  It was very warm. 
Sline:  Yes, Mexico City is always much warmer than 
London, isn't it?  And did it rain? 
Orwell:  Yes, it did.  It rained a lot. 
Sline:  Oh yes, I remember the rain in Mexico.  'The 
rain washes memories away like footprints in the 
sand.’ 
Orwell:  What did you say? 
Sline:  You are an expert on the Mepatecs, aren't 
you? 
Orwell:  Yes--yes, I am. 
Sline:  And this is your book, isn't it? 
Orwell:  Yes--yes, that's my book. 
Sline:  Don't you remember what the Mepatecs 
said?  They said, ‘We can wash memories away like 
footprints in the sand.' 
Orwell:  Yes.  You know a lot about the Mepatecs. 
Sline:  Not as much as you.  You wrote this book, 
didn't you?  And you are Dr Ross Orwell, aren't you? 
Orwell:  He said my name, Dr Ross Orwell! 
Dr Roberts:  Doctor Ross Orwell? 
Orwell:  Yes!  I'm an archeologist! 
Dr Roberts:  And Sline had a copy of your book. 
Orwell:  Yes.  Two years ago I wrote a book about 
the Mepatecs.  They were a great civilization in 
South America. 
I've got a reservation. 

(At a hotel) 
Receptionist:  Good evening, sir. 
Orwell:  Good evening.  My name is Orwell.  I've got 
a reservation.  A single room, with a shower. 
Recep:  Ah, yes.  Dr Orwell.  Would you fill in this 
form, please, Dr Orwell? 
Orwell:  Yes, of course. 
Recep:  (sneezes) Oh, excuse me.  I think I'm 
catching a cold.  You're a doctor.  You could give me 
something for it! 
Orwell:  Give you something for it?  For your cold, 
you mean?  I'm not that kind of doctor. 
Recep:  Oh, aren't you? 
Orwell:  No, I'm an archeologist.  
Recep:  An archeologist?  Oh, I see. 
Orwell:  Is that all right? 

Recep:  Yes, Dr Orwell.  Would you like a newspaper 
in the morning? 
Orwell:  Yes, The Times. 
Recep:  OK, sir.  Your room is 523.  And how long are 
you staying? 
Orwell:  I'm not sure.  Three days, perhaps two. 
Recep:  Well, let's say three, and if you want to leave 
before, just let us know.  And how would you like to 
pay? 
Orwell:  By credit card.  Would you like to see it? 
Recep:  Yes, please.  And here is your key, sir. 
Orwell:  Thank you. 
What are your plans? 

(At a hotel) 
Sline:  And what are your plans for this evening? 
Orwell:  I'm very tired.  I'd like to go to bed. 
Sline:  Would you like a drink first? 
Sabina:  Yes, please, Dr Orwell.  Have a drink with us 
before you go to bed. 
Orwell:  Well, that's...that's very kind of you but...no, 
thanks. 
Sline:  Of course, of course.  But what about 
tomorrow?  Have you got any plans? 
Orwell:  I'm very busy tomorrow, but... 
Sline:  Perhaps we can all have dinner together? 
Sabina:  Oh yes, that would be nice! 
Orwell:  Well, er...I'm...I don't think I can.  I'm 
meeting some other people tomorrow.  I...I hope 
you understand. 
Sline:  Of course I understand, Dr Orwell.  Don't 
worry about it.  I'm sure we can meet again some 
time. 
Orwell:  I hope so, too.  Well, goodbye.  Thank you 
again for the lift. 
Sabina:  Sleep well, Dr Orwell. 

(At Dr Robert’s clinic) 
Orwell:  They drove me to the hotel.  I checked in.  
They wanted to have a drink with me, but I was 
tired.  I wanted to go to bed. 
Dr Roberts:  What happened then? 
Orwell:  They left the hotel and I went to bed. 
Dr Roberts:  Did you see them again? 
Orwell:  Yes, I did.  Professor Sline phoned me. 
Dialog Focus 

(Scene 1) 
They gave me a lift in their car.  We drove into 
London.  We talked about the weather. 
Was it warm in Mexico City? 
[Yes, it was.]  It was very warm. 
Yes, Mexico City is always much warmer than 
London, isn't it?  And did it rain? 
[Yes, it did.]  It rained a lot. 
Oh yes, I remember the rain in Mexico.  ‘The rain 
washes memories away like footprints in the sand.' 
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What did you say? 
You are an expert on the Mepatecs, aren't you? 
Yes—[yes, I am.] 
And this is your book, isn't it? 
Yes—[yes, that's my book.] 
Don't you remember what the Mepatecs said?  They 
said, ‘We can wash memories away like footprints in 
the sand.' 
Yes.  You know a lot about the Mepatecs. 
[Not as much as you.]  You wrote this book, didn't 
you?  And you are Dr Ross Orwell, aren't you? 

(Scene 2) 
(sneezes) Oh, excuse me.  I think I'm catching a cold.  
You're a doctor.  You could give me something for it! 
Give you something for it?  [For your cold, you 
mean?]  I'm not that kind of doctor. 
[Oh, aren't you?] 
[No, I'm an archeologist.] 
An archeologist?  [Oh, I see.] 
Is that all right? 
[Yes, Dr Orwell.]  Would you like a newspaper in the 
morning? 
[Yes, The Times.] 
OK, sir.  Your room is 523.  And how long are you 
staying? 
[I'm not sure.]  Three days, perhaps two. 
Well, let's say three, and if you want to leave before, 
just let us know.  And how would you like to pay? 
[By credit card.]  Would you like to see it? 
Yes, please.  And here is your key, sir. 
[Thank you.] 

( Scene 3) 
And what are your plans for this evening? 
[I'm very tired.]  I'd like to go to bed. 
Would you like a drink first? 
Yes, please, Dr Orwell.  Have a drink with us before 
you go to bed. 
Well, that's...[that's very kind of you but...no, 
thanks.] 
Of course, of course.  But what about tomorrow?  
[Have you got any plans?] 
[I'm (very) busy tomorrow], but... 
Perhaps we can all have dinner together? 
Oh yes, that would be nice! 
Well, er...I'm...[I don't think I can.]  I'm meeting 
some other people tomorrow.  I...[I hope you 
understand.] 
Of course I understand, Dr Orwell.  Don't worry 
about it.  I'm sure we can meet again some time. 
[I hope so, too.]  Well, goodbye.  [Thank you again 
for the lift.] 
Sleep well, Dr Orwell. 

Dictations 
1. They gave me a lift in their car.  We drove into 

London. 
2. We talked about the weather. 
3. Was it warm in Mexico City?  

Yes, it was.  It was very warm. 
4. Yes, Mexico City is always much warmer than 

London, isn't it? 

1. And did it rain? 
2. Yes, it did.  It rained a lot. 
3. Oh yes, I remember the rain in Mexico. 
4. 'The rain washes memories away like footprints 

in the sand.' 

1. Oh, excuse me.  I think I'm catching a cold. 
2. You're a doctor.  You could give me something 

for it! 
3. Give you something for it?  For your cold, you 

mean? 
4. I'm not that kind of doctor.  

Oh, aren't you? 

1. Your room is 523.  And how long are you staying? 
2. I'm not sure.  Three days, perhaps two. 
3. Well, let's say three, and if you want to leave 

before, just let us know. 
4. And how would you like to pay?  

By credit card. 

1. And what are your plans for this evening?  
I'm very tired.  I'd like to go to bed. 

2. Would you like a drink first? 
3. Yes, please, Dr Orwell.  Have a drink with us 

before you go to bed. 
4. Well, that's...that's very kind of you but...no, 

thanks. 

1. They drove me to the hotel.  I checked in. 
2. They wanted to have a drink with me, but I was 

tired.  I wanted to go to bed. 
3. What happened then? 
      They left the hotel and I went to bed. 
4. Did you see them again?  

Yes, I did.  Professor Sline phoned me. 

Fill-Ins 
Dr Roberts to [see] you, sir. 
Please [take] a seat.  Thank you. 
Yes, I've got [another] name for you, a professor. 
He [met] him at the airport. 
Is it the man we're looking [for]? 
They gave me a lift in their car.  We [drove] into 
London. 
Was it warm in Mexico City?  Yes, it [was]. 
Yes, Mexico City is always much [warmer] than 
London, isn't it? 
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And [did] it rain? 
Yes, it did.  It rained a [lot]. 
You are an expert on the Mepatecs, [aren't] you? 
You know a [lot] about the Mepatecs. 
You wrote this book, [didn't] you? 
Yes.  Two years [ago] I wrote a book about the 
Mepatecs. 
[Would] you fill in this form, please, Dr Orwell? 
I'm not [that kind] of doctor. 
[Would you] like a newspaper in the morning? 
Your room is 523.  And how [long] are you staying? 
And how would you like [to pay]?  By credit card. 
I'm very tired.  I'd like [to go] to bed. 
[Would] you like a drink first? 
Have a drink with us [before] you go to bed. 
But what about tomorrow?  [Have] you got any 
plans? 
I'm meeting some [other] people tomorrow. 
They [drove] me to the hotel.  I checked in. 
They wanted to have a drink with me, but I [was] 
tired. 
I wanted [to go] to bed. 
They [left] the hotel and I went to bed. 
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Classroom Activities 

Class 1: Presentation  (Day 1, 3-4 minutes) 
Begin with the scene, Dr Roberts to see you.  Play it through without stopping.  Find out how much the class 
understands by asking questions such as:  Where are they?  Who are they?  Who is her patient?  What new 
information does Dr Roberts have? 

Key Focus:  Grammar Review.  Review the past tense, regular and irregular verbs.  Note that met is the past 
tense, V(d), of meet, and was is the past tense of is.  Make a list of other verbs the class knows, and classify them 
as regular or irregular. 

Oral Practice (2-4 minutes):  Have students work in pairs or small groups and practice using the past tense form 
of the verbs in the above list.  For example:  Sabina met the man on an airplane.  Dr Roberts came to the 
Inspector’s office.  She told the Inspector about Sline. 

Follow-up:  Have students work on their own with the software.  Students should focus on each sentence, line 
by line, without using the text.  After the students focus on the first scene, they should preview the next scene, 
They gave me a lift.  Students should also review Unit 2, especially the support lessons.  As homework (or in 
class), have the students do Exercise A. 

 

Class 2: Presentation  (Day 2, 4-6 minutes) 
Begin with the scene, They gave me a lift.  Play it through to where Orwell says, “Yes, that’s my book.”  Find out 
how much the class understands by asking questions such as:  What are they talking about?  What are they 
saying about the weather in Mexico City? 

Key Focus:  Continue focusing on the past tense, especially questions such as Was it warm? and Did it rain? and 
short answers, such as Yes, it was, and Yes, it did.  This is also a good place to focus on tag questions, such as:  
“It’s much warmer than in London, isn’t it?” 

Oral Practice (4-6 minutes):  Have students work in pairs or small groups and practice summarizing this scene.  
Then have them practice talking about the weather yesterday and last week, such as:  Did it rain yesterday?  
What was the weather yesterday?  Was it warm?  Was it cold?  Yes, it was.  It was cold, etc. 

Follow-up:  Have students work on their own with the software.  After they focus on this scene, they should 
review the first scene and then preview the next scene, I’ve got a reservation.  As homework (or in class), have 
the students do Exercise B. 

 

Class 3: Presentation  (Day 3, 4-6 minutes) 
Begin with the second half of the scene, They gave me a lift.  Play it through without stopping.  Find out how 
much the class understands by asking questions such as:  Who are the Mepatecs?  Who wrote a book?  What 
was the book about?  Who is Orwell?  What does he do?  What is an archaeologist? 

Key Focus:  Focus on W/H questions with the past and present forms:  What did she do?  What does she do?  
What is she doing?  When/Where did she go?  When/Where does she go?  When/Where is she going?  How did 
he do?  How is he doing?  Compare the answers to each type of question. 

Oral Practice (2-4 minutes):  Have students work in pairs or small groups and practice summarizing or role-
playing this scene. 

Follow-up:  Have students work on their own with the software.  Focus on each sentence, line by line, without 
using the text.  After they review this scene, they should record each sentence.  Then they should focus once 
more on the next scene, I’ve got a reservation.  As homework (or in class), have the students do Exercises C. 
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Class 4: Presentation  (Day 4, 4-6 minutes) 
Go through the scene, I've got a reservation.  Play it through without stopping.  Find out how much the class 
understands by asking questions such as:  Where are they?  What does she want?  Who does she think he is?   

Key Focus:  Focus on the “hotel” language used by the receptionist, especially the polite form:  Would you... as 
in Would you fill in this form, please?  Would you like a newspaper?  How would you like to pay? 

Oral Practice (5-10 minutes):  Have students work in pairs or small groups and practice checking in to a hotel.  
Students should take turns, playing both the receptionist and a hotel guest. 

Follow-up:  Have students work on their own with the software.  Students should review the first three scenes 
and then go on to What are your plans?  Remind students to record themselves and listen to their recordings.  
This will increase their Completion Percentage. 

Class 5: Presentation  (Day 4, 4-6 minutes) 

Go through the scene, What are your plans?  Play it through without stopping.  Find out how much the class 
understands by asking questions such as:  Where are they?  What do they want? 

Key Focus:  Grammar Review.  Focus on invitations and polite refusals.  See the examples from the Learning 
Points for this Unit. 

Oral Practice (5-10 minutes):  Have students work in pairs or small groups and practice summarizing or role-
playing this scene.  Students should then practice inviting, accepting and refusing. 

Follow-up:  Have students work on their own with the software.  Students should review all four scenes of this 
unit and then preview the first scene in the next unit:  One o’clock at Alfredo’s  As homework (or in class), have 
the students do Exercise D. 

Follow-up 
Once all four scenes have been presented and practiced, introduce the Dialog Focus, Dictation,  and Fill-in 
support lessons.  Students should do these lessons on their own, as often as possible, in the lab or at home, until 
the language is completely mastered.  When their Completion Percentage is 80% or more for the first 3 units, 
they will be ready to take the first Mastery Test. 
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B1 – Initial PT 1.5 or 1.7/ Exit PT 2.0          Exit Exam Required 

Certification Level Requirements 
New Dynamic English (NDE) Module (M); The Lost Secret (TLS); English by the Numbers (EBTN); Dynamic Business English (DBE) 

Initial PT 

Score 

Units (80% completion of all 

activities) 
Mastery Tests (≥ 85 points) Open first time entering 

1.5 NDE M4 Units 1 – 5  

TLS Episodes 5 – 11 (Units 4 – 10)  

EBTN Units 1 – 2  

DBE Unit 1 

NDE M3 Unit MTs and M MT 

NDE M4 Unit MTs and M MT 

TLS MT1, 2, 3, and 4 

DBE Unit 1 MT 

REVIEW NDE M3 Units 1–5  

NDE M4 Units 1 and 2 

REVIEW TLS Episodes 1–4  

TLS Episode 5 

EBTN Unit 1 

1.7 SAME AS 1.5 SAME AS 1.5 SAME AS 1.5 + 

DBE Unit 1 

Scope & Sequence: NEW DYNAMIC ENGLISH – Module 4 (NDE) 

Module 4, Unit Main Learning Points Comments 

1 

Planning Ahead 

Departure 

Choices 

Meeting a Friend 

Questions 

Focus Exercises 

 

Adverb phrases/clauses (when he lands in 
London, whenever they get together) 

Conditional (If he leaves on Saturday, he’ll 
arrive on Sunday.  If he’s tired) 

Degrees of Certainty, Modals (will, may, can, 
will probably, if he leaves) 

Future (going to, will, may, can) 

Infinitive (tried to buy, takes ten hours to fly 
from, decide how to get, to go by taxi) 

It is to express Condition or State 

Noun phrases as the Subject (one way to get 
from the airport, one of his best friends) 

Reason/Result (so he’s going to get a discount, 
He’s going because) 

Students learn to talk and 
answer questions about travel, 
future plans, and choices. 

Students learn how to give 
reasons for their choices. 

In the context of a man 
planning a trip, the focus is on 
future time, contingencies, and 
degrees of certainty. 

2 

Matrix Vocabulary 

Things to Eat 

Things to Drink 

Things to Read 

Things to Listen to 

Colors 

Matrix Game 

 

Amount/Quantification (some, most, a few, 
many, much, lots) 

Comparison (-er than) 

Countable/Uncountable (a steak, some 
vegetables, a piece of cake) 

Reference (one, the other, these, else, besides 
the radio, one kind of meat) 

Preference (would rather, like better, prefer) 

Word relations (Grass is to green as…) 

Students learn to describe 
things they like. 

Students learn how to express 
their preferences. 

 

3 

 Biography: Einstein 

The Early Years 

Expressing Change (he became interested in, 
got married, he graduated in) 

Dates (1879, 1900, 1902, etc.) 

Students learn to talk about 
their life history, important 
dates, and periods. 
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The Later Years 

Focus Exercises 

Questions 

Duration (during that period, throughout his 
life, until his death, for more than 20 years) 

Past time, Past tense (showed, published, 
made, said, wondered, won, died, etc.) 

Why, How, and That clauses 

Time Sequences (two years later, after 
graduation, shortly after that, by this time) 

Presents the life history of 
Albert Einstein. 

4 

Review Exercises 

Dictations 

Fill-Ins w/SR 

Speech Practice w/SR 

Gap-filling and Speech Recognition exercises 
review key grammar and vocabulary. 

Develops oral fluency and reading skills. 

Provides language practice and 
review activities. 

5 

Video Interactions w/SR 

Business Telephone 
Friendly Advice 

At a Restaurant 

An Interview 

Making an appointment, confirming 
information, and using the telephone  

Students may interact with the actors through 
Speech Recognition (SR) activities. 

Students learn to use the 
telephone for simple business 
transactions. 

Provides models for role-plays 
and interviews. 

Scope & Sequence: THE LOST SECRET (TLS) 

Unit / Episodes  Structures & Functions Sample Sentences 

Unit 4 

Episode 5:  One o’clock 
at Alfredo’s 

Orwell recalls a phone 
call from Sline, who has 
stolen his manuscript.  
Flashback to where 
Sabina puts something in 
Orwell’s drink. 

Orwell remembers riding 
in Sline’s car and 
checking in to his hotel. 

Future with will 

Negatives with past 
tense 

Some, any 

Apologies 

Making a purchase 

Ordering at a restaurant 

Suggestions 

I'll spell that for you.  /  He'll be here soon. 

I didn't drink anything.  /  It wasn't him. 

Why don't you have some lasagna? 

He doesn't want any minestrone. 

I'm sorry I'm late.  But the traffic was heavy. 

How much is it?   /   Thank you.  I'll take it. 

Are you ready to order?   /   Two lasagnas, please. 

Would you like something to drink? 

Why don't you sit down? 

Unit 5 

Episode 6:  The 
Laboratory 

Flashback to Sline’s 
laboratory where Orwell 
is forced to take the 
memory drug. 

(continued) 

Future with going to 

Questions with going to 

Why questions 

Expressing and asking 
about intention 

Expressing needs and 
wants 

You're going to help me. 

What are you going to do?  

Why are you asking me? 

Why did he ask you those questions? 

I'm going to test the drug. 

I need your help! 

I wanted to find out how much you know. 

Unit 6 

Episode 7:  Good News 
and Bad News 

Orwell and Roberts go to 
the library for 
information about the 

Review of question 
forms 

Tag answers 

Should  (obligation) 

Promises 

Did I see her?  Or didn't I? 

Where can I find out? 

Who was on the balcony? 

Yes, I am. / Yes, I did. 

No, he isn't. 
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Telo plant.  Sabina takes 
the page they need to 
Sline. 

Suggestions 

Noun clauses 

Expressing Quantity 

You should believe me. 

Perhaps you should listen to me sometimes. 

Don't worry, I'll give it back. 

Let's go there now! 

Unit 7 

Episode 8:  Male and 
Female 

Sline tells Sabina why the 
drug didn’t work on 
Orwell.  Orwell and 
Roberts hear on the 
news about a break-in at 
a greenhouse. 

Present perfect 

Have to 

I’d like 

There is, there are 

Contradicting 

Adjective & noun clauses 

Have you seen this man before? 

I've never seen it. 

You've helped me a lot. 

We have to get the plants first. 

Why do I have to stay here any longer? 

There's something I'd like to ask you. 

I'd like to go back to work. 

In England there is one place where they grow. 

There are very few Telo plants in South America. 

That isn't what this book says. 

Unit 8 

Episode 9:  We Have to 
Stop Him 

Sline and Sabina are 
preparing a stronger 
version of the drug to 
test on Harry.  Orwell 
and Roberts are on their 
way to Sline’s laboratory. 

Future with going to and 
will 

Used to (past habitual) 

Present perfect 

Something, nothing, 
anything, everything 

Apologies 

Adjective & noun clauses 

I'm going to test it. 

This time it will work. 

He'll be back soon. 

It used to grow only in one part of South America. 

Where have you been? 

Have I done something wrong? 

We can't do anything today. 

Nothing can stop me now. 

I'm sorry, boss.  I forgot your cigars. 

Unit 9 

Episode 10:  The Drug 

Sabina prepares drinks 
with the memory drug 
for Harry and Sline.  
Orwell and Roberts break 
into the laboratory. 

Present perfect with yet 
and before 

Adverbs of manner 

Contractions with is and 
has 

Know what + infinitive 

Imperative 

Phrases used for making 
a toast 

You haven't drunk any yet. 

Does it work slowly, or quickly? 

What's it made of? 

Where's Sabina? 

I think she's gone. 

She's got the drug. 

You know what to do. 

Try it. 

Tell me about this memory drug. 

Drink up!  Cheers! 

Unit 10 

Episode 11:  The End 

Two years later:  Roberts 
and Orwell meet again 
and he tells her the lost 
secret of the Mepatecs. 

Present perfect with 
already, since and for. 

Could, would and had to 

Reported speech 

Greetings 

Suggestions and invitations 

I've already read it. 

There was only one thing I could do. 

Would you sign this, please? 

I had to destroy it! 

How nice to see you! 

It's been a long time. 

You said perhaps it was just a story. 

You told me that the secret of the Mepatecs was on 
the cup. 

Have you got time for a walk? 

Why don't we walk along the river? 
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Scope & Sequence – ENGLISH BY THE NUMBERS (EBTN) 

Units Main Learning Points Comments 

Unit 1 

Numbers, 
Decimals, and 
Fractions 

Large and small numbers, tens, hundreds, thousands 

Difference between “-ty” and “teen” numbers 

Fractions 

Decimal fractions and percents 

Students learn to express and 
accurately understand numbers and 
fractions. 

Prepares students to exchange 
numerical information. 

Unit 2 

Numerical 
Operations 
and Relations 

Expressing and understanding arithmetic operations:  
addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division 

Exponents and Roots 

Quantitative relationships:  25% more than, the two 
largest, ten percent of the largest 

Students learn to accurately 
understand and explain numerical 
operations and relations between 
numbers.  

Scope & Sequence – DYNAMIC BUSINESS ENGLISH (DBE) 
Units & Lessons Main Learning Points Comments 

Unit 1: Company Description 

Presentation 

Ace Corporation 

United Industries Question 
Practice w/SR Focus Exercises 
Grammar Fill-Ins w/SR Simulation 
w/SR 

At a Party w/SR Speech Practice 
w/SR 

Video Review 

Mastery Test 

Existential there, there are 300 
employees… 

Definite & indefinite reference 
(articles and reference language, 
another, the third…) 

Temporal sequence,  since then, 
in recent years 

Passive vs. Active voice 

W/H  questions about one’s 
company and its history 

Present perfect to express 
change, the company has done 
well 

Quantities and “how many” 
questions 

Locations of companies and 
competitors 

Adjectives: well-managed, well 
made, high quality, etc. 

Introducing oneself and one’s 
company 

Students learn to give a basic 
presentation of their company in 
terms of products, location, 
customers and history. 

Students learn to introduce 
themselves and their company in 
a social setting. 

Students learn to ask and answer 
basic questions about their 
company and its products. 

 

B1 Workbook  
Workbook and answer key available on website: http://dyned.com/us/main/medialibrary . Username and 
password are the same of for the Records Manager.  

  

http://dyned.com/us/main/medialibrary
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NDE MODULE 4 
Unit 1 – Planning Ahead 

Departure; Choices; Meeting a Friend; Questions; and Focus Exercises 

This unit extends and follows up Module 3, Unit 1, Daily Activities.  In that unit the focus was on time relations, 
past, present and future.  The emphasis here is on the future, with degrees of certainty and how modals are 
used to express the uncertain future. 

In the first lesson, Departure, Max prepares to go on a business trip. The 
narrative shifts from planning about the future to talking about the past and 
making comments about the habitual present. The main focus is on time 
phrases and contrasting tenses. In Choices, the focus is on conditionality, 
degrees of certainty, and giving reasons. This lays the groundwork for more 
advanced work in Modules 5-7. In Meeting a Friend, we see examples of how 
to use clauses and relative pronouns to link ideas, such as: He wrote a story that 
appeared on television. 

In Questions and Focus Exercises, students test both their comprehension and their ability to use the target 
vocabulary and structures to reconstruct sentences from the lessons. 

Goals 

To be able to understand and talk about plans and future alternatives. 

To be able to understand and express different degrees of certainty about the future. 

To be able to shift back and forth, from past to present to future, in a simple narrative. 

To begin to understand longer sentences where several ideas are linked together in one sentence. 

 

Objective 1: To be able to understand, use, and ask questions in the simple past, present, and future tenses. 

Objective 2: To be able to understand and use time phrases and adverb clauses to indicate the time of an event. 

Objective 3: To be able to understand sentences which use infinitives to name an action. 

Objective 4: To be able to understand the difference between the use of modals, such as will, may and can, and 
the use of be going to. 
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Main Learning Points 

adverb phrases and clauses (time phrases) 
Next week Max is going on a business trip.  Max is 
going to arrive in London on a Sunday.  The next day...  
On Monday, he’s going to attend a meeting.  When 
it’s late at night in London, it’s afternoon in San 
Francisco.  He’ll probably watch TV before he goes to 
bed.  Whenever he’s away from home, he looks 
forward to coming back.  When he lands in London, 
he’ll claim his baggage.  Once he arrives at his hotel, 
he’ll check in.  After he checks in to his room . . .  

conditionals and suppositions with if 
Max isn’t sure what he will do.  If he’s tired, he may 
decide to take a taxi.  If he leaves on Saturday 
afternoon, he'll arrive on Sunday.  If he decides to 
take a bus or a taxi, he can see the countryside.  If it's 
now 11:45, when did the last bus leave?  If he still 
can’t sleep, he may telephone his wife.  Sometimes 
it’s possible to get a cheaper rate if you stay for 
several days.  If he telephones at night, what time will 
it be? 

degrees of certainty with modals, be going to 
(will, may, can, will probably, is going to, it’s possible)  
If he’s tired, he may decide to take a taxi.  He’ll 
probably be very tired.  Max will probably watch a late 
movie on TV.  The next day, on Monday he’s going to 
attend a meeting.  If he decides to take a bus, he can 
see the countryside. 

future with modals, be going (to), and W/H 
questions 
(going to;  will;  may;  can)  Next week Max is going 
on a business trip.  Once he arrives at his hotel, he’ll 
check in.  He’ll probably be very tired.  He’s going to 
get a discount.  If he still can’t sleep, he may 
telephone his wife.  He’s working on a new story that 

will appear on television next year.  When will he 
arrive? 

infinitive (to name an action) 
He tried to buy airplane tickets.  It takes ten hours to 
fly from S.F. to London.  It’s hard to sleep in the hotel.  
It’s nice to travel, but Max misses his family.  He'll 
have to decide how to get to his hotel.  One choice is 
to go by taxi.  It’s cheaper to go by bus.  He may 
decide to take a bus.  Sometimes it’s possible to get a 
cheaper rate.  It’s always interesting to talk to John.  
They have to be careful not to drink too much. 

it is + adj. (to describe state or factual condition) 
It's cheaper to go by bus.  It's possible to get a cheaper 
rate.  It's interesting to talk to him.  If it’s now 11:30, 
the next bus is going to leave in ten minutes. 

noun phrases 
One way to get from the airport to his hotel is to take 
a taxi. One of his best friends, John, lives in Brighton.  
The time difference between London and San 
Francisco is eight hours. 

relative pronouns (how, that, what, who) 
His travel agent called and told him (that) there was 
space on the flight.  Max isn’t sure what he will do.  
He’ll have to decide how to get to his hotel.  He wrote 
a story that appeared on television.  It was a story 
about a man who lost his memory.  He’s working on a 
new story that will appear on television next year. 

reason, result 
He tried to buy tickets, but the flight was full.  He has 
a good travel agent, so he's going to get a discount.  
He's going to take British Airways because it has a 
non-stop flight.  As a result, it's often hard to sleep. 

 

 

Key Sentences 

Departure 
Next week Max is going on a business trip.  He's going 
to fly to London from San Francisco.  He tried to buy 
airplane tickets last week, but the flight was full.  
Yesterday his travel agent called and told him there 
was space on the flight. 

Max is going to get the ticket in the mail tomorrow.  
He's going to take British Airways because it has a 
non-stop flight.  It takes about ten hours to fly from 
San Francisco to London.  If he leaves on Saturday 
afternoon, he'll arrive in London on Sunday morning. 

(continues only for shuffler more than 1) 

Max is going to arrive in London on a Sunday.  The 
next day, on Monday, he's going to attend a meeting.  
However, he'll probably be very tired.  The time 
difference between London and San Francisco is eight 
hours.  That means when it's late at night in London, 
it's afternoon in San Francisco.  As a result, it's often 
hard to sleep in the hotel at night.  Max will probably 
watch a late movie on TV before he goes to bed.  If he 
still can't sleep, he may telephone his wife and 
children in San Francisco. 

It’s always nice to travel and see the world, but Max 
misses his family.  Whenever he is away from home, 
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he looks forward to coming back.  As the saying goes: 
“There’s no place like home.” 

Choices 
When he lands in London, he'll claim his baggage and 
go through customs.  Then he'll have to decide how 
to get to his hotel.  One choice is to go by taxi.  But 
the taxi fare is expensive.  Another choice is to go by 
bus or subway.  It's cheaper to go by bus or subway.  
In London, the subway system is called the 
Underground. 

Max isn’t sure what he will do.  If he's tired, he may 
decide to take a taxi.  On the other hand, he may 
decide to take a bus.  If he decides to take a bus or a 
taxi, he can see the countryside. 

Once he arrives at his hotel, he'll check in.  Hotels are 
expensive in London, but weekend rates are a bit less.  
Sometimes it's possible to get a cheaper rate if you 
stay for several days.  Max has a good travel agent, so 
he’s going to get a 20% discount. 

Meeting a Friend 
After he checks in to his room, Max is going to 
telephone a friend.  One of his best friends, John, lives 
in Brighton.  Brighton is about an hour south of 
London by train. 

Max's friend, John, is a famous writer.  Max is looking 
forward to seeing him. Whenever they get together, 
they go out to dinner and talk about many things.  It's 
always interesting to talk to John.  John has an 
interesting mind.  He is always thinking about new 
stories and new projects. 

(only appears if shuffler more than 1.2) 

Last year, for example, he wrote a story that 
appeared on television.  It was a story about a man 
who lost his memory.  Now he's working on a new 
story that will appear on television next year. 

(all levels) 

John also knows a lot about wine.  Whenever they 
have dinner together, John chooses a great bottle of 
wine.  They have to be careful not to drink too much. 

When they finish eating, they both try to pay the bill. 
Sometimes Max pays. Sometimes John pays. 

Bus Schedules 
(appears in Choices and Questions) 

Here is the schedule of buses going into London.  
Buses leave about every twenty minutes, at 11:00, 
11:20, 11:40, 12:00. 

If it's now 11:30, the next bus is going to leave in 
about ten minutes, at 11:40.  If it's now 11:45, the last 
bus left about five minutes ago, at 11:40. 

Questions 

When is he (Max) going on a business trip?  Where is 
he going to fly to/from?  When did he try to buy 
airline tickets?  When did his travel agent call him?  Is 
there space on the flight?  When is he going to get the 
tickets?  How long does the flight usually take?  If he 
leaves on Saturday afternoon, when will he arrive? 

When is he going to arrive in London?  When is he 
going to attend a business meeting?  What is the time 
difference between London and San Francisco?  If he 
telephones his family at night, what time of the day 
will it be in San Francisco? 

What is the cheapest/most expensive way to get to 
his hotel from the airport? Can he see the countryside 
if he takes the underground? 

(T/F) Weekends are more expensive than weekdays. 
How much of a discount is he going to get? 

If it's now 11:30, when is the next bus going to leave? 
If it's now 11:45, when did the last bus leave?  How 
often do buses leave this time of day? 

Who lives in Brighton?  (T/F) Brighton is north of 
London.  When is his (John’s) new story going to 
appear on television?  Did his last story appear on 
television?  Who knows a lot about wine?  (T/F)  Max 
always pays the bill. Why don’t some people drink 
wine? 

Focus Exercises 
Next [week] Max [is] [going] on a business [trip]. 

He’s [going to] [fly] [to] London [from] San Francisco. 

He [tried] [to buy] tickets [last] week but the [flight] 
was full. 

[Yesterday] his travel agent [called] and [told] him 
[there] was space on the flight. 

Max is [going to] [get] the ticket [in] the mail 
[tomorrow]. 

It [takes] [about] ten hours to [fly] [from] San 
Francisco to London. 

If he [leaves] on Saturday afternoon, [he’ll] [arrive] in 
London [on] Sunday morning. 

Another [choice] is [to go] [by] bus [or] subway. 

On the [other] hand, he [may] [decide] to [take] a bus. 

Weekdays [are] [more] expensive [than] weekends. 

Max [has] a good travel [agent], so he’s [going to] 
[get] a 20% [discount]. 

John [has] an [interesting] [mind]. 

Last year, for [example], he [wrote] a [story] [that] 
[appeared] on television. 

They [have to] be [careful] not to [drink] [too] [much]. 

Max is [going to] [arrive] [in] London [on] a Sunday. 

Then he’ll [have to] [decide] [how] to [get] to his 
hotel. 
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If he’s [tired], he [may] [decide] to [take] a taxi. 

If he leaves [on] Saturday afternoon, he’ll arrive [in] 
London on Sunday morning. 

Brighton is about [an] hour south [of] London [by] 
train. 

The day [after] he [arrives] in London, he’s [going to] 
[attend] a meeting. 
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Classroom Activities 

Classroom Activity 1:  The Best for Me 
Have students brainstorm all possible ways to get from their homes to school or work (bus, train, taxi, bike, 
walk, drive own car, trolley, underground).  List these on the board and ask students to suggest the positives and 
negatives of each method (slow, fast, expensive, causes air pollution, healthy, meet people, etc.)  List the pros 
and cons next to the modes of transportation.  Have students decide which is the best mode of transportation 
and give their reasons.  Encourage students to make comparisons and use if clauses.  (The bus is easier than 
driving.  If I'm tired, I can sleep on the bus.)  Follow-up with written assignment. 

Classroom Activity 2:  Max’s Travel Agency Role Play 
Have the students work in pairs and prepare a short dialog of the discussion between Max and his travel agent.  
Remind them that both the travel agent and Max need to ask questions.  The travel agent must ask questions 
about Max's agenda.  When does he need to be in London? How long does he want to stay?  Will he go to any 
other cities on this trip?  Max will need to ask questions such as How long is the flight? How can I get from the 
airport to the hotel?  How long does it take to get to Brighton?  The dialogs can be presented to the class. 

Classroom Activity 3:  Vacation Plans 
Have students divide a piece of paper into 3 columns and write May at the top of the first column Will Probably 
in the next column, and lastly Will.  Explain that may means chances are 50/50 you will do something, will 
probably is stronger, closer to 80 or 90%, and will means you definitely are planning to do something.  Ask 
students to think of their next vacation or business trip and write activities in each column they think they may, 
will probably, or will definitely do or not do. 

Students can share their plans with the class or a partner and answer questions about it. 

Classroom Activity 4:  Real Choices from Around the World 
Have the class use the Internet to find out the best ways to get from various airports around the world to a hotel 
in the city.  What alternatives are there?  What are the prices?  How about hotels?  How do the prices compare 
from one country to another? 

Classroom Activity 5:  Time Differences and Travel 
Have the class make a list of cities around the world.  Then, using the Internet to find flight schedules from 
various airlines, make a list of flights and schedules to those cities.  Note the arrival and departure times, and 
the time differences between the cities.  Examples:  How many hours ahead is Paris?  If it’s X o’clock in London, 
what time is it in Tokyo?  What is a time zone?  What is jet-lag?  If you have a meeting in Paris at 9:00 a.m., what 
time is it in San Francisco?  If you came from Beijing, how do you feel at 9:00 a.m.? 

Classroom Activity 6:  Plan for the Worst 
What if all the wrong things happen on a trip?  What if the ticket doesn't arrive in the mail?  What if your luggage 
is lost?  What if the bus drivers are on strike?  Using the Key Sentences for reference, ask students What if 
questions.  Students will answer in complete sentences, e.g., If my ticket doesn't arrive, I can show the receipt 
and get another ticket at the airport.  The point is to identify alternatives and create new choices. 

Classroom Activity 7:  Bus & Train Schedule  
Buses leave every 20 minutes.  Trains leave every 40 minutes.  Put the schedules on the board. 

For example, a bus trip to the city takes 50 minutes, and by train it takes 35 minutes.  Ask and answer questions 
like:  If it’s X o’clock, when did the last bus leave? When is the next bus going to leave? Etc.  

If it’s Y o’clock and you need to get there by Z o’clock, what’s the best way to get there?  Do you have enough 
time?  If you take the 10:00 train, when will you arrive?  If you took the 9:00 bus, when will it arrive?  When did 
it arrive?  How long ago did it arrive? 
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Focused Listening 

Focus 1 

Preview and study the Departure lesson. 
Language Focus 
future vs. past, time expressions 

Listening Task 
Listen to all the time expressions and note the tense 
of the verbs used in each of the sentence. 

Goal 
 Preview and orientation.  Students will be able to 

talk about what Max did last week, what 
happened yesterday, and what will happen 

tomorrow (he's going to get the ticket in the 
mail). 

Student Follow-up 
1. Write three sentences about Max beginning with 

Last week...  Yesterday... and Next week... 

2. Write three sentences about yourself beginning 
with last week, yesterday, and next week. 

3. Do Practice Exercise A. 

 

Focus 2 

Review and study the Departure lesson.  Preview the Choices lesson. 

Language Focus 
vocabulary:  transportation; manner, duration, 
reason and result 

Listening Task 
Focus on transportation.  Listen for and record 
sentences that describe how and why Max is going to 
travel, and sentences that deal with time difference. 

 He's going to fly on British Airways.  He may take a 
taxi to his hotel.  There’s an eight hour time difference 
between London and San Francisco. 

Goals 
 Students will be able to talk about different types 

of transportation and the benefits of each. 
(airplane, train, subway, bus, taxi). 

 They will be able to use expressions of manner (by 
train) 

 They will know the basic vocabulary associated 
with travel and transportation:  flight, ticket, non-
stop, baggage claim, customs, hotel, check in, 
arrive. 

Student Follow-up 
1. Explain how Max is going to get from San Francisco 

to his hotel in London?  How long does it take to 
get to London? 

2. Find out and explain how long it takes to travel 
from your city to two other destinations.  

3. What is the time difference between your city and 
London? Tokyo? Mexico City? Bangkok? 

4. Do Practice Exercises B and C. 

 

Focus 3 

Review the Departure lesson, study the Choices lesson, sentence by sentence, and preview the Meeting a Friend 
lesson. 

Language Focus 
 if clauses, comparison, it's (with comparisons), and 
time schedules. 

Listening Tasks 
1. Focus on the three choices and why Max may or 

may not take each:  If he takes the Underground, 
he can't see the countryside.  If he's tired, he may 
decide to take a taxi. 

2. Study the questions and answers for the bus 
schedule. 

Goals 
 Students will be able to use if clauses to compare 

the choices. 

 Students will be able to ask and answer questions 
about a bus schedule with time expressions: 
when, how long, how often, every twenty minutes. 

Student Follow-up 
1. Explain Max's choices for getting to his hotel:  The 

bus.  It's cheaper to go by bus, and he can see the 
countryside.  Taxi... 

2. Find a real bus or train schedule and explain when 
and how often trains or buses leave from a 
particular location. 

3. Do Practice Exercises D, E, and F. 

Focus 4 
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Review the Departure and Choices lessons, and study the Meeting a Friend lesson. 

Language Focus 
adverb phrases, clauses, it’s + adjective, and 
infinitives to name an action. 

Listening Tasks 
1. Practice saying the sentences which describe John 

and what he and Max do whenever they get 
together. 

2. Listen for and repeat sentences which use 
infinitives to name an action:  It is difficult to sleep.  

Goals 
 Students will be able to describe someone by 

describing what they do, their interests, and 
where they live. 

 Students will be able to use when and whenever 
to talk about habitual activities:  Whenever they 
get together, they talk about interesting things. 

Student Follow-up 
1. Write 4 sentences which describe John. 

2. Write 4 sentences which describe a friend or 
famous person you admire.  Explain what they do 
and what is interesting about them. 

Do Practice Exercises G and H. 

 

Focus 5 

Review all three lessons, then focus on the Questions and  Focus Exercises lessons. 

Language Focus 
modals, degrees of certainty, W/H  questions 

Listening Tasks 
1. Listen for and practice saying every sentence that 

has a modal such as will, may, or can. 

2. Listen to and practice saying each question that 
uses a modal. 

 

Goal 
 Students will be able to talk about and express 

different degrees of certainty when talking about 
their future plans. 

Student Follow-up 
1. Make a list of things that you will, will probably, or 

may do next week or next year. 

Do Practice Exercise I. 

 

 

Focus 6 

Language Focus 
Language Mastery 

Listening Task 
Review all of the lessons in this unit several times.  
Practice recording 10~15 sentences each time, so 

that you can say these sentences fluently and with 
confidence.  When your Completion Percentage is 80-
100%, take the Mastery Test.  Try to get a score higher 
than 90%. 
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Unit 2 – Matrix Vocabulary 

Things to Eat; Things to Drink; Things to Read; Things to Listen to; Colors; and Matrix Game 

This unit introduces vocabulary related to five subject areas of importance in daily conversations.  It is important 
to extend the vocabulary in this unit, for example, in Things to Eat, by listing additional types of foods and doing 
role plays where students practice ordering in a restaurant or buying food at a store.  The Video lessons in Unit 
5 give examples of how the role plays can be set up in the classroom.  In addition, the Classroom Activities for 
this unit will provide opportunities for follow-up and extension. 

The first two categories, Things to Eat and Things to Drink, focus 
on types of food and drink, and ways to order or request them.  
A mastery of this type of language is essential since these types 
of situations are very common. 

In each of the other three categories, a set of four examples is 
introduced, such as four different kinds of things to read. These 
should be added to, along with words are associated with the 
category.  For example, novel, author, technical articles, and 
poems are all useful vocabulary associated with this category. 

Once the language of each category has been studied, students 
will enjoy the Matrix Game, where they can test themselves and see how high they can score.  This activity helps 
to review and reinforce the language, and can be extended to an activity in the class.  See the Classroom 
Activities for more ideas. 

Goals: 

To be able to talk about and order foods and drink in various situations. 

To be able to talk about sources of information and news, both written and oral. 

To be able to talk about and use colors to describe everyday objects. 

 

Objective 1: To introduce students to socially acceptable ways to talk about food, drink, and make requests for 
information, including personal preferences. 

Objective 2: To improve the learning of vocabulary by helping students organize words into natural sets of 
words that provide a framework for memory. 
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Main Learning Points 

amount/quantification 
(some, most, a few, many, much, lots)  This is a glass 
of water.  A lot of apples are red, but some are green 
or yellow.  Many people like to listen to the radio.  
Some people listen to baseball on the radio.  If you 
want to study history, you’ll probably read many 
books.  Most children like to drink milk. 

comparison 
The red book is bigger than the blue book.  Which 
usually takes longer to read...?  It usually takes less 
time to read a magazine than a book.  A magazine 
usually costs more than a newspaper. 

conditionals 
If you want to read about today's news, you'll 
probably read a newspaper.  If you mix yellow and 
red, you get orange.  If you want to gain weight, what 
is a good dessert? 

countable/uncountable amounts 
a steak,  some vegetables,  a piece of chocolate cake;  
two books,  a newspaper,  some magazines;  too 
much;  many people;  lots of news; it’s a kind of 
dessert; a glass of milk. 

useful expressions and requests 
Could I have...?  Could you please...?  Is there anything 
else?  So do I.  Me neither.  Excuse me, but where is 
the restroom?  I don’t drink wine.  How about some 
water instead?  Please bring me something else to 
drink.  Let’s listen to the radio.  

object (direct and indirect), make (causative) 
bring me something;  give it to Kathy;  Could you find 
me some music to listen to?  Find the big book and 
give it to Max.  Find an apple and make it green. 

asking about and expressing preferences 
Which do you like better, meat or vegetables?  I 
prefer vegetables.  I'd like something hot to drink.  I 
like music, especially jazz.  What color do you prefer, 
red or blue?  My favorite color is blue.  Would you 
rather read a book or watch television?  

reference 
on one side,  on the other side;  One book is red.  The 
other is blue.  These are things to listen to.  What 
else?  What can I listen to besides the radio?  Steak is 
one kind of meat.  There are many different kinds of 
magazines.   

request/imperatives 
Could I have...?  Please bring her something to drink.  
May I have some coffee please?  Could you please get 
me a cup of tea?  I’d like something to eat.  I don’t 
want any dessert, thanks.  Just tea will be fine.  Find 
the big book and give it to Max.   

word relations 
Grass is to green as lemon is to yellow.  Steak is to 
meat as corn is to vegetables.  Animal is to bird as 
musical instrument is to ______.  What is yellow on 
the outside and white on the inside?  The sky is blue 
on a sunny day, but it is gray on a rainy day. 

would rather 
Would you rather read a book or watch television? 

 

Key Sentences 

Things to Eat 
These are things to eat:  spaghetti, a steak, some 
vegetables, and a piece of cake.  Here is a hamburger 
and a soft drink. 

Spaghetti.  Here is some spaghetti.  You can always 
order spaghetti at an Italian restaurant. 

Steak.  This is a steak.  Steak is one kind of meat.  I 
love meat, especially steak. 

Vegetables.  Here are some vegetables.   Vegetables 
are good for your health.  Corn and tomatoes are 
both vegetables.  I prefer vegetables.  I especially like 
corn. 

Cake.  Here is a piece of chocolate cake.  Chocolate 
cake is a kind of dessert.  Chocolate cake is fattening.  
Don't eat too much! 

Things to Drink 

These are things to drink:  milk, coffee, tea, and 
water. 

Milk.  This is a glass of milk.  Most children like to drink 
milk.  Milk comes from cows. 

Coffee.  Some people drink coffee every morning. 
Some people drink coffee with milk and sugar.  
Children usually don't drink coffee or tea. 

Tea.  Many people drink tea.  Tea is popular in many 
parts of the world. 

Water.  This is a glass of cold water.  Cold water tastes 
good on a hot day.  Cup is to coffee as glass is to 
water.  We usually drink milk and water from a glass. 

Things to Read 
Here are some things to read:  two books, a 
newspaper, some magazines, and a postcard. 

Books.  One book is red.  The other is blue.  The red 
book is bigger than the blue book.  If you want to 
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study history, you'll probably read many books.  A 
book usually takes longer to read than a magazine. 

Newspaper.  Some people read a newspaper every 
day.  People read newspapers to find out about daily 
news.  It usually takes less time to read a newspaper 
than a book.  If you want to read about today's news, 
you'll probably read a newspaper. 

Magazine.  There are many different kinds of 
magazines.  These are news magazines.  Magazines 
usually come out every week or every month.  A 
magazine usually costs more than a newspaper.  It 
usually takes less time to read a magazine than a 
book. 

Postcard.  People on vacation send postcards to their 
friends.  Postcards often have a picture on one side 
and words on the other side. 

Things to Listen to 
These are things to listen to:  a speech, a radio, a bird, 
and a piano. 

Speech.  This man is giving a speech.  Speeches are 
sometimes too long. 

Radio.  Many people like to listen to the radio.  You 
can listen to music on the radio.  Some people listen 
to baseball on the radio. 

Bird.  This bird is singing.  Some birds sing beautiful 
songs.  It's nice to listen to birds singing.   

Piano.  Here is a piano.  A piano is a musical 
instrument.  Piano music is beautiful, especially 
Chopin.  Animal is to bird as musical instrument is to 
piano. 

Colors 
Here are four colors:  red, yellow, green, and blue. 

Look at the beautiful rainbow! 

Red.  This is the color red.  A lot of apples are red, but 
some are green or yellow.  Find a book and make it 
red.  The sky sometimes turns red at sunset. 

Yellow.  Lemons are yellow.  If you mix yellow and 
blue, you get green. 

Green.  This is the color of spring.  Leaves are green in 
the spring, but in autumn some turn red and yellow. 

Blue.  This is the color blue.  On a sunny day the sky is 
blue.  The sky is blue on a sunny day, but it is grey on 
a rainy day. 

Questions 

Requests, Polite Command and Tasks 

Could I have some spaghetti?  May I have some coffee 
please?  Could you please get me a cup of tea?  I'm 
hungry.  I'd like something to eat.  I had spaghetti 
yesterday.  How about a big steak? I'm in a hurry.  
Where can I get some fast food? 

May I have some coffee please?  I'd like something 
hot to drink.  I'd love a glass of cold water.  I don't 
want any dessert, thanks.  Just tea will be fine.  Kathy 
is thirsty.  I don’t drink wine.  How about some water 
instead?  Please give her a glass of water.  I'm thirsty, 
but I don't want coffee or tea.  Please bring me 
something else to drink.  I’m not thirsty, but I would 
like something to eat. 

It's too noisy.  Please turn off the radio.  Could you 
find me some music to listen to?  I’d like to hear some 
music.  Let’s listen to the radio. 

Please bring me a magazine.  Could you bring me a 
magazine? 

Find the big book and give it to Max.  Find an apple 
and make it green. 

Personal Questions and Information 
Are you a good cook?  Which do you like better, meat 
or vegetables? 

Which do you prefer, coffee or tea?  Do you like 
coffee with cream and sugar? 

Do you like to read?  Would you rather read a book or 
watch television? 

Do you like music?  Do you like to listen to music?  I 
like music, especially jazz.  I like to read when I listen 
to music.  Can you play the piano?  I enjoy playing the 
piano.  Would you like to hear some music?  Here is 
some music. 

What color do you prefer, red or blue?  In your 
country, do the leaves change color in autumn? 

Information Questions 
I'm in a hurry.  Where can I get some fast food? 

Which food is always on the menu at an Italian 
restaurant?  Which is better for your health, 
vegetables or chocolate cake?  Which do you like 
better, meat or vegetables?  What is sweet and 
fattening?  If you want to gain weight, what is a good 
dessert?  Some people don’t eat meat.  Is there 
anything else to eat? 

What do small children usually drink?  What's white 
and comes from cows?  What’s cold and comes from 
rain and snow?  Cup is to coffee as glass is to 
_______?  Excuse me, but where is the rest room? 

What do you send to your friends when you are on 
vacation?  I can't read without glasses.  Where are my 
reading glasses?  Which usually takes longer to read, 
a book or a magazine?  Which takes less time to read, 
a newspaper or a book?  Which costs more, a 
magazine or a newspaper?  Which is usually more 
expensive, a magazine or a newspaper? 

What is a popular musical instrument?  Where is a 
piano?  Who is giving a speech?  I live in a tree and I 
love to sing.  What am I?  The radio is broken.  What 
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else can I listen to?  What can I listen to besides the 
radio? 

My favorite color is blue.  Where is the color blue?   

What is yellow on the outside and white on the 
inside?  What color is a lemon?  Grass is to green as 
lemon is to ______?  When spring begins, what color 

is all around?  What color do you get when you mix 
yellow and blue?  What color do you get when you 
mix yellow and red?  If you mix yellow and red you get 
orange.  What color does the sky turn when the sun 
sets?  What a beautiful sunset!  Is the blue book 
bigger than the red book? 

 

Classroom Activities 

Classroom Activity 1:  Things that are.... 
On index cards write a category and three to five words in that category, e.g., Things that are green: dollar, 
spinach, grass, avocado, lime.  Divide the class into two teams and have one of the team members choose a 
card.  This person states the category and then gives the team clues until they guess all the words on the card.  
It is best to give this activity a time limit: more time for beginning groups, less time for advanced groups. Teams 
get a point for every word they guess.  The other team takes a turn when time is up or all the words have been 
guessed. 

Classroom Activity 2 – Food & Drink – Questions for Discussion 
Describe your favorite meal and how to eat it.  What do you eat first?  What do you eat last? What foods go well 
together? What kinds of food can you cook?  What kinds of food are expensive? What kinds of food are served 
for guests? What kinds of food are traditional?  What about manners? Is making noise okay? What do you say 
before you start eating? Or drinking? 

Classroom Activity 3:  Restaurant Problems 
1.  Prepare index cards with problems that would cause a customer to make a request, such as the following:  

Your food is not cooked well enough.  
You need more water. 
The air-conditioning is too cold. 
There is no salt on the table.  
You dropped your fork on the floor.  
The music in the restaurant is so loud that you can't hear yourself think.   
You forgot your wallet and now you have no money. 
The salt is on the other end of the table 

2. Have students role play a party ordering a meal in a restaurant.  Give each "customer" a card and have them 
make an appropriate request during the "meal."  The cards can also be placed on the table and students 
draw a card, make their request when appropriate and then keep drawing cards and making requests until 
there are no more cards.  More advanced groups can be challenged to think of their own and make the most 
number of requests during the "meal." 

Classroom Activity 4:  Matrix Game 
Divide the class into two or three groups. Make a list of 20-30 questions and answers about the topics in the 
unit. Then read a question to one of the teams and ask them to answer it in a complete sentence. For example: 
“What are two different kinds of vegetables?”  “Corn and carrots are two different kinds of vegetable.”  “Corn 
is to vegetable as apple is to what?”  “Corn is to vegetable as apple is to fruit.”  Note:  Since questions may have 
several correct answers, the teacher should act as “judge’ to determine whether an answer is acceptable or not.  

Classroom Activity 5:  What’s the Question? 
In this more difficult activity, divide the class into two or three groups.  Make a list of 30 questions and answers 
from the unit. Then read an answer to one of the teams and ask them to ask a question which it answers.  For 
example:  “A banana.” A correct question would be: “What is an example of a fruit which is yellow on the outside 
and white on the inside?” Another example:  “A newspaper.” “What do most people read to get the daily news?” 

This activity can also be done in a spelling bee format, where individual students are given the answers and must 
give the question. If they miss, they sit down. The last person standing is the winner. 

Classroom Activity 6: – Reading 
Choose 5 questions to focus on for class discussion:  What kinds of things do you like to read?  How often?  When 
was the last time you read… X?  What was the last book you read?  What was it about? Are you a fast reader?  
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Where do you read?  In bed?   How do you get the news?  Where do you go to get a book or buy a magazine?  
Do you subscribe to anything?  What do you subscribe to? How much is it?  What kinds of books are most popular 
in your country? Why? Do you talk about books or the news with your friends?  What kind of things do you talk 
about? 

Communication Activity 7 – Listening 
Choose 5 questions to focus on for class discussion:  How often do you listen to music?  How often do you listen 
to the radio?  What do you listen to?  Who are your favorite artists? When was the last time you went to a 
concert? What instruments can you play?  What kinds of music are most popular in your country?  Why do you 
think so?  Do you talk about books or the news with your friends?  What kind of things do you talk about? Etc. 

Dictation: There are many different kinds of music.  

  Some music is very loud and has a fast beat 

  The musicians are very popular and have many screaming fans. 

  Some of these musicians can’t sing very well, but they are still popular. 

 

Focused Listening 

Focus 1 

Focus on the Things to Eat and Things to Drink.  Click on each item several times and listen to the basic sentences 
about each.  Then use the Quiz button and answer the questions. 

Language Focus 
countable vs. uncountable quantities (some, not any, 
a piece of), and requests 

Listening Tasks 
Focus on words that express quantities of food or 
drink.  Note the difference between countable and 
uncountable amounts.  Then listen for sentences 
which express a request, and practice saying it. 

Goals 
 Students will be able to classify and order different 

types of food and drinks:  vegetables, a steak, 
dessert, etc. 

 Students will be able to recognize countable and 
uncountable nouns. 

 Students will be able to make direct and indirect 
requests for food and drink: Could you please get 
me a cup of tea?  I would like a cup of tea.  

Student Follow-up 
1. Make a list of other kinds of food and drink and 

classify them (chicken is a type of meat, peas and 
corn are vegetables, dessert, etc.) 

2. Choose 3 kinds of food and drink, and indicate 
how you would buy or order them:  I’d like some 
chocolate cake for dessert, please. 

3. Do Practice Exercises A and B. 
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Focus 2 

Review Things to Eat and Things to Drink.  Then focus on Things to Read. 

Language Focus 
vocabulary:  reading material; comparison 

Listening Task 
Focus on things to read.  Listen for and practice saying 
sentences that compare books, magazines and 
newspapers:  Which takes less time to read, a book or 
a newspaper?  It usually takes less time to read a 
newspaper than a book. 

Goals 
 Students will be able to describe things to read. 

 Students will be able to talk about their reading 
preferences. 

Student Follow-up 
1. Write 5 questions and answers about books, 

newspapers, magazines, etc.  What do people on 
vacation send to their friends?  Do people read 
books if they want to get the news? 

2. Indicate your own reading preferences. 

3. Interview a classmate about his or her reading 
preferences. 

Do Practice Exercise C. 

 

Focus 3 

Review Things to Eat, Things to Drink, Things to Read and then focus on Things to Listen to and Colors. 

Language Focus 
vocabulary:  things to listen to; colors, word 
relationships, likes and dislikes 

Listening Task 
Listen for and practice saying sentences that express 
preferences:  I like music, especially jazz.  Max likes to 
play the piano.  

Goals 
 Students will be able to talk about various things 

to listen to. 

 Students will be able to use colors to describe and 
refer to things. 

 Do Practice Exercises D and E. 

Student Follow-up 
1. Think of some other things to listen to:  the news, 

language tapes, sounds of nature etc. and write a 
sentence for each. 

2. Make a list of eight colors and write a sentence for 
each. 

3. Interview a classmate about his or her listening 
and color preferences. 

 

Focus 4 

Review the Matrix Vocabulary.  Then do the Matrix Game.  See how high you can score. 

Language Focus 
Questions and answers 

Goal 
 Students will be able to use complete sentences to 

ask and answer questions about all five categories. 

Student Follow-up 
1. Make a list of additional questions and answers for 

all the categories. 

2. Do the Matrix Crossword (below). 
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Unit 3 – Biography of Einstein 

The Early Years; The Later Years; Focus Exercises; and Questions. 

This unit develops the past tense, time sequence and time expressions in the context of the life history of Albert 
Einstein.  Dates, periods of time, and changes, both active and passive, are also a major focus.  In addition, 
students are introduced to one of the most important figures in the 20th century. 

 

Once the language of this unit is introduced, students should be encouraged to 
talk about their own life histories and find out about the life histories of others.  
For example, students can choose to research and report about a famous 
person from their own country, or a popular athlete or singer. 

 

In Questions and Focus Exercises, students test both their comprehension and 
their ability to use the target vocabulary and structures to reconstruct 

sentences from the lessons. 

 

Goals: 

To be able to present and find out about a person’s life history. 

To be able to sequence and organize a group of sentences by events, dates, and periods in time. 

To be able to use prepositions to express both time and spatial relationships. 

To be able to use past time expressions and the past tense, with both regular and irregular verbs. 

 

Objective 1: Students will be able to express and ask questions about common events in a typical person’s life 
history. 

Objective 2: Students will be able to use time phrases to sequence a presentation. 

Objective 3: Students will be able to understand and express historical dates. 
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Main Learning Points 

change 
He became interested in science.  He became a 
professor at the University of Berlin.  He graduated in 
1900.  In 1902, he also got married.  In 1919 he 
married for the second time.  His wife died in 1936. 

dates 
He was born in Germany more than a hundred years 
ago, in 1879.  In 1900 he graduated from a university 
in Zurich.  From 1902 to 1909 he worked in the patent 
office in Bern.  In 1921 he won the Nobel Prize for 
physics. 

duration 
From 1902 to 1909 he worked in the patent office in 
Bern.  During that period he made several great 
discoveries.  Throughout his life, he loved to listen to 
classical music.  Until his death, Einstein continued to 
study physics.  How many years after graduation did 
he get married?  He lived in the US for more than 
twenty years.  From 1933 until his death, Einstein 
lived in the US.  During the last years of his life, 
Einstein continued to study physics. 

indirect speech 
People who knew him said he was a great man. 

passive 
He was born in 1879.  He showed that mass and 
energy are related.  He died in 1955.  As a result, he 
lost his German citizenship. 

past time expressions 
He was born more than a hundred years ago, in 1879.  
When he was five years old, his father showed him a 
compass.  Two years later, in 1902, he got a job.  
During that period he made several great discoveries. 

past simple tense 
His father showed him a compass.  He wondered how 
it worked.  He showed that mass and energy are 
related.  In 1905 he published several important 
papers.  He became interested in science.  People 
who knew him said he was a great man.   He 
discovered the famous equation: E = mc2.   In 1921 he 
won the Nobel Prize for physics. 

clauses with why, how and that 
Young Einstein was interested in how it worked.  He 
wondered why the compass needle always pointed in 
the same direction.  He showed that no particle can 
travel faster than the speed of light.  In one paper he 
showed that mass and energy are related. 

sequence 
When he was five years old; Two years later; After 
graduation; Shortly after that; By this time; During 
that period he made several great discoveries.  During 
the last period of his life, Einstein continued to study 
physics. 

 

Key Sentences 

Albert Einstein, The Early Years 
Albert Einstein was a famous scientist.  Einstein was 
one of the greatest scientists of all time.  He was born 
in Germany more than a hundred years ago, in 1879. 

(higher shuffler level) 
When he was five years old, his father showed him a 
compass.  Young Einstein was interested in how it 
worked.  He wondered why the compass needle 
always pointed in the same direction.  After that, he 
became interested in science. 

He attended schools in Germany and in Switzerland.  
However, he didn't like school.  He preferred to work 
on his own.  In 1900 he graduated from a university 
in Zurich.  Two years later, in 1902, he got a job.  In 
1902 he got a job at the patent office in the city of 
Bern, Switzerland.  In 1902 he also got married for the 
first time. 

From 1902 to 1909 he worked in the patent office in 
Bern.  During that period he made several great 
discoveries.  In 1905 he published several important 

papers.  In one paper, he showed that mass and 
energy are related.  He discovered the famous 
equation: E = mc2.  He also showed that no particle 
can travel faster than the speed of light. 

The Later Years 
In 1914 he moved to Germany and became a 
professor at the University of Berlin.  Shortly after 
that, he left his first wife.  In 1919, he married for the 
second time.  In 1921 he won the Nobel Prize for 
physics.  By this time, he was quite famous.  In 1933 
he became a professor at a research institute in the 
US. 

In 1933, Hitler also came to power in Germany.  As a 
result, Einstein, who was Jewish, lost his German 
citizenship. 

From 1933 until his death, Einstein lived in the US. 

Three years later, in 1936, his wife died.  In 1941 he 
became an American citizen.  During the last years of 
his life, Einstein continued to study physics. 
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Throughout his life, Einstein loved to listen to classical 
music.  He also enjoyed playing the violin.  People 
who knew him said he was a great man.  He always 
wanted to understand the nature of our universe.  He 
died in 1955, at the age of seventy-six. 

Sample Questions 
Which direction does a compass needle point to?  
When you were a child, were you interested in 
science? 

When was he (Albert Einstein) born?  Where was he 
born?   When did he get married?  How many years 
after graduation did he get a job?  How old was he 
when he graduated? 

Where did he live in 1905?  How long did he work in 
the patent office?  When did he start/stop working in 
the patent office?  How old was Einstein when he 
published his famous papers? 

How many times did he marry?  In which year did he 
win the Nobel prize?  What happened in 1921?  
Which country did he move to in 1914?  Who came to 
power in 1933?  When happened in 1936? 

Where did Einstein live during World War II?  How old 
was he when he died?  Who discovered the 
relationship between mass and energy?  Was Einstein 
still alive when you were born? 

Focus Exercises 
He [was] [born] in 1879. 

In 1902 he also [got married] for the [first] time. 

In 1902 he [got a job] [at the] patent office [in the] 
city of Bern, in Switzerland. 

In 1914 he [moved] [to Germany] and [became] a 
professor [at the] University of Berlin. 

[Shortly] [after] that he [left] his first wife. 

From 1933 [until] his death, Einstein [lived] [in the 
U.S.] 

[By this] time he [was] [quite] famous. 

[In] 1900 he [graduated] [from] a university in Zurich. 

Three years [later], [in] 1936, his wife died. 

He [died in] 1955 [at the] age of seventy-six. 

[During] [that] period he [made] several great 
discoveries. 

In 1921 he [won] the Nobel Prize [for] physics. 

[After] [that] he [became] interested in science. 

[However], he [didn’t] like school.  He preferred [to 
work] on his own. 

Two years [later], in 1902, he [got] a job. 

Young Einstein [was] [interested] in how it [worked]. 

He [wondered] why the compass needle always 
[pointed] in the same direction. 

In one paper he [showed] [that] mass and energy [are 
related]. 

Focused Listening 

Focus 1 

Preview and study the The Early Years.  Listen to each sentence several times. 

Language Focus 
simple past, prepositions of place and time 

Listening Task 
Focus on places and times in Einstein's life:  Where 
was he born?  When was he born?  Where did he 
attend school?  When did he graduate? 

Goals 
 Preview and orientation.  Students will become 

familiar with the basic events of Einstein's early 

life and the places (countries, cities) where he 
lived and worked. 

 Students will be able to use prepositions of place 
and time (in Germany, in 1900, at the patent 
office) and prepositions of direction (from 
Switzerland to …) 

Student Follow-up 
1. Present 5 important places in your life.  Where 

were you born?  Where did you first go to school? 

2. Do Practice Exercises A and B. 
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Focus 2 

Focus on The Early Years, and preview The Later Years.  Listen to each sentence several times. 

Language Focus 
dates, simple past, time expressions, sequence 

Listening Task 
Focus on dates and periods in Einstein's life.  Make a 
chronological list of dates mentioned in the lesson.  
Practice saying the sentences:  He was born in 1879.  
In 1900 he graduated from …   In 1902 he got a job.  

Goals 
 Students will know how to name the year. 

 Students will be able use dates with prepositions 
of time (in 1879, in 1905). 

 Students will be able to use the past tense of 
vocabulary relating to life experience:  be born, 
live, move, graduate, work, get married.   

Student Follow-up 
1. Ask and answer 5 questions about places and 

times in Einstein's life:  Was he born in 1979?  
When was he born?  Was he born in the United 
States?   Where was he born?  When did he get a 
job? etc. 

2. Present 5 important dates in your life.  Explain 
what happened. 

3. Do Practice Exercises C and D. 

 

Focus 3 

Review The Early Years, and focus on The Later Years.  Listen to each sentence several times. 

Language Focus 
change, result 

Listening Task 
Find four important dates in Einstein's life:  two dates 
that marked a positive experience and two that 
marked a negative experience.  How do you think 
they changed his life?  What were the results? 

In 1921 he won the Nobel Prize for Physics.  In 1936, 
his wife died.   

 

Goal 
Students will be able to talk about dates in Einstein's 
life and explain their significance. 

1921 was important because he received a prize and 
became more famous.  In 1933, Hitler came to power 
in Germany, and Einstein lost his German citizenship. 

Student Follow-up: 
1. Make your own timeline, including at least 10 

important dates or periods in your life. 

2. What are two important events in your life that 
changed your life in a positive way? 

 

 

 

Focus 4 

Review The Early Years, and focus on The Later Years.  Listen to each sentence several times. 

Language Focus 
change, result 

Listening Task 
Find four important dates in Einstein's life:  two dates 
that marked a positive experience and two that 
marked a negative experience.  How do you think 
they changed his life?  What were the results? 

In 1921 he won the Nobel Prize for Physics.  In 1936, 
his wife died.   

 

 

Goal 
Students will be able to talk about dates in Einstein's 
life and explain their significance. 

1921 was important because he received a prize and 
became more famous.  In 1933, Hitler came to power 
in Germany, and Einstein lost his German citizenship. 

Student Follow-up: 
1. Make your own timeline, including at least 10 

important dates or periods in your life. 

2. What are two important events in your life that 
changed your life in a positive way? 
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Focus 5 

Review The Early Years and The Later Years.  Then do the Questions and Focus Exercises lessons. 

Language Focus 
Questions about time and place 

Listening Task 
Listen for and practice saying questions that ask 
about time or place.  Think of one additional question 
you would like to ask about Einstein’s life. 

How many years after graduation did he get a job? 

Why did he have to move to the US in 1933? 

Goal 
Students will be able to ask questions about times 
and places in the past. 

How long did he work in the patent office?  Where did 
he live in 1905? 

Student Follow-up 
1. Give a brief presentation of a historical character.  

Where and when were they born?  What did they 
do?  Why were they important?  What were they 
interested in? 

2. Interview a classmate about his or her interests.  
Are you interested in science? What are you 
interested in?  When did you first become 
interested in it? 

Focus 6 

Language Focus 
Language Mastery 

Listening Task 
Review all of the lessons in this unit several times on 
different days.  Practice recording 10~15 sentences 
each time, so that you can say these sentences 
fluently. 

Do the Questions and Focus Exercise every day until 
your Completion Percentage is 80-100%.  Then take 
the Mastery Test. 

Student Follow-up: 
1. Write a two page summary of your life history. 
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Unit 4 – Video Interactions 

This lesson shows a variety of native speakers in the following 
situations: Business Telephone; Friendly Advice; At a 
Restaurant; and An Interview. Students may view each scene 
in a presentation mode and also an interactive mode where 
they can interact with the characters through Speech 
Recognition (or mouse click) choices.   

Detailed instructions for this lesson, and also for Speech 
Recognition, can be found in the Study Guides and also in the 
pull-down Help Screens after you enter the lesson. 

Each scene illustrates language points that have been 
developed in this module. The scenes have been designed so 
that they can be role-played by students. This is an excellent way to review, have fun, and personalize the 
language. 

Business Telephone 
There's going to be an important meeting tomorrow 
afternoon. Can you come? 

I think I'm free, but I'm not sure. Let me check my 
schedule first and get back to you. 

If you can't come, we can change the time. It’s an 
important meeting. 

I'll call you back in an hour and let you know, okay? 

Thanks. I’ll be waiting for your call. You’ve got my 
number, right? 

Yes, but why don’t you give it to me again? 

Friendly Advice 
Do you know if Carmen is going to be there?  

Carmen? 

Yes, Carmen! You know who I mean. 

I’m sorry John, but you should forget all about 
Carmen.  She’s no good for you. 

I don’t know why you don’t like her, Emily. 

I don’t dislike her. But she doesn’t like you. You’re just 
wasting your time, and I hate to see it. 

Okay, maybe she doesn’t like me. But I’m not going to 
give up. I think she’s interesting. 

At a Restaurant 
Are you ready to order yet? 

No, not yet. How about you? What are you going to 
order? 

I’m just going to have a salad. I’m not so hungry. 

Maybe I’ll have that too. 

Would you like some dessert? 

No thanks.  I don’t feel like any dessert. 

The fresh fruit looks good. 

Okay. If you have fruit, I’ll have ice cream. 

What’s wrong? 

Wow, this is really hot! 

I told you to be careful. That’s very spicy. 

An Interview 
And where did you grow up? 

We moved around a lot when I was growing up, so 
there isn't any one place. 

Oh, where are some of the places that you lived? 

I lived in Canada for a couple of years. Then we moved 
to Brazil for a year. After that we moved to Singapore. 

I see. What did your parents do? 

My father died when I was growing up, so it was just 
my mother. 

Oh, I'm sorry. So why did your mother move around 
so much? 

She worked for a publishing company. 

Was it interesting to live in so many countries? 

Yes, it was. But sometimes it was a little lonely. I never 
had any close friends. 

Oh, that’s too bad.  I know what you mean.  I moved 
around a lot too. 
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Unit 5 – Review Exercises 

When Units 1-3 are completed, it is important to review the main points even while beginning to work on 
Module 5.  The following lessons help students refocus on some of the main language points that are covered 
and which are included in the Mastery Tests.  These lessons should be done on a frequent basis. 

DICTATIONS 
Dictations focus on important language at the word and phrase level.  Detailed instructions for doing the 
dictations can be found in the Study Guides and also in the pull-down Help Screens (This Lesson) when you enter 
the lesson.  The Dictations for Module 4 are as follows: 

 

Dictation 1 
1. Next week Max is going on a business trip. 

2. He tried to buy airplane tickets last week, but the 
flight was full. 

3. Yesterday his travel agent called and told him 
there was space on the flight. 

4. Max is going to get the ticket in the mail 
tomorrow. 

Dictation 2 
1. It takes about ten hours to fly from San Francisco 

to London. 

2. He's going to take British Airways because it has 
a non-stop flight. 

3. If he leaves on Saturday afternoon, he'll arrive in 
London on Sunday morning. 

4. The day after he arrives in London, he's going to 
attend a meeting. 

Dictation 3 
1. It's always interesting to talk to John. 

2. He is always thinking about new stories and new 
projects. 

3. Last year, for example, he wrote a story that 
appeared on television. 

4. Now he's working on a new story that will appear 
on television next year. 

Dictation 4 
1. Einstein was one of the greatest scientists of all 

time. 

2. He was born in Germany more than a hundred 
years ago, in 1879. 

3. When he was five years old, his father showed 
him a compass. 

4. Young Einstein was interested in how it worked. 

Dictation 5 
1. Max is going to arrive in London on a Sunday. 

2. Max will probably watch a late movie on TV 
before he goes to bed. 

3. If he still can't sleep, he may telephone his wife 
and children in San Francisco. 

4. Whenever he is away from home, he looks 
forward to coming back. 

Dictation 6 
1. People read newspapers to find out about daily 

news. 

2. It usually takes less time to read a newspaper 
than a book. 

3. If you want to read about today's news, you'll 
probably read a newspaper. 

4. If you want to study history, you'll probably read 
many books. 
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FILL-INS 
This lesson reviews some of the main grammar points that have been introduced in Units 1-3.  Detailed 
instructions for doing the Fill-Ins (with Speech Recognition) can be found in the Study Guides and also in the 
pull-down Help Screens (This Lesson) once you are in the Fill-Ins lesson.  Please note that the highlighted words 
in the answer sentences are linked to the Glossary.  Sample sentences from the Fill-Ins lesson are: 

(1) Last week the flight was full.  (3) Max has a good travel agent, so he’s going to get a 20% discount. (4)  He’s 
going to take British Airways because it has a non-stop flight.  (5)  When he lands in London, he’ll claim his 
luggage and go through customs.  (6)  Then he’ll have to decide how to get to his hotel.  (7)  One choice is to go 
by taxi.  (9)  Max isn’t sure what he will do.  (11)  Hotels are expensive in London, but weekend rates are a bit 
less.  (13) It’s always interesting to talk to John. (15) If he still can’t sleep, he may telephone his wife and children 
in San Francisco.  (17)  Buses leave about every twenty minutes.  (20)  A book usually takes longer to read than 
a magazine.  (23)  Young Einstein was interested in how it worked.  (24)  He wondered why the compass needle 
always pointed in the same direction.  (26)  During the last years of his life, Einstein continued to study physics.  
(27)  People who knew him said he was a great man. 

 

SPEECH PRACTICE 
In addition to developing oral fluency, this lesson provides a means to review and focus attention on many of 
the key language points developed in Units 1-3, such as the past tense, present continuous, be going to, and 
relative pronouns. Detailed instructions for using Speech Recognition and for doing the Speech Practice lesson 
can be found in the Study Guides and also in the pull-down Help Screens. 

The Speech Practice lesson has four sections: Sentence Reading, Answering Questions, Sentence Repetition 
and Speech Quiz. Please note that the Score for the Speech Quiz is designed so that students can try to increase 
their scores each time they do the quiz, rather than as a test. A record of each score can be found in the Study 
Records. 
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TLS 

Unit 4. Episode 5: One o’clock at Alfredo’s 

It's about your manuscript. 

Can I help you? 

Why don't you sit down? 

Where's Professor Sline? 

Dialog Focus w/SR 
Dictations 
Grammar Fill-ins 

Orwell recalls a phone call from Sline.  Sline has stolen 
Orwell’s manuscript and the plant.  Sline tells him to 
come to an Italian restaurant, Alfredo’s at one 
o’clock. 

In the second section, Dr Roberts buys a copy of Dr 
Orwell’s book:  The Mepatecs: The Lost Civilisation. 

In the third section, Orwell arrives at the restaurant 
and is invited to sit down with Sabina.  They order 
something while they wait for Sline, and Sabina puts 
something into Orwell’s drink. 

In the final section, Sline arrives at the restaurant, and 
Orwell begins to feel sick. 

Goals: 
To be able to handle simple transactions such as 
purchasing something and ordering in a restaurant. 

To be able to use will to express future certainty. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Main Learning Points 

Future with will: 
He’ll be here soon.  I’ll spell that for you.  I’ll tell you 
later.  I’ll be there at one o’clock.  He’ll be there at one 
o’clock.  I’ll order for you. 

Negatives with past tense: 
I didn't drink anything.  It wasn’t him.  No, I didn’t.   

Past Simple: 
He stole the manuscript.  Who wrote it?  I told you.  
When I was a boy, I loved oranges.  What did you 
drink before you came? 

Some, any: 
I didn't drink anything.  How much did you drink?  He 
drank some orange juice.   He doesn’t want any 
minestrone.  But I’ll have some.  Why don’t you have 
some lasagna? 

Adverbs: 
Did you sleep well?  No.  I slept badly, very badly.  He 
doesn’t look well.  I usually have tomato juice.   

Apologies: 
I'm sorry I'm late.  I’m very sorry, but it’s about your 
manuscript.  I’m sorry.  I was wrong.   

Making a purchase: 

Can I help you?  Yes, I’m looking for... Have you got 
it?  How much is it.  Thank you.  I’ll take it. 

Ordering at a restaurant: 
Are you ready to order?  Two lasagnas, please.  Would 
you like something to drink?  Just a glass or orange 
juice to begin with.  Oh, I’ll have an orange juice.  I’ll 
order for you.  What would you like after that?  Is that 
all?  I don’t think so.  Later, perhaps. 

Suggestions: 
Why don’t you sit down?  Why don’t you have some 
lasagna? 
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Video Scripts 

It’s about your manuscript. 
(On the telephone) 

Sline:  I know it's rather early, Dr Orwell.  I'm very 
sorry, but it's important.  It's...it's about your 
manuscript. 

Orwell:  ..My...my what?  Uh, I...I don't think I 
understand. 

Sline:  Come, come, Dr Orwell, your manuscript!  I'm 
sure you know what I'm talking about.  It's in front of 
me, and it's very interesting.  And the plant--I've got 
that too.  You do remember the plant, don't you? 

Orwell:  How did you get them? 

Sline:  I'll tell you later.  But remember, I've got them 
here, and that's the important thing!  Are you 
listening to me? 

Orwell:  Yes, yes, I'm listening, I'm still here. 

Sline:  Then meet me at Alfredo's restaurant.  I'll spell 
that for you.  Have you got a pen?  Good.  A-L-F-R-E-
D-O-apostrophe-S.  The address is in the telephone 
book.  I'll be there at one o'clock. 

Can I help you? 
(At a bookstore) 

Salesperson:  Can I help you, madam? 

Dr Roberts:  Yes, I'm looking for a book about the 
Mepatecs. 

Salesperson:  The Mepatecs...  What's the title? 

Dr Roberts:  It's called ‘The Mepatecs: The Lost 
Civilisation.'  It's an archeology book. 

Salesperson:  Who wrote it? 

Dr Roberts:  Dr Ross Orwell.  Have you got it? 

Salesperson:  Yes, we have. 

Dr Roberts:  Good. 

Salesperson:  It's here. 

Dr Roberts:  How much is it? 

Salesperson:  Twelve pounds fifty. 

Dr Roberts:  Thank you.  I'll take it. 

Why don’t you sit down? 
(At Alfredo’s) 

Sabina:  Why don't you sit down? 

Orwell:  Where is he? 

Sabina:  He's coming. 

Orwell:  When? 

Sabina:  Soon. 

Orwell:  Why isn't he here now?  He said one o'clock. 

Sabina:  He'll be here soon.  I told you.  Please, sit 
down. 

Waiter:  Here are the menus.  The lasagna is very good 
today.  Would you like something to drink? 

Sabina:  Just a glass of orange juice to begin with. 

Waiter:  One glass orange juice. 

Sabina:  It is fresh orange juice, isn't it? 

Waiter:  Of course, madam.  Everything in our 
restaurant is fresh.  And you, sir, would you like 
something to drink? 

Orwell:  Oh, I'll have an orange juice. 

Sabina:  (to Orwell)  The food's very good here.  It's 
Italian.  Do you like Italian? 

Orwell:  I'm not hungry! 

Sabina:  Why don't you have some lasagna? 

Orwell:  I don't want anything!  I want to speak to the 
professor. 

Sabina:  Shh.  The waiter's coming.  I'll order for you. 

Waiter:  Two orange juices.  Are you ready to order, 
or would you like some more time? 

Sabina:  The minestrone is very good.  It's made with 
fresh vegetables.  Try it.  I'm sure you'll like it. 

Orwell:  I'm not hungry. 

Sabina:  He isn't hungry.  He doesn't want any 
minestrone.  But I'll have some. 

Waiter:  And after that?  What would you like after 
that? 

Sabina:  Two lasagnas, please.  I know you're not 
hungry.  But you'll like the lasagna here.  It really is 
very good. 

Waiter:  Is that all?  Would you like some wine? 

Sabina:  Would you like some wine? 

Orwell:  No. 

Sabina:  Ah, I don't think so.  Later, perhaps. 

Where’s Professor Sline? 
(At Alfredo’s) 

Sabina:  Well, how are you today?  Did you sleep well? 

Orwell:  No, I didn't.  I slept badly, very badly. 

Sabina:  Oh, I'm sorry. 

Orwell:  Where's Professor Sline?  I want to speak to 
him. 

Sabina:  Ah, I think he's coming. (puts something into 
his drink)  Oh, I'm sorry.  I was wrong.  It wasn't him. 

Orwell:  Do you work for him? 

Sabina:  No, I don't work for him.  Ah!  Here he is now. 

Sline:  I'm sorry I'm late.  But the traffic was heavy. 
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Orwell:  Where is it? 

Sline:  Where is what? 

Orwell:  My manuscript.  Where is it? 

Sline:  Oh, we can talk about that later.  I'd like to eat 
first.  I am very hungry.  Waiter!  I usually have tomato 
juice, but ah! today I think I'll have some orange juice.  
When I was a boy, in Austria, I loved oranges.  I 
always.... What's the matter, Dr Orwell?  Are you all 
right? 

Orwell:  I want...I want my manuscript. 

Sline:  Are you all right? 

Orwell:  I feel...I feel... 

Sabina:  He doesn't look well. 

Sline:  No, you don't look well.  Are you ill?  Or are you 
drunk? 

Orwell:  Drunk?  I'm drinking orange juice! 

Sline:  Ah, but what did you drink before you came?  
How much whisky?  How much wine? 

Orwell:  I didn't...I didn't drink anything. 

Dialog Focus 
(Scene 1) 
I know it's rather early, Dr Orwell.  I'm very sorry, but 
it's important.  It's...it's about your manuscript. 

My...[my what?]  Uh, I...I don't think I understand. 

Come, come, Dr Orwell, your manuscript!  [I'm sure 
you know what I'm talking about.]  It's in front of me, 
and it's very interesting.  And the plant--I've got that 
too.  [You do remember the plant, don't you?] 

How did you get them? 

I'll tell you later.  But remember, I've got them here, 
and that's the important thing!  Are you listening to 
me? 

Yes, [yes, I'm listening,] I'm still here. 

Then meet me at Alfredo's restaurant. 

I'll spell that for you. [Have you got a pen?]  Good.  A-
L-F-R-E-D-O-apostrophe-S.  The address is in the 
telephone book.  [I'll be there at one o'clock.] 

(Scene 2) 
Can I help you, madam? 

[Yes, I'm looking for a book about the Mepatecs.] 

The Mepatecs...  What's the title? 

[It's called ‘The Mepatecs: The Lost Civilisation.']  It's 
an archeology book. 

[Who wrote it?] 

[Dr Ross Orwell.]  Have you got it? 

[Yes, we have.] 

Good. 

It's here. 

How much is it? 

[Twelve pounds fifty.] 

[Thank you.  I'll take it.] 

(Scene 3) 
Why don't you sit down? 

Where is he? 

[He's coming.] 

When? 

Soon. 

Why isn't he here now?  He said one o'clock. 

[He'll be here soon.]  I told you.  Please, sit down. 

Here are the menus.   The lasagne is very good today.  
Would you like something to drink? 

[Just a glass of orange juice] to begin with. 

One glass orange juice. 

It is fresh orange juice, isn't it? 

Of course, madam.  Everything in our restaurant is 
fresh. And you, sir, [would you like something to 
drink?] 

Oh, [I'll have an orange juice.] 

(Scene 4) 
Do you work for him? 

[No, I don't work for him.]  Ah!  Here he is now. 

I'm sorry I'm late.  But the traffic was heavy. 

My manuscript.  Where is it? 

[Where is what?] 

My manuscript. 

Oh, [we can talk about that later.]  I'd like to eat first.  
I am very hungry.  Waiter!  I usually have tomato 
juice, but ah! today I think I'll have some orange juice.  
When I was a boy, in Austria, I loved oranges.  I 
always.... What's the matter, Dr Orwell?  [Are you all 
right?] 

Orwell:  I want...I want my manuscript. 

[Are you all right?] 

I feel...I feel... 

He doesn't look well. 

[No, you don't look well.]  Are you ill?  Or are you 
drunk? 

Drunk?  I'm drinking orange juice! 

Ah, but what did you drink before you came?  How 
much whisky?  How much wine? 

I didn't...[I didn't drink anything.] 

Dictations 
1. Are you listening to me?  

Yes, yes, I'm listening, I'm still here. 
2. Then meet me at Alfredo's restaurant. 
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3. I'll spell that for you.  Have you got a pen?  
Good.  A-L-F-R-E-D-O-apostrophe-S. 

4. The address is in the telephone book. 

1. Can I help you, madam? 
2. Yes, I'm looking for a book about the Mepatecs. 
3. The Mepatecs...  What's the title? 
4. It's called ‘The Mepatecs: The Lost Civilisation.' 

1. It's an archeology book. 
2. Who wrote it?  

Dr Ross Orwell. 
3. Have you got it?  

Yes, we have.  Good.  It's here. 
4. How much is it?  

Twelve pounds fifty.  Thank you.  I'll take it. 

1. The lasagna is very good today.  Would you like 
something to drink? 

2. Just a glass of orange juice to begin with.  
One glass orange juice. 

3. It is fresh orange juice, isn't it? 
4. Of course, madam.  Everything in our restaurant 

is fresh. 

1. He isn't hungry.  He doesn't want any minestrone.  
But I'll have some. 

2. And after that?  What would you like after that? 
3. Two lasagnas, please.  I know you're not hungry. 
4. But you'll like the lasagna here.  It really is very 

good. 

1. Are you all right?  
I feel... I feel...  He doesn't look well. 

2. No, you don't look well.  Are you ill?  Or are you 
drunk?  Drunk?  I'm drinking orange juice! 

3. Ah, but what did you drink before you came?  
How much whisky?  How much wine? 

4. I didn't...I didn't drink anything. 

Fill-Ins 
I know it's rather [early], Dr Orwell. 

It's [about] your manuscript. 

It's [in front] of me, and it's very interesting. 

I'll tell you [later]. 

[I'll] be there at one o'clock. 

Yes, [I'm] looking for a book about the Mepatecs. 

Have you got it?  Yes, we [have]. 

Thank you.  [I'll] take it. 

[He's] coming. 

[He'll] be here soon.  I told you. 

Would you like something [to drink]? 

Oh, I'll [have] an orange juice. 

Are you ready to order, or [would] you like some 
more time? 

The minestrone is very good.  It's [made] with fresh 
vegetables. 

He isn't [hungry].  He doesn't want any minestrone. 

But [you'll] like the lasagna here.  It really is very good. 

[Would you] like some wine? 

Did you sleep [well]? 

No, I didn't.  I slept [badly], very [badly]. 

Where's Professor Sline?  I [want] to speak to him. 

I'm sorry I'm [late].  But the traffic was heavy. 

I'd like to eat first.  I am very [hungry]. 

Waiter!  I usually have tomato juice, [but] ah! today I 
think I'll have some orange juice. 

When I was a boy, in Austria, I [loved] oranges.... 

Are you ill?  Or are you [drunk]? 

Ah, but what did you [drink] before you came?  How 
much whisky?  How much wine? 

I [didn't] drink anything. 
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Classroom Activities 

Class 1: Presentation  (Day 1, 4-6 minutes) 

Begin with the scene, It’s about your manuscript.  Play it through without stopping.  Find out how much the 
class understands by asking questions such as:  Where is Orwell/Sline?  What are they talking about?  See if the 
students can fluently repeat some of the sentences, such as:  I know it’s rather early, Dr Orwell. 

Key Focus:  Note how will is used to express certainty about the future, or intention.  Contrast the difference in 
meaning between:  I’ll/She’ll be there, I/he may be there, I’m/They’re going to be there. 

Oral Practice (3~5 minutes) 

In pairs, or small groups, have students practice summarizing or role-playing this scene. 

Follow-up:  Have students work on their own with the software.  Students should focus on each sentence, line 
by line, without using the text.  After the students focus on the first scene, they should preview the next scene, 
Can I help you?  Students should also review Unit 3, especially the support lessons.  As homework (or in class), 
have the students do Exercise A. 

 

Class 2: Presentation  (Day 2, 4-6 minutes) 

Go through the scene, Can I help you?  Find out how much the class understands by asking questions such as:  
Where are they?  What is Dr Roberts doing?  What does she want to buy?  Who wrote it? 

Key Focus:  Focus on the language of purchasing.  How is Dr Roberts greeted?  Have students identify the phrases 
they think can be used in other buying situations. 

Oral Practice (4-6 minutes):  Have students work in pairs or small groups and practice role-playing this scene.  
Have them practice buying things such as a dictionary, something to wear, a computer, etc. 

Follow-up:  Have students work on their own with the software.  After they focus on this scene, they should 
review the first scene and then preview the next scene, Why don’t you sit down?  As homework (or in class), 
have the students do Exercise B.  Students should continue to review the support lessons in Unit 3. 

 

Class 3: Presentation  (Day 3, 4-6 minutes) 
Go through the scene, Why don’t you sit down?  Play it through without stopping.  Find out how much the class 
understands by asking questions such as:  Where are they?  How does Orwell feel?  Why? 

Key Focus:  Focus on the language of ordering at a restaurant.  See if the class can vocalize the key phrases in 
the dialog.  Note the suggestions:  Why don’t you... 

Oral Practice (2-4 minutes):  Have students work in pairs or small groups and practice ordering in a restaurant.  
Find out what kind of food the class likes and doesn’t like. 

Follow-up:  Have students work on their own with the software.  Focus on each sentence, line by line, without 
using the text.  After they review this scene, they should record each sentence.  Then they should focus once 
more on the next scene, Where’s Professor Sline?  As homework (or in class), have the students do Exercise C. 

 

Class 4: Presentation  (Day 4, 4-6 minutes) 

Go through the scene, Where’s Professor Sline?  Play it through without stopping.  Find out how much the class 
understands by asking questions such as:  Where are they?  Why is Sline late?  What’s wrong with Orwell? 

Key Focus:  Focus on the language used to apologize:  I’m sorry I’m late, etc. 
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Oral Practice (3-5 minutes):  Have students work in pairs or small groups and practice summarizing this scene.  
One student can act as a reporter and ask the other student(s) what happened:  Who was at the restaurant?  
When did Sline come?  What happened? 

Follow-up:  Have students work on their own with the software.  Students should review all four scenes in this 
unit and then preview the next unit.  Remind students to record themselves and listen to their recordings.  This 
will increase their Completion Percentage.  Have the students do Exercise D. 

Follow-up 

Once all four scenes have been presented and practiced, introduce the Dialog Focus, Dictation,  and Fill-in 
support lessons.  Students should do these lessons on their own, as often as possible, in the lab or at home, until 
the language is completely mastered.  When their Completion Percentage is 80% or more for the first 3 units, 
they will be ready to take the first Mastery Test. 
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Unit 5. Episode 6: The Laboratory 

Wake up Dr Orwell 

Please don’t destroy my work 

Do you want to kill him? 

Which symbols? 

Dialog Focus w/SR 
Dictations 
Grammar Fill-ins 

In this unit, Sline and Sabina question Orwell in their 
laboratory.  Sline wants to find out what some 
symbols mean, so he tests Orwell to see how much 
he knows. 

In the second scene Sline gets Orwell to confirm that 
two symbols together mean “rainflower.”  Then he 
gives Orwell the important test, to find out whether a 
symbol means man or woman.  Orwell says he 
doesn’t know, so Sline says he doesn’t need Orwell’s 
help.  He threatens to give Orwell a drug, the 
“memory drug” of the Mepatecs.  Sline has made the 
drug from the Telo plant that Orwell had inside his 
bottle. 

Sabina tries to stop Sline from giving the drug.  Sline 
says it won’t kill him.  Then he gets the idea to use the 
drug to destroy Orwell by making him think he is a 
bird that can fly.  Then he forces Orwell to drink the 
drug. 

In the final scene, Dr Roberts asks Orwell about the 
real meaning of symbols.  He tells her that nobody 
really knows their meaning. 

Goals: 
 To be able to use “going to” to express both 

intention and the future. 
 To review and extend the past tense. 

Main Learning Points 

Future with going to: 
You’re going to help me.  You’re going to give it to me.  
I’m going to test the drug.  I’m still not sure how I’m 
going to do it.  That’s how I’m going to do it. 

Questions with going to: 
What are you going to do?  Aren’t you going to help 
me?  Are you going to answer my questions?  Or 
aren’t you? 

Why questions: 
Why are you asking me?  Why did he ask you those 
questions? 

Definite and indefinite reference: 
Get the manuscript.  It’s very interesting.  A very 
interesting manuscript.  These photographs are very 
important.  And this is the language of the Mepatecs.  
Only two people... I’m one, and you’re the other.  
What does this symbol mean?  And the symbol next 
to it?   

Expressing and asking about intention: 
I’m going to test the drug.  What are you going to do? 

Expressing needs and wants: 
I need your help!  I wanted to find out how much you 
know.  You know, I don’t need your help at all. 
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Video Scripts 

Wake up Dr Orwell 

(In Sline’s Laboratory) 
Sline:  Wake up, Dr Orwell.  I need your help!  And 
you're going to give it to me! 

Orwell:  Where am I? 

Sline:  Dr Orwell, I'm asking the questions, and I 
want to show you something.  Sabina, get the 
manuscript.  Harry, turn it on. 

Orwell:  My manuscript!  You've got my manuscript! 

Sline:  Of course I've got your manuscript.  How 
many months did you work on it? 

Orwell:  Months?  It took me years! 

Sline:  Yes, I thought so.  It's very interesting.  A very 
interesting manuscript.  My congratulations, Dr 
Orwell.  And these photographs are very important 
too, aren't they?  And this is the language of the 
Mepatecs!  Only two people in the world understand 
it.  I'm one, and you're the other.  But who knows 
more?  You or me?  This symbol, for instance--what 
does it mean?  And the symbol next to it?  What do 
these two symbols mean?  Come, come, Dr Orwell, 
aren't you going to help me?  Harry, burn it! 

Orwell:  What are you going to do? 

Sline:  What can I do?  I don't want to destroy your 
manuscript, but.. 

Orwell:  Destroy my manuscript!  Why? 

Sline:  Harry! 

Orwell:  My photographs!  No! 

Sline:  Wait, Harry! 

Please don’t destroy my work 

(In Sline’s laboratory) 
Sline: Well, Dr Orwell, are you going to answer my 
questions?  Or aren't you? 

Orwell: Please, don't destroy my work. 

Sline: Then tell me what this symbol means. 

Orwell:  It means...it means... 

Sline:  Go on!  Tell me!  It means rain, doesn't it, Dr 
Orwell? 

Orwell:  Yes...yes. 

Sline:  And this one? 

Orwell:  It means flower. 

Sline:  So the two together mean rainflower, don't 
they, Dr Orwell?  Sabina, we already know that. 

Orwell:  Then why are you asking me? 

Sline:  To test you--to find out if you're telling the 
truth.  And I think you are.  Now for the important 

test.  This symbol here.  Does it mean man or 
woman? 

Orwell:  I don't know. 

Sline:  You don't know!  Harry! 

Orwell:  I don't know.  Really I don't.  Perhaps it 
means man, perhaps it means woman, perhaps it 
means person. 

Sline:  You know, Dr Orwell, I don't need your help at 
all.  I wanted to find out how much you know.  Yes, 
you know a lot, but I know more.  So I don't need 
you.  No.  Harry, bring me the drug. 

Orwell:  Drug? 

Sline:  Yes. 

Orwell:  What drug? 

Sline:  Yes, the Mepatecs made a drug.  It destroyed 
the memory, didn't it, Dr Orwell? 

Orwell:  My plant. 

Sline:  That's right.  There was a plant inside your 
bottle--a South American plant. 

Orwell:  Telo plant. 

Sline:  Yes, the Telo plant.  The Mepatecs made their 
drug from the Telo plant.  You wrote about this in 
your manuscript, and now I'm going to test the drug, 
and you're going to help me. 

Orwell:  What do you mean, help you?  No! 

Sline:  Hold his head. 

Orwell:  No! 

Sabina:  Stop!  You shouldn't do it. 

Do you want to kill him? 

(In Sline’s laboratory) 
Sabina:  Do you want to kill him? 

Sline:  Yes!  But the memory drug won't kill him!  
Don't worry about that!  No, I have other ideas for 
that.  But I'm still not sure how I'm going to do it.  
Harry!  What are you doing? 

Harry:  Nothing, boss. 

Sline:  What was that noise? 

Harry:  Nothing. 

Sline:  Give it to me.  Another stupid toy!  What is it 
this time? 

Harry:  Well, boss, you press this button here...and 
you press this one...and then you press this one 
here...and an aeroplane flies through the air.  An 
aeroplane.  A bird. 

Sline:  Of course, that's how I'm going to do it.  Birds 
can fly, but people can't.  Harry!  Bring that here!  
Bring that here now!  Not that, (the game) the drug!  
Hold his head!  Now.... 
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Which symbols? 

(In Dr Robert’s office) 
Dr Roberts:  Why did he ask you those questions 
about the symbols? 

Orwell:  Which symbols? 

Dr. Roberts:  There was a symbol for man...or was it 
woman?  What did they really mean? 

Orwell:  That's the problem.  Nobody really knows.  
Sometimes it means man, sometimes it means 
woman, and sometimes it means person.  That's 
what I told Sline. 

Dialog Focus 

(Scene 1) 
My manuscript!  You've got my manuscript! 

Of course I've got your manuscript. 

How many months did you work on it? 

[Months?  It took me years!] 

[Yes, I thought so.]  [It's very interesting.] 

A very interesting manuscript.  [My congratulations, 
Dr Orwell.]  And these photographs are very 
important too, aren't they?  And this is the language 
of the Mepatecs!  Only two people in the world 
understand it.  [I'm one, and you're the other.]  But 
who knows more?  [You or me?] 

(Scene 2) 
So the two together mean rainflower, don't they, Dr 
Orwell?  Sabina, we already know that. 

Then why are you asking me? 

[To test you]--to find out if you're telling the truth.  
And I think you are.  Now for the important test.  
This symbol here.  [Does it mean man or woman?] 

I don't know. 

You don't know!  Harry! 

I don't know.  [Really I don't.]  Perhaps it means 
man, perhaps it means woman, perhaps it means 
person. 

You know, Dr Orwell, I don't need your help at all.  [I 
wanted to find out how much you know.]  Yes, you 
know a lot, but I know more.  [So I don't need you.]  
No. 

(Scene 3) 
Why did he ask you those questions about the 
symbols? 

[Which symbols?] 

[There was a symbol for man]...or was it woman?  
What did they really mean? 

[That's the problem.]  [Nobody really knows.]  
Sometimes it means man, sometimes it means 

woman, and sometimes it means person.  [That's 
what I told Sline.] 
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Dictations 
1. My manuscript!  You've got my manuscript!  

Of course I've got your manuscript. 
2. How many months did you work on it?  

Months?  It took me years! 
3. Yes, I thought so.  It's very interesting. 
4. A very interesting manuscript.  My 

congratulations, Dr Orwell. 

1. And this is the language of the Mepatecs!  
Only two people in the world  understand it. 

2. I'm one, and you're the other. 
3. But who knows more?  You or me? 
4. This symbol, for instance--what does it mean? 

1. You know, Dr Orwell, I don't need your help at all. 
2. I wanted to find out how much you know. 
3. Yes, you know a lot, but I know more. 
4. So I don't need you.  No. 

1. Do you want to kill him?  
Yes. 

2. But the memory drug won't kill him!  Don't worry 
about that! 

3. No, I have other ideas for that. 
4. But I'm still not sure how I'm going to do it. 

1. Another stupid toy!  What is it this time?  
Well, boss, you press this button here... and you 
press this one...and then you press this one 
here...and an aeroplane flies through the air. 

2. An aeroplane.  A bird.  
3. Of course, that's how I'm going to do it. 
4. Birds can fly, but people can't.  

Harry!  Bring that here!  Bring that here now! 

1. There was a symbol for man...or was it woman? 
2. What did they really mean? 
3. That's the problem.  Nobody really knows. 
4. Sometimes it means man, sometimes it means 

woman, and sometimes it means person. 

Fill-Ins 
I [need] your help! 

And you're [going] to give it to me! 

[How many] months did you work on it? 

Months?  It [took] me years! 

Yes, I [thought] so.  It's very interesting. 

And this is the [language] of the Mepatecs! 

I'm one, and you're [the other]. 

This symbol, for instance--[what] does it mean? 

And the symbol [next to] it?  What do these two 
symbols mean? 

Come, come, Dr Orwell, aren't you going [to help] 
me? 

I don't want to [destroy] your manuscript... 

Well, Dr Orwell, are you going [to answer] my 
questions?  Or aren't you? 

Please, don't destroy my [work]. 

Then [tell] me what this symbol means. 

Sabina, we already know that.  Then why are you 
[asking] me? 

To test you--to find out if you're [telling] the truth. 

You know, Dr Orwell, I [don't] need your help at all. 

So I don't [need] you.  No. 

It [destroyed] the memory, didn't it.... 

There was a plant [inside] your bottle--a South 
American plant. 

The Mepatecs [made] their drug from the Telo plant. 

You wrote about this in your manuscript, and now I'm 
[going to] test the drug, and you're [going to] help 
me. 

Stop!  You [shouldn't] do it. 

Do you want [to kill] him?  Yes! 

But the memory drug [won't] kill him!  Don't worry 
about This that! 

No, I have other ideas for that.  But I'm still not sure 
[how] I'm going to do it. 

Sline is standing [in front] of Orwell. 

The drug [made] him lose his memory. 
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Classroom Activities 

Class 1: Presentation  (Day 1, 5-7 minutes) 
Begin with Wake up Dr Orwell.  Play it through in short pieces.  Stop and ask students to explain what’s going 
on.  What are they saying?  What are they doing?  See if the students can fluently repeat or paraphrase some of 
the sentences, such as:  Only two people in the world understand it.  I’m one and you’re the other. 

Key Focus:  Note how the, a, this, these, one, the other are used to refer to things.  Contrast the difference 
between “Get a manuscript,” and “Get the manuscript.” 

Oral Practice (3~5 minutes):  In pairs, or small groups, have students practice specifying a person or object they 
are thinking of.  For example, a student thinks of a character or object in the story, and the other student asks 
questions without using the name to find out who or what it is, such as:  Is it the man who is asking the questions?  
Is it a person?  Is it something to read?  Is the person a man or a woman?  Was the person standing or sitting 
down?  Have the students write down several different ways to refer to each character. 

Follow-up:  Have students work on their own with the software.  Students should focus on each sentence, line 
by line, without using the text.  After the students focus on the first scene, they should preview the next scene, 
Please don’t destroy my work  Students should also review Unit 4, especially the support lessons.  As homework 
(or in class), have the students do Exercise A. 

 

Class 2: Presentation  (Day 2, 4-6 minutes) 
Go through the scene, Please don’t destroy my work  Find out how much the class understands by asking 
questions such as:  What is Sline threatening to do?  What does Sline want to know? 

Key Focus:  Focus on the question word, why.  How do you answer questions such as:  Why are you asking me?  
I’m asking you (in order) to find out ...  Why does he need Orwell?  Why does he say he doesn’t need Orwell.? 

Oral Practice (4-6 minutes):  Have students work in pairs or small groups and practice explaining Sline’s logic.  
Why is he doing what he is doing?  What about Orwell?  Why doesn’t he help Sline? 

Follow-up:  Have students work on their own with the software.  After they focus on this scene, they should 
review the first scene and then preview the next two scenes, Do you want to kill him? and Which symbols?  As 
homework (or in class), have the students do Exercise B and continue to review the Unit 4 support lessons. 

 

Class 3: Presentation  (Day 3, 4-6 minutes) 
Go through the scenes, Do you want to kill him? and Which symbols?  Play them through line by line.  Find out 
how much the class understands by asking students to repeat or paraphrase each sentence. 

Oral Practice (2-4 minutes):  Have students work in pairs or small groups and practice asking and answering 
questions about what matters to them, and how that can be used to control them?  What do they care about?  
What are they afraid of losing, and why?  How does an advertiser try to control them?  What needs are being 
appealed to? 

Follow-up:  Have students work on their own with the software.  Students should review all four scenes in this 
unit and then preview the next unit.  Remind students to record themselves and listen to their recordings.  This 
will increase their Completion Percentage.  Have the students do Exercise C. 

Follow-up 
Once all four scenes have been presented and practiced, have the students do the Dialog Focus, Dictation,  and 
Fill-in support lessons.  They should do these lessons on their own, as often as possible until the language is 
completely mastered.  When their Completion Percentage is 80% or more for the first 5 units, they will be ready 
to take Mastery Test 2.  
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Unit 6. Episode 7: Good News and Bad News 

Did you study botany? 

Sabina? 

Well, what did you find out? 

A page is missing. 

Dialog Focus w/SR 
Dictations 
Grammar Fill-ins 

This episode opens at Dr Robert’s clinic.  Orwell needs 
to find out more information about the Telo plant.  He 
wants to know if it can be male and female.  Dr 
Roberts suggests that they go to the Botanical 
Institute in Oxford, where they have the best 
botanical library in the world. 

At the library, the librarian is rather rude, but he 
points Orwell and Dr Roberts to the South American 
section, where they can get information about South 
American plants.  As Orwell walks around he thinks 
he sees Sabina, but he is mistaken, and he apologizes.  
Then he looks up on the balcony, and he really does 
see Sabina,... but he isn’t sure. 

In the next scene, Sabina returns to Sline’s lab and 
gives him some good news and some bad news.  The 
good news is that there are Telo plants in England.  
The bad news is that Orwell is still alive.  Sline realizes 
that he made a mistake when he made the drug.  He 
understands the lost secret. 

In the last scene, Dr Roberts and Inspector Marvin  
talk about the book and its missing page.  Marvin says 
they can probably get another copy to learn what was 
on the missing page.  He says it will take a day or two, 
perhaps longer. 

Goals: 
To review ways to ask and answer questions to solve 
a problem, particularly the use of short answers such 
as Yes, I did, where the verb is left off. 

Main Learning Points 

Review of question forms: 
Did I see her?  Did you study botany?  Can a plant be 
male or female?  How many?  Where can I find out?  
Who was on the balcony?  Who did you see?  Who 
are you talking about?  What do you mean?  Can I 
help you?  What kind of plant?  How do you spell it?  
What does he say about this symbol?  Are you sure it 
was him?  How long will that take?  How did you get 
the book?  Why didn’t I see it?  Why didn’t I 
understand?  Don’t you remember? 

Tag answers: 
Yes, I am.  Yes, I did.  No, he isn’t.  Of course I did.  Yes, 
I do.  Yes, I can. 

Obligation with should: 
Perhaps you should listen to me.  You should believe 
me. 

Promises: 
I’ll give it back. 

Suggestions: 
Let’s go there now! 

Noun clauses: 
I think I know why the drug didn’t work.  That’s what 
I said.  I thought you were someone else.  I think I saw 
her.  I’d like to know what was on that missing page.  
You know where I keep it. 

Quantity: 
Some plants can be male or female.  Some?  How 
many?  A few.  All the books about plants in South 
America are over there.  They’re all in the South 
American section.  I’ve got some news, too.  Yes, but 
only in one place.  Before you say anything more, 
remember!  I have some bad news, too. 
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Video Scripts 

Did you study botany? 
  (On the grounds of the Clinic) 

Orwell:  Did you study botany at school? 
Dr Roberts:  Botany?  Yes.  We learnt something 

about plants and flowers. 
Orwell:  Can a plant be male or female? 
Dr Roberts:  Yes, some plants can be male or female. 
Orwell:  Some?  How many? 
Dr Roberts:  I'm not sure.  A few, I think. 
Orwell:  Well, perhaps a Telo plant can be male and 

female. 
Dr Roberts:  What do you mean? 
Orwell:  Where can I find out? 
Dr Roberts:  The Botanical Institute in Oxford--they 

have the best botanical library in the world. 
Orwell:  Let's go there. 
Dr Roberts:  Tomorrow? 
Orwell:  No, today!  Let's go there now!  This 

afternoon.  It's very important! 
Dr Roberts:  Why? 
Orwell:  I think I know why the drug didn't work! 

Sabina? 
 (In the Botanical Institute Library) 

Librarian: Yes?  Can I help you? 
Dr Roberts:  I hope so.  I'd like some information. 
Librarian: You mean you're looking for a book? 
Orwell:  Yes, a book about the Telo plant.  I want to 

find... 
Librarian:  What kind of plant? 
Orwell:  The Telo plant.  It grows in South America. 
Librarian:  How do you spell it? 
Orwell:  What? 
Librarian:  The name of the plant. 
Orwell:  T-E-L-O. 
Librarian:  Oh, you mean the Telo plant. 
Orwell:  Yes!  That's what I said. 
Librarian:  Over there, in the South American section. 
Orwell:  Pardon? 
Librarian:  All the books about plants in South 

America are over there.  They're all in the South 
American section. 

Orwell:  Sabina!  Oh!  I'm terribly sorry.  It was a 
mistake.  I...I thought you were someone else.   
Sabina! 

Dr Roberts:  What's wrong? 
Orwell:  I'm not sure, but I think I saw her. 
Dr Roberts:  Who?  Who did you see? 
Orwell:  She was up there.  Up there on the balcony. 
Dr Roberts:  Who was on the balcony?  Who are you 

talking about? 
Orwell:  Sabina!  She was there.  She saw me 

and...and then... 
Dr Roberts:  Yes?  What happened then? 

Orwell:  Did I see her?  Or didn't I? 

Well, what did you find out? 
 (In Sline’s laboratory) 

Sabina:  Well, what did you find out?  Did you go to 
the library, or didn't you? 

Sline:  Of course I did.  I've got the information.  And 
I've got some news, too. 

Sline:  News? 
Harry:  Yes, some good news...and some bad news. 
Sline:  What are you talking about? 
Harry:  Here's the good news. 
Sline:  Ah!  Excellent.  Excellent. 
Harry:  And the bad news can wait. 
Sline:  You see!  There are Telo plants here in England. 
Sabina:  Yes, but only in one place. 
Sline:  That's no problem.  Not for me!  Where did you 

get this? 
Sabina:  From a book.  In the library of the Botanical 

Institute in Oxford. 
Sline:  Excellent!  Very interesting.  You see!  When I 

tell you something, you should believe me.  I know 
more about these things than you do. 

Sabina:  Before you say anything more, remember!  I 
have some bad news, too.  I saw Dr Orwell at the 
library. 

Sline:  Orwell?  But he's dead. 
Sabina:  No, he isn't. 
Sline:  But you said he was dead.  Harry! 
Sabina:  And he remembered my name. 
Sline:  But the memory drug... 
Sabina:  The drug didn't work!  Perhaps you should 

listen to me sometimes, Basil? 
Sline:  Are you...are you sure it was him? 
Sabina:  Yes, I am.  Very sure. 
Sline:  I have to...think about this.  Get me...Orwell's 

manuscript...you know where I keep it.  What does 
he say about this symbol?  Find it!   

Sabina:  It's somewhere near the end, I think.  Yes, 
here it is.  Look! 

Sline:  This symbol means ‘rain', and this one means 
‘flower'... ...and this one...this one means ‘man'. 

Sabina:  Orwell didn't know about that symbol.  He 
wasn't sure.  Don't you remember?  Perhaps it 
means ‘woman', perhaps it means ‘person'. 

Sline:  ‘Man'...or ‘woman'...or ‘person'... But of 
course!  That's the answer.  That's why the drug 
didn't work.  And that's the secret.  The lost secret!  
But why didn't I see it?  Why didn't I understand? 

A page is missing. 
 (In Dr Robert’s office) 

Dr Roberts:  A page is missing from the book. 
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Marvin:  How did you get the book? 
Dr Roberts:  I took it. 
Marvin:  You mean you stole it? 
Dr Roberts:  Yes, I did, Inspector.  But don't worry, I'll 

give it back. 
Marvin:  I'd like to know what was on that missing 

page.  Perhaps we can get another copy. 
Dr Roberts:  How long will that take? 
Marvin:  A day or two.  Perhaps longer. 

Dialog Focus 
  (Scene 1) 

Did you study botany at school? 
[Botany?]  Yes.  We learnt something about plants 
and flowers. 
Can a plant be male or female? 
Yes, [some plants can be male or female.] 
Some?  [How many?] 
[I'm not sure.]  A few, I think. 
Well, perhaps a Telo plant can be male and female. 
[What do you mean?] 
Where can I find out? 
The Botanical Institute in Oxford--they have the best 
botanical library in the world. 
Let's go there. 
Tomorrow? 
[No, today!]  Let's go there now!  This afternoon.  It's 
very important! 
Why? 
I think I know why the drug didn't work! 

 (Scene 2) 

Yes?  Can I help you? 
I hope so.  [I'd like some information.] 
[You mean you're looking for a book?] 
Yes, a book about the Telo plant.  I want to find... 
What kind of plant? 
[The Telo plant.]  It grows in South America. 
How do you spell it? 
What? 
[The name of the plant.] 
T-E-L-O. 
Oh, you mean the Telo plant. 
[Yes!  That's what I said.] 
Over there, in the South American section. 
Pardon? 
All the books about plants in South America are over 
there.  They're all in the South American section. 

  (Scene 3) 

Well, what did you find out?  Did you go to the library, 
or didn't you? 
[Of course I did.]  I've got the information.  And I've 
got some news too. 
News? 

Yes, some good news... and some bad news. 
What are you talking about? 
[Here's the good news.] 
Ah!  [Excellent.]  Excellent. 
And the bad news can wait. 
You see!  There are Telo plants here in England. 
[Yes, but only in one place.] 
That's no problem.  [Not for me!]  Where did you get 
this? 
[From a book.]  In the library of the Botanical Institute 
in Oxford. 
Excellent!  [Very interesting.]  You see!  When I tell 
you something, you should believe me.  I know more 
about these things than you do. 
Before you say anything more, remember!  I have 
some bad news, too.  [I saw Dr Orwell at the library.] 
Orwell? 
[But he's dead.] 
[No, he isn't.] 
But you said he was dead.  Harry! 

  (Scene 4) 

A page is missing from the book. 
How did you get the book? 
[I took it.] 
[You mean you stole it?] 
[Yes, I did, Inspector.]  But don't worry, I'll give it back. 
I'd like to know what was on that missing page.  
Perhaps we can get another copy. 
How long will that take? 
[A day or two.]  Perhaps longer. 
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Dictations 
1. Can a plant be male or female? 
2. Yes, some plants can be male or female. 
3. Some?  How many?  

I'm not sure.  A few, I think. 
4. Well, perhaps a Telo plant can be male and female. 

1. Yes?  Can I help you?  
I hope so. 

2. I'd like some information. 
3. You mean you're looking for a book? 
4. Yes, a book about the Telo plant.  I want to find...  

What kind of plant? 

1. Oh, you mean the Telo plant.  
Yes!  That's what I said. 

2. Over there, in the South American section.  
Pardon? 

3. All the books about plants in South America are 
over there. 

4. They're all in the South American section. 

1. I'm not sure, but I think I saw her.  
Who?  Who did you see? 

2. She was up there.  Up there on the balcony.  
Who was on the balcony? 

3. Who are you talking about?  
Sabina!  She was there.  She saw me and...and 
then... 

4. Yes?  What happened then?  
Did I see her?  Or didn't I? 

1. Well, what did you find out?  
Did you go to the library, or didn't you? 

2. Of course I did.  I've got the information. 
3. And I've got some news too.  

News? 
4. Yes, some good news... and some bad news. 

1. But of course!  That's the answer. 
2. That's why the drug didn't work. 
3. And that's the secret.  The lost secret! 
4. But why didn't I see it?  

Why didn't I understand? 

Fill-Ins 
Did you [study] botany at school? 
We learnt [something] about plants and flowers. 
Can a plant [be] male or female? 
[Some] plants can be male or female. 
Some?  How many?  I'm not [sure].  A few, I think. 
Well, perhaps a Telo plant can [be] male and female. 
Where can I find [out]? 
The Botanical Institute in Oxford--they have the 
[best] botanical library in the world. 
[Let's] go there.  Tomorrow? 
[All] the books about plants in South America are over 
there. 
They're all [in] the South American section. 
It was a mistake.  I...I thought you were [someone] 
else. 
She was there.  She [saw] me and...and then... 
Did I [see] her?  Or didn't I? 
Did you go to the library, or [didn't] you? 
What [are] you talking about? 
Excellent!  Very [interesting]. 
When I tell you [something], you should believe me. 
I know [more] about these things than you do. 
Sabina doesn't look very [interested] in Sline. 
Before you say [anything] more, remember!  I have 
some bad news, too. 
But you [said] he was dead. 
Perhaps you [should] listen to me sometimes, Basil? 
I [have to] think about this. 
What does he [say] about this symbol? 
It's [somewhere] near the end, I think. 
A page is [missing] from the book. 
How did you get the book?  I [took] it. 
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Classroom Activities 

Class 1: Presentation  (Day 1, 4-6 minutes) 

Begin with the scene, Did you study botany?  Play it through in short pieces.  Stop and ask students to explain 
what’s going on.  What are they saying?  What are they doing?  See if the students can fluently repeat or 
paraphrase some of the sentences, such as:  Perhaps a Telo plant can be male and female. 

Key Focus:  Note the expressions of quantity:  some, how many, a few, and review the difference between 
countable and uncountable quantities. 

Oral Practice (3~5 minutes) 

In pairs, or small groups, have students discuss where to get various types of information, such as how much is 
in their bank account, or a listing of hotels in a city.  What are the best places to get information, and why?  
What kinds of information do they often need?  Where do they go to find it?  Have each pair or group list 3 ~ 5 
types of information they often need, and rank the sites (e.g. library, internet sites, telephone book, newspaper, 
etc.) where they can get each type in this “information age.” 

Follow-up:  Have students work on their own with the software.  Students should focus on each sentence, line 
by line, without using the text.  After the students focus on the first scene, they should preview the next scene, 
Sabina?   Students should also review Unit 5, especially the support lessons.  As homework (or in class), have 
the students do Exercise A. 

Class 2: Presentation  (Day 2, 4-6 minutes) 

Go through the scene, Sabina?  Play it through in short pieces.  Stop and ask students to explain what’s going 
on.  What are they saying?  What are they doing?  See if the students can fluently repeat or paraphrase some of 
the sentences, such as:  You mean you’re looking for a book? 

Key Focus:  Focus on the sentences that use noun clauses:  That’s what I said.  I thought you were someone else.  
I think I saw her.  Note how what, where, that, how, etc., are used in such sentences. 

Oral Practice (4-6 minutes):  Have students work in pairs or small groups and practice role asking for and giving 
information about how to find information.  Focus on the internet.  Students should ask each other for different 
types of information and direct each other to where they can find it on the internet.  Use sentences like:  I’d like 
some information, please.  What kind of information.  (e.g., A list of holidays in another country; The “home” 
schedule for a sports team;  A map of the airline terminal in Beijing; etc.)  How do you spell it?  Why don’t you 
try looking....  

Follow-up:  Have students work on their own with the software.  After they focus on this scene, they should 
review the first scene and then preview the next scenes, Well, what did you find out? and A page is missing.  
As homework (or in class), have the students do Exercise B.  Students should continue to review the support 
lessons in Unit 5. 

Class 3:  Presentation (Day 3, 6-9 minutes)  

Go through the scenes, Well, what did you find out? and A page is missing. Play them through line by line. Find 
out how much the class understands by asking students to repeat or paraphrase each sentence.  

Oral Practice (4-6 minutes): Have students work in pairs or small groups and practice talking about good news 
and bad news. What is some good news? And bad news? Students should quiz each other for examples and 
details. Example: Sales are up this month. Customer complaints are up as well.  

Follow-up: Have students work on their own with the software. Students should review all four scenes in this 
unit and then preview the next unit. Remind students to record themselves and listen to their recordings. This 
will increase their Completion Percentage. Have the students do Exercise C.  
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Unit 7. Episode 8: Male & Female 

Have you seen this man before? 

It was a small mistake. 

What does it look like? 

And now for a strange story. 

Dialog Focus w/SR 
Dictations 
Grammar Fill-ins 

Inspector Marvin quizzes Orwell about Sline and 
Sabina.  He asks why Sline stole the manuscript.  
Orwell says Sline was interested in the Mepatec’s 
language so that he could make their memory drug. 

Marvin asks why Orwell brought the Telo plant back 
to England.  Orwell said there were no Telo plants 
in England, and he needed it for his work.  Then Dr 
Roberts reads from a book which says that there is 
one place in England where they grow.  However, 
they can’t find out where because the next page of 
the book is missing.  Sabina took it. 

In Sline’s car, Sabina and Sline talk about why the 
drug didn’t work on Orwell.  Sline realizes that he 
made a small mistake.  One plant isn’t enough.  You 
need to use a male and a female plant to make the 
drug. 

In the next scene, Dr Roberts and Orwell talk about 
the drug.  It looks like water and smells like fresh 
bread.  Then Orwell asks if he can leave the clinic to 
go back to work.  Dr Roberts says he isn’t ready yet… 
He should stay for a few more days. 

In the final scene, they see a television news 
program that reports on the theft of some plants 
from a greenhouse near Brighton. 

Goals: 
To be able to use the present perfect. 

To understand the difference between the past 
tense and the present perfect. 

To gain more practice with sentences that use 
adjective and noun clauses. 

Main Learning Points 

Present perfect: 
Have you seen this man before?  Of course I have.  
I’ve never seen it.  Have you thought about that?  
I’ve never seen it.  You’ve never told me.  You’ve 
helped me a lot.  And my memory has come back.  
Yes, it has.  You’ve had a very bad time.  The news 
has started. 

have to: 
You have to use the male and the female plant to 
make the drug.  We have to get the plants first.  Why 
do I have to stay here any longer? 

I’d like, you’d like: 
I’d like to know, that’s all.  There’s something I’d like 
to ask you.  You mean you’d like to leave.  I’d like to 
go back to work. 

There is, there are: 
There is one place where they grow.  There are very 
few Telo plants in South America.  Do you mean 
there are Telo plants in England too?  There was one 
small thing I didn’t understand.  And you didn’t 
know that there are male and female plants in this 
place near Brighton, did you Basil?  There’s 
something I’d like to ask you. 

Contradicting: 
That isn’t what this book says. 

Describing things: 
The Mepatecs said it looked like water.  It had no 
colour, no taste, but with a strange smell. 

Adjective and noun clauses: 
There is one place where they grow.  That isn’t what 
this book says.  There’s something I’d like to ask you.  
There was one small thing I didn’t understand.  And 
there was something I didn’t know.  Don’t say I’m 
lucky.  There was something I wanted to ask you 
yesterday.  I don’t think you’re strong enough yet. 
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Video Scripts 
Have you seen this man before? 
(At Dr Robert’s clinic) 

Marvin:  Have you seen this man before? 

Orwell:  Of course I have.  It's Sline. 

Marvin:  And have you seen this woman before? 

Orwell:  Yes.  It's Sabina. 

Marvin:  Did this man steal your manuscript? 

Orwell:  Yes, he did.  He's still got it. 

Marvin:  But why did he steal it? 

Orwell:  He was interested in the Mepatecs' 
language. 

Marvin:  Tell me why. 

Orwell:  He wanted to understand it.  He was 
interested in their memory drug.  He wanted to 
know how to make it. 

Marvin:  Do you know how to make the drug? 

Orwell:  No, I don't. 

Marvin:  Did you want to make it, Dr Orwell? 

Orwell:  No, I didn't. 

Marvin:  Are you sure? 

Orwell:  Yes. 

(In Sline’s car) 

Sabina:  What are you going to do with this drug, 
Basil?  You've never told me. 

Sline:  Money, Sabina my dear. 

Sabina:  Money? 

Sline:  Yes, I'm going to make a lot of money! 

Harry:  Money, boss? 

Sline:  Look where you're going!  Drive carefully! 

(At Dr Robert’s clinic) 

Marvin:  So the Mepatecs used the Telo plant to 
make the memory drug, is that right?  And you 
didn't want to make the drug? 

Orwell:  No, I didn't. 

Marvin:  Well, why did you bring the Telo plant back 
to England with you? 

Orwell:  It was important for my work.  And there 
are very few Telo plants in South America now, and 
there are no Telo plants in Europe. 

Marvin:  Are you sure? 

Orwell:  Yes, I am.  The Telo plant grows only in a 
few parts of South America. 

Dr Roberts:  That isn't what this book says. 

Orwell:  It isn't? 

Dr Roberts:  Listen.  The Telo plant grew well in 
South America until a thousand years ago.  Today 
there are very few Telo plants in the world.  But in 
England there is one place where they grow. 

Orwell:  Do you mean there are Telo plants in 
England too? 

Dr Roberts:  That's what the book says. 

Orwell:  Well, go on!  What does it say?  Where do 
they grow in England? 

Dr Roberts:  This is the end of the page. 

Orwell:  Well, read the next page! 

Dr Roberts:  I can't.  The next page isn't here.  Sabina 
took it.  Look! 

It was a small mistake 

(In Sline’s car) 

Sabina:  When you used the drug on Ross, it didn't 
work.  Why?  Have you thought about that? 

Sline:  Of course I have.  It was a...a small mistake. 

Sabina:  A small mistake, Basil?  I think it was a big 
one.  A very big one.  Orwell isn't dead. 

Sline:  There was...one small thing I didn't 
understand. 

Sabina:  What?  Do you want my help?  Then tell me! 

Sline:  There is a male Telo plant and a... 

Sabina:  Go on. 

Sline:  And a female one.  Orwell's plant was a male 
plant.  And there was something I didn't know. 

Sabina:  What? 

Sline:  You have to use the male and the female 
plant to make the drug.  One plant isn't enough. 

Sabina:  You mean the male plant isn't strong 
enough without the female plant?  And you didn't 
know that there are male and female plants in this 
place near Brighton, did you Basil?  Aren't you lucky 
I'm here to help you, Basil? 

Sline:  No, don't say I'm lucky.  Not yet.  We have to 
get the plants first.  And that isn't going to be easy. 

What does it look like? 

(At Dr Robert’s clinic) 

Dr Roberts:  There was something I wanted to ask 
you yesterday. 

Orwell:  What was that? 

Dr Roberts:  Well, it isn't very important really, 
but...the memory drug...  What does it look like? 

Orwell:  Well, I've never seen it.  But the Mepatecs 
said it looked like water. 
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Dr Roberts:  Like water? 

Orwell:  Yes, they said it looked like water.  No 
colour, no taste, but with a strange smell. 

Dr Roberts:  Oh really?  What kind of smell? 

Orwell:  Well, they said it smelt like fresh bread.   
Why? 

Dr Roberts:  I'd like to know, that's all. 

Orwell:  Wait.  There's something I'd like to ask you.  
Well, er, you've helped me a lot.  I mean, I'm much 
better, aren't I? 

Dr Roberts:  Much better. 

Orwell:  And my memory has come back. 

Dr Roberts:  Yes, it has. 

Orwell:  Well, why do I have to stay here any longer? 

Dr Roberts:  You mean you'd like to leave. 

Orwell:  Well, I'd like to go back to work, yes. 

Dr Roberts:  I understand that. 

Orwell:  Well? 

Dr Roberts:  I think you should stay for a few more 
days. 

Orwell:  Why?  I'm not ill. 

Dr Roberts:  No, you're not, but you've had a very 
bad time.  I don't think you're strong enough yet.  A 
few more days, that's all. 

And now for a strange story. 

(At Dr Robert’s clinic) 

Orwell:  Oh, look!  The news has started. 

News:  Good afternoon.  And now for a strange story 
from our Brighton reporter, Brian Smith.     This is 
Norton House, near Brighton.  It was the home of 
the famous botanist, Sir Patrick Norton.  His house is 
full of beautiful and expensive things from all over 
the world.  But last night someone broke into the 
greenhouse and stole some plants.  This morning I 
spoke to Sir Patrick Norton's grandson, John Norton. 

Norton:  I don't understand why they broke into the 
greenhouse.  There are only plants here. 

Reporter:  And what did they steal? 

Norton:  Just a few plants.  It's very strange. 

Reporter:  What kind of plants? 

Norton:  They came from South America.  My 
grandfather brought them to this country over a 
hundred years ago. 

Dialog Focus 
(Scene 1) 

Have you seen this man before? 

Of course I have.  It's Sline. 

And have you seen this woman before? 

Yes.  [It's Sabina.] 

Did this man steal your manuscript? 

[Yes, he did.]  [He's still got it.] 

But why did he steal it? 

[He was interested in the Mepatecs' language.] 

Tell me why. 

He wanted to understand it.  He was interested in 
their memory drug.  He wanted to know how to 
make it. 

Do you know how to make the drug? 

[No, I don't.] 

Did you want to make it, Dr Orwell? 

[No, I didn't.] 

(Scene 2) 

So the Mepatecs used the Telo plant to make the 
memory drug, is that right? 

Yes. 

And you didn't want to make the drug? 

[No, I didn't.] 

Well, why did you bring the Telo plant back to 
England with you? 

[It was important for my work.]  And there are very 
few Telo plants in South America now, and there are 
no Telo plants in Europe. 

Are you sure? 

[Yes, I am.] 

The Telo plant grows only in a few parts of South 
America. 

That isn't what this book says. 

[It isn't?] 

Listen.  The Telo plant grew well in South America 
until a thousand years ago.  Today there are very 
few Telo plants in the world.  But in England there is 
one place where they grow. 

Do you mean there are Telo plants in England too? 

[That's what the book says.] 

Well, go on!  What does it say?  Where do they grow 
in England? 

This is the end of the page. 

[Well, read the next page!] 
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I can't.  [The next page isn't here.]  Sabina took it.  
Look! 

(Scene 3) 

There was something I wanted to ask you yesterday. 

[What was that?] 

Well, it isn't very important really, but... the memory 
drug...  [What does it look like?] 

Well, I've never seen it.  But the Mepatecs said it 
looked like water. 

Like water? 

Yes, they said it looked like water. 

No colour, no taste, but with a strange smell. 

Oh really?  [What kind of smell?] 

Well, they said it smelt like fresh bread.  Why? 

I'd like to know, that's all.   

Wait.  There's something I'd like to ask you.  Well, er, 
you've helped me a lot.  I mean, I'm much better, 
aren't I? 

Much better.  

And my memory has come back. 

Yes, it has. 

Well, why do I have to stay here any longer? 

You mean you'd like to leave. 

Well, I'd like to go back to work, yes. 

I understand that. 

Well? 

I think you should stay for a few more days. 

Why?  I'm not ill. 

No, you're not, but you've had a very bad time.  A 
few more days, that's all. 
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Dictations 

1. Have you seen this man before?  
Of course I have.  It's Sline. 

2. And have you seen this woman before?  
Yes.  It's Sabina. 

3. Did this man steal your manuscript? 

4. Yes, he did.  He's still got it. 

1. Do you know how to make the drug?  
No, I don't. 

2. Did you want to make it, Dr Orwell? 

3. No, I didn't. 

4. Are you sure?  
Yes. 

1. So the Mepatecs used the Telo plant to make the 
memory drug, is that right?  Yes. 

2. And you didn't want to make the drug?     
No, I didn't. 

3. Well, why did you bring the Telo plant back to 
England with you? 

4. It was important for my work. 

1. The Telo plant grows only in a few parts of South 
America.  That isn't what this book says. 

2. The Telo plant grew well in South America until a 
thousand years ago. 

3. Today there are very few Telo plants in the world. 

4. But in England there is one place where they 
grow. 

1. And there was something I didn't know. 
What? 

2. You have to use the male and the female plant to 
make the drug. 

3. One plant isn't enough. 

4. You mean the male plant isn't strong enough 
without the female plant? 

1. There's something I'd like to ask you.  
Well, er, you've helped me a lot. 

2. I mean, I'm much better, aren't I?  
Much better. 

3. And my memory has come back.  
Yes, it has. 

4. Well, why do I have to stay here any longer? 

Fill-Ins 

Have you [seen] this man before? 

And have you seen this woman [before]? 

Did this man steal your manuscript?  Yes, he did.  He's 
[still] got it. 

But why did he [steal] it? 

He was interested [in] the Mepatecs' language. 

What are you going to do with this drug, Basil?  You've 
never [told] me. 

Look where [you're] going! 

Drive [carefully]! 

The Telo plant grows only in [a few] parts of South 
America. 

The Telo plant grew well in South America [until] a 
thousand years ago. 

Today there are very [few] Telo plants in the world. 

Do you mean [there] are Telo plants in England too? 

[When] you used the drug on Ross, it didn't work.  
Why? 

Have you [thought] about that? 

You mean the male plant isn't strong [enough] 
without the female plant? 

We [have] to get the plants first.  And that isn't going 
to be easy. 

Have they got the plants [yet]? 

But the Mepatecs said it looked [like] water. 

Well, uh, [you've] helped me a lot. 

I mean, I'm much [better], aren't I? 

And my memory has [come] back.  Yes, it has. 

You mean [you'd] like to leave. 

I think you should stay [for] a few more days. 

Why?  I'm not ill.  No, you're not, but you've [had] a 
very bad time. 

I don't think you're strong enough [yet]. 

Oh, look!  The news [has] started. 

But last night someone [broke] into the greenhouse 
and stole some plants. 

This morning I [spoke] to Sir Patrick Norton's 
grandson, John Norton. 
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Classroom Activities 

Class 1: Presentation  (Day 1, 4-6 minutes) 

Begin with the scene, Have you seen this man before?  Play it through without stopping.  Find out how much 
the class understands by asking questions such as:  What is Marvin doing?  How does Orwell answer?  See if the 
students can fluently repeat some of the key sentences, such as:  Have you seen this man before? 

Key Focus:  Note how the present perfect is used in this scene.  Contrast past tense sentences such as He saw 
her with the present perfect He has seen her.  Emphasize the point that the past tense form expresses an event, 
whereas the present perfect expresses a state of being.  If necessary, focus on some verbs and write out their 
past tense and participle forms:  V(d), V(ing), and V(n). 

Oral Practice (2~4 minutes) 

In pairs, or small groups, have students makes lists of things they have and have not done:  I have eaten lots of 
Chinese food.  I haven’t eaten much raw fish. 

Follow-up:  Have students work on their own with the software.  Students should focus on each sentence, line 
by line, without using the text.  After the students focus on the first scene, they should preview the next scene, 
It was a small mistake.  Students should also review Unit 6, especially the support lessons.  As homework (or in 
class), have the students do Exercise A. 

Class 2: Presentation  (Day 2, 4-6 minutes) 

Go through the scene, It was a small mistake.  Find out how much the class understands by asking questions 
such as:  What was the mistake?  Was it a small mistake?  Why not?  Focus also on the longer sentences, such 
as  There was one small thing I didn’t understand. 

Key Focus:  Focus on the use of “that” in sentences such as:  I think (that) it was a big one, and There was one 
small thing (that) I didn’t understand.  Note that the word “that” is often left out, especially when speaking. 

Oral Practice (3-5 minutes):  Have students work in pairs or small groups and practice contrasting the past tense 
and the present perfect.  For example, What did you do this morning?  What books have you read in your English 
class?  Have you been to Japan?  When did you go?  Have you finished your project? 

Follow-up:  Have students work on their own with the software.  After they focus on this scene, they should 
review the first scene and then preview the next scene, What does it look like?  As homework (or in class), have 
the students do Exercise B.  Students should continue to review the support lessons in Unit 6. 

Class 3: Presentation  (Day 3, 4-6 minutes) 

Go through the scene, What does it look like?  Play it through, line by line.  Have students repeat or paraphrase 
some of the longer sentences.  Check comprehension with questions such as:  Why does Orwell say he wants to 
leave?  Why doesn’t Dr Roberts want him to leave? 

Key Focus:  Focus on the language of describing things.  What do things look like, smell like, or taste like.  Other 
examples:  He acts like a child.  It looks like it’s going to rain.  She looks tired.  It looks cold outside.  It’s circular.  
It has sharp edges.   

Oral Practice (2-4 minutes):  Divide the class into groups of 3 or 4.  Students should make a list of four or five 
things or/people… They should then try to answer questions like:  What does he/she/it look like?  How tall?,  
How heavy?  What color hair and eyes?  These are the kinds of questions the police often ask witnesses to a 
crime, and writers often use this kind of language to describe characters in a novel. 

Follow-up:  Have students work on their own with the software.  Focus on each sentence, line by line, without 
using the text.  After they review this scene, they should record each sentence.  Then they should focus once 
more on the next scene, And now for a strange story.  As homework (or in class), have the students do Exercises 
C. 
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Class 4: Presentation  (Day 4, 4-6 minutes) 

Go through the scene, And now for a strange story.  Play it through, and stop every few sentences to ask 
comprehension questions or to ask the class to repeat or explain a sentence.  Ask the class who they think stole 
the plants and why? 

Oral Practice (3-5 minutes):  Have students work in pairs or small groups and practice reporting this story.  They 
should practice both summarizing it and interviewing their partner about it, just as a reporter. 

Follow-up:  Have students work on their own with the software.  Students should review all four scenes in this 
unit and then preview the next unit.  Remind students to record themselves and listen to their recordings.  This 
will increase their Completion Percentage.  Have the students do Exercise D. 

Follow-up 

Once the four scenes have been presented and practiced, students should do Dialog Focus, Dictation,  and Fill-
in support lessons.  They should do these lessons on their own, as often as possible  until the language is 
completely mastered.  When their Completion Percentage is 80% or more for Units 6, 7, and 8, they will be 
ready to take Mastery Test 3. 
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Unit 8. Episode 9: We Have to Stop Him 

Nothing can stop me now. 

What are you talking about? 

Where is Harry? 

Dialog Focus w/SR 
Dictations 
Grammar Fill-ins 

 

This episode begins in Sline’s laboratory where he 
says that this time everything is going to be all  

right.  He says nothing can stop him. 

 

At the police station, Inspector Marvin receives a 
telephone call from his boss and is told that they 
have to wait a few days before they can go after 
Sline.  While he is on the phone, Orwell sneaks a 
look at a file on his desk. 

 

After leaving the Inspector’s office, Orwell tells Dr 
Roberts that they have to go after Sline, because it’s 
too dangerous to wait.  From the information 
Orwell saw on the Inspector’s desk, he knows that 
Sline’s laboratory is in an amusement park.  They 
decide to go there to stop Sline from making the 
drug. 

 

In Sline’s laboratory, Sline is making the drug.  He is 
sure it will work.  Sabina asks him how he can be 
sure.  He says he’s going to test it on Harry, who has 
gone shopping.  When Harry comes back, Sline 
invites him to have a drink.  Harry says he isn’t 
thirsty, but Sline says he will like it and forces him to 
drink it. 

 

Goals: 
To be able to use a range of verb forms 
appropriately, from the past tense to the present 
perfect, to the present and the present with 
modals. 

To be able use something, nothing, and anything for 
reference. 

To be able to understand and use adjective and 
noun clauses in longer sentences. 

Main Learning Points 

Future with going to and will: 
This time everything is going to be all right.  What 
are you going to do about it?  He’s not going to do 
anything.  We’re going to stop him.  This time it’ll 
work.  This time it will be very strong.  I’m going to 
test it.  He’ll be back soon.  You will like this drink, 
Harry. 

Past habitual with used to: 
It used to grow in one part of South America. 

Present Perfect: 
What’s happened?  Have I done something wrong?  
He’s gone to the shops.  Where have you been? 

have to, will, can, must: 
We have to wait.  Inspector Marvin said we have to 
wait.  But we have to stop him!  He can make a much 
stronger drug.  We’ll stop him. 

Something, nothing, anything, everything: 
This time everything is going to be all right.  Nothing 
can stop me now.  He hasn’t done anything wrong.  
He’s not going to do anything.  We can’t do anything 
today.  Is everything all right, boss?  Have I done 
something wrong? 

Apologies: 
I’m sorry, boss.  I’m sorry, but I’ve got some bad 
news.  I’m sorry, but I can’t tell you.  I forgot your 
cigars. 

Noun and adjective clauses: 
These were the first plants that grew outside South 
America.  This is why we came here.  We know 
where his laboratory is.  We know what he’s doing 
there.  I got all the things you wanted, boss. 
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Video Scripts 

Nothing can stop me now. 
(In Sline’s laboratory) 

Sline:  This time everything is going to be all right.  
Nothing can stop me now.  Nothing! 

(At the police station) 

Marvin: Ah...please, sit down. 

Dr Roberts:  Thank you. 

Orwell:  Is this...? 

Marvin:  Yes.  It came this morning.  A copy of the 
missing page. 

Dr Roberts:  Where did you get it? 

Marvin:  There was only one other copy of the book 
and that was in the British Library. 

Orwell:  I didn't know this before.  The Telo plant used 
to grow only in one part of South America.  But in 
1888, after his third visit to South America, Sir Patrick 
Norton brought back one male and one female Telo 
plant to England.  These were the first and only Telo 
plants that grew outside South America.  (To Marvin)  
This is why we came here... On the midday news 
today, we saw... 

Marvin:  I know.  Sline stole the Telo plants from 
Norton House, near Brighton. 

Orwell:  So you know!  Well, what are you going to do 
about it?  He's got the Telo plants.  He can make a 
very dangerous drug with them, much stronger than 
the one he... 

Marvin:  I know, Dr Orwell, I know. 

Orwell:  He's going to... 

Marvin:  Don't worry.  He's not going to do anything.  
We know where his laboratory is.  We know what he's 
doing there.  And we're going to stop him. 

Orwell:  When? 

Marvin:  Today.  In a few hours.  (phone rings)  Hello?  
Who is it?  Oh, I see.  Yes, I'll speak to him now.  
(Marvin turns away.  Orwell looks at the papers on his 
desk.)  Oh, hello, sir.  Good afternoon.  Yes, sir, that's 
right, I am.  Yes, sir, I have.  But...but isn't that 
dangerous?  Well, shouldn't we...?  Ah... I see.  I think 
I understand.  Very well, sir, but I... Yes, sir.  I 
understand.  (To Orwell)  I'm sorry, but I've got 
some... some bad news. 

Dr Roberts:  What?  What's happened? 

Marvin:  We can't do anything today. 

Orwell:  What?  Aren't you going to...? 

Marvin:  We have to wait! 

Orwell:  What do you mean? 

Marvin:  We have to wait! 

Orwell:  Why? 

Marvin:  Those are my orders. 

Orwell:  Why? 

Marvin:  I'm sorry, I can't tell you. 

What are you talking about? 
(In Dr Robert’s car) 

Dr Roberts:  Amusement park?....      

Orwell:  Yes, an amusement park.  Is there an 
amusement park...? 

Dr Roberts:  What are you talking about?  Why are 
you asking? 

Orwell:  That was the name in the file. 

Dr Roberts:  What file? 

Orwell:  The file on Marvin's desk.  The file with the 
photographs.  Sline's photograph.  Sabina's 
photograph.  It was full of information. 

Dr Roberts:  You mean you looked? 

Orwell:  That's where his laboratory is--in some kind 
of amusement park.  Well?  Let's go there now. 

Dr Roberts:  No!  We can't!  Remember what 
Inspector Marvin said! 

Orwell:  But Sline can make the drug now.  And this 
time it'll work! 

Dr Roberts:  I know.  But Inspector Marvin said we 
have to wait. 

Orwell:  But we have to stop him! 

Where is Harry? 
(At Sline’s laboratory) 

Sline:  This time it will work.  This time it will be very 
strong. 

Sabina:  How can you be sure? 

Sline:  I'm going to test it. 

Sabina:  Test it?  How? 

Sline:  Sabina?  Where is Harry? 

Sabina:  He's gone to the shops.  He'll be back soon. 

Sline:  Ah, there you are, Harry.  Where have you 
been? 

Harry:  Oh, I'm sorry, boss.  Am I late? 

Sline:  No, no, not at all, Harry.  Sit down. 

Harry:  Is everything all right, boss?  Have I done 
something wrong? 

Sline:  No, no, Harry.  Everything's just fine. 

Harry:  I got all the things you wanted, boss. 

Sline:  Good.  So you bought some cigars then, hmm? 

Harry:  Cigars, boss? 
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Sline:  Yes, the cigars.  Did you buy them? 

Harry:  I'm...I'm sorry, boss.  I forgot your cigars.  I'll 
go back and get them. 

Sline:  No, no, it doesn't matter, Harry.  There are 
more important things in life than cigars.  Sabina, get 
Harry a drink. 

Harry:  A drink, boss?  No thanks, I'm not thirsty.  I 
really don't want one. 

Sline:  But you will like this drink, Harry.  You really 
will. 

Dialog Focus 
(Scene 1) 

He's got the Telo plants.  He can make a very 
dangerous drug with them, much stronger than the 
one he... 

I know, Dr Orwell, I know. 

He's going to... 

Don't worry.  He's not going to do anything. 

We know where his laboratory is.  We know what he's 
doing there.  And we're going to stop him. 

When? 

Today.  In a few hours.  Hello?  Who is it?  Oh, I see.  
Yes, I'll speak to him now.  Oh, hello, sir.  Good 
afternoon.  Yes, sir, that's right, I am.  Yes, sir, I have.  
But...but isn't that dangerous?  Well, shouldn't we...?  
Ah... I see.  I think I understand.  Very well, sir, but I... 
Yes, sir.  I understand.   I'm sorry, but I've got some... 
some bad news. 

What?  What's happened? 

We can't do anything today. 

What?  Aren't you going to...? 

We have to wait! 

What do you mean? 

We have to wait. 

Why? 

Those are my orders. 

Why? 

I'm sorry, I can't tell you. 

(Scene 2) 
Amusement park?.... 

Yes, an amusement park.  Is there an amusement 
park...? 

What are you talking about?  Why are you asking? 

That was the name in the file. 

What file? 

The file on Marvin's desk.  The file with the 
photographs.  Sline's photograph.  Sabina's 
photograph.  It was full of information. 

You mean you looked? 

That's where his laboratory is--in some kind of 
amusement park.  Well?  Let's go there now. 

No!  We can't!  Remember what Inspector Marvin 
said! 

But Sline can make the drug now.  And this time it'll 
work! 

I know.  But Inspector Marvin said we have to wait. 

But we have to stop him! 

(Scene 3) 
This time it will work.  This time it will be very strong. 

How can you be sure? 

I'm going to test it. 

Test it?  How? 

Sabina?  Where is Harry? 

He's gone to the shops.  He'll be back soon. 

Ah, there you are, Harry.  Where have you been? 

Oh, I'm sorry, boss.  Am I late? 

No, no, not at all, Harry.  Sit down. 

Is everything all right, boss?  Have I done something 
wrong? 

No, no, Harry.  Everything's just fine. 

I got all the things you wanted, boss. 

Good.  So you bought some cigars then, hmm? 

Cigars, boss? 

Yes, the cigars.  Did you buy them? 

I'm...I'm sorry, boss.  I forgot your cigars. 

I'll go back and get them. 

No, no, it doesn't matter, Harry.  There are more 
important things in life than cigars.  Sabina, get Harry 
a drink. 

A drink, boss?  No thanks, I'm not thirsty.  I really don't 
want one. 

But you will like this drink, Harry.  You really will. 
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Dictations 
1. The Telo plant used to grow only in one part of 

South America. 
2. But in 1888, after his third visit to South 

America,... 
3. Sir Patrick Norton brought back one male and 

one female Telo plant to England. 
4. These were the first and only Telo plants that 

grew outside South America. 

1. This time it will work.  This time it will be very 
strong. 

2. How can you be sure? 
I'm going to test it. 

3. Test it?  How? 
Sabina?  Where is Harry? 

4. He's gone to the shops. 
He'll be back soon. 

1. Ah, there you are, Harry. 
2. Where have you been? 

Oh, I'm sorry, boss.  Am I late? 
3. Is everything all right, boss? 

Have I done something wrong? 
4. No, no, Harry.  Everything's just fine. 

1. I got all the things you wanted, boss. 
Good.  So you bought some cigars then, hmm? 

2. Cigars, boss? 
Yes, the cigars.  Did you buy them? 

3. I'm...I'm sorry, boss.  I forgot your cigars. 
I'll go back and get them. 

4. No, no, it doesn't matter, Harry. 
There are more important things in life than 
cigars. 

Fill-Ins 
This time everything is [going] to be all right. 

There was only one other copy of the book and [that] 
was in the British Library. 

I didn't know this [before]. 

The Telo plant [used] to grow only in one part of 
South America. 

The plants [came] to England in 1888. 

These were the first and only Telo plants [that] grew 
outside South America. 

[Before] 1888, the plants grew only in South America. 

Sline [stole] the Telo plants from Norton House, near 
Brighton. 

He can make a very dangerous drug with them, much 
stronger [than] the one he... 

Sline has the [stolen] plants. 

He's not going to do [anything]. 

We know [where] his laboratory is. 

We know [what] he's doing there. 

And [we're] going to stop him. 

Yes, [I'll] speak to him now. 

[What's] happened? 

You mean you looked?  That's [where] his laboratory 
is--in some kind of amusement park. 

Remember [what] Inspector Marvin said! 

And this time [it'll] work!  I know... 

This time it [will] work.  This time it [will] be very 
strong. 

He's [gone] to the shops.  He'll be back soon. 

Where [have] you been? 

Have I [done] something wrong? 

No, no, Harry.  [Everything's] just fine. 

I got all the things you wanted, boss.  Good.  So you 
[bought] some cigars then, hmm? 

Cigars, boss?  Yes, the cigars.  Did you [buy] them? 

I'm sorry, boss.  I [forgot] your cigars. 

There are more important things in life [than] cigars. 
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Classroom Activities 

Class 1: Presentation  (Day 1, 4-6 minutes) 
Begin with the scene, Nothing can stop me now.  Play it through, section by section.  Confirm that the class 
understands everything and can repeat or explain the meaning of every sentence.  Ask someone in the class to 
explain why Sline can make a much stronger drug now.  With the telephone call, have the class guess what is 
being said on the other side of the conversation.  Who is the Inspector talking to and what is he saying? 

Key Focus:  Note how going to is used instead of will in sentences such as We’re going to stop him.  Going to is 
the usual way of expressing the future, where will expresses certainty about the future. 

Oral Practice (3~5 minutes) 

In pairs, or small groups, have students practice summarizing the main points of the scene.  What are the key 
points, and why? 

Follow-up:  Have students work on their own with the software.  Students should focus on each sentence, line 
by line, without using the text.  After the students focus on the first scene, they should preview the next scene, 
What are you talking about?, which is very difficult to hear.  Students should also review Unit 7, especially the 
support lessons.  As homework (or in class), have the students do Exercise A. 

Class 2: Presentation  (Day 2, 4-6 minutes) 
Go through the scene, What are you talking about?  This scene is difficult to hear, so students have to listen 
and figure out what is being said.  Go through this process with them, because it helps to develop an important 
listening strategy. 

Key Focus:  Check to see that the students understand the difference between have to and must. to express 
necessity.  Point out that have to can be used with other modals, but must cannot, since no predicate can use 
more than one modal.  Example:  He’ll have to be there.  You cannot say “He will must be there.” 

Oral Practice (3-4 minutes):  Have students work in pairs or small groups.  Each group should make a list of 
sentences or questions that talk or ask about events in the future.  See how many different ways they can talk 
about the future without using will or going to.  Examples:  Can you come next week?  Are you coming tomorrow?  
It leaves in an hour.  He may arrive tomorrow, but we’re not sure.  He’s coming back next week.  We must/have 
to finish sometime within the next six months.  Let’s go next year. 

Follow-up:  Have students work on their own with the software.  After they focus on this scene, they should 
review the first scene and then preview the next scene, Where is Harry?  As homework (or in class), have the 
students do Exercise B.  Students should continue to review the support lessons in Unit 3. 

Class 3: Presentation  (Day 3, 4-6 minutes) 
Go through Where is Harry?  section by section.  Have students identify the tense of each sentence.  Have them 
repeat some of Sline’s sentences, which are very enjoyable, such as There are more important things in life than 
cigars. 

Key Focus:  Review the many tenses and verb constructions used in this scene.  List them on the board.  Pay 
particular attention to the modals, going to, and have to. 

Oral Practice (4-6 minutes):  Have students work in pairs or small groups and practice predicting what will 
happen next in the story.  What do they think will happen to Harry, Sline, Sabina, and Orwell?  If they were the 
writer, how would they write it? 

Follow-up:  Have students work on their own with the software.  Students should review all three scenes in this 
unit and then preview the next unit.  Remind students to record themselves and listen to their recordings.  This 
will increase their Completion Percentage.  Have the students do Exercise C. 

Follow-up 
Once the three scenes have been presented and practiced, students should do the Dialog Focus, Dictation,  and 
Fill-in support lessons.  They should do these on their own, as often as possible, until the language is completely 
mastered.  When their Completion Percentage is 80% or more for Units 6, 7, and 8, they will be ready to take 
Mastery Test 3. 
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Unit 9. Episode 10: The Drug 

I hope you like it. 

Do you like it, Basil? 

Are you a policewoman? 

What happens when you take the drug? 

Dialog Focus w/SR 
Dictations 
Grammar Fill-ins 

In the first scene Sabina prepares three glasses of 
fruit juice and adds the memory drug to two of them.  
Harry is nervous, but he takes a glass, not knowing 
what it is.  Sline takes one of the two remaining 
glasses after he switches it with the one nearest 
Sabina, just as Sabina had anticipated.  She sees this 
through a mirror.  She drinks, then Harry, and finally 
Sline.  Then they hear a noise, and they see Orwell 
with a woman outside. 

When Orwell and Dr Roberts enter the lab, Sline and 
Harry come up behind them.  Sline tries to kill Orwell, 
but the memory drug begins to work.  Harry and Sline 
are confused and don’t remember what has 
happened.  Dr Roberts asks Sline about the memory 
drug, but he doesn’t know anything.  Then the police 
rush in.  Inspector Marvin puts a dazed Sline under 
arrest and says he’s no longer a dangerous man.  But 
Sabina has escaped, with the drug. 

Goals: 
To review and extend the ability to use the present 
perfect with yet and before. 

To review and extend the ability to build longer 
sentences with clauses and phrases. 

To review and extend the past tense. 

Main Learning Points 

Present perfect with yet and before: 
You haven’t drunk any yet.  I’ve seen him before.  But 
have I seen you before? 

Adverbs of manner 
How does it work?  Does it work slowly, or quickly?  

Contractions with is and has: 

Here’s one for you.  What’s it made of?  What’s 
happening?  I think she’s gone.  She’s got the drug. 

know what + infinitive: 
You know what to do.  How did they know where to 
go? 

Giving orders with imperatives: 
Try it.  Drink up! Find out!  Tell me about this memory 
drug, Professor.  Find Sabina. 

Phrases used for making a toast: 
Drink up!  Cheers!  To our new life! 

Adjective clauses: 
First you forget things that happened only a short 
time ago, and then you forget things that happened a 
few years ago. 

 

Video Scripts 

I hope you like it. 

(In Sline’s lab) ---- shows Sabina adding the drugs 

Sabina:  Here you are.  And here's one for you. 

Sline:  Thank you.  (switches the drinks)  Thank you 
Sabina.  Well, try it, Harry.  I hope you like it.  I'm 
sure you will.  Go on, Harry.  Drink up!  Cheers!  
What about you, Sabina? 

Sabina:  Yes.  To our new life!  And to the memory 
drug! 

Harry:  Mm.  Not bad.  What's it made of?  Bread? 

Sabina:  No.  Apples and oranges and grapes. 

Do you like it, Basil? 

(In Sline’s lab) 

Sabina:  Do you like it, Basil? 

Sline:  Oh, yes, I do.  I like it very much. 

Sabina:  How do you know?  You haven't drunk any 
yet. 

Harry:  Yeah, boss.  Try it.  It's good. 

Sline:  What was that noise?  Did you hear it?  Is 
there someone outside?  Find out! 

Sabina:  It's Orwell... with a woman.  They're outside 
the door!  You know what to do! 

Are you a policewoman? 

(In Sline’s lab) 

Sline:  That's nice.  Very nice.  So you've come to see 
us again.  Isn't that nice, Harry?  But who is your 
friend?  Are you a policewoman? 

Harry:  Is everything all right, boss? 

Sline:  What is this?  (stares at his gun)  Who gave it 
to me? 

Dr Roberts:  You know this man, don't you?  You 
remember his name. 

Sline:  Yes... I remember them...do I?  But who is this 
man? 

Dr Roberts:  Oh, come now, Professor, you know 
who he is.  You know that.  Think! 
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Sline:  Yes...that's right!  I've seen him before.  But 
have I seen you before? 

What happens when you take the drug? 

(In Sline’s lab) 
Dr Roberts:  Tell me about this memory drug, 
Professor.  I'm very interested in it.  How does it 
work?  Does it work slowly, or quickly? 

Sline:  Memory drug?  Memory drug?  That's the 
rain... that's it... ...the rain washes...washes... 

Dr Roberts:  What happens when you take the drug?  
What do you forget first?  Your name?  Things like 
that?  Or do you forget small things first?  You know, 
what happened, or what people said a few minutes 
ago?  First you forget things that happened only a 
short time ago... Then you forget things that 
happened a few years ago... ...and then things that 
happened a long time ago, and then you forget 
everything, Professor Sline.  Everything!  (Orwell 
takes the gun from Harry) 

Sline:  No, no, no.     No! (runs at Orwell) 

Dr Roberts:  Don't shoot him. 

Sline:  Ah!.... 

Orwell:  Where’s Sabina? 

Dr Roberts:  I think she's gone. 

Orwell:  Was she here when we came in? 

Dr Roberts:  I don't know, but someone gave them 
the memory drug.  Who do you think that was? 

Sine:  Drug... 

(Police enter) 
Marvin:  Don't move!  We're police! 

Sline:  the rain... 

Marvin:  (to the police)  You know what to do.  (to 
Orwell and Dr Roberts)  Are you both all right? 

Orwell:  Yes, but find Sabina.  She's got the drug. 

Marvin:  Professor Basil Sline?  You're a very 
dangerous man.  Or perhaps I should say you were a 
very dangerous man.  We're taking you to the police 
station. 

Dialog Focus 

(Scene 1) 
Thank you Sabina.  Well, try it, Harry.  I hope you like 
it.  I'm sure you will.  Go on, Harry.  Drink up!  
Cheers!  What about you, Sabina? 

Yes.  To our new life!  And to the memory drug! 

Mm.  Not bad.  What's it made of?  Bread? 

No.  Apples and oranges and grapes.  Do you like it, 
Basil? 

Oh, yes, I do.  I like it very much. 

How do you know?  You haven't drunk any yet. 

Yeah, boss.  Try it.  It's good. 

(Scene 2) 
So you've come to see us again.  Isn't that nice, 
Harry?  But who is your friend?  Are you a 
policewoman? 

Harry:  Is everything all right, boss? 

Sline:  What is this?  (stares at his gun)  Who gave it 
to me? 

Dr Roberts:  You know this man, don't you?  You 
remember his name. 

Sline:  Yes... I remember them...do I?  But who is this 
man? 

Dr Roberts:  Oh, come now, Professor, you know 
who he is.  You know that.  Think! 

Sline:  Yes...that's right!  I've seen him before.  But 
have I seen you before? 

Tell me about this memory drug, Professor.  I'm very 
interested in it.  How does it work?  Does it work 
slowly, or quickly? 

Memory drug?  Memory drug?  That's the rain... 
that's it... ...the rain washes...washes... 

What happens when you take the drug? 

(Scene 3) 
Where's Sabina? 

I think she's gone. 

Was she here when we came in? 

I don't know, but someone gave them the memory 
drug.  Who do you think that was? 

Drug... 

Don’t move.  We’re police. 

Rain... 

You know what to do.  Are you both all right? 

Yes, but find Sabina.  She's got the drug. 

Professor Basil Sline?  You're a very dangerous man.  
Or perhaps I should say you were a very dangerous 
man.  We're taking you to the police station. 
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Dictations 
1. To our new life!  And to the memory drug! 
2. Mm.  Not bad.  What's it made of?  Bread? 

No.  Apples and oranges and grapes. 
3. Do you like it, Basil? 

Oh, yes, I do.  I like it very much. 
4. How do you know?  You haven't drunk any yet. 

Yeah, boss.  Try it.  It's good. 

1. You know this man, don't you? 
You remember his name.  Yes... 

2. I remember them...do I?  But who is this man? 
3. Oh, come now, Professor, you know 

who he is.  You know that.  Think! 
4. Yes...that's right!  I've seen him before. 

But have I seen you before? 

1. Tell me about this memory drug, Professor. 
I'm very interested in it. 

2. How does it work? 
Does it work slowly, or quickly? 

3. What do you forget first?  Your name?  Things 
like that?  Or do you forget small things first? 

4. You know, what happened, or what 
people said a few minutes ago? 

1. First you forget things that happened only a 
short time ago... 

2. Then you forget things that happened a few 
years ago... 

3. ...and then things that happened a long time 
ago,... 

4. ...and then you forget everything, Professor 
Sline.  Everything! 

Fill-Ins 

Here you are.  And here's one [for] you. 

How many drinks [did she] put the drug in? 

I hope you like it.  I'm sure you [will]. 

What's it [made] of?  Bread? 

Oh, yes, I do.  I like it very [much]. 

How do you know?  You [haven't] drunk any yet. 

Has Sline drunk any of the drug [yet]? 

Sline [still] hasn't drunk anything. 

What was that noise?  [Did you] hear it? 

Is there [someone] outside?  Find out! 

[They're] outside the door!  You know what to do! 

So you've [come] to see us again. 

What is this?  Who gave it [to me]? 

You know this man, [don't you]? 

Oh, come now, Professor, you know who [he is]. 

[Have] I seen you before? 

Tell [me] about this memory drug, Professor.  I'm very 
interested in it. 

Does it work [slowly], or quickly? 

What [happens] when you take the drug? 

First you forget things that [happened] only a short 
time ago... 

Then you forget things that happened a few years 
[ago]. 

and then things that happened [a long] time ago... 

Was she here when we [came] in? 

I don't know, but someone gave [them] the memory 
drug.  Who do you think that was? 

You know [what] to do. 

Professor Basil Sline?  You're a very [dangerous] man. 

Or perhaps I should [say] you were a very dangerous 
man. 

He isn't dangerous [anymore] because he has lost his 
memory. 
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Classroom Activities 

Class 1: Presentation  (Day 1, 5-7 minutes) 

Begin with I hope you like it and Do you like it, Basil?  Play them through in short sections.  Focus on what each 
of the characters is doing and thinking. 

Key Focus:  Focus again on every instance of the present perfect, particularly with yet. 

Oral Practice (3~5 minutes) 

In pairs, or small groups, have students practice summarizing and explaining the actions of each of the characters 
in these two scenes. 

Follow-up:  Have students work on their own with the software.  After the students focus on these scenes, they 
should preview the next two scenes, Are you a policewoman? and What happens when you take the drug?  
Students should also review Unit 8, especially the support lessons.  As homework (or in class), have the students 
do Exercise A. 

Class 2: Presentation  (Day 2, 4-6 minutes) 

Go through Are you a policewoman? and What happens when you take the drug?  Check that the students 
understand every sentence, as well as the details of the story. 

Key Focus:  Focus again on every occurrence of the present perfect. 

Oral Practice: (6 ~ 10 minutes)  Have students work in pairs or small groups and discuss how their memory works 
when they learn a language.  What methods of study work and don’t work for them?  How is studying language 
different than studying history?  Here are some useful words they can use in their discussion:  memorization, 
practice, repetition.  See if the students agree or disagree on ways to study effectively. 

Follow-up:  Have students work on their own with the software.  Students should review all four scenes in this 
unit and then preview the next unit.  Remind students to record themselves and listen to their recordings.  This 
will increase their Completion Percentage.  Have the students do Exercise B. 

 

 

Follow-up 

Once all four scenes have been presented and practiced, have students do the Dialog Focus, Dictation,  and Fill-
in support lessons.  They should do these lessons  as often as possible until the language is completely mastered.  
When their Completion Percentage is 80% or more for Units 9 and 10, they will be ready to take  Mastery Test 
4. 
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Unit 10. Episode 11: The End 

Would you sign this please? 
Do you know about the memory cup? 
The Lost Secret 
Dialog Focus w/SR 
Dictations 
Grammar Fill-ins 

This final unit opens in a bookshop where Dr Roberts 
is signing books.  Orwell comes up to her and they 
greet each other.  Then he invites her to take a walk 
along the river. 

As they walk along the river, Orwell tells her how he 
went back to South America and found the memory 
cup. 

When he saw the cup he knew it was real.  He held it 
in his hands, and then he destroyed it. 

Orwell explains why he had to destroy the cup.  The 
secret of the Mepatecs is now dead. 

Then Dr Roberts and Orwell end the story by talking 
about the rain, and the fact that it won’t wash their 
memories away. 

Goals: 
To introduce students to Reported Speech. 
To introduce usage of the modals can and will, 
including in simple conditionals. 
To review and extend the present perfect, with 
already, since, and for. 

Main Learning Points 

Present perfect with already, since and for: 
I’ve already read it.  I’ve already told you.  How long 
has it been since they last saw each other?  They 
haven’t seen each other for about two years. 

Could, would and had to: 
There was only one thing I could do.  Would you sign 
this, please?  That would be nice.  Think what could 
happen if it got into the wrong hands. 

Reported Speech: 
You told me that the secret of the Mepatecs was on 
the cup.  You said perhaps it was just a story.  He 
asked her if she had written any other books.  He 
asked her if she had time for a walk. 

Greetings: 
How nice to see you!  It’s been a long time.  You look 
very well. 

Suggestions and invitations: 
Why don’t we walk along the river?  Have you got 
time for a walk?  

Adjective and noun clauses: 
It explained how they made the drug.  I found out 
things only Sline knew.  There was only one thing I 
could do.  That’s why I destroyed it. 

Video Scripts 
Would you sign this please? 
(At a bookstore) 
Narrator:  Two years later.  In the window of a 
bookshop, there is a poster advertising a new book, 
"Lost Memories" by Dr Clare Roberts. 
Woman:  Would you sign this, please?  I've already read 
it.  It's very interesting. 
Dr Roberts:  I'm glad you enjoyed it. 
Woman:  Thank you. 
Orwell:  Have you written any other books? 
Dr Roberts:  No, I haven't.  Dr Orwell!  How nice to see 
you!  It's been a long time. 
Orwell:  Yes, a long time.  About two years. 
Dr Roberts:  You look very well. 
Orwell:  Yes, I'm much better, thanks to you.  Ah, look, 
it's a nice evening.  Have you got time for a walk? 
Dr Roberts:  Well, yes, but I have to be back at the clinic 
in an hour or so. 
Orwell:  Well, why don't we walk along the river?  I'd 
like to talk to you. 
Dr Roberts:  That would be nice. 

Do you know about the memory cup? 
(Along the river) 
Narrator:  As they walk along the river, they talk about 
what has happened in the past two years.  During that 
time, Dr Roberts has written a book.  Sline and Harry are 
in jail, and Sabina is in America... 
Dr Roberts:  But what about you? 
Orwell:  Me?  I've already told you.  I went back to South 
America, back to where the Mepatecs used to live. 
Dr Roberts:  Did you find anything interesting? 
Orwell:  Yes, I did.  I found something very interesting. 
Dr Roberts:  Yes?  Go on!  What was it? 
Orwell:  Do you know about the memory cup? 
Dr Roberts:  The memory cup!  Yes, you told me about 
it.  Don't you remember? 
Orwell:  Did I? 
Dr Roberts:  You told me that the secret of the 
Mepatecs was on the cup.  But you weren't sure that it 
was a real cup.  You said perhaps it was just a story. 
Orwell:  And now I know it wasn't a story.  There really 
was a memory cup.  I know because I found it! 
Dr Roberts:  Where? 
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Orwell:  Inside the mountain where they made the drug. 

The Lost Secret 
(Flashback:  Near the sea) 
Orwell:  When I saw the cup, I knew that it really was 
the memory cup.  All the secrets of the Mepatecs were 
on the cup.  It explained everything. 
Dr Roberts:  What did it explain? 
Orwell:  Everything!  The lost secret of the Mepatecs.  
How they made the drug, how they used it, how it 
destroyed their memories.  I found out things only Sline 
knew--Sline and a few people a thousand years ago.  It 
was all there...in my hands... ...and I held it in my hands. 
Dr Roberts:  What happened then?  What did you do 
then? 
Orwell:  There was only one thing I could do.  It was a 
danger to the world.  A secret like that is terrible.  Think 
what could happen if it got into the wrong hands!  Into 
the hands of a man like Sline! 
Dr Roberts:  Sline isn't a problem anymore. 
Orwell:  There are many men like Sline.  And that's why I 
destroyed it. 
Dr Roberts:  You destroyed the memory cup? 
Orwell:  I had to destroy it!  I broke it into a thousand 
pieces!  Nobody will ever know the secret of the 
Mepatecs.  They're dead.  And so is their secret.  Do you 
think it'll rain? 
Dr Roberts:  Perhaps.  But it won't wash our memories 
away, will it? 
Orwell:  No! 

Dialog Focus 
1. (Scene 1) 
Would you sign this, please?  I've already read it.  It's 
very interesting. 
I'm glad you enjoyed it. 
Thank you. 
Have you written any other books? 
No, I haven't.  Dr Orwell!  How nice to see you! 
It's been a long time. 
Yes, a long time.  About two years. 
You look very well. 
Yes, I'm much better, thanks to you.  Ah, look, it's a nice 
evening.  Have you got time for a walk? 
Well, yes, but I have to be back at the clinic in an hour 
or so. 
Well, why don't we walk along the river?  I'd like to talk 
to you. 
That would be nice. 
(Scene 2) 
But what about you? 
Me? 
I've already told you.  I went back to South America, 
back to where the Mepatecs used to live. 
Did you find anything interesting? 
Yes, I did.  I found something very interesting. 

Yes?  Go on!  What was it? 
Do you know about the memory cup? 
The memory cup!  Yes, you told me about it.  Don't you 
remember? 
Did I? 
You told me that the secret of the Mepatecs was on the 
cup.  But you weren't sure that it was a real cup.  You 
said perhaps it was just a story. 
And now I know it wasn't a story.  There really was a 
memory cup.  I know because I found it! 
Where? 
Inside the mountain where they made the drug. 
(Scene 3) 
When I saw the cup, I knew that it really was the 
memory cup.  All the secrets of the Mepatecs were on 
the cup.  It explained everything. 
What did it explain? 
Everything!  The lost secret of the Mepatecs.  How they 
made the drug, how they used it, how it destroyed their 
memories.  I found out things only Sline knew--Sline and 
a few people a thousand years ago.  It was all there...in 
my hands... ...and I held it in my hands. 
What happened then?  What did you do then? 
There was only one thing I could do.  It was a danger to 
the world.  A secret like that is terrible.  Think what 
could happen if it got into the wrong hands!  Into the 
hands of a man like Sline! 
Sline isn't a problem anymore. 
There are many men like Sline.  And that's why I 
destroyed it. 
You destroyed the memory cup? 
I had to destroy it!  I broke it into a thousand pieces!  
Nobody will ever know the secret of the Mepatecs.  
They're dead.  And so is their secret.  Do you think it'll 
rain? 
Perhaps.  But it won't wash our memories away, will it? 
No! 
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Dictations 
1. Have you written any other books?  

No, I haven't. 
2. Dr Orwell!  How nice to see you! 
3. It's been a long time.  

Yes, a long time.  About two years. 
4. You look very well.  

Yes, I'm much better, thanks to you. 

1. Ah, look, it's a nice evening.  
Have you got time for a walk? 

2. Well, yes, but I have to be back at the clinic in an 
hour or so. 

3. Well, why don't we walk along the river? 
4. I'd like to talk to you.  

That would be nice. 

1. But what about you?  
Me?  I've already told you. 

2. I went back to South America, back to where the 
Mepatecs used to live. 

3. Did you find anything interesting?  
Yes, I did. 

4. I found something very interesting.  
Yes?  Go on!  What was it? 

1. Do you know about the memory cup?  
The memory cup!  Yes, you told me about it. 

2. Don't you remember?   Did I?  
You told me that the secret of the Mepatecs was on 
the cup. 

3. But you weren't sure that it was a real cup.  
You said perhaps it was just a story. 

4. And now I know it wasn't a story.  
There really was a memory cup.  I know because I 
found it! 

1. I found out things only Sline knew--Sline and a few 
people a thousand years ago. 

2. It was all there...in my hands... and I held it in my 
hands. 

3. What happened then?  What did you do then?  
There was only one thing I could do. 
It was a danger to the world. 
A secret like that is terrible. 

1. Think what could happen if it got into the 
wrong hands!  Into the hands of a man like Sline! 

2. There are many men like Sline. 
And that's why I destroyed it. 

3. You destroyed the memory cup? 
I had to destroy it! 

4. I broke it into a thousand pieces!  Nobody will ever 
know the secret of the Mepatecs. 

Fill-Ins 
I've [already] read it. 

It's [been] a long time. 

How long has it been [since] they last saw each other? 

They haven't seen each other [for] about two years. 

Yes, I'm [much] better, thanks to you. 

Well, yes, but I have to be back at the clinic [in] an hour 
or so. 

Well, why [don't] we walk along the river? 

I'd like to talk to you.  That [would] be nice. 

I've [already] told you.  I went back to South America... 

I've already told you.  I went back to South America, 
back to where the Mepatecs [used to] live.  

Did [you find] anything interesting?  Yes, I did. 

I found something very [interesting]. 

Do you know [about] the memory cup? 

You told me [that] the secret of the Mepatecs was on 
the cup. 

But you weren't sure that it was a [real] cup. 

There [really] was a memory cup.  I know because I 
found it! 

Where?  Inside the mountain where [they] made the 
drug. 

When I saw the cup, I [knew] that it really was the 
memory cup. 

[All] the secrets of the Mepatecs were on the cup. 

I found out things only Sline knew--Sline and a few 
people a thousand years [ago]. 

It was all there...in my hands...and I [held] it in my 
hands. 

There was only one thing I [could] do. 

It was a [danger] to the world. 

Think what could happen if it [got] into the wrong 
hands! 

Sline isn't a problem [anymore]. 

You destroyed the memory cup?  I [had] to destroy it! 

He [destroyed] the cup because it was a danger to the 
world. 

I [broke] it into a thousand pieces! 

[Nobody] will ever know the secret of the Mepatecs 
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Classroom Activities 

Class 1: Presentation  (Day 1, 4-6 minutes) 

Begin with Would you sign this, please?  and Do you know about the memory cup?  Play them through in short 
sections, checking detailed comprehension and the students’ ability to repeat or paraphrase the key sentences. 

Key Focus:  Focus on the various uses of the present perfect, in particular sentences with already, since and for.  
See Learning Points for examples. 

Oral Practice (3~5 minutes)  In pairs, or small groups, have students practice summarizing this scene and 
reporting the speech of the characters:  She was signing books.  He asked her if she had time for a walk.  She 
said she would like to, but she had to be back at the clinic in an hour or so. 

Follow-up:  Have students work on their own with the software.  Students should focus on each sentence, line 
by line, without using the text.  After the students focus on the first scene, they should preview the last scene, 
The Lost Secret.  Students should also review Unit 9, especially the support lessons.  As homework (or in class), 
have the students do Exercise A. 

Class 2: Presentation  (Day 2, 4-6 minutes) 

Go through the final scene, The Lost Secret.   Check detailed comprehension and the ability to repeat or 
paraphrase each sentence. 

Key Focus:  Focus on the use of could and would, especially  in conditionals such as :  Think what could happen 
if it got into the wrong hands!  See Learning Points for examples. 

Step 3:  Oral Practice (4-6 minutes):  Have students work in pairs or small groups and discuss whether or not 
they agree with Orwell’s decision to destroy the cup.  Give reasons for and against. 

Step 4.  Follow-up:  Have students work on their own with the software.  After they focus on this scene, they 
should review the first two scenes and then preview the next course they plan to study.  As homework (or in 
class), have the students do Exercise B.  Students should continue to review the support lessons in Unit 3.  In 
addition, they should write a one page paper about The Lost Secret.  Sample topics include:  (1)  what you liked 
or didn’t like about the story, (2)  whether or not it helped you to improve your English,  (3)  your favorite scene, 
and why, etc. 

Follow-up 

Once all three scenes have been presented and practiced, students should do the Dialog Focus, Dictation,  and 
Fill-in support lessons.  Students should do these lessons as often as possible until the language is completely 
mastered.  When their Completion Percentage is 80% or more for units 9 and 10, they will be ready to take 
Mastery Test 4. 
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EBTN Unit 1: Numbers, Decimals and Fractions 
Hundreds 

Thousands 

Fractions & Decimals 

`

This Unit prepares students to understand and clearly express small and large numbers, as well as fractions, 
decimals and percents. 

Sample Language & Learning Points 

numbers 

five hundred and eighteen (518), sixty-three 
thousand four hundred and twelve (63,412), seven 
hundred and seventy thousand (770,000) 

decimals 

five one-thousandths (.005), one point zero five 
(1.05), point eight five percent (.85%) 

fractions 

one-fifth (1/5), twelve and an eighth (12 1/8),  three-
fiftieths (3/50) 

Key Sentences & Examples 

These numbers are all greater than one hundred and 
less than one thousand. 

Be careful not to confuse “teen” numbers such as 
thirteen with “ty” numbers such as thirty. 

Five hundred eighteen.  Three hundred eighty. 

These numbers are all greater than one thousand 
and less than one million. 

Nine thousand seven hundred forty-three.  Ninety-
seven thousand four hundred thirty-six.  Nine 
hundred seventy-four thousand, three hundred and 
sixty-one. 

Sometimes the number nine thousand seven 
hundred forty-three is read as ninety-seven hundred 
and forty-three. 

Here are some fractions.  One-half, one-third, one-
fourth.  One-fiftieth, one-hundredth, one-
thousandth. 

Here are some decimal fractions and percents.  Point 
five.  One point zero five.  Zero point one percent. 

For very small numbers, such as 0.00001, you can 
read it as one point zero times ten to the minus fifth. 
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EBTN Unit 2: Numerical Operations and Relations 
Numerical Operations 
Numerical Relations 

QUIZ 

This Unit prepares students to understand and clearly express small and large numbers, as well as fractions, 
decimals and percents. 

Sample Language & Learning Points 

numerical operations 

a plus b equals c, a divided by b, the nth root of x, x 
squared, twice the sum of a and b, fifty percent 
more than four 

numerical relations 

the second largest number, the third smallest 
number, the difference between the two largest 
numbers, half the sum of the smallest and largest 
numbers 

Key Sentences & Examples 

The sum of a and b is c; or a plus b equals c.   

The difference of c and b is a; or c minus b is equal 
to a.   

Here we have a times b equals x; or a multiplied by 
b is x.  

 In this example, we have the sum of a and b 
multiplied by c.   

In this example, a is divided by b; or a over b.   

This is the nth root of x.   

For example, the square root of four is the second 
root of four, which is two.   

Here we have the cube root of eight, or the third root 
of eight, which is two.   

This is x to the nth.   

For n equal to two, we say x squared.   

For n equal to three, we say x cubed, or x to the third. 

Take the sum of two plus six and divide it by two.  

Multiply the sum of a plus b by fifteen and divide the 
result by a times b.   

What number is the sum of eighty-five and five?   

What is two to the fourth?   

What is twenty percent more than ten?   

If x is fifty percent more than four, what is x?   

Which of these five numbers is the smallest?   

Which numbers are the two largest numbers?   

Which number is ten percent of the largest number?   

Which number is equal to the difference between 
the largest and smallest numbers? 
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DBE Unit 1: Company Description 
Ace Corporation United Industries  

Question Practice SR 

Focus Exercises 

Dictations 

Grammar Fill-ins SR 

Video Simulation SR: An Introduction 

 

This unit prepares students to describe a company in terms of its products, office and factory locations, numbers 
of employees at various locations, and its customers. 

Two companies are presented:  Ace Corporation, a sporting goods manufacturer, and United Industries, a 
manufacturer of advanced products such as rocket engines, satellites and aircraft parts. Once the students can 
describe these companies with ease, they should practice describing other companies in the same way. 

Goals: 

To be able to understand and present a general description of a company, including a brief history. 

To be able to understand and ask general questions about a company, its products, and customers. 

To be able to introduce oneself in a business party situation. 

Main Learning Points 

company description (products, location, 
employees, customers) 

sporting goods manufacturer, based in Seattle, 
employs more than fifteen thousand workers, 
overseas customers 

comparative 
more than, fewer than 

description 
well-managed, well-made, high quality, part-time 

location 
in Los Angeles, in the Chicago factory, where its 
main factory is located 

negation 
there weren't, she isn't, she doesn't, neither Ace 
nor United 

passive vs. active 
passive:   was established, are sold, are used, are 
employed, aren’t made 

active:  Ace manufactures, it employs more than 
fifteen thousand  workers,  United  sells  its  
products,  a  small group of engineers started the 
company 

present perfect 
has been, have increased, has opened 

quantity and quantitative phrases 
fifty employees, fifteen thousand workers, between 
twenty and twenty- five thousand, a total of, more 
than, almost, some 

questions 
yes/no:  Are these two companies competitors?  
Does this company have any overseas offices? 

what, where, who:  What company makes aircraft 
parts? Where is the company’s head office?  Who 
sells sporting equipment? 

how many:  How many people work for United 
Industries? 

reference 
general:  an American company, a sporting goods 
manufacturer, another 

specific: the company, the main one, the third, the 
other 

state 
Ace is a sporting goods manufacturer.  In recent 
years the company has done well.  Sales and profits 
have both increased. 

temporal sequence 
United was established in 1960 by a small group of 
engineers.  In 1965 it started to make aircraft parts. 
Since then it has... 

there (existential) 
In Bonn there are thirty employees. There are three 
factories. 

Key Sentences 

Ace Corporation 
This is Ace Corporation.  It was established in 1920, 
more than ninety years ago. Ace manufactures 
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sporting equipment such as tennis rackets, tennis 
balls, and fishing rods.  It's a well-managed 
company, 

and its products are well made.  Its main office is in 
New York, and there is another office in L.A.  Ace has 
two factories.  Its main factory is in Chicago. The 
other factory is in Miami. 

Its head office has three hundred employees.  The 
L.A. office employs around fifty.  Five thousand 
people are employed in the Chicago factory, and 
another one thousand one hundred and fifty work 
in the Miami factory. 

Ace's main customers are general consumers.  Its 
products are also sold to schools and other 
organizations.  In recent years the company has 
done well.  Sales and profits have both increased.  
Its main competitors are foreign companies from 
Europe and Asia.  Because of its high quality 
products however, Ace has been successful. 

United Industries 
This is United Industries, an American company.  It 
manufactures advanced products such as rocket 
engines, satellites, and aircraft parts. United was 
established in 1960 by a small group of engineers.  
At that time it made rocket engines for other 
companies. In 1965 it started to make aircraft parts, 
including small jet engines.  Since then it has 
opened up new factories and offices in Europe and 
Asia. 

United is based in Seattle, Washington, where its 
main factory is located.  It also has offices in Europe, 
Asia, and other locations around the world.  There 
are three factories.  The main one is in Seattle, 
another is in Montreal, and the third is in London. 

United is a large company, employing almost 
twenty- five thousand workers.  Two thousand 
employees work in the London factory.  In 
Montreal, the company has five thousand 
employees, including part-time workers.  The two 
factories outside the US employ a total of around 
seven thousand workers. In recent years the 
company has done well. Sales and profits have both 
increased. United sells its products to many 
different countries. Some of its products are used 
for military purposes. Unfortunately, these kinds of 
products are used too often. 

Question Practice 
Does [this company] [have any] [overseas offices]? 

[Where] [is] [the head office]? 

[Where] [is] [the company's] [largest factory]? [Are 
these] [two companies] [competitors]? 

How many [factories] [does the company] [have] 
[outside the US]? 

How many [employees] [are there] [in the German 
office]? 

How many [people] [are employed] [by United 
Industries] [in Seattle]? 

How many [workers] [are employed] [in factories] 
[outside the US]? 

Who [makes] [sporting goods] [such as] [tennis 
rackets?] Who [sells] [recreational products] [to 
general consumers]? 

Who [does Ace] [sell its products] [to]? 

What kind [of products] [does United] 
[manufacture]? Which [of these two companies] 
[manufactures] [sporting equipment]? 

Which [of these products] [is used] [to improve] 
[global communication]? 

How many [overseas sales centers] [does the 
company] [have]? 

How many [people] [are working]  [in overseas] 
[sales centers]? 

When [was] [this company] [established]? 

[What's] [another] [example] [of sports 
equipment]? Why [has] [the company] [been] 
[successful]? 

Who [are] [the company's] [main customers]?] How 
[large] [is] [the company]? 

What [are] [some of] [the company's] [products]? 
Has [the company] [been] [profitable]? 

Does [the company] [have an office] [in Canada]? 
Has [the company] [been] [losing] [money]? 

How [has] [the company] [been] [doing]? [Where] 
[is] [the company] [based]? 

Focus Exercises 
When was the company started?  It [was] 
[established] in 1920, more [than] ninety years 
[ago]. 

What kind of company is it?  Ace [is] [a] sporting 
goods [manufacturer]. 

Why has the company been successful?  It's a well- 
managed [company], and [its][products] are well 
[made]. 

How has the company been doing?  In [recent] years 
the company [has] [done] [well]. 

The company is doing well.  Sales and profits [are] 
[both] [increasing]. 

In recent years the company has done well.  Sales 
and [profits] [have] both [increased]. 
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Who are its main competitors?  Its [main] 
[competitors] are foreign [companies] from Europe 
and Asia. 

Ace's main customers are general consumers.  Its 
[products] are also [sold] to [schools] and [other] 
organizations. 

Who established the company?  United [was] 
established in 1960 [by] a small [group] of 
engineers. 

Where is the company based?  United [is] [based] in 
Seattle, Washington, where its main [office] is 
[located]. 

There are three factories.  The [main] [office] is in 
Seattle, [another] is in Montreal, and the [third] is 
in London. Why don't some people like the 
company?  Some [people] don't like United because 
[some] of its [products] [are] [used] for military 
purposes. 

Large companies are interesting, but difficult to 
manage. Small companies are [often] more 
[creative] than [large] 

companies. 

Ace's biggest factory is in Chicago.  Five thousand 
[people] [work] in the Chicago [factory]. 

How large is the company?  United is a [large] 
company, [employing] almost twenty-five thousand 
[workers]. 

In 1965 it started to make aircraft parts, including 
small jet engines.  Since then it [has] [opened] new 
factories and [offices] in Europe and Asia. 

Some of its products are used to improve global 
communications.  It also [manufactures] products 
which [are] [used] for military [purposes]. 

How many factories does the company have outside 
the US?  It [has] two [factories] [outside] the US. 

Do either of these companies manufacture both 
sporting equipment and weapons? [Neither] 
company manufactures [both] [types] of products. 

Who does Ace sell its products to?  Many of its 
products [are] [sold] to middle-class [families]. 

Ace doesn't have any overseas factories yet, but 
that's going to change.  Next year it's [planning] to 
[open] a [factory] in Asia. 

How many people are working in overseas sales 
centers? Between fifty and sixty people [work] in 
[overseas] sales centers, and the number [is] 
[growing]. 

What's another example of sports equipment?  Golf 
clubs [are] [another] example of sports 
[equipment]. 

Dictations 

1. Ace is a sporting goods manufacturer. 

2. It was established in 1920, more than ninety 
years ago. 

3. Its products are well made. 

4. It's a well-managed company, and its products 
are well made. 

1. Ace has two factories. 

2. Its main factory is in Chicago. 

3. The other factory is in Miami. 

4. Five thousand people work in the Chicago 
factory. 

1. Ace manufactures sporting equipment such as 
tennis rackets, tennis balls, and fishing rods. 

2. It's a well-managed company, and its products 
are well made. 

3. Its main office is in New York, and there is 
another office in L.A. 

4. Its head office has three hundred employees.
 The L.A. office employs around fifty. 

1. Ace's main customers are general consumers. 

2. In recent years the company has done well. 

3. Its main competitors are foreign companies from 
Europe and Asia. 

4. Because of its high quality products however, 
Ace has been successful. 

1. Ace makes products for the general consumer. 

2. Many of its products are sold to middle-class 
families. 

3. Its products are also sold to schools and other 
organizations. 

4. Schools and other organizations buy lots of 
sporting equipment. 

1. Ace's biggest factory is in Chicago. 

2. It doesn't have any factories outside the US. 

3. The company has offices in New York and Los 
Angeles. 

4. It doesn't have any overseas offices. 
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Fill-Ins 
Ace's main [customers] are general consumers. 

The company is [doing] well. 

In recent years the company [has done] well. Sales 
and profits are both [increasing]. 

Its main [competitors] are foreign companies from 
Europe and Asia. 

Its products are also [sold] to schools and other 
organizations. 

United was [established] in 1960 by a small group of 
engineers. 

A small group of engineers [started] the company in 
1960. These engines [were used] to launch satellites 
into orbit. 

Since then it [has opened up] new factories and 
offices in 

Europe and Asia. 

United sells its products to [many] different 
countries. 

Some of its products are used [to improve] global 
communications. 

Schools and other organizations buy [lots of] 
sporting equipment. 

These two companies don't [compete] against each 
other. 

This company is [more than] ninety years old. It 
doesn't have [any] factories outside the US. 

More than fifty thousand people [are employed] by 
this company. 

This company has [several] offices in Europe and 
Asia. There are twenty employees [working] in the 
Tokyo office. Ace sells its products to people [who 
like] sports. 

Many of its products [are sold] to middle-class 
families. 

Golf clubs are [another] example of sports 
equipment. 

A company is profitable if its revenues [are greater] 
than its expenses. 

Next year it's [planning] to open a factory in Asia. 
It's [a fairly] large company. 

Its head office has three hundred [employees]. 

Some of its products are used for military 
[purposes]. Ace's [biggest] factory is in Chicago. 

Sales and [profits] have both increased. 

 

 

Video Simulation SR: An Introduction 

Variation 1 
Hello, I'm Adam Kohl from Ace Technologies. It's 
nice to meet you, Mr. Kohl. 

What company are you with? I'm with United 
Industries. 

Oh yes, I know United.  You make rocket engines, 
don't you? 

Yes, that's right. 

So how is business? 

We're having a good year. 

I see. You have a lot of European business too, don't 
you? Yes, the European market is very big. 

Do you have any factories in Europe? We have a 
factory near London. 

We don't have much business in Europe yet.  But 
that might change. We've got to go international. 
Well, it's been nice talking to you. 

Yes, nice talking to you! 

Variation 2 
Hello, I'm Adam Kohl from Ace Technologies. It's 
nice to meet you Mr. Kohl. 

Here, let me give you my card. 

Thank you. I'm sorry, but I'm out of cards. Sure, no 
problem. 

I see you're in international sales. Yes, I do a lot of 
traveling. 

Lots of airline food then... So how is business? 
Actually, things are tough right now. 

Things are tough for us too.  We have a lot of 
competition, especially from Asia. 

Yes, it's quite a challenge. 

That's why we are going to open a factory in Asia.  
We've got to go international. 

It's been a pleasure, Mr. Kohl. Yes, it was nice 
meeting you. 
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Classroom Activities 

Step 1: Presentation (Day 1, 10-15 minutes) 

Begin with Ace Corporation.  Present the first part of the Presentation lesson in class. 
Focus on key vocabulary items and structures, such as:  establish (start), manufacture 
(make), well-managed, well made (high quality), products (things made and sold), office 
(where people work), factory (where people make things).  See if students can explain the 
meaning of each word in English.  Have the class practice repeating each sentence without 
looking at the text.  This usually requires several repetitions.  See if they can tell you what 
the words are and write them on the board. 

Step 2:  Oral Practice (2-4 minutes) 
In pairs, or small groups, have students practice summarizing the first part of the lesson. 

Step 3:  Listening Focus 
Assign students to do one or more of the Focused Listening tasks in the lab or at home. 

Step 4: Presentation and Oral Practice (Day 2, 10-15 minutes) 

Focus on the first section of United Industries.  See if the students know the vocabulary 
and can fluently repeat the sentences.  In pairs or small groups, have them practice 
summarizing the information about each of the two companies.  Then ask one or two of 
the stronger students to present the information to the class. 

 

 
 

Step 5:  Listening Focus 
Assign students to do one or more of the Focused Listening tasks in the lab or at home. 

Follow-up 

Once the presentation lessons have been presented and practiced, introduce the Question Practice and Focus 
Exercises lessons.  Students should do these on their own, in the lab or at home.  As homework, assign the 
Practice Exercises. Then test the main points of the lesson, using the practice exercises as a model of items to 
test. 

When the students are comfortable with the language models presented in the unit, have them personalize and 
extend the language with two or more of the following Extension Activities.  If further preparation is necessary, 
have the students work in pairs or groups first. 

Extension Activities 
Company Products 

Part A 

Make three columns on the blackboard, labeled Company, Product, and Customers.  Ask the students to think 
of several companies, their products and customers.  Record the information in the appropriate columns.  For 
example: 

Company Product Customers    

ABC Corporation medical equipment hospitals 

General Motors cars general consumers 

 
Call on students one at a time, asking each student to choose one of the companies listed on the board.  The 
student should then describe the company with one or two statements.  For example: 

ABC Corporation makes medical equipment for hospitals. 

General Motors is a car manufacturer. Its cars are bought by general consumers. 
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Part B 
Divide the class into two teams.  Each team takes turns directing a question to the other team.  For example: 

Who makes medical equipment?  What does General Motors make?  Does ABC Corporation make cars?  
Who buys cars? 

A member of the other team must answer the question.  You may want to assign points to each team for the 
number of correct answers. 

Chain of Questions: How many? 

Part A 
Divide the class into groups.  Ask the students in each group to prepare a chart summarizing information about 

their own company or school.  Students should indicate the name of their company, the location of its offices 
and factories, and the number of employees at each location. 

Ask for a volunteer to go to the blackboard and record the information students have summarized in their 
groups. The student should call on different groups until all the information for each company has been 
recorded. The class should then discuss and resolve any discrepancies in the information. 

Part B 
Conduct this exercise with the whole class.  Students think up one or two questions asking for information about 

the number of offices and factories at the company or the number of employees at each location.  For example: 

How many employees work at our factory in Paris?  Altogether, how many offices and factories do we have? One 
student begins the question chain by asking a question and choosing another student to answer.  If the second 
student cannot answer, the second student asks another student.  Once the question is answered, the student 
who answered the question asks a new question and continues the chain.  Continue this for four or five 
questions, and then ask the class to summarize the new information on the board. 

Oral Presentation 
Have each student give a 1~2 minutes, well-organized oral presentation about his/her company or department. 
Assume that the presentation is being given to a potential customer or business partner.  Use the presentations 
from this unit as a model. 

Another Company 
Collect annual reports and product information from a variety of companies.  Invite students to bring in company 
reports or brochures, or articles describing a company's products.  Divide the class into groups.  Each group 
selects a company and compiles information based on the documents you and the students have collected. 
Students should address the following questions: 

What does the company make? Where are its offices located? 

Who buys the company's products? How many factories does the company have? 

Where is the company's main office? Where are the factories located? 

How many offices does the company have? How many employees work at each office and factory? 

 

Ask each group to prepare a brief presentation to the class about the company. 

As an extension of this activity, ask students to prepare a short written description of each company.  Start a 
class file of company information.  Include in each file the written description of the company and any company 
documents you or the students have collected. The files can be used as resources for later activities. 
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Focused Listening 

Focus 1 

Language Focus 
General company description:  products, customers 

Listening Task 
Listen for information about each company's 
products and customers. 

Goal 
Students will be able to describe a company in terms 
of its products and customers. 

Student Follow-up 
• Write and answer three what or who questions 

about Ace Corporation. What does Ace 
manufacture? Who buys Ace's products? 

 Present a brief description of a company you 
have worked for or know about, focusing on the 
company's products and customers. 

• Worksheets:  Exercises A and B. 

 

Focus 2 

Language Focus 
General company description: location 

Listening Task 
Listen for different ways to talk about the location of 
each company's offices and factories. 

Goal 
Students will be able to describe a company in terms 
of its location. 

Student Follow-up 

• Write a paragraph about Ace or United, 
including information about the location of the 
company's offices and factories. 

• Interview a classmate about a company he or 
she has worked for or visited.  Find out where 
the company is located.  Ask whether the 
company has offices and factories and where 
these are located. 

• Worksheet: Exercise C 

 

Focus 3 

Language Focus 
quantity 

Listening Task 
Focus on Ace Corp. and United Industries. Make 
notes on the number of offices, factories, and 
employees for each company. Pay attention to 
expressions indicating an approximate quantity 
(almost -- thousand) or a comparison (more than -- 
thousand).  (Study Lesson 1, English by the 
Numbers) 

Goals 
• Students will be able to express numbers 

through the thousands. 

• Students will be able to express approximate or 
relative quantities. 

Student Follow-up 
• Choose Ace or United. Write a paragraph 

summarizing the number of offices and factories 
the company has and how many employees 
work at each office and factory. 

• Choose Ace or United.  Construct four how many 
questions about the number of employees at 
this company.  How many people work for United 
Industries?  How many employees work in the 
Montreal factory? 

• Ask a partner how many people work at his or 
her company.  Report the information you found 
out to the class. 

• Worksheet: Exercise D. 
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Focus 4 

Language Focus 
state, there is/there are 

Listening Task 
Focus on United Industries.  Listen to and record 
statements and questions referring to the existence 
of United's factories and employees. 

Goals 
• Students will be able to express the concept of 

existence using there is or there are. 

• Students will be able to ask questions about 
existence using Is there ...? or Are there ...? 

 Student Follow-up 
• Write three sentences about United Industries 

beginning with there is or there are. 

• Write three questions using the form, “Is 
there…?” 

 

Focus 5 

Language Focus 
Question formation 

Listening Task 
Focus on comprehension questions in the lessons 
on Ace and United.  Record each question and 
compare your recording with the native speaker.  
Practice saying it clearly and fluently. 

Goals 
• Students will be able to ask questions using 

what, where, who, and how many. 

• Students will be able to formulate yes/no 
questions in the simple present. 

Student Follow-up 
• Write three questions asking how many.  How 

many employees are there in United's Montreal 
factory? 

• Write three questions asking who, what, or 
where. What company makes sporting 
goods equipment? 

• Write three yes/no questions.  Does Ace have 
an overseas office? 

• Worksheet: Exercises F and G. 

 

Focus 6 

Language Focus 
Language Mastery 

Listening Task 
Review this lesson several times.  Practice 
recording 

10~15 sentences each time, so that you can say 
these sentences fluently. 

Do the Question Practice and Focus Exercise 
lessons every day until your Completion Percentage 
is 80~100%. 

Do the Dictations and Fill-in lessons every day 
until your Completion Percentage is 80~100%. 

Study and practice the Video Simulation lesson 
every day until your Completion Percentage is 
80~100%. 

Student Follow-up 
• Make a one-minute oral summary of this 

unit. 

• Give a one-minute oral summary that 
introduces your company or department. 

• Write a two-paragraph description of your 
company. 

• Worksheet: Exercise H. 
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B2 – Initial PT 2.0 or 2.2 / Exit PT 2.5   Exit Exam Required 

Certification Level Requirements 
New Dynamic English (NDE) Module (M); English by the Numbers (EBTN); Dynamic Business English (DBE); Functioning in Business (FIB)  

Initial PT 

Score 

Units (80% completion of all activities in 

unit) 
Mastery Tests (≥ 85 points) Open first time entering 

2.0 NDE M5 Units 1 – 5  

NDE M6 Units 1 – 5  

EBTN Units 1 – 4  

DBE Units 2 – 3 

FIB Introduction, Episodes 1 - 2 

 

NDE M5 Unit MTs and M MT 

NDE M5 Unit MTs and M MT 

EBTN Units 1-3 MT 

DBE Unit 2 MT 

DBE Unit 3 MT 

FIB MT 1 

NDE M4 REVIEW 

NDE M5 Units 1 – 2  

EBTN Units 1 – 3 

DBE Unit 1 REVIEW 

DBE Unit 2 

FIB Intro, Episode 1 

2.2 NDE M5 Units 3 – 5  

NDE M6 Units 1 – 5  

EBTN Unit 4 

DBE Unit 3 

FIB Introduction, Episodes 1 – 2  

NDE M5 Unit 3 MT and M MT 

NDE M6 Unit MTs and M MT 

EBTN Units 1 – 3 MT 

DBE Unit 3 MT 

FIB MT 1 

NDE M4  

NDE M5 Units 1 – 2 REVIEW 

NDE M5 Units 3 – 5  

NDE M6 Units 1 – 2  

EBTN Units 1 – 3 REVIEW 

EBTN Unit 4 

DBE Units 1 – 2 REVIEW 

DBE Unit 3 

FIB Intro, Units 1 – 2  

Scope & Sequence – NEW DYNAMIC ENGLISH (NDE) Module 5 

Unit Main Learning Points Comments 

1 
On a Trip 

A Paris Vacation  

Today’s Activities 

Florence and Beyond  

Question Practice w/SR 

Focus Exercises 

Past, present, future events and experience 

Present Perfect tense (she has had..., they have 
kept in touch, she has never been…) 

Duration (been, for, since) 

Future time and Modals (be going to, will, may, 
look forward to V(ing)) 

Conditional (she would do the writing, if they go 
together, it could be…) 

already, yet, ever 

Yes/No and W/H question formation with 
Present Perfect and Past tenses. 

In the context of a trip to Europe, 
this Unit introduces the Present 
Perfect tense. 

 

Students focus on the difference 
between the past tense to 
express a singular event and the 
present perfect to express a state 
or experience. 

2 
Directions 

City Directions 

City Quiz 

Spatial Relations 

Cause/Effect (As the supply decreases, the price 
will increase.  Oil spills cause…)  

Classification (such as, some of the ways we get 
energy, fossil fuels include coal, oil…) 

Conditionals (if the temperature rises, if it gets 
into the environment…etc.) 

This unit focuses on global issues, 
such as Global Warming. 

Students learn important 
vocabulary and concepts useful 
for talking about basic science. 
 
This unit follows up 3(2) Our 
World. 
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Degrees of Certainty (will increase, can convert, 
there may even be…) 

Noun phrases (many kinds of wildlife, the energy 
of falling water) 

Passive voice (is converted, are produced, must 
be limited, is used, are being cut) 

Purpose (We need energy for heat.  We need 
energy to run our factories). 

3 
Energy Sources 

Our Energy Needs 

What about the 

Future? 

Questions 

Focus Exercises  

Cause/Effect (As the supply decreases, the price will 
increase.  Oil spills cause…)  

Classification (such as, some of the ways we get 
energy, fossil fuels include coal, oil…) 

Conditionals (if the temperature rises, if it gets into 
the environment…etc.) 

Degrees of Certainty (will increase, can convert, there 
may even be…) 

Noun phrases (many kinds of wildlife, the energy of 
falling water) 

Passive voice (is converted, are produced, must be 
limited, is used, are being cut) 

Purpose (We need energy for heat.  We need energy 
to run our factories). 

This unit focuses on global issues, 
such as Global Warming. 

 

Students learn important vocabulary 
and concepts useful for talking about 
basic science. 

4 
Video Interactions w/SR 

How Much Are the 
Tickets? 

Business Telephone 

At a Restaurant (1) 

Hot Seats 

Polite language for solving a problem over the 
telephone and for buying something. 

Students may interact with the actors through Speech 
Recognition (SR) activities. 

Language review. 

Provides a model for role-plays. 

5 
Review Exercises 

Dictations 

Fill-Ins w/SR 

Speech Practice w/SR 

Gap-filling and speech recognition exercises review 
key grammar and vocabulary. 

Develops fluency and reading skills. 

These lessons review Units 1-3 and 
focus on key points such as the 
Present Perfect tense. 
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Unit Main Learning Points Comments 

1 
Life Experience 

Making a New Life 

A Path to Success 

A Troubled Past 

Questions 

Focus Exercises 

Present Perfect/Past tenses contrasted 

Passive voice (was rejected, was arrested) 

Gerund/Infinitive (enjoys teaching, decided to study, 
likes living in England) 

Change (she became a model, he’s getting older, their 
relationship got better.) 

Reason/Purpose (for a personal reason, a grant to 
study, arrested for stealing) 

Time Sequence (at the same time, a year later, before 
that, since then, he still lives) 

Students learn to talk about their 
past experiences and hopes for the 
future. 

 

This unit contrasts the lives of three 
characters. 

2 
Matrix Vocabulary 

Occupations 

Places to Go 

Ways to Travel 

Things to Wear 

Feelings 

Matrix Game 

Adverb clauses/phrases (when they are happy, when 
someone is rude to them) 

Compulsion, have to (I only go when I have to. You 
have to put on your socks.) 

Word relations/analogies (Driver is to bus as pilot is to 
airplane.) 

Gerunds/Infinitives (I prefer flying.  The fastest way to 
travel is to go by airplane.) 

Countable/Uncountable Amounts (many people, some 
people, a lot of education, a pair of gloves, most 
people) 

This unit focuses on subject areas 
that are often in daily conversations. 

 

Students should extend the 
vocabulary given here, for example 
by interviewing each other. 

3 
Comparisons 

Price and Quality 

Three Sisters 

Country Data 

Four Cities 

Focus Exercises 

Adjective clauses/phrases (which was made in 1920, 
the second most expensive) 

Approximation (approximately 5,400 miles; about 
7,400 miles; just over…) 

Asking about price/product information (How much is 
the newest one? When was it made? Which one has 
the best…?) 

Comparison (-er than, -est, as good as, better than, 
the most expensive one…) 

Countable/Uncountable (how many more, how much 
more, how much taller…) 

Physical Description, Temperature, Distance 

Students learn to ask information 
questions and make different kinds 
of comparisons, such as for product 
comparison. 

 

People, products, and places are 
contrasted. 

4 
Video Interactions w/SR 

Telephone Conversation 
Flight Information 
At a Restaurant (2) 
Interview: Job 
Experience 

Presents polite language useful for doing business 
over the telephone. 

Students may interact with the actors through Speech 
Recognition (SR) activities. 

Students learn how to solve 
problems over the telephone. 

Provides models for role-plays and 
interviews. 

5 
Review Exercises 

Dictations 
Fill-Ins w/SR 
Speech Practice w/SR 

Gap-filling and speech recognition exercises review 
key grammar and vocabulary. 

Develops oral fluency and reading skills. 

Provides language practice and 
review activities. 
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Scope & Sequence – ENGLISH BY THE NUMBERS (EBTN) 

Units Main Learning Points Comments 

REVIEW 

Unit 1 

Numbers, 
Decimals, and 
Fractions 

Large and small numbers, tens, hundreds, thousands 

Difference between “-ty” and “teen” numbers 

Fractions 

Decimal fractions and percents 

Students learn to express and 
accurately understand numbers 
and fractions. 

Prepares students to exchange 
numerical information. 

REVIEW 

Unit 2 

Numerical 
Operations and 
Relations 

Expressing and understanding arithmetic operations:  
addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division 

Exponents and Roots 

Quantitative relationships:  25% more than, the two 
largest, ten percent of the largest 

Students learn to accurately 
understand and explain numerical 
operations and relations between 
numbers.  

REVIEW  

Unit 3 

Related 
Changes 

Connected and unconnected changes:  as x increased, y 
increased; both x and y are increasing 

Vocabulary related to increases, decreases, change, and 
no change:  decline, rise, get weaker, continues to climb, 
as a result, fewer... 

Students learn to understand and 
express how changes relate to 
each other. 

Especially useful for economic and 
scientific reports. 

Unit 4 

Describing Line 
Graphs  

Understanding and expressing changes as expressed in 
line graphs:  from 1998, sales increased steadily until 
they reached a high in 2000 

Using the present perfect to express information in a line 
graph:  this shows how the average family has been 
getting smaller. 

Students learn to understand 
graphical information in English 

Students learn to give an oral 
presentation and answer 
questions about line graphs. 

Scope & Sequence – DYNAMIC BUSINESS ENGLISH (DBE) 

Units & Lessons Main Learning Points Comments 

Unit 2: Work Experience 

Presentation Jean Nielsen Tom 
Jones Federal Motors 

Question Practice w/SR Focus 
Exercises 

Grammar Fill-Ins w/SR Simulation 
1 w/SR 

A Job Interview w/SR 

Speech Practice w/SR Video 
Review 

Simulation 2 w/SR 

Promotion w/SR Speech Practice 
w/SR Video Review 

 

Sequence of events, she worked 
there for seven years, until 2005, 
then, right after… 

Passive vs. Active voice, Jean was 
replaced by Steve, Steve replaced 
Jean, ten percent of the workers 
were laid off, he was transferred to… 

Expressing duration, for more than 
ten years, since 2005, until 2005 

W/H  and how long questions about 
sequence, duration and points of 
time 

Verb tenses: past, past progressive, 
present perfect, present perfect 
continuous 

Present and future perfect, she will 
have been there for ten years, he has 

Students learn to give a brief job 
description, including their 
responsibilities and background. 

Students learn to describe the 
structure of their company, who 
is in charge, and how things have 
changed. 

Students learn to ask and answer 
basic questions about their job 
history, education, and 
responsibilities in an interview 
situation. 

This unit prepares students to 
begin the course Functioning in 
Business. 
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been working in the R&D 
Department since… 

Since/when  clauses: since he joined 
the company, when she left the 
company 

Job transition verbs:  promote, 
transfer, quit, hire, fire, lay off, join, 
leave 

Job Interview questions and answers 

Giving reasons and 
recommendations in a meeting, I 
recommend a ten percent increase. 

Unit 3: Manufacturing and Trade 

Presentation 

YR1 Robot 

OA-X Computer Question Practice 
w/SR Focus Exercises 

Grammar Fill-Ins w/SR Simulation 
w/SR 

Foreign Trade w/SR 

Speech Practice w/SR Video 
Review 

Mastery Test 

Quantitative Reference with 
adjective phrases and passive 
clauses, ten percent of the units 
made in 1989, of the ten thousand 
units made in 1998, 

Passive voice, it’s being used to, it’s 
used for, were exported 

Purpose, used for, used to, designed 
to, to improve its office efficiency 

Questions using quantitative 
expressions, 

How many of the units made in 
1989… 

Vocabulary related to trade, export, 
import, free trade, etc. 

Exchanging opinions in a business 
situation, I’m generally against free 
trade.  Oh?  Why is that? 

Students learn to use 
quantitative expressions to refer 
to something and to build longer 
sentences. 

Students learn to talk about how 
and why something is being used. 

Students learn to deal with 
controversial questions about 
subjects such as trade. 

 

This unit works well in parallel 
with Functioning in Business. 

Scope & Sequence – FUNCTIONING IN BUSINESS (FIB) 

Units & Variations Topics & Language Functions Comments 

Introduction: An 
Important Business Trip 

Parts 1, 2, & 3 

Introduction of the story, main characters and 
companies.  Introduces key vocabulary. 

This lesson parallels the first 
2 units in Dynamic Business 
English. 

Episode 1: Checking In 

Variation w/SR 

Bank Customer 

Blake checks in to a hotel 

Language Functions:  Confirming, Offering 

Refusing, I’m sorry, but…, I’m afraid… 

Requesting, Could I, Can I, If you could do that, 
I’d really appreciate it 

Students learn how to make 
polite requests 

Students learn how to 
confirm information 

Episode 2:  Making an 
Appointment 

Variation w/SR 

Making an Appointment 

 

Blake uses the telephone to make an 
appointment for an important meeting 

Language Functions:  Agreeing, Confirming, 
Greeting, Offering, Requesting, Suggesting, I was 
wondering if we could get together… 

Students learn how to use 
polite telephone language 

Students learn how to 
arrange and confirm a 
meeting 
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Telephone language:  I’d like to speak with, 
Webber Industries, May I help you? 

Students learn how to make 
a polite suggestion 

 

B2 Workbook  
Workbook and answer key available on website: http://dyned.com/us/main/medialibrary. Username and 
password are the same of for the Records Manager. 

 

http://dyned.com/us/main/medialibrary
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NDE MODULE 5 

Unit 1 – On a Trip 

A Paris Vacation; Today’s Activities; Florence and Beyond; Question Practice; and Focus Exercises 

This important Unit introduces the present perfect and contrasts it with the simple past.  In the context of 
Kathy’s trip to Europe, students learn to talk about plans, schedules, and how to report and find out about a 
series of events unfolding in time.  

In A Paris Vacation the focus is on the contrast between past events (she came to Paris two days ago) and the 
resulting experience (she has come to Paris).  In Today’s Activities, we follow Kathy’s progress throughout the 
day, contrasting when events happened with how long it has been since they happened. 

In Florence and Beyond, we look at future plans and how they relate to present and 
past experiences (she has never been to Salzburg).  

 

In the Question Practice lesson, students practice making information questions with 
the present perfect and past tense. In the Focus Exercises lesson, students arrange a 
set of words to construct sentences. 

 

Goals: 

To be able to understand and use the present perfect to express a resulting state. 

To be able to understand and be able to express events and states in the past, present, and future. 

To be able to ask and answer information questions regarding events and states in the past, present and future. 

 

Objective 1:  To understand the difference between the past tense and the present perfect. 

Objective 2:  To be able to use the time expressions already, still, since, yet, and ago. 
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Main Learning Points 
been 
has been; has never been; how long has she been in 
Paris? This is the third time she has been in Paris. 

Have you ever been to Paris? 

for, since, in, until 
She has been there for two hours, since 11:30. She 
hasn’t had a  vacation in a long time. They didn’t 
arrive at their hotel until late last night. In another 
hour she’s going to leave. She’ll be there for another 
hour. 

information questions  (how long, how long ago, how 
many times, how much longer) 

How long has she been at the museum? How many 
times has she been in Paris? How much longer is she 
going to stay at the museum? How long ago did she 
arrive in Paris? How long has she been in Paris? 

look forward to/planning to 
They are looking forward to staying there. She’s 
looking forward to seeing some beautiful old 
buildings. She’s looking forward to talk to him about 
the project. 

modals (will, may) 
Then they will travel to Austria. She may not want 
that kind of relationship. This will be her first visit 

there. She will fly to Paris, where she will catch her 
flight back to the States. 

present perfect 
It is the first vacation she has had in a long time. She 
hasn’t had a vacation in a long time. She has come to 
Paris to attend her best friend’s wedding. Kathy has 
been in Paris before. She has been there for two 
hours. Since then they have kept in touch. They have 
written to each other several times. She has never 
been to Salzburg. Have you ever been to Paris? 

present perfect and past tense contrasted 
How long has she been in Paris...? When did she 
arrive in Paris? She has been in Paris since Saturday.  
She arrived in Paris on Saturday. She first came to 
Paris ten years ago. The last time was two years ago.  
This is the third time she has been in Paris. 

supposed to, have to 
Her plane was supposed to arrive at 1:00. She has to 
leave on Saturday evening. 

time relations with already, still, yet, and ago 
Have they arrived at their hotel yet? Have they 
already left for Salzburg? Are the newlyweds still in 
Paris? She’s still at the museum. Has her friend gotten 
married yet? How long ago did Kathy and Pierre first 
meet each other? 

 

Key Sentences 
A Paris Vacation 
Kathy is on a one-week vacation from her job as a 
journalist. It is the first vacation she has had in a long 
time. She hasn’t had a vacation in a long time.  She is 
in Paris to attend her best friend's wedding.  She has 
come to Paris to attend her best friend’s wedding. 

This is the third time she has been in Paris. (This isn't 
the first time she has been in Paris. Kathy has been in 
Paris before.) She first came to Paris as a student, ten 
years ago. (The first time she came to Paris was as a 
student ten years ago.) The last time was two years 
ago, when she came on business.  During that trip, 
she was so busy that she didn't have time to see any 
of the sights. This time she plans to relax and enjoy 
herself. 

Kathy arrived in Paris two days ago/ the day before 
yesterday, which was Saturday. Her plane landed at 
3:00, two hours behind schedule. Her plane was 
supposed to arrive at 1:00. 

After arriving, Kathy visited with her friend and met 
her friend's fiancé for the first time. He is a very 
successful Italian businessman. 

The wedding was yesterday. It was a small wedding, 
but very nice. 

(higher shuffler level) 

After the wedding, the newlyweds left for a skiing trip 
in the Swiss Alps. They went by rental car.  
Unfortunately, they got tied up in traffic. They didn't 
arrive at their hotel until late last night.  Fortunately, 
they had confirmed reservations, so they had no 
trouble checking in. 

They plan to stay there until Thursday. Then they will 
travel on to Salzburg, in Austria. They are going to 
meet up with Kathy there before she returns to the 
U.S. The three of them are going to stay in a castle 
hotel ten miles outside Salzburg. 

The hotel is on a lake, and the view from the hotel is 
wonderful. The hotel is in a five hundred-year-old 
castle. It used to belong to an Austrian prince.  
Everyone is looking forward to staying here. 

Today’s Activities 
Today, in Paris, Kathy is enjoying herself. This 
morning she took a walk through the streets of Paris. 
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After her walk, at around 9:00, she enjoyed a 
delicious cup of coffee in a small cafe. At 10:00 she 
went to the Notre Dame Cathedral where she 
listened to some beautiful organ music. 

Now she's at the Louvre, the famous art museum.  It's 
1:30. She has been there for two hours, since 11:30. 
She's looking at the Mona Lisa, one of the world's 
most famous paintings. In another hour she's going to 
leave the museum and do some shopping.  She wants 
to buy a nice dress for herself and some perfume for 
her mother. 

This evening, she has a date to meet someone for 
dinner. Can you guess who he is? 

She's going to have dinner with Pierre, a famous 
photographer. She interviewed him two years ago.  
Since then they have kept in touch. They have written 
to each other several times. 

(higher shuffler level) 

Kathy is interested in doing a project with him.  She 
would do the writing, and he would take the pictures. 
She’s looking forward to talk to him about the 
project.  

She doesn't know it, but Pierre has romantic 
intentions. He thinks she's very attractive. 

Florence and Beyond 
Tomorrow Kathy is going to leave Paris and fly to 
Florence, Italy. 

(higher shuffler level) 

She's planning to stay in Florence for one day, until 
Wednesday evening. Pierre would like to go to 
Florence with her. If they go together, it could be the 
beginning of something beautiful. On the other hand, 
Kathy may not want that kind of relationship with 
Pierre. In any case, Kathy is planning to enjoy 
Florence. 

This will be her first visit there. The last time she was 
in Italy she visited Rome, but she didn't have time to 
go to Florence. She's looking forward to seeing some 
of the beautiful old buildings and great works of art. 

From Florence, she's going to take a train to Salzburg, 
where she will join her friends. They are going to 
meet her at the station. 

She has never been to Salzburg. It will be her first 
time. Like so many other cities in Europe, Salzburg has 
an interesting history. She wants to visit the place 
where Mozart was born. He was born there more 
than 200 years ago. 

Kathy only has time to stay in Salzburg for a couple of 
days. On Friday she and her friends are going to 
attend a concert. 

She has to leave Saturday evening. She will fly to 
Paris, where she will catch her flight back to the 
States. 

Though a week isn't very long, Kathy's memories of 
this trip will last a lifetime. She is glad she came. 

Comprehension Questions 
How long is her vacation (going to last)? Has Kathy 
been in Paris before? What is the main reason she has 
come to Paris? How many times has she been in 
Paris? How many years ago did she first come to 
Paris? When was the last time she came to Paris? 

How long has she been in Paris? When did she arrive 
in Paris? 

Did her flight arrive on time? When was her flight 
supposed to arrive? How late was her flight? How 
many hours late was her flight? When did her flight 
actually arrive? 

When did her friend get married? Has her friend 
gotten married yet? Who did Kathy’s friend marry?  
Have the newlyweds left Paris yet? When did the 
newlyweds leave Paris? Are the newlyweds still in 
Paris? How did they travel from Paris to their hotel in 
the Alps? Have they arrived at their hotel yet? Why 
did they arrive late? They arrived late because of 
heavy traffic. 

Where are they going to be until Thursday? When are 
they going to leave for Austria? Have they already left 
for Salzburg? Is there a good view from the hotel? 
How far out of town is the hotel? Who did the hotel 
used to belong to? 

What did she do first thing this morning? Has she had 
any coffee yet today? Where did she go after she had 
some coffee? 

When did she get to the Louvre? How long has she 
been at the Louvre? What is she looking at right now? 
How much longer is she going to stay at the museum? 
Has she gone shopping yet? 

Who is she going to meet for dinner? Has she met him 
before? What does Pierre do for a living?  How have 
they kept in touch? 

How is Kathy going to get to Salzburg? Has Kathy ever 
been to Salzburg? Who wrote this piece of music? 
Who was born in Salzburg? Do you like Mozart's 
music? 

According to her schedule, which day is Kathy going 
to leave for home? 

Have you ever been to Paris? 
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Question Practice w/SR 
Has Kathy ever been to Salzburg?  

How is Kathy going to get to Salzburg? 

Is Kathy going to visit Salzburg?  

How long ago did she arrive in Paris?  

How long has she been in Paris?  

Has Kathy been in Paris before?  

Did she meet Pierre two years ago?  

Did her flight arrive on time?  

When did she arrive in Paris?  

Has her friend gotten married yet?  

Has the wedding taken place yet?  

What does Kathy want to see in Italy?  

When was her flight supposed to arrive?  

When did her flight actually arrive?  

Are the newlyweds still in Paris?  

Have the newlyweds left Paris yet?  

When did the newlyweds leave Paris?  

Has she met him before?  

When did they arrive at their hotel?  

Have they arrived at their hotel yet?  

Have they already left for Salzburg?  

Has she had any coffee yet today?  

Has she been to dinner yet?  

When is she going to meet him?  

How much longer is she going to stay at the museum?  

How many times has she been in Paris?  

When did her friend get married?  

When are they going to leave for Austria?  

What did she do first thing this morning?  

Focus Exercises 
This is the [third] [time [she [has] [been] in Paris. 

She first [came] to Paris [as [a student ten years [ago.] 

The [last] time [was] two years [ago] when she  
[came] on business. 

Kathy [arrived] in Paris the day [before] [yesterday], 
[which] was Saturday. 

She [has] [been] in Paris [for] two days. 

Her plane [was] [supposed] to [arrive] at 1:00. 

It [didn’t] [arrive] [until] 3:00. 

It [took] [place] yesterday, [which] was Sunday. 

Fortunately, they [had] confirmed reservations, [so] 
they had no [trouble] [checking] in. 

On the [other] hand, Kathy [may] not want [that] 
[kind] of relationship with Pierre. 

They [arrived] [late] [because] of [heavy] traffic. 

They [won’t] [leave] [for] Salzburg [until] Thursday. 

They are [going] to [meet] [her] in Salzburg, [which] 
is in Austria. 

It [used] to [belong] to an Austrian [prince]. 

She [has] [been] there [for] two hours, [since] 11:30. 

She’s [looking] at the Mona Lisa, [one] of the world’s 
[most] [famous] paintings. 

They [have] [written] to [each] [other] several times. 

She [has to] [leave] Saturday [evening]. 

On Friday [she] and [her] friends are [going] to 
[attend] a concert. 

The [first] time [was] two years [ago], [when] she 
[came] on business. 

 

 

Teaching Activities 
Classroom Activity 1:  Kathy's Trip 
Divide the board into three parts. Write did in the first section, has done in the next, and is going to do in the 
last. Invite students to come to the board and write sentences about Kathy's trip in the appropriate column. 
Assume that it is 2:00 on Monday and that Kathy is now at the Louvre. 

Classroom Activity 2:  Paris Postcards 
Have students write postcards from Kathy to her friends at home. Ask them to make sure each postcard contains 
at least one line about what she is doing at the moment, what she has done so far on her trip, and what she is 
going to be doing. The postcards should be written at different times during her trip (e.g., when she arrived in 
Paris, in Florence, just before she leaves, etc.) 

Classroom Activity 3:  Me and You  
Pair students and ask each partner to write down three things he or she thinks have been the same in their two 
lives, and three things he or she thinks have been different. Have the partners then discuss what they have 
written, and then write a paragraph or two about the differences and similarities. 
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Classroom Activity 4:  Winner’s Introduction  
Have students list two or three things they have or haven’t done in their lives which they are proud of:  I have 
traveled around the world. I have never received an F on a report card. I have spent three hours in a car with my 
brother without fighting with him. I have never gotten a speeding ticket. Then pair students and have them share 
these accomplishments. Ask students to pretend they are at an awards banquet and they will tell the audience 
why their partner is so great and very deserving of the award. Have them prepare a short speech praising their 
partner and describing all the wonderful things s/he has accomplished. 

Classroom Assignment 5:  A Perfect Vacation 
Using the internet, have groups of students make a detailed plan for a two-week vacation anywhere in the 
world.  Then, assuming that they are in the middle of their trip, write a report about what they have done thus 
far and what they are still planning to do. 

Classroom Assignment 6:  A Progress Report to Your Boss (or teacher) 
Think of a project you have at work or at school. What are the steps necessary to complete the project? Write 
a progress report to your boss, detailing where you are in the project, what you have finished, and what still 
needs to be done. How does your progress meet the original time schedule? 

Classroom Assignment 7   Self Critical (you, a public figure, or an organization) 
What are some things you are supposed to do but usually don’t? What are some of your strengths and 
weaknesses?  How have you changed? Have you gotten better or worse or stayed the same? 

What are some things you think your company or school should do better? Are things changing? How have 
things changed in the past year or so? Are things getting better or worse? How difficult is it to change things? 
Why don’t people change? Why do people change? How about you? Are you open to change? Are you flexible? 
When was the last time you changed your mind about something? Have you ever been wrong? Has your boss 
ever been wrong? Has your boss ever admitted to making a mistake? 

Classroom Assignment  8   One Year Plan:  An Oral Presentation or Interview 
Consider a period of time, such as this year. Make a short oral presentation that covers the following (or similar) 
points about your job, studies or personal life: 

1. What I have already done. What remains to be done. 

2. What I am doing now. 

3. What I still haven’t finished. 

4. What I am still looking forward to doing? What I hope to complete by the end of the (time period). 

5. What I am tired of doing? What I am looking forward to finishing? 

Follow-up questions: Are you pleased by your progress? Why not? Have there been any surprises? What have 
you enjoyed the most? What has been the most difficult? Has anything been easier than you expected? Have 
there been any unexpected delays? Do you expect any problems? What do you think will happen if you can’t 
finish?  What could happen that might delay the project? Do you really think it’s possible? What are the risks? 
Are there any risks? Are you a risk-taker or Are you more cautious or “conservative?” 
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Focused Listening  
Focus 1 

Preview A Paris Vacation for general comprehension.  Then focus on each sentence several times. 

Language Focus 
present perfect, been, past tense, ago 

Listening Task 
Listen for sentences which use the past tense or 
present perfect. Practice saying and recording these 
sentences. 

Goals 
 Students will know the setting and time frame of 

the story. 

 Students will begin to understand some of the 
differences between the past tense V(d) and the 
present perfect, have +V(n). 

Student Follow-up 
1. Assuming that it is now Monday, summarize the 

events of Kathy’s trip from Saturday through 
Sunday.  Why has she come? What has she been 
doing since she arrived? What happened on 
Saturday and Sunday?  Fill in the details as you 
imagine them. 

2. Do Practice Exercises A and B. 

 

 

Focus 2 

Review A Paris Vacation and preview Today’s Activities for general comprehension. Then focus on each sentence 
in Today’s Activities several times. 

Language Focus 
present perfect, since, yet, duration, for, since, past 
tense ago 

Listening Task 
Listen for sentences and questions which use the past 
tense or present perfect. What has Kathy already 
done, what is she doing, and what is she going to do? 
Practice saying and recording these sentences. 

 

Goals 
 Students will be able to use since, for, and already 

to express duration or completion with the 
present perfect. 

 Students will be able to ask and answer questions 
with the present perfect and past tense. 

Student Follow-up 
1. Summarize Today’s Activities. 

2. Do Practice Exercises C and D. 

 

Focus 3 

Review A Paris Vacation and Today’s Activities. Then  focus on Florence and Beyond. Listen to each sentences 
several times. 

Language Focus 
time relations, past, present, and future 

Listening Task 
Practice saying and recording the sentences which 
have time phrases. 

Goal 
 Students will be able to talk about and answer 

questions about Kathy's activities in Paris, 
Florence and beyond. 

 Students will be able to use present perfect to 
express duration: She has been there for two hours. 

 Students will be able to use going to, will and may 
with time expressions. From Florence she’s going 
to take a train to Salzburg, where she will join her 
friends. 

 

Student Follow-up 
1. Present Kathy’s travel plans from Monday through 

Saturday. Assume that today is Monday. 

2. Present your own schedule for today, and how it 
is unfolding. What have you done? What haven’t 
you done yet? 

3. Do Practice Exercises E and F. 

 

Focus 4 

Review A Paris Vacation, Today’s Activities, and Florence and Beyond. Then focus on the Question Practice lesson. 

Language Focus 
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information questions with the present perfect and 
past tense. 

Listening Task 
Practice saying and recording the questions. 

Goal 
 Students will be able to ask information questions 

about both events and the resulting states of 
those events. 

 Students will understand the difference between 
already, ever, still, yet and ago. 

Student Follow-up 
1. Write five questions that use the present perfect, 

and answer them. 

2. Write one question each which use already, yet, 
still, ever, and ago. 

Has she had coffee yet? Have the newlyweds already 
gotten married? Are they still in Paris? How long ago 
did Kathy and Pierre first meet? 

 

 

Focus 5 

Review Today’s Activities, Florence and Beyond, and the Question Practice lesson.  Then do the Focus Exercises 
lesson. 

Language Focus 
present perfect and sentence construction review 

Listening Task 
Listen to all the sentences in the Focus Exercises 
lesson and practice saying them. 

Goal 
 Students will be able to use the present perfect to 

ask and answer questions. 

Student Follow-up 
1. From Kathy’s point of view, write a complete 

account of her trip to Europe. Assume that it is 
now Monday evening, after her dinner with Pierre. 
What has happened, and what is going to happen? 

2. Write about yourself and your plans for today. 
What has happened, and what is going to happen? 

 

 

Focus 6 

Language Focus 
Language Mastery 

Listening Task 
3. Review all of the lessons in this unit several times.  

Practice recording 10~15 sentences each time, so 

that you can say these sentences fluently and with 
confidence.  When your Completion Percentage is 
80-100%, take the Mastery Test. Try to get a score 
higher than 90%. 
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Unit 2 – Directions 

City Directions; City Quiz; and Spatial Relations 

This Unit focuses on giving directions, street locations, the names of common places of business, and spatial 
relations.  This Unit extends and follows up Module 3, Unit 3. 

In the City Directions lesson, students click on various locations in DynEd City and hear the directions of how to 
get there from the Hotel, which is on High Street. 

In the City Quiz lesson, the students are given directions and asked to indicate the location where the directions 
lead. A score is given for each correct choice.  

In the Spatial Relations lesson, students study how to specify locations on a grid of blank squares:  upper left 
hand corner, middle of the top row, etc.  After clicking on the middle square, the Grid then opens up and shows 
a group of clocks, animals, flowers, and people arranged throughout the Grid.  Students are then given 
comprehension questions to show that they understand the spatial directions. 

 

Goals: 

To be able to understand and give street directions. 

To be able to understand and specify spatial directions, such as lower left-hand corner, etc. 

To be able to understand and name common places of business. 

To be able to specify objects by giving their spatial location, such as the clock in the upper right-hand corner. 
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Main Learning Points 
giving directions 
Turn right at the intersection.  Cross the street.  Go 
straight through the intersection.  Go south along 
Second Avenue.  Go about half a block.  Go West on 
High Street.  Go to the corner.  Go to the end of the 
block.  Turn right and cross the street.  Make a right.  
When you get to the corner, take a left. 

distance 
too far;  not far enough;  one block east; two doors 
down 

location 

on the same block as;  on the opposite side of the 
street;  on the other side of the street from;  east of 
the hotel; across the street from;  between a gas 
station and a drug store;  just past the gas station; it’s 
on the corner, after you cross the street;  it’s on the 
right, in the middle of the block.  It’s directly across 
from the hotel.  It’s one block west of the hotel, on 
the same side of the street.   It’s east of the  

 

 

hotel, on the other side of Second Avenue.  It’s 
around the corner from the hotel.  It’s the second 
building on the left. 

prepositions of location 
at the intersection;  on the same block;  in the middle; 
across the street;  around the corner;  at the 
intersection. It’s on the right. 

prepositions of direction 
from the left;  to the right;  along Second Avenue, out 
the door;  through the intersection 

should 
You should have turned right... 

spatial relations 
upper left-hand corner;  second from the left in the 
top row;  middle of the top row;  one block east of the 
hotel. This is the top right corner.  This square is on 
far left of the middle row. 

Key Sentences 

City Directions  (and City Quiz) 

You are at the hotel.  Where would you like to go? 

Follow these directions. (Quiz) 

The park is on the corner of First Avenue and High 
Street, west of the hotel. 

Go out the front door of the hotel.  Go West on High 
Street.  Go to the corner.  Turn right and cross the 
street.  Cross First Avenue.  It’s on the corner, after 
you cross the street. 

The university is north of the hotel, behind the art 
museum. 

Go out the front door of the hotel.  Turn left.  Turn 
right at the intersection.  Cross High Street. Go North 
on First Avenue.  Go about half a block.  It’s on the 
right. 

The cafe is on the same block as the hotel, but on the 
opposite side of the street. 

Go out the front door of the hotel.  Go West on High 
Street.  Turn right and cross the street.  It’s on the 
corner after you cross the street. 

The art museum is directly across from the hotel. 

Go out the front door of the hotel.  Make a right.  
When you get to the corner, take a left.  Cross High 
Street.  Go left.  It’s on the right, in the middle of the 
block. 

The movie theater is on the other side of the street 
from the hotel. 

Go out the front door of the hotel.  Turn right.  Go to 
the corner.  Turn left and cross the street.  It’s on the 
corner after you cross the street. 

There are public rest rooms in the park. 

Go out the front door of the hotel.  Go West on High 
Street.  Go to the end of the block.  Turn right and 
cross the street.  Turn left.  Cross First Avenue.  Turn 
right.  Go about half a block.  They’ll be on your left. 

The hospital is one block west of the hotel, on the 
same side of the street. 

Go out the front door of the hotel.  Go West on High 
Street.  Go straight through the intersection.  It’s on 
the corner after you cross the street. 

The bank is right next door to the hotel. 

Go out the front door of the hotel.  Turn left.  It’s next 
door, on the left. 

The city's best hotel is on High Street in the middle of 
the block. 

You are already there! 

This restaurant is on the corner next to the hotel. 

Go out the front door of the hotel.  Turn right.  It’s 
next door, on the right. 

This gas station is east of the hotel, on the other side 
of Second Avenue. 
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Go out the front door of the hotel.  Turn right.  Go 
straight through the intersection.  It’s on the corner 
after you cross the street. 

The subway entrance is one block east of the hotel. 

Go out the front door of the hotel.  Go East on High 
Street.  Go across the street.  It’s on the right, just past 
the gas station. 

There is a parking lot on First Avenue, south of the 
hospital. 

Go out the front door of the hotel.  Turn left.  Go 
straight through the intersection.  Turn left.  It’s on 
the right, in the middle of the block. 

This gas station is across the street from a travel 
agency. 

Go out the front door of the hotel.  Turn left.  Go 
straight through the intersection.  Turn left.  Go 
South.  It’s directly across from a travel agency. 

The post office is around the corner from the hotel. 

Go out the front door of the hotel.  Turn left.  Turn 
left at the corner.  It’ll be on your left, in the middle 
of the block. 

There is a travel agency on First Avenue. 

Go out the front door of the hotel.  Turn left.  Turn 
left at the corner.  Go south.  Go past the post office.  
It’ll be on your left. 

The department store is on Second Avenue, around 
the corner from the hotel. 

Go out the front door of the hotel.  Turn right.  Turn 
right at the intersection.  Go about half a block.  It’s 
on the right. 

The bookstore on Second Avenue is between a gas 
station and a drugstore. 

Go out the front door of the hotel.  Go East on High 
Street.  Cross Second Avenue.  Turn right.  Go South.  
It’ll be on your left, in the middle of the block. 

The drugstore is across the street from a department 
store. 

Go out the front door of the hotel.  Go East on High 
Street.  Cross Second Avenue.  Turn right.  Go South.  
It’s two doors down from the gas station. 

There is a police station on High Street, one block 
west of the hotel. 

Go out the front door of the hotel.  Go West on High 
Street.  Go straight through the intersection.  It’s the 
second building on the left. 

These are the four directions:  North, East, South, and 
West. 

Feedback (for wrong choices in Quiz) 

You should have turned right at the intersection. 

You should have turned left at the corner. 

You turned right, but you should have turned left. 

You turned, but you should have kept on going. 

You went west on High Street, but you should have 
gone east. 

You went too far. 

You didn't go far enough. 

You went in the wrong direction when you left the 
hotel. 

You're on the wrong side of the street. 

You're on the wrong corner. 

Spatial Relations 
(Grid) 

This is the upper left-hand corner. 

This is the second square from the left in the top row. 

This is the middle of the top row. 

This is the top row, second square from the right. 

This is the upper right-hand corner. This is the top 
right corner. 

This is the first square in the middle row. 

This square is on the far left of the middle row. 

This is the second square from the left in the middle 
row. 

This square is second from the right in the middle 
row. 

This square is in the center of the middle row. 

 

(opens Grid). 

Grid Quiz (samples) 
What time is shown in the upper left-hand corner?  It 
says 10:15. 

Which animal is in the top row, second from the left?  
This is a monkey. 

What color is the flower in the middle of the top row?  
It’s yellow. 

Which person is second from the left in the middle 
row? 

What does the clock in the lower left-hand corner 
say? 

What animal is in the bottom row, second from the 
right? 

What is in the center of the middle row?  
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Unit 3 – Energy Sources 

Our Energy Needs; What about the Future? Questions; and Focus Exercises 

As a follow-up to the Our World lesson, 3(2), this unit introduces the passive voice and important vocabulary for 
talking about our world, its natural resources, and global issues of importance.  Cause and effect relations, 
expressing purpose, and the use of noun phrases are also developed further, preparing students to begin to 
communicate about more abstract ideas and relationships, which will be developed extensively in Level 4. 

In Our Energy Needs, different energy sources are presented and briefly 
explained. In What about the Future? we focus on various problems related to 
our use of fossil fuels, including global warming and acid rain, and the importance 
of conservation as a means to protect our environment. The lesson provides 
interesting topics for discussion, including alternative energy sources, and helps 
to prepare students to participate in a content-based curriculum. 

 

 

 

Goals 

To be able to understand and talk about energy sources and natural resources. 

To be able to understand the difference between active and passive verbs. 

To be able to express the purpose, results, and reasons for an act or event. 

 

Objective 1:  To introduce the passive form, be+V(n). 

Objective 2:  To be able to understand and express cause and effect relations in a variety of ways. 

Objective 3:  To be able to understand and use the infinitive, to+V, to express purpose. 
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Main Learning Points 

cause/effect 
As the supply decreases, the price will increase.  Oil 
spills cause the death of many kinds of wildlife.  These 
accidents have caused the deaths of wildlife.  Burning 
fossil fuels causes air pollution.  Air pollution causes 
acid rain.  When a large amount of carbon gases are 
in the atmosphere, our world begins to heat up.  If the 
temperature rises, the polar ice caps will begin to 
melt. 

classification  (such as, some of the ways, include) 
Here are some of the ways we get energy.  Fossil fuels 
include coal, oil, and natural gas.  We burn fossil fuels, 
such as coal, to generate electricity. 

conditionals 
If the temperature rises, the polar ice caps will melt.  
If there are more plants, then the rate of global 
warming is reduced.  If it gets into the environment, 
it can cause serious health problems.  If we use less 
energy, it will help with the problem.  If air pollution 
increases, what will happen to our forests? 

degrees of certainty 
The price will increase.  Solar cells can convert 
sunlight.  There may even be war.  There is always 
some risk of an accident. 

noun phrases 
many kinds of wildlife;  the energy of falling water;  
another major source of energy;  another way to get 

energy; One of the main problems we now face is 
how to reduce the use of fossil fuels. 

passive, be+V(n) 
The energy of falling water is converted into 
electricity.  Waste gases, such as carbon dioxide, are 
produced.  If there are more plants, then the rate of 
global warming is reduced.  Many of our great forests 
are being cut down or burned.  The number of dams 
must be limited.  Some of our forests are being killed 
by acid rain. 

present perfect 
there have been several accidents;  accidents have 
caused the deaths;  radiation has escaped 

purpose/reason/result 
We need energy for heat.  For people to live on our 
planet...  We also need energy to run our factories.  
Many people hope that the use of solar energy will 
increase because it’s safe for the environment.  There 
are many reasons why this is important.  Plants help 
reduce global warming because they convert carbon 
dioxide into oxygen.  Fossil fuels are not renewable, 
so the supply is running out. 

qualification 
in some cases;  However, it is only useful in areas 
where... 

to (purpose) 

to store water;  to prevent flooding;  to run our cars;  
to generate electricity 

 

 

Key Sentences 

Our Energy Needs 
For people to live on our planet, we need energy.  We 
need energy for heat, for light, and for 
transportation.  When it's cold, we need energy for 
heat.  When it's dark, we need energy for light. When 
we want to travel, we need energy for transportation. 
For example, to run our cars, we burn gasoline, which 
comes from oil.  We also need energy to run our 
factories. 

Here are some of the ways we get energy.  Fossil fuels 
include coal, oil, and natural gas.  Fossil fuels are an 
important source of energy.  We burn fossil fuels, 
such as coal, to generate electricity. 

We also get energy from hydroelectric power 
stations.  Hydroelectric power comes from the energy 
of falling water.  The energy of falling water is 
converted into electricity. 

There are also other ways to get energy.  The sun is 
another source of energy.  Solar cells can convert 
sunlight directly into electricity. Many people hope 
that the use of solar energy will increase, because it's 
safe for the environment.  However, solar energy is 
still expensive and underdeveloped. 

Wind power is also a safe source of energy. However, 
it is only useful in areas where there is a lot of wind.  
Like solar energy, the use of wind power is still quite 
limited. 
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What about the Future? 
One of the main problems we now face is how to 
reduce the use of fossil fuels.  There are several 
reasons why this is important.  One reason is that the 
supply of fossil fuels is running out.  Fossil fuels are 
not renewable.  As the supply decreases, the price 
will increase.  There may even be war. 

There is also the problem of transport.  Large oil 
tankers transport oil across the oceans. Sometimes 
there are accidents, and large amounts of oil spill into 
the ocean.  In the past few years, there have been 
several accidents.  These accidents have caused the 
deaths of many fish, birds, and other wildlife. 

Another problem is air pollution.  Burning fossil fuels 
causes air pollution.  When we burn fossil fuels, waste 
gases, such as carbon dioxide, are produced.  The 
waste gases enter our atmosphere and cause 
pollution, which damages our environment.  For 
example, air pollution causes acid rain, which is killing 
many of our forests. 

There is also the problem of global warming.  When 
a large amount of carbon gases are in the 
atmosphere, our world begins to heat up. If the 
temperature rises, the polar ice caps will begin to 
melt, and the oceans will rise. 

So, as you can see, fossil fuels cause many problems. 

(higher shuffler level) 

Plants and trees help reduce global warming because 
they convert carbon dioxide into oxygen. 

If there are more plants, then the rate of global 
warming is reduced.  However, many of our great 
forests are being cut down or burned.  Our forests are 
also being killed by acid rain. 

So, as you can see, it's important for us to move away 
from fossil fuels as soon as possible. 

Nuclear energy also has problems.  One problem is 
safety.  Nuclear reactors are not completely safe. 
There is always some risk of an accident.  In some 
cases, radiation has escaped into the atmosphere and 
into water supplies. 

There is also the problem of nuclear waste.  The 
radiation from nuclear waste products is very 
dangerous.  If it gets into the environment, it can 
cause serious health problems and even death. 

How about hydroelectric power?  Can it help us move 
away from fossil fuels?  Hydroelectric power is a clean 
source of energy.  In addition, dams help us manage 
our water supplies.  However,  building dams does 

change the environment.  Dams can cause problems 
for wildlife such as fish.  Therefore, the number of 
dams must be limited. 

This leaves us with the problem of how to balance our 
growing needs for energy with our need to protect 
our environment. 

If we use less energy, it will help with the problem.  As 
a result, conservation is very important.  All of us 
want progress and a comfortable life.  However, we 
must also look ahead to the future and take care of 
our beautiful world. 

Questions 
When it's cold, what do we need energy for?  What 
do we need to run our cars? 

Which of these energy sources is the cleanest?  Are 
coal and oil both fossil fuels?  Which power source 
needs sunlight?  Which power source converts heat 
from a nuclear reaction into electricity?  What's a 
good way to get energy in an area where there is lots 
of wind?  Is the supply of fossil fuels increasing or 
decreasing?  What will happen to the price of oil as 
the supply runs out? 

What is often used to transport oil on land?  What is 
used to transport oil across the oceans?  What is one 
result of an oil spill?  What is one result of air 
pollution?  What kinds of gases are produced when 
fossil fuels are burned?  What produces carbon 
dioxide and other gases when it is burned?  What 
reduces the amount of carbon dioxide in the 
atmosphere?  If air pollution increases, what will 
happen to our forests?  How do plants reduce the 
rate of global warming?  How does the burning of coal 
increase the rate of global warming? 

What is being killed by acid rain?  What kind of waste 
products are radioactive?  In your country, do many 
homes use solar energy? 

Focus Exercises 
When [it’s] [cold] we [need] energy [for] heat. 

In a [windy] area wind [power] [would] be a [good] 
way to [get] energy. 

As the [supply] [decreases], the price [will] [increase]. 

Oil spills [cause] the [death] of [many] [kinds] of 
wildlife. 

When we [burn] fossil fuels, waste [gases] [such as] 
carbon dioxide, [are] [produced]. 

These accidents [have] [caused] the deaths of [many] 
fish, birds, and [other] wildlife. 
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For example, [air] pollution [causes] acid rain, and 
acid [rain] is [killing] many of [our] forests. 

In some [cases], radiation [has] [escaped] into the 
atmosphere and [into] water supplies. 

If it [gets] into the environment, it [can] [cause] 
serious health problems and [even] death. 

However, [solar] [energy] is [still] expensive and 
underdeveloped. 

Therefore, the number of dams [must] [be] [limited]. 

Some of [our] forests [are] [being] killed [by] acid rain. 

Plants and trees [convert] carbon dioxide [into] 
[oxygen]. 

If air pollution continues to [increase], [many] of [our] 
forests [will] [die]. 

Plants and trees [help] [reduce] global warming 
[because] they [convert] carbon dioxide [into] 
oxygen. 

The waste gases [enter] our atmosphere and [cause] 
pollution, which [damages] our environment. 

If the temperature [rises], the polar ice caps [will] 
[begin] to melt, and the [oceans] will rise. 

In addition, dams [help] us [manage] [our] water 
supplies. 

However, we [must] also look [ahead] to the [future] 
and take [care] of our beautiful world. 

The [energy] of [falling] water [is] [converted] into 
electricity. 
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Teaching Activities 

Language Task 1 – Vocabulary – Energy & Environment 

Explain and discuss 5-10 terms such as:  energy sources, types of energy, light, heat, 
atomic, nuclear power, wind, solar, clean sources, fossil fuels, hydroelectric, 
electricity, hybrid cars, coal, oil, natural gas, energy conservation, pollution, 
atmosphere, global warming, recycling, renewable, etc.  

 

 

 

Language Task 2 – be+V(n) – Passive 
Point out that in a passive sentence, the subject of the sentence is not the agent of the action, and that the 
agent of the action is often not indicated. In groups, have students make active and passive sentences with each 
of the following verbs:  boil, heat, convert, burn, produce, and use. Examples:  When water boils, it turns to 
steam. When water is boiled, it turns to steam. We heat our houses by using gas or electricity. Our houses are 
heated by using gas or electricity. 

Communication Focus 1 – Energy Sources 1 
What do we need energy for? What are some forms of energy?  Where do we get the energy that we need? We 
need energy to keep warm. How do you heat your house? 

Dictation: Energy is the ability to do work. 

 There is energy all around us, but it isn’t usable. 

 We need to be able to use it. 

 For example, there is energy in falling water. 

 That energy can be converted into electricity, which we can use in our homes and businesses. 

Have the students check for accuracy and then summarize the dictation. Then ask follow-up questions like: 

How is energy converted into electricity?  Who can explain how the energy of falling water can be converted into 
electricity?  What are some other sources of energy? 

Communication Focus 2 – Energy Sources 2 
Dictation: We need power to run equipment such as cars and computers. 

 Hydroelectric power comes from the energy of falling water. 

 The energy of the falling water is converted into electricity. 

 Then the electricity is transported to our houses or places of businesses. 

 Unfortunately, some of the energy is lost when the electricity is being transported. 

Have the students check for accuracy and then summarize the dictation. Then ask follow-up questions like: 

How is electricity transported?  How is energy lost?  What are other ways that energy is lost?  How can we 
conserve energy?  Do you conserve energy in your house?  How? 

Communication Focus 3 – Fossil Fuels 
Dictation: Fossil fuels contain carbon, a chemical element. 

 Fossil fuels come from the remains of prehistoric plants and animals. 

 Examples of fossil fuels include coal, oil, and natural gas. 

 When fossil fuels are burned, waste gases are produced, such as carbon dioxide, CO2. 

 Unfortunately, large amounts of carbon gases cause pollution. 

 They also contribute to global warming. 

Have the students check for accuracy and then summarize the dictation. Then ask follow-up questions like: 

Where do fossil fuels come from?  What happens when fossil fuels are burned?  What is global warming?  What 
is the relationship between fossil fuels and global warming? What are some of the things global warming may 
cause?  What about ocean levels?  What about the polar ice caps? 
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Communication Focus 4 – Cause and Effect 
Make a list of causes and effects, such as: 

 Cause       Effect/Result 

 heat water       it boils, it forms steam 

 cool water       it freezes, it forms ice 

 the demand for oil becomes more than the supply  oil prices increase 

 global temperatures rise     ??? 

 nuclear waste leaks into the environment   ??? 

 forests are cut down     ??? 

 temperature of a gas increases    pressure increases 

 gas pressure is increased     its temperature ??? 

 oil prices rise      world economic growth ??? 

Now discuss these relationships, and answer questions like: 

What are some of the causes of global warming?  What happens if water is heated?  What would cause the polar 
ice caps to melt?  What will happen to ocean levels if the polar ice caps melt?  What are other causal relations 
in your life?  What do you think will happen to the world’s oil supply 50 years from now?  When do you think the 
energy problem will become critical?  Or Do you think there’s nothing to worry about?  Do you trust your 
government to deal with environmental issues?  Why?  Why not? 

Communication Focus 5:  Environmental Problems -- Summarization 
Assign students to find articles in their newspapers or on the internet related to environmental problems such 
as acid rain, air pollution, global warming, etc. Make copies of these articles and use for discussions and 
summarization practice. Write headlines from the articles on the board, and assign students or groups of 
students to summarize one or two of the main points in each article. 

Communication Focus 6:  Tell Me Why 
In pairs or small groups ask students to brainstorm problems in the world, in their city, or in their lives. These 
can be societal as well as environmental, e.g., Increase in crime, lack of employment opportunities, air pollution, 
etc. Have them list these problems down the middle of a page. On the left side of the paper have them 
brainstorm all the causes of those problems. On the right side have them list results of those problems. 

Cause Problem Result 
Drug use Increase in crime More people buy guns for protection 

Automation Lack of employment Increase in crime 

Air pollution Acid rain Death of trees 

Bad schools School dropouts Crime, depression, unemployment 

Have students explain the relationships between the causes and the results, giving reasons and examples where 
possible. 

Communication Focus 7:  Environmental and Social Problems – Presentation or Interview 
Have students choose one environmental or social problem, summarize it, its causes and potential 
consequences, and indicate what he/she thinks should be done to deal with it. 

Communication Focus 8:  Video Project 
Have the class prepare a 3-5 minute video documentary about a social or environmental problem. 
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Focused Listening  

Focus 1 

Focus on Our Energy Needs.  First listen to the lesson for general comprehension.  Then go through the lesson 
again and listen to each sentence several times.  If necessary, use the ABC button to look at the text and consult 
the Glossary. 

Language Focus 
classification, purpose, vocabulary 

Listening Task 
Listen for general comprehension.  Repeat and record 
sentences which have new vocabulary words. 

Goals 
General comprehension and vocabulary building. 

Students will be able to use expressions of purpose:  
We need energy for heat.  We need energy to run our 
factories. 

Student Follow-up 
3. Make a list of reasons why we need energy, and 
give an example for each: 

4. We need energy for light.  For example, if it’s dark 
and we want to read, we can turn on an electric light.  
Also:  for heat, for transportation,  for factories, for 
appliances, for computers, etc. 

5. Do Practice Exercise A  

 

 

Focus 2 

Focus on Our Energy Needs, and preview What about the Future?  First listen to each lesson for the general 
meaning.  Then go through the lessons again and listen to each sentence several times.  If necessary, use the 
ABC button to look at the text and consult the Glossary. 

Listening Task 
Focus on the descriptions of each type of energy 
source.  What are the advantages and disadvantages 
of each? 

 

 

 

Goal 
Students will be able to explain each type of energy 
source, and present the advantages and 
disadvantages of each. 

Student Follow-up 
1. Write a summary of Our Energy Needs. 

2. Do Practice Exercises B and C. 

 

 

Focus 3 

Review Our Energy Needs, and focus on What about the Future? 

Language Focus 
passive voice, and causal relations 

Listening Task 
Focus on sentences which use the passive voice, such 
as the rate of global warming is reduced; and Our 
forests are being killed by acid rain.  Say these 
sentences, and then write them down. 

Goal 
To introduce students to the passive voice. 

Student Follow-up 
1. Summarize and explain the problems related to 
fossil fuels:  non-renewable, carbon gases, acid rain, 
etc. 

2. Do Practice Exercises D and E.  
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Focus 4 

Review Our Energy Needs, What about the Future? and focus on the Questions. 

Language Focus 
information questions 

Listening Task  
Focus on the questions, and practice saying them.  
Use the record feature to listen to yourself. 

Goal 
Students will understand the distinction between 
cause and effect.  Air pollution causes acid rain.  Acid 
rain kills trees.  One result of acid rain is the death of 
trees. 

Students will be able to ask and answer questions 
about the energy sources and environmental issues 
presented in this lesson. 

Student Follow-up 
1. Summarize What about the Future? and be 
prepared to answer questions about the lesson. 

2. Explain two causal relations presented in this Unit 
and why they are important to our planet’s future.  
Which one do you think is most serious, and why? 

3. Do Practice Exercise F. 

 

 

Focus 5 

Review Our Energy Needs, What about the Future? and then focus on the Focus Exercises. 

Language Focus 
review passive, purpose, and causal relations 

Listening Task 
Listen to each of the completed sentences, and 
practice saying it. 

Goal 
Students will have mastered the vocabulary in this 
Unit and will be able to summarize the main points 
with well-formed sentences. 

Students will understand the distinction between 
passive and active voice. 

Student Follow-up: 
What are two other environmental or social problems 
we face?  What are their main causes?  What do you 
think we should about these problems? 

Crime, poverty, racism, health, corruption, education, 
etc. 

 

 

Focus 6 

Language Focus 
Language Mastery 

Listening Task 
Review all of the lessons in this unit several times.  
Practice recording 10~15 sentences each time, so 
that you can say these sentences fluently and with 
confidence.  When your Completion Percentage is 80-
100%, take the Mastery Test.  Try to get a score higher 
than 90%. 
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Unit 4 – Video Interactions 

This lesson shows a variety of native speakers in the 
following situations: How Much Are the Tickets? Business 
Telephone; At a Restaurant; and Hot Seats.  Except for 
the Hot Seats, students may view each scene in a 
presentation mode. Lessons marked with an SR have an 
interactive mode where students can interact with the 
characters through Speech Recognition choices. In the 
Hot Seats, the characters answer questions put to them 
by the students. 

Detailed Instructions for this lesson, and for Speech 
Recognition, are in the Study Guides and also in the pull-
down Help Screens after you enter the lesson. 

Each scene illustrates language points that have been developed in this module. The scenes have been designed 
so that they can be role-played by students.  This is an excellent way to review, have fun, and personalize the 
language. 

How Much are the Tickets? 
Do you have any more tickets for the concert? 

Sorry, there’re no more seats left for this 
afternoon’s performance. 

Are there any seats for this evening? 

Yes, we do, but they’re expensive seats. 

How much are they? 

Let’s see.  Those seats are $100. 

You don’t have anything else? 

No, I’m sorry. 

If I take three, will you give me a discount? 

Sorry, I wish I could help you.  I just work here. 

Business Telephone 
Ace Travel.  May I help you? 

Hello?  I’m calling about some airline seats I’ve 
reserved.  There’s a problem. 

Okay sir, what kind of problem? 

I just got the tickets in the mail and now I see that 
the seats are not together. 

Oh, I see.  When is the flight? 

The flight is scheduled for tomorrow.  Is there 
anything you can do? 

What’s the flight number? 

It’s Flight 002 to Madrid. 

I’m afraid that flight is full, so it’s going to be 
difficult. 

But I made the reservations more than a month ago. 
The seats were supposed to be together. 

Okay sir.  I’m sorry about the mistake.  Let me see 
what I can do.  Give me your number and I’ll call you 
back. 

Thanks.  I appreciate your help.  My number is ….. 

At a Restaurant 
Have you decided what you want to order yet? 

No, I haven’t.  What are you going to get? 

I haven’t decided yet either. 

Why is it always so difficult to decide? 

I don’t know.  Why don’t you try the roast chicken?  
It’s really good. 

I can’t.  I don’t eat meat. 

You don’t eat meat?  How about some pasta? 

Okay, that sounds like a good idea. 

Hot Seats 
Have you ever been abroad? 

I’ve been to London, and also to Paris. 

What’s the most interesting trip you have ever 
taken? 

It was the time I went to Amsterdam. 
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Unit 5 – Review Exercises 

When Units 1-3 are completed, it is important to review the main points even while beginning to work on 
Module 6.  The following lessons help students refocus on some of the main language points that are covered 
and included in the Mastery Tests.  These lessons should be done on a frequent basis. 

DICTATIONS 

Dictations focus on important language at the word and phrase level.  Detailed instructions for doing the 
dictations can be found in the Study Guides and also in the pull-down Help Screens (This Lesson) when you enter 
the lesson.  The Dictations for Module 5 are as follows: 

Dictation 1 
1. Kathy arrived in Paris the day before yesterday, 

which was Saturday. 

2. Her plane landed at 3:00, two hours behind 
schedule. 

3. It was supposed to arrive at 1:00. 

4. After arriving, Kathy visited with her friend and 
met her friend's fiancé for the first time. 

 

Dictation 2 
1. This isn't the first time she has been in Paris. 

2. The first time she came to Paris was as a student, 
ten years ago. 

3. The last time was two years ago, when she came 
on business. 

4. During that trip, she was so busy that she didn't 
have time to see any of the sights. 

 

Dictation 3 
1. This evening she has a date to meet someone for 

dinner. 

2. She's going to have dinner with Pierre, a famous 
photographer. 

3. She interviewed him two years ago. 

4. Since then they have kept in touch. They have 
written to each other several times. 

 

Dictation 4 
1. She has never been to Salzburg.  It will be her first 

time. 

2. Like so many cities in Europe, Salzburg has an 
interesting history. 

3. She wants to visit the place where Mozart was 
born. 

4. He was born there more than 200 years ago. 

 

Dictation 5 
1. When we burn fossil fuels, waste gases, such as 

carbon dioxide, are produced. 

2. The waste gases enter our atmosphere and cause 
pollution, which damages our environment. 

3. For example, air pollution causes acid rain, and 
acid rain is killing many of our forests. 

4. If air pollution continues to increase, many of our 
forests will die. 

 

Dictation 6 
1. Plants and trees help reduce global warming 

because they convert carbon dioxide into oxygen. 

2. If there are more plants, then the rate of global 
warming is reduced. 

3. However, many of our great forests are being cut 
down or burned. 

FILL-INS 

This lesson reviews some of the main grammar points 
that have been introduced in Units 1-3. Detailed 
instructions for doing the Fill-Ins (with Speech 
Recognition) can be found in the Study Guides and 
also in the pull-down Help Screens (This Lesson) once 
you are in the Fill-Ins lesson. Please note that the 
highlighted words in the answer sentences are linked 
to the Glossary. Sample sentences from the Fill-Ins 
lesson are: 

1. It is the first vacation she has had in a long time.  

3. She has come to Paris to attend her best friend's 
wedding.  

4. She first came to Paris as a student, ten years ago.  

6. Her plane was supposed to arrive at 1:00.  

8. She has been there for two hours, since 11:30.  

9. She has never been to Salzburg.  
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11. They won't leave for Salzburg until Thursday.   

14. We burn fossil fuels, such as coal, to generate 
electricity.  

15. The energy of falling water is converted into 
electricity.  

16. The sun is another source of energy.  

18. There are several reasons why this is important.  

22. Our forests are also being killed by acid rain.  

25. In a windy area, wind power would be a good way 
to get energy.  

27. On land, trucks are often used to transport oil and 
gas.  

28. Some of our forests are being killed by acid rain. 

 

SPEECH PRACTICE 

In addition to developing oral fluency, this lesson provides a means to review and focus attention on many of 
the key language points developed in Units 1-3, such as the present perfect, , the past tense, and the passive.  
Detailed instructions for using Speech Recognition and for doing the Speech Practice lesson can be found in the 
Study Guides and also in the pull-down Help Screens. 

The Speech Practice lesson has four sections: Sentence Reading, Answering Questions, Sentence Repetition 
and Speech Quiz. Please note that the Score for the Speech Quiz is designed so that students can try to increase 
their personal scores each time they do the quiz, rather than as a test. Their scores can be found in the Study 
Records. 
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NDE MODULE 6 

Unit 1 – Life Experiences 

Making a New Life; A Path to Success; A Troubled Past; Questions; and Focus Exercises 

This Unit completes the presentation of intermediate verb structures introduced in New Dynamic English, Levels 
2 and 3, and prepares students for Level 4, where students will focus on more abstract relationships, especially 
the modals and conditionals. 

In this Unit, students learn how to talk about the totality of their lives:   their past and accumulated experience, 
their current situations, and their plans and hopes for the future.  In particular, we review and develop the 
present perfect and passive constructions of the verb. 

In Making a New Life, A Path to Success, and A Troubled Past, the lives of three 
characters are introduced and summarized.  Within the contexts of each life, the 
lessons focus on events and experiences and how they are sequenced in time. 

In Questions and Focus Exercises, students focus on information questions and 
sentence construction with a mixture of verb constructions, including the passive 
and perfect forms. 

 

 

Goals 

To be able to understand and talk about one’s life experience and qualifications. 

To be able to organize a brief presentation about one’s education and travel experience. 

 

Objective 1: To be able to understand and use the present perfect and past tense forms in asimple narrative 
about experience. 

Objective 2: To be able to understand and use the passive form together with the past tense and perfect forms 
of the verb. 

Objective 3: To be able to use appropriate time phrases to organize a brief written or oral presentation about 
one’s experience. 
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Main Learning Points 

change,  get + adjective 
She became a successful model.  Now that he's 
getting older...  Their relationship got better.  After 
about two years, they got married. 

for (reason. / to (purpose) 
He decided to study in the UK for a personal reason.  
His girlfriend was going to London to get a job as a 
model.  He was arrested for stealing a car.  He was 
given a grant to study in the UK. 

gerund, infinitive 
Richard likes living in England;  he decided to study;  
enjoys teaching;  hopes to return;  decided to quit;  
his dream to be a writer;  he kept on trying; Richard 
was given a grant to study in the UK.  Jack was 
arrested for stealing a car 

passive 
He was given a grant to study in the UK.  He was also 
offered a grant to study in the US.  His first book was 
rejected.  He got kicked out of several schools.  He 
was arrested by the police.  He has been arrested 
twice. 

 

 

 

present perfect + for 
He has taught there for the past five years.  They have 
lived there for almost eight years.  Altogether, he has 
been in jail for about two years. 

present perfect and past contrasted 
He has taught there for the past five years.  Before 
that he was a graduate student...  The police arrested 
him.  He has been arrested three times.  He came to 
England eight years ago.  He has lived in England for 
eight years. 

time sequence 
At the same time;  A year later;  Before that;  During 
that time;  After about two years;  Since then; Now he 
is a well-known writer.  During his school day…  When 
he was sixteen, he got into a fight.  When he was 
twenty he got married.  Six months later, his wife left 
him. 

still, yet 
Richard's family still lives in Hong Kong.  He still hasn't 
met the right woman.  He hasn’t met the right woman 
yet. 

used to 
John used to work for a large company, but he 
doesn’t work there anymore.  He used to be a 
businessman.

 

Key Sentences 
Making a New Life 
Richard is a teacher at a small college in England.  He 
has taught science there for the past five years. 

Before that, for two years, he was a graduate student 
at Newton University, near London.  At the same 
time, he worked part-time as a research assistant. 

He came to England eight years ago, after finishing his 
university studies in Hong Kong.  He was a top student 
in Hong Kong, and he was given a grant to study in the 
UK.  He was also offered a grant to study in the US.  It 
was a great opportunity for him because he wanted 
to get some international experience. 

It was a difficult choice, but he decided to study in the 
UK for a personal reason.  His girlfriend was going to 
London to get a job as a model.  He was afraid he 
would lose her if she went to London and he went to 
the U.S. 

After only three months in London, she became a 
successful model.  During that time their relationship 

got better.  On weekends they often went places 
together.  After about two years, they got married. 

Now they are happily married and have a five-year-
old son.  Altogether, they have lived in England for 
almost eight years. 

Richard's family still lives in Hong Kong.  He has two 
sisters and a brother.  Richard is the youngest.  His 
mother died last year, but his father is in good health. 

Richard speaks two languages, Chinese and English.  
He likes living in England, and he enjoys teaching. He 
thinks it's important to get international experience. 

He hopes to return to Hong Kong someday.   He wants 
to help contribute to its future. 
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A Path to Success 
John used to be a businessman.  He worked for a large 
company for six years.  He earned lots of money, but 
he decided to quit.  He wanted to follow his dream to 
be a writer. 

His first book was rejected.  He almost gave up, but 
he didn't.  His next book was much better.  Now he is 
a well-known writer.  He has written several books.  
In fact, four of his books have been best sellers.  Now 
John is writing a book about the life of Mikhail 
Gorbachev, the famous Soviet leader. 

John has traveled to many parts of the world.  When 
he was eighteen years old, he went abroad for the 
first time.  He went to the U.S. and Canada.  A year 
later, when he was nineteen, he went to Japan and 
Korea.  Since then, he has gone to a different country 
every year. 

Now that he's getting older, John thinks he should get 
married.  He would like to have a family.  
Unfortunately, he still hasn't met the right woman for 
him.  Of course he's looking for a woman who likes to 
travel.  He hopes to get married within the next two 
or three years. 

A Troubled Past 
Jack can't find a job.  Nobody will hire him.  That's not 
surprising, however, because he hasn't done very 
much. 

During his school days, he was often in trouble.  He 
got kicked out of several schools.  When he was 
sixteen, he got into a fight and lost two teeth. 

When he was eighteen, he stole a car.  The police 
caught him and arrested him.  That was the first time 
he was arrested. 

Since then he has been arrested twice.  Altogether, 
he has been arrested three times.  Each time he was 
arrested he had to go to jail.  He has been in jail three 
times, each time for about eight months.  Altogether, 
he has been in jail for about two years. 

When he was twenty he got married.  Six months 
later his wife left him. She couldn't stand living with 
someone who was always getting into trouble. 

Now he's all alone.  He's wondering about his life. 

He is tired of getting into trouble, but he doesn't 
know what to do.  He'd like to get an interesting job.  
Unfortunately, he doesn't have any job skills.  He 
wishes he could start his life over. 

How long has he (Richard) been a sciece teacher? 
How long did he work as a research assistant?  He 

worked as a research assistant for two years.  Where 
did he decide to study?  Why did he decide to study 
in the UK? Besides Britain, where else did Richard 
have a chance to study?  Why did he decide not to 
study in the US?  Where did Richard live before 
coming to the UK? 

Who became a model? How long did it take Richard's 
girlfriend to become a successful model? Who did he 
marry?  How many sisters does he have?  He has two 
sisters and a brother.  Is Richard's mother still alive?  
How many languages does he speak? 

Does he (John) work for a large company?  Has he 
ever worked for a large company?  Why did he decide 
to quit? 

Who has written several books?  How many of his 
books have been best sellers?  Who is he writing 
about now?  How old was he when he went abroad 
for the first time?  How old was he when he went to 
Japan and Korea?  Have you ever been abroad?  Do 
you enjoy traveling?  True or False:  He's going to get 
married very soon. 

Who can't get a job?  What happened to Jack when 
he was sixteen?  What did Jack steal?  Who stole a 
car?  Who arrested Jack? 

Who was arrested for stealing a car?  How many 
times has he been arrested?  Has he ever been 
married?  Is he married?  Who lost two teeth when 
he was sixteen?  How old was he when he lost two 
teeth? 

Focus Exercises 
He [has] [taught] science there [for] the [past] five 
years. 

It [was] a difficult [choice], but he [decided [to [study] 
in the UK for a personal reason. 

He [came] to England eight years [ago], [after] 
[finishing] his university [studies] in Hong Kong. 

He [was] also [offered] a grant to [study] in the US. 

His girlfriend [was] [going] to London to [get] a [job] 
as a model. 

His mother [died] [last] year, [but] his father is in good 
health. 

John [has] [written] [several] successful books. 

In fact, [four] of his [books] [have] [been] best sellers. 

John [has] [travelled] to [many] [parts] of the world. 
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John [travelled] to Japan and Korea  [when] he [was] 
nineteen. 

When he [was] [sixteen], he [got] into a [fight] and 
[lost] two [teeth]. 

Two years [later], he [was] [arrested] for [stealing] a 
car. 

That was the [first] [time] he [was] [arrested]. 

Since then he [has] [been] [arrested] twice. 

Unfortunately, he [doesn’t] [have] [any] job skills. 

Altogether, he [has] [been] [arrested] three times. 

Unfortunately, he [still] [hasn’t] [met] the [right] 
woman for him. 

A year [later], when he [was] nineteen, he [went] to 
Japan and Korea. 

He [used to] [work [for a large company, [but] he 
[doesn’t] work there [anymore]. 

Jack [was] [arrested] by the [police]. 

After [about] two years, they [got] [married]. 
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Teaching Activities 
Language Task 1 – Past/Present Perfect/Passive 

Explain, come up with examples, and discuss the differences:  ate, 
has eaten, was eaten / hired, has hired, was hired / moved, has 
moved, was moved / arrested, has arrested, was arrested / wrote, 
has written, was written / took, has taken, was taken / paid, has 
paid, was paid / used, has used, was used / ordered, has ordered, 
was ordered / etc.  

Communication Focus 1 – Making Decisions: Giving Reasons 
What choices have you made in your life?  How did your life change as a result?  What decisions have others 
made that have changed your life?  How did your life change? What are some experiences you have had that 
have changed your life? What kinds of experiences have  changed your life the most?  How has your( job, 
company) changed? What were the reasons for those changes? Etc. 

Language Task 2 –  become / get / Ways to Express Change 
Here are some ways to express change:  became a writer, got older, got better, improved, studied harder, grew, 
expanded, contracted, increased, cooled, exploded,  rose, fell, dropped, leveled off, etc. Discuss each term and 
come up with examples, either in your life or in science or business. 

Communication Focus 2:  Changing Lifestyles 
Have students talk about things they did in the past, but no longer do (or not as often). e.g., I used to take the 
bus to work, but now I drive my car. I used to baby-sit on weekends, but now I have a job in a restaurant. 

With a partner, in small groups, or as a class discussion, focus on things that people used to do, but no longer 
do, perhaps because of modern conveniences or changes in society:  e.g.,  Women used to wash clothes by hand, 
but now there are washing machines. Children used to live with their parents until they married, but now they 
move into apartments. There used to be lots of little shops, but now there are lots of big shopping centers. 
Customer service used to be much better. You could actually talk with someone on the phone and not an 
answering machine. 

Communication Focus 3:  Life Experiences – Getting Advice 

Dictation: Ten years ago Tom was arrested for stealing a car. 
 As a result, he had to spend a year in jail. 
 Since then he has tried to change his life. 
 He has stayed out of trouble and worked hard. 
 For the last five years he has had the same job. 
 But the pay is low and it isn’t interesting. 
 Now he is tired of his life and doesn’t know what to do. 

Have the students check for accuracy and then summarize the dictation. Then ask follow-up questions like: 

What happened to Tom 10 years ago?  What has he done since getting out of jail?  What has he been doing for 
the past five years?  How many jobs has he had in the past five years?  How many jobs have YOU had in the past 
five years?  How many jobs do you think you’ll have in the next 5 years?  Which would you prefer, to change jobs 
fairly often or work for the same company for a long time? What are the advantages and disadvantages?  How 
often did your parents change jobs?  How did it change your life? 

Communication Focus 4:  Traffic Accident  
Dictation: Last weekend a friend of mine was in a traffic accident. Fortunately, nobody was hurt. 

 Her car was hit from behind as she was stopping for a traffic light. 
 She was hit so hard that her car was pushed into the middle of the intersection. 
 At first it didn’t look like much damage, because her bumper had absorbed most of the energy. 
 But now she’ll have to get a new bumper, which will be quite expensive. 

Have the students check for accuracy and then summarize the dictation. Then ask follow-up questions like: 

Have you ever been in a traffic accident?  What about insurance?  Where do you get your car repaired?  
What are you supposed to do just after an accident has happened?  Who pays for the damage? 
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Communication Focus 5:  Qualifications for Marriage or Work  -- Getting Advice 
For people who want to (marry/hire) someone, what’s the best way to find a potential (marriage 
partner/employee)?  What kind of background would you look for in a potential (marriage partner/employee)?  
What in your background do you think would make you a good (match for someone/employee)?  How important 
is someone’s background?  Or are looks and personality the most important factors?   How might you advertise 
for a partner or a position?  Have you ever been interviewed?  How did you do?  What were your strengths and 
weaknesses?  Have you ever interviewed someone?  What did you look for?  What kinds of things impressed you?  
What advice would you give a young person?  What kinds of experience do they need for their future? 

Communication Focus 6:  Me and you 
Have students work in pairs or groups of three, interviewing each other to find out what experiences they have 
in common and what experiences have been different. 

 Have students present these differences and similarities and answer questions about them, including 
comparisons, such as:  Who has traveled the most?  Who has been working at the same job for the longest time?  
Who has been promoted the fastest?  Who has been studying English for the longest time?  Who has never been 
to France?   Who has given many international presentations?  Who has published original research?  What has 
designed several buildings? Etc. 

Communication Focus 7:  Significant Experiences That Have Changed Your Profession 
Students should present a brief overview of their area of expertise and talk about what recent events have 
shaped their profession. What new discoveries have been important?  In their field, how have things changed 
in the past few years?  How do you think your (industry /profession) will change?  Any guesses? 

For example: How have recent discoveries about the brain changed the pharmaceutical industry?  How have 
cell phones changed the telecommunications industry?  How has the emergence of China changed your industry? 
How have changes in the medical profession changed your job?  Etc. 

Communication Focus 8:  A Growing New Industry 
Dictation: The spread of computer viruses has become a major problem. 

 As a result, a whole new industry has developed. 
 Now, when you buy a computer, you have to buy anti-virus protection. 
 These anti-virus programs have to be updated regularly. 
 If you don’t update your computer, it may become infected. 
 Even your emails have to be scanned for viruses. 

Have the students check their dictation for accuracy and then summarize it. Then ask follow-up questions like:  
What new industry has developed?  Do you think it will get even bigger?  Has your computer ever been infected 
by a virus?  Have you ever had to reformat your computer?  What do you do to protect your computer?  What 
does your company do?  Do you get many emails?  Are many of them infected with viruses?  Are you worried 
about protecting your privacy? 

Communication Focus 9:  Job Resume 
Prepare a resume for applying for job or scholarship. Include your education and job experience and any other 
special qualifications and skills you have. 

Using a classmate’s resume, interview them about their experience. 

Communication Focus 10:  The Value of Experience and Skills 
Have students list various types of experience or qualifications and rank them according to importance. Consider 
how different jobs require different qualifications. What kinds of experience and skills are most valuable?  What 
kinds of experience and skills are least valuable?  Give reasons why. 

Suggestions:  travel, work experience, higher education, ability to speak a foreign language, sports, community 
service, ability to play a musical instrument, ability to write well, etc. 
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Focused Listening  

Focus 1 

Focus on Making a New Life.  Listen to each sentence several times.  If necessary, use the ABC button to look at 
the text. 

Language Focus 
Present perfect, past, and passive forms of the verb 

Listening Task 
Listen to how the verb tenses change from sentence 
to sentence.  Repeat each sentence, and record it. 

Goal 
Students will learn how to use the present perfect and 
past tense together in a narrative, with the  

 

present perfect emphasizing experience and results, 
and the past tense emphasizing an event or act. 

Student Follow-up 
1. Write a summary of Richard’s life up until he got 

married.  Fill in the details as you imagine them, 
especially his decision to study in the UK instead 
of the US. 

2. Do Practice Exercises A and B. 

Focus 2 

Review Making a New Life, and then focus on A Path to Success.  Listen to each sentence several times.  If 
necessary, use the ABC button to look at the text and the Glossary. 

Language Focus 
present perfect to express experience, simple past, 
and used to 

Listening Task 
Listen for sentences that summarize experience.  Say 
and record these sentences. 

 

 

Goal 
Students will be able to use the present perfect to ask 
and answer questions about experience. 

Student Follow-up 
1. Write a summary of John’s life.  Fill in the details 

as you imagine them.  What are the significant 
experiences in his life? 

2. Do Practice Exercises C and D. 

Focus 3 

Review Making a New Life, A Path to Success and then focus on A Troubled Past.  Listen to each sentence several 
times.  If necessary, use the ABC button to look at the text and the Glossary. 

Language Focus 
Passive with past (was arrested) and perfect forms 
(has been arrested) 

Listening Task 
Focus on sentences that use the passive form.  Repeat 
and study these sentences.  Note that some sentences 
have a passive meaning without using the passive 
form:  He got kicked out of several schools.  His 
mother died. 

Goals 
 Students will be able to use passive constructions 

with the past and perfect forms. 

 Students will be able to use well-formed sentences 
to summarize the experiences of all three 
characters. 

Student Follow-up 
1. Summarize Jack’s life, and fill in the details as you 

imagine them. 
2. Summarize your own travel and/or job 

experience: 
3. What countries have you been to? What kinds of 

jobs have you had? 
4. Do Practice Exercises E and F. 
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Focus 4  

Review Making a New Life, A Path to Success and A Troubled Past.  Then do the Questions and Focus Exercises 
lessons. 

Language Focus 
still, yet, passives, present perfect 

Goal 
 Students will be able to use still, yet, and used to. 
 Students will be able to use well-formed 

sentences to ask and answer questions about 
their own lives and experiences. 

Student Follow-up 
1. Write a two-page autobiography. 

2. Prepare a job resume. Include your education 
and work experience. 
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Unit 2 – Matrix Vocabulary 

Occupations; Places to Go; Ways to Travel; Things to Wear; Feelings; and Matrix Game 

This Unit introduces vocabulary related to five subject areas of importance in daily conversations.  It is important 
to extend the vocabulary in each category.  For example, in Occupations the class should list additional jobs and 
professions and discuss the advantages, disadvantages, qualifications, and give a detailed description of each.  
In The Interview lesson (Unit 5, Video) there is also an example of how a role-play can be set up in the classroom.  
In addition, the Classroom Activities for this Unit will provide opportunities for follow-up and extension. 

In the second category, Places to Go, students learn how to describe a variety of places by indicating what 
happens there.  An expanded list of places will add useful vocabulary to the lesson and allows students to bring 
in their own interests.  In the third category, Ways to Travel, students can add travel-related vocabulary, such 
as commute, rush hour, in cities, in the country, passengers, mass transit, etc.  There is also a video lesson, Flight 
Information, in Unit 5, that extends this category. 

In the fourth and fifth categories, Things to Wear and Feelings, 
there are many interesting ways to extend and add to the 
examples. How this is done depends on the age and profile of your 
students. Both categories lend themselves to role-plays and other 
activities, examples of which are listed in Classroom Activities. 

Once each category has been studied, students will enjoy the 
Matrix Game where they can test themselves and see how high 
they can score.  This activity helps to review and reinforce the basic 
language, and can be extended into a class activity.  See the 
Classroom Activities for more ideas. 

 

 

 

Goals: 

To be able to talk about common jobs and professions. 

To be able to describe places of business and of general interest by talking about what happens there. 

To be able to talk about means of transportation, and general travel patterns. 

To be able to talk about and describe clothes. 

To be able to talk about and describe feelings. 

 

Objective 1: To prepare students to talk about their job ambitions and/or present jobs and places of business. 

Objective 2:  To prepare students to make their own travel arrangements. 

Objective 3:  To prepare students to describe and buy clothes. 

Objective 4: To prepare students to understand references made to feelings, and to talk about feelings in an 
appropriate and understandable way. 
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Main Learning Points 

adverb phrases and adverbs of frequency 
when they are happy;  when a friend is sick;  when 
someone is rude to them.  Construction workers work 
outside and sometimes operate heavy machinery.  A 
dentist often charges a lot of money. 

countable/uncountable amounts 
many people; many other materials; some people; 
most people; a lot of education; not much education; 
a pair of gloves; a lot of money; many different kinds 
of animals; other sports 

comparing amounts 
Dentists almost always earn more than sales clerks.  
Which usually costs more?  Flying is usually more 
expensive than going by train.  A train holds more 
passengers than a bus. 

conditionals 
Who would you go to if you had a toothache?  How 
would you feel if you were all alone and lost in a dark 
forest?  How do you feel if someone is rude to you?  

compulsion, have to 
You have to put on your socks before you put on your 
shoes.  I only go when I have to.  You have to go to an 
airport... 

gerunds and infinitives 

Do you enjoy going to the dentist?  I prefer flying.  
Flying is usually more expensive than going by train.  
Many people don't like going to the dentist. The 
fastest way to travel a long distance is to go by 
airplane.  A bus is an inexpensive way to travel.  A 
library is a good place to do research.  Some people 
are afraid to fly. 

purpose (in order to, to); reason (because) 
You have to go to an airport to get on an airplane.  
What do people wear to keep their heads warm? 

You usually need an appointment in order to see a 
dentist. You usually need a reservation in order to get 
on a train.  Many people don't like going to the dentist 
because they are afraid of pain. 

word relations 
Driver is to bus as pilot is to airplane.  Black is to white 
as hate is to love. 

preference, would rather 
Would you rather go to a zoo or to a disco?  I'd rather 
read a book or listen to music. 

 

Key Sentences 

Occupations 
Here are four kinds of jobs: a scientist, a construction 
worker, a dentist, and a sales clerk. 

Scientist. Scientists study the nature of the universe 
and how things work. Scientists work in laboratories 
and do experiments. Scientists like to solve difficult 
problems and explore the unknown.  You need a lot 
of education to become a scientist or a dentist. 

Construction worker. Construction workers build 
things like bridges, dams, and highways.  
Construction workers work outside and sometimes 
operate heavy machinery. Construction workers 
sometimes have dangerous jobs. You don’t need 
much education to become a construction worker or 
a sales clerk. 

Dentist. A dentist fixes our teeth and often charges a 
lot of money. Many people don't like going to the 
dentist because they are afraid of pain. You usually 
need an appointment in order to see a dentist.  
Dentists almost always earn more than sales clerks. 

Sales clerk. Sales clerks help customers buy things in 
stores. Sales clerks work in department stores and 
many other kinds of shops. Sales clerks should be 
helpful and polite to do their job well. 

Places To Go 
Here are four places to go: a zoo, a disco, a stadium, 
and a library. 

Zoo. You can see many different kinds of animals in a 
zoo. A zoo is a good place to go with children on a 
sunny day. In a zoo we can look at the animals, and 
the animals can look at us. 

Disco. Discos are popular places for people to go 
dancing. Discos play loud music and stay open late at 
night. People go to a disco when they want to have a 
good time. 

Stadium. You can see football, baseball, and other 
sports at a stadium. Sports fans like to go to the 
stadium to watch their favorite teams. Good seats at 
a sports event are usually expensive. 

Library. There are lots of interesting books in a library. 
A library is a good place to study and do research. 
People go to a library when they want to borrow a 
book. 
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Ways To Travel 
Here are four ways to travel: by airplane, by bus, by 
train, and by taxi. 

Airplane. Airplanes are a safe way to travel, but some 
people are afraid to fly. The fastest way to travel a 
long distance is to go by airplane. Flying is usually 
more expensive than going by train. You have to go 
to an airport to get on an airplane. 

Bus. A bus is an inexpensive way to travel from one 
place to another. Buses are sometimes crowded and 
uncomfortable, especially during rush hour. Buses are 
an important form of transportation in places where 
there are no planes or trains. Bus drivers drive buses 
and pilots fly airplanes. 

Train. Trains travel from station to station and carry 
many passengers. Many people commute to and 
from work by train. Sometimes you need a seat 
reservation in order to get on a train. A train holds 
more passengers than a bus. 

Taxi. Taxis are an expensive way to travel, but they 
are convenient. When you get into a taxi, you have to 
tell the driver where you want to go. You have to pay 
your fare when you get out of a taxi. 

 

Things To Wear 
Here are some things to wear: shoes and socks, two 
shirts, a pair of gloves, and some hats. 

Shoes and socks. Here are a pair of shoes and a pair 
of socks. First you put on your socks, then you put on 
your shoes. Some people take off their shoes when 
they enter their house. You wear socks on your feet 
and you wear gloves on your hands. 

Do you wear your shoes inside your house? 

Feet are to socks as hands are to gloves. 

Shirts.  Here are two shirts. The shirt on the left has 
long sleeves. The shirt on the right has short sleeves. 
Shirts are made of cotton, silk, and many other 
materials. 

Gloves.  Here is a pair of gloves. People wear gloves in 
cold weather to keep their hands warm. Some 
workers wear gloves to protect their hands. 

Hats. There are many different kinds of hats. In cold 
weather people wear hats to keep their heads warm.  
A hat can protect your head from the sun in hot 
weather. 

Feelings 
These are four feelings:  happy, sad, angry, and afraid. 

Happy.  People smile and laugh when they are happy.  
Good news makes people happy.  Don't worry.  Be 
happy. 

Sad.  Some people cry when they are sad.  Thre are 
tears in her eyes.  People often feel sad when they get 
bad news.  Most people feel sad at funerals or when 
a friend is sick. 

Angry.  Most people get angry when someone is rude 
to them.  It makes some people angry if their train or 
bus arrives late.  If you get angry easily, you should try 
to control your temper. 

Afraid.  Small children are often afraid of the dark.  
Some people are afraid to try anything new.  Most 
people feel afraid when they are in a dangerous 
situation. 

Sample Questions 
Who earns more, a dentist or a sales clerk? 

Who makes more money, a dentist or a sales clerk? 

Whose job is more dangerous, a construction worker 
or a sales clerk? 

Which job is best for you if you like to solve difficult 
problems? 

Which job is best for you if you like working with 
customers? 

Who does experiments in a laboratory? 

Who would you go to if you needed help in a store? 

Who would you go to if you had a toothache? 

In your country, are sales clerks usually helpful and 
polite? 

Do you enjoy going to the dentist? 

Which job requires people to work outside? 

Do you usually need an appointment in order to see 
a dentists? 

Please take the gloves to the sales clerk to pay for 
them.  Which two jobs require the most/least 
education? 

Where is a good place to go with young children on a 
sunny afternoon? 

Have you ever seen an elephant in a zoo? 

Where can you go to watch monkeys playing in their 
cages? 

Which place stays open very late at night? 

Where is a good place to go to watch your favorite 
team play? 

Have you ever been to a professional football game? 

Which usually costs more, a ticket to a sports event 
or admission to a zoo? 

Would you rather go to a zoo or to a disco? 

Would you rather look at animals or go dancing? 

What can you borrow from a library? 

Where can you dance and listen to music? 
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Are you a sports fan? 

What is an inexpensive way to travel around a city? 

What is an inexpensive way to travel in places where 
there are no trains or planes? 

What is usually the most expensive way to travel from 
one part of a city to another part? Which holds more 
passengers, a bus or a train? 

What is the fastest way to travel from London to New 
York? 

Which is usually more comfortable and convenient, a 
taxi or a bus? 

Where do you have to go to catch a plane? 

Have you ever flown first class? 

Would you rather travel a long distance by train or by 
airplane? 

Driver is to bus as pilot is to ______? 

Which form of transportation is usually the fastest 
way to travel a long distance? 

Which form of transportation is usually more 
expensive, an airplane or a train? 

Which do you put on first, your shoes or your socks? 

Which do you take off first, your shoes or your socks? 

What do most people wear on their feet? 

What do people wear to keep their heads warm? 

Feet are to socks as hands are to _______? 

Do you wear your shoes inside your house? 

Which shirt has short sleeves? 

Head is to hat as feet are to _______? 

Kathy is cold.  Which hat would keep her ears warm? 

Do you like to go shopping for clothes? 

How do you feel when someone you love is going 
away for a long time? 

How do you feel when someone you love is returning 
from a long trip? 

How do you feel when you get good news? 

How do most people look when they are happy? 

How do most people feel on their birthday? 

How do most people look when they are angry? 

How would you feel if you were all alone and lost in a 
dark forest? 

How do you feel if someone is rude to you? 

He failed the entrance examination.  How does he 
feel? 

Do you get angry easily? 

Do you lose your temper easily? 

When you were a child, were you afraid of the dark? 

How do people usually feel at a funeral? 
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Teaching Activities 

Language Task 1 – Vocabulary – Things to Wear 
Explain and discuss terms such as:  types of men’s and 
women’s clothing, accessories, sizes, measurements, styles 
and fashion, appropriate dress, conservative, flashy, bad 
taste, weddings, funerals, business meetings, attractive, 
cheap, pierced noses, color coordination,  etc.  

 

Language Task 2 – Vocabulary – Feelings & Personality 
Explain and discuss 5-10 terms such as:   happy, sad, angry, 
surprised, frightened, depressed, anxious, nervous, bored, 
embarrassed, proud, confident, shy, assertive, personality, 
too direct, sincere, insincere, furious, terrified, obnoxious, 
insensitive, arrogant, bossy, optimistic, pessimistic, etc. 

Language Task 3 – Vocabulary – Occupations 
Explain and discuss 5-10 terms such as:  shopkeeper, small business owner, a plumber, an architect,  a pharmacist, 
a journalist, a graphic artist, a soldier, diplomats, academics, publishers, marketing and sales people, executives, 
managers, high-paying jobs, low-wage jobs, service-sector, factory jobs, health professions, medical technicians, 
engineers, bureaucrats, politicians, government officials, civil servants, judges, attorneys, entertainers, financial 
advisors, real estate, etc. 

Language Task 4 – Vocabulary – Modes of Transportation 
Explain and discuss 5-10 terms such as:  mass transit, commuters, rush hour, passengers, carpooling, subway 
systems, public transportation, SUVs, hybrid cars, economy cars, classes of travel (first class, business class, etc.), 
reservation, travel agency, car rentals,  round-trip ticket, highways, toll roads, railways, traffic jams, heavy traffic, 
parking tickets, pollution, mechanics, repair shops, driver’s licenses, traffic regulations and fines, etc. 

Language Task 5 – Vocabulary – Places to Go / Places of Business 
Explain and discuss terms such as:  office buildings, shopping center, museums, business district, bank, tourist 
attraction, ghetto, dangerous part of town, entertainment district, residential area, recreational area, etc. 

Communication Focus 1 -  Things to Wear/ Clothing /Gifts 
Where do you shop for clothes?  Do you enjoy shopping for clothes?  What do you usually wear? Describe what 
you’re wearing now, from top to bottom. .Are people judged by the way they dress? Do you have a hard time 
finding clothes that fit?  How do you decide where to buy clothes?  Do you wait for sales?  Do you buy clothes 
over the Internet? What kind of shoes do you like? When choosing what to wear, which is more important, 
comfort or style?  Do you ever buy items such as ties for gifts? What kind of gifts don’t you like to receive?  Who 
shops for clothes in your family?   Etc. 

Communication Focus 2 - Feelings & Personalities, Appropriate Topics 
Put 4 or 5 words like these on the board:  happy, sad, angry, nervous, bored, embarrassed, proud, etc. 

Ask students to describe situations where they have these feelings. What actions are associated with each:  e.g., 
smiling, laughing, crying, screaming, fighting, arguing, etc. 

What kinds of things make you happy, sad, angry, etc. What is the difference between an emotion or feeling and 
a behavior?  What kinds of behaviors are appropriate?  Screaming, crying, sobbing, arguing, shouting, flirting?  
When is it okay to shout at someone?  What is an example of rude or insulting behavior?  Do you hold your anger 
in or express it?  Do you enjoy arguing or avoid it? What topics should be avoided in your culture/company?  Etc. 

Communication Focus 3 - Occupations 
Have students choose occupations to describe in detail, covering points such as:  what they do everyday, the 
advantages and disadvantages of the job, qualifications or training necessary to succeed. 

For example:  a teacher may teach 5 classes a day, five days a week; may correct homework for an hour; may 
attend several meetings with other teachers; may talk with parents about students; may work with an after-
school club; etc. 
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Communication Focus 4 – Places to Go 
Dictation: Getting around an unfamiliar city can sometimes be very difficult. 

 Unless you know someone in the city, you don’t know where to go. 
 If you’re not careful, you may go into an unsafe area. 
 It’s usually best to ask someone where to go and how to get there. 
 And of course some people like to travel in groups. 

Have the students check their dictation for accuracy and then summarize it. Then ask follow-up questions like:  
Have you ever gone into an unsafe area by mistake?  Have you ever been (mugged/robbed/beaten up)?  Are 
there parts of your city that are unsafe?  What are the advantages and disadvantages of traveling in a group?  
Are there any countries you would be afraid to travel to? 

Communication Focus 5 - What's My Line? 
Have students write an occupation on a card or provide cards with occupations already written on them for 
each student. The class must guess the occupation of one student by asking questions. The student may give 
one clue initially,  e.g., I work with water. I work in a small space. From there the questions begin:  e.g., Do you 
work outside?  Do you work by yourself or in a team? The first student to guess the occupation is the next one 
up. Examples:  Policeman, pilot, taxi driver, nurse, surgeon, dentist, executive, lawyer, banker, insurance broker, 
engineer, waiter, bartender, computer technician, etc. 

Communication Focus 6 -  Why are people here? 
Have students write a place of business or recreation on a card or provide cards with places already written on 
them to each student. Students should describe the place or what people are doing there or why it’s important. 
e.g., Bank:  People are depositing or withdrawing money from their accounts. Businesses can borrow money here. 
Grocery store:  People are buying food. Hotel:  It has many rooms for people to stay in. People can stay here 
when they’re on a business trip. Pharmacy:  People are getting medicines and things for their health or 
appearance. Stadium:  Many people are watching a football game. Museum:  People have come here to look at 
paintings and works of art. Concert hall:  People are listening to a symphony orchestra. Courtroom:  Somebody 
is on trial for a crime. Jail:  This is where criminals are put. Hospital:  Some of the people here are recovering from 
surgery. Etc. 

Communication Focus 7 - Budget Buys 
Bring newspaper and magazine clothing ads or clothing store catalogs to class. Tell students they can buy 
anything they need, but they must stay within a budget. Decide on a reasonable amount that everyone must 
limit themselves to. Have students "go shopping" through the ads and make a list of what they will buy and the 
price of each item. Have students share with the class what is on their list and why. 

Classroom Focus 8 -  Question Matrix 
In this activity, divide the class into two or three groups. Make a list of 20-30 questions and answers about 
occupations, places to go, emotions, modes of transportation, and things to wear. Then read an answer or 
question to one of the teams and ask them to provide the question or answer in a complete sentence. For 
example: In what profession do people practice law?  Lawyers practice law. If someone is rude to them, most 
people get angry. How do most people feel if someone is rude to them? 

More examples:  Black is to white as hate is to _____?  Black is to white as hate is to love. Buses are one of the 
cheapest ways to get around a city. What is one of the cheapest ways to get around a city?  People often wear 
suits in a business meeting. What do people often wear in a business meeting?  Where would you go to get a 
loan?  I’d go to a bank to get a loan. Which do you take off first, your shoes or your socks? Why?  Which is usually 
more comfortable and convenient, a taxi or a bus?  A taxi is usually more comfortable and convenient than a 
bus. Etc. 

Communication Focus 9 -:  Job Interview 
Have students write and produce a short video of a job interview. 

Communication Focus 10 - At a Department Store 
Have students write and produce a short video of someone buying new clothes at a department store. 

Communication Focus 10 - Favorite Place 
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Discussion or Hot Seat:  What are your favorite places to go on a weekend?  Why?  If you can’t go there, where 
else would you consider?  Why?  What were your favorite places to go when you were a child?  Why?  What 
were your least favorite places to go when you were a child?  Why? 

Communication Focus 11 – Places to Go:  Dictation 
Dictation: Some people really enjoy traveling by train. 

 It isn’t as fast as flying, but it has other advantages. 

 You can look out the window and see the country passing by. 

 Sometimes you can see beautiful rivers and valleys and people riding bicycles. 

 Sometimes it’s nice to slow down and look around at the world around us. 

Have the students check their dictation for accuracy. Note the gerunds. Then ask follow-up questions like:  Do 
you agree with the sentiment expressed here?  Do you enjoy traveling by train?  Why not?  What’s your favorite 
way of traveling?  Do you have time to look around at the world around us?  What do you think about the quality 
of our lives?  Where would you rather live?  Do you think the quality of our lives has improved in the past 100 
years?  What do your parents think? 

Communication Focus 12 – Sensitivity: Dictation 
Dictation: I feel happy when I open my eyes in the morning. 

 I feel happy to know that I am alive 

 I laugh when something is funny.. 

 When something is sad or very beautiful, I sometimes cry. 

 I’m glad that I can feel the beauty of this world. 

Have the students check their dictation for accuracy. Then ask follow-up questions like:  Do you agree with the 
sentiment expressed here?  What moves you?  Do you have a good sense of humor?  How do you think the 
emotions of men and women differ?  Would you call yourself a sensitive person?  What is the difference between 
being cold, insensitive, hotheaded, sentimental, etc.?  

Communication Focus 13 – Road Rage 
Dictation: Some people get very angry when they are driving. 

 If another driver cuts in front of them, for example, they go into a rage. 

 They start cursing and their blood pressure rises. 

 Sometimes they speed up and try to threaten the other driver. 

 This kind of behavior only makes things worse. 

Have the students check their dictation for accuracy. Then ask follow-up questions like:  How do you act when 
you are driving?  Are you a courteous driver?  Are you a safe driver?  What do you think of people who go into a 
rage when they are driving?  Are drivers in your city fairly good, or is the standard of driving unsafe? Etc. 
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Focused Listening  

Focus 1 

Focus on Occupations.  Click on each item several times and listen to the basic sentences about each.  Then use 
the Quiz button and answer the questions. 

Language Focus 
Vocabulary related to job descriptions 

Listening Task 
Listen to each job description.  Then answer the 
questions and say each sentence.   Write down any 
unfamiliar vocabulary. 

 

 

 

Goal 
Students should be able to describe and answer 
questions about a variety of occupations. 

Student Follow-up 
1. Make a list of four other occupations. 

2. Describe one of these occupations, its 
advantages, disadvantages, and qualifications. 

3. Do Practice Exercise A. 

 

Focus 2 

Review Occupations and focus on Places to Go.  Click on each item several times and listen to the basic sentences 
about each.  Then use the Quiz button and answer the questions. 

Language Focus 
Vocabulary:  Descriptions of places to go. 

Listening Task 
Listen to the descriptions of each place.  Then 
answer the questions and say each sentence.   Write 
down any unfamiliar vocabulary. 

Goal 
Students should be able to describe what happens at 
various places of business or other places to go. 

Student Follow-up 
1. Make a list of four other places to go. 

2. Describe one of these places, what happens 
there or why people go. 

3. Interview a classmate about their favorite places 
to go on a weekend.  Would you rather go to a disco 
or to a sporting event? 

4. Do Practice Exercise B. 

 

Focus 3 

Review Places to Go, and then focus on Ways to Travel.  Click on each item several times and listen to the basic 
sentences about each.  Then use the Quiz button and answer the questions. 

Language Focus 
Vocabulary:  transportation 

Listening Task 
Listen to the descriptions of each way to travel.  Then 
answer the questions and say each sentence.  Write 
down any unfamiliar vocabulary.  Practice saying 
sentences that talk about what you have to do when 
taking a particular type of transportation.  

Goal 

Students will be able to talk about and compare 
different kinds of transportation 

Student Follow-up 
1. Present the advantages and disadvantages of 
each type of transportation. 

2. Present the sequence of actions necessary for 
taking a bus, taxi, etc.  Example: Taxi.  First you get 
in the taxi.  Then you give the driver directions.  After 
you get out, you pay the fare. 

3. Do Practice Exercise C. 
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Focus 4 

Review Ways to Travel, and then focus on Things to Wear.  Click on each item several times and listen to the 
basic sentences about each.  Then use the Quiz button and answer the questions. 

Language Focus 
Vocabulary:  clothing, and buying clothing 

Listening Task 
Listen to the descriptions of things to wear. Then 
answer and say each sentence. Write down any 
unfamiliar vocabulary.  

Goal 
 Student will be able to talk about articles of 
clothing and other things worn on the body. 

 Students will be able to specify where the item is 
worn, when, and what it is made of.  You wear a hat 
on your head.  A hat can protect your head from the 
sun.  This shirt is made of cotton.   

Student Follow-up 
1. Make a list of three additional things to wear, 
and describe them.  When and where do you wear 
them?  What information, such as size, do you need 
to have when buying them? 

2. Do Practice Exercise D. 

 

 

Focus 5 

Review Things to Wear, and then focus on Feelings.  Click on each item several times and listen to the basic 
sentences about each.  Then use the Quiz button and answer the questions. 

Language Focus 
Vocabulary:  emotions and facial expressions or 
actions associated with emotions. 

Listening Task 

Listen to the descriptions of emotion.  Then answer 
the questions and say each sentence.   Write down 
any unfamiliar vocabulary. 

Goal 

• Students will be able to talk about emotions and 
facial expressions. 

• Students will be able to use make and get to talk 
about emotions:  It makes me angry when...   I 
get angry when...  

Student Follow-up 
1. Interview a classmate about what makes them 

smile, laugh, cry, get angry, or scream from fright. 

2. Make a list of two or three additional emotions, 
and give situations associated with each emotion:  
Example:  I get excited when I watch a good 
football game and the score is close. 

3. Do Practice Exercise E. 

 

 

Focus 6 

Review each of the lessons in the Matrix Vocabulary.  Then play the Matrix Game.  See how high you can score. 

Language Focus 
Questions and answers. 

 

 

Student Follow-up 
1. Make a list of additional questions and answers 
for all the categories. 

2. Do the Matrix Vocabulary Crossword. 
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Unit 3 – Comparisons 

Price and Quality; Three Sisters; Country Data; Four Cities; and Focus Exercises 

This unit reviews and extends the language necessary to make comparisons and introduces the vocabulary to 
discuss and compare product quality, date of manufacture, price, physical descriptions of people, distance, 
temperature, area, and population. 

In the first lesson, Price and Quality, we focus on and compare three violins: their dates of manufacture, their 
prices, and their sound quality. 

In the second lesson, Three Sisters, we compare the physical characteristics of three sisters:  their eye color, hair 
length and color, their heights and weights. 

In the third lesson, Country Data, the focus is on the size 
and populations of Australia, England, and the United 
States. 

In the fourth lesson, Four Cities, we compare the 
distances of three cities from San Francisco, and their 
temperatures. 

In the Focus Exercises lesson, students practice To be 
able to express and understand comparative data about 
people, products, countries, and places. 

To be able to ask questions to find the degree of difference, such as in How much warmer is it in Sydney than in 
London? 

 

Objective 1:  To be able to understand and use the comparative and superlative forms of adjectives and 
quantifiers. 

Objective 2:  To be able to use relative clauses to specify a person or object, such as The violin which was made 
in 1920 ... 

Objective 3:  To be able to understand and talk about common units of measurement, such as degrees Celsius, 
pounds, and square miles. 

 

Main Learning Points 
adjective phrases/clauses 
The violin which was made in 1920 is the second most 
expensive.  The one on the right is the oldest. 

approximation 
approximately 5,400 miles;  about 7,400 miles;  
England has an area of just over 50,000 square miles.  
In January, London is generally a little warmer than 
New York. 

asking about price, cost, and product information 
How much is the newest one?  How much is the most 
expensive one?  Which violin costs the most? 

When was it made?  Which one has the best...?  It 
costs $2,000.  This violin costs $3,000 more than the 
one made in 1990.  Which one has the best sound 
quality? 

comparison, comparatives and superlatives 
ten pounds heavier than;  longer hair;  much larger;  
Australia has the smallest population.  Australia is 
larger than England, but smaller than the U.S.  It 

doesn't sound as good as the other two.  Barbara is 
the tallest.  The violin which was made in 1920 is the 
second most expensive.  The US is about 500,000 
square miles larger than Australia.  England is much 
smaller than Australia, but is population is much 
bigger.  New York is the closest to San Francisco.  
Mary has longer hair. 

countable/uncountable amounts 
how many more people;  how much more expensive;  
how much taller;  how much warmer 

degree 
second most expensive;  least expensive;  a little 
older;  how much taller;  just over;  much smaller, 
doesn’t sound as good as the other two 

distance, how far 
about 2,600 miles;  about 2,000 miles farther away;  
New York is the closest to San Francisco.  How far is it 
from San Francisco to London? 
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-er than 
$3,000 more than; ten pounds heavier than;  much 
smaller than Australia. Mary has longer hair. 

noun phrases/clauses 
the one on the left;  the one which was made in 1920;  
the other two;  the one in the middle 

physical description (height, weight, hair color) 
They are both four feet, four inches;  She weighs 95 
pounds.  How much taller is...?  They both have blue 
eyes and brown hair, but Mary has longer hair. 

reference 

the other two;  of the three;  the only one over five 
feet tall 

size and area 
It has an area of about 3 million square miles.  Who is 
the tallest? 

superlatives 
newest;  oldest;  the least;  the most;  the most 
expensive 

temperature 
The average temperature is 21 degrees Celsius.  New 
York is generally the coldest.  Sydney is warmer. 

 

Key Sentences 
In this lesson we’ll practice comparing things. 

Price and Quality (Violins) 
Here are three violins.  The one on the left is the 
newest.  It was made in 1990.  It has a nice sound, but 
it doesn't sound as good as the other two.  It costs 
$2,000. 

The one in the middle was made in 1920.  It has a very 
nice sound.  It costs $5,000.  This violin costs $3,000 
more than the one made in 1990. 

The one on the right is the oldest.  It was made in 
1880, more than 100 years ago.  This violin is the most 
expensive.  It costs $50,000. 

0f the three, the one made in 1880 has the best sound 

quality.  The violin which was made in 1920 is the 
second most expensive. 

Three Sisters 
Here is information about three sisters: Barbara, 
Susan, and Mary. 

Barbara is the oldest of the three. She is twelve years 
old. Barbara is five years older than her sisters. She is 
five feet, two inches tall, and she weighs 95 pounds. 

Susan and Mary are twins. They were both born on 
the same day. They are both seven years old.  
However, Susan was born ten minutes earlier, so 
Susan is a little older than Mary. 

Barbara is the tallest. She's ten inches taller.  Susan 
and Mary are both ten inches shorter than Barbara. 

They are both four feet, four inches. They are the 
same height, but they don't weigh the same.   Mary is 
ten pounds heavier than Susan. Mary weighs ten 
pounds more than Susan. They both have blue eyes 
and brown hair, but Mary has longer hair. 

Country Data 
Let's compare the size and population of these three 
countries. 

Australia has a population of about 25 million people.  
Australia has the smallest population.  It has an area 
of about 3 million square miles.  Australia is larger 
than England, but smaller than the U.S.  The 
difference in population between Australia and 
England is about 25 million people. 

England is much smaller than Australia, but its 
population is much bigger.  England has an area of 
just over 50,000 square miles.  Approximately 50 
million people live in England, which is more than in 
Australia and less than in the U.S. 

The U.S. has a population of about 300 million people, 
five times the population of England.  The U.S. is 
larger than either Australia or England.  It has an area 
of 3.5 million square miles.  The U.S. is about 500,000 
square miles larger than Australia. 

Four Cities 
Max lives in San Francisco.  Next January, he would 
like to visit New York, London, or Sydney.  Here are 
the distances from San Francisco to each city, and 
also the average temperature during the month of 
January. 

The distance between San Francisco and New York is 
about 2,600 miles.  In January, the average 
temperature in New York is 0 degrees Celsius.  New 
York is generally the coldest.  New York is the closest 
to San Francisco. 

London is approximately 5,400 miles from San 
Francisco.  The average temperature in London is 4 
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degrees Celsius in January.  In January, London is 
generally a little warmer than New York. 

Sydney is about 7,400 miles from San Francisco.  The 
average temperature in Sydney is 21 degrees Celsius 
in January.  In January, Sydney is the warmest of these 
cities.  Sydney is the farthest from San Francisco. 

Sample Questions 
Which violin is the most/least expensive?  Which 
violin is the newest/oldest? 

How much is the most expensive one?  When was the 
newest one made? 

Who is the oldest of the three sisters?  Who is the 
tallest?  Who weighs the least?  Who weighs more, 
Susan or Mary?  How much taller is Barbara than 
Susan? 

Which country has the largest population?  Which 
country is the smallest?  How many more people live 
in England than in Australia?  What is the difference 
in area between the U.S. and Australia? 

What is the average temperature in Sydney in 
January?  How much warmer is it in Sydney than in 
London in January?  Which city is the farthest from 
San Francisco?  How far is it from San Francisco to 
London? 

Focus Exercises 
The violin [which] [was] [made] in 1920 is the second 
[most] expensive. 

[This] [one] is [the] [least] expensive. 

The [one] on [the] [left] is the [newest]. 

It [was] [made] in 1880, [more] [than] 100 years 
[ago]. 

The violin [which] [was] [made] in 1920 [costs] 
$5,000. 

Of the [three], the [one] [made] in 1880 [has] the 
[best] sound quality. 

Barbara is the [oldest] of [the] [three].  She is twelve 
years old. 

Mary is ten [pounds] [heavier] [than] Susan. 

Barbara is the [only] [one] [over] five [feet] tall. 

Barbara is five [years] [older] [than] [her] sisters. 

They [both] have blue [eyes] and brown hair, but 
Mary has [longer] [hair]. 

In January, Sydney is [the] [warmest] of [these] 
[cities]. 

Australia is [larger] [than] England, [but] [smaller] 
than the US. 

The [difference] in population [between] Australia 
and England is about 25 [million] [people]. 

England is [much] [smaller] [than] Australia, but its 
population is much [bigger]. 

The US is [about] 500,000 [square] [miles] [larger] 
[than] Australia. 

England has an [area] of [just] [over] 50,000 [square] 
miles. 

The US is [larger] [than] [either] Australia or England. 

It has a [nice] sound, but it [doesn’t] [sound] as good 
[as] the [other] two. 

However, Susan was born ten minutes [earlier], so 
Susan is a [little] [older] [than] Mary. 
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Teaching Activities 

Step 1:  Presentation 
Introduce Price and Quality in class.  Use the examples to review comparisons, comparatives and superlatives. 

Step 2:  Oral Practice 
In pairs, or small groups, have students practice asking and answering questions about the violins or other 
products. 

Step 3:  Listening Focus 
Assign students to do Listening Focus 1 in the lab or at home. 

Step 4:  Presentation and Oral Practice 
Introduce Three Sisters.  Put a list of physical characteristics on the board which are useful for describing people:  
height, weight, hair color, skin color, age, athletic, good-looking, etc. Note that the comparative ending -er and 
the superlative ending -est are only used for adjectives that are stressed on the first syllable, such as heaviest, 
and that adjectives such as intelligent use the modifiers more or less, the most or the least, etc.   Have students 
work in pairs to practice describing and comparing people. 

Step 5:  Listening Focus 
Assign students to do Listening Focus 2 in the lab or at home. 

Step 6:  Presentation and Oral Practice 
Introduce Country Data  and Four Cities.   Focus on units of measurement, such as 
degrees Celsius, square miles, kilometers, and various averages.   What kind of 
data is important to know about currency values, GNP, stock market indices, etc.? 

In pairs, or small groups, have students practice asking and answering questions 
about the following topics:  country sizes, populations, average temperatures, annual rainfall, and the rate of 
economic growth. 

Step 7:  Listening Focus 
Assign students to do Listening Focus 3 and Listening Focus 4 in the lab or at home. 

Follow-up and Extension 
Once the lessons have been introduced and practiced, complete two or more of the following Classroom 
Activities to extend and reinforce the language.  Then test the main points of the unit, using the practice 
exercises as a model of items to test. 

Classroom Activity 1:  Picture Comparisons  
Collect pictures of items that can be compared such as vehicles, dresses, musical instruments, toys, food, 
appliances, people.  Hold up two pictures and ask students to make sentences comparing the items:  e.g., The 
station wagon is bigger than the sports car.  The sports car is faster than the station wagon.  

After modeling in this way, pair students and ask them to write comparison sentences about two photos you 
give them.  By adding a third person and picture, the group can practice forming sentences with the superlative.  

Classroom Activity 2:  Shopping Role Play 
Have students work with a partner to write a dialog between a salesperson and a customer.  The customer 
should ask for something bigger, smaller, less expensive, not as heavy as, etc.  The sales clerk should try to 
persuade the customer to make a choice.  Circulate as the students are working and give suggestions as needed.  
Have the pair perform the dialog for the class. 
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Classroom Activity 3:  Letter to the Chief 
Have students write letters to their school principal, director, company boss, or city mayor and ask for 
improvements.  Help them to first express how things are not as good as they used to be, or as good as the 
competition, or as good as at another school. Students should tell the person what needs to be done to improve 
conditions, e.g., We need better roads. We need longer lunch hours.  We need as many days off as government 
employees have. 

Classroom Activity 4:  We're the Best! 
Have students write ads for products, companies, stores, or cities.  Suggestions: 

a) Write an ad for your city.  Use lots of superlatives to convince people to come there. 

b) Write an ad for your favorite product or place of business. Use the technique of giving testimonials. "I've 
tried all the rest and this is the best!" 

Classroom Activity 5:  Economic Data Comparisons 
Define the following terms:  unemployment rate, inflation rate, foreign exchange rate, rate of economic growth, 
and population growth rate.  Use the internet, newspaper or other source to find out and compare these rates 
for five countries. 

Classroom Activity 6:  Buying Preferences 

Design and conduct an interview about buying preferences.  For example, when choosing an airline, a car, a 
newspaper, or a computer, what factors are most important? 

 

Focused Listening  
Focus 1 

Preview  Price and Quality and Three Sisters.  Then focus on Price and Quality.  Listen to each sentence several 
times.  If necessary, use the ABC button to look at the text. 

Language Focus 

Comparisons, reference and relative clauses:  which 
was made in 1990. 

Listening Task 

Listen to how the violins are specified, described and 
compared.  Practice saying the sentences. 

 

 

Goal 

Students learn to ask about and compare products. 

Student Follow-up 

1. Ask and answer five questions about the three 
violins or about some other products which you 
describe. 

2. Do Practice Exercise A. 

Focus 2 

Review Price and Quality and focus on Three Sisters. Listen to each sentence several times.  If necessary, use the 
ABC button to look at the text and use the Glossary. 

Language Focus 

Vocabulary: physical descriptions, comparisons, 
units of measurement 

Listening Task 

Listen for and practice saying sentences that 
compare the three sisters.  Susan is a little older than 
Mary.  Mary is ten pounds heavier than Susan. 

 

 

 

 

Goal 

 Students will be able to describe and compare 
people. 

 Students will learn the units of physical 
measurement. 

Student Follow-up 

1. Write a physical description of yourself.  Use 
units of measurement. 

2. Describe and compare two classmates or 
famous people. 

3. Do Practice Exercises B and C. 
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Focus 3 

Review Price and Quality and Three Sisters.  Then focus on Country Data. 

Language Focus 
Vocabulary:  country data 

Listening Task 
Listen for different ways to compare the data.  
Practice saying the sentences. 

Goal 
Students will be able to use well-formed sentences 
to describe and compare the sizes and populations 
of countries. 

Student Follow-up 
1. Ask and answer two questions about each of the 
three countries. 

2. Compare two or more aspects of your own 
country with another country. 

3. Do Practice Exercise D and E. 

 

Focus 4 

Review Three Sisters and Country Data.  Then focus on Four Cities. 

Language Focus 
comparison, quantification of differences, and units 
of measurement 

Listening Task 
Focus on the units of measurement and how to 
express the degree of difference:  How much warmer 
is it? 

Goal 

Students will be able to quantify comparisons:  
Sydney is 5,800 miles farther from S.F. than New 
York. 

Student Follow-up 
1. Present each city:  Sydney:  Sydney is the warmest 
in January.  Sydney is the farthest from San Francisco. 

2. Compare the three cities with your own. 

3. Do Practice Exercise F. 

Focus 5 

Review the first four lessons, and then do the Focus Exercises. 

Language Focus 
Question and sentence construction 

Listening Task 
Practice saying and recording the most difficult 
sentences in the Unit. 

Goal 
Students will be able to use well-formed sentences 
to ask and answer questions about products, 
countries, and people. 

Student Follow-up 
1. Choose a product, company, country or city, and 
list its most important characteristics.  How does it 
compare to others? 

2. Find an advertisement which describes and 
describes a product.  Do you think it is a good 
advertisement?  Why? 

 

Focus 6 

Language Focus 
Language Mastery 

Listening Task 

Review all of the lessons in this unit several times.  
Practice recording 10~15 sentences each time, so 
that you can say these sentences fluently and with 
confidence.  When your Completion Percentage is 
80-100%, take the Mastery Test.  Try to get a score 
higher than 90%. 
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Unit 4 – Video Interactions 
This lesson shows a variety of native speakers in the 
following situations:  Telephone Conversation; Flight 
Information; At a Restaurant (2); and An Interview: Job 
Experience.  Students may view each scene in a 
presentation mode and also an interactive mode where 
students can interact with the characters through Speech 
Recognition SR (or mouse click) choices.   

Detailed instructions for this lesson, and also for Speech 
Recognition, can be found in the Study Guides and also in 
the pull-down Help Screens after you enter the lesson. 

Each video scene illustrates language points that have 
been developed in this module.  The scenes have been designed so that they can be role-played by students.  
This is an excellent way to review, have fun, and personalize the language. 

 

Telephone Conversation 
You've reached John's apartment.  Please leave a 
message after the beep. 

John, it's me, Emily.  Are you there? 

Oh, hi Emily.  I was hoping it was you. 

Why didn't you answer the phone? 

Well, I didn't do well on my exam, so I didn't feel like 
talking to anybody. 

Oh.  Well, it's over now, so stop worrying about it.  Let's 
go out for dinner. 

Okay!  That sounds nice.  Where shall we meet? 

Flight Information 
(variation 1) 

I need flight information please. 

Flight number? 

It's Flight 002 from Bangkok. 

That flight's been delayed about an hour.   Its new 
arrival time is 11:30. 

Thanks. 

 (variation 2) 
I need flight information please. 

Flight number? 

It's Flight 002 from Bangkok. 

There is a Flight 002 from Hong Kong, but not from 
Bangkok. 

Are you sure? 

There's no flight by that number from Bangkok. 

What are the flight numbers from Bangkok? 

Let me see.  Oh, I'm sorry.  That flight from Hong Kong 
originated in Bangkok. 

Great.  Has it arrived yet? 

Yes, it's just arrived at Gate 52. 

At a Restaurant (2) 
Have you been here before? 

I've been coming here for 20 years. 

Twenty years?  Are you joking? 

I'm serious. 

Don't you ever get tired of it? 

Well, I don't come here that often.  Maybe two or 
three times a year. 

You may not have much imagination, but you certainly 
know what you like.  I can't believe you've been 
coming here for twenty years. 

I hate unpleasant surprises!  When I come here I know 
exactly what I'm going to get. 

Okay, so what do you recommend for dessert? 

Are you still hungry? 

No, but I feel like having some dessert, especially if it's 
good. 

Then I recommend their cheesecake.  It's really good. 

Okay, I'll try it. 

An Interview:  Job Experience 
Okay, now I'm going to ask about your job experience. 

Sure. 

How long have you been working at your present job? 

I started about a year ago. 

What were you doing before that? 

I was working at an advertising company. 

That sounds interesting.  Why did you change jobs? 

I wanted more responsibility, and I was tired of 
designing  packages. 

Oh, how long did you do that? 

I designed packages for more than five years! 

Yes, I can see why you wanted to change jobs.= 
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Unit 5 – Review Exercises 

When Units 1-3 are completed, it is important to review the main points even while beginning to work on 
Module 7.  The following lessons help students refocus on some of the main language points that are covered 
and included in the Mastery Tests.  These lessons should be done on a frequent basis. 

DICTATIONS 
Dictations focus on important language at the word and phrase level.  Detailed instructions for doing the 
dictations can be found in the Study Guides and also in the pull-down Help Screens (This Lesson) when you enter 
the lesson.  The Dictations for Module 6 are as follows: 

Dictation 1 
1. Altogether, he has been arrested three times. 

2. Each time he was arrested he had to go to jail. 

3. He has been in jail three times, each time for 
about eight months. 

4. Altogether, he has been in jail for about two 
years. 

Dictation 2 
1. John has done a lot of travelling. 

2. When he was eighteen years old, he went abroad 
for the first time. 

3. A year later, when he was nineteen, he went to 
Japan and Korea. 

4. Since then, he has gone to a different country 
every year. 

Dictation 3 
1. Jack can't find a job.  Nobody will hire him. 

2. Unfortunately, he doesn't have any job skills. 

3. That's not surprising, however, because he hasn't 
done very much. 

4. He wishes he could start his life over. 

Dictation 4 
1. John has written several successful books. 

2. The first book he wrote was rejected. 

3. He almost gave up, but he didn't.  He kept on 
trying. 

4. His next book was much better. 

Dictation 5 
1. The one on the left is the newest.  It was made in 

1990. 

2. It has a nice sound, but it doesn't sound as good 
as the other two. 

3. The one on the right is the oldest.  It was made in 
1880, more than 100 years ago. 

4. Of the three, the one made in 1880 has the best 
sound quality. 

Dictation 6 
1. The fastest way to travel a long distance is to go 

by airplane. 

2. Flying is usually more expensive than going by 
train. 

3. A train holds more passengers than a bus. 

4. A bus is an inexpensive way to travel from one 
place to another. 

FILL-INS 
This lesson reviews some of the main grammar points that have been introduced in Units 1-3, such as the passive 
and present perfect forms of the verb.  Detailed instructions for doing the Fill-Ins (with Speech Recognition) can 
be found in the Study Guides and also in the pull-down Help Screens (This Lesson) once you are in the Fill-Ins 
lesson.  Please note that the highlighted words in the answer sentences are linked to the Glossary.  Sample 
sentences from the Fill-Ins lesson are: 

(2) He has written several books.  (4) He was a top student in Hong Kong, and he was given a grant to study in 
the UK.  (7) The first book he wrote was rejected.  (9) Unfortunately, he still hasn't met the right woman for him.  
(12) Altogether, he has been arrested three times.  (13) Each time he was arrested he had to go to jail.  (15) He 
is tired of getting into trouble, but he doesn't know what to do.  (17) He wishes he could start his life over.  (18) 
Where did Richard live before coming to the UK?  (20) Has he ever travelled abroad? (21) He used to work for a 
large company, but he doesn't work there anymore.  (22) Jack was arrested by the police.  (24) Buses are 
sometimes crowded and uncomfortable, especially during rush hour.  (26) Sometimes you need a seat 
reservation in order to get on a train.  (27) Have you ever flown first class? 
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SPEECH PRACTICE 

In addition to developing oral fluency, this lesson provides a means to review and focus attention on many of the 
key language points developed in Units 1-3, such as the passive, present perfect, and time phrases.  Detailed 
instructions for using Speech Recognition and for doing the Speech Practice lesson can be found in the Study 
Guides and also in the pull-down Help Screens. 

The Speech Practice lesson has four sections: Sentence Reading, Answering Questions, Sentence Repetition and 
Speech Quiz. Please note that the Score for the Speech Quiz is designed so that students can try to increase their 
personal scores each time they do the quiz, rather than as a test. Their scores can be found in the Study Records. 
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EBTN Unit 1: Numbers, Decimals and Fractions 

Hundreds Thousands Fractions & Decimals  Quiz 

This Unit prepares students to understand and clearly express small and large numbers, as well as fractions, 
decimals and percents. 

Sample Language & Learning Points 
numbers 
five hundred and eighteen (518), sixty-three 
thousand four hundred and twelve (63,412), seven 
hundred and seventy thousand (770,000) 

decimals 
five one-thousandths (.005), one point zero five 
(1.05), point eight five percent (.85%) 

fractions 
one-fifth (1/5), twelve and an eighth (12 1/8),  three-
fiftieths (3/50) 

Key Sentences & Examples 
These numbers are all greater than one hundred and 
less than one thousand. 

Be careful not to confuse “teen” numbers such as 
thirteen with “ty” numbers such as thirty. 

Five hundred eighteen.  Three hundred eighty. 

These numbers are all greater than one thousand 
and less than one million. 

Nine thousand seven hundred forty-three.  Ninety-
seven thousand four hundred thirty-six.  Nine 
hundred seventy-four thousand, three hundred and 
sixty-one. 

Sometimes the number nine thousand seven 
hundred forty-three is read as ninety-seven hundred 
and forty-three. 

Here are some fractions.  One-half, one-third, one-
fourth.  One-fiftieth, one-hundredth, one-
thousandth. 

Here are some decimal fractions and percents.  Point 
five.  One point zero five.  Zero point one percent. 

For very small numbers, such as 0.00001, you can 
read it as one point zero times ten to the minus fifth. 

 

EBTN Unit 2: Numerical Operations and Relations 
Numerical Operations  Numerical Relations  Quiz 

This Unit prepares students to understand and clearly express small and large numbers, as well as fractions, 
decimals and percents. 

Sample Language & Learning Points 
numerical operations 
a plus b equals c, a divided by b, the nth root of x, x 
squared, twice the sum of a and b, fifty percent more 
than four 

numerical relations 
the second largest number, the third smallest 
number, the difference between the two largest 
numbers, half the sum of the smallest and largest 
numbers 

Key Sentences & Examples 
The sum of a and b is c; or a plus b equals c.  The 
difference of c and b is a; or c minus b is equal to a.  
Here we have a times b equals x; or a multiplied by b 
is x.  In this example, we have the sum of a and b 
multiplied by c.  In this example, a is divided by b; or 
a over b.  This is the nth root of x.  For example, the 

square root of four is the second root of four, which 
is two.  Here we have the cube root of eight, or the 
third root of eight, which is two.  This is x to the nth.  
For n equal to two, we say x squared.  For n equal to 
three, we say x cubed, or x to the third. 

Take the sum of two plus six and divide it by two.  
Multiply the sum of a plus b by fifteen and divide the 
result by a times b.  What number is the sum of 
eighty-five and five?  What is two to the fourth?  
What is twenty percent more than ten?  If x is fifty 
percent more than four, what is x?  Which of these 
five numbers is the smallest?  Which numbers are 
the two largest numbers?  Which number is ten 
percent of the largest number?  Which number is 
equal to the difference between the largest and 
smallest numbers? 
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EBTN Unit 3: Related Changes 
Part 1 
Home Buyers 
Sample Graphs 

Part 2 
Speed & Distance 
  

Quiz 

 

This Unit prepares students to describe how one quantity correlates to another.   Sometimes there is no 
relationship.  Sometimes a change in one quantity causes a change or in another. 

Goals: 
 To be able to ask and answer questions about how one factor relates to another. 
 To be able to express an opinion about one quantity is related to another. 

Sample Language & Learning Points 
Graphs 
remained fairly constant, didn’t change, rise, 
increased, went up, made steady gains, gets weaker, 
decreases, went down, declined, dropped 

related changes 
X remained fairly constant, but y increased 
significantly.  As the price of an average house 
increased, the percentage of U.S. families able to buy 
a new house decreased. 

Key Sentences and Examples 
This graph shows the percentage of US families able 
to buy an average-priced new home.  As the price of 
an average house increased, the percentage of U.S. 
families able to buy a new house decreased.  
Between 1970 and 1976, the average price of a new 
house rose from $23,400 to $44,200.  As a result, 

fewer U.S. families were able to buy new houses.  In 
this graph, both X and Y are increasing.  In this graph, 
X is increasing while Y is decreasing.  Here we are 
looking at changes in X and Y during the ten-year 
period from 1978 to 1988.  During that period, 
whenever Y increased, X decreased, and whenever Y 
went down, X went up.  In this case, as exports, X, 
went up, unemployment, Y, declined.  While X 
stayed about the same, Y increased.  X remained 
fairly constant, but Y increased significantly.  X 
increased rapidly at first, but then it fell even though 
Y continued to climb.  As the dollar gets weaker, the 
number of American workers employed by Japanese 
firms continues to climb.  An increase in the value of 
the Japanese yen is generally followed by an increase 
in Japanese productivity. 

 

EBTN Unit 4: Line Graphs 
Part 1 
Auto sales 

Foreign Share of Steel Market 

Unemployment Rate 

Home Buyers 

Average Family Size 

Part 2 
City Government Approval 

Population Growth 

World Energy Consumption 

Passenger Car Exports 

Traffic Fatalities 

Quiz 
 

This Unit prepares students to present data from a line graph, especially changes over time. 

Goals: 
To be able to use the present perfect (have +V(n)) to express change. 

Sample Language & Learning Points 

Line Graphs 
sales declined to a low of around 300,000, sales 
increased steadily, sales were around 900,000 units, 
sales at Union Motors surpassed sales at Federal 
Motors, the number of potential first-time home 

buyers peaked, the largest share of the market, 
changes in the unemployment rate 

present perfect (have + V(n)) 
sales have stopped their decline, have remained 
fairly steady, the number of potential first time 
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buyers has changed, the number has been 
dropping… 

Key Sentences and Examples: 

Part 1 
This first example shows how auto sales at Union 
Motors have changed since 1960.  In 1960, sales 
were about 500,000 units.  From 1960, sales 
declined to a low of around 300,000 in 1965.  From 
1965, sales increased steadily until they reached a 
high of around 900,000 in 1974. Then, because of 
increasing imports, sales began a long decline, to a 
low of around 500,000 units. Since 1980, sales have 
stopped their decline and have remained fairly 
steady. 

This graph shows how the foreign share of total US 
steel sales changed during the period from 1965 
through 1985. Between 1970 and 1980, the lowest 
foreign share of the market was about 12%. The 
largest share of the market before 1970 was about 
17%, in ‘68. 

This graph shows how the number of potential first 
time home buyers has changed. The number of 
potential first-time home buyers peaked at around 
45 million at the end of the ‘80s. Since the beginning 
of 1990, the number has been dropping. 

This graph shows the decrease in average family size 
in the US. US families in 1989 averaged only 3.16 
people, the smallest size since 1940.  This drop is 
primarily the result of lower birthrates and 
continued increases in the number of single-parent 
families. This graph indicates that the average family 
has been getting smaller. 

Part 2 
This line graph shows how the voter approval rating 
for a city government has changed during the past 
12 months. Note that the approval rating was at its 
highest during the first 3 months and at its lowest in 
month 8. It reached its lowest point in month 8.  
During month 8, 60% of the voters disapproved of 
the government's performance. 

This graphs shows the rate of population growth in 
several countries. It also shows the literacy rate in 
each of the countries. The adult literacy rate is the 
percentage of adults who can read and write. The 
axis on the left gives the percentage growth rate, and 
the axis on the right gives the literacy rate. For 
example, the percentage annual growth rate of 
Brazil is about 1.4%.  Its literacy rate is 0.83 or 83%. 
For these countries, the graph suggests that 
countries with a higher literacy rate have a lower 
rate of population growth. 

This graph shows how the world's consumption of 
energy is increasing. The scale on the left is in units 
of quadrillion BTUs or Britis  Thermal Units. In 1983, 
the world's energy consumption was 283 quadrillion 
BTUs.  The world's energy consumption in 1990 was 
347 quadrillion BTUs.  

This graph shows how passenger car exports 
changed in the 5 year period ending in 2003 It shows 
the value of exports in billions of dollars for seven 
exporting countries.  

This graph gives the causes of traffic fatalities based 
on 4000 separate accidents.  Each bar shows the 
number of fatalities for each cause.  The axis on the 
right gives the percentage. For example, about 1200 
deaths were due to speed. The line graph above the 
bar graph shows the cumulative percentage of 
fatalities due to each cause. It shows that 72.3 
percent of the traffic fatalities were due to two 
causes, lane changes and unsafe speed. 

Sample Questions: 

When did the approval rating reach 50%?                   

When did the approval rating reach its lowest 
point?                  

What has happened to the approval rating during 
the past 4 months?                

(a) It has stayed flat.  
(b) It has improved.  
(c) It has gotten worse.             

What percent of voters disapproved of the 
government's performance during month 8?            

What conclusion can be drawn from this graph?                   

Which country has a negative growth rate?                 

Which country has the highest growth rate?                

Of these countries, which country has the lowest 
rate of literacy?                

About what is Vietnam's literacy rate?                    

What was the world's energy consumption in 1990?                

What was the increase in energy consumption from 
2000 to 2005?              

In which 5-year period did energy consumption 
increase the most?            

Which country was the leading exporter of 
passenger cars for the entire 5-year period?              
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Which country saw a decline in its exports of 
passenger cars from 1999 to 2003?               

Which country made the largest gain?                

What was the value of France's passenger car 
exports in 2003?               

Which country made the largest percentage gain in 
sales?              

During which year did Germany make its largest 
gain?                  

About what percentage of traffic fatalities was 
caused by people who were distracted in some 
way?        

Which two causes are responsible for 72.3 percent 
of traffic fatalities?                

What caused a little more than 500 of the fatalities?                 

What was the 2nd most common cause of the 
traffic fatalities?               

What was the leading cause of traffic fatalities?               

Lane changes caused what percentage of the 
fatalities?  
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DBE Unit 2: Work Experience 

Jean Nielsen Tom Jones Federal Motors  
Question Practice SR 
Focus Exercises  
Dictations 

Grammar Fill-ins SR 
Video Simulation SR: An Interview 
Video Simulation SR: A Promotion 

 

This unit prepares students to describe their educational background, work history, and job description, including 
their responsibilities, positions, and qualifications. 

The unit presents the job histories of two workers, Tom Jones and Jean Nielsen.  It also describes the 
departmental structure of Federal Motors, an auto manufacturer, and some important personnel changes within 
the company. 

Goals: 

To be able to understand and clearly present a work history and job description. 

To be able to ask and answer questions about one’s education, work experience, and job responsibilities in an 
interview situation. 

To be able to give reasons and recommendations in a meeting. 

Main Learning Points 

change 
became, increased, were laid off, stopped working, 
replaced, was promoted, was transferred to, was 
cut by more than ten percent 

company structure 
the Sales Department, in Personnel, General 
Manager, boss, responsible to 

duration 
for more than ten years, since 2003, until 2005, 
from 1998 to 2005, for a long time 

educational background 
graduated, is a graduate of, with a degree in, 
majored in 

job descriptions and responsibilities 
manages, is in charge of, is responsible to, is 
responsible for, …as Personnel Manager, she...,     
in her job, she… 

job history 
was hired, started working, has worked, has been 
with, quit her job, was fired 

passive vs. active 

passive:  was hired, was replaced by, was filled by, 
was transferred to, was promoted to, was 
cut, were laid off, be promoted 

active:  Steve replaced Jean,  Sonia Scott took Dave 
Jackson’s place, IBX also offered Jean 

 

 

point in time 
in 2005, at the beginning of..., at the end of..., in 
the future, ten years ago, when Dave Jackson was 
fired, right after graduation 

prepositions of time 
until, after, before, since, for the past two years, at 
the end of the year, in the future 

perfect tenses 
has worked, has been, has done, will have been 
there, has been working 

process 
designing, interviewing, hiring 

questions 
point of time: When did Jean change companies?  

How long ago did Jean start working 
for Federal Motors?  

duration: How long did she work at each 
company?  How long has Jean been 
Personnel Manager at IBX?  

reason 
because she wanted a more interesting job, 
because of a drinking problem, to assist Ms. Scott 

state vs. event 

state: Tom is responsible for designing 
components.  Jean has been working 
there for several years. 

event:  Tom graduated in 1988 with a degree in 
mathematics. IBX also offered Jean a 
higher salary. 
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temporal sequence:  Jean worked there for seven 
years, until 2005. She left in 2005 and got 
a job with IBX. 

there (existential) 
there were many important changes 

time relations 
three years before he joined...,  five years later, at 
the same time, ten years ago, when Tom was 
hired, she's still working there, used to work for 
Federal Motors, but now 

 

Key Sentences 

Tom Jones 
This is Tom Jones.  Tom is an employee of Federal 
Motors.  Tom is a graduate of Stanford University. 
He graduated in 2003 with a degree in 
mathematics. Tom was hired by Federal Motors 
right after graduating from Stanford.  Tom has 
worked in the R&D Department since he joined 
the company in 2003. 

For the past few years, Tom has been designing 
auto components.  Tom enjoys his work and often 
works late at the office.  He is hoping to be 
promoted in the next year or two. 

Tom has been with Federal Motors for more than 
ten years.  He has worked very hard, and he has an 
excellent work record.  Tom is responsible to his 
boss, Jim Nielsen.  Jim Nielsen has been Tom's 
boss since 2005.  Jim started working at Federal 
Motors three years before Tom joined the 
company.  In the future, Tom Jones will probably 
be promoted. 

Jean Nielsen 
This is Jean Nielsen.  Jean graduated from 
Columbia University in 1996.  She majored in 
economics.  In 1998 she got a job with Federal 
Motors. 

Jean worked in Personnel at Federal Motors for 
seven years, until 2005.  In 2005 she quit her job 
at Federal Motors and joined IBX. 

Jean quit her job at Federal Motors because she 
wanted a more interesting job.  IBX also offered 
Jean a higher salary.  At IBX she was hired as 
Personnel Manager in one of their factories.  As 
Personnel Manager she has many responsibilities.  
Jean is in charge of interviewing and hiring new 
employees. She also manages the company's 
employee training programs. 

In her job, she needs good communication skills.  
Jean has excellent communication skills, so she 
has done very well at IBX. 

Jean has been at IBX since 2005.  Jean likes her job 
and is planning to stay at IBX for a long time. 

Please note the changes which occurred in 
Personnel in 2005.  At the beginning of 2005, Jean 
Nielsen was an assistant manager.  When Jean left 

the company at the end of 2005, she was replaced 
by Steve Gomez.  

Steve's old position was filled by Bill Lee.  Bill Lee 
was transferred into Personnel from Sales. 

Federal Motors 
There were many important changes at Federal 
Motors in 2005.  In Personnel, Jean Nielsen was an 
assistant manager at the beginning of the year.  At 
the end of the year, Jean left Federal Motors and 
joined IBX.  Jean's position was filled by Steve 
Gomez, who joined the company in 2002. 

In the Production Division, 2005 was not a good 
year.  In the factory, the work force was cut by 
more than ten percent.  At the beginning of the 
year there were two thousand workers in the 
factory.  At the end of the year there were one 
thousand seven hundred and fifty workers in the 
factory. 

There were also some important changes in the 
Sales Department.  Dave Jackson, the Sales 
Manager, was fired because of a drinking problem.  
He missed meetings and often came to work late.  
He was replaced by Sonia Scott, who joined the 
company from outside.  Ed Smith was transferred 
to Sales from Engineering to assist Ms. Scott. 

There were also changes in the R&D Department. 
Jim Nielsen was promoted to General Manager. 

Question Practice 
When did Jean work for Federal Motors? 

When is Jean going to leave her job at IBX? When 
did Jean change companies? 

When did Jean start working at Federal Motors? 

Who is Tom responsible to in the R&D 
Department? Who did Jean and Tom work for in 
2005? 

How long has Jean been Personnel Manager at 
IBX? Who was fired because of a drinking 
problem? 

Who took Dave Jackson's place when he was 
fired? 

How long did Tom and Jim work together before 
Jim was promoted? 
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How long did Jim work at Federal Motors before 
Tom was hired? 

When was Jim promoted to General Manager? 
How long has Jim Nielsen been Tom's boss? 

Why did Jean leave her job at Federal Motors? 
What are some of Jean's responsibilities? 

What does Tom do at Federal Motors? 

What's one reason Jean is an effective manager? 
What did Jean study while she was in college? 

Focus Exercises 
Who replaced Jean when she changed 
companies?  Steve [replaced] Jean [when] she 
[changed] companies. 

When did Jean work for Federal Motors?  Jean 
[worked] [for] Federal Motors [from] 1998 [to] 
2005.When is Jean going to leave IBX?  Jean likes 
her [job] and is [planning] [to stay] at IBX [for] a 
long time. 

When did Jean start working at Federal 
Motors?  Jean [started] [working] [for] Federal 
Motors [in] 1998. 

Who  is  Tom  responsible  to  in  the  R&D  
Department? Tom is [responsible] [to] his [boss], 
Jim Nielsen. 

Who did Jean and Tom work for in 2005?  Jean 
and Tom [both] [worked] for Federal Motors [in] 
2005. 

How long has Jean been Personnel Manager at 
IBX?  Jean [has] [been] Personnel Manager at IBX 
[since] 2005. 

Who was fired because of a drinking problem?  
Dave Jackson, the Sales Manager, [was] [fired] 
because of a [drinking] [problem]. 

Who took Dave Jackson's place when he was 
fired?  He [was] [replaced] by Sonia Scott, [who] 
[joined] the company from outside. 

How long did Tom and Jim work together before 
Jim was promoted?  They [worked] [together] for 
two years [before] Jim [was] [promoted]. 

How long did Jim work at Federal Motors before 
Tom was hired?  Jim [started] [working] at 
Federal Motors three years [before] Tom [joined] 
the company. 

If Jean stays at IBX until the year 2025, how long 
will she have been there?  If she [stays] [until] the 
year 2025, she [will] [have] [been] there for 
twenty years. 

Who was promoted to General Manager in 2005?  
Jim [was] [promoted] to General Manager [of] the 
R&D Department [in] 2005. 

Who has been Tom's boss since 2005?  Jim 
Nielsen [has] [been] Tom's boss [since] 2005. 

Why did Jean leave her job at Federal Motors?  
Jean [quit] her [job] at Federal Motors [because] 
she wanted a [more] interesting job. 

What are some of Jean's responsibilities?  Jean is 
[in charge] of interviewing and [hiring] new 
[employees]. 

What does Tom do at Federal Motors? Tom is 
[responsible] for [designing] new automobile 
[components]. 

Tom enjoys his work and often works late at the 
office. He [is] [hoping] to [be] [promoted] in the 
next year or two. 

In the Production Division, 2005 was not a good 
year.  In the factory, the work force [was] [cut] by 
[more] [than] ten percent. 

Why was Ed Smith transferred into the Sales 
department? Ed Smith [was] [transferred] to 
Sales from Engineering to [assist] Ms. Scott. 

What's one reason Jean is an effective manager?  
One [reason] Jean is a good [manager] is [that] 
she has excellent communication [skills]. 

Why did Dave lose his job?  He [lost] his [job] 
[because] he was no longer [reliable]. 

How soon after graduation did Tom join Federal 
Motors? Tom got [a job] [with] Federal Motors 
[right] [after] [graduation]. 

What did IBX offer her?  They [offered] her [a 
higher] salary and [a more] interesting  job. 

Does Jean still work at Federal Motors?  Jean 
[used to] work at Federal Motors, but she 
[doesn't] work there [anymore]. 

In the future, Tom Jones will probably be 
promoted.  He [has] worked very [hard], and he 
has an [excellent] work [record]. 

Tom has been with Federal Motors for more than 
ten years.   [Since] he [joined] the company in 
2003, Tom [has] [worked] in Research and 
Development. 
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Dictations 
1. Jean graduated from Columbia University in 

1996. 
2. In 1998 she got a job with Federal Motors. 
3. She left Federal Motors in 2005 and got a 

job with IBX. 
4. At IBX she was hired as Personnel Manager 

in one of their factories. 

1. As Personnel Manager she has many 
responsibilities. 

2. Jean is in charge of interviewing and hiring 
new employees. 

3. She also manages the company's employee 
training programs. 

4. In her job, she needs good communication 
skills. 

1. I graduated from Columbia University in 1991. 
2. I studied international relations and a little 

Japanese. 
3. After graduation I worked for a small 

import-export company in New York. 
4. I was with their sales force for about five 

years. 

1. After graduation, I went to work for a 
company in San Francisco for two years. 

2. Then, in 1996, I went back to school and I 
got my M.B.A. 

3. In 1998 I went to work for Advanced 
Technologies, Inc. 

4. It's my responsibility to help cut the 
production costs for a new factory that's 
going to be built near S.F. 

1. Jean used to work at Federal Motors, but 
she doesn’t work there anymore. 

2. In 2005 she quit her job at Federal Motors 
and joined IBX. 

3. Jean has been working at IBX for several years. 
4. Jean likes her job and is planning to stay at 

IBX for a long time. 

1. Tom has worked in the R&D Department since 
he joined the company in 2003. 

2. Tom has been with Federal Motors for more 
than ten years. 

3. For the past few years Tom has been 
designing auto components. 

4. He is hoping to be promoted in the next year 
or two. 

 
Fill-Ins 

Does Jean [still work] at Federal Motors? 

She doesn't work at Federal Motors [anymore]. 

Jean [used to] work at Federal Motors, but she 
doesn't anymore. 

Jean was [already] working at Federal Motors 
when Tom was hired. 

Two hundred and fifty workers were [laid off] 
from the factory. 

Jean has excellent communication skills, so she 
[has done] very well. 

If she didn't have good communication skills she 
[wouldn't be] an effective manager. 

Jim was already working for Federal Motors 
[when] Tom was hired. 

Tom has been with Federal Motors [for] more 
than ten years. 

He is hoping to be [promoted] in the next year or 
two. 

There [were] many important changes at Federal 
Motors in 2005. 

Jean's position was [filled] by Steve Gomez, who 
joined the company in 2002. 

In the future, Tom Jones will probably be 
[promoted]. 

He has worked very hard, and he has an 
excellent [work record]. 

Jean likes her job and is planning [to stay] at IBX 
for a long time. 

Is this person [in charge of] sales? 

Who is [responsible] for interviewing and 
training new employees? 

Jean [has been] working at IBX for several years. 

Jean worked at Federal Motors for seven years, 
[until] 2005. 

She was [offered] a more interesting job and a 
higher salary. 

Jean has [been] at IBX since 2005. 

When Jean left the company at the end of 2005, 
she was [replaced by] Steve Gomez. 

He has worked in the R&D Department since he 
[joined] the company. 

[Since] he joined the company in 2003, Tom has 
worked in Research and Development. 

For the past few years Tom [has been] 
designing auto components. 

Tom got a job with Federal Motors [right after] 
graduation. Ed Smith [was transferred] to Sales 
from Engineering to assist Ms. Scott. 

He [missed] meetings and often came to work 
late. 
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Video Simulation SR: An Interview 

Variation 1 
Well, how long have you been at Federal Motors? I joined the company last year. 

Why are you leaving so soon? I think I can learn more here. 

What kind of job are you doing there now? 

I'm working in customer service. I see. Customer Service. 

And what do you think are your strongest job skills? I think I'm a good team player. 

I see. That's good. 

And your weakest skills? 

I still need more experience. 

Are you doing anything to improve your skills? I'm taking a management course at night. 

So you must be very busy.  So, if we offer you a job, how soon can you start? 

I'll have to give four weeks’ notice. 

Okay. I'll call you next week and we can schedule a second interview. 

I'll be looking forward to it. 

Variation 2 
Well, how long have you been at Federal Motors? I've been at Federal Motors for six years. 

Oh, where were you before that? 

I was with a small consulting company. How long were you with them? 

I was there for about seven years. And what kind of work did you do? 

I designed engine components. 

Hmm, engine components... Well, what do you think are your strongest job skills? 

I enjoy my work and do a quality job. 

I see. That's good. And your weakest skills? Sometimes I can be a bit too demanding. 

Are you doing anything to improve your skills? I'd like to, but I don't have time. 

Well, thank you. We'll be in touch. 

Video Simulation SR: A Promotion 

Variation 1 
Well, what do you think? Shall we give Jean a promotion? I think we should. 

Why do you think so? 

She has done an excellent job. 

That's good to hear. And what do you think are her greatest strengths? 

Well, she's well organized and dependable. So how is business? 

Okay, let's move her up. We don't want to lose her. What position do you recommend? 

I think she can be a project manager. 

Project manager... Okay. How about salary? I recommend a ten percent increase 

Do you think that'll be enough to keep her? I'm not sure. 

What will we do if she leaves? 

If she leaves, we'll have to hire someone else? 

Okay. Then let's talk with her and see what she says. I'll meet with her right away. 

Okay. 

Variation 2 
Well, what do you think?  Should we give Jean a promotion? 
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No, I don't think so. Oh?  Why not? 

I don't think she's happy here. 

Well, that's too bad... What do you recommend?  Maybe we should transfer her to another department. 

Okay, let's think about it... Now, who should we promote to project manager? 

How about bringing in someone new? 

No, I don't think so.  I think it's better to find someone from within the company. 

Classroom Activities 

Step 1: Presentation (Day 1, 10-15 minutes) 
Begin with Tom Jones.  Present the first part of the Presentation lesson in class.  Focus on key vocabulary items 
and structures, such as:  hire, join, a graduate, a degree, has been designing, and components.  Have the class 
practice repeating each sentence without looking at the text.  This usually requires several repetitions.  See if 

they can tell you what the words are and write them on the board. 

Step 2:  Oral Practice (2-4 minutes) 
In pairs, or small groups, have students practice summarizing the first part of the lesson. 

Step 3:  Listening Focus 
Assign students to do one or more of the Focused Listenings in the lab or at home. 

Step 4: Presentation and Oral Practice (Day 2, 10-15 minutes) 
Focus on the first section of Jean Nielsen.  See if the students know the vocabulary and 
can fluently repeat the sentences.  In pairs or small groups, have them practice 
summarizing the information about Jean and Tom.  Then ask one or two of the stronger 
students to present the information to the class. 

Step 5:  Listening Focus 
Assign students to do one or more of the Focused Listenings in the lab or at home. 

Follow-up 

Once all three presentation lessons have been presented and practiced, introduce the Question Practice and 
Focus Exercises lessons.  Students should do these on their own, in the lab or at home.  As homework, assign 
the Practice Exercises.  Then test the main points of the lesson, using the practice exercises as a model of items 
to test. 

When the students are comfortable with the language models presented in the unit, have them personalize and 
extend the language with two or more of the following Extension Activities.  If further preparation is necessary, 
have the students work in pairs or groups first. 

Extension Activities 

Job History Role Play 

Part A:  Tom and Jean 
In this exercise, students pair up, one reporting about Jean and the other reporting about Tom.  The students 
ask each other questions about the education and job histories of each character, using the following questions 
as guides: 

Where did X go to school? When X you graduate? What was X’s major? 

What companies has X worked for? What position(s) has X had? What are X’s job responsibilities? 

Part B: Job Interview 
After participating in the role-play, each student prepares a personal, written job history, summarizing his or 
her educational background and work experience.  Students should use the list of questions from the previous 
exercise as a guide. 
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Students should now find a partner and exchange their written job histories.  Ask the students to read their 
partners’ histories and write five questions about the partner’s education and work experiences. 

Then have the students take turns conducting a job interview.  Each student uses the written questions as 
a guide to prompt the other student to talk about his or her previous work experience. 

Timeline 
Ask the students to create a timeline reflecting key dates for the employees at Federal Motors.  Use the 
graphics included in the exercises in this unit to get information about the dates when different employees 
were hired.  One way to do this activity is for students to work first in small groups to generate a timeline. 
Select a student to record the information from each group on a large sheet of paper.  Students should discuss 
and reconcile any differences of opinion.  Make sure to include the present year on the timeline. 

Next, ask students to compose sentences about events and periods of time at Federal Motors, based on 
the timeline.  Write the sentences on the blackboard, placing them in one of three categories, as shown below: 

Past events 
Tom started working at Federal Motors in 2003. Jean worked at Federal Motors more than ten years ago. 

Periods of time 
Jean was at Federal Motors for seven years. Tom has worked at Federal Motors for 16 
years. Jean has been at IBX since 2005. 

Comparisons of different points or periods of time 
Jean worked at Federal Motors for five years before Tom was hired. 

Jean was hired by Federal Motors two years after she graduated from Columbia University. 

Oral Presentation: Job History & Qualifications 
Have each student make a 1~2 minutes oral summary of their education, work experience, and job 
qualifications.  Classmates should then ask questions about the presentation. 

Group Work: Job Qualifications 
Have students work in groups of two or three.  They should list 3 or 4 characteristics or qualifications they 
would look for when hiring someone. Then they should list 2 or 3 characteristics they would look for that 
would not want when hiring someone.  Then ask each group to report their results to the class.  Put the 
combined results on the board and discuss them.  What characteristics help someone win a promotion? 

Guessing Game 
Divide the class into small groups.  Each group selects one of the following employees at Federal Motors: 
Dave Jackson, Bill Lee, Sonia Scott, Jim Nielsen, and Steve Gomez.  Students in each group then create 
fictitious job histories for these employees.  They should include information about the person's education and 
work experience prior to working for Federal Motors.  A representative from each group presents information 
about the employee to the rest of the class.  The rest of the students in the class write their guesses on a 
piece of paper. 
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Focused Listening 

Focus 1 

Language Focus 
simple job descriptions, job responsibilities, 
responsible for, in charge of 

Listening Task 
Focus on Tom and Jean.  Listen for and record 
sentences describing their current jobs.  Where do 
they work?  What departments are they in?  What do 
they do? What are their current job responsibilities? 

Goal 
Students will be able to describe Tom's and Jean's 
jobs. 

• Students will be able to describe their own jobs 
in simple terms. 

• Students will be able to list job responsibilities 
using the phrases responsible for and in charge 
of. 

Student Follow-up 
•    Describe Tom's and Jean's jobs. 

•    Describe what you do for a living. 

•  List your job responsibilities using the phrase 
responsible for or in charge of. 

•    Worksheet: Exercise A. 

 

Focus 2 

Language Focus 
point of time, temporal sequence, simple past, event 

Listening Task 
Focus on Tom and Jean.  Be prepared to talk about 
their job histories, including information about 
where they went to school, what they studied, when 
they graduated, and where they worked. 

 

 

Goal 

• Students will be able to present a person's job 
history using expressions reflecting past events. 

• Students will be able to express a point in time 
using in followed by a year:  in 1998, in 2003. 

Student Follow-up 
• Describe Tom's work history. 

• Describe Jean's work history. 

• Write a paragraph describing your work history. 

• Worksheet: Exercise B. 

Focus 3 

Language Focus 
duration, simple past, present perfect, state vs. 
event 

Listening Task 
Focus on Tom and Jean.  Listen for and record 
sentences describing how long they worked or have 
worked at their jobs.  How long has Tom been at 
Federal Motors?   How long did Jean work at Federal 
Motors? How long has Jean been at IBX? 

Goals 
• Students will be able to use the present perfect 

to express duration. 

• Students will be able to use time expressions of 
duration with both the simple past (for seven 
years, until 2005, from 1998 to 2005) and the 
present perfect (for more than ten years, since 
2003). 

Student Follow-up 
• Make up questions about Tom and Jean asking 

How long...? How long has Tom been at Federal 
Motors? 

• Interview a classmate about his or her work 
experiences.  Find out how long he or she 
worked at various jobs. 

• Worksheets:  Exercises C and D. 

 

Focus 4 

Language Focus 
company structure, responsible to, work for 

Listening Task 
Focus on Federal Motors.  Listen for and make notes 
on department names, job titles, and relationships 
among employees.  Record 10~15 sentences. 

Goals 
• Students will be able to talk about positions and 

departments within a company. 

• Students will be able to discuss relationships 
among employees. 

Student Follow-up 
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• Write and answer three what or who questions 
about the departments and employees at 
Federal Motors.  What department is Sonia Scott 
in?  Who is Ed Smith's boss? 

• Describe the relationships among employees at 
your place of work. 

• Present to the class a company chart for a 

• company you have worked for. 

• Worksheet: Exercise E. 

 

Focus 5 

Language Focus 
change, passive vs. active 

Listening Task 
Focus on Federal Motors.  Listen to and record 
sentences describing the changes that took place at 
Federal Motors in 2005. 

Goals 
Students will understand the distinction between 
passive and active voice. 

Student Follow-up 
• Write three who questions about changes in 

personnel at Federal Motors.  Have a partner 
answer the questions.  Who was Jean replaced 
by? 

• Write a paragraph describing the changes in 
personnel at Federal Motors in 2005. 

• Write a paragraph describing the changes in 
production at Federal Motors in 2005. 

• Worksheet: Exercise F. 

 

Focus 6 

Language Focus 
time relations 

Listening Task 
Focus on the employees at Federal Motors.  Listen 
for and record sentences that describe one event or 
period of time in relation to another event or period 
of time. 

Goals 
Students will be able to use a variety of time 
expressions to relate events or periods of time in 

a person's job history to other events or periods in 
time. 

Student Follow-up 
• Pick three pairs of employees at Federal Motors. 

• For each pair, make up a question asking how 
the two persons' job histories are related.   How 
long 

• did Jean work at ... before Tom was hired? 

• Write a paragraph about your own job history. 
Include information relating three events or 
periods in your job history to other events or 
periods in your life or in fellow employees' lives. 

• Worksheets:  Exercises G & H. 

 

 

Focus 7 

Language Focus 
Language Mastery 

 Listening Task 
Review this lesson several times.  Practice recording 

10~15 sentences each time, so that you can say 
these sentences fluently. 

Do each of the follow-up lessons every day until your 
Completion Percentage is 80~100%. Study and 

practice the Video Simulation lessons every day until 
your Completion Percentage is 80~100%. 

Student Follow-up 
• Make a one minute oral summary of your job 

history and job qualifications. 

• List two characteristics (i.e. hardworking, 
experienced, well-educated, etc.) you think are 
most important for getting a job, and explain 
why you think so. 
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DBE Unit 3: Manufacturing and Trade 
    YR1 Robot 
    OA-X Computer  
    Question Practice SR 
    Focus Exercises 

Dictations 
Grammar Fill-ins SR 
Video Simulation SR: Foreign Trade 

This unit prepares students to describe a company’s products in terms of the quantity of products 
manufactured, their purpose, and their domestic and international markets. 

Two products are described: the YR1 robot, made by Yamashita, a Japanese company, and the OA-X computer, 
made by Advanced Technologies, an American company. 

Goals: 
To be able to understand and present a general description of products and sales, including international and 
domestic markets. 

To be able to ask and answer questions about products, sales, and international markets. 

To be able to ask and answer questions about how and why something is being used. 

To be able to express an opinion about something controversial. 

 

Main Learning Points 

change 
sales have rapidly increased, the total number has 
been rising, the number is increasing rapidly, sales 
have suffered 

passive vs. active 
passive: is made by, is manufactured by, was 
developed, 

were exported, have been sold, is being used 

active: Yamashita made and sold, Federal Motors 
manufactures, Advanced  Technologies sold,  it  
makes, the automobile industry has bought, Federal 
Motors has been exporting 

products and markets 
manufactures, makes, product, units, industrial 
equipment, bought, sold, imported, exported, 
domestic market, international market, closed 
market 

purpose    
uses,  used  for,  used  to,  designed  to,  to improve 
its office efficiency 

quantitative reference 
ten percent of the units made in..., of the ten 
thousand units made in... 

quantity 
number:  the number of OA-X computers, five 
hundred 

units, a wide variety of, the greatest number of, a 
total of percent:   ten percent of five thousand, two 
percent of them, fifty percent were sold 

questions 
how many:  How many OA-X computers are made in 

Europe? How many of the units made in... 

what percentage:  What percentage of the 
computers manufactured by Advanced Technologies 
are sold in the domestic US market? 

reason 
because, because of 

relative clauses 
which is using the YR1 on its assembly lines,  which 
bought OA-X computers, that were made in 1987 

result 
as a result, so 

vocabulary related to trade 
export, import, free trade, restrictions, etc. 
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Key Sentences 

YR1 Industrial Robot 
This is the YR1, an industrial robot.  Industrial robots 

have many uses.  This kind of robot is usually used 
for high precision assembly or metal work.  The first 
YR1 was made in Japan in 1987. The YR1 was 
developed by Yamashita, Ltd., a Japanese company. 
Yamashita is located in Tokyo, Japan. 

Federal Motors is an automobile company.  It makes 
many kinds of motor vehicles, such as cars, trucks, 
and vans.  This is one of the assembly lines at 
Federal Motors, an automobile company located in 
the United States.  In 1997, fifteen units were 
bought by Federal Motors.  Those units are now 
being used to do the work that sixty workers used 
to do.  The robots work faster than human workers 
and they make fewer mistakes.  The automobile 
industry has bought many industrial robots such as 
the YR1. 

In 1997, five thousand YR1s were made by 
Yamashita.  Of those five thousand robots, fifty 
percent were sold in Japan.  Twenty-five percent 
were exported to the United States.  Ten percent 
were sold in Europe.  The rest were exported to 
other markets around the world. 

In 1997, fifty percent of the YR1s manufactured by 
Yamashita were exported to other countries.  The 
rest were sold in the highly competitive domestic 
market. 

In the past few years, worldwide sales of the YR1 
and other robots have rapidly increased.  If free 
trade continues, Yamashita's future looks good. 

OA-X Computer 
This is the OA-X.  It is a computer designed to 
increase office efficiency.  It is easy to use, and it has 
a variety of uses.  Some of its uses include word 
processing, communications, and spreadsheets. 

This is Ace, Ltd., a sporting goods company located 
in the USA.  Ace is one of the companies which 
bought OA-X computers in 1998.  At Ace, Ltd., the 

OA-X is used for word processing, filing, and 
spreadsheets.  Ace is using the OA-X to cut costs and 
improve office efficiency. 

The OA-X is manufactured and sold by Advanced 
Technologies, Inc.  The OA-X computer is an 
American product, though many of its component 
parts are imported.     

Advanced Technologies is based in California,  just 
south of San Francisco. The company has an 
outstanding reputation for quality. 

In recent years, however, its sales have suffered 
because of strong competition from Japan.  It has 

excellent products and competitive prices.  It has a 
highly trained work force, and it uses the latest 
technology in the manufacturing process.  It also 
provides outstanding customer support.  As a result, 
its products are highly rated. 

Worldwide sales of the OA-X totaled ten thousand 
units in 1998.  The selling price for each unit was 
about two thousand dollars. Sales were good in the 
major international markets.  However, in Japan, 
sales were poor.  Seventy-five percent of the units 
made in 1998 were sold in the United States.  Ten 
percent were sold in Canada, and another ten 
percent were sold in Europe.  Only two percent of 
them were sold in Japan.  The Americans 
complained.  They said it was unfair. The Americans 
said that this was because the Japanese markets 
were closed.  The Japanese said it was the 
Americans' fault.  The Japanese said that the OA-X 
was poorly designed for the Japanese user.  They 
said their market was open. Without more facts, it 
is difficult to decide the real reason.  Trade friction 
is a difficult issue for everyone involved. 

Question Practice 
Are YR1s being used at Federal Motors? 

Why has Ace started to use the OA-X computer? 

What product is manufactured by Advanced 
Technologies? 

What country bought the greatest number of OA-X 
computers in 1998? 

What country was the largest market for the OA-X 
computer in 1998? 

What company is the YR1 made by? 

How many of the computers made in 1998 were 
sold in the US? 

How many of the units sold in 1998 were 
manufactured in Europe? 

What product is manufactured in Japan by a 
Japanese company? 

What company is located in Japan? 

What is being used to improve efficiency at Ace? 

What kind of products does this company 
manufacture? Which one of these companies 
manufactures the YR1 robot? 
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How many OA-X computers are manufactured each 
year? How many OA-X computers are sold each 
year? 

What percentage of OA-X production is done in 
Europe? What percentage of the 10,000 units made 
in 1998 were sold in Europe? 

How many of the units sold in 1998 were made in 
the US? 

Focus Exercises 
What is the YR1  used for?  The YR1  [is]  [used]  on 

assembly lines [such as] this one at Federal Motors. 

Where was the YR1 first developed?  The first YR1 
[was] [made] in Japan in 1997. 

In 1997, five thousand YR1s were made by 
Yamashita. Of [those] five thousand robots, fifty 
percent [were] [sold] in Japan. 

In 1997, five thousand YR1s were made by 
Yamashita. Fifty percent of the five thousand robots 
[that] [were] [made] in 1997 were sold in Japan. 

Seventy-five percent of the units made in 1998 were 
sold in the United States.  Ten percent were sold in 
Canada, and [another] ten percent [were] [sold] in 
Europe. 

Sales were good in the major international markets. 
However, in Japan, [sales] [were] [poor]. 

Ace is using the OA-X.   As a [result], Ace [has] [been] 
able to [cut] costs and [improve] office efficiency. 
Industrial robots have many uses.  In the [past] few 
years, worldwide sales  of  the  YR1  and  [other]  
robots  [has] rapidly [increased]. 

This is Ace, Ltd., a sporting goods company located 
in the USA.  Ace is [one] of the companies [which] 
[bought] OA-X computers in 1998. 

What percentage of the ten thousand units made in 
1998 were sold in the US?  Of the ten thousand 
[units] [made] in 1998, seventy-five [percent] 
[were] sold in the US. How many of the units sold in 
1998 were manufactured in Europe?  None  of  the  
[units]  sold  in  1998  [were] [manufactured] in 
Europe. 

What's one reason its products are highly rated?  
The latest technology [is] [being] [used] wherever 
possible, including robots such as the YR1. 

What is  the  YR1  being used  for?  At  Yamashita it  
is [being]  [used]  to  [build]  [other]  robots,  
including the YR1. 

Federal Motors is an automobile company.  It makes 
[many] [kinds] of motor vehicles, [such as] cars, 
trucks, and vans. 

How many OA-X computers are sold each year?  The 
[number] of OA-X computers sold each year 
[depends on] [changes] in the market and [other] 
economic factors.  

The number of OA-X computers made each year 
depends on changes in the market.  Generally 
however, the [total] number [has] [been] [rising]. 

How many OA-Xs are being used in the US?   There 
are [several] thousand OA-Xs [being] [used] in the 
US, and the number is [increasing] rapidly. 

In 1997, fifteen units were bought by Federal 
Motors. Those units are now [being] used [to do] 
the work that sixty workers [used] to do. 

The automobile industry has bought many 
industrial robots such as the YR1.  The robots work 
[faster] than human [workers] and they make 
[fewer] [mistakes]. 

The OA-X computer has many uses.  At Ace it's 
[being] [used] [to increase] office efficiency. 

In 1997, fifty percent of the YR1s manufactured by 
Yamashita were exported to other countries.  The 
[rest] [were sold] in the highly [competitive] 
domestic market. 

Why have its sales suffered in the past few years?  
Its sales [have] [suffered] [because of] strong 
[competition] from Japan. 

What's one reason its products are highly rated?  It 
has a highly  [trained]  work  force,  and  it  [uses]  
the  [latest] technology in the [manufacturing] 
[process]. 

It uses the latest technology in the manufacturing 
process. As a [result], its [products] are highly 
[rated]. 

It has excellent products and competitive prices.   It 
also [provides] outstanding [customer] [support]. 
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Dictations 
1. Many YR1 robots have been sold to the 

automobile industry. 
2. In 1997, fifteen units were bought by Federal 

Motors. 
3. Those units are now being used to do the work 

that sixty workers used to do. 
4. The robots work faster than human workers 

and they make fewer mistakes. 

1. The OA-X computer has many uses. 
2. At Ace, it is being used to increase office 

efficiency. 
3. The OA-X is manufactured by Advanced 

Technologies, Inc. 
4. In 1998, most were sold in the US, and around 

twenty- five percent were exported to other 
countries. 

1. The YR1 is manufactured and sold by 
Yamashita, a Japanese corporation. 

2. It is also being used by Yamashita to build 
other robots, including the YR1. 

3. In 1997, fifty percent of the YR1s 
manufactured by Yamashita were exported to 
other countries. 

4. The rest were sold in the highly competitive 
domestic market. 

1. In 1997, five thousand YR1s were made by 
Yamashita. 

2. Of those 5,000 robots, 50% were sold in Japan. 
3. The rest were exported, including twenty-five 

percent which were sold in the US. 
4. Ten percent  were  sold  in  Europe.  The  rest  

were exported to other markets around the 
world. 

1. The OA-X computer is an American product, 
though many of its component parts are 
imported. 

2. The OA-X is manufactured and sold by 
Advanced Technologies, Inc. 

3. Worldwide sales of the OA-X totaled ten 
thousand units in 1998. 

4. There are several thousand OA-Xs being used 
in the US, and the number is increasing rapidly. 

1. Industrial robots have many uses. 
2. This kind of robot is usually used for high 

precision assembly or metal work. 
3. At Yamashita it is being used to build other 

robots, including the YR1. 
4. At Federal Motors, the YR1 robot is used for 

welding cars. 

Fill-Ins 
The YR1 is used on assembly lines [such as] this 
one at Federal Motors. 

The YR1 is used [for welding] cars on the assembly 
line. Fifty percent of the 5,000 robots that [were 
made] in 1997 were sold in Japan. 

Twenty-five percent [were exported] to the United 
States. Fifty percent of the YR1s sold in 1997 [were 
sold] outside Japan. 

It is a computer [designed] to increase office 
efficiency. The company has an outstanding 
[reputation] for quality. 

Worldwide sales of the OA-X [totaled] 10,000 units 
in 1998. 

The [selling] price for each unit was about two 
thousand dollars. 

Only two percent of them [were sold] in Japan. 

Ace has been [able] to cut costs and improve office 
efficiency. 

Ace is using the OA-X [to cut] costs and improve 
office efficiency. 

If free trade [continues], Yamashita's future looks 
good. Ace is one of the companies which [bought] 
OA-X computers in 1998. 

The YR1 is [being exported] from Japan. 

None of the units [sold] in 1998 were 
manufactured in Europe. 

Most modern companies use computers and 
[other] high technology products. 

This kind of robot is usually [used] for high 
precision assembly or metal work. 

The number of OA-X computers made each year 
[depends on] changes in the market. 

Advanced  Technologies  is  [planning]  to  license  
its technology to a European company. 

All of the units sold in 1998 [were made] in the US. 

Many YR1 robots have [been sold] to the 
automobile industry. 

The robots work faster than human workers and 
they [make] fewer mistakes. 

The automobile industry [has bought] many 
industrial robots such as the YR1. 

The use of robots has also helped [to improve] 
quality. 

Its sales have [suffered] because of strong 
competition from Japan. 

It uses the [latest] technology in the manufacturing 
process. 

Sales and [profits] have both increased. 
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Video Simulation SR: Foreign Trade 

Variation 1 
Our  head  office  is  in  Paris.  Where's  your  company located? 

Well our head office is in California. 

Ah, California! And what are your major products? 

We are a computer and electronics company. 

Computers huh?  How much of your business is overseas? More than half of our sales are overseas. 

Really! More  than  half!  Is  your  overseas  business increasing or decreasing? 

Our overseas business is increasing rapidly. 

Our international business is increasing too.  What do you think about free trade? Are you for or against? 

Generally I'm in favor of free trade. Why do you think so? 

We  need  to  think  in  global  terms.  I  don't  think  it's practical to restrict trade. 

That's a good point. What do you think? 

Well, I think there are good arguments for both sides.  It's 

a complex issue, isn't it? 

Yes, it certainly is. Well, I've enjoyed talking with you. Yes, me too. 

Variation 2 
Our  head  office  is  in  Paris.  Where's  your  company located? 

We are based in Tokyo. 

So, you're in Japan. And what are your major products? We make computers and electronic components. 
Computers, huh?  How much of your business is overseas? I think it's about 25% of our sales are overseas. 

We do a lot of overseas business, too.   Is your overseas business increasing, or decreasing? 

Unfortunately, it's decreasing. Decreasing? Why is that? 

There is too much international competition. 

Yeah, there is a lot of competition.  Are you in favor of free trade? 

I'm generally against free trade. Oh?  Why is that? 

I think it's important to protect our home markets. 

I see. 

What's your opinion? 

Well...I think there are good arguments for both sides. It's a complex issue, isn't it? 

I agree with you. Well, I've enjoyed talking with you. Yes, me too. 
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Classroom Activities 

Step 1: Presentation (Day 1, 10-15 minutes) 
Begin with YR1.  Present the first part of the Presentation lesson in class.  Focus on key vocabulary items (used 
for, uses, high precision, assembly line, located) and structures (were bought by, are being used to).  Have the 

class practice repeating each sentence without looking at the text.  This usually 
requires several repetitions.  See if they can tell you what the words are and 
write them on the board. 

Step 2:  Oral Practice (3-5 minutes) 
In pairs, or small groups, have students practice summarizing the first part of 
the lesson. 

Step 3:  Listening Focus 
Assign students to do one or more of the Focused Listenings in the lab or at 
home. 

Step 4: Presentation and Oral Practice (Day 2, 10-15 minutes) 
Focus on the section of YR1 dealing with numbers and percentages.  Go over 
the quantitative phrases such as of those five thousand robots, fifty percent... 
and fifty percent of the YR1s manufactured by Yamashita ... See if the students 
can fluently repeat these phrases and put them into sentences.  In pairs or small 
groups, have them practice summarizing the information about both products. 
Then ask one or two of the stronger students to present the information to the 
class. 

Step 5:  Listening Focus 
Assign students to do one or more of the Focused Listenings. 

Follow-up 
Once both presentation lessons have been presented and practiced, introduce the Question  Practice and  Focus 
Exercises lessons.  Students should do these on their own, in the lab or at home.  As homework, assign the 
Practice Exercises.  Then test the main points of the lesson, using the practice exercises as a model of items to 
test. 

When the students are comfortable with the language models presented in the unit, have them personalize and 
extend the language with two or more of the following Extension Activities.  If further preparation is necessary, 
have the students work in pairs or groups first. 

Extension Activities 
OA-X and YR1 

Part A: Product Description 

Divide the class into small groups.  Ask each group to select either the OA-X or the YR1.  The students should 
discuss and write down the following information about the product they have selected: 

Description of the product and its use 
Description of the company that makes the product 
Description of the company that uses the product 

Ask the students to organize the information into a short presentation (30~45 seconds) for the class.  Students 
may want to select a group representative to present the information. 
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Part B: Product Sales and Markets 

Ask students in each group to draw a bar graph or pie chart showing the following information: 

Total number of units produced in a given year by the company 
Number of units sold in different markets 
Percentage of units sold in different markets 

Students should then make a presentation to the class about the company's sales, referring to a bar graph or 
pie chart.  Make sure they include information about total sales and the best and poorest markets.  As a further 
extension of this activity, you may ask the students to speculate about why sales were better in some markets 
than in others. 

Part C: Questions about Numbers and Percents 

Ask students to use the bar graphs or pie charts they created in Part B, or from a company’s annual report.  In 
their groups, students take turns pointing to a part of the graph that shows information about sales in a 
particular country or market.  Another student then asks a question to get that information.  For example, if a 
student points to the part of the graph that shows that 75% of the OA-Xs were sold in the United States, another 
student might ask:  What percentage of the OA-Xs were sold in the United States? or How many OA-Xs were sold 
in the United States?  The student asking the question then picks another student to answer the question. This 
last student then begins the next round by pointing to another part of the graphic. 

Oral Presentation: Sales and Markets 

Have each student make a 2~4 minutes oral presentation about his/her company’s sales in different countries 
or market segments.  Classmates should then ask questions about the presentation.  Ask students to use the 
bar graphs or pie charts to support the presentation. 

 

Products and Uses 

Divide the class into two teams.  Ask each team to think of five to ten products and their uses.  Students write 
the names of the products on cards, one card per product.   Then they write how each product is used on 
separate cards. For example: 

      vacuum cleaner      is used to clean floor and rugs 

 

     industrial robot      is used for welding cars 

 

Ask students to exchange the sets of cards with the product names while keeping the list of uses.  Each team 
then asks questions to the other team, such as:  “What is used to clean floors and rugs?”  The other team answers 
from the list of products they received from the questioning team. 

Trade Profile 

Divide the class into small groups.   Ask each group to select a company or country that engages in trade. Each 
group should prepare a description of the company or country and its products or main exports.  Students should 
then provide information about where the products/exports are sold and what percentage of the units are sold 
in each market.  (Students may want to construct a pie chart, bar graph, or some visual aid.)  Students should 
be prepared to give reasons for why some markets are better than others (e.g. warm coats don’t sell well in hot 
climates).  Ask each group to make an oral presentation to the rest of the class, followed up by a Q&A period. 

To help students prepare for this activity, you may want to schedule research time on the internet, or provide 
students with business magazines or other materials. 
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Focused Listening 

Focus 1 

Language Focus 
products and markets 

Listening Task 
Focus on the four companies: Advanced 
Technologies, Inc., Federal Motors, Yamashita, Ltd., 
and Ace, Ltd.  Listen for information about what each 
company manufactures. 

Goal 
• Students will be able to describe a company and 

its products. 

• Students will be able to describe where products 
are made and used. 

Student Follow-up 
• Pick two of the four companies (Yamashita, 

Advanced Technologies, Ace, Federal Motors). 
Describe each company, saying what kind of 
company it is and what products it makes. 

• Describe a product and say where it is made and 
used. 

• Worksheet: Exercise A. 

Focus 2 

Language Focus 
passive vs. active 

Listening Task 
Focus on the YR1 robot.  Find out where YR1s are 
made, how many were made in 1997, and where 
they were sold.  How is it used? 

Goal 
Students will be able to understand and use the 
passive voice to describe where a product  is made 
or used. 

Student Follow-up 
• Make up questions about the YR1 robot using 

passive voice.  Where was the first YR1 made? 
How many YR1s were sold in Europe? 

• Write  a  paragraph  about  the  YR1  robot  using 
both the active voice and the passive voice.  The 

• YR1 is an industrial robot.  In 1997, Yamashita, 

• Ltd. made the first YR1... 

• Worksheet: Exercise B. 

Focus 3 

Language Focus 
passive vs. active, purpose, used for, used to 

Listening Task 
Focus on the OA-X computer.  Find out where it is 
made and sold and how it is used.  Listen for all uses 
of the passive voice, and record each sentence. 

Goals 
• Students will be able to use the passive voice to 

describe where a product is made, sold, and 
used. 

• Students will be able to use the expressions used 
for and used to appropriately. 

Student Follow-up 
• Write a paragraph about the OA-X, including 

information about where it is made and sold and 
how it is used. 

• Make a brief presentation about one of your 
company's products or a product that you are 

• familiar with.  Include information about where 
it is made and what it is used for. 

• Worksheet: Exercise C. 

Focus 4 

Language Focus 
quantity, percent 

Listening Task 
Listen for information about the percentages of both 
products sold in different parts of the world.  Record 
each sentence and practice saying it. 

Goal 

Students will be able to use simple quantitative 
expressions which use a percentage within a phrase 
or clause. 

Student Follow-up 
• Describe the sales of the YR1 or the OA-X. 

• Discuss the percentages of sales in different 
countries or markets. 
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• Write and answer three questions about sales of 
the YR1 or the OA-X.  Q:  What percentage of the 
OA-Xs were sold in the US?  A:  Seventy-five 
percent were sold in the United States. 

• Worksheet: Exercise D. 

 

Focus 5 

Language Focus 
quantity, percent, number 

Listening Task 
Focus on sales of the YR1 and the OA-X.  Listen for 
expressions using both numbers and percents:  Fifty 
percent of the 5,000 units made in...  Record each 
sentence, and practice saying it. 

Goals 
• Students will be able to use expressions using 

both numbers and percentages in the same 
phrase. 

• Given information about total sales and 
percentages of units sold in various  markets, 

students will be able to convert the percentages 
to numbers. 

Student Follow-up 
• Describe the sales of the YR1 or the OA-X, 

referring to numbers of units sold in different 
countries or markets. 

• Write three pairs of sentences, one referring to 
a percentage and the other to a number.  Ten 

• percent of the OA-Xs were sold in Canada.  One 

• thousand OA-Xs were sold in Canada. 

• Worksheet: Exercise E. 

 

Focus 6 

Language Focus 
quantity, question formation 

Listening Task 
Study the lessons on the YR1 and the OA-X.  Listen to 
and record the questions that ask How many ...? or 
What percentage of ...? 

 

 

Goal 
Students  will  be  able  to  formulate  questions 
asking How many ...? or What percentage of ...? 

Student Follow-up 
• Write three questions asking How many ...? and 

three questions asking What percentage of ...? 
about the YR1 or OA-X. 

• Worksheets:  Exercises F & G. 

Focus 7 

Language Focus 
Language Mastery 

Listening Task 
Review this lesson several times.  Practice recording 

10~15 sentences each time, so that you can say 
these sentences fluently. 

Do the Question Practice, Focus Exercise, Dictation, 
and Fill-in lessons every day until your Completion 
Percentage is 80~100%. 

Study and practice the Video Simulation lesson every 
day until your Completion Percentage is 80~100%. 

Student Follow-up 
• Make a one-minute oral summary of this unit. 

• Give a one-three minutes oral summary that 
describes where (country or market sector) your 
company’s products are sold.  Use percentages. 

• Write a two-paragraph description of your 
company’s sales.  Use numbers and percentages. 
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FIB Introduction: An Important Business Trip 

Background of an important business trip 

Part 1 introduces the facts about an important 
business trip, which is the basis of a story that 
continues throughout the following units. We learn 
about the main characters, Charles Blake and 
Michael Epstein, and their companies, Yamashita 
Ltd. and Advanced Technologies. 

Part 2 gives more details about the two main 
characters. Each gives a brief description of his 
educational background and job responsibilities. 

Part 3 outlines the history behind the story. It tells 
how Epstein and Blake’s meeting at a trade show in 
Tokyo led to the invitation for Blake to visit 
Advanced Technologies in San Francisco. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Learning Points 

Company Description 
Our head office is in Tokyo, Japan. 

We manufacture electronic components and office 
computers.  

Seventy five percent of their robots are sold in the 
United States. 

Self-Introduction 
My name is Charles Blake.  

Hi, I’m Mike Epstein. 

Educational Background 
I graduated from Columbia University in 1971. 

Then, in 1976, I went back to school and I got my 
M.B.A.  

I studied international relations... 

Employment History 
I was with their sales force for about five years.  

In 1978 I went to work for Advanced Technologies.  

Job Description 
I’m now a systems engineer  

I work for Advanced Technologies, an American 
company.  

My responsibility is to begin the export of industrial 
robots to North America. 

Goals: 
 To be able to give a basic presentation of one's 

company in terms of products, location, 
customers and history. 

 To learn how to introduce oneself and one's 
company in a social setting. 

 To be able to give a brief job description, 
including one's responsibilities and background. 
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Video Scripts 

Introduction: An important business trip 

Part 1 
This is the story of an important business trip. It 
begins with two companies, Yamashita Ltd. and 
Advanced Technologies. The main characters of this 
story are Charles Blake and Mike Epstein. 

My name is Charles Blake. I work for a Japanese 
company, Yamashita Ltd. Our head office is in Tokyo, 
Japan. We manufacture industrial equipment and 
robots. At this time, one hundred percent of our 
sales of industrial robots is in Japan.  

Hi, I’m Mike Epstein. I work for Advanced 
Technologies, an American company. Our head 
office is in San Francisco, California.  We 
manufacture electronic components and office 
computers. Eighty percent of our sales are in the 
U.S., and twenty percent are overseas and in 
Canada. 

Part 2 

Charles Blake 
I graduated from Columbia University in 1971. I 
studied international relations, and a little Japanese. 
After graduation I worked for a small import-export 
company in New York. I was with their sales force for 
about five years. Then, in 1976, I began working for 
Yamashita, a Japanese company. I’m currently with 
their head office in Tokyo. My responsibility is to 
begin the export of industrial robots to North 
America. I live in Tokyo, and I’m married to a 

Japanese woman. We have a child, a son. I enjoy 
playing golf and tennis, but I’m afraid I don’t have a 
lot of spare time. 

Mike Epstein 
I graduated from Stanford University in 1973. I 
studied electrical engineering. After graduation, I 
went to work for a company in San Francisco for two 
years. Then, in 1976, I went back to school and I got 
my M.B.A. In 1978 I went to work for Advanced 
Technologies, Inc. I’m now a systems engineer.  It’s 
my responsibility to help cut the production costs for 
a new factory that’s going to be built near S.F. I want 
to increase the use of industrial robots to cut costs 
and improve productivity. I am divorced, and I have 
no children. I enjoy playing golf, when I have the 
time. 

Part 3 

Story Background 
The story began two months ago, in April. Here is 
more information about the story. 

Two months ago, in April, Mike Epstein of Advanced 
Technologies went to Tokyo Japan. He attended a 
trade show and saw many industrial robots. At the 
trade show he was very interested in the industrial 
robots made by Yamashita Limited. Then he met 
Charles Blake of Yamashita Ltd., and they talked 
about Yamashita’s robots. After the trade show, Mr. 
Epstein and Mr. Blake played golf together, and then 
Mr. Epstein returned to the U.S. 
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Classroom Activities 

Class 1: Presentation  (Day 1, 3-4 minutes) 
Begin with Part 1.  Play it through without stopping.  Find out how much the class understands by asking 
questions such as:  Where is Yamashita located?  What does Advanced Technologies manufacture?  

Key Focus  Company Description: Discuss the kind of information given in a brief description of one’s company, 
such as products, locations, numbers of employees, and types of customers. 

Oral Practice (2-4 minutes):  Have students work in pairs or small groups and practice asking each other basic 
questions about their current employer or the company at which they would like to work:  Who do you work 
for?  (I work for ....  We manufacture personal computers.) 

Follow-up Have students work on their own with the software.  Focus on each sentence, line by line, without 
using the text.  Explain that it is important to listen without using text support.  The text should only be used to 
confirm what the student has heard.  After the students focus on Part 1, they should preview Part 2.  As 
homework (or in class), have the students do Exercise A. 

Class 2: Presentation  (Day 2, 4-6 minutes) 
Begin with Part 2, the personal introduction of the main characters. Play it through without stopping.  Find out 
how much the class understands by asking questions such as:  Who is he?  What does he do?  Where did he go 
to school? What is his main responsibility? Is he married? Does he have any children? 

Key Focus Giving a self-introduction: Discuss the way that each of the main characters tells about his educational 
and employment background.  Focus on phrases to indicate the kind of degree that each has earned and how 
each person tells about his position in the company.  

Oral Practice (2-4 minutes):  Have students work in pairs or small groups and practice asking each other about 
their backgrounds, responsibilities at work, and interests.  They may ask such questions as: Where did you study? 
What was your first position? When did you move to this company? What is your main responsibility? What do 
you have to do every week/every quarter? Do you have a goal that you want to meet this month/this year? For 
students who are not currently employed, partners may ask, What kind of work would you like to do?  What 
kind of company, etc. 

Follow-up Have students work on their own with the software.  Focus on each sentence, line by line, without 
using the text.  Explain that it is important to listen without using text support.  The text should only be used to 
confirm what the student has heard.  After the students focus on Part 2, they should review Part 1 and then 
preview Part 3. As homework, or in class, students may complete Exercise B. For additional oral practice, 
students can do the role play in Exercise B, Part 3.  

Class 3: Presentation  (Day 3, 4-6 minutes) 
Begin with Part 3, the background of Charles Blake’s business trip.  Play it through without stopping.  Find out 
how much the class understands by asking questions such as:  Where did Blake and Epstein meet? How long 
ago was their first meeting?  When does Blake plan to visit the US?  What did Epstein ask Blake to do? 

Key Focus Getting acquainted with potential clients/customers: Focus on the value of personal connections in 
business. Ask students such questions as: Why do business people play golf or other sports together?   How can 
a personal connection help when a customer is unhappy with a product? What kinds of personal connections 
have helped you in your business? Can personal connections have a negative effect? 

Oral Practice (2-4 minutes):  Have students work in pairs or small groups and practice summarizing the 
information from all three parts. 

Follow-up Have students work on their own with the software.  Focus on each sentence, line by line, without 
using the text.  After focusing on this part, they should review the first two parts and record each sentence.  Then 
preview the next unit, Episode 1. As homework (or in class), have the students do Exercise C. 
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Extension Activities 

Self-Introduction 

Review the main learning points of this unit: how to give a brief self-introduction, describing one’s job, 
background, and giving brief personal information. Ask a small group of students to make a chart for each of the 
points, outlining the basic and optional information. For example: 

Information Type Basic information Optional information 

Educational Background School name, date, degree Major, length of study 

Employment History Place worked, job title Salary earned, attitude toward job 

Students may find that they do not agree on what information is commonly given and what is not usually 
discussed. After small group discussion, ask students to compare their answers by completing a chart on the 
board or on a large piece of paper on the wall. This could lead to further discussion or outside research on what 
kinds of personal or employment information is exchanged depending on cultural values. For example, some 
cultures avoid any discussion of wages, while they are opening discussed in other cultures. 

Interview 
Have students work in pairs to develop the following role play:  Imagine you are a reporter for a business 
magazine. You are writing a story about imports to the US from Japan, and have a chance to interview Charles 
Blake and Michael Epstein. 

Write one question you would like to ask Mr. Blake: (i.e., How does working for a Japanese company compare 
to working for an American company?) 

Write a question you would ask Mr. Epstein: (i.e., Did you learn about any new technology at the trade show in 
Japan?) 

With a partner, role-play your interview questions. One student can be Blake, and the other Epstein 

Summary 
Have students give an oral and a written summary of this unit.  For lower level students, focus on just one part 
or one character. 

Role Play 
In this role play, pairs or small groups of students rehearse what might happen when meeting a potential 
customer or client at a trade show. Ask students to begin by choosing a product or service that they sell, and 
imagine how the customer will want to use the product. Next, the group should brainstorm activities or events 
they can share with the potential client, aside from golf. (Sightseeing, meals, concerts, sports, etc.) Then 
students should take turns improvising ways to end the conversation that may lead to future business.  Example: 
“I’ll send you a copy of the pictures we took today.” 

Follow up: Once all three parts of the Introduction have been presented and practiced, students should do 
the Functional Dictations several times until the language is completely mastered.  When their Completion 
Percentage is 80% or more for the Introduction and Episodes 1 & 2, they will be ready to take the first Mastery 
Test.  Stress the importance of periodic review. 
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FIB Episode 1: Checking In 

Charles Blake arrives in Silicon Valley and checks 
into a hotel.  
The story date is Monday June 10.  Charles Blake 
arrives at a hotel in Silicon Valley. He checks in and 
confirms his reservation. He asks about a possible 
change in the reservation so that he can stay an extra 
night. The clerk cannot guarantee that the room will 
be available for an extra night, and offers to let Blake 
know when she finds out. Blake gives the clerk a 
credit card to be used for the room charge, and is 
helped to his room by a bellman. 

Variation: Cashing a Check 
This lesson's variation shows a traveler attempting 
to change British currency and cash a check. The 
bank teller informs the traveler that the bank does 
not cash personal checks. The traveler asks to speak 
to a manager. The teller says that the manager is not 
in, but an assistant manager will talk to the 
customer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Learning Points 

Confirming 
 Yes, that’s right…. 

 You asked for….  

 Is that correct? 

 What was the price of the room again? 

 Would that be all right? 

Offering 
 Can I help you?  May I help you? 

 Would that be all right? 

Refusing 
 I’m sorry, but…,  

 I’m afraid… 

Agreeing/Accepting 
 Yes, that’s fine. Okay, fine. 

 Yes, certainly sir. 

 Sure, there you are. 

Requesting 
 Could I, Can I, 

  If you could do that, I’d really appreciate it  

Goals: 
 To practice language used for requesting, 

refusing, and agreeing in a service encounter. 

 To learn how to confirm information. 

 

Video Scripts 

Episode 1: Checking in 

Update:  It is Monday, June 10th. Mr. Blake, from 
Yamashita Ltd., is in San Francisco. He wants to 
meet with Mr. Epstein of Advanced Technologies. 
Mr. Blake arrived in San Francisco this afternoon on 
a flight from Tokyo, Japan. He is now checking in to 
the Embassy Suites Hotel, in Silicon Valley, which is 
south of San Francisco. It is 4:15 in the afternoon. 

Clerk: Good evening sir.  Welcome to the Embassy 
Suites Hotel.  Can I help you? 

Blake: Yeah, my name is Blake, Charles Blake.  I 
have a confirmed reservation. 

Clerk: Mr. Blake.  Yes.  And the reservation 
number? 

Blake: Let’s see.  Uh, here it is.  14689. 

Clerk: 14689?  Let me check. Yes, sir, we have 
your reservation right here. That’s for June 1Oth 

through the 13th, Monday through Thursday night. 
Is that correct, sir? 

Blake: Yes, that’s fine. 

Clerk: Okay, and the room, sir, is 685, on the sixth 
floor.  I’ve got the key right here, and I’ll get a 
bellman for you right away. 

Blake: Okay.  What was the price of the room 
again? 

Clerk: That room is $12O a night 

Blake: Okay, fine.  Can I use my American Express 
card for that? 

Clerk: Yes, certainly sir.  Can I make a print of your 
card before we check you in? 

Blake: Sure, there you are. 
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Clerk: Okay, thank you.  All right, fine. We’re all 
set here Mr. Blake, and I’ll get the bellman right 
away. We’ll get you to your room. 

Blake: Oh, by the way, there’s a chance I’ll be 
staying one more day, so I might be leaving on 
Saturday.  Is that okay? 

Clerk: Let me check.  Well, sir, I’m afraid we’re all 
booked up for Friday night, but something may 
open up.  Can I let you know? 

Blake: Okay, if you could let me know as soon as 
possible, I would appreciate it. 

Clerk: Yes, we can do that for you sir.  Okay, and 
here’s your key, sir. I’ll get the bellman.  Bellman, 
front! 

 

Classroom Activities 

Class 1: Presentation  (Day 1, 3-4 minutes) 

Play the first part of Checking In.  When the video shows Charles Blake walking across the parking lot, pause and 
ask students questions such as:  Where is Charles Blake?  When did he arrive there?  What do you think will 
happen when he goes into the hotel?  What do you think he will ask the clerk?  Now, continue showing the 
presentation.. After the exchange with the clerk, ask students such questions as: How does he pay for his room? 
When is he going to leave? 

Key Focus  Confirming Plans: Point out that the conversation shows how people are confirming the 
arrangements as the clerk and Charles Blake discuss his reservation. The clerk confirms the dates for which 
Blake reserved a room: That’s for June 1Oth through the 13th, Monday through Thursday night. Is that correct, 
sir? . Blake confirms the price: What was the price of the room again? 

Oral Practice (2-4 minutes): Have students work in pairs or small groups and practice role-playing making a hotel 
reservation over the phone. Remind students to ask questions to confirm the price of the room and the dates 
reserved.  

Follow-up Have students work on their own with the software.  Tell students: "Notice the places where the video 
action pauses. At these points, stop and use the repeat button to listen again.  Focus on the language.”  The text 
feature of the software should only be used to confirm what the student has heard.  As homework (or in class), 
have the students do Exercise A. 

Class 2: Presentation  (Day 2, 4-6 minutes) 

Quickly review the Episode and focus on the different language functions used.  Then play the Variation 
presentation video, which shows a bank teller greeting a customer and responding to his requests. 

Key Focus  Offering: Point out the way the clerk in the hotel and the bank teller offer to help their customers. 
The clerk welcomes Blake and then says, Can I help you? The bank teller asks; May I help you? These are both 
polite forms.  

Oral Practice (4-6 minutes): Have students work in pairs or small groups and practice role-playing checking into 
a hotel. For details, see Extension activities. If students are comfortable with demonstrating their role play for 
the rest of the class, ask one or two pairs to demonstrate how they completed this activity. 

Follow-up Have students work on their own with the software.  This time, in the Episode, they should focus on 
a few key sentences and record themselves.  They should listen to themselves and compare themselves to the 
actors in the video.  Then students should go through the Variation and focus on each sentence without looking 
at the text.  If necessary show them how to do the Speech Recognition exercises.  Have students to Exercise B. 
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Class 3: Presentation  (Day 3, 5-10 minutes) 

Review both the Episode and Variation sections.  Focus on the language functions, such as requests and refusals.  
Stop and ask students if there are other ways to handle each function, and whether or not it is polite. 

Key Focus Requesting and refusing: Point out that the variations show the functions of requesting and refusing, 
which can be difficult for native as well as nonnative speakers of English. That's because when we ask for 
something, there is the possibility the answer will be "No" and we might be dissatisfied. When we make a 
request, we usually try to make it sound polite by using modals such as can I, could you, may I. When we refuse 
someone's request, we are taking the risk of making that person unhappy, so we often soften the refusal by 
giving other options, a possible change of the situation in the future, or explaining why we must say "No." Ask 
students to give examples of how they would say "No" politely to your request for a free room upgrade at the 
hotel.  Possible answers might be: "I'm sorry, but we don’t give free upgrades unless you are a frequent 
customer,” or "I’m sorry, but I can only give you the kind of room that was on your reservation.” 

Oral Practice (2-4 minutes):  Have students work in pairs or small groups and practice summarizing or role-
playing both the Episode and the Variation.  Example:  After arriving in San Francisco, Mr. Blake arrived at the 
hotel.  Then he checked in.  At the check-in counter, he... 

Follow-up: Have students review both the Episode and the Variation sections as they work on their own with 
the software.  For homework, or in class, students should do Exercise C. Stress the importance of self-evaluation 
when learning a second language: "It helps to have a way to measure your progress. These charts will remind 
you of effective study habits for using this course." 

 

Extension activity 

Have students create a role play of checking into a hotel: Ask your partner: Think of the last time you traveled 
and had to stay in a hotel. What kind of room did you want? (single, double, suite, non-smoking) How did you 
reserve a room? (online, by phone, through a travel agent) How did you pay for the room? (traveler's check, 
credit card, cash, voucher) Did you have any problems?  Write a short paragraph about your partner's typical 
experience at a hotel. 

 

Follow up: Once Episode 1 has been presented and practiced, students should do the Functional Dictations 
and Function Grid lesson several times, on different days, until the language is completely mastered.  When 
their Completion Percentage is 80% or more for the Introduction and Episodes 1 & 2, they will be ready to 
take the first Mastery Test.  Stress the importance of frequent review. 
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FIB Episode 2: Making an Appointment 

Blake uses the telephone to make an appointment 
for an important meeting 
The story date is Monday, June 10. Blake calls 
Epstein in order to arrange their meeting the 
following day. Epstein suggests that he pick up Blake 
at his hotel around 11:00 am. He offers to show 
Blake around San Francisco after their lunch.  

Epstein also asks Blake if he will be free on 
Wednesday, to meet with Shirley Graham, a vice-
president of the company. He suggests they meet 
with her around lunchtime on Wednesday.  

Variations: Making an Appointment 
This lesson's variations show Roberta Minton calling 
to make an appointment with Sam Bliss. In the first 
scene, she reaches Bliss and sets the time and date 
of their meeting. In the second scene, Minton does 
not reach the person she called, Mr. Webber, and 
has to leave a message.   

 

 

 

 

 

Learning Points 

Agreeing 
 That sounds very nice. 

Confirming  
 Okay, that's tomorrow, 11:15, at the hotel. 

Greeting 
 How are you? 

Offering  
 May I help you? 

Requesting  
 May I speak to… 

Suggesting 
 I was wondering if we could get together… 

Telephone language 
 I’d like to speak with… 
 Webber Industries, May I help you? 

Goals: 
 To be able to call and arrange a meeting on the 

telephone.  
 To be able to make a polite suggestion. 
 To be able to manage polite telephone language. 

 

Video Scripts 

Episode 2: Making an Appointment 
Mr. Blake is now at the Embassy Suites Hotel, south 
of San Francisco, in Silicon Valley. He checked in to 
the hotel a few minutes ago. Mr. Blake arrived in San 
Francisco earlier today. Now he wants to make an 
appointment with Mr. Mike Epstein of Advanced 
Technologies. He wants to make the appointment 
for tomorrow, Tuesday, June 11th. Mr. Epstein 
knows Blake's schedule and is expecting his call. 

Receptionist.: Advanced Technologies.  May I help 
you? 

Blake : Yes, this is Charles Blake from Yamashita 
Limited, and I'd like to speak with Mike 
Epstein, please. 

Recept.: Just a minute and I'll put you through...  

Epstein: Epstein... 

Recept.:: Mr. Epstein, I have a Mr. Blake from 
Yamashita on the line. 

Epstein : Okay, thanks...  Mr. Blake! 

Blake : Hello Mr. Epstein.  How are you? 

 

Epstein: I'm fine, thanks.  How are you? 

Blake : Great.  I had a nice flight, and it was on 
time. 

Epstein : When did you get in to San Francisco? 

Blake : I just arrived a few moments ago. 

Epstein : Say, when shall we get together? 

Blake : Well, I was hoping that we could perhaps 
arrange a meeting for tomorrow 
sometime. 

Epstein : Ah, I'll tell you what.  I'm free after eleven 
o'clock.  How's that sound? 

Blake : That sounds fine with me. 

Epstein : Okay, uh, where are you staying? 

Blake : I'm staying at the Embassy Suites.  It's 
about twenty minutes south of the airport. 

Epstein : Ah, that's real close to my office here. 

Blake : I'll tell you what, I'll meet you tomorrow 
around 11:15.  Then we can go to lunch, 
and then I'll show you around San 
Francisco. 

Blake : That sounds very nice. 
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Epstein : Great, ah, just one other thing... I would 
like to introduce you to one of our vice-
presidents, uh, Ms. Shirley Graham. Now 
she's the manager of the project that I'm 
working on, and I was wondering if we 
could get together again, say Wednesday. 

Blake : Ah, I have no plans on Wednesday, and I 
would like to meet her. 

Epstein: Okay, ah, if you could keep your schedule 
free around lunch time on Wednesday, 
and then I'll finalize that appointment with 
her. 

Blake : Okay, very good. 

Epstein : All right, I'll look forward to seeing you 
tomorrow morning. 

Blake : Okay, that's tomorrow, 11:15, at the hotel. 

Epstein: Yes, okay. 

Blake : I'm looking forward to seeing you too. 

Epstein:   Okay, see you then.  Bye Bye. 

 

Alternatives 

Recept.: Advanced Technologies.  May I help you? 

Blake : Yes, this is Charles Blake from Yamashita 
Limited, and I'd like to speak with Mike 
Epstein, please. 

Recept.:  Just a minute and I'll put you through...  

Epstein: Epstein... 

Recept.: Advanced Technologies.  May I help you?  

Blake: Yes, my name is Charles Blake from 
Yamashita Ltd., and I'd like to speak with 
Mike Epstein please. 

Recept.: Just a minute and I'll put you through. 

Blake: Thank you. 

Recept.: I'm sorry.  He's in a meeting right now.  Can 
I get your number and have him call you 
back? 

Blake: Uh, yes, as I said, this is Mr. Blake, and Mr. 
Epstein is expecting my call. Uh, I can be 
reached, let me see here, area code 4O8-
942-O4OO, and that's room 222. And if you 
could have him return my call as soon as 
possible, I would appreciate it. 

Recept.: I will Mr. Blake. Thank you. 

Variations 

Variation 1: Making an appointment 

Bliss: Webber Industries, may I help you? 

Milton: Yes.  This is Roberta Milton. 

Bliss: This is Sam Bliss speaking.  How are you 
Ms. Milton? 

Milton: Fine and you?  

Bliss:` Just fine, thank you. 

Milton: I'm calling to see if we can arrange a 
meeting.  There are several matters I'd like 
to discuss with you. 

Bliss: Okay, when would be convenient? 

Milton: Could we meet tomorrow? 

Bliss: Yes, that's possible.  What time would be 
convenient? 

Milton: How about 2:3O? 

Bliss: Fine.  I'm looking forward to seeing you. 

Milton: Me too.  Okay, in your office at 2:3O 
tomorrow, right? 

Bliss: Right.  See you then. 

Milton:   See you tomorrow. 

Variation 2:  Leaving a Message 

Recept.: Webber Industries, can I help you? 

Milton: Yes, this is Roberta Milton from Myer's 
Shipping Company. Could I speak with Mr. 
Webber, please? 

Recept.: I'm afraid Mr. Webber is not here right 
now. Can I take a message? 

Milton: Yes.  Could you please ask Mr. Webber to 
call me back before 5:00 today? 

Recept.: Yes, of course.  Would you please spell 
your last name? 

Milton: Certainly.  M-I-L-T-O-N. 

Recept.: Could I have your telephone number 
please? 

Milton: Yes.  877-3088. 
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Classroom Activities 

Class 1: Presentation Day 1, 3-4 minutes)  

Ask students to think of a time when they had to call to arrange a meeting. What information did they need to 
get from the other person?  Play the first part of the presentation video, in which Blake calls to arrange a meeting 
with Mike Epstein at Advanced Technologies. Ask students to tell what information Blake got from Epstein, i.e.; 
When will they meet? Where will they meet? 

Key Focus Polite suggestions: Point out the phrases that are used in this lesson to suggest places and times for 
meetings. For example: I'm calling to see if we can arrange a meeting; I was hoping that we could perhaps 
arrange a meeting. Ask students to give other sentences they think would be polite ways to suggest a meeting. 
Write them on the board and ask students why they think the expressions are polite.  Note the difference 
between the command form “Please meet me at 11:00,” and suggestions such as “How about 11:00?” and “Let’s 
meet at 11:00, okay?” 

Oral Practice In pairs or groups of three, ask students to role-play making an appointment over the telephone.  
When students demonstrate their role plays, ask their classmates to listen carefully for polite expressions and 
how the information is confirmed. 

Follow-up Have students work on their own with the software, using the Interactive Listening section.  Focus on 
each sentence, line by line, without using the text.  After they review this Episode, they should record each 
sentence. As homework (or in class), have the students do Exercise A. 

Class 2: Presentation  (Day 2, 4-6 minutes)  

Review the Episode and then introduce the Variations lesson.  Ask students to pay attention to the phrases used 
to request a meeting, suggest a time, and to confirm the arrangements. Do these phrases have anything in 
common with each other? (often polite requests or suggestions use modals such as could, can, and would) 

Key Focus Functions: Point out how this lesson demonstrates a set of functions that are often found together 
when people arrange meetings. In the order in which they occur, they are: Requesting, Suggesting, Agreeing, 
and Confirming. In Variation 1, Milton first requests a meeting with Bliss, "I'm calling to see if we can arrange a 
meeting," then she suggests a time, "Could we meet tomorrow? …  How about 2:30?" and Bliss agrees "That's 
possible …Fine." Finally, Milton confirms the time by saying, "Okay, in your office at 2:30 tomorrow, right?" 

Oral Practice (2-4 minutes):  Have students work in pairs and practice some of the functions presented in this 
lesson. Ask students to look at the list in Part 2 of Exercise B, and give another sentence that demonstrates each 
function. For example, for offering a student could say, "What can I do for you?" instead of "May I help you?" 

Follow-up. Have students work on their own with the software, focusing on the Variations, and reviewing the 
Episode..  During this session they should record key sentences. Before assigning Exercise B as homework or in 
class, be sure students understand the meaning of the functions listed in Part 2: Agreeing, Confirming, Greeting, 
Offering, Requesting, and Suggesting. 

Class 3: Presentation  (Day 3, 4-6 minutes)  

Play the last part of the presentation video, the Alternative, in which Blake calls Advanced Technologies. Point 
out how he asks for Epstein in the first Alternative simply by saying his last name. In the second Alternative, he 
does not reach Epstein so he must leave a message. Ask students questions such as: What information does he 
give the receptionist? What polite expressions does he use? (for example: "I would appreciate it.")  Make a list 
of other useful telephone phrases. 

Key Focus Polite phrases used when talking on the telephone: I'd like to speak with. . .; May I help you?; Just a 
minute,  I'll put you through. Ask students to make a list of common telephone phrases. Point out that not all 
English speakers will answer the telephone in the same way, and that depending on the place of business, there 
may be different customs for handling telephone calls. For example, some businesses require that a caller give 
an account number or policy number when they call for a service.  What about voice mail phrases? 
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Oral Practice (4-6 minutes): Have students make a list of common ways to answer the telephone in their office 
or department, and then practice saying each phrase politely and distinctly.  Stress that clarity is even more 
important when speaking on the phone than when speaking in person.  If time permits, have students practice 
summarizing or role-playing the Episode and the Variations for this unit. 

Follow-up: Have students work on their own with the software, focusing on and recording key sentences in both 
the Episode and the Variations. As homework (or in class), have the students do Exercise C.  The first part asks 
students to evaluate their speaking practice with the Variations section. Part 2 of Exercise C encourages students 
to clarify points in the lessons that they have difficulty understanding. 

Extension Activity 

Telephone Language 

Ask students to imagine they are calling for someone (column 1) who is out of the office, and have one student 
give their status (column 2) and take a message for the absent party. Be sure students know how to spell their 
name aloud in English, and practice spelling aloud clearly and slowly. Ask some students to read back the 
information that  they wrote in their message. 

Name Status 

Amy Walker In a meeting 

George Graham On vacation until Wednesday 

Patricia Conelly Out of the office for two weeks 

 

Observation 

Ask students observe how different people in their own company or at other place of business answer the 
telephone and take messages or deal with requests.  Suggest that the student make a list of the phrases they 
hear that sound polite on the telephone. 

 

Follow up: Once Episode 2 has been presented and practiced, students should do the Functional Dictations 
and Function Grid several times, on different days, until the language is completely mastered.  When their 
Completion Percentage is 80% or more for the Introduction and Episodes 1 & 2, they will be ready to take 
the first Mastery Test.  Again, stress the importance of reviewing previous material. 
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C1 – Initial PT 2.5 or 2.7 / Exit PT 3.0   Exit Exam Required 

Certification Level Requirements 
New Dynamic English (NDE) Module (M); English by the Numbers (EBTN); Dynamic Business English (DBE); Functioning in Business (FIB); Advanced 

Listening (AL); Dialogue (DLG) 

 

Initial PT 

Score 

Units (80% completion of all 

activities in unit) 

Mastery Tests                      

(≥ 85 points) 
Open first time entering 

2.5 NDE M7 Units 1 – 5 

EBTN Units 4 – 6 

DBE Units 4 -5 

FIB Episodes 3 – 9  

AL Lectures 1 – 3  

DLG 1 

NDE M6 M MT 

NDE M7 Unit MTs  

EBTN Units 1 – 3 MT 

DBE Unit 5 MT 

FIB MT 1, MT 2, MT 3, MT 4 

 

NDE M6 REVIEW  

NDE M7 Units 1 – 2  

EBTN MT 1- 3 

EBTN Units 4 – 5  

DBE Unit 3 REVIEW, MT 1 – 3, Unit 4 

FIB Intro, Episodes 1 – 2 REVIEW 

FIB Episodes 3 – 4  

2.7 EBTN Units 4 – 6 

DBE Unit 5 

FIB Episodes 6 – 9  

AL Lecture 1 – 3 

DLG 1 

 

NDE M6 M MT 

NDE M7 Unit MTs 

EBTN Units 1-3 MT 

DBE Unit 5 MT 

FIB MT 1, MT 2, MT 3, MT 4 

 

NDE M 6 – 7 REVIEW 

EBTN MT 1 – 3 

EBTN Units 4 – 6  

DBE Units 3 – 4 REVIEW 

DBE MT 1-3 

DBE Unit 5  

FIB Intro, Episodes 1 – 4 REVIEW 

FIB Episodes 5 – 9 

AL Lectures 1 – 3  

DLG 1 

Scope & Sequence – NEW DYNAMIC ENGLISH (NDE) Module 7 

Unit Main Learning Points Comments 

1 
Life Choices 

Harry’s Accident 

Joan’s Challenge 

Joe’s Cafe 

Sandra’s Dilemma 

Question Practice w/SR 

Focus on Conditionals 

 

Conditionals: Contrary-to-fact, Present, and Future (if, 
unless, had) 

Logical Relations between events (because, even 
though, not unless, if, had to) 

Past Habitual (used to, could, would) 

Cause/Effect Sequences and Relations 

Modals (will, would, might, could) in conditionals 

Necessity, have to, in Conditionals 

Passives (hadn’t been injured) 

W/H questions and making Conditionals 

Students learn to make predictions 
and suppositions based on real and 
contrary-to-fact conditions. 

 

Develop language for decision 
making, linking events, and for giving 
reasons. 
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2 
Space and Time 
Sequences 

Presentation 

Speaking Practice w/SR 

Space Game 

Time Game 

Specification (neither of them, on either side, one of 
them) 

Conditional Action (not unless, if, so that) and Problem 
Solving 

Qualifiers if, except for 

Past Perfect tense (still hadn’t arrived) 

Time Sequence (by the time that, not until, when, 
while, as, adverb clauses, etc.) 

Students learn to follow instructions 
involving conditions and sequences. 

Focuses on spatial relationships, time 
sequences, conditional action, and 
specification/exception. 

Features click and drag games. 

3 
Epidemic 

Our Changing Lives 

Fighting Infections 

The Adaptability of Life 

Preparing for Our Future 

Sentence Reordering 

Classification and Exemplification (such as, other kinds 
of, one type, another example) 

Present Perfect tense to express Result (have made it 
easier) 

Potentiality and Past Ability (can/could) 

(you can still live, an epidemic could...) 

Logical Relations and Sentence Connecting (therefore, 
these, also, as a result, another) 

Adjective clauses (which, that) 

Passives w/Perfect tenses, be used+infinitive 

Students learn to listen for the main 
ideas or for specific. information in a 
presentation. 

Students learn how to link and 
organize sentences in a presentation. 

Develops vocabulary related to 
health and other global issues. 

4 
Video Interactions w/SR 

Telephone for Business 

Telephone Invitation 

Interview with an Actor 

Dinner Conversation 

Hot Seats 

Making Requests, Giving Advice, Speculating, and use 
of the Telephone for business. 

Negative Questions (can’t you come) and Tag 
Questions (you can, can’t you?) 

Students develop oral fluency through Speech 
Recognition activities. 

Students learn how to make polite 
requests, suggestions, and refusals 
over the telephone and in a friendly 
conversation. 
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Scope & Sequence – ENGLISH BY THE NUMBERS (EBTN)  

Units Main Learning Points Comments 

Unit 4 

Describing Line 
Graphs  

Understanding and expressing changes as expressed 
in line graphs:  from 1998, sales increased steadily 
until they reached a high in 2000 

Using the present perfect to express information in a 
line graph:  this shows how the average family has 
been getting smaller. 

Students learn to understand 
graphical information in English 

Students learn to give an oral 
presentation and answer questions 
about line graphs. 

Unit 5 

Describing Bar 
Graphs 

Understanding and expressing changes as expressed in bar 
graphs:  Even though Sweden and the US spend the most on 
education, their test scores are the lowest. 

Comparisons:  there is a higher ratio of spending for... 
than.... 

Students learn to understand graphical 
information in English 

Students learn to give an oral 
presentation and answer questions 
about bar graphs. 

Unit 6 

Describing Bar 
Graphs 

Understanding and expressing relative importance:   Other 
factors shown in this graph include… Another important 
factor is… 

Comparisons:  what is the second most important factor?  
More than 60% of the respondents were satisfied with their 
job. 

Students learn to understand graphical 
information in English 

Students learn to give an oral 
presentation and answer questions 
about pie graphs. 

 

Scope & Sequence – DYNAMIC BUSINESS ENGLISH (DBE) 

Units & Lessons Main Learning Points Comments 

Unit 4: Product Comparisons 

Presentation The Epic The SX The 
Aria 

A Comparison Question Practice 
w/SR Focus Exercises Grammar 
Fill-Ins w/SR Simulation 1 w/SR 

Buying a Car w/SR Speech Practice 
w/SR 

Video Review 

Simulation 2 w/SR 

Buying Preferences w/SR Speech 
Practice w/SR Video Review 

Mastery Test 

Comparatives & Superlatives related to 
product specifications, the best made, 
the best-selling, the least expensive, 
$4,000 more than, isn’t as expensive as 

Countable  and  Uncountable  
Amounts,  38 miles per gallon, much 
more expensive, lots of standard 
features, how many more, how much 
more 

Comparison of amount, twice as much  
as, half the price, how much more… 

Classification, in terms of size, as for 
price, such as 

Change, sales are up by more than 
twenty percent, sales improved, it 
began to earn a good reputation, it has 
become… 

• Vocabulary related to product 
description, safety   record,   highly   
rated,   base   price, trouble free, 
customer survey, low cost 
maintenance, warranty, 
dependability… 

Students learn to present, 
describe and compare 
products. 

Students learn to make both 
quantitative and qualitative 
comparisons about products. 

Students learn to ask and 
answer questions about 
products and the differences 
between products. 

Students learn to express their 
product preferences. 

This unit works well in parallel 
with Functioning in Business. 
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Unit 5: Decision Making 

Presentation  

    Sonia Scott  

    Bob Francis  

    Ed Smith 

Question Practice w/SR  

Focus Exercises 

Grammar Fill-Ins w/SR  

Simulation w/SR 

    Making a Decision w/SR 

    Speech Practice w/SR Video     
Review 

Mastery Test 

Cause/effect, logical connection, 
depends on, if…then, in order to, so 
that, as a result, whether or not, 
either/or, a good chance that, though, 
unless, even if, she’ll have to… 

Conditional, if he does well, if he 
refuses to go, he may…, in that case he 
could afford to 

Degrees of certainty, modals,   may, 
could, might, a good chance, whatever 
happens 

Reason and Purpose, in order to, so 
that, because, according to company 
policy… 

Verb + infinitive, refuses to go, would 
like to help, would prefer to be sent 

About + passive gerund, isn’t happy 
about being asked, about being 
posted… 

Preference, would prefer, would rather 

Vocabulary related to making 
decisions, consider, decide, choose, the 
best/better choice, either/or, the better 
choice 

Giving facts and recommendations, 
deciding on a course of action, So you 
won’t consider Ed for the job?  Let’s see 
what he says, Well, if that’s what he 
needs, I think we should…. 

Students learn to express 
alternatives and give reasons 
for deciding on one course of 
action over another. 

Students learn to express 
different degrees of certainty   
in linking ideas and events. 

Students learn to express 
logical relationships so that 
they can participate in a 
decision making meeting. 

Students develop oral fluency 
and confidence to express 
more complex ideas in a 
business-meeting situation. 

This unit works well in parallel 
with Functioning in Business. 

Scope & Sequence – FUNCTIONING IN BUSINESS (FIB) 

Units & Variations Topics & Language Functions Comments 

Episode 3:  Confirming 
Plans 

Variation w/SR 

Checking an Appointment 

 

Epstein checks the schedule and details of a 
meeting with his boss. 

Language Functions:  Confirming, Offering, 
Requesting, Suggesting 

Disagreeing, Stalling, Closing a meeting, Let’s 
discuss it further tomorrow, I don’t think that this 
is the best time, I understand your reservations, 
but… 

Students learn how to talk 
to their boss 

Students learn how to talk 
to their subordinates 

Students learn how to be 
assertive, but polite 

Episode 4: An Important 
Introduction 

Variation w/SR 

Introducing Yourself 

Looking for Someone 

Epstein introduces his boss to a prospective 
business partner 

Language Functions:  Greeting, Introducing, 
Small talk 

Interrupting, Well, I hate to interrupt, I’m sorry 
to interrupt, but 

Social customs of introducing and handshakes, 
etc. 

Students learn how to 
handle an introduction in a 
business situation 

Students learn how to 
manage a social situation in 
a polite way 
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Episode 5:  A Business 
Lunch 

Variation w/SR 

Negotiating 

 

Epstein and his boss meet with a prospective 
business partner.  They discuss problems and 
possible solutions. 

Language Functions:  Agreeing, Offering, 
Promising, Refusing, Confirming 

Clarifying/Qualifying, Let me clarify our position, 
Well, not exactly, It depends on… 

Students learn how to 
handle a business lunch 

Students learn how to 
confirm and clarify 
problems in a polite way 

Students learn how to 
qualify a statement to avoid 
misunderstanding 

Episode 6: The 
Disagreement 

Variation w/SR 

Making a Choice 

Epstein and his boss, Ms Graham, have a 
different opinion.  Ms Graham makes it clear 
that she doesn’t intend to follow Epstein’s 
recommendation. 

Language Functions:  Agreeing, Disagreeing, 
Recommending, Giving an Opinion 

Students learn how to deal 
with a difference of opinion 

Students learn to state the 
disadvantages and 
advantages of a decision. 

Episode 7: Keeping in 
Touch 

Variation w/SR 

Making a Polite Refusal 

Epstein and Blake summarize the situation and 
agree to stay in touch. 

Language Functions:  Accepting, Expressing 
disappointment, Giving an Opinion, Inviting, 
Promising, Qualifying, Refusing, Requesting 

Students learn how to build 
business relationships and 
network for the future 

Episode 8: New Customer 

Variation w/SR 

Asking a Favor 

Blake has an appointment with a new company, 
but the person is not there, so he meets with 
someone else. 

Language Functions:  Accepting, Apologizing, 
Introducing, Requesting, Suggesting, Thanking 

Students learn how to give 
and accept an apology. 

Students learn how to 
reassure someone and 
make them comfortable 
before a meeting. 

Episode 9: Negotiations 

Variation w/SR 

Different Endings 

Blake negotiates several points with a customer 
and makes commitments. 

Language Functions:  Accepting, Clarifying, 
Confirming, Offering, Promising, Requesting, 
Stalling, I’ll have to get back to you on that 

Students learn how to 
confirm, clarify, and check 
points in a negotiation. 

 

 

Scope & Sequence – ADVANCED LISTENING (AL) 
Lecture 1: Dealing with Stress (11 parts) 

Lecture 2: Genes and Gene Therapy (4 parts) 

Lecture 3: The Chinese Economy (5 parts) 

Scope & Sequence – DIALOGUE (DL) 
Dialogue 1 : Higher Education (3 parts) 

C1  Workbook  
Workbook and answer key available on website: http://dyned.com/us/main/medialibrary . Username and 
password are the same of for the Records Manager. 

 

  

http://dyned.com/us/main/medialibrary
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NDE MODULE 7 
Unit 1 – Life Choices 

Harry’s Accident; Joan’s Challenge; Joe’s Cafe; Sandra’s Dilemma; Question Practice; and Focus on 
Conditionals 

    

 

 

 

 

 

This unit focuses on decisions and their consequences, both real and imaginary.  In Harry’s Accident, Joan’s 
Challenge, Joe’s Café, and Sandra’s Dilemma, the language models are presented, with comprehension checks.  
When these four lessons have been studied, students should do the Question Practice lesson, which uses Speech 
Recognition and the Focus on Conditionals lesson which gives students practice constructing conditionals which 
follow from a set of facts.  The two support-lessons should be done frequently -- until the Completion Percentage 
is 80% or more -- while students continue to practice and review the language in the four main lessons. 

 

Goals: 

To be able to speculate about or predict the consequences of a series of events. 

To be able to explain why and how an event in the past, present, or future leads to another. 

To contrast factual, imaginary, and predicted outcomes of an event. 

To be able to make predictions with different degrees of certainty. 

 

  Objective 1: To understand and express different degrees of logical connection between events in the past, 
present, and future, using the modals (would, could, might, will, may, etc.), and logical 
connectives such as as a result, even though, and unless. 

 

  Objective 2:  To understand and express contrary-to-fact conditionals, using the following two structures: 

   If + subj. + had+V(n) --> subj. + (d)modal + have+V(n) 

   Had + subj. + V(n) --> subj. + (d)modal + have+V(n). 

 

  Objective 3:  To understand and express conditional predictions with different degrees of certainty and reality, 
such as: 

   If + subj. +V --> subj. + modal + V (more likely) 

   If + subj. + V(d) --> subj. + (d)modal + V (less likely). 
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Main Learning Points 

conditional, likely/unlikely 
If + subj. + V  real prediction, If + subj. + V(d)  
unlikely speculation 

If she sells/sold the company, the new owners 
will/would control it.  If he is/were lucky, he might 
make enough to retire.  If Sandra refuses/refused 
their offer, the other company will/would compete 
against her.  If they compete/competed against her, 
she will/would have to work harder.  If they 
decide/decided to, they could even let her go. 

conditional, unreal/imaginary 
If + subj. + V(d)  speculation;  If + subj. + had+V(n) 
 speculation;  Had + subj. V(n)  speculation 

If you were Sandra, what would you do?  If they 
didn’t like the way she runs the company, they 
wouldn’t want her to stay.  If the car hadn’t been 
going too fast, it wouldn’t have gone out of control.  
If Joe’s prices had been lower, he might not have lost 
so much business.  Joe’s business might have 
survived had the factory not had to lay off workers. 

have to / compulsion  (have to, let happen) 
He has to use a wheelchair.  She had to pay for food 
and rent.  The factory had to lay off workers.  If they 
compete against her, she’ll have to work harder.  She 
can sell the company and let them control it.  She’s 
sure they would force her to make changes.  Since 
then, he has had to use a wheelchair. 

logical relations (as a result, because of, even 
though, in spite of, instead of, since, unless) 
Since Joan was looking for a challenge, she decided 
to apply.  In spite of his injury, Harry has gone ahead 
with his life.  As a result of the accident, Harry almost 

died.  Unless she agrees to stay on, they won’t buy 
her business. 

modals with past real meaning (would, could) 
When he was a young man, he could run very fast.  
Instead of thinking about the things he couldn’t do, 
he focused on what he could do.  She wanted a job 
that would be challenging.  She was confident that 
she would do well. 

modals with unreal or unlikely meaning (would, 
could, might) 
Though Harry wishes he could walk, he is looking 
forward to the future.  He wonders what might have 
happened had he not been injured.  If he’s lucky, he 
might make enough to retire.  If they decide to, they 
could even let her go.  They could also decide to lay 
off some of her employees.  If she sold the business, 
she would never know what she could have done. 

passives with modals  (will be forced to close, 
wouldn’t have been injured) 
If he hadn’t been running near a road, he wouldn’t 
have been hit by a car. 

passives  (was hit by a car, was bought, had been 
offered, were paid) 
He has to use a wheelchair because he was injured 
in an accident. What happened to the travel agency?  
It was bought by another company. 

past habitual used to 
Harry used to be a runner.  Joan used to work at a 
travel agency.  What happened to the travel agency 
where she used to work?  Where did Joan use to 
work? 

Key Sentences (Partial Transcript) 

Harry’s Accident 
Harry used to be a runner.  Then, one day while 
running alongside a road, he was hit by a car.  The 
car was going too fast and had gone out of control.  
As a result of the accident, Harry almost died from a 
serious injury.  Since then, he hasn’t been able to 
walk, and he has had to use a wheelchair. 

In spite of his injury, Harry hasn’t let it stop him from 
going ahead with his life.  After his injury, instead of 
thinking about all the things he couldn’t do, he 
focused on what he could do.  He realized that there 
are many interesting possibilities for someone who 
can’t walk. 

One of the things he became interested in was 
foreign languages.  Every day he listened to tapes 
and read books, and he found he was very good at 

learning languages.  After several years he became 
fluent in five languages.  Then he started working as 
a translator. 

Now he works full time for a translation company.  
He and a group of friends are even thinking of 
starting their own company. 

Though Harry wishes he could walk, he is looking 
forward to the future.  Sometimes, when looking 
back on his life, he wonders what might have 
happened had he not been injured.  He misses being 
able to walk or run.  But at least he is able to live on 
his own and do things that he enjoys.  He thinks 
there is much to be thankful for. 
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Joan’s Challenge 

Joan used to work at a travel agency.  She helped 
people plan trips and arranged for their hotels and 
transportation.  She worked there for several years 
and was promoted several times for her hard work. 

Unfortunately, the agency she was working for was 
bought by another company.  As a result, her job was 
eliminated. 

At first she was depressed.  She had to pay for food 
and rent, but she had no money coming in.  She 
needed a job, but not just any job.  She wanted a job 
that would be challenging. 

After applying for several jobs, she saw an ad in the 
newspaper.  The ad was for a job at a small health 
food company.  The pay wasn’t very good, but it 
looked like a company with a promising future.  Since 
Joan was looking for a challenge, she decided to 
apply. 

Within a week she had been offered the job.  She 
wasn’t sure whether she should take it or not 
because of the low salary.  A friend advised her to 
take a higher paying job with a larger company.  But 
Joan liked the idea of working her way up in a small 
company.  She was confident that she would do well 
and that she could help it grow.  Its products were 
good, and there was increasing interest in health 
foods. 

Now, after much hard work, she’s a vice-president at 
Ace Health.  Since she joined the company, it has 
more than doubled in size.  Joan looks forward to 
each day and feels proud of her accomplishments.  
She’s glad she made the decision she did.  If she 
hadn’t taken a chance, she thinks things wouldn’t 
have turned out the way they have. 

Joe’s Café 

Joe used to run a little coffee shop.  Business was 
good and his shop was busy because it was near a 
factory.  The factory workers often came there for 
coffee and something to eat. 

Then two things happened.  First, another coffee 
shop opened across the street.  This hurt Joe’s 
business because some of his customers went to the 
other shop.  The other coffee shop’s prices were 
lower because its workers were paid less. 

Second, and more serious, the factory began to lay 
off workers.  It was forced to reduce its operations 
because of its high levels of pollution. 

It wasn’t long before the number of customers had 
dropped by more than half.  At that point, Joe was 

forced to close the business he had run for twenty 
years.  Now he’s trying to decide what to do next. 

One possibility he is considering is to open up 
another shop in another place.  Another choice is to 
take a friend’s advice and invest all of his money in 
the stock market.  If he’s lucky, he might make 
enough to retire.  On the other hand, if his 
investments were to fail, he could lose everything.  
He’s not sure if he should take the risk. 

Sandra’s Dilemma 

Sandra has her own business, a small printing 
company.  She started it more than ten years ago.  
It’s a growing business, and her clients are happy 
with her work.  She prints posters, brochures and 
books.  She enjoys her work, and she takes pride in 
what she has accomplished. 

Now another company has offered her a lot of 
money to buy her business.  They even want her to 
stay on and work for them.  In fact, if she won’t stay 
on for at least a year, they won’t buy her business.  
They like the way she runs her business. 

On the other hand, they would like to cut costs and 
make the business even more profitable.  She’s sure 
they would force her to make changes. 

Sandra has a choice.  She can sell the company and 
let them control it.  Or she can keep the business and 
run it herself. 

If she sells the company, she worries what might 
happen to her employees.  She doesn’t want to sell 
unless she knows her employees can keep their jobs. 

If she refuses their offer, the other company will 
compete against her.  They will open a new printing 
company nearby.  If they compete against her, she’ll 
have to work harder.  There’s even a chance her 
company will fail and be forced to close.  On the 
other hand, she will be her own boss.  She also has 
many loyal customers who are pleased with the 
quality of her work. 

If Sandra accepts their offer, the other company will 
pay her a high salary.  She will also have a ten percent 
share of the larger company.  On the other hand, if 
they own the company, they will make the big 
decisions.  If they decide to, they could even let her 
go.  They could also decide to lay off some of her 
employees. 

If you were Sandra, what would you do? 

She is probably going to refuse their offer. She enjoys 
running the business, and she wants to see how well 
she can do.  Unless she keeps the business, she’ll 
never know what she could have done on her own.  
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If she sold the business, she would never know what 
she could have done on her own.  She would also feel 
bad if her employees lost their jobs.  

If you were one of Sandra’s employees, what would 
you advise her to do? 

Question Summary 

What did Harry used to be?  What wouldn’t have 
happened had he not been running near a road? 

What happened while he was running near a road? 
Why did the car go out of control?  Why can’t Harry 
walk?  Why does Harry have to use a wheelchair?  
How long has Harry been unable to walk?  What did 
Harry focus on after his injury?  Because of his injury, 
what could Harry have done?  What did he realize?  
What is something he found he could do?  What is 
one reason he could become a translator?  What 
couldn’t he have done if he hadn’t studied foreign 
languages?  What does Harry miss being able to do?  
What is something Harry can be thankful for? 

Where did Joan use to work?  Why did Joan lose her 
job?  Why was Joan’s job eliminated?  What 
happened to the travel agency where she used to 
work?  Why was she depressed?  What kind of job 
did she want?  How did she find out about the job at 
the health food company?  What job was being 
advertised?  Why did she apply for the job?  Why 
wasn’t she sure if she should take the job? 

Who used to come to Joe’s for coffee and something 
to eat?  Would business have been as good if there 
hadn’t been a factory nearby?  How did the other 
coffee shop hurt Joe’s business?  How did the other 
coffee shop’s prices compare to Joe’s?  Why did the 
factory have to begin laying off workers?  What 
advice would you give to Joe?  Why shouldn’t he 
invest all his money in the stock market?  What is he 
trying to decide? Besides investing in the stock 
market, what is he considering?  Why can’t he retire 
right now?  What would happen if he invested in the 
stock market and stock prices went down? 

Who owns a small printing company?  Why does the 
other company want her to stay?  If she sells the 
company, who will control it?  Who will run the 
company if she refuses to sell it?  What might 
happen if she refuses to sell?  If Sandra sells her 
company, who will make the big decisions? 

Fact/Conditional Summary 

He was hit by a car while running alongside a road. 

If he hadn’t been running near a road he wouldn’t 
have been hit by a car. 

It went out of control because it was going too fast. 

If the car hadn’t been going too fast, it wouldn’t have 
gone out of control. 

He can’t walk because he was injured in an accident. 

If he hadn’t been injured, he could walk. 

He has to use a wheelchair because he was injured 
in an accident. 

He wouldn’t have to use a wheelchair if he hadn’t 
been injured. 

He learned a foreign language.  As a result, he 
became a translator. 

He couldn’t have become a translator if he hadn’t 
learned a foreign language. 

She lost her job because the agency she worked for 
was bought by another company. 

She wouldn’t have lost her job if the agency hadn’t 
been bought by another company. 

Her job was eliminated because another company 
bought the agency. 

Her job wouldn’t have been eliminated had another 
company not bought the agency. 

She was depressed because she had lost her job. 

She wouldn’t have been depressed had she not lost 
her job. 

Since Joan was looking for a challenge, she decided 
to apply. 

If she hadn’t been looking for a challenge, she 
wouldn’t have decided to apply. 

She applied for the job because she wanted a 
challenge. 

If she hadn’t wanted a challenge, she wouldn’t have 
applied for the job. 

Since she joined the company, it has more than 
doubled in size. 

If she hadn’t joined the company, it might not have 
doubled in size. 

Joe’s shop was doing well until the other coffee shop 
opened. 

If the other coffee shop hadn’t opened, Joe’s coffee 
shop might still be doing well. 

He was losing money, so he had to close his shop. 

If he hadn’t been losing money, he wouldn’t have had 
to close his shop. 

He doesn’t have enough money, so he can’t retire. 
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If he had enough money, he could retire. 

He won’t lose money unless the stock market goes 
down. 

He’ll lose money if stock prices go down. 

Her business is growing because she’s doing a good 
job. 

Her business wouldn’t be growing if she weren’t 
doing a good job. 

Her business wouldn’t be growing unless her clients 
were happy. 

Her business wouldn’t be growing if her clients 
weren’t happy. 

Her business is growing because her clients are 
happy. 

If her clients weren’t happy her business wouldn’t 
grow. 

They like the way Sandra runs the company, so they 
want her to stay. 

If they didn’t like the way she runs the company, they 
wouldn’t want her to stay. 

They won’t buy her company unless she agrees to 
stay. 

If she doesn’t agree to stay, they won’t buy her 
company. 

The other company won’t compete against her 
unless she refuses to sell. 

If she refuses to sell, the other company will compete 
against her. 
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Teaching Activities 

Language Task 1 – Contrary-to-Fact Conditionals 
Explain and discuss the following sentences:  If it hadn’t rained, we (could, might, would) have played tennis. We 
could have played tennis if it hadn’t rained. Had it not rained, we could have played tennis. We (could, might, 
would) have played tennis had it not rained. 

Here are more sentences to discuss:  If we had finished the 
project on time, we wouldn’t have to pay a fine. If we had finished 
the project on time, we wouldn’t’ have had to pay a fine. Had I 
gotten up earlier, I wouldn’t have missed the meeting. I (could, 
would) have finished in time if the power hadn’t gone out. 

In the above sentences, what actually happened?  And what 
were the consequences? 

Communication Focus 1 – Wishing that you had 
Describe a recent event that could have had a different outcome:  I didn’t work hard, and I failed the examination. 
If I had worked harder, I might not have failed the examination. They won the election, so now we have a bad 
government. If they had lost the election, we would have a better government. He lost his job, so he is depressed. 
If he hadn’t lost his job, he wouldn’t be depressed. He lost his job, so he started a new business. If he hadn’t lost 
his job, he wouldn’t have started a new business. 

Describe something you didn’t do, but wish you had. Give reasons. I didn’t study English very seriously. I wish I 
had studied it more seriously. If I had, then I’d be able to give better presentations at conferences. As it is, nobody 
wants to listen to my presentations, and I can’t answer questions without an interpreter. 

Communication Focus 2 
Have students present a series of past events in theirs or someone else's life, where one event led to another. 

Example 1:  Parents got a new job  >  moved to another city  >  changed schools and met new friends 
Example 2:  Watched the Olympics  > became interested in skiing > started skiing > won the national 
championship 

Explain how the above series of events were connected and how strongly they were connected. 

Example 3:  Even if my parents hadn't gotten a new job, we might still have moved to another city. 
Example 4:  She might have become interested in skiing even without watching the Olympics. She couldn't 
have won the national championship without knowing how to ski. 

Communication Focus 3 – Instead of 
Dictation: Two weeks ago, we lost all electric power in our building. 

 As a result, I was trapped in an elevator for more than an hour. 

 Because of that, I wasn’t able to leave the building in time to take an examination. 

 Now I have to wait another month before I can take it again. 

 If I had taken the stairs instead of the elevator, I wouldn’t have this problem. 

Have students check their dictations for accuracy and then summarize. Note the conditional. Ask follow-up 
questions like:  What happened two weeks ago?  Where was he/she going?  What is he/she going to do in a 
month?  How would things have been different had he/she not taken the stairs? What could she/he have done 
instead of using the elevator?  Summarize what would have happened had he/she taken the stairs. 

Communication Focus 4 – Had we known 
Dictation: One of our best employees has handed in her resignation. 

 She is upset because she didn’t get assigned to lead our new research project. 

 Now she says she’s going to work for one of our competitors. 

 This is unfortunate, because we thought she wasn’t interested in that project. 

 Had we known she was interested, we would have offered her the job. 
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Have students check their dictations for accuracy and then summarize. Note the conditional. Ask follow-up 
questions like:  What has happened and why? Why wasn’t she offered the job?  Summarize what you think might 
have happened had they known she was interested in the job. 

Communication Focus 5 – If only there had been 
Dictation: In December of 2004, there was a terrible tsunami in South Asia. 

 More than 200,000 people were killed. 

 One reason for this was the lack of a warning system. 

 If there had been a warning system, many more people would have survived. 

 They would have had time to escape from the giant waves. 

Have students check their dictations for accuracy and then summarize. Note the conditional. Then discuss how 
this and other disasters might have been prepared for. What other disasters can the students think of? 

Language Task 2 – Alternative Conditionals / Speculations 
What are the differences in meaning? I hope I can go to the meeting. I wish I could go to the meeting. If I 
(go/went) to the meeting, I (won’t/wouldn’t) get there until 5:00. If he works harder, he can probably finish in 
time. If he worked harder, he could probably finish in time. If the price goes down, we’ll sell it as soon as 
possible. If the price went down, we’d sell it as soon as possible. If nobody buys it, we’ll have to give it away. 
If nobody bought it, we’d have to give it away. 

Note:  In the above examples, note that one speculation is seen as less likely than the other. Discuss the 
difference between wishing for something (seen as unlikely or impossible) and hoping for something. 
Examples:  He wishes he had a better car. He wishes he could buy a new car. 

Communication Focus 6 – Future Unfolding 
What is something you wish you could do, or something that you wish your company would do. What is 
something you hope you can do, or something you hope your company can/will do. etc…How likely or unlikely 
is it?  What is the probability?  What are the chances of it happening? etc. 

Present plans for a future or ongoing project. What are the steps needed to complete it?  Present some 
alternatives for the future and explain why they are likely or unlikely. Then answer questions like:  What would 
you do if…. What will you do if…   If the tests are a success, we can start selling it in about a year. On the other 
hand, if that happened, we would have to lay off workers.  

Communication Focus 7 – Predicting future consequences 
Dictation: Some people predict that there will be a major health epidemic in the next 10 years. 

 Government officials are trying to decide how to prepare for it. 

 If an epidemic starts, then travel might have to be restricted. 

 If that happened, many businesses would probably suffer. 

 Hotels and airlines would probably suffer the most. 

Have students check their dictations for accuracy and then summarize. Note the conditionals and the meanings 
of the modals might and would in these sentences. Then discuss the results of disasters like this in the future. 
What other future disasters can the students think of and what will be the consequences? 

Communication Focus 8 – Predicting future consequences 
Dictation: Right now we are developing a new drug. 

 In about a month, we’ll begin testing it on humans. 

 If the results are positive, we’ll apply for a license to sell it. 

 Of course, there may also be some problems. 

 In the worst case, we’d have to make some hard choices. 

 It would depend on the nature and causes of the problems. 

Have students check their dictations for accuracy and then summarize. Note the conditionals. Then discuss the 
development of new products such as drugs, medicines, and cars. Do you think new products are being tested 
carefully enough? 
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Communication Focus 9 – It would be great if 
Dictation: Fossil fuels cause all sorts of environmental problems. 

 It would be great if we could reduce their use, but the world needs more energy. 

 Fortunately, other sources of energy, such as wind power, are becoming more cost effective. 

 In the future, they will supply much more of our energy than they do now. 

 Even with that, we will need to find more ways to conserve energy and reduce waste. 

 The life of our planet depends on it. 

Have students check their dictations for accuracy and then summarize. Note the conditionals. Then ask each 
student to think about ways to complete the following:  (1) It would be great if…. and (2) it would be terrible 
is….. Ask students to give reasons for both. 

Communication Focus 10 – 3 Wishes 
Have students answer the question:  “If you had three wishes, what would they be, and why?” 

Communication Focus 11 – Future Decision, Reasons For and Against 
Think of a decision you have to make about the future. Give reasons for and against deciding one way or the 
other. 

Communication Focus 12 – Giving Advice Role-play 
Think of an important decision someone in your family, company, or country has to make about the future. With 
a partner or your teacher, practice giving advice about what to do.  

Examples:  Whether to change companies. Whether to go back to school. Whether to have children. Whether to 
live abroad for a few years. Whether to buy a hybrid car. Whether to buy some new tires. Whether to lay off 
more workers. Whether to invest more in research. Whether to invest in real estate or the stock market. Whether 
to take vitamins. Whether to become a vegetarian. Etc. 

Communication Focus 13 – Research Assignment and Oral Presentation 
Choose a historical figure and focus on an important decision they made that affected you or your country. 
Explain why you agree or disagree with their decision. 

Communication Focus 14 – Best and Worst Decisions and Why 
Complete each of the following sentences, and then explain. 

a:  One of the best decisions I ever made was when I.... 

b:  One of the most difficult choices I’ll have to make in the future is… 

c:  One decision I disagreed with was… 

Do you find it difficult to express your disagreement with someone?  Do you find it difficult to make a decision?  
Would you rather be the person to make a difficult decision or have someone else decide?  Why?  Do you think 
most decisions are made for logical or emotional reasons?  Do you think most people care about the social 
consequences of their decisions or actions? What about companies?  What would make the world a better place?  
Do we need more or less government regulation?  What about corruption?  What motivates people to do things:  
money, bribes, power, integrity, selfishness, love, religion, morality, laws,  etc. 
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Focused Listening  

Focus 1 

Focus on Harry and Joan. Listen for the connecting phrases that express causal relationships between two events 
or situations. 

Harry can't walk because he was injured. 

Harry was able to work as a translator because he was fluent in five languages. 

The agency she was working for was bought by another company. As a result, her job was eliminated. 

She wasn't sure whether she should take the job or not because of the low pay. 

Language Focus 
Comparisons, reference and relative clauses:  which 
was made in 1990. 

Goal 
To become familiar with different ways to connect 
events.  Some events are causally linked, and other 
events are linked only in a time sequence. 

 

 

Student Follow-up 
1. List three connected events in Harry’s life, and 
then in Joan’s life. Is one event the cause of the 
other?  If yes, indicate which event is the cause of 
the other. 

2. Are there any events that are not causally 
connected to any other?  How are they connected? 

Harry was injured in an accident.  He was good at 
learning languages. 

Focus 2 

Language Focus 
Speculating about what could have happened in the 
past, but didn’t. 

Listening Task 
Focus on Harry and Joan. Study the sentences that 
describe what could have happened in the past (but 
didn't).  (Harry could have felt sorry for himself.) 

Note the use of these two conditional structures: 

1. If + subj. + had + (not) + V(n) ---> 
 subj. + V(d) modal + (not) + have+V(n) 

2. Had + subj. + (not) + V(n) -->  
 subj. + V(d) modal + (not) + have+V(n) 

If he had not been injured, he wouldn’t have had to 
use a wheelchair. 

Had he not studied hard and learned five languages, 
Harry wouldn't have been able to become a 
translator. 

Goal 
Students will not confuse contrary-to-fact 
speculations with factual statements. 

Student Follow-up 

1. Describe a recent event that could have had a 
different outcome. 

2. Had I gotten up earlier at 7:00, I wouldn’t have 
been late to the meeting. 

3. Write a paragraph about something you didn’t 
do, but wish you had, and give reasons. 

4. I wish I had studied English more seriously.  If I 
had, I might have gotten a better job. 

Focus 3 

Language Focus 
Expressing likely and unlikely assumptions about the 
future. 

Listening Task 
Focus on Joe. Listen to the sentences that describe 
what will happen in the future if he decides to invest 
all of his money in the stock market.  Note how 
different conditionals are used to express likely and 
unlikely assumptions. 

[likely]:  If + subj. + V -> subj. + modal/(d)modal + V 

[less likely]:  If + subj. + V(d) ->subj. + (d)modal + V 

If his investments fail, he could lose everything. 

If his investments failed/were to fail, he could lose 
everything. 

Goal 
Students will understand when a supposition (if) is 
considered more or less likely to happen. 

Student Follow-up 
1. Present a plan that depends on the weather.  

Use conditionals to express likely and unlikely 
changes. 
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2. If it doesn’t rain, we’ll be able to play tennis.  
We can also go swimming.  On the other hand, 

if it rained, we could all go to a movie or visit a 
museum. 

Focus 4 

Language Focus 
Expressing degrees of certainty and necessary 
conditions for something to happen in the future. 

Listening Task 
Focus on Sandra. Listen carefully as Sandra considers 
the future consequences of selling and not selling 
her company.  The use of will rather than 
would//might /could indicates a greater certainty 
that an event will happen if a condition is met.  
Unless is used to indicate that a situation will occur 
only if certain conditions are met.  Unless means 
if . . . not in most cases. 

If Sandra refuses their offer, the other company will 
compete against her. 

Unless she accepts their offer, the other company 
will compete against her. 

If she refused their offer, she'd have to work harder. 

Unless she agrees to stay on for a year, they won't 
buy her business. 

Goal 
Students will be able to quantify comparisons:  
Sydney is 5,800 miles farther from S.F. than New 
York. 

Student Follow-up 
1. Use conditionals to speculate on what you will do 

next weekend or far into the future. 

If I finish my work, I'll go to the movies on 
Saturday. 

If Mary would come with me, I would go to the 
concert in the park on Sunday. 

I won't go to the beach unless the weather is 
warm. 

2. Write a one-page paper about what you would do 
if you were in Sandra’s position.  Explain all the 
consequences of your actions. 

Focus 5 

Language Focus 
Language Mastery 

Listening Task 
Practice saying and recording the most difficult 
sentences in the Unit. 

Goal 
Students will be able to use well-formed sentences 
to ask and answer questions about products, 
countries, and people. 

Student Follow-up 
1. Choose a product, company, country or city, and 

list its most important characteristics.  How does 
it compare to others? 

2. Find an advertisement which describes and 
describes a product.  Do you think it is a good 
advertisement?  Why? 

 

Focus 6 

Language Focus 
Language Mastery 

 

 

 

 

Listening Task 
Review all of the lessons in this unit several times.  
Practice recording 10~15 sentences each time, so 
that you can say these sentences fluently and with 
confidence.  When your Completion Percentage is 
80-100%, take the Mastery Test. Try to get a score 
higher than 90%. 
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Unit 2 – Space and Time 

Presentation; Speaking Practice; Space Game; and Time Game 

This unit focuses on spatial arrangements, specifying time and action sequences, and giving instructions that 
require certain conditions to be met.  Once the language is comprehended, students must make inferences, 
solve a problem, and then arrange a sequence of objects on screen. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the Presentation lesson, the target language models and vocabulary are presented, with comprehension 
checks and Glossary support.  When this is completed, students may try the Speaking Practice lesson, where 
they will be presented with a sequence which they should describe by either using the mouse to click on the 
correct choice or by clearly speaking their answer using the Speech Recognition feature of the program.  When 
these two lessons are completed, students should try the Space and Time Games to test their understanding.  If 
they have difficulty, they should review the Presentation lesson again. 

 

Goals: 

To be able to use a description instead of a name to specify an object. 

To be able to express logical alternatives (one of, either) and exclusions (neither). 

To be able to understand and give instructions which involve a condition or exception. 

To be able to understand and indicate the correct sequence of actions and events. 

 

Objective 1:  To understand and make specific reference to something by using descriptive phrases (the red-
haired woman) instead of a name. 

 

Objective 2:  To understand and give instructions which involve logical alternatives and qualified choices (not 
unless, unless, except for, if A then B, if either of them, etc.) 

 

Objective 3: To understand how verb tenses and time phrases are used to indicate relationships in time (was 
still V(ing) when ..., had just V(n) when...). 
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Main Learning Points 

Logical Specification and Reference 
(nobody, neither of them, on either side, one of them, 
the person on the left, the bald man, as far away as 
possible, anywhere, the child who isn’t in the middle, 
a woman, the red-haired woman) 

Move the bald man next to the woman with glasses.   
Put one of the children in the middle unless somebody 
is already there.  Put the child who isn’t in the middle 
on the far right.  Put the other child as far right as 
possible.  Don’t put Nicole anywhere except next to 
the red-haired woman.  The bearded man has a 
woman on either side of him. 

Conditional Action 
(not unless, if, so that, only if, even if, etc.) 

Move the red-haired woman so that the bearded man 
has a woman next to him on either side.  If either of 
the men is in the center, move him to the far left.  As 
long as it isn't Kathy, put one of the children between 
the center and the far left.  Put Jimmy on the far right 
unless he is in the middle. Move the bald man next to 
the woman with glasses, but only if the person in the 
middle is a man. Put Sharon on the far left even if 
someone is in the center. 

Qualification and Exception 
(if, except, except for, besides, but, unless) 

Don’t put her anywhere except on the far left. They 
are children, except for the adult in the middle. 
Besides the one in the middle, they're children.  The 
red-headed woman is on the right, but not all the 
way.  Jeff left the office before Sharon did, but not 

until after Nicole.  Put one of the children in the 
middle unless somebody is already there.  If the red-
haired woman is on the left, put Kathy next to her. 

Past Perfect Tense V(d) + have+V(n), V(d) + 
have+V(n) be+V(ing) 
Sharon still hadn't come and Nicole was already 
working when Jeff got there.  By the time her car 
broke down it had already started to rain.  It had been 
raining for about ten minutes when her car broke 
down.  It didn't start to rain until after her car broke 
down and she had telephoned for a repair truck.  Her 
car had broken down and it was starting to rain when 
she telephoned for help.  Sharon had just arrived 
when Jeff came in the door. 

Time Sequences, Phrases, and Adverb Clauses 
(by the time that, not until, still, already, when..., 
while..., etc.) 

Put Nicole on the left unless somebody is already 
there.  They couldn't leave until after Jeff left. Nicole 
was still working when Sharon left.  By the time Dave 
arrived, everybody else was there. Sharon still hadn't 
come and Nicole was already working when Jeff got 
there.  By the time her car broke down it had already 
started to rain.  It had been raining for about ten 
minutes when her car broke down. She was talking on 
the car phone when it started to rain.  While she was 
talking on the car phone, it started to rain.  As she was 
talking on the phone she realized that it was 
beginning to rain.  After stopping for gas she called 
her husband and said she would be late.  Sharon 
arrived just before Jeff did. 

 

Key Sentences 

Presentation 
Neither one of them is in the middle.  Neither of 
them is an adult.  A child is on either side of the red-
haired woman.  Neither of the children is in the 
center.  One of them is on the far right and one of 
them is on the far left. The person in the middle is 
neither a child nor a woman. One of the children is a 
girl, and the other is a boy. 

They are children, except for the adult in the middle. 
Except for the woman in the middle, they don't have 
red hair.  They are as close together as possible. They 
are as far away from each other as possible.  There 
isn’t anybody in the middle.  There are people on the 
left and right, but nobody in the center. 

There is a child on either side of Sharon. The little girl 
is neither in the middle nor next to David.  One of the 
children is next to Jeff.  One of the two people on the 

left is a woman.  The red-headed woman is on the 
right, but not all the way. 

Nicole was still working when Sharon left.  Sharon 
had just arrived when Jeff came in the door.  By the 
time Nicole arrived, Jeff was already working.  There 
wasn't anyone there when Sharon arrived at the 
office. 

It was raining until the tow truck arrived.  While she 
was talking on the car phone, it started to rain. The 
tow truck still hadn't come when it started to rain.  
By the time her car broke down it had already started 
to rain.  It had been raining for about ten minutes 
when her car broke down. 

As she was talking on the phone she realized that it 
was beginning to rain. 

Nicole and Sharon couldn't leave until after Jeff left.  
Except for Jeff, nobody was at the office when 
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Sharon arrived.  By the time Dave arrived everybody 
else was there. 

Speech Practice 
Neither one of them is in the middle. 

Neither of them is an adult. 

A child is on either side of the red-haired woman. 

They are as far away from each other as possible. 

They are as close together as possible. 

One of the two people on the left is a woman. 

Neither of the adults is next to the girl. 

There isn’t anybody in the middle. 

The two children are next to each other. 

It started to rain just after her car broke down. 

It was raining until the tow truck arrived. 

She had just gotten gas when it started to rain. 

Space Game (sample moves) 
Put Nicole on the left unless somebody is already 
there. 

If nobody is in the middle, put David there. 

Move the bald man next to the woman with glasses, 
but only if the person in the middle is a man. 

If neither of the children is in the middle, put David 
next to Jimmy. 

If either of the children is in the middle, put Jeff next 
to Jimmy. 

Put Jimmy on the far right unless he is in the middle. 

Put the child who isn't in the middle on the far right. 

With only one move, arrange it so that both of the 
children are next to a man. 

Don't put Sharon anywhere except on the far left. 

Put Sharon on the far left even if someone is in the 
center. 

Move the red-haired woman so that the bearded 
man has a woman next to him on either side. 

If either of the two men is on the left, put the other 
man in the center. 

Move the woman with glasses as far away from the 
bearded man as possible. 

As long as it isn't Kathy, put one of the children 
between the center and the far left. 

Put Jeff anywhere you can except next to Jimmy. 

Time Game (sample sequences) 
Jeff left the office before Sharon did, but not until 
after Nicole. 

Nicole and Sharon couldn't leave until after Jeff left. 

Nicole was still working when Sharon left. 

By the time Dave arrived everybody else was there. 

Sharon still hadn't come and Nicole was already 
working when Jeff got there. 

The office was empty when Sharon got to work. 

Jeff was surprised when he found Sharon already at 
work. 

By the time Nicole arrived, Jeff was already working. 

Except for Jeff, nobody was at the office when 
Sharon arrived. 

By the time her car broke down it had already started 
to rain. 

It had been raining for about ten minutes when her 
car broke down. Luckily she was able to call for a 
repair truck. 

It didn't start to rain until after her car broke down 
and she had telephoned for a repair truck. 

Her car had broken down and it was starting to rain 
when she telephoned for help. 

She was talking on the car phone when it started to 
rain. 

While she was talking on the car phone, it started to 
rain. 

A few minutes later she stopped for gas and the rain 
stopped. 

As she was talking on the phone she realized that it 
was beginning to rain. 

Since she was low on gas she stopped at a gas 
station. 

It was already raining when she stopped for gas. 

After stopping for gas she called her husband and 
said she would be late. 

Luckily, the rain didn't start until after the tow truck 
arrived. 

While she was driving home, it started to rain. 

A few minutes later her car broke down so she used 
her car phone to call for a tow truck. 

The tow truck still hadn't come when it started to 
rain.
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Teaching Activities 

Language Task 1 – Vocabulary – Health & Medicine 
Explain and discuss 5-10 terms such as:  sore throat, fever, headache, 
rash, cough, diarrhea, tumor, cancer, heart attack, stroke, diseases 
(pneumonia, flu), food poisoning, kidney failure, constipation, blood 
test, x-ray, MRI, vaccination, antibiotic, virus, bacterial infection, mad 
cow disease, HIV, SARS, epidemic, aspirin, cold medicine, etc.  

Communication Focus 1 – Presenting an Issue 
Present a global, national, or local issue of importance. The 
presentation should include the following: 

a. Statement of the problem or issue:  e.g., Pollution, Population, 
Bullying, Crime and safety, Global warming, An asteroid hitting the Earth, Sources of energy, Racism, 
International relations, Cloning, Genetic engineering, Globalization; Terrorism, Birth Control, Religious 
conflicts, etc. 

 Example:  Sooner or later, as our Earth travels around the sun, we are certain to be hit by an asteroid or 
comet. 

b. Illustration or example of the problem to show why it is important:  

 Example:  According to scientists, if an asteroid a mile in diameter hit the earth, it could wipe out all life 
on Earth.  

c. Consequence of not dealing with the problem and recommendations for what to do.  

 Example:  Though the probability of this happening soon is very small, there is a chance that it could 
happen within our lifetime. Now that we have the technical capability, we should begin to prepare for 
such an event, etc.  

For the above presentation, students should use sources such as the internet, newspapers, or other reference 
materials to find the facts necessary to support their presentation. 

Communication Focus 2 – Technology and Change 
Think about how technology has changed our lives in the past 150 years. Give reasons and examples why you 
think our lives have gotten better or worse. 

Language Task 2:  Descriptive Clauses 
Use descriptive clauses to complete the following sentences: 

 I’m the kind of per son who…(enjoys being with friends) 

 I like people who…(are considerate of others, don’t care what others think, etc.) 

 I don’t like to do things that   (hurt others, harm the environment, etc.) 

 I enjoy discussing issues which (are controversial, people care about, are current, etc.) 

Communication Focus 3 – Technology and the Future 
Think about how technology may change our lives in the next 100 years. What kinds of changes would be good?  
What kinds of changes would be bad?  What steps should we take now?  How are the decisions going to be 
made?   

Communication Focus 4 – Research Assignment 1 
Choose a disease, such as polio or tuberculosis, and give an explanation of what it is, its treatment, and its effects 
on human populations throughout history. Use reference materials to find the facts necessary to support your 
presentation. 

Communication Focus 5 – Research Assignment 2 
Explain how a virus or bacterium adapts to a changing environment. Use reference materials to find the facts 
necessary to support your presentation. 

Communication Focus 6 – Research Assignment 3 
Explain what the body’s immune system is and how it works to fight off an infection. Use reference materials to 
find the facts necessary to support your presentation. 
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Communication Focus 7 – Research Assignment 4 
Explain how infections can spread from person to person. What are some of the ways we can protect ourselves 
from being infected?  Use reference materials to find the facts necessary to support your presentation. 

Communication Focus 8 – Dictation:  The Spread of Diseases 
Dictation: Throughout history, humans have had to deal with a wide variety of diseases. 

 Periodically, epidemics have broken out, killing millions of people. 

 In the 14th century, for example, the bubonic plague swept through Europe. 

 A century later, Europeans brought diseases such as smallpox and measles into the Americas 

 The native populations had no defenses against these diseases, so the results were catastrophic. 

 By 1568, the population of Mexico had fallen from about 17 million to less than 5 million. 

Have the students check for accuracy and then summarize the dictation. Then ask follow-up questions like: 

What diseases were introduced into the Americas?  How?  Why wasn’t there any defense against these 
diseases?  What are some recent examples of diseases that have become epidemics?  How are diseases spread?  
What can we do to prevent the spread of a disease such as the flu?  When was the last time you were 
vaccinated?  What do you think the word “catastrophic” means? 

Now discuss the order of these sentences and ask whether the sentences can be rearranged in any other order. 
Which words in the sentences determine the order?  (e.g. for example, these)  Which sentences must follow 
previous sentences? (e.g. A century later...) 

Communication Focus 9:  Oral Presentation: Technology and Change 
Give evidence and examples for one of the following statements about your own life: 

  (1) Technology has changed my life a lot.  

  (2) Technology hasn’t really changed my life very much. 

Communication Focus 10:  Oral Presentation: Globalization 
Give evidence and examples for one of the following statements about the quality of life around the world: 

  (1) Globalization has increased the quality of life.  

  (2) Globalization has reduced the quality of life. 

Or make a list of ways that globalization is increasing the quality of life and a list of ways that globalization is 
reducing the quality of life, such as the list below. Explain. 

Positive Negative 

Better communication & understanding 
between nations 

Lower prices and more economic efficiencies 

Spread of human rights and democracy 

Less chance of war because of 
interdependency 

Loss of cultural identity and values 

Loss of jobs and industries 

Big countries have more economic and 
political power 

More chance of war because of 
interdependency 
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Focused Listening  

Focus 1 

Language Focus 
Focus on the spatial relationships in the Presentation 
lesson.  In this lesson you will hear a sentence and 
then see the spatial arrangement that it describes.  
When you first hear a sentence, pause the program 
and try to imagine the spatial arrangement it 
describes.  Then continue the program to view the 
arrangement to see if you had the right idea.  If you 
are unsure of the meaning, use the AA  button to see 
the text and click on the highlighted words for more 
examples. 

 Neither of the children is in the center. 
 There is a child on either side of the red-haired 

woman. There isn’t anyone in the middle. 

Goal 
To describe spatial arrangements using physical 
description and relative position 

Student Follow-up 
1. List two ways of describing each of the 

characters. 

the little boy one of the two children 
the little girl the woman with glasses 
the other child one of the women 
the bald man  the red-haired woman  
the woman in the middle 
the man in the space suit  

2. List two ways to describe each of the five spatial 
positions. 

in the center, on the far left, between the center 
and the far left, second from the right, all the 
way to the right, etc. 

 

Focus 2 

Language Focus 
Review the spatial relationships in the Presentation, 
and then focus on the temporal sequences.  Some of 
the sentences refer to the order in which three 
characters leave or arrive at their office.  Note the 
use of words and phrases such as:  still, already, just, 
until, by the time that, when, etc. 

Nicole was still working when Sharon left.  Sharon 
had just arrived when Jeff came in the door.  By the 
time Nicole arrived, Jeff was already working.  There 
wasn't anyone there when Sharon arrived at the 
office. 

By the time her car broke down, it had already 
started to rain. 

Goal 
Students will be able to understand and express time 
sequences. 

 

Student Follow-up 
1. Put three of the characters in order, from 1-3.  

Then write a one sentence narrative which 
defines the sequence in time through a series of 
actions or states. 

(1) Sharon  (2) Jeff   (3) Nicole 

 Jeff arrived before Nicole, but Sharon was 
already there. 

 When Jeff arrived, Sharon was already there 
and Nicole still hadn’t come. 

 By the time Jeff arrived, Nicole still hadn’t 
come, but Sharon was already working. 

2. Using the language from this lesson, describe two 
time sequences from your own life. 

 By the time I graduated from high school, I 
already had a job. 

 I didn’t start studying English until I was in 
high school. 
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Focus 3 

Language Focus 
In the Speaking Practice lesson, decide which of the 
phrases correctly describes the situation on the 
screen.  Speak your answer clearly when the Speech 
Meter appears.  If you do not choose the correct 
answer, or if your speech is not clear enough, you 
will be asked to try again.  You may also click on the 
answer if you have difficulty being recognized or if 
there isn’t a microphone. 

For more information on how to use Speech 
Recognition, you may use the pull-down help menu 
at the top of the screen in each lesson, or refer to 
How to Use Speech Recognition in the Study Guide. 

Goal 
The focus of this lesson is to have students practice 
speaking clearly, a necessary skill for giving accurate 
instructions. 

Student Follow-up 
Review the Presentation lesson, and practice saying 
each sentence.  Record your voice by clicking on the 
Record button, and compare it to the native speaker 
by clicking on the Headphones button (to hear 
yourself) and the Repeat button (to hear the native 
speaker). 

Focus 4 

In the Space Game, follow the instructions and see if you can score over 500. 

Please remember to click on the PASS button if there is no correct move to make. 

 

Language Focus 
Note how “if” and “unless” determine whether or 
not to make a move. 

If nobody is in the center, put David there. 

Put Nicole on the left unless somebody is already 
there. 

Goal 
Students will understand how to follow and give 
instructions which involve a pre-condition or 
qualification. 

 

Student Follow-up 
Using the language of this lesson, write out a series 
of step-by-step instructions for negotiating the sale 
or purchase of something. 

If they order twenty units, offer them a ten percent 
discount.  Don’t give them more than a twenty 
percent discount unless they buy at least fifty units.  
If they refuse, ask them for a counter proposal.  For 
example, we can give them a larger discount if they 
pay in advance or if they agree to buy at least 100 in 
the next six months. 

Focus 5 

Language Focus 
Language Mastery 

Listening Task 
Practice saying and recording the most difficult 
sentences in the Unit. 

Goal 
Students will be able to use well-formed sentences 
to ask and answer questions about products, 
countries, and people. 

Student Follow-up 
1. Choose a product, company, country or city, and 

list its most important characteristics.  How does 
it compare to others? 

2. Find an advertisement which describes and 
describes a product.  Do you think it is a good 
advertisement?  Why? 

 

Focus 6 

Language Focus 
Language Mastery 

Listening Task 
Review all of the lessons in this unit several times.  
Practice recording 10~15 sentences each time, so 

that you can say these sentences fluently and with 
confidence.  When your Completion Percentage is 
80-100%, take the Mastery Test. Try to get a score 
higher than 90%. 
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Unit 3 – Epidemic 

Our Changing Lives; Fighting Infections; The Adaptability of Life; Preparing for Our Future; and Sentence 
Reordering 

This unit focuses on listening for specific points of information in a presentation.  Students are asked to listen 
for the main idea or a supporting idea as indicated by a prompt at the top of the screen.  This is followed by a 
comprehension task before continuing the presentation.  As the shuffler level increases, the listening prompts 
will change.  It is necessary to go through each lesson at least three times to cover the different listening 
prompts. 

In each of the four presentation sections, the target language models and 
vocabulary are presented.  When these lessons are completed, students should do 
the Sentence Reordering lesson.  This lesson helps students better understand how 
sentences are linked and organized in a presentation.  Highlighted words in the text 
show how sentence order is indicated. 

 

Goals: 

To be able to listen for specific points in a presentation. 

To be able to summarize the main points in a presentation. 

To be able to recognize the difference between the main idea and supporting ideas. 

To be able to make a short, well-organized presentation. 

 

  Objective 1: To understand and express descriptive information in the form of an adjective clause (which, that) 
as a means to express more complex ideas. 

  Objective 2: To understand and express how things are classified and organized into general and specific cases, 
with more detailed descriptions becoming less general.  (Some diseases…  An example of such a 
disease is polio, a disease which has killed millions.) 

  Objective 3: To understand how ideas can be linked by using reference language such as pronouns (they, these, 
those) and logical connectors (however, for example, as a result). 
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Main Learning Points 

classification and exemplification 
(such as, both, for example, are used to, that…  
which…  some kinds, one type) 

Many diseases, such as smallpox and pneumonia, are 
now under control.  Smallpox and pneumonia are 
both diseases.  Polio, for example, is a viral disease 
that attacks the nervous system.  Antibiotics are used 
to treat bacterial infections, such as pneumonia.  
Polio is a viral disease that has been brought under 
control.  Some kinds of infections come from viruses.  
HIV, for example, is a virus.  Tuberculosis is a bacterial 
infection that has killed millions.  An antibiotic is a 
type of drug.  Drugs which used to be effective no 
longer work. 

present perfect tenses to express a result 
have+V(n), have+been+V(n) 

Better communications and transportation have 
given us a global economy.  Medical science has made 
great progress.  Modern drugs have made it easier to 
treat a cold.  The development of vaccines and 
antibiotics have helped to control the spread of 
infectious   Because of the success of the polio 
vaccine, polio has been brought under control.  
Powerful antibiotics have also been developed.  Polio 
is a disease that has killed millions.  The E.coli bacteria 
has become a threat.  Genetic differences have 
helped us to adapt.  Adaptability has resulted in more 
resistant bacteria.  Some bacteria have become 
stronger.  Throughout history, epidemics have caused 
many deaths.  Modernization has increased the 
threat of a global epidemic. 

can and could to show potentiality and past ability 
If your heart wears out, you can get a new one.  If your 
kidney fails, you can still live and maybe even receive 
a transplant.  If an infection cannot be controlled, it 
can/could cause an epidemic. Compared to how it 
used to be, an epidemic could spread more quickly 
now.  When travel was slow and difficult, a deadly 
epidemic couldn’t quickly spread.  Now, however, a 
serious disease could spread around the world with a 

few days.  Epidemics could be confined more easily in 
the past.  There is a real concern that a worldwide 
epidemic could break out.  This epidemic could 
threaten our survival. 

adjective clauses 
Diseases which wiped out populations just a hundred 
years ago are now under control.  The products we 
use come from around the world.  Polio, for example, 
is a viral disease that attacks the nervous system.  
Polio is a viral disease that has been brought under 
control.  Tuberculosis is a bacterial infection that has 
killed millions.  To kill or control a disease, it is 
necessary to kill or control the infection which causes 
it.  A drug which kills 90% of a particular type of 
bacteria may leave stronger bacteria that are 
resistant.  Drugs which used to be effective no longer 
work. 

logical relations and sentence connecting 
(for example, as a result, also, one, other, these, this, 
another, it, too, they, however) 

Better communications and transportation, for 
example, have given us…  As a result, in every house 
there are products…  Along with changes in 
technology, the world’s population continues…  
Powerful antibiotics have also been developed.  One 
great success has been…  Other kinds of infection 
come from…  These antibodies will…  Another 
approach is to interfere…  This can be done by…  It 
makes it far more difficult to survive.  Like human 
beings, they can adapt too.  Now, however, a serious 
disease could spread around the world within a few 
days. 

passives with perfect tenses, be used + infinitive, 
and can/could 
Polio has been brought under control. Powerful 
antibiotics have also been developed. Antibiotics are 
used to treat bacterial infections. Sometimes a drug 
can be used to fight an infection. Epidemics could be 
controlled more easily in the past. If an infection 
cannot be controlled, it can cause an epidemic. 

 

Key Sentences 

Our Changing Lives 
Our lives are changing.  New technologies are 
developing every day, changing the ways we live and 
think.  As a result, in every house there are products 
from around the world. 

Along with changes in technology, the world 
population continues to grow.  People are living 
longer.  Diseases which wiped out populations just a 
hundred years ago are now under control. 

Medical science has made great progress.  If your 
heart wears out, you can get a new one.  If your 
kidney fails, you can still live, and maybe even receive 
a transplant.   Modern drugs have made it easier to 
treat a cold or get over the flu.  Many diseases, such 
as pneumonia and small pox, are now under control 
or wiped out entirely. 
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Fighting Infections 
There have been many great successes in history.  In 
the field of medical science, there have been many 
great discoveries.  The development of vaccines and 
antibiotics has helped to control the spread of 
infectious diseases. 

Polio, for example, is a viral disease that attacks the 
nervous system.  Because of the success of the polio 
vaccine, polio has been brought under control. 

Powerful antibiotics have also been developed.  
Antibiotics are used to treat bacterial infections, such 
as pneumonia. 

Drugs and vaccines work together with our body’s 
immune system to fight infection.  Some kinds of 
infection come from viruses.  HIV, for example, is a 
virus.  Other kinds of infection come from bacteria.  
Tuberculosis is a bacterial infection that has killed 
millions.  And recently, the E.coli bacteria has become 
a threat. 

To cure or control a disease, it is necessary to kill or 
control the infection which causes it.  Sometimes a 
drug can be used to fight an infection.  For example, 
antibiotics are often used to fight common infections, 
such as pneumonia. 

For some diseases, a vaccine is made by using a 
weakened form of a virus.  When injected into the 
body, the vaccine causes the immune system to 
create antibodies.  These antibodies will prevent or 
fight off infection. 

Another approach is to interfere with a virus’s ability 
to reproduce and spread.  This can be done by 
injecting various substances into the body. 

The Adaptability of Life 
Life is adaptable.  This has helped humans to survive 
in many different situations.  In any group of people 
there are genetic differences.  As a result, some 
people will be more resistant to a new disease than 
others. 

The adaptability of life also has a bad side.  It makes 
it far more difficult to control diseases.  Bacteria and 
viruses are both life forms.  Like human beings, they 
can adapt too.  A drug that kills 99% of a particular 
type of bacteria may leave stronger bacteria that are 
more resistant.  As these stronger bacteria reproduce 
and spread, drugs that used to be effective no longer 
work.  This means that new drugs or other means of 
control need to be developed. 

Of course, if an infection cannot be controlled, it can 
cause an epidemic.  An epidemic occurs when a 
disease spreads to many people.  Epidemics have 
occurred throughout history.  In some cases, 
epidemics have resulted in many deaths. 

Preparing for Our Future 
In preparing for our future, we need to consider 
epidemics and how to control them.  It used to be 
that diseases were confined to a small area.  Travel 
was slow and difficult.  A deadly epidemic in Europe 
couldn’t quickly spread to South America.  Now, 
however, a serious disease could spread around the 
world within a few days. 

There is a real concern that a worldwide epidemic 
could break out.  This epidemic could threaten our 
survival.  Medical scientists and public health officials 
in many countries are now studying this issue.  They 
want to develop policies and plans to be prepared for 
such an event.  

In the struggle against disease, national boundaries 
mean nothing.  Diseases don’t stop at the borders 
between nations.  Therefore, we need to think and 
act on a global scale.  Clean water supplies, air quality 
in airplanes, and effective vaccination policies are 
worldwide issues. 

The threat of a global epidemic is another example of 
how modernization is bringing us together.  We must 
learn to live together more effectively than we have 
in the past.  As with many important issues, the best 
approach is to use good judgment.  If we work 
together, we can build a better future. 

Question Summary  (Answer Key) 
This is about technology and change. 

New technology is changing our lives. 

The products we use come from around the world. 

The world’s population continues to grow. 

Some diseases are now under control. 

People are living longer because of changes in 
technology. 

This is about how science has changed our lives. 

If your kidney fails, you can still live. 

Pneumonia and small pox are both diseases. 

Many diseases are under control because of medical 
science. 

Vaccines and antibiotics are used to control the 
spread of diseases. 

Polio is a viral disease that has been brought under 
control. 

One great success has been the development of 
vaccines. 

Viruses and bacteria can both cause infections. 

Our body's immune system fights infections. 

HIV is a virus. 

We must kill or control an infection to cure or control 
a disease. 
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Antibodies fight infection. 

A virus can reproduce and spread. 

One way to control a virus is to stop it from 
reproducing. 

Drugs can be used to fight an infection. 

An antibiotic is a type of drug.  

Adaptability has helped us to survive.  

Genetic differences have helped us to adapt. 

In any group of people there are differences. 

Adaptability has resulted in more resistant bacteria. 

Adaptability is both good and bad. 

Drugs which used to be effective no longer work.  

Some bacteria have become stronger. 

Throughout history epidemics have caused many 
deaths. 

Epidemics occur when a disease spreads to many 
people. 

An epidemic can be prevented if an infection can be 
controlled. 

Compared to how it used to be an epidemic could 
spread more quickly now.  

When travel was slow and difficult epidemics could 
be confined. 

Epidemics could be confined more easily in the past. 

An epidemic could threaten our survival. 

We need to develop policies to be prepared for an 
epidemic. 

Scientists are studying the issue of how to prepare for 
an epidemic. 

The struggle against disease is a global issue. 

National boundaries cannot stop an epidemic. 

Modernization has increased the threat of a global 
epidemic. 

To build a better future we need to work together. 

We need global policies to prevent the spread of 
disease. 

Sentence Reordering  (Answer Key) 
New technologies are developing every day, changing 
the ways we live and think.  Better communications 
and transportation, for example, have given us a 
global economy.  As a result, in every house there are 
products from around the world. 

Some kinds of infection come from viruses.  HIV, for 
example, is a virus.  Other kinds of infection come 
from bacteria.  Tuberculosis is a bacterial infection 
that has killed millions. 

To cure or control a disease, it is necessary to kill or 
control the infection which causes it.  Sometimes a 
drug can be used to fight an infection.  For example, 
antibiotics are often used to fight common infections 
such as pneumonia. 

In preparing for our future we need to consider 
epidemics and how they spread.  It used to be that 
diseases were confined to a small area.  A deadly 
epidemic in Europe couldn’t quickly spread to South 
America.  Now, however, a serious disease could 
spread around the world within a few days. 

In the struggle against disease, national boundaries 
mean nothing.  Diseases don’t stop at the borders 
between nations.  Therefore, we need to think and act 
on a global scale. 

In the field of medical science, there have been many 
important discoveries.  The development of vaccines 
and antibiotics has helped to control the spread of 
infectious diseases.  Polio, for example, is a viral 
disease that attacks the nervous system.  Because of 
the success of the polio vaccine, polio has been 
brought under control in most parts of the world. 

For some diseases a vaccine is made by using a 
weakened form of a virus.  When injected into the 
body, the vaccine causes the immune system to 
create antibodies.  These antibodies will prevent or 
fight off infection. 

Life is adaptable.  For humans, adaptability has been 
a key to survival.  In any group of people there are 
genetic differences.  As a result, some people will be 
more resistant to a new disease than others. 

Bacteria and viruses are both life forms.  Like human 
beings, they can adapt too.  A drug that kills 99% of a 
particular type of bacteria may leave stronger 
bacteria that are resistant.  As these stronger bacteria 
reproduce and spread, drugs which used to be 
effective no longer work. 

There is a real concern that a worldwide epidemic 
could break out.  This epidemic could threaten our 
survival.  Medical scientists and public health officials 
in many countries are now studying this issue.  They 
want to develop policies and plans to be prepared for 
such an event. 
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Teaching Activities 

Language Task 1 – Specification Without Names 
Review terms such as:  neither, either, one of, all except one, 
except,  the one in the middle, the person who has red hair, the 
person who works for the R & D department, etc…and use them 
in a sentence or question. .Have students practice referring to 
each other or other persons they know without using names. Use 
sentences such as:  I’m thinking of someone who… or I’m thinking 
of the person who… or I’m thinking of the company which….or I’d 
like the person who…. to be a little more polite. 

 

 

Communication Focus 1 – Instructions without Names 
Have students follow the instructions below. Then compare results and discuss the instructions. 

[3,2,4,1,5] 

1. Arrange these 5 numbers in ascending order, from left to right. (1,2,3,4,5) 

2. The largest number should now be on the far right. 

3. Take that number and switch it with the one in the middle. (1,2,5,4,3) 

4. Move the smallest number next to the largest number, either to its right or to its left. (2,1,5,4,3) or 
(2,5,1,4,3) 

5. Now switch the two numbers next to the largest number, but only if the one on the left is larger than 
the one on the right. (2,1,5,4,3) or (1,5,2,4,3) 

6. If neither of the two largest numbers is in the middle, move the number in the middle to the far left. 
(2,1,5,4,3) 

7. If either of the two largest numbers is in the middle, put everything back in the original ascending order. 
(1,2,3,4,5) 

Language Task 2 – Time Sequence 
Review terms such as:   by the time that, not until, still, already, when, while  

Review and discuss these sentences: When I got to the laboratory, the students were already installing the 
software and our engineer still hadn't arrived with the updates. By the time we got the order to cancel the 
meeting, we had already sent out the invitations. He had been talking on the phone for about ten minutes when 
his battery went dead. We tried to fix the problem even while the meeting was going on, but we finally had to 
give up. The meeting didn’t begin until after I arrived and had spoken with my boss on the telephone. 

Language Task 3 – Conditional Instructions and Exceptions 
Review and discuss terms such as:  even if, not unless, unless, so that, only if, except 

Have students practice giving instructions that use the above terms. 

Communication Focus 2:  Negotiation Instructions 
Dictation: Our customer wants a discount, so we need to set some conditions. 

 First, if they order 20 units, we can offer them a ten percent discount. 

 Second, don’t give them a bigger discount unless they buy at least 50 units.  

 If they refuse to buy without a discount, ask them to submit a counter proposal. 

 For example, we could give them a discount if they agree to pay in advance. 

Have the students check for accuracy and then summarize the dictation. Then ask follow-up questions like: 

What kind of conditions have you seen in a negotiation?  What does it mean to pay in advance?  What is a 
counter proposal? 
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Communication Focus 3 – Oral Presentation 
Have students stand up and give clear, step by step, detailed instructions about how to do something, such as:  
how to serve a tennis ball, how to swing a golf club, how to install a computer program, how to send an email, 
how to change a tire on a car, how to print something from the Internet, how to determine whether something 
is acidic, how to build a fire without a match, or how to bake a cake. 

Example: Take the tennis ball and throw it about two feet above your head. While the ball is going up, take your 
racket back and bend your elbow so the racket is pointing down. When the ball reaches the highest point, etc. 

Communication Focus 4:  Spatial Arrangement Game 1 
Divide the class into two teams, A and B, and nominate five class members who will be the “characters” who 
will be arranged. Let’s assume the characters are:  Steve, Ellen, Mary, Bob, and Sachiko,  

1. On index cards, hand out 8-10 arrangements, such as the following to both teams: 

2. a. (Ellen) (      ) (     ) (      ) ( Steve )    (Steven is on the far right and Ellen is on the far left.) 

3. b. (Steve) ( Bob ) (     ) (Ellen) (Sachiko)    (There isn’t anyone in the middle.) 

4. c. (      ) (Mary ) (Bob ) (Ellen) (  )    (There is a woman on either side of Bob.) 

5. Each team studies the arrangements and writes out several general and specific descriptions for each. 
They may NOT use names. Instead of names, they should use a description, such as “the girl with glasses,” 
but only one specific description for each character is allowed. 

6. For each arrangement, have the “characters” stand in the correct order. 

7. The teams then give two descriptions of the arrangement. If a description is TRUE, the team gets a point. 
If it is FALSE, the team loses a point. Once a description is given by one team, it may not be used by the 
other team, so the teams should take turns. 

8. Example:  (    ) (    ) (Sachiko) (    ) (   Bob   ) 

9. Team A:  A woman is in the middle and a man is on the far right. (general) 

10. Team B:  The woman with black hair is in the middle and the taller man is on the far right. (specific) 

11. Team B:  There isn’t anybody between the woman and the man. 

12. Team A:  One of the two people is the middle, and the other is on the far right. 

13. (There isn’t anybody on the far left nor on either side of the middle.) 

14. (Neither the man nor the woman is on the far left or on either side of the middle.) 

Communication Focus 5:  Spatial Arrangement Game 2 
Divide the class into two teams. Each team nominates five team members who will be the “characters” who will 
follow the instructions given by the other side. 

1. Each team writes out five 5-part instructions using the other team’s “characters.” For example: “If nobody 
is in the middle, the woman with glasses should go to the far left.”  “If someone is on the far left, she 
should move to the middle.”  “If nobody is in the middle, one of the men should go there.” “The man in the 
red shirt should go to the far right unless nobody is in the middle.”  “If nobody is between the woman and 
the man, the girl with the longest hair should go there.” 

2. Someone from Team A gives the instructions, repeated twice, and the “characters” from Team B must 
follow them. When the first series of instructions is completed, it is Team B’s turn to give instructions, 
and the “characters” from Team A follow them, etc. 

3. If a set of 5 instructions is followed correctly, each team gets 5 points. If an instruction is incorrect, the 
team giving the instruction loses one point, loses its turn, and the other team is given a point. If an 
instruction is given correctly but followed incorrectly, the team giving the instruction gets a point, the 
team following the instructions loses one point and is given a second try. If the second attempt is also 
incorrect, the team giving the instructions is given another point, the team following the instructions loses 
another point, and the turn is over. 

4. The team with the highest number of points wins. 
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Communication Focus 6:  Time Sequence Game 
Divide the class into two teams. Each team nominates five team members who will be the “characters” who will 
position themselves in the correct order of events as given by the other side. 

1. Each team writes out five 3-part narratives using the other team’s “characters.”  For example: 

     “Bob didn’t arrive at the party until after Jean and Mary, but before John and Paul.” 

  1. ______ 2. _______ 3. Bob  4. _______ 5. _______ 

      “Jean was already there when Mary arrived.” 

   1. Jean 2. Mary  3. Bob  4. _______ 5. _______ 

      “Paul still hadn’t arrived when John finally got there.” 

   1. Jean 2. Mary  3. Bob  4. John  5. Paul. 

2. Someone from Team A reads each sentence twice, and the characters from Team B must arrange 
themselves into the correct sequence. When the first sequence is completed, it is Team B’s turn, and the 
“characters” from Team A arrange themselves in the required order. 

3. If a set of 3 sentences is followed correctly, each team gets 3 points. If a sentence is incorrect, the team 
giving the sequence loses one point, loses its turn, and the other team is given a point. If a sequence is 
given correctly but followed incorrectly, the team giving the sequence gets a point, the other team loses 
a point and is given a second try. If the second attempt is also incorrect, the team giving the sequence is 
given another point, the team making the mistake loses another point, and the turn is over. 

4. The team with the highest number of points wins. 
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Focused Listening  

Focus 1 

Language Focus 
Listen to Our Changing Lives and Fighting Infections.  
Listen for the main ideas in each section.  How do 
you know these are the main ideas? 

The first section is about how technology is changing 
our lives. 

The next section says that along with changes in 
technology, the world’s population is growing. 

Goal 
To identify the main ideas in a presentation. 

Student Follow-up 
1. List the main ideas in each section. 

2. Are the main ideas in each section connected?  
Does one have to come before another?  Give 
examples. 

We could talk about the changing population before 
we talk about changes in technology:  Along with the 
world’s increasing population, technology is 
changing our lives. 

 

Focus 2 

Language Focus 
Expressing supporting ideas (evidence) and 
examples.  Note the use of the present perfect tense, 
conditionals, and phrases such as: such as, other 
kinds, for example, to give evidence and examples 
that support the main ideas. 

Modern drugs have made it easier to treat a cold. 

The development of vaccines and antibiotics has 
helped to control the spread of infectious diseases. 

If your kidney fails, you can still live. 

Many diseases, such as small pox, are now under 
control. 

 

 

Listening Task 
In Our Changing Lives and Fighting Infections, listen 
for the supporting ideas and examples.  How are 
they different from the main ideas? 

Goal 
Students will begin to see how an idea is developed 
in a series of sentences:  main ideas, evidence, and 
examples. 

Student Follow-up 
Give evidence and examples for one of the following 
statements about your own life: 

(1) Technology has changed my life a lot. 

(2) Technology hasn’t really changed my life at all. 

Focus 3 

Language Focus 
Show how sentences are linked by causal 
relationships, pronouns, and other logical 
connectors. 

Listening Task 
Focus on how adaptability has both positive and 
negative effects on human survival in The 
Adaptability of Life and Preparing for Our Future.  
Logical connectors (therefore, as a result) and 
pronouns (it, they, these) indicate that one 
statement follows from another, and the order 
cannot be reversed.  Note the use of make and cause 
to express causation. 

The adaptability of life has a bad side. 

It makes it more difficult to control diseases. 

Diseases don’t stop at the borders between 
nations. 

Therefore, we need to think and act on a global 
scale. 

Goal 
Students will understand different ways of 
connecting sentences to show a logical flow of ideas.  
Linking words should reinforce the flow of ideas to 
make comprehension easier and for emphasis. 

Student Follow-up 
1. List the negative and positive effects of the 

adaptability of life on human survival. 

2. What are negative and positive effects of better 
technology on public health and human 
survival?  Support your statements with 
examples that contrast the present with the 
past. 

3. Do the written follow-up Exercises for this unit. 

4. Do the Sentence Reordering lesson. 
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Focus 4 

Language Focus 
Building long sentences by using descriptive clauses 
instead of separate sentences. 

Listening Task 

Go through each section again.  Make a list of five or 
more descriptions that explain or specify.  In 
particular, note the use of which and that. 

Polio is a viral disease that attacks the nervous 
system. 

Diseases which wiped out populations just a 
hundred years ago are now under control. 

Drugs which used to be effective no longer work. 

Student Follow-up 
1. Use descriptive clauses to complete the 

following sentences: 

I’m the kind of person who ... (enjoys being with 
friends.) 

I like people who ... 

I don’t like to do things that ... 

I enjoy discussing issues which ... 

2. Write a one page paper about what you think is 
an important global issue. 

 

Focus 5 

Language Focus 
Language Mastery 

 

 

 

 

Listening Task 
Review all of the lessons in this unit several times.  
Practice recording 10 - 15 sentences each time, so 
that you can say these sentences fluently and with 
confidence.  When your Completion Percentage is 
80-100%, take the Mastery Test.  Try to get a score 
higher than 90%. 
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Unit 4 – Video Interactions 

This lesson shows a variety of native speakers in the following situations:  business and personal telephone 
conversations, a dinner conversation and an interview.  Students may view each scene in a presentation mode, 
and also in an interactive mode where the students can interact with the native speakers through Speech 
Recognition (or mouse click) choices. 

Detailed instructions for this lesson, and also for Speech Recognition, can be found in the Study Guides and also 
in the pull-down Help screens once you enter the lesson. 

Each scene illustrates important language, such as phrases for using the telephone, and conditionals, one of the 
main focus points for this module.  Each scene can easily be role-played or can serve as a model for students to 
write their own situation. 

Business Telephone (Key Expressions) 
You've got a call on line three.  Do you want to take 
it? 

No, not right now.  Could you take a message?  
Could you find out who it is please? (polite requests) 

He said it was important. (reported speech) 

Okay, put him through.  I’ll take it. 

Do I have any messages? 

Just a minute.  Let me check... You've got two 
messages, and a package. 

Could you send them up to my room please? 

Certainly sir.  I’ll send them up right away. 

Thank you 

 

A Telephone Invitation 
I hope you can come... You can, can't you? (tag 
question) 

When did you say it was? (reported speech) 

I really wish I could, but I'm afraid I can't.   I've got 
to  meet a friend of mine for dinner. 

Why don't you bring... (suggestion)   I'm sure she 
would enjoy it.  Can't you come? (negative 
question)  

Let me call my friend and see what he says.  If he 
says okay, maybe we'll come. (conditional) 

Well, I'll look forward to meeting him. 

Maybe we'll see you tomorrow night then. 

Great!  See you then. 

Interview with an Actor 
Do I have to be truthful? 

That's up to you.  Whatever you decide is okay. 

If you weren't an actor, what would you like to be? 

I'd want to be a musician or a singer. (conditional) 

How about something like a doctor or 
businessperson? 

I'd prefer to do something where I could... 

If you could live anywhere except where you live 
now, where would it be? (conditional) 

Let's see.  You know, I think it might be nice to.. 

I think I could get a modeling job there. 

I suppose I'd have to learn the language. 

If you were really in trouble, who would you go to 
for help? 

I wouldn't go to them unless everything else failed. 

 

A Dinner Conversation 
Well, what is it about the job that you like? 
It would be fun working there. (implied conditional) 
I'd be doing all sorts of different things. 
So? 
It's the money that bothers me.  They said that was 
as much as they could pay. (reported speech) 
I've got to decide in the next day or two. 
If you want my advice, I'd say you should give it a 
try. 
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Unit 5 – Review Exercises 

When Units 1-3 are completed, it is important to review the main points even while beginning to work on 
Module 8.  The following lessons help students refocus on some of the main language points that are covered 
and included in the Mastery Tests.  These lessons should be done on a frequent basis. 

Dictations 
Dictations focus on important language at the word and phrase level.  Detailed instructions for doing the 
dictations can be found in the Study Guides and also in the pull-down Help screens (This Lesson), once you are 
in the Dictations lesson.  The Dictations for Module 7 are as follows: 

Dictation 1 
1. He was hit by a car while running alongside a 

road. 
2. If he hadn't been running near a road, he 

wouldn't have been hit by a car. 
3. It went out of control because it was going too 

fast. 
4. If the car hadn't been going too fast, it wouldn't 

have gone out of control. 

Dictation 2 
1. He can't walk because he was injured in an 

accident. 
2. If he hadn't been injured, he could walk. 
3. He has to use a wheelchair because he was 

injured in an accident. 
4. If he hadn't been injured, he wouldn't have to use 

a wheel chair. 

Dictation 3 

She lost her job because the agency she worked for 
was bought by another company. 
1. She wouldn't have lost her job if the agency 

hadn't been bought by another company. 

2. Her job was eliminated because another company 
bought the agency. 

3. Her job wouldn't have been eliminated had 
another company not bought the agency. 

 

Dictation 4 
1. They like the way Sandra runs the company, so 

they want her to stay. 
2. If they didn't like the way she runs the company, 

they wouldn't want her to stay. 
3. They won't buy her company unless she agrees to 

stay. 
4. If she doesn't agree to stay, they won't buy her 

company. 

Dictation 5 
1. Modern drugs have made it easier to treat a cold 

or get over the flu. 
2. Sometimes a drug can be used to fight an 

infection. 
3. For example, antibiotics are often used to fight 

common infections such as pneumonia. 
4. Many diseases, such as pneumonia and small pox, 

are now under control or wiped out entirely. 

Dictation 6  
1. In preparing for our future we need to consider 

epidemics and how they spread. 
2. It used to be that diseases were confined to a 

small area. 
3. A deadly epidemic in Europe couldn't quickly 

spread to South America. 
4. Now, however, a serious disease could spread 

around the world within a few days. 
 

Fill-Ins 
This lesson reviews some of the main grammar points that have been introduced in Units 1-3.  Detailed 
instructions for doing the Fill-Ins (with Speech Recognition) can be found in the Study Guides and also in the 
pull-down Help screens (This Lesson) once you are in the Fill-Ins lesson.  Please note that the highlighted words 
in the answer sentences are linked to the Glossary.  Sample sentences from the Fill-Ins lesson are: 

(1) If they compete against her, she'll have to work harder.  (3)  He was hit by a car that had gone out of control.  
(5)  He could be a translator even if he couldn't walk.  (7)  If he hadn't been injured he could walk.  (9)  She 
wouldn't have been depressed had she not lost her job.  (11)  He won't lose money unless stock prices go down.  
(13)  Joe's coffee shop was doing well until the other coffee shop opened.  (15)  There have been many great 
successes in history.  (17)  Tuberculosis is a bacterial infection that has killed millions.  (18)  Sometimes a drug 
can be used to fight an infection.  (20)  Drugs which used to be effective no longer work.  (23) Epidemics could 
be confined more easily in the past.  (24)  An epidemic could threaten our survival.  (25)  They are children, 
except for the adult in the middle.  (28) Nicole was still working when Sharon left. 

Speech Practice 
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In addition to developing oral fluency, this lesson provides a means to review and focus attention on many of 
the key language points developed in Units 1-3, especially Conditionals.  Detailed instructions for using Speech 
Recognition and for doing the Speech Practice lesson can be found in the Study Guides and also in the pull-down 
Help screens. 

This Speech Practice lesson has four sections: Sentence Reading, Answering Questions, Conditionals, and 
Speech Quiz. Please note that the Score for the Speech Quiz is designed so that students can try to increase 
their personal scores each time they do the quiz, rather than as a test. A record of each score can be found in 
the Student Records.  
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EBTN Unit 4 
Line Graphs 

 

Part 1 
Auto sales 

Foreign Share of Steel Market 

Unemployment Rate 

Home Buyers 

Average Family Size 

Part 2 
City Government Approval 

Population Growth 

World Energy Consumption 

Passenger Car Exports 

Traffic Fatalities 

Quiz 

This Unit prepares students to present data from a line graph, especially changes over time. 

Goals: 
To be able to use the present perfect (have +V(n)) to express change. 

Sample Language & Learning Points 

Line Graphs 
sales declined to a low of around 300,000, sales 
increased steadily, sales were around 900,000 units, 
sales at Union Motors surpassed sales at Federal 
Motors, the number of potential first-time home 
buyers peaked, the largest share of the market, 
changes in the unemployment rate 

present perfect (have + V(n)) 
sales have stopped their decline, have remained 
fairly steady, the number of potential first time 
buyers has changed, the number has been 
dropping… 

Key Sentences and Examples: 

Part 1 
This first example shows how auto sales at Union 
Motors have changed since 1960.  In 1960, sales 
were about 500,000 units.  From 1960, sales 
declined to a low of around 300,000 in 1965.  From 
1965, sales increased steadily until they reached a 
high of around 900,000 in 1974. Then, because of 
increasing imports, sales began a long decline, to a 
low of around 500,000 units. Since 1980, sales have 
stopped their decline and have remained fairly 
steady. 

This graph shows how the foreign share of total US 
steel sales changed during the period from 1965 
through 1985. Between 1970 and 1980, the lowest 
foreign share of the market was about 12%. The 
largest share of the market before 1970 was about 
17%, in ‘68. 

This graph shows how the number of potential first 
time home buyers has changed. The number of 
potential first-time home buyers peaked at around 

45 million at the end of the ‘80s. Since the beginning 
of 1990, the number has been dropping. 

This graph shows the decrease in average family size 
in the US. US families in 1989 averaged only 3.16 
people, the smallest size since 1940.  This drop is 
primarily the result of lower birthrates and 
continued increases in the number of single-parent 
families. This graph indicates that the average family 
has been getting smaller. 

Part 2 
This line graph shows how the voter approval rating 
for a city government has changed during the past 
12 months. Note that the approval rating was at its 
highest during the first 3 months and at its lowest in 
month 8. It reached its lowest point in month 8.  
During month 8, 60% of the voters disapproved of 
the government's performance. 

This graphs shows the rate of population growth in 
several countries. It also shows the literacy rate in 
each of the countries. The adult literacy rate is the 
percentage of adults who can read and write. The 
axis on the left gives the percentage growth rate, and 
the axis on the  

right gives the literacy rate. For example, the 
percentage annual growth rate of Brazil is about 
1.4%.  Its literacy rate is 0.83 or 83%. For these 
countries, the graph suggests that countries with a 
higher literacy rate have a lower rate of population 
growth. 

This graph shows how the world's consumption of 
energy is increasing. The scale on the left is in units 
of quadrillion BTUs or British Thermal Units. In 1983, 
the world's energy consumption was 283 quadrillion 
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BTUs.  The world's energy consumption in 1990 was 
347 quadrillion BTUs.  

This graph shows how passenger car exports 
changed in the 5 year period ending in 2003 It shows 
the value of exports in billions of dollars for seven 
exporting countries.  

This graph gives the causes of traffic fatalities based 
on 4000 separate accidents.  Each bar shows the 
number of fatalities for each cause.  The axis on the 
right gives the percentage. For example, about 1200 
deaths were due to speed. The line graph above the 
bar graph shows the cumulative percentage of 
fatalities due to each cause. It shows that 72.3 
percent of the traffic fatalities were due to two 
causes, lane changes and unsafe speed. 

Sample Questions: 
When did the approval rating reach 50%?  

When did the approval rating reach its lowest point?  

What has happened to the approval rating during 
the past 4 months?   

(a) It has stayed flat. (b) It has improved. (c) It has 
gotten worse.  

What percent of voters disapproved of the 
government's performance during month 8?  

What conclusion can be drawn from this graph?  

Which country has a negative growth rate?    

Which country has the highest growth rate?   

Of these countries, which country has the lowest 
rate of literacy?   

About what is Vietnam's literacy rate?  

What was the world's energy consumption in 1990?   

What was the increase in energy consumption from 
2000 to 2005?  

In which 5-year period did energy consumption 
increase the most?  

Which country was the leading exporter of 
passenger cars for the entire 5-year period?  

Which country saw a decline in its exports of 
passenger cars from 1999 to 2003?   

Which country made the largest gain?  

What was the value of France's passenger car 
exports in 2003?   

Which country made the largest percentage gain in 
sales?  

During which year did Germany make its largest 
gain?  

About what percentage of traffic fatalities were 
caused by people who were distracted in some way?  

Which two causes are responsible for 72.3 percent 
of traffic fatalities?   

What caused a little more than 500 of the fatalities?    

What was the 2nd most common cause of the traffic 
fatalities?   

What was the leading cause of traffic fatalities?   

Lane changes caused what percentage of the 
fatalities?  
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EBTN Unit 5 
Bar Graphs 

Part 1 
Math Scores & Spending 
Birth Rates 
Income Distribution 
Tax Rates 
Defense Spending  
 

Part 2 
Life Expectancy 
Median Ages 
Cigarette Smoking 
Blood Pressure & Obesity 
CO2 Emissions 
Sources of Energy 
Electricity Production 

Quiz 

 

This Unit prepares students to participate in a decision-making situation where they have to express alternatives 
or give reasons for deciding on one course of action over another. 

In the Unit, the Sales Manager at Federal Motors, Sonia Scott, needs to decide whether to send Bob or Ed to 
Australia to open a new branch. 

Goals: 

 To be able to understand and express different degrees of certainty in linking ideas and events. 

 To develop oral fluency and confidence to express more complex ideas. 

 

Sample Language & Learning Points  
Bar graphs 
This graph compares the tax rates at various income 
levels.  Students from Japan scored 65%.  West 
Germany spent almost 3% of its GNP for defense in 
1979. 

Comparisons 
In the US, there is a higher ratio of spending for higher 
education than for basic education.  Britain’s tax rate 
for the working poor is the highest, at more than 20%. 

Key Sentences and Examples: 

Part 1 
This first example compares math scores for five 
countries:  Japan, France, the UK, the US, and 
Sweden.  Each bar indicates the mean percent of 
items answered correctly on a mathematics test of 
8th grade students.  Students from Japan scored 65%, 
which is the highest.  French students didn't do as 
well as the Japanese, but they scored over 50%, which 
was second best. 

Now let's compare the amount of money which is 
spent on education in each of these countries. 

In the US, for example, there is a higher ratio of 
spending for higher education than for basic 
education.  Even though Sweden and the U.S. spend 
the most on education, their test scores are the 
lowest. 

This graph compares how income is distributed 
among the richest and poorest segments of each 

country.  The income ratio here means the top 20% 
of households divided by the bottom 20%.  In Brazil, 
for example, the top 20% of households receive 
66.6% of the nation's income, compared to the 
bottom 20%, which receive just 2.0%.  This works out 
to an income ratio of 33.  This graph suggests that one 
factor in economic growth might be how income is 
distributed throughout a country. 

This graph compares the tax rates at various income 
levels in Japan, the U.S., and the U.K. for the year 
1987.  Britain's tax rate for the working poor is the 
highest, at more than 20%.  The U.S. has the lowest 
tax rate for the rich. 

This graph compares the defense spending of six 
countries.  Japan spent about 1% of its GNP for 
defense in both 1979 and 1984.  The U.S. spent just 
over 5% of its GNP for defense in 1979.  By 1984 it had 
increased its defense spending to 6.4%. 

Part 2 
This graph gives life expectancy information.  Without 
exception, it shows that women live longer than men. 
On the far left, we see that the life expectancy 
throughout the world is about 64 years.  Men live 
about 62 years and women live about 66 years.  In 
France and Brazil, women live considerably longer 
than men.  In both countries, the difference is more 
than 5 years.  The overall life expectancy in Australia 
is the highest, at 80 years. 
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This graph gives the median age in several countries. 
The left bar shows that the median world age is 27.6 
years. France has the highest median age of these 
countries. That means you would expect to see fewer 
young people in France. Their population is aging. In 
contrast, Egypt and Malaysia have a median age of 
less than 24. In these two countries, you would 
expect to see many young people. 

This graph shows how cigarette smoking has declined 
in a region of England. The bars on the left give the 
smoking data from 1978 and the bars on the right give 
the data in 1998. It shows that smoking has declined 
rather dramatically. The percentage of ex-smokers 
increased from 35% to 55%, and the percentage of 
heavy smokers dropped to less than 5%. 

This graph compares the rates of smoking among 
men and women in several countries.  It also gives the 
percentage of people who are diabetic. The country 
which has the highest rate of men smokers is China.  
The country which has the highest rate of smokers 
among women is France.  The country which has the 
lowest rate of smokers among men is Singapore.  
Among women, only about 3 percent of women 
smoke in China, India, Singapore and Vietnam.  The 
percentage of diabetics is less than 10% in all of the 
countries except for Singapore. According to the 
data, about 11% of the population of Singapore have 
diabetes.  According to this graph, the percentage of 
women smokers in New Zealand is a bit higher than 
the percentage of men smokers. 

This study looks at blood pressure, obesity, and the 
number of manual workers.  It shows the changes 
over a 20 year period in a region of England, and with 
no significant change in the population. Note that 
blood pressure rose significantly. In 1978, 28.1% of 
the population had high blood pressure, meaning 
their systolic pressure was 160 or higher.  By 1998 the 
rate had more than doubled, to just over 60%.  The 
rate of obesity also increased significantly, from 20% 
in 1978 to 34.3% in 1998.  The number engaged in 
manual work also declined, from 59.1% to just over 
50%.  Looking at the data, which is a reasonable 
conclusion?  There may be a connection between 
obesity and blood pressure.  Studies indicate that 
being overweight is one cause of high blood pressure. 
BMI means body mass index.  It correlates with body 
fat.  Adults with a BMI over 27 are considered 

overweight or obese.  People with a BMI below 18.5 
are underweight, depending on gender and age. 

This graph compares carbon dioxide emissions from 
several countries in 2005.  CO2 emissions are 
important because they contribute to global 
warming.  The scale on the left gives metric tons per 
capita per year. Per capita means per person.  From 
the graph it's clear that CO2 emissions from the US 
are much too high relative to other countries. 

This graph shows how the world gets its energy.  The 
scale on the left is in quadrillion BTU's, or British 
Thermal Units.  The front row of bars gives the 
breakdown in 1970 and the back row gives the 
breakdown in 2001.  Note that the world's energy 
consumption increased dramatically, from 212 to 365 
quadrillion BTU’s. Oil consumption increased about 
50%, as did natural gas consumption.  The world 
continues to increase its use of fossil fuels.  
Renewable sources of energy are still quite limited. 

This graph shows how electricity is produced in 
several countries.  This data is for the year 2005.  On 
the left, we see that Brazil used hydroelectric power 
to generate almost 90% of its electricity.  In contrast, 
Ireland relied almost entirely on fossil fuels.  In 
France, the main source of electricity came from 
nuclear power. What was the main source of 
electricity for Germany?  Germany's main source of 
electricity was fossil fuels.  What percentage of US 
electricity came from nuclear power?  About 20% of 
US electricity came from nuclear power. What 
percentage of French electricity came from fossil 
fuels?  About 10% of French electricity came from 
fossil fuels.  Which country used no nuclear power to 
generate electricity?  None of Ireland's electricity 
production came from nuclear power.  What was 
India's second most important source of electricity?  
After fossil fuels, hydroelectric power was the most 
important source of electricity production for India. 

This graph compares the annual rate of population 
growth in several countries.  The bar graph on the left 
gives the rate of population growth for the entire 
world.  Of these countries, Malaysia has the highest 
rate of growth, 1.8% per year.  Which of these 
countries has the lowest rate of population growth?  
Which of these countries has the highest rate of 
population growth?  Of these countries, France has 
the lowest rate of population growth.
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EBTN Unit 6 
Pie Graphs 

Part 1 
Daily Activities 
How Satisfied Are You With Your 
Job?  
Job Satisfaction Factors 
Drinkers 1978-80 & 1998-2000 
2001 & 1970 Energy Sources 

Part 2 
2000 & 1970 Oil Usage in the US 
China Imports & Exports 2004 
Causes of Death by Unintentional 
Injury 
Annual Deaths by Selected Causes 
Aircraft Sales 1995 & Now 

Quiz 

This Unit prepares students to understand and give oral presentations that refer to pie graphs.  A wide variety 
of useful vocabulary is also included. 

Goals: 
 To develop oral fluency and the ability to make a well-organized oral presentation around data presented 
as pie graphs. 

 To be able to ask and answer questions about the relative importance of various factors as presented in pie 
graphs. 

 

Sample Language & Learning Points  

Pie graphs 

Introducing pie graphs 
This pie graph shows; this graph gives the 
estimated… 

Other factors shown in this graph include 

As you can see… Taken together, these factors….  

This graph is based on… It gives a breakdown of… 

Putting the two graphs together, we can see that… 

In the period 1998-2000… 

Passives 
is divided up, might be improved, is used for, could 
be reduced,  could be improved, this survey was 
conducted, is based on,  was being used, were 
caused by… According to the graph, how much of the 
day is spent sleeping? 

Key Sentences and Examples: 
Pie Graphs are a useful way to show how various 
parts contribute to the whole.  For example, we can 
quickly see how people divide up their day. 

Daily Activities 
This pie graph shows how a typical day is divided up 
for a hardworking software engineer.  Assuming the 
person sleeps an average of 6 hours per day, we see 
that 25% of the day is spent sleeping.  If the person 
works 8 hours per day, that's 33% of the day.  Other 
factors shown in this graph include meals, commute 
time, entertainment, and homework or hobby. We 
can easily see how this person's day is divided up, 

and how the quality of life might be improved.  The 
graph shows that 12.5% of the day is used for 
commuting. If commute time could be reduced, the 
quality of life could be improved.  

How Satisfied Are You With Your Job?  
This pie graph shows the responses to the question: 
"How satisfied are you with your job?"  As you can 
see, more than 60% of the respondents were 
satisfied or very satisfied with their jobs. Ten percent 
were not satisfied.  These people may be looking for 
a new job. The remaining group, the group who 
answered "so so" was neither satisfied nor 
dissatisfied. For these people, other things may be 
more important in their lives than work. 

Which conclusion most accurately summarizes this 
graph?  What percent of respondents were not 
satisfied with their job? Etc. 

Job Satisfaction 
This next graph shows how factors contributing to 
job satisfaction compare in importance. This survey 
was conducted with 92 workers between 20 and 25 
years old. As you might expect, salary is the most 
important factor. However, the survey also shows 
that several other factors are also very important. 
Taken together, training and career path are even 
more important than salary. In other words, workers 
think it's important that their present job leads to a 
better future.  Work environment and co-workers 
are also important factors. These two factors relate 
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to the quality of time spent at work each day.  
Another important factor is challenge.  Therefore, if 
you are their manager, you want to give them work 
that meets this need.  What we might conclude from 
this graph is that a combination of factors leads to 
job satisfaction. 

Drinkers 1978-80 
This graph is based on a study of drinking in a 
number of towns in Great Britain.  It shows the 
drinking pattern of  the population in these towns in 
1978-80.  Note that at this time 6% of the population 
were non-drinkers and 24% of the population were 
occasional drinkers.  Weekend drinkers accounted 
for 39 percent of the population.  Among the 31% 
who were drinkers, the graph gives a breakdown by 
how many drinks they had each day.  The heaviest 
drinkers, those who had 6 or more drinks per day, 
were 11% of the population. 

Now let's look at the same population 20 years later.  
This graph shows the drinking pattern in 1998-2000.  
Note that the percentage of non-drinkers is 10%, 
compared to 6% 20 years earlier.  The heaviest 
drinkers, those who had 6 or more drinks per day, 
was just 3%. 

Putting the two graphs together, we can see that 
heavy drinking declined.  Though occasional drinking 
increased slightly, the percentage of people having 3 
or more drinks per day declined significantly. 

2001 Energy Sources 
This graph shows the dependency of the world on 
fossil fuels in 2001.  Oil, Coal and Natural gas are all 
fossil fuels.  Together they accounted for almost 90% 
of the world's energy.   

2000 Oil Usage in the United States 

This graph shows how oil was being used in the 
United States in 2000.  70 percent of oil usage was 
for transportation, which includes automobiles, 
trucks and airplanes.  Note that only 3 percent oil 
usage was for generating electricity. 

The graph indicates that if the US wants to reduce its 
oil consumption it should focus on cutting the 
amount used for transportation. Smaller, more fuel-
efficient cars are essential.  More efficient public 
transportation might also reduce the need for more 
automobiles. 

1970 Oil Usage in the United States 
This graph shows how oil was being used in the 
United States in 1970.  58 percent of the oil used was 

for transportation, which includes automobiles, 
trucks and airplanes.  7 percent of the oil used was 
for generating electricity. 

China Imports 2004 
This graph gives us information about China's trading 
partners.  We can see that 16% of China's imports 
came from Japan.  Fifty two percent of China's 
imports came from 5 trading partners.  Note that 
China imported more from South Korea than from 
the United States. 

China Exports 2004. 
This graph gives us information about China's 
exports in 2004.  Its largest single market was to the 
US, which accounted for almost a quarter of China's 
exports. 

Causes of Death by Unintentional Injury 
This graph gives the causes of death by unintentional 
injury in one Middle Eastern country.  It shows that 
traffic accidents account for more than half of the 
deaths. 

Causes of Death 
(Source:  US Surgeon-General 1989) 

According to health experts, smoking is a major 
cause of disease and death.  Tobacco use is a known 
or probable cause of death from various cancers, 
heart disease, and other diseases.  In fact, smokers 
have a death rate about 3 times higher than 
nonsmokers. 

This graph gives the estimated annual deaths from 
these causes per million people. Of the total of 7,775 
deaths due to these causes, more than 90% are 
caused by smoking. 

Traffic accidents are the cause of 2.4% of the deaths. 
Note that more than 99% of these deaths are caused 
by smoking, alcohol and traffic accidents. The other 
selected causes include drowning, which accounts 
for about 3 tenths of one percent of the total. 

Aircraft Sales 
These graphs show how the market share for aircraft 
sales has changed since 1995.  According to the 
graphs, United Industries has lost market share.  Its 
share of the market has declined from 29% to 25% 
of the market. On the other hand, Advanced 
Technologies has almost tripled its share of the 
market.  Its market share has increased from a 10% 
share in 1995 to a 27 percent share now 
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DBE Unit 4: Product Comparisons 
The Epic  

The SX  

The Aria 

A Comparison 

Question Practice SR 

Focus Exercises 

Dictations 

Grammar Fill-ins SR 

Video Simulation SR: Buying a Car 

Video Simulation SR: Buying Preferences 

This unit prepares students to present a product or service and compare it to competing products. 

In this unit, three cars, the Union Aria, the Epic, and the Yamada SX, are compared in terms of their price, 
reliability, size, and efficiency. 

Although the focus of the unit is on cars, the language concepts and structures presented can be applied to 
many different kinds of products and services. 

Goals: 
To be able to understand and give a clear presentation of the main sales points of a product or service. 

To be able to ask and answer questions about a product or services and how it compares to others. 

To be able to express product preferences. 

Main Learning Points 

amount: 
  countable:  80,000 miles, 38 miles per gallon, 

how many more trouble-free miles, 
as many ... as, how many  

 uncountable:  a lot of money, how much gasoline, 
how much more expensive, as much 
…as, how much 

change:  sales are up by twenty percent, sales 
improved, the  car  began  to  earn  a  good  
reputation,  sales  have remained  flat,  it  has  
become,  there  will  probably  be changes 

classification: in terms of size, as for price, such as 

comparison:  better, more, less, fewer, as much ... 
as, as many... as, compared to, has the best record, 
has outperformed, gets better mileage than either 
the Union Aria or the Yamada SX 

comparison of amount:  twice as much, half the 
price, costs $4,000 more than, how many more 
miles, how much more expensive 

duration:  for three years, for the past few years, 
before it needs any major repairs, recently 

logical relations:  and, but, however, though, 
generally, this is because 

product description:  well-built, excellent safety 
record, costs around $18,000, gets 44 miles per 
gallon, excellent warranty program, base price, 
trouble free 

quantity 
  number: sixty thousand, eighteen thousand 

dollars, base price 

  percent: ten percent 

  rate:  thirty-four miles per gallon 

questions: 
  how many:  How many miles per gallon does this 

car get in the city?  

  how much:  How much are repair costs? which: 
Which car has the lowest price? 
yes/no: Is the SX as expensive as the 
Aria?  

  alternative:  Is the SX more or less fuel efficient 
than the Epic?  

superlatives: the biggest, one of the biggest, the 
most, the least, the fewest, the best record, is 
considered to be the best-made car in its price 
range, the best-selling car in the US 

vocabulary  related  to  product  description:     
safety record, highly rated, base price, trouble free, 
customer survey, low cost maintenance, warranty, 
dependability… 
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Key Sentences 

Union Aria 
This is the Union Aria.  It was first introduced into the 
US in the late 1980s by Union Motors, a European 
company.  It's a solid, well-made car with a good 
reputation for passenger comfort and safety. 

The Aria is priced at about $28,000. 

It comes equipped with lots of standard features 
such as an AM/FM radio and air conditioning.  The 
Aria has more passenger room than any other car in 
its class.  It has plenty of room for a growing family.  
It gets 34 miles per gallon on the highway and 22 
miles per gallon in the city. 

It comes with a powerful engine that can pull a boat 
or a trailer with ease.  It's rated high in terms of 
dependability.  It generally goes about 60,000 miles 
before it needs any major repairs.  Unfortunately, 
the cost of parts and service is higher than average. 

In terms of safety, the Aria has the best record of any 
car. In crash tests, the Aria has consistently 
outperformed all other cars.  In general, its size, 
power, and excellent safety record make it a good 
family car. 

However, its sales have been disappointing, so there 
will probably be changes in the future.  Some people 
say it's too expensive.  Others say that its design is 
uninteresting.  Though it's a good car, its future 
seems uncertain. 

Epic 
This is the Epic.  The Epic is an American car.  It's built 
by Federal Motors, an American company. Federal 
Motors introduced this model five years ago and 
designed it especially for commuters.  Recently it has 
become very popular.  Compared to last year, its 
sales are up by more than twenty percent.  Its sporty 
design and excellent fuel efficiency have contributed 
to its success. 

Customer satisfaction ratings have put it in the top 
ten for the past two years.  Its advanced design and 
light weight are a product of the world's most 
advanced engine technology.  It's the most fuel- 
efficient car of any American-made car.  The Epic gets 
44 miles per gallon on the highway and 32 miles per 
gallon in city traffic. 

At $18,000, it is a good buy.  It is well engineered, 
and is reported to be the most trouble free of any 
American-made car. In terms of quality and 
dependability, the Epic is considered to be the best- 
made American car in its price range.  The Epic 
generally goes about 80,000 miles before it needs 
major repairs. 

According to a recent study, fewer Epic owners had 
problems in the first six months of ownership than 
owners of any other car. It is also backed by an 
excellent warranty program.   Its warranty covers all 
parts and labor for five years or 50,000 miles.  As a 
result, it has proven to be a good choice for people 
who spend lots of time commuting to work each day. 
(high shuffler) 

Five years ago, Federal Motors was losing a lot of 
money, and its market share was falling rapidly. 
Many of its cars had to be recalled for safety 
problems, and there were many customer 
complaints about quality.  When the Epic was 
introduced, sales were slow at first because the 
public had lost confidence in Federal Motors.   
Gradually however, the car began to earn a good 
reputation, and sales improved.  As a result, Federal 
Motors has been able to compete more successfully 
with foreign competitors.  Their main challenge now 
is to improve their dealer network.  Their sales 
people are often criticized for poor sales practices. 

Yamada SX 
This is the Yamada SX.  Fifty percent of the Yamadas 
sold in the US are imported from Japan. The other 
half are made in the US.  The base price of the SX is 
around $14,000.  It comes with a 36-month or 
36,000-mile warranty. 

The SX is one of the biggest Japanese cars in its class.  
It has room for five big adults.  In terms of fuel 
economy, the SX gets about 38 mpg on the highway, 
which is better than average for its class.   Auto 
industry studies indicate that the SX is trouble free 
for around 60,000 miles.  An important sales point is 
that its maintenance and service costs are generally 
lower than the industry average.  This is because 
Yamada has established a dealer network that 
provides the best service support in the industry. 

According to several surveys, the SX has been 
number one in customer satisfaction for three years. 
As a result, the SX is now the best-selling car in the 
US. 

Question Practice 
What do some people say about its design? 

How does it compare in terms of fuel efficiency? Why 
are its service costs lower than average? Why did its 
cars have to be recalled? 

What does its powerful engine allow it to do? What 
kind of driver was this car designed for? 

How do its maintenance and service costs compare 
to other cars? 

How much more expensive is the Aria than the SX? 
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Have there been many customer complaints about 
this car? Which of these cars is the least expensive? 

Which car has the lowest price? 

How much more does the Epic cost than the SX? 
Does the Epic seat as many passengers as the SX? 

How long does this car generally last before it needs 
repairs? 

Does the  Epic  seat  more or  fewer passengers than 
the 

Aria? 

How much repair work is required for these cars? 
How much service does the Epic require? 

How many miles per gallon does this car get? 

Focus Exercises 
This is the Union Aria.  It's a [well] [built] car, and it 
has a [good] [reputation]. 

When was the Aria first introduced into the US 
market? It [was] first [introduced] into the US in the 
[late] 1980s [by] Union Motors, a European 
company. 

In  general, its  size,  power,  and  excellent  safety 
record make it a good family car.  However, its sales 
[have] [been] [disappointing], so there [will] 
probably [be] [changes] in the future. 

Though it's a good car, its future seems uncertain.  If 
sales [don't]  [improve],  major  changes  will  [have  
to]  [be] made. 

Recently it has become very popular.  Compared to 
[last] year, its sales [are] up [by] [more] than twenty 
percent. How do its maintenance and service costs 
compare to other cars?  According to a [recent] 
study, [fewer] Epic owners had problems in the first 
six months of ownership than [owners] of [any] 
[other] car. 

At $18,000, it is a good buy. It is [well] engineered, 
and is [reported] [to be] the [most] trouble free of 
[any] American made car. 

This is the Yamada SX.   According to several 
[surveys], the  SX  [has]  [been]  number  one  in  
customer [satisfaction] for three years. 

How much fuel does the SX use?  The SX [gets] about 
38 mpg on the highway, [which] is [better] than 
[average] for its class. 

An important  sales  point  is  that  its  maintenance  
and service costs are generally lower than the 
industry average.   This is because Yamada [has] 
[established] a dealer [network] that [provides] the 
best service support in the industry. 

As for price, the Aria costs more than the other two.   
It [costs] [twice] [as much] as the SX. 

Priced at $14,000, the SX is the least expensive of 
these three models.  It's about half the [price] of the 
Aria and [nearly] twenty-five [percent] [less] than the 
Epic. 

In terms of low cost maintenance and durability, the 
Epic has the best record.  It has a [better] 
[performance] record than [either] the Aria [or] the 
SX. 

For the commuter, the Epic is probably the best 
choice.  Its fuel [economy] and [excellent] 
dependability give it the [advantage]. 

Sales were slow at first because the public had lost 
confidence in Federal Motors.   Gradually however, 
the car  [began]  [to  earn]  a  good  [reputation],  and  
sales [improved]. 

Their main challenge now is to improve their dealer 
network.  Their sales people [are] often [criticized] 
for poor sales [practices]. 

With a ten percent discount, how much would you 
have to pay to buy this car?  With a ten percent 
[discount], the Aria can [be] [purchased] for $25,200. 

Why were its sales slow at first?  Sales were slow at 
[first] because the [public] had [lost] [confidence] in 
Federal Motors. 

How many more trouble free miles does the Epic 
usually get than the Yamada SX?  The Epic [gets] 
20,000 more [trouble] free miles [than] [either] the 
SX [or] the Aria. 

How many more miles per gallon does the Epic get 
compared to the SX?  The Epic [gets] [from] four to 
six [more] miles [per] gallon [than] the Yamada SX. 

How does the cost of parts and service compare to 
other cars?  Unfortunately, the [cost] of [parts] and 
service is [higher] than [average]. 

What do some people say about its design?  Some 
people [think] its [design] is [uninteresting]. 

How far does it go before it begins to need repairs?  
Auto industry [studies] [indicate] that the SX is 
[trouble] [free] for around 60,000 miles. 

Why are its service costs lower than average?  Its 
[dealer] network  [provides]  the  [best]  service  
support  in  the [industry]. 

How do its maintenance and service costs compare 
to other cars?  An important sales [point] is [that] its 
maintenance and  service  [costs]  are  generally  
[lower]  than  the industry [average]. 

How much repair work is required for these cars?  
These cars are [fairly] [reliable], so very little [repair] 
work is [required]. 

Dictations 
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1. In terms of safety, the Aria has the best record of 
any car. 

2. In crash tests, the Aria has consistently 
outperformed all other cars. 

3.  In general, its size, power, and excellent safety 
record make it a good family car. 

4.  However, its sales have been disappointing, so 
there will probably be changes in the future. 

1. The Epic is built to last around 80,000 miles 
before problems begin to appear. 

2.  It is also backed by an excellent warranty 
program. 

3.  Its warranty covers all parts and labor for five 
years or 50,000 miles. 

4. As a result, it has proven to be a good choice for 
people who spend lots of time commuting to 
work each day. 

1. In terms of fuel economy, the Epic gets better 
mileage than either the Union Aria or the 
Yamada SX. 

2.  The Epic isn't as big as the other two, but it gets 
more miles to the gallon. 

3.  As for price, the Aria costs more than the other 
two. 

4. The least expensive of these three cars is the SX. 

1. As you can see in this comparison, the Aria is the 
most expensive. 

2. It costs twice as much as the SX. 
3 Priced at $14,000, the SX is the least expensive 

of these three models. 
4. It's about half the price of the Aria and nearly 

twenty five percent less than the Epic. 

1.  To summarize, each car has its advantages. 
2. The Aria may be the best buy for a growing 

family, though it's a bit expensive. 
3.  For the commuter, the Epic is probably the best 

choice. 
4. For buyers who like a low purchase price and 

who want a slightly bigger car, the SX is probably 
the best value. 

1 Five years ago, Federal Motors was losing a lotof 
money, and its market share was falling rapidly. 

2. Many of its cars had to be recalled for safety 
problems, and there  were many  customer  
complaints  about quality. 

3. When the Epic was introduced, sales were slow 
at first because the public had lost confidence in 
Federal Motors. 

4.  Gradually however, the car began to earn a good 
reputation, and sales improved. 

Fill-Ins 
The Aria has more passenger room than [any other] 
car in its class. 

It's rated high [in terms of] dependability. 

Though it's a good car, its future seems [uncertain]. 

If sales don't improve, major changes will [have to] 
be made. 

This car isn't [suitable] as a family car because it's too 
small. 

It's the most fuel efficient car [of any] American 
made car. It is also [backed] by an excellent warranty 
program. 

It costs twice [as much as] the SX. 

The least [expensive] of these three cars is the SX. 

The  car  began  to  earn  a  good  [reputation],  and  
sales improved. 

Their  main  [challenge]  now  is  to  improve  their  
dealer network. 

Their  sales  people  are  often  [criticized]  for  poor  
sales practices. 

This car isn't designed [to be] a family car. 

It's probably a bit too small [to be] a successful family 
car. Service costs for this car are lower than 
[average]. 

The SX isn't as [expensive] as the Epic. The car began 
[to earn] a good reputation. 

They are trying to [improve] their sales network. 

Its dealer network [provides] the best service 
support in the industry. 

The Epic was [designed] especially for commuters. It 
has [proven] to be a good choice for commuters. 

Its  maintenance  [costs]  are  lower  than  the   
industry average. 

Recently it [has become] very popular. 

It has plenty of room for a [growing] family. 
Operating costs [include] fuel and maintenance 
costs. It goes a long way [before] it needs repairs. 

This car is [powerful] enough to pull a heavy load like 
a boat. 

The company needs [to find] a way to improve sales. 
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Video Simulation SR: Buying Preferences 

Variation 1 
Okay.  Let's start off with some questions about your buying preferences.  First question.  When you buy 
something, which is more important, price or quality? 

Price and quality are both important. 

I agree with you.  How about energy efficiency?  When you buy a car, for example, how important is fuel 
economy? 

Fuel efficiency is...very important. 

Why is that?  Why is fuel efficiency important to you? I don't want to waste energy. 

Me neither.  We shouldn't waste energy.  And what about air travel? Do you do much flying? 

Yes. I do a lot of flying. 

What class of service do you usually fly? I usually fly economy class. 

Why do you choose economy? Business class is too expensive. So you're careful about expenses. 

Yes. I'm careful about expenses. 

Right. There's no need to waste money. Well, we're out of time. Thank you. 

Variation 2 
OK.  Let's start out with some questions about your buying preferences.  First question.  When you buy 
something, which is more important: price or quality? 

I think quality is the most important. 

Yes.  Quality is important if you can afford it.  How about energy efficiency?  When you buy a car, for example, 
how important is fuel economy? 

I don't care so much about fuel economy. 

If fuel efficiency isn't so important to you, what is? Design and comfort are the key factors for me. 

And how about air travel? Do you do much flying? No, I don't do much flying. 

When you do fly, what class of service do you use? I generally fly in business or first-class. 

Why don't you fly in economy? The seats are too uncomfortable. 

So service and comfort are really important to you. 

Yes.   I think good service and comfort are worth paying for. 

I agree, as long as you can afford it.   Well, we're out of time. Thank you. 
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Classroom Activities 

Step 1: Presentation (Day 1, 10-15 minutes) 
Begin with Union Aria.  Present the first part of the Presentation lesson in 
class.  Focus on key vocabulary items (late 1980s, solid, reputation, 
passenger, comfort, equipped, standard features, etc.) and ways the Aria is 
compared (has more than any other.., rated high, higher than average, the 
best record  of  any... has consistently  outperformed...) Have the class 
practice repeating each sentence without looking at the text.  This requires 
several repetitions.  See if they can tell you what the words are and write 
them on the board. 

Step 2:  Oral Practice (3-5 minutes) 

In pairs, or small groups, have students practice summarizing the first part of the lesson. 

Step 3:  Listening Focus 
Assign students to do one or more of the Focused Listenings in the lab or at home. 

Step 4: Presentation and Oral Practice (Day 2, 10-15 minutes) 
Focus on the Epic, and the vocabulary and phrases used to promote its sales  
points: its  sporty  design,  excellent  fuel  efficiency,  customer 
satisfaction ratings, top ten, advanced design, world’s most..., most fuel 
efficient of any, etc.  See if the students can fluently repeat the sentences 
that use these phrases. In pairs or small groups, have them practice 
summarizing the information about the Epic.  Then ask one or two of the 
stronger students to present the information to the class. 

 

Step 5:  Listening Focus 
Assign students to do one or more of the Focused Listenings in the lab or at home. 

Follow-up 
Once all three presentation lessons have been presented and practiced, introduce the Question Practice and 
Focus Exercises lessons.  Students should do these on their own, in the lab or at home.  As homework, assign 
the Practice Exercises.  Then test the main points of the lesson, using the practice exercises as a model of items 
to test. 

When the students are comfortable with the language models presented in the unit, have them personalize and 
extend the language with two or more of the following Extension Activities.  If further preparation is necessary, 
have the students work in pairs or groups first. 

Extension Activities 

Car Dealer Role Play 
Ask students to work with a partner.  Students should first review product information about the Union Aria, 
the 

Epic, and the Yamada SX.  Ask them to write down the information about the three cars and check that 
information with their partners. 

One student takes the role of a car dealer and the other that of a customer looking for a car to buy.  The customer 
asks the dealer questions about the three cars he or she is interested in:  the Union Aria, Epic, and Yamada SX. 
The dealer answers the questions and tries to convince the customer to buy a particular car.  After a fixed 
amount of time, ask the students to switch roles. 

Advertisements 
Ask the students to work in teams.  The students in each team select a product they are familiar with.  Ask the 
students to write a short advertisement for the product, describing the product's most important features and 

modeling the advertisement after a television ad.  Ask each group to present its ad to the class. 

Product Comparisons 
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Part A:  Simple Comparisons 
Use product or store catalogs so that students can select competing products, such as VCRs, computers, printers, 
or cell phones.  You may also want to bring in ads of different brands of the same product.  Begin by showing 
two items or two pictures at a time to the class and have them make as many different sentences as they can 
comparing the two items.  Write the sentences on the board. 

Show three pictures of the same or similar products and ask students to make sentences comparing the three 
items using a superlative wherever possible. 

Part B: Preferences 
Ask students to choose a pair of items and tell the class which item they like better and why.  Repeat the exercise 
having students choose their favorite from among three items. 

Consumer Guides 
Collect consumer information on various products.  You can find this information in Consumer Reports or other 
consumer magazines.  Divide the class into groups.   Ask each group to pick a product they would like to evaluate. 
The students should read and discuss the product information comparing different brands or makes of a 
particular product.  They should decide, based on the available product information, which brand of product 
they would recommend buying.  Ask each group to give a presentation to the rest of the class, explaining how 
the brands differ and why they feel one brand is better than the others. 

Sales Presentation 
Have each student prepare and give a 2~3 minutes oral presentation of a product or service related to their 
work. They should  use  notes or handouts  or  presentation software to  make  it  professional.  At the  end  of 
the presentation, they should take questions, and then close the presentation appropriately. 

 

Focused Listening 

Focus 1 

Language Focus 
product description, quantity (number, rate) 

Listening Task 
Focus on the Union Aria.  Pay special attention to 
information about price, fuel efficiency, size, and 
dependability. 

Goals 
• Students will be able to describe a car in terms 

of its key features, including price, fuel 
efficiency, size, and dependability. 

• Students will be able to express quantity in 
terms of number or rate. 

Student Follow-up 
• Write a paragraph describing the Union Aria in 

terms of price, fuel efficiency, size, and 
dependability.   Add other information about 
the car if you wish. 

• Give  a  brief  presentation  to  the  class  about  
a product you are familiar with. 

• Worksheets:  Exercises A and B. 

 
Focus 2 

Language Focus 
product description, question formation (how many, 
how much), amount(countable/uncountable) 

Listening Task 
Focus on the Epic and the Yamada SX.  Listen to and 
record comprehension questions asking: How many 
...? and How much ...? 

Goal 
Students will be able to use the expressions how 
much and how many appropriately in questions 
about quantity. 

Student Follow-up 
• Compose  three  how  much  questions  about  

the Epic or SX. 

• Compose  three  how  many  questions  about  
the Epic or SX. 

• Interview  three  classmates  about  the  cars  
they drive.  Ask two how much and two how 
many questions.  How much fuel does your car 
use? How many miles per gallon does it get? 

• Worksheet: Exercise C. 

Focus 3 

Language Focus 
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comparison   (-er,   more,   less,   fewer,   as   ...   as), 
questions (which, yes/no, alternative), amount 
(countable/uncountable) 

Listening Task 
Listen to the section comparing the Union Aria, Epic, 
and Yamada SX.  Focus on comparisons between two 
cars or between one car and two other cars. 

Goals 
• Students will be able to make comparisons 

between two products using a comparative (-er, 
more, less, fewer, as ... as).   The Epic uses less 
fuel than the Aria.   The Epic goes farther than 
the SX before it needs repairs. 

• Students will be able to formulate which  

questions asking for a comparison between two 
products. 

• Students will be able to formulate yes/no or 
alternative questions asking for a comparison 
between two products. 

Student Follow-up 
• Write three sentences comparing two of the 

three cars. The Epic costs more than the SX. 

• Write   three   which   questions   asking   for   a 
comparison between two cars.  Which car costs 
more?  Which is bigger? 

• Write three yes/no questions about two cars 
using the construction as ... as.  Does the Epic 
seat as many passengers as the Yamada SX?  Is 
the Aria as fuel efficient as the Epic? 

• Worksheet: Exercise D. 

Focus 4 

Language Focus 
comparison of amount, question formation, 
amount (countable/uncountable) 

Listening Task 
Focus on comparisons of two cars with regard to 
countable and uncountable amounts.  Record each 
sentence and practice saying it. 

Goals 
• Students will be able to compare products in 

terms of amount.  The Epic gets ten miles per 
gallon more than...  The Epic costs about twenty 
percent more than.... 

• Students will be able to use the comparative 
expressions as many ... as or as much ... as:   

• The Epic doesn't seat as many passengers as the 
Aria. The SX doesn't use as much fuel as the Aria. 

• Students will be able to use the appropriate 

• expression (How many more ... than ...? or How 
much more ... than ...?) to ask for a comparison. 
How many more miles...   How much more 
maintenance does the Aria need than the SX? 

Student Follow-up 
• Write three sentences comparing two of the 

cars in terms of fuel efficiency, cost, and the 
number of trouble-free miles they go before 
they need a repair. 

• Write two questions asking for a comparison of 
countable amounts and two questions asking 
for a  comparison  of  uncountable  amounts.    
How many more miles per gallon...  How much 
more fuel does the Epic need than the Aria? 

• Worksheet: Exercise E. 

Focus 5 

Language Focus 
superlative (-est, most, least, fewest),      
questions (which) 

Listening Task 
Focus  on  comparisons  of  the  three  cars  where  
a superlative is used.  Record each sentence. 

Goals 
• Students will be able to make comparisons 

involving three or more products. 

• Students will be able to formulate which 
questions asking for a comparison among three 
products. 

Student Follow-up 
• Write three which questions asking for a 

comparison among the three cars.  Sit with a 
partner.  Ask each other and answer the 
questions. Which car is the least expensive? 
Which car has the best safety record? 

• Think about a product you buy regularly.  Make 
a presentation about the brand of the product 
you like best.  State one or two qualities about 
it that make it the best choice. 

• Worksheets:  Exercises F and G. 
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Focus 6 

Language Focus 
logical relations (and, but, however, though), 
comparison 

Listening Task 
Focus on the section comparing the three cars.  
Listen to and record sentences in which two 
comparisons are linked together.  The Epic isn't as 
big as the other two, but it gets more miles to the 
gallon.  It isn't as small as the Epic, and it costs less. 

Goal 
Students will be able to construct sentences 
presenting two separate comparisons, linking the 
two comparisons together by a logical connector. 

Student Follow-up 
• Write two sentences comparing two cars.  

Combine the two sentences using a logical 
connector (and, but, however, though).  The Aria 
costs more than the Epic.  However, it is bigger 
than the Epic. 

• Think of a product or service.  Write two 
sentences, one stating a positive quality of the 
product or service and the other a negative 
quality.  Connect the two sentences using but, 
however, or though.  Add another sentence 
stating whether or not you recommend the 
product or service. 

• Worksheet: Exercise H.

Focus 7 

Language Focus 
Language Mastery 

Listening Task 
Review this lesson several times.  Practice recording 

10~15 sentences each time, so that you can say 
these sentences fluently. 

Do the Question Practice, Focus Exercise, Dictation, 
and Fill-in lessons every day until your Completion 
Percentage is 80~100%. 

Study and practice one of the Video Simulation 
lessons every day until your Completion Percentage 
is 80~100%. 

Student Follow-up 
• Make a 3~5 minutes oral presentation that 

compares two products or services.  Use visuals 
to present data to support your presentation. 

• Write a 3~5 paragraphs competitive analysis of 
two products or services.  Conclude with a 
recommendation for one of them. 
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 DBE Unit 5: Decision Making 
Sonia Scott Bob Francis Ed Smith  

Question Practice SR  

Focus Exercises  

Dictations 

Grammar Fill-ins SR 

Video Simulation SR: Making a Decision 

 

This unit prepares students to participate in a decision-making situation where they have to express alternatives 
or give reasons for deciding on one course of action over another. 

In the unit, the Sales Manager at Federal Motors, Sonia Scott, needs to decide whether to send Bob or Ed to 
Australia to open a new branch office. 

The language covered in this unit can be applied to decision making in a variety of business contexts, and this 
should be developed in class through role-plays or simulations. 

Goals: 

To be able to understand and express different degrees of certainty in linking ideas and events. 

To develop oral fluency and confidence to express more complex ideas. 

To.be able to ask and answer questions about a decision being made. 

Main Learning Points 

cause and effect:  depends on, if ..., in order to, so 
that, as a result, either ... or, whether or not, unless, 
even if, she’ll have to... 

conditional:  If he does well, there's a good chance 
that he will be promoted.  If she won't compromise, 
Bob may have to look for another job.  If he refuses 
to go, it may hurt his career.  In that case he could 
afford to keep his own house. 

degrees of certainty:  will, would, may, might, can, 
could, a good chance, not sure, whatever happens, 
he has mixed feelings 

logical relations:   and, but, however, though, 
unless, even if, so, because, either ... or, as a result, 
he may, whether or not 

negation:  won't go unless, doesn't have, if she can't 
persuade, why doesn't Bob want to go 

preference:  would rather/would prefer + infinitive:  
would rather be sent, would prefer to be sent 

wouldn’t mind + gerund: wouldn't mind living there 
about + passive gerund: isn't happy about being 
asked, has mixed feelings about being posted in 
Sydney 

qualifiers:  Though he lacks experience, he is 
confident he can do the job.   Unless he’s willing to 
risk his job, Bob had better go to Australia. 

Questions 
what:  What will Ms. Scott have to do if Bob refuses 
to 

go to Australia? 

who:  Who might be fired if he refuses to go to 
Australia? 

why:   Why  does  Sonia  need  to  send  someone  
to Australia?  Why should he go to Australia? 

yes/no:  Will Bob have to make a choice between...  
Has he had many chances to work abroad before? 

reason and purpose:  in order to, so that, because, 
according to company policy, one of the advantages 
of... 

verb + infinitive:  wants to provide, refuses to go, 
would like to help, would prefer to be sent 

vocabulary  related  to  decisions:  decide,  the  best 
choice, compromise, problem, solution, consider 

Of the two, Bob is probably the better choice.  He 
has been with the company for a long time, and he 
has experience opening up new offices.  If he goes, 
he’ll either have to sell his house or leave his family 
behind. So you won’t consider Ed?  Let’s see what 
he says...  I think we should. 
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Key Sentences 

Sonia 
Sonia Scott is in charge of sales at Federal Motors. 
The company is going to open a branch office in 
Sydney, Australia. The company has decided to open 
a  branch  office  in  Sydney,  because the  automobile 
market there is getting bigger. 

As sales manager, Sonia has to make many decisions. 
When making a decision, she has to weigh one 
choice against another.  The decision she has to 
make now is a difficult one.  Sonia must decide who 
is the best person to send to Australia to open the 
new office. The candidates she is considering are 
Bob Francis and Ed Smith. 

She thinks Bob is probably the best choice for the 
job. He has been with the company for a long time, 
and he has experience opening up new offices.  She 
knows he can be relied on to do a good job. 

The problem is that Bob has a family, and he doesn't 
want to go without them.  According to company 
policy, no overseas housing will be provided for his 
family.  The company doesn't provide family support 
unless the move is for two years or more. 

If he goes, he'll either have to sell his house or leave 
his family behind.  If he leaves his family behind, he'll 
have to live by himself for a year.  As a result, he may 
refuse to go to Australia.  If Sonia insists that he go 
overseas, he might even leave the company. 

The other candidate she is considering is Ed Smith. 
Ed is younger than Bob, and he's single, so it would 
be easier for him to make the move.  He doesn't have 
as much experience as Bob does, but he has a lot of 
ability.  This would be an opportunity for him to 
prove himself. 

Sonia has discussed the situation with both 
candidates. She needs to make a decision as soon as 
possible. 

Bob 
Ms. Scott wants Bob to go to Australia for a year in 
order to open up a branch office in Sydney.   Bob 
would enjoy the challenge, but it would be difficult 
for his family.  There are several possibilities.  If he 
takes his family with him, he'll have to sell his house 
so that they can afford to live in Australia.  If he has 
to leave his family behind, he'll miss his wife and 
children, and his marriage may suffer. 

 If he refuses to go, it may hurt his career at Federal 
Motors. The assignment in Australia is a good 
opportunity.  If he does well, there's a good chance 
that he will be promoted. 

If he refuses to go, Sonia will have to send someone 
else, and he could even be fired.  Bob wants the 

company to provide him with an additional housing 
allowance if he accepts the job.  In that case he could 
afford to keep his own house and take his family with 
him. 

He hopes the company will agree to his request.  His 
boss, Sonia, has the authority to make the decision.  
If she won't compromise, Bob may have to look for 
another job.  Bob would like to help his company, so 
he hopes a solution can be found. 

Even if he does well, it may not help his career.  
Other factors need to be considered too, such as 
company politics. 

Unless he's willing to risk his job, Bob had better go 
to Australia. 

Whether or not he looks for another job depends on 
Sonia's decision about the housing policy. 

Ed 
Ed  knows  he  is  being  considered  for  an  overseas 
assignment. He has always wanted to get some 
international experience, but until now he hasn't 
had the chance.   He knows this could be an 
important step for his career. 

However, he has mixed feelings about being posted 
in Sydney.  He wouldn't mind living in Australia, but 
he would rather be sent to Europe or Japan.  He 
thinks that experience in Europe or Japan would be 
better for his career.  There have been many changes 
in Europe, and the market there is going to become 
even more competitive.  The situation in the Far East 
and Japan is also changing fast. 

However, Ed is bad at learning languages, and he has 
heard that Japanese takes a long time to learn. 
Whatever happens, he'll do his best.  Though he 
lacks experience, he is confident that he can do the 
job. 

 Question Practice 
Why does Sonia feel that Bob would be a better 
choice than Ed? 

What will Ms. Scott have to do if Bob refuses to go 
to Australia? 

What does Bob have to do in order for his family to 
go with him? 

What has to happen before Sonia will consider 
sending Ed? Who has to decide whether or not to go 
to Australia? 

Who might be fired if he refuses to go to Australia? 

Are Bob and Ed both responsible to Sonia? 

Will Bob have to make a choice between his career 
and his family? 
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Why should he go to Australia? 

Why should he decide not to go to Australia? 

Why won't the company provide housing support for 
his family? 

Why will his family have to stay behind if he decides 
to go? Why does Sonia need to send someone to 
Australia? 

What are Sonia's choices if she can't persuade Bob 
to go? Why doesn't Bob want to go to Australia? 

Why  did  Federal  Motors  decide  to  open  an  office  
in Australia? 

Has he had many chances to work abroad before? 
Besides Bob, who else is being considered? 

Focus Exercises 
What's  the  company  going  to  do  in  Australia? The 
company [has] [decided] to open a branch office in 
Sydney,   because   the   automobile   market   there   
[is] [getting] bigger. 

She needs to send someone to open up a new 
branch office in Sydney.   The candidates she [is] 
[considering] [are] Bob Francis and Ed Smith. 

Who has to decide who to send to Australia?  Sonia 
is the one [who] [has to] decide who [to send] to 
open the new office. 

Sonia must decide who is the best person to send to 
Australia to open the new office.  Both Bob Francis 
and Ed Smith [are] [being] [considered]. 

Why does Sonia feel that Bob would be a better 
choice than Ed?  He [has] [been] with the company 
[for] a long time, and he has experience [opening] up 
new offices. 

Bob wants the company to provide him with an 
additional housing allowance if he accepts the job.  
According to company [policy], no overseas housing 
[will] [be] [provided] for his family. 

Why won't the company provide housing support for 
his family?  The company doesn't [provide] family 
[support] [unless] the [move] is for two years or 
more. 

What does Bob have to do in order for his family to 
go with him?  If he goes, he'll [either] have to [sell] 
his house or [leave] his family behind. 

The other candidate she is considering is Ed Smith.  
Ed is younger than Bob, and he's single, so it [would] 
[be] [easier] for him [to make] the move. 

He isn't happy about being asked to go to Australia.  
If he [has to] leave his family behind, he'll [miss] his 
wife and children, and his marriage [may] [suffer]. 

 The assignment in Australia is a good opportunity.  If 
he does well, there's a good [chance] that he [will] 
[be] [promoted]. 

What will Ms. Scott have to do if Bob refuses to go 
to Australia?   If he [refuses] to go, Sonia [will] [have 
to] send someone else, and he [could] even [be] 
fired. 

Even if he does well, it may not help his career.   
Other [factors] need to [be] [considered] too, such 
as company [politics]. 

Why will his family have to stay behind if he decides 
to go? He can't [afford] to take his family [unless] 
they [sell] their house. 

Why does Sonia need to send someone to Australia?  
She [needs] to [send] [someone] to [open up] a new 
branch office in Sydney. 

Why did Federal Motors decide to open an office in 
Australia?   They [decided] [to open] an office there 
[because] the market is [getting] bigger. 

How long does an overseas assignment have to be to 
qualify for a housing allowance?  The move [has to] 
[be] for [at least] two years [to qualify] for a housing 
allowance. 

Why might he refuse to go to Australia?  He doesn't 
want to go [unless] he [can] take his [family] with 
him. 

What will he have to do if he takes his family with 
him?  In [order] to take his family he'll [have to] [sell] 
his house. What will happen to his career if he 
refuses to go?  Though it isn't [likely], Bob [could] 
[lose] his job if he [refuses] to go. 

Bob wants the company to provide him with an 
additional housing allowance if he accepts the job.  
In that [case] he [could] [afford] to [keep] his [own] 
house and take his family with him. 

Sonia has the authority to make the decision.  If she 
[won't] compromise], Bob [may] [have to] look for 
[another] job. 

Ed knows he is being considered for an overseas 
assignment.  He [has] always wanted to get [some] 
international experience, but [until] now he [hasn't] 
had the [chance]. 

Dictations 
1. The company has decided to open a branch office 

in Sydney because the automobile market there 
is getting bigger. 

2. Sonia is the one who has to decide who to send 
to open the new office. 

3. Both Bob Francis and Ed Smith are being 
considered. 

4. Of the two, Bob is probably the better choice. 

1. The candidates she is considering are Bob Francis 
and Ed Smith. They are both responsible to her. 

2. She thinks Bob is probably the best choice for the 
job. 
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3. He has been with the company for a long time, 
and he has experience opening up new offices. 

4. She knows he can be relied on to do a good job. 

1. He isn't happy about being asked to go to 
Australia. 

2. According to company policy, no overseas 
housing will be provided for his family. 

3. The company doesn't provide family support 
unless the move is for two years or more. 

4. If he goes, he'll either have to sell his house or 
leave his family behind. 

1. The other candidate she is considering is Ed 
Smith. 

2. Ed is younger than Bob, and he's single, so it 
would be easier for him to make the move. 

3. He doesn't have as much experience as Bob does, 
but he has a lot of ability. 

4. This would be an opportunity for him to prove 
himself. 

1. The assignment in Australia is a good 
opportunity. 

2. If he does well, there's a good chance that he will 
be promoted. 

3. If he refuses to go, Sonia will have to send 
someone else, and he could even be fired. 

4. Unless he's willing to risk his job, Bob had better 
go to Australia. 

1. Bob  wants  the  company  to  provide  him  with  
an additional housing allowance if he accepts the 
job. 

2. In that case he could afford to keep his own house 
and take his family with him. 

3. Without company support, he can't afford to take 
his family with him unless he sells his house. 

4. Bob would like to help his company, so he hopes 
a solution can be found. 

1. Ed knows he is being considered for an overseas 
assignment. 

2. He has always wanted to get some international 
experience, but until now he hasn't had the 
chance. 

3. He wouldn't mind living in Australia, but he would 
rather be sent to Europe or Japan. 

4. He thinks that experience in Europe or Japan 
would be better for his career. 

 Fill-Ins 
Sonia Scott is [in charge of] sales at Federal Motors. 

The candidates she is [considering] are Bob Francis 
and Ed Smith. 

They are both [responsible to] her. 

Both Bob Francis and Ed Smith are being 
[considered]. She thinks Bob is probably the best 
[choice] for the job. She knows he can be [relied on] 
to do a good job. 

He can always be [counted on] to do an excellent job. 

The company doesn't provide family support 
[unless] the move is for two years or more. 

If he goes, he'll [either] have to sell his house or leave 
his family behind. 

This would be an [opportunity] for him to prove 
himself. Sonia has [discussed] the situation with both 
candidates. 

She needs to make a decision [as soon as] possible. 

The decision has to [be made] as soon as possible. 
He hopes the company [will agree] to his request. 
Sonia has the [authority] to make the decision. 

If  she  won't  [compromise],  Bob  may  have  to  look  
for another job. 

Ed  knows  he   is  being  [considered]  for  an  
overseas assignment. 

He knows this could be an important step for his 
[career]. He would [prefer] to be sent to Europe or 
Japan. 

He can do the job [because] he has plenty of 
experience. She can't make him go [against] his will. 

They decided to open an office there [because] the 
market is getting bigger. 

He may be chosen [to go] to Australia. 

She'll [have to] change the housing policy or send 
someone else. 

He'll [agree] to go if the company gives him a housing 
allowance. 

Getting  some  international  [experience]  could  
help  his career. 

She hasn't made her [decision] yet. 

The move has to be for at least two years [to qualify] 
for a housing allowance. 

Bob  thinks  the  company's  housing  policy  should  
[be changed]. 

She thinks Bob [would do] a better job than Ed 
would. 
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Video Simulation SR: Making a Decision 

Variation 1 
Who  should  we  send  to  Australia,  Bob  Francis  or  Ed Smith? 

I think Ed Smith is the best choice. 

Do you really think so?  Bob has more experience. But we have to consider this family. 

This assignment is a good opportunity for him.  Why can't he take his family along? 

They can't go unless we pay a housing allowance. 

A housing allowance, huh?  Well if that's what he needs, I think we should give it to him. 

So you won't consider Ed Smith for the job? 

Yes, that's right. I worry about his lack of experience. I'm sure Ed will be disappointed. 

Well let's see what Bob says first.  If we can't work it out with him, we'll consider Ed more seriously. 

Variation 2 
So who should we send to Australia, Bob Francis or Ed Smith? 

I think we should send Bob Francis. 

I agree.  Bob has more experience.  What can we do to get him to take the assignment? 

He'd be happy to go if his family could go with him. Okay, what does he need in order to take his family? 

He'll need a housing allowance. 

Okay, I'll see what I can do about the housing allowance. Okay, I'll speak with Bob and see what he says. 

Good.  Let's decide this as soon as possible.  I don't want any delays. 

Variation 3 
Who  should  we  send  to  Australia,  Bob  Francis  or  Ed Smith? 

I think Ed Smith is the best choice. 

Do you really think so?  Bob has more experience. Yes, but why not give Ed a chance? 

This assignment is too important for someone as inexperienced as Ed. 

So you won't consider Ed Smith for the job? 

No, not necessarily, but I think Bob is the better choice. Okay, I'll speak to Bob and see what he says. 

Good.  Let's see what he says.  If we can't work it out with Bob we'll consider Ed more seriously. 
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Classroom Activities 

Step 1: Presentation (Day 1, 10-15 minutes) 
Begin with Sonia.  Present the first part of the Presentation lesson in class.  Focus 
on the vocabulary and structures that deal with making decisions:  (has to make a 
decision, must decide, weigh one choice against another, is considering, she thinks 
X is probably the best choice, she knows...).  Have the class practice repeating or 
paraphrasing each sentence without looking at the text. This requires several 
repetitions. 

 

 
Step 2:  Oral Practice (3-5 minutes) 
In pairs, or small groups, have students practice summarizing the first part of the lesson. 

Step 3:  Listening Focus 
Assign students to do one or more of the Focused Listenings in the lab or at home. 
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Step 4: Presentation and Oral Practice (Day 2, 10-15 minutes) 
Focus on Bob and his alternatives.  Go over each of the conditionals:  If he takes his 
family..., he’ll have to sell; If he has to leave his family.., he’ll miss...;   If he refuses to go, it 
may hurt...;  If he does well, there’s a good chance that....  See if the students can fluently 
repeat or paraphrase these sentences.  In pairs or small groups, have them practice 
summarizing the information about Bob and his choices.  Then ask one or two of the 
stronger students to present the information to the class. 

Step 5:  Listening Focus 
Assign students to do one or more of the Focused Listenings in the lab or at home. 

Follow-up 

Once all three presentation lessons have been presented and practiced, introduce the Question Practice and 
Focus Exercises lessons.   Students should do these on their own, in the lab or at home.   As homework, assign 
the Practice Exercises.  Then test the main points of the lesson, using the practice exercises as a model of items 
to test. 

When the students are comfortable with the language models presented in the unit, have them personalize and 
extend the language with two or more of the following Extension Activities.  If further preparation is necessary, 
have the students work in pairs or groups first. 

Extension Activities 

Scrambled Conditions 
Divide the class into an even number of groups.  Ask the students in each group to write five to ten conditional 
statements beginning with if and containing different modals.  If you fly first class, it will be expensive.  If you 
invest in the stock market, you might lose money.  Ask the students to write each part of the conditional on a 
separate card.  One set of cards will have the if clauses and the others will contain modal expressions. 

If you fly first class,      it will be expensive. 

 

If you invest in the stock market, you might lose money. 

 

Ask students to shuffle their cards and then exchange them with students from another group.  Each group 
should now spread out the new cards on the table and arrange them in pairs that make sense. 

Role Play 

Part A:  Sonia and Bob 
Ask students to pair up and choose a role as either Sonia or Bob.  The student playing Sonia should try to 
convince Bob to go to Australia, but without agreeing to change the company's housing policy.  Bob should 
explain his situation and try to convince Sonia to change the housing policy. 

Part B:  Company Decision 
Divide the class into small groups.  Ask the students to write a script in which a manager in a company makes a 
decision about an employee.  For example, the manager might want to send the employee overseas, transfer 
the employee to another department, give extra work to the employee, give the employee more people to 
supervise, etc.  The manager should give reasons for his or her decision.  The employee should state his or her 
reasons for accepting or rejecting the manager's decision.  For example, the employee may welcome more 
responsibility, but might want higher pay.  The manager should arrive at a reasonable decision based on input 
from the employee. 

Ask the students to perform their scripts for the rest of the class. 
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Preferences 

Part A: Question and Answer Review 
Give each student four blank index cards.  On each card they should write one thing they would like to do and 
one thing they wouldn’t like to do:  work overseas, work in my own country; manage a large/small staff, work 
seven days a week, work four days a week; have long vacations, have no vacations; own a company, work for 
someone else. 

 Collect the cards.  Read individual phrases to the class and ask the students to make questions and answers 
about a person's preferences: 

work overseas: 
    Q:  Would you like to work abroad?  A:  Yes, I would. I’d love to work abroad. 

 Read pairs of phrases to the class and ask the students to make questions and answers about their 
preferences: 

own a company, work for someone else: 

    Q:  Would you rather own a company or work for someone else? A: I would rather own a company 
than work for someone else. 

Encourage students to use a variety of expressions of preference: 

prefers, wants, refuses, would like + to  go 

would rather +   go 

wouldn't mind, has mixed feelings about, isn’t happy about +   going 

    

Part B: Pair Work 
Ask students to sit in pairs.   Shuffle the cards from Part A of this exercise and distribute them, four to each 
student.  Ask the students to do the same exercise that they did as a whole group.  After reading the phrases 
listed on the cards, the students ask each other about their likes and dislikes, and then ask each other to express 
a preference for one of two activities. 

Oral Summary 
Have each student make a 2~4 minutes oral summary of the main issues presented in this unit, and give their 
recommendation as to what Sonia should or shouldn’t do. 

Written Argument 
Have each student write a 3~5 paragraphs argument for or against changing the company’s policy. 

 

Focused Listening 

Focus 1 

Language Focus 
degrees of certainty 

Listening Task 
Focus on Sonia, Bob, and Ed.  Listen for information 
about definite, probable, and possible states or 
actions. Listen for and record sentences containing a 
modal: will, would, may, might, can, could. 

Goal 
Students will be able to understand and express 
degrees  of  certainty  using  such  modals  as  will, 
would, may, might, can, could. 

Student Follow-up 
• Write  three  sentences  about  Sonia,  Bob,  or  

Ed expressing a degree of certainty about their 
state or actions.  Bob may refuse to go to 
Australia.  It could be an important step for his 
career. 

• Write  three  sentences  about  your  own  work 
situation.  Use modals in your sentences.  I might 
be transferred to another department next 
month. 

• Worksheet: Exercise A. 
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Focus 2 

Language Focus 
conditional, cause/effect, question formation 

Listening Task 
Focus on Sonia and Bob. Listen for and record 
sentences which use conditionals (if, unless, etc.). 
Note which modal is used. 

Goals 
• Students  will  be  able  to  express  

conditionality with the appropriate modal. 

• Students will be able to formulate a question 
using a conditional form. 

 

 

 

Student Follow-up 
• Write   two   sentences   about   Bob   relating   a 

condition and a resulting state or action.  If he 
refuses to go to Australia, it may hurt his career 
at Federal Motors. 

• Write three questions containing an if clause.   If 
Bob refuses to go to Australia, will he be able to 
keep his job?   What are Sonia's choices if she 
can't persuade Bob to go? 

• Think of your own situation at work or in your 
studies.   Write two conditional statements 
about your present situation.  If I stay with my 
company for another two years, I may be 
promoted.  If I do well in my studies, I will get my 
degree. 

• Worksheet: Exercise B. 

 

Focus 3 

Language Focus 
decisions, reasons for 

Listening Task 
Focus on Sonia, Bob, and Ed.  Listen for reasons for 
decisions, states, and actions. The company has 
decided to open a branch office in Sydney because 
the automobile market there is getting bigger. 

Goal 

Students will be able to understand and express 
reasons for a decision, state, or action. 

Student Follow-up 
• State one reason for Bob to go to Australia and 

one reason for him not to go to Australia. 

• State one reason for Ed to go to Australia and 
one reason for him to go to Japan or Europe. 

• Think  about  an  important  decision  you  have 
made.  Make a brief  presentation  stating  what 
your decision was and why you made it. 

• Worksheet: Exercise C. 

 

Focus 4 

Language Focus 
question formation: why, reason 

Listening Task 
Focus on Bob and Ed.   Listen for and record why 

questions and answers. 

Goal 
Students will be able to formulate why questions 
asking for a reason for a decision, state, or action. 

Student Follow-up 
• Compose two why questions about Bob and two 

about Ed. 

• Ask a partner about a job related decision they 
made or an action they took.  Ask them to 
explain why. Switch roles and repeat. 

• Worksheet: Exercise D. 
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Focus 5 

Language Focus 
Expressing attitude and preference 

Listening Task 
Focus on Bob and Ed.  Find out what they want to do 
about Sonia's offer to them to go overseas.  Listen 
for such expressions as:  Bob would like to...  He 
would prefer to ...  He wouldn't mind..., but he would 
rather be sent to Europe or Japan. 

Goal 

Students  will  be  able  to  express  attitude  and 
preference with expressions such as:   wants to 
provide, refuses to go, would rather be sent, isn't 
happy about being asked. 

Student Follow-up 
Write  a  paragraph  summarizing  how  Bob  feels 
about going to Australia. 

Make  a  brief  presentation  to  the  class  about  a 
decision you or your company face.  Explain the 
alternatives. 

Worksheet: Exercise E. 

 
Focus 6 
Language Focus 
question  formation  with  modals: what,  who,  
why, yes/no, degrees of certainty 

Listening Task 
Focus on Sonia, Bob, and Ed.  Listen to and record 
questions   about   probable   or   possible   states   
and actions.  What will Ms. Scott have to do if Bob 
refuses to go to Australia? 

Goal 
Students will be able to formulate W/H  and yes/no 
questions containing modals. 

Student Follow-up 
• Write three what, who, or why questions about 

Sonia, Bob, or Ed. The questions should contain 
a modal. 

• Write three yes/no questions about Sonia, Bob, 
or Ed.  The questions should contain a modal. 

• Interview a classmate about what advice he/she 
would give to Sonia?  Then give a summary of the 
advice given. 

• Worksheets:  Exercises F and G. 

 

Focus 7 

Language Focus 
Language Mastery 

Listening Task 
Review this lesson several times.  Practice recording 
10~15 sentences each time, so that you can say 
these sentences fluently. 

Do the Question Practice, Focus Exercise, Dictation, 
and Fill-in lessons every day until your Completion 
Percentage is 100%. 

Study and practice the Video Simulation lessons 
every day until your Completion Percentage is 100%. 

Student Follow-up 
• Make a 2~4 minutes oral summary of the main 

issues presented in this unit. 

• Write a 3~5 paragraphs argument for or against 
changing the company’s policy. 
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FIB Episode 3: Confirming Plans   
Epstein checks the schedule and details of a 
meeting with his boss. 
The story date is Tuesday, June 11. Epstein asks 
Shirley Graham to meet with Charles Blake for lunch 
on Wednesday. She agrees to the arrangements that 
Epstein has made. He reports to her on his meeting 
earlier that day with Blake. Graham asks if Epstein 
made her concerns clear to Blake about the deadline 
in October and the need for aftersales service. 
Epstein assures her that he did discuss the concerns 
with Blake, and restates his confidence in 
Yamashita's product. Graham asks that they discuss 
the topic further at their lunch meeting the following 
day. 

Variation : Checking an Appointment 
These variations show Ms. Powers checking on 
appointments.  In the first scene, she asks Mr. 
Malone when he can meet with Mr. Meyers.  In the 
second scene, Ms. Powers calls to change the 
appointment time with Mr. Meyers.  

 

Learning Points  

Confirming 
 I'll be expecting your call later today 
 Are you still free at 11:00 on Wednesday? 

Disagreeing  
 I understand your reservations, but… 

Refusing: 
  I'm sorry, but 

Requesting: 
 … do you have a minute? 
 Could I call you back later today?  

If it's convenient for you, could we change 
our appointment? 

Suggesting: 
 How about 1:00 on Friday? 

Stalling 
 Let’s discuss it further tomorrow… 
 I don’t think that this is the best time… 

Goals: 
 To learn to speak politely to subordinates 

and superiors 
 To learn to be assertive, but polite, while 

expressing disagreement  
 

Video Scripts 

Episode 3: Confirming Plans 
It is now Tuesday, June 11th.  It is four o'clock in the 
afternoon. Mr. Epstein, from Advanced 
Technologies, met with Mr. Blake, from Yamashita 
Ltd., earlier today. They had lunch together and 
talked about industrial robots. Mr. Blake wants to 
sell his company's industrial robots to Advanced 
Technologies, Mr. Epstein's company. Mr. Epstein's 
boss is Ms. Shirley Graham. She is in charge of a large 
project to build a new factory. The new factory is 
scheduled for completion this October. Tomorrow 
she is going to meet with Mr. Epstein and Mr. Blake. 
Mr. Epstein needs to confirm the arrangements with 
her. He is now at her office. 

Graham: Come in.  

Epstein:  Oh, Shirley, do you have a minute? 

Graham: Sure.  Come on in Mike.  Have a seat. 

Epstein: Oh, thanks.  Listen, I just wanted to let you 
know that I've made reservations for lunch 
tomorrow afternoon at 12:15.  Okay? 

Graham: With Mr. Blake? 

Epstein: That's right, of Yamashita Limited. 

Graham: Okay.  So, we should leave here at...?  

Epstein: About 12:00. 

Graham: 12:00 sounds just fine. 

Epstein: I'll pick you up here at 12:00 and we can go 
to his hotel together.   

Graham: All right.   

Epstein: Okay. 

Graham: Now, have you already discussed any of the 
project with him? 

Epstein: Yes, I did.  I had an excellent meeting with 
him this afternoon. 

Graham: And did you tell him that my main concerns 
are this October deadline and also the fact 
that they have no aftersales service in the 
States? 

Epstein: Yes, I did and again I was very impressed 
with his flexibility and his... I think that we 
can work things out with him. 

Graham: Okay.  As long as it's clear to both of you 
that it has to be worked out, and before 
October, because that's our deadline. 
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Epstein: Well, again, I understand your reservations 
Shirley, but again the technology of their 
product is really excellent. I think we really 
have to go ahead with this. 

Graham: Yes.  All right.  Well, let's discuss it further 
tomorrow.  All right? 

Epstein:  Okay.  All right.  Thank you.  We'll see you 
tomorrow. 

Graham: We'll see you around 12:00. 

Epstein:  Okay. 

Variations 

Variation 1:  Checking an appointment 
Powers: Excuse me.  Do you have a minute? 

Malone: Certainly.  Please come in. 

Powers: Thanks.  I made an appointment for us to 
see Mr. Myers. Are you still free at 11:00 on 
Wednesday? 

Malone: 11:00 on Wednesday? I'm afraid not.  I'm 
busy all morning. 

Powers:  That's too bad. How about 1:00 on Friday? 

Malone: That's fine with me. Would you call him 
back and see if Friday is good for him? 

Powers:  Sure.  I'll call him right away. 

Malone: Thanks. 

Variation 2:  Changing an appointment  
Myers:  Hello.  This is Bob Myers speaking. 

Powers: Hello. This is Sandra Powers from Delta 
Electronics. I'm sorry, but Mr. Malone is 
busy on Wednesday. If it's convenient for 
you, could we change our appointment to 
1:00 on Friday? 

Myers:  I understand that you're very busy, but 
Friday is too late. We have some very 
serious problems. I think we should meet as 
soon as possible. 

Powers:  I see. Could I call you back later today? I 
want to check our schedule for Thursday. 

Myers:  Good.  I'll be expecting your call later today. 

 

Classroom Activities 

Class 1: Presentation  (4-6 minutes)  
Play the first part of the Presentation video, and pause before the conversation between Epstein and Graham. 
Ask students what Epstein is going to ask (Is she free to meet with Blake the following day?) Next, ask students 
say what Ms. Graham will ask or tell Epstein. Then play the conversation. Ask some students to repeat, 
summarize, or paraphrase what is being said.  Remind students that "It doesn't matter if what you say is exactly 
what they really said.  The main point is to get your message across as clearly and accurately as possible.” 

Key Focus Disagreeing politely: In the conversation shown in this lesson, Epstein discusses the purchase of 
robots from Yamashita with Ms. Graham. She says that she has concerns about the October deadline and the 
aftersales service. Point out how Epstein asserts his opinion with two statements: "I think that we can work 
things out with him" and "I think we really have to go ahead with this." He supports his opinion with the 
statements: "I was very impressed with his flexibility" and "the technology of their product is really excellent." 
The way Epstein presents his disagreement with Graham is polite because he says he understands Graham's 
reservations about the deal.   

Oral Practice (2-4 minutes):  Have students work in pairs or small groups and practice disagreeing politely by 
discussing their preferences for TV programs, movies, or even sports teams. 

Follow-up: Have students work on their own with the software, using the Interactive Listening section.  Focus 
on each sentence, line by line, without using the text.  After they review this scene, they should record each 
sentence.  As homework (or in class), have the students do Exercise A, Part 2, and think about Part 1. 

Class 2: Presentation (4-6 minutes) 
Play the last part of the Presentation video, the conversation between Epstein and Graham. Explain that Graham 
does not want to get into a detailed discussion with Epstein, so she suggests that they continue talking the 
following day. Ask students, "Why do you think Ms. Graham says, ‘Let's discuss it further tomorrow?'" Possible 
answers might be, she is too busy at the moment; she has already made up her mind about buying from 
Yamashita, she dislikes arguing with Epstein. 

Key Focus Stalling: Point out that when someone wants to delay a discussion or a decision, it can be called, 
stalling. To stall something, such as a process or a machine, is to stop it temporarily. When an engine stalls, it 
stops running. When a person stalls, he or she stops a process that has been started, making others wait for the 
outcome of the process. In the business world, a person in a position of power may use stalling to wait for the 
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most opportune time to complete a task. Ask students, "Do you ever using stalling as a way to get what you 
want at your job?" 

Oral Practice (2-4 minutes):  Have students work in pairs or small groups and practice role-playing or 
summarizing this Episode.  Ask for several examples of alternative phrases from students and write them on the 
board. Then ask students to describe situations in which they would or wouldn’t use such phrases. 

Follow-up: Have students work on their own with the software, using the Variations section.  Focus on each 
sentence, line by line, without using the text.  After they review this scene, they should record each sentence.    
As homework (or in class), have the students do Exercise B. 

Class 3: Presentation  (4-6 minutes):  
Play the Variations section. The two scenes demonstrate polite refusals of requests for a meeting. In the first 
variation, Malone cannot come to a meeting on Wednesday. In the second variation, Powers informs Myers that 
Malone is busy, and asks for a Friday appointment, but Myers refuses that suggestion. Ask students if they think 
Myers handles this situation politely. Why or why not? Refusals can vary greatly according to one's home 
culture. For example, some cultures require a specific excuse for not accepting an invitation, but others consider 
a general statement enough. 

Key Focus Refusing a request: Explain that there are often times when business people must refuse a request 
for their time. This is expected when a person has a busy schedule, and the refusal can be softened by proposing 
an alternative time, as Malone does in the first Variation: "How about 1:00 on Friday?" Note the phrases used 
in these variations: "I'm afraid not" and "I'm sorry." Myers uses "I understand that you're very busy …" These 
phrases show that the speaker would like to comply with the request, but is unable to. 

Oral Practice (2-4 minutes):  Have students work in pairs or small groups and practice making requests and 
politely refusing them. Instruct students: "Think of a time you'd like to meet with your partner. Ask the partner 
and listen for his or her refusal. Do you think it is polite?" 

Follow-up: Have students work on their own with the software, reviewing the previous Units and focusing on 
the key sentences in the Variations.  Students should also preview the next unit.  As homework (or in class), 
have the students do Exercise C. 

Extension Activity 
Role-play:  Choose a role from the two described below. Read the information in the box to prepare your 
arguments. Act out the discussion between the manager and assistant manager using polite expressions to 
express your disagreements. 

Student A: You are a manager of a restaurant. You want to stay with the supplier you use now, “Foodco.” They 
have been dependable in providing the supplies your restaurant needs. 

Student B: . You are the assistant manager of the restaurant. You have found a new supplier you want to use.  
You think the new supplier will provide cheaper products and be easier to deal with, since they have a web-
based ordering system. Try to convince your boss to consider switching to “Fast Foodz.” 

 Foodco Fast Foodz 

Location 10 miles from restaurant 25 miles from restaurant 

Prices Moderate warehouse prices Discounted below warehouse price on some items 

Service Accepts telephone orders, Delivery 
within 24 hours guaranteed 

Accepts orders by telephone or online, Delivery in 24 
– 48 hours 

 

Follow up Once all of Episode 3 has been presented and practiced, students should do the Functional 
Dictations and Function Grid as often as possible until the language is completely mastered.  When their 
Completion Percentage is 80% or more for Episodes 3 & 4, they will be ready to take the second Mastery 
Test. 
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FIB Episode 4: An Important Introduction 
Epstein introduces his boss to a prospective 
business partner 

The story date is Wednesday, June 12. Blake and 
Epstein met for lunch the previous day. Then they 
went on a tour of San Francisco. Today, Blake meets 
Shirley Graham, a vice-president of Advanced 
Technologies. Epstein and Graham meet Blake at his 
hotel. At the hotel today, Epstein introduces Blake to 
Graham and they exchange small talk about Blake's 
sightseeing tour of San Francisco the previous day. 
Epstein interrupts to say that they should go over to 
the restaurant, as it is time for their lunch 
reservation.  

 

Variations: Introducing Yourself, Looking for 
Someone 

This lesson's variations show Ms. Powers at the hotel 
lobby where she arranged to meet with Mr. Meyers. 
In the first scene, she meets him and introduces 
herself. In the second scene, she asks a man if he is 
Mr. Meyers. He is not, and suggests that she have 
Meyers paged at the reception desk. 

 

Learning Points 

Greeting 
 How are you today? 
 It's good to see you 
 It's nice to meet you 
 Pleased to meet you 

Interrupting 
 Well, I hate to interrupt 
 I’m sorry to interrupt, but 

Introducing 
 This is our vice-president… 
 This is Charles Blake from … 

Small talk 
 Mike tells me … 
 Is this your first trip… 
 We had a great time yesterday… 

Goals: 
 To understand social customs of introducing 

and shaking hands. 

 To learn how to handle an introduction in a 
business situation. 

 To be able to manage a social situation in a 
polite way 

Video Scripts 

Episode 4: An Important Introduction 

It is now Wednesday, June 12th. Yesterday Mr. 
Charles Blake from Yamashita Ltd. and Mr. Mike 
Epstein from Advanced Technologies met for lunch. 
After their meeting, Mr. Epstein took Mr. Blake on a 
short tour of San Francisco. 

Today, Mr. Blake is going to meet Ms. Graham. Ms. 
Graham is a Vice-President at Advanced 
Technologies. She is in charge of a large project to 
build a new factory. Mr. Blake wants to sell his 
company's industrial robots for use in the new 
factory. 

Ms. Graham is interested in Yamashita's robots. 
However, she is also worried about several 
problems, such as aftersales service, spare parts, and 
storage space.  She is also worried about doing 
business with a foreign company such as Yamashita 
Ltd. 

Mike Epstein and Shirley Graham have arrived at the 
Embassy Suites hotel and are looking for Charles 
Blake. They are scheduled to meet him and have 
lunch together. 

Epstein: Now, let's see.  Where is he? Oh, there he 
is, over there reading the newspaper. Mr. 
Blake! 

Blake: Oh, hi Mike.  How are you today? 

Epstein: It's good to see you Charles. This is our Vice-
President, Shirley Graham. Shirley, this is 
Charles Blake from Yamashita Ltd. 

Graham: It's nice to meet you Mr. Blake. 

Blake:   Pleased to meet you, Ms. Graham. 

Graham: How are you today? 

Blake: Fine.  And you? 

Graham: Just fine.  Mike tells me that you ... he took 
you around San Francisco yesterday. 

Blake: We had a great time yesterday. We went 
down to Fisherman's Wharf, and we had 
lunch, and then we drove around San 
Francisco and saw a bit of the city. 

Graham: Is this your first trip to the West Coast? 

Blake: Well, not really.  I was here about seven 
years ago, just for a very brief visit . . . and 
now I have a little bit more time to see 
some of the city. 
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Epstein: Well, I hate to interrupt, but we have a car 
outside, and we have reservations at 12:15. 
So why don't we get over to the restaurant, 
and we can continue our conversation 
there.  Okay? 

Graham: Okay. 

Blake: Sounds fine to me. 

Epstein: Okay.  Let's go! 

Alternatives 

1.a. 
Epstein: This is our Vice-President, Shirley Graham.  

Shirley, this is Charles Blake from Yamashita 
Ltd. 

Graham: It's nice to meet you Mr. Blake. 

Blake: Pleased to meet you Ms. Graham. 

1.b 
Epstein: I'd like to introduce you to my boss, Shirley 

Graham. Shirley, this is Charles Blake. 

Graham: How do you do, Mr. Blake. Mike's been 
telling me you're quite a golfer. 

Blake: How do you do Ms. Graham.  Mike's being 
generous. I'm afraid I'm a rather poor 
golfer.  He's the one who's good. 

Epstein: Well, I hate to interrupt, but we have a car 
outside, and we have reservations at 12:15. 
So why don't we get over to the restaurant, 
and we can continue our conversation 
there. 

2.a. 
Epstein: Sorry to interrupt, but our reservations are 

for 12:15, and we don't want to miss lunch. 

2.b. 
Epstein: Excuse me.  I think we ought to get going. 

I'm not sure the restaurant will hold our 
reservations if we're late. 

Graham: Okay, shall we go? 

Blake: Sounds fine to me. 

Variations 

Variation 1: Introducing yourself 
Powers: Mr. Myers? 

Myers: Yes.  That's right. 

Powers: I'm Sandra Powers.  I work with Mr. 
Malone. 

Myers: Mrs. Powers.  How do you do?  I've been 
looking forward to meeting you. 

Powers: It's nice to meet you, Mr. Myers. You've 
come a very long way on this trip, so I hope 
things are going well. Welcome to San 
Francisco! 

Variation 2:  Looking for someone 
Powers: Mr. Myers? 

Mr. X: Excuse me? 

Powers: Are you Mr. Myers from Dover Limited? 

Mr. X:   No, I'm afraid not.  Why don't you ask 
reception to page him? 

Powers: Oh, thank you.  I'll do that. Sorry to bother 
you. 

Mr. X: Oh, not at all. 
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Classroom Activities 

Class 1: Presentation (Day 1, 4-6 minutes)  

Tell students the title of this lesson: "An Important Introduction." Ask, "Who is Blake going to meet today? Why 
is this meeting important to him? What do you think they will talk about when they first meet? Watch the video 
to see what he does when he meets her." Play the Presentation video and pause when Epstein introduces 
Graham. Ask students to notice what the people say and do. If time allows, play the first Variation scene, in 
which a self-introduction is shown. 

Key Focus Introducing and Greeting: It is said that first impressions are very important. Therefore, the time 
when we are first introduced to someone may be critical to how they think of us in the future. Point out how 
the characters in the video introduce and greet each other. Play the section of the video with the introduction 
again, and ask students to notice the physical behavior of the characters: "How do they greet each other? Do 
they shake hands? What about eye contact? How is this the same or different in other cultures?" 

Oral Practice (2-4 minutes):  Have students work in groups of three and practice introducing and greeting each 
other. Fictitious names and company names from Exercise A. can be used. If the students are from a culture in 
which handshaking is not common, demonstrate the proper method and tell students: "When you shake hands, 
be sure to make eye contact with the person you are meeting. Look at their eyes for at least a few seconds as 
you greet them."  

Follow-up Have students work on their own with the software, using the Interactive Listening section.  Focus on 
each sentence, line by line, without using the text.  After they review this scene, they should record each 
sentence.  As homework (or in class), have the students do Exercise A. 

Class 2: Presentation (Day 2, 4-6 minutes)  

Play the last part of the presentation video, in which Blake and Graham engage in small talk about his trips to 
San Francisco. Also, play the first part of the Alternatives section, in which Graham mentions that Blake is a 
golfer. Ask students: "Is the topic of their conversation important? Why aren't they talking about business now? 
Would you talk about this kind of thing when you visit another company?" 

Key Focus  Small talk: Talk about topics such as the weather, food, the scenery, surroundings, and such is called 
"small talk." Although it can seem meaningless or trivial, small talk is an important part of human interaction. 
We often judge people based on what we learn about them through small talk. A person who is able to carry on 
small talk comfortably is considered confident and sociable. Ask students to give some examples of topics they 
consider small talk, and list them on the board. Ask students, "Do you like ‘small talk?' Why or why not? Can we 
always talk with each other about important matters?" 

Oral Practice (2-4 minutes):  Have students work in pairs or small groups and practice small talk about several 
different subject areas:  sports, entertainment, cultural interests/arts, travel, weather, etc.  It may be amusing 
to have several groups of students demonstrate for the class, and ask the class to vote on which subjects seem 
to work the best. 

Follow-up Have students work on their own with the software, focusing on the Variations section, but reviewing 
previous Units as well.  After reviewing this Episode, students should record each sentence.  As homework (or in 
class), have the students do Exercise B, part 2. 

Class 3: Presentation  (Day 3, 4-6 minutes)  

Play the second part of the Alternatives section, in which Epstein interrupts Graham and Blake in the hotel lobby. 
Point out that this interruption is done politely, then ask why students think it is polite. One reason is that 
Epstein apologizes for interrupting, another is that he gives a good reason for the interruption. 

Key Focus Interrupting: Interrupting is a language function that may be difficult for some people, depending on 
their cultural background. Language researchers have found some conversation styles in which people may 
frequently overlap and interrupt other speaker. In other styles, interruption is considered rude and is avoided 
unless there is a critical reason for it.  Ask students: How is interruption seen in your culture?  When is it okay? 
How do you do it politely? In the North American business context, interruption is accepted if the speaker only 
does it when necessary, and if an apology is offered. 

Oral Practice (2-4 minutes):  Have students work in groups of three and practice role-playing or summarizing 
the Episode and Variation from this unit. 
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Follow-up: Have students study the software work on their own with the software, using the Daily Check-List 
for Effective Practice (Appendix C) as a guide for how to study effectively.  As homework (or in class), have the 
students do Exercise C. 

Extension Activities 

Role-Play:  Interruption & Small Talk 

Form a group of three. Choose a role and practice interrupting. Remember, give an apology such as: "I'm sorry 
to interrupt, but …" or "I hate to interrupt …" 

Student A: Begin making small talk about sports, vacation, politics, or about what you did on your last vacation.  

Student B: Listen carefully to A's small talk. 

Student C: After about three sentences, interrupt to ask a question about the subject of the small-talk. 

After two interruptions by Student C, Student B should interrupt and change topics. 

Continue this process until everyone has led the small talk. 

Then discuss this process with your group: How did it feel to interrupt in English? How did it feel to be the one 
interrupted? 

 

Small Talk Preparation Activity 
In groups of two, three or four, list some topics you feel you can use for small talk.  What are some topics you 
feel you need to develop your ability to discuss in English?  Which topics do you think are safe in most cultures?  
How will you develop the ability to discuss these topics? 

 

Follow up Once all of Episode 4 has been presented and practiced, students should do the Functional 
Dictations and Function Grid as often as possible until the language is completely mastered.  When their 
Completion Percentage is 80% or more for Episodes 3 & 4, they will be ready to take the second Mastery 
Test. 
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FIB Episode 5: A Business Lunch 
Epstein and Graham meet  Charles Blake to discuss 
the sale of industrial robots. 

The story date is Wednesday, June 12. Blake, 
Epstein, and Graham have lunch together. Graham is 
in charge of a project to build a new electronics 
factory. They discuss problems with the potential 
sale and possible solutions. Graham is worried that 
Yamashita cannot provide maintenance or spare 
parts quickly enough, since they do not have a facility 
in North America. Blake proposes that the spare 
parts could be stored in Advanced Technologies' 
warehouse. Graham wants to know the size and 
quantity of the parts, so Blake promises to write a 
report for her with the details she needs. Graham 
reminds Blake that her company has not done 
business with a Japanese company before, a fact 
which may influence her decision. 

Variation:  Negotiating 
This lesson's variation shows a negotiation between 
Davis and Jones. They explain the problems that 
remain before they can close the deal and agree to 
meet again. 

 

Learning Points 

Agreeing 
 Well, that sounds fine. 

Confirming 
 Let me see if I understand you correctly on this. 

Clarifying/Qualifying,  
 Let me clarify our position. 

 Well, not exactly, It depends on…  

Offering 
 How about another cup of coffee? 

Promising 
 And I'll have the report ready for you tomorrow. 

Refusing 
 Not for me.  No thank you. 

Goals: 

 To be able to handle a business lunch 

 To be able to qualify a statement to avoid 
misunderstanding  

 To learn how to confirm and clarify 
problems in a polite way 

 

Video Scripts 

Episode 5:  A Business Lunch 
It is now Wednesday, June 12th.  It is 1:3O in the 
afternoon. Mr. Blake, Mr. Epstein, and Ms. Graham 
are having lunch together at a restaurant. Mr. Blake 
wants to sell his company's industrial robots to 
Advanced Technologies. Ms. Graham, of Advanced 
Technologies, is in charge of a large project to build 
a new electronics factory. In this factory they will 
need many industrial robots. Mr. Epstein thinks that 
the robots made by Yamashita, Ltd. are the best. 
Ms. Graham agrees, but she is worried about 
several other problems. Mr. Blake needs to 
convince her that these problems can be solved. 

Epstein: Well, that was a pretty good meal. 

Graham: Um, it was delicious. 

Epstein: Would anyone like some...some more 
coffee?  Shirley? 

Graham: Not for me.  No thank you. 

Blake: Yes.  I'd like a little bit more please. 

Epstein: Okay.  There's the waiter.  Waiter, could 
we get another cup of coffee over here 
please. Thank you. 

Blake: Okay.  Ms. Graham, let me see if I 
understand you correctly on this. Now, 
your basic problem is that we at 
Yamashita cannot provide adequate 
maintenance or spare parts quickly 
enough. 

Graham: Yes.  That's right.  That's my main 
concern. Okay.  Now you've rejected the 
proposal that we use your warehouse for 
storage space for spare parts. 

Graham: Well, not entirely, Mr. Blake.  Let me 
clarify that a little. Space is limited, and it 
would depend very much on the quantity 
of parts, the size, etc. I would need a lot 
more detail on that. 

Blake: I can certainly understand your concerns. 
I'm going to put this information in a 
report after I fax Tokyo.  

Graham: Okay. 

Blake: And I'll have the report ready for you 
tomorrow.  And maybe we can come up 
with a solution to the problem. 

Graham: Okay.  Well, that sounds fine. Even then, 
Mr. Blake, I can't make any guarantees. 
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You know, we've never done business 
with a Japanese company before, so it's 
quite an undertaking. 

Blake: Oh, I...I can certainly understand. 

Graham: So I hope you will understand. 

Blake: Sure. 

Graham: Okay. 

Alternatives 
1.a. 

Epstein: Well, that was a pretty good meal. 

Graham: Um, it was delicious. 

Epstein: Would anyone like some...some more 
coffee?  Shirley? 

Graham: Not for me.  No thank you. 

Blake: Yes.  I'd like a little bit more please. 

1.b. 
Epstein: Well, that wasn't bad. 

Graham: Um, it was delicious. 

Epstein: How about another cup of coffee?  
Shirley? 

Graham: No thanks, not for me. 

Epstein: Charles? 

Blake: Oh, I wouldn't mind another cup.  It helps 
the jet lag. 

2.a. 
Blake: Okay.  Ms. Graham, let me see if I 

understand you correctly on this. Now, 
your basic problem is that we at 
Yamashita cannot provide adequate 
maintenance or spare parts quickly 
enough. 

Graham: Yes.  That's right.  That's my main 
concern. 

2.b. 

Blake: Just to confirm things.  Your basic 
problem is maintenance and spare parts.  
Is that it? 

Graham: Yes.  That's right.  That's my main 
concern. 

3.a. 
Graham: Well, not entirely, Mr. Blake.  Let me 

clarify that a little. Space is limited, and it 
would depend very much on the quantity 
of parts, the size, etc. I would need a lot 
more detail on that. 

3.b. 

Graham:  Well, that would depend on other factors, 
such as quantity and size.  However space 
is limited.  I would need some more 
details. 

4.a. 

Graham: Okay.  Well, that sounds fine. Even then, 
Mr. Blake, I can't make any guarantees. 
You know, we've never done business 
with a Japanese company before, so it's 
quite an undertaking. 

Blake: Oh, I...I can certainly understand. 

4.b. 
Graham: Fine.  However, we've never done 

business with a Japanese company 
before, and there's another firm that's 
much closer, which we're also 
considering. 

Blake: Right.  These are the type of problems 
that we're concerned with too.  

 

 

Variation 

Negotiating 
Davis: To summarize, there are still problems 

with the delivery date and the size of the 
discount, but everything else is okay.  Is 
that right? 

Jones: Yes.  That's right.  The price is higher than 
we expected, and we need delivery 
within six months at the latest. 

Davis: I see.  Well, I'll see what I can do. 

Jones: The delivery date is going to be a 
problem, but I'll check and see if it's 
possible. 

Davis: Can we get together again?  How about 
later this week? 

Jones: Okay, but I'm afraid I won't be free except 
for tomorrow afternoon.  Is that too 
early? 

Davis: No, that'll be fine.  How about 3:OO? 

Jones: Okay, good.  I'll see you tomorrow, Mr. 
Davis. 

Davis: See you then. 
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Classroom Activities 

Class 1: Presentation (Day 1, 4-6 minutes)  

Ask students if they normally discuss business over a meal. Explain that the video today shows Graham, Epstein 
and Blake having a business lunch. Usually people doing business over lunch or dinner try to keep the 
conversation light and avoid conflict. Play the Presentation video and the first set of Alternatives, in which 
Epstein offers coffee. Point out how the characters are speaking to each other in a friendly manner, even though 
they have not reached an agreement. 

Key Focus  Offering: In the business lunch seen in Episode 5, Epstein is playing the role of host. He offers to get 
more coffee if Blake or Graham want some. Ask students to give examples of ways that people offer something 
in English. The alternative shows "How about another cup of coffee?" Other ways to offer it are: "Do you want 
some more coffee?" "Can I get you another cup?" or simply "More coffee, anyone?"  

Oral Practice (2-4 minutes):  Have students work in pairs or small groups and prepare for acting as host in a 
business lunch/dinner situation.  What kind of restaurant and food is appropriate?  Make a list of useful phrases 
for ordering, asking for information from the waiter about unfamiliar menu items, and getting the waiter’s 
attention.  Then have each group share their recommendations with the class. 

Follow-up:  Have students work on their own with the software, using the Daily Check-List for Effective Practice 
(Appendix C) as a guide for how to study effectively.  As homework (or in class), have the students do Exercise 
A. 

Class 2: Presentation (Day 2, 4-6 minutes) Play the third and fourth sets of Alternatives in the Presentation 
video. These show Blake and Graham discussing the problems of dealing with Yamashita. Ask students to listen 
for the point where Graham clarifies her concerns about storing spare parts: "Let me clarify that a little. Space 
is limited, and it would depend very much on the quantity of parts, the size, etc. I would need a lot more detail 
on that." Graham qualifies what she has said before by warning Blake of potential failure: "Even then, Mr. Blake, 
I can't make any guarantees. You know, we've never done business with a Japanese company before, so it's quite 
an undertaking."  

Key Focus  Clarifying/Qualifying: In business negotiations, it is crucial to understand all the details of the 
situation. Clarifying, or telling additional information, is used to give a listener more details that are necessary 
to such and understanding. Since business negotiations take place between human beings who have emotions, 
qualifying is sometimes necessary to avoid anger or hurt feelings. Qualifying is to modify what has been said to 
limit or change its meaning. Graham qualifies her statements to Blake to let him know she cannot promise to 
work out a deal with Yamashita. 

Oral Practice (2-4 minutes):  Have students work in pairs or small groups and practice role-playing or 
summarizing this Episode.  Use clarifying and qualifying statements as shown in Exercise B, part 2. 

Follow-up: Have students work on their own with the software, using the Daily Check-List for Effective Practice 
(Appendix C) as a guide for how to study effectively.  As homework (or in class), have the students do Exercise 
B, part 3. 

Class 3: Presentation  (Day 3, 4-6 minutes)  

Play the Presentation video and focus on the part of the conversation where Blake says, "I'm going to put this 
information in a report after I fax Tokyo …And I'll have the report ready for you tomorrow." Ask students, "What 
is Blake doing here?" (He is promising to get the information to Graham.) "Does Graham act as if she expects  
him to keep this promise? Does Blake feel this report will help her to make her decision?" 

Key Focus  Promising: Explain that in business relationships, one often must promise to get work done by a 
certain time. The words, "I promise to …" are not always used, but they can be implied with "I will …" An 
expression used in business is "You're only as good as your word" which means that you should always do what 
you say you will, and people will learn to trust you.  

Oral Practice (2-4 minutes):  Have students work in pairs or small groups and practice making promises as 
explained in Exercise C. part 1. 

Follow-up Have students work on their own with the software, using the Daily Check-List for Effective Practice 
(Appendix C) as a guide for how to study effectively.  As homework (or in class), have the students do Exercise 
C, part 2.  
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Extension Activity 

Analysis and Role-play 

In pairs or small groups, discuss the positions of Graham and Blake.  What do you think of Graham’s objections?  
Is she being reasonable?  How would you respond to her if you were in Blake’s position?  Think this through.  
Then role-play the situation, beginning where Blake summarizes Graham’s position.  When you are finished, list 
the main points you would put in the report that you have promised to Graham. 

Follow up Once all of Lesson 5 has been presented and practiced, students should do the Functional 
Dictations and Function Grid as often as possible until the language is completely mastered.  When their 
Completion Percentage is 80% or more for Lessons 5 & 6, they will be ready to take the third Mastery Test. 
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FIB Episode 6: The Disagreement 
Epstein and Graham have a difference of opinion 
about the purchase of robots from Yamashita. 

The story date is Wednesday, June 12. Epstein and 
his boss, Ms Graham, discuss doing business with 
Yamashita.  Graham makes it clear that she doesn’t 
intend to follow Epstein’s recommendation to buy 
robots from Yamashita. She doesn't think they will 
be able to meet the October deadline, and wonders 
if they will be able to provide service and spare parts. 
She feels more confident in dealing with United 
Industries, a company they have worked with 
before. Epstein believes the risks are worth taking 
because Yamashita's product is superior to that of 
United Industries. Graham insists that she is not 
willing to take the risk, and therefore will not deal 
with Yamashita. 

 

Variation: Making a Choice 

This lesson's variation shows a discussion between 
Malone and Powers about a hiring decision. Powers 
recommends a candidate who has an MBA degree 
but no real job experience. Malone is in favor of a 
candidate who has ten years of experience. Malone 
asks Powers to call in the candidates for a second 
interview. Powers doesn't think that they have time 
for another interview, but Malone insists that the 
position is important and they should have more 
information on which to base their decision. 

Learning Points 

Agreeing 

 All right. 

Disagreeing 

 I don't feel I can afford to take the risk. 

 Do you really think that's necessary? 

Recommending 

I think we really have to decide today. 

 Would you mind calling them back? 

Giving an Opinion 

I think we should just go ahead on the deal with 
them 

 

Goals: 

 To learn how to deal with a difference of 
opinion 

 To be able to state the disadvantages and 
advantages of a decision. 

 

Video Scripts 

Episode 5: A Business Lunch 

It is now Wednesday, June 12th.  It is 1:3O in the 
afternoon. Mr. Blake, Mr. Epstein, and Ms. Graham 
are having lunch together at a restaurant. Mr. Blake 
wants to sell his company's industrial robots to 
Advanced Technologies. Ms. Graham, of Advanced 
Technologies, is in charge of a large project to build 
a new electronics factory. In this factory they will 
need many industrial robots. Mr. Epstein thinks that 
the robots made by Yamashita, Ltd. are the best. Ms. 
Graham agrees, but she is worried about several 
other problems. Mr. Blake needs to convince her 
that these problems can be solved. 

Epstein: Well, that was a pretty good meal. 

Graham: Um, it was delicious. 

Epstein: Would anyone like some...some more 
coffee?  Shirley? 

Graham: Not for me.  No thank you. 

Blake: Yes.  I'd like a little bit more please. 

Epstein: Okay.  There's the waiter.  Waiter, could 
we get another cup of coffee over here 
please. Thank you. 

Blake: Okay.  Ms. Graham, let me see if I 
understand you correctly on this. Now, 
your basic problem is that we at Yamashita 
cannot provide adequate maintenance or 
spare parts quickly enough. 

Graham: Yes.  That's right.  That's my main concern. 
Okay.  Now you've rejected the proposal 
that we use your warehouse for storage 
space for spare parts. 

Graham: Well, not entirely, Mr. Blake.  Let me 
clarify that a little. Space is limited, and it 
would depend very much on the quantity 
of parts, the size, etc. I would need a lot 
more detail on that. 
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Blake: I can certainly understand your concerns. 
I'm going to put this information in a 
report after I fax Tokyo.  

Graham: Okay. 

Blake: And I'll have the report ready for you 
tomorrow.  And maybe we can come up 
with a solution to the problem. 

Graham: Okay.  Well, that sounds fine. Even then, 
Mr. Blake, I can't make any guarantees. 
You know, we've never done business with 
a Japanese company before, so it's quite 
an undertaking. 

Blake: Oh, I...I can certainly understand. 

Graham: So I hope you will understand. 

Blake: Sure. 

Graham: Okay. 

Alternatives 

1.a. 

Epstein: Well, that was a pretty good meal. 

Graham: Um, it was delicious. 

Epstein: Would anyone like some...some more 
coffee?  Shirley? 

Graham: Not for me.  No thank you. 

Blake: Yes.  I'd like a little bit more please. 

1.b. 

Epstein: Well, that wasn't bad. 

Graham: Um, it was delicious. 

Epstein: How about another cup of coffee?  
Shirley? 

Graham: No thanks, not for me. 

Epstein: Charles? 

Blake: Oh, I wouldn't mind another cup.  It helps 
the jet lag. 

2.a. 
Blake: Okay.  Ms. Graham, let me see if I 

understand you correctly on this. Now, 
your basic problem is that we at Yamashita 
cannot provide adequate maintenance or 
spare parts quickly enough. 

Graham: Yes.  That's right.  That's my main concern. 

2.b. 
Blake: Just to confirm things.  Your basic problem 

is maintenance and spare parts.  Is that it? 

Graham: Yes.  That's right.  That's my main concern. 

3.a. 
Graham: Well, not entirely, Mr. Blake.  Let me 

clarify that a little. Space is limited, and it 
would depend very much on the quantity 
of parts, the size, etc. I would need a lot 
more detail on that. 

3.b. 
Graham:  Well, that would depend on other factors, 

such as quantity and size.  However space 
is limited.  I would need some more 
details. 

4.a. 
Graham: Okay.  Well, that sounds fine. Even then, 

Mr. Blake, I can't make any guarantees. 
You know, we've never done business with 
a Japanese company before, so it's quite 
an undertaking. 

Blake: Oh, I...I can certainly understand. 

4.b. 
Graham: Fine.  However, we've never done 

business with a Japanese company before, 
and there's another firm that's much 
closer, which we're also considering. 

Blake: Right.  These are the type of problems that 
we're concerned with too.  

Variation 

Negotiating 
Davis: To summarize, there are still problems 

with the delivery date and the size of the 
discount, but everything else is okay.  Is 
that right? 

Jones: Yes.  That's right.  The price is higher than 
we expected, and we need delivery within 
six months at the latest. 

Davis: I see.  Well, I'll see what I can do. 

Jones: The delivery date is going to be a problem, 
but I'll check and see if it's possible. 

Davis: Can we get together again?  How about 
later this week? 

Jones: Okay, but I'm afraid I won't be free except 
for tomorrow afternoon.  Is that too early? 

Davis: No, that'll be fine.  How about 3:OO? 

Jones: Okay, good.  I'll see you tomorrow, Mr. 
Davis. 

Davis: See you then. 
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Classroom Activities 

Class 1: Presentation (Day 1, 4-6 minutes)  

Ask students if they normally discuss business over a meal. Explain that the video today shows Graham, Epstein 
and Blake having a business lunch. Usually people doing business over lunch or dinner try to keep the 
conversation light and avoid conflict. Play the Presentation video and the first set of Alternatives, in which 
Epstein offers coffee. Point out how the characters are speaking to each other in a friendly manner, even though 
they have not reached an agreement. 

Key Focus  Offering: In the business lunch seen in Episode 5, Epstein is playing the role of host. He offers to get 
more coffee if Blake or Graham want some. Ask students to give examples of ways that people offer something 
in English. The alternative shows "How about another cup of coffee?" Other ways to offer it are: "Do you want 
some more coffee?" "Can I get you another cup?" or simply "More coffee, anyone?"  

Oral Practice (2-4 minutes):  Have students work in pairs or small groups and prepare for acting as host in a 
business lunch/dinner situation.  What kind of restaurant and food is appropriate?  Make a list of useful phrases 
for ordering, asking for information from the waiter about unfamiliar menu items, and getting the waiter’s 
attention.  Then have each group share their recommendations with the class. 

Follow-up:  Have students work on their own with the software, using the Daily Check-List for Effective Practice 
(Appendix C) as a guide for how to study effectively.  As homework (or in class), have the students do Exercise 
A. 

Class 2: Presentation (Day 2, 4-6 minutes)  

Play the third and fourth sets of Alternatives in the Presentation video. These show Blake and Graham discussing 
the problems of dealing with Yamashita. Ask students to listen for the point where Graham clarifies her concerns 
about storing spare parts: "Let me clarify that a little. Space is limited, and it would depend very much on the 
quantity of parts, the size, etc. I would need a lot more detail on that." Graham qualifies what she has said before 
by warning Blake of potential failure: "Even then, Mr. Blake, I can't make any guarantees. You know, we've never 
done business with a Japanese company before, so it's quite an undertaking." 

 Key Focus  Clarifying/Qualifying: In business negotiations, it is crucial to understand all the details of the 
situation. Clarifying, or telling additional information, is used to give a listener more details that are necessary 
to such and understanding. Since business negotiations take place between human beings who have emotions, 
qualifying is sometimes necessary to avoid anger or hurt feelings. Qualifying is to modify what has been said to 
limit or change its meaning. Graham qualifies her statements to Blake to let him know she cannot promise to 
work out a deal with Yamashita. 

Oral Practice (2-4 minutes):  Have students work in pairs or small groups and practice role-playing or 
summarizing this Episode.  Use clarifying and qualifying statements as shown in Exercise B, part 2. 

Follow-up: Have students work on their own with the software, using the Daily Check-List for Effective Practice 
(Appendix C) as a guide for how to study effectively.  As homework (or in class), have the students do Exercise 
B, part 3. 

Class 3: Presentation  (Day 3, 4-6 minutes)  

Play the Presentation video and focus on the part of the conversation where Blake says, "I'm going to put this 
information in a report after I fax Tokyo …And I'll have the report ready for you tomorrow." Ask students, "What 
is Blake doing here?" (He is promising to get the information to Graham.) "Does Graham act as if she expects  
him to keep this promise? Does Blake feel this report will help her to make her decision?" 

Key Focus  Promising: Explain that in business relationships, one often must promise to get work done by a 
certain time. The words, "I promise to …" are not always used, but they can be implied with "I will …" An 
expression used in business is "You're only as good as your word" which means that you should always do what 
you say you will, and people will learn to trust you.  

Oral Practice (2-4 minutes):  Have students work in pairs or small groups and practice making promises as 
explained in Exercise C. part 1. 

Follow-up Have students work on their own with the software, using the Daily Check-List for Effective Practice 
(Appendix C)as a guide for how to study effectively.  As homework (or in class), have the students do Exercise C, 
part 2.  
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Extension Activity 

Analysis and Role-play 

In pairs or small groups, discuss the positions of Graham and Blake.  What do you think of Graham’s objections?  
Is she being reasonable?  How would you respond to her if you were in Blake’s position?  Think this through.  
Then role-play the situation, beginning where Blake summarizes Graham’s position.  When you are finished, list 
the main points you would put in the report that you have promised to Graham. 

Follow up Once all of Lesson 5 has been presented and practiced, students should do the Functional 
Dictations and Function Grid as often as possible until the language is completely mastered.  When their 
Completion Percentage is 80% or more for Lessons 5 & 6, they will be ready to take the third Mastery Test. 
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FIB Episode 7: Keeping in Touch 
Epstein and Blake discuss the situation and agree to 
stay in touch. 

The story date is Thursday, June 13. Epstein and 
Blake are talking about the meeting with Graham. 
She decided not to buy the robots from Yamashita. 
Epstein is unhappy with the decision, because he 
thinks Yamashita's equipment is the best on the 
market. He suggests that Blake stay in touch, in case 
they have a chance to do business with each other in 
the future. Blake is planning to visit another 
company in New York the following day. He has the 
afternoon free, and accepts Epstein's offer to play a 
game of golf.  

Variation: Making a Polite Refusal 

Ms. Cynthia Winthrop and Mr. Robert Vale have just 
finished a business meeting. Ms. Winthrop is a sales 
executive for a New York Company. Mr. Vale is on a 
business trip from London, and he is not interested 
in doing business with her. Winthrop invites Vale to 
tour her company's factory. He refuses, giving the 
excuse that his schedule is full for the week. Then 
she asks him to have lunch with her. He refuses this 
invitation with the excuse that he has other plans. 

Learning Points 

Accepting 
 That sounds like a great idea.  Sure. 

Expressing disappointment 
 It's just too bad that… 

Giving an Opinion 
 I think your machinery is the best on the market. 

Inviting 
 Would you like to join me in a round of golf this 

afternoon? 

Promising 
 Okay.  I certainly will, Mike. 

Qualifying 
 Still, I can understand her point, too.   
 She's under a lot of pressure here… 

Refusing 
 Gee, I'd like to, but 

Requesting  
 I'd like to ask if you could just keep in touch later. 

Goals: 
 To learn how to build business relationships 

 To understand the value of networking for 
future business relationships 

 To review making a polite refusal 
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Video Scripts 

Episode 6: The Disagreement 

It is now Wednesday afternoon, June 12th. Mr. 
Epstein and Ms. Graham have finished their meeting 
with Mr. Blake. They are now in Ms. Graham's office.  
They are discussing their meeting with Mr. Blake. 
Ms. Graham is worried about doing business with 
Yamashita. She thinks it would be safer to buy robots 
from an American company, United Industries. 
Spare parts and maintenance wouldn't be a problem 
because the United Industries factory is close, and in 
the past they have always been reliable. Their 
technological level, however, is not as high as 
Yamashita's, and their price is a bit higher. 

Graham: ...Yes, in Japan.  The quality of their 
product is extremely good, but I don't know 
anything about their reliability. Can they be 
relied on to do this by October 1st? You know, 
we've worked with United Industries before, 
and I think we should just go ahead on the deal 
with them. I feel sure they can have everything 
installed and working by October 1st. 

Epstein: Well, look, but there's another argument, 
Shirley,...and that is that I agree with you, they 
haven't established themselves in the 
States,...but that's an advantage. That's our 
advantage because we can get their technology 
before other companies can...if we're willing to 
take the risk. I think we really have to take that 
risk. 

Graham: Well, I think basically that's what it comes 
down to Mike. You want to take the risk, and I 
really am not willing to.  I don't feel I can afford 
to take the risk. 

Epstein: Oh, but what have I been doing for the last 
year? I've been looking for the new technology 
to really make this factory something special, 
and I think that this is what we need to do. I 
can't understand why you disagree with this.  
It's very clear. 

Graham: And I think you've done a very good job, 
but I think that there are more disadvantages 
than advantages. And I'm sorry, but I'm afraid 
on this you're just not going to be able to have 
it the way you want it. 

Alternatives 
1. 
Graham: Well, I think basically that's what it comes 

down to Mike. You want to take the risk, and I 
really am not willing to.  I don't feel I can afford 
to take the risk. 

Epstein: Oh, but what have I been doing for the last 
year? I've been looking for the new 
technology to really make this factory 
something special, and I think that this is 
what we need to do. 

2. 
Graham: Well, I think basically that's what it comes 

down to Mike. You want to take the risk, 
and I really am not willing to.  I don't feel I 
can afford to take the risk. 

Epstein: Oh come on Shirley.  That's what this 
business is all about. 

Graham: Careful Mike.  I don't need you to tell me 
what this business is about.  Your neck isn't 
on the line here.  Mine is. 

Epstein: I'm sorry.  But I still think that we've got to 
take the chance. 

Graham: I appreciate your strong feelings on this.  
But you have to try and understand my 
position too.  It's not as clear as you think. 

Variation 

Making a choice 
Malone: I think we should hire John Hart.  He has ten 

years of experience, and he's 35 years old, 
quite mature.  What do you think? He has 
ten years of experience, and he's 35 years 
old, quite mature.  What do you think? 

Powers: I don't agree.  I think we should hire Kevin 
Ward.  He's much better educated and very 
bright. 

Malone: Yes, he does have an M.B.A. degree, but he 
doesn't have any real job experience. 

Powers: That's true, but Mr. Hart has only four 
years' experience in sales. 

Malone: Yes, that's a good point.  Maybe we need 
more information.  Let's talk with them 
both again. 

Powers: Do you really think that's necessary? A 
second interview is a good idea, but I don't 
think we have the time.  I think we really 
have to decide today. I think we really have 
to decide today. 

Malone: Well, I agree, time is a problem.  But this 
new position is very important. We can wait 
one more day.  Would you mind calling 
them back? 

Powers: All right.  I'll try to schedule them both for 
tomorrow afternoon. 
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Classroom Activities 

Class 1: Presentation (Day 1, 4-6 minutes)  

Ask students, "Have you ever had a disagreement with someone at work?  Do you feel you handled it politely? 
Listen to how Mike Epstein expresses his difference of opinion with Shirley Graham in the video." Play the 
presentation video, and continue through the Alternatives. Point out the Alternatives scene in which Graham 
warns Epstein, "Careful Mike.  I don't need you to tell me what this business is about.  Your neck isn't on the line 
here.  Mine is." This statement shows that Graham is worried about her own job. (One's neck being on the line  
means one might suffer from a decision.) She respects Epstein's opinions, but wants to remind him that she is 
the one who has to make the final decision. 

Key Focus Disagreeing: In the video, we see examples of business people expressing disagreement. It is 
inevitable that there will be disagreements among people who work together. To keep an effective working 
relationship, it is important to express those disagreements politely and respectfully. Notice that in the 
disagreement between Graham and Epstein, they do not make any personal comments or threats. This would 
be an unprofessional way to handle disagreement. 

Oral Practice (2-4 minutes):  Have students work in pairs or small groups. One student should make statements 
in favor of buying from United Industries and another should speak in favor of buying from Yamashita. Then 
students should discuss which company Graham and Epstein should buy from. 

Follow-up:  Have students work on their own with the software, using the Daily Check-List for Effective Practice 
(Appendix C) as a guide for how to study effectively. As homework (or in class), have the students do Exercise 
A. 

Class 2: Presentation (Day 2, 4-6 minutes)  

Ask students, "Did you ever help decide who to hire at your company? Was it a difficult decision? Were your 
suggestions taken into consideration? Today we're going to watch a discussion about hiring.”  Play the Variation 
video, in which Powers and Malone discuss two potential employees. Ask students to tell you what two qualities 
are important to the interviewers. (education and experience) 

Key Focus Recommending: When one has a voice in a decision to be made, one can recommend, or advise, a 
course of action. In the Variation video, Powers recommends that a decision be made quickly by saying, "I think 
we really have to decide today." Recommending is related to giving an opinion, except one is giving an opinion 
on an action to take. 

Oral Practice (2-4 minutes):  Have students work in pairs or small groups and practice role-playing or 
summarizing the Variation. 

Follow-up: Have students work on their own with the software using the Daily Check-List for Effective Practice 
(Appendix C) as a guide for how to study effectively. As homework (or in class), have the students do Exercise 
B. 

Class 3: Presentation  (Day 3, 4-6 minutes)  

Play the Alternatives part of the Presentation video, pointing out where Epstein and Graham express their 
opinions. Ask students, "Do Graham and Epstein have the same opinion? Where is the difference in their 
opinion?” (Graham summarizes this when she says, "I think basically that's what it comes down to Mike. You 
want to take the risk, and I really am not willing to.") 

Key Focus Giving an Opinion: In business conversations, it is common to have a difference of opinion with 
colleagues. The key to expressing one's opinion politely in these situations is to respect the opinions of others 
while stating one's own opinion. Notice how Epstein says, "I agree with you, they haven't established themselves 
in the States." He is showing Graham that he understands her objections.  

Oral Practice (2-4 minutes):  Have students work in pairs or small groups and practice role-playing or 
summarizing this Episode. 

Follow-up: Have students work on their own with the software, using the Daily Check-List for Effective Practice 
(Appendix C) as a guide for how to study effectively. As homework (or in class), have the students do Exercise C. 
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Extension Activity 

Analysis and Role-play 
In pairs or small groups, discuss the positions of Graham and Epstein.  What do you think of Epstein’s position?  
Is he being reasonable?  How would you respond to him if you were in Graham’s position?  Think this through.  
Then role-play the situation.. 

Role-play:  Hiring Committee 
Have a small group of students act out a role play as a hiring committee, with the information from the chart 
below.  Ask them to each choose a candidate to recommend, and then have the class listen to their 
recommendation. Ask the class to vote on the most effective argument in favor of a candidate. 

Imagine you are on a hiring committee. Examine the chart below which summarizes the resumes of the three 
candidates for the position of receptionist at your insurance company. Your company is looking for a person 
who can become familiar with clients and who understands the insurance business. Your boss asks you to 
recommend the candidate you think is best.  

 Andy McLachlin Cara Antonio Evelyn Amberson 

Experience 2 years as receptionist at a 
law firm 

6 months as a secretary at a 
manufacturing company 

5 years in retail sales at a 
large department store 

Training no specialized training 1 year secretarial course  took a college course in 
insurance industry 

Education 4 year degree in political 
science 

4 year degree in 
communications 

2-year degree in 
accounting 

Write a sentence or two  summarizing your recommendation  and reasons. 

Follow up Once Episode 6 has been presented and practiced, students should do the Functional Dictations 
and Function Grid several times, on different days, until the language is completely mastered.  When their 
Completion Percentage is 80% or more for Episodes 5 & 6, they will be ready to take the third Mastery 
Test.  Students should continue to review this Episode and previous episodes on a regular basis.  This 
process will lead to language mastery. 
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FIB Episode 8: New Customer 
Blake has an appointment with a new company. 

The story date is Monday, June 17. Blake has left San 
Francisco and is in New York, where he plans to meet 
Stewart Chapman of Federal Motors. Unfortunately, 
Chapman had to go out of town, so he asked Dave 
Gomez to meet with Blake. Gomez tells Blake that he 
is familiar with Yamashita's products, so they can 
work together. Gomez assumes that Blake is tired 
from his trip, so he suggests that they sit and have a 
coffee or tea in his office. 

 

Variation: Asking a Favor 

Sandra Powers call Bill Malone at home on Sunday. 
She tells him that her mother is ill and she has to fly 
to Miami. Powers then asks him to take her place in 
the meeting with Bob Myers on Monday. She says 
that she hopes to be back on Wednesday, and 
apologizes for having to ask Malone for this favor. 
Malone tells her not to worry about it, that he 
understands her situation.  

 

Learning Points 

Accepting 
 Okay, sure.  Thank you. 

Apologizing 
 Uh, Mr. Blake, I'm sorry.  Mr. Chapman is not here 

today.  

 Again, I'd like to apologize for this inconvenience. 

 Mr. Chapman asked me to apologize to you 

Introducing 
 My name is Dave Gomez 

Requesting 
 Can I have your name please? 

Suggesting 
 if that would be okay with you 

 Why don't we go into the office and sit down and 
relax for a few minutes 

Thanking 
 Thanks! 

 Thanks again.  I appreciate it. 

Goals: 
 To learn how to give and accept an apology 

 To be able to reassure someone and make 
them comfortable before a meeting. 

 

Video Scripts 

Episode 8: New Customer 

It is Monday, June 17th.  Mr. Blake has left San 
Francisco and is now in New York.. He is scheduled 
to meet with Mr. Stewart Chapman of Federal 
Motors this morning. Mr. Chapman is a systems 
engineer and is a vice-president at Federal Motors. 
Federal Motors is an automobile company.  It is a 
very large company, and it is now modernizing its 
present factories. 

Mr. Chapman is very interested in Yamashita's 
robots, and he has studied the technical information 
that was sent to him from Yamashita.  He is 
impressed by Yamashita's high technology, and he is 
looking forward to meeting with Mr. Blake. Mr. Blake 
has just arrived at the Federal Motors building in 
New York City. He has an appointment with Mr. 
Stewart Chapman to discuss the possibility of selling 
industrial robots to Federal Motors. 

Receptionist.: Good morning sir, can I help you? 

Blake: Yeah, I have an appointment to see Mr. 
Chapman, Stewart Chapman, at 1O:3O. 

Recept.: Oh, Mr. Chapman.  Can I have your name 
please? 

Blake: Yeah, the name is Blake, Charles Blake of 
Yamashita, Ltd. 

Recept.: All right, thank you.  Just a moment 
please. (speaking on telephone)  Yes, 
there's a Mr. Blake here to see Mr. 
Chapman. Oh, I see, thank you.  
(speaking to Blake) Uh, Mr. Blake, I'm 
sorry.  Mr. Chapman is not here today.  

Blake:  Uh-huh... 

Recept.: Uh, but there's a Mr. Gomez who can 
come talk to you.  Would you take a 
chair and wait for a moment? 

Blake: Okay, sure.  Thank you. 

Recept.: Thank you. 

Gomez: Good morning Mr. Blake.  Welcome to 
Federal Motors.  My name is Dave 
Gomez. 

Blake: Pleased to meet you, Mr. Gomez. 

Gomez: Nice to meet you, sir. Did you have a 
good trip to New York? 
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Blake: Yeah, and I'm looking forward to staying 
here for a few days and doing some 
business. 

Gomez: Great.  Uh, Mr. Chapman asked me to 
apologize to you.  He was called out of 
town on a personal matter very 
suddenly. And he does assure me he is 
looking forward to meeting with you as 
soon as he gets back. In the meantime, 
I'm quite familiar with Yamashita and 
your products, and so I'd like to work 
with you, if that would be all right? 

Blake: Okay, sure.  And I understand about Mr. 
Chapman's absence. It's no problem.  

Gomez: Great. Uh, you must be tired from your 
trip. Why don't we go into the office and 
sit down and relax for a few minutes, 
and we can get some coffee or tea if 
you'd like? 

Blake: Okay, that sounds great. 

Gomez: Great. 

Alternatives 

1.a. 
Recept.: Would you take a chair and wait for a 

moment? 

Blake: Okay, sure.  Thank you. 

1.b. 
Recept.:  Would you mind waiting for a moment? 

Blake:  Okay, sure.  Thank you. 

Recept.: Thank you. 

2.a. 
Gomez: Mr. Chapman asked me to apologize to 

you.  He was called out of town on a 
personal matter very suddenly. And so 
I'd like to work with you, if that would be 
all right? 

2.b. 
Gomez: Mr. Chapman asked me to apologize to 

you.  He was called out of town on a 
personal matter very suddenly. 

Blake: I'm sorry to hear about Mr. Chapman. 

Gomez: So if you don't mind, I would like to work 
with you on a few key issues, if that 
would be okay with you. 

Variation 1: Asking a favor 

Malone: Hello. 

Powers: Hello Bill. Sorry to call you at home. 

Malone: No problem.  What can I do for you? I'm 
afraid I've got a problem.  My mother is 
quite ill, and I have to fly to Miami today. 
I hate to ask, but would you mind 
meeting Bob Myers of Dover, Ltd. 
tomorrow? 

Malone: I'm sorry to hear about your mother.  I'd 
be happy to help out. What time do you 
expect Mr. Myers to arrive? 

Powers: He'll be there at 10:30. 

Malone: Okay, I'll meet him then. 

Powers: Thanks!  Again, I'd like to apologize for 
this inconvenience. 

Malone: Don't worry about it.  I'll take care of 
everything here, and I certainly hope 
your mother is feeling better. 

Powers: Thank you.  I hope I can be back by 
Wednesday, but I'm just not sure right 
now. 

Malone: Sure, I understand. 

Powers: Thanks again.  I appreciate it.  I'll call you 
tomorrow afternoon around 4:00. 

Malone: Fine.  I'll talk with you then. 

 

 

Classroom Activities 

Class 1: Presentation (Day 1, 3-4 minutes)  

Begin with the Story Update in Episode 8.  Play it through without stopping.  Find out how much the class 
understands by asking questions such as, Why is Blake in New York? Who is he expecting to see? 

Key Focus Apologizing: The receptionist apologizes for Blake not being able to  meet with Chapman. She says, 
"I'm sorry . . ." Gomez, however, gives a more formal apology, saying, "Mr. Chapman asked me to apologize to 
you." The polite response should be gracious, as when Blake expresses his understanding and concern for Mr. 
Chapman, "And I understand about Mr. Chapman's absence. It's no problem" or "I'm sorry to hear about Mr. 
Chapman." Oral Practice (2-4 minutes): Have students summarize both the update and the encounter with the 
receptionist.  Then have students role-play the meeting between Blake and Gomez. 
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Follow-up:  Have students work on their own with the software, using the Daily Check-List for Effective Practice 
(Appendix C) as a guide for how to study effectively.  As homework (or in class), have the students do Exercise 
A. 

Class 2: Presentation (Day 2, 4-6 minutes)  
Play the latter part of the presentation video, the alternatives.  Focus on the polite language used by both the 
receptionist and Gomez. 

Key Focus Suggesting: Gomez makes two suggestions to Blake, as alternatives to the plan Blake had made. 
Gomez realizes that Blake has had a surprise when the person he came to meet was absent.. Gomez uses the 
phrase, "if that would be okay with you" to give Blake the option to refuse. When he makes a second suggestion 
about getting tea or coffee, he uses the phrase, "Why don't we…if you like?" to show that he is trying to 
accommodate Blake.   

Oral Practice (2-4 minutes): Have students work in pairs or small groups and discuss what are good reasons for 
changing or breaking a business appointment.  What about gifts?  What about punctuality?  What about mode 
of dress?  How do you judge someone from their first impression? 

Follow-up: Have students work on their own with the software, using the Daily Check-List for Effective Practice 
(Appendix C) as a guide for how to study effectively.  As homework (or in class), have the students do Exercise B 

Class 3: Presentation  (Day 3, 4-6 minutes)  
Play the Variation,  Asking a favor. Ask questions such as, What problem does Ms. Powers have? What does she 
ask Malone to do? How does he respond? Do you think he minds this request for a favor? 

Key Focus Thanking:  Often coworkers need to ask each other for a favor.  In this kind of situation, it is common 
to thank the person doing the favor in advance. Malone thanks Powers three times; she says "Thanks!" "Thank 
you." and "Thanks again. I appreciate it."  These repeated expressions of thanks are not excessive, rather, they 
show her sincere gratitude. 

Oral Practice (2-4 minutes): Discuss the kinds of favors that are considered acceptable in the students' 
workplace or school environment. List these on the board and then have students work in pairs or small groups 
and practice asking each other for such favors, and thanking each other for agreeing to do the favor.  

Follow-up: Have students work on their own with the software, using the Daily Check-List for Effective Practice 
(Appendix C) as a guide for how to study effectively.  As homework (or in class), have the students do Exercise C 

Extension Activities 

Business Letter 
Have students draft a letter/e-mail from Mr. Blake to Mr. Stewart R. Chapman, Vice-President, Engineering, 
Federal Motors Building, New York, NY 10016 USA, e-mail: srchapman@fedmotors.com.   In the letter thank Mr. 
Chapman for his letter /e-mail of May 20 in which he agreed to meet with Blake during the week of June 17 
while Blake is in New York.  Blake should indicate that he will call Chapman’s office on Friday morning, June 14 
to confirm the exact time and details.  Blake should also indicate that he has enclosed the latest technical 
information about his products, which was requested by Chapman. 

Breaking an Appointment 
In your opinion, what are good reasons for changing or breaking a business appointment?  What about a busy 
schedule with more important matters/clients?  What would you say in a telephone conversation or in an e-
mail to break/change the appointment? 

Follow up: Once Episode 8 has been presented and practiced, students should do the Functional Dictations 
and Function Grid several times, on different days, until the language is completely mastered.  When their 
Completion Percentage is 80% or more for Episodes 7-9, they will be ready to take the fourth Mastery 
Test. 
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FIB Episode 9: Negotiations 
Blake negotiates several points with a customer 
and makes commitments. 

The story date is Tuesday, June 18.  Blake is meeting 
with Gomez again to continue their discussion of the 
robots. Gomez is concerned with having training for 
their engineers when the robots are installed. Blake 
promises that Yamashita will send engineers and a 
translation of the manual. Federal Motors has a 
deadline of January 1 to install the robots, so there 
is not as much time pressure as with Advanced 
Technologies. Gomez also requests that Blake give 
him some performance reports from Japanese 
companies that have used the robots. Blake 
promises to send them as soon as he returns to 
Tokyo. 

Variation: Telling someone there have been 
changes 

This lesson's variations show two possible different 
endings to the story of Blake's business trip. In the 
first scene, Epstein tells Blake that Graham has 
resigned, and that he is now in charge of the new 
factory project. He has extended the deadline for a 
month and wants Blake to stop in California on his 
way back to Tokyo. In the second scene, Epstein tells 
Blake that he has decided to join another company, 
and will be working on a project that would require 
Yamashita's machines. Blake tells Epstein about his 
trip to New York and promises to keep Epstein 
informed of new developments at Yamashita.  

Learning Points 

Accepting 

 Oh, that sounds quite reasonable; That sounds 
good Mr. Blake. 

Clarifying 
 By a short time...could you give me an estimate? 

Offering 
 Why don't I send you some reports that we 

have…  

Promising 
 And I'm sure you'll be quite pleased with what 

you see. 

Requesting 
 … can you send over a group of technical advisors 

who speak English…;  

 Could you get those off to me within a few 
weeks? 

 Do you think you can make it? 

Stalling: 
 I’ll have to get back to you on that 

Summarizing 
 Things look very good …  

Goals: 
 To learn how to check and clarify points in a 

negotiation.

Video Scripts 

Episode 9: Negotiations 

It is now Tuesday, June 18th. Mr. Chapman is still out 
of town and won't be back until tomorrow, so Mr. 
Blake is meeting with Dave Gomez. Yesterday they 
discussed the technology of the robots, the price, 
and a little about how the robots are being used by 
other companies in Japan. In general, Mr. Gomez 
was very impressed. 

There are still several problems that need to be 
discussed. Mr. Blake is worried because some of 
these problems are the same problems that forced 
Advanced Technologies to decide not to buy from 
Yamashita. On the other hand, one point in his favor 
is that there isn't as much time pressure as before. 
Federal Motors won't need the robots for about six 
months. 

Mr. Blake and Mr. Gomez have been talking for 
about an hour and a half. They are now reviewing 
several important points in the negotiations. 

Gomez: When we first put these machines in 
operation, uh, install them in our factories, 
can you send over a group of technical 
advisors who speak English and can train 
our engineers and workmen? 

Blake: Certainly. In fact, we have some engineers 
in a language training program now. They 
could come over within a few months and 
be available any time you need them. 

Gomez: Great, great.  That sounds good.  Uh, 
another one of our major concerns is the 
service manual. We're quite concerned 
about getting a service manual in English 
that'll be easy to read and very clear and 
useful for our engineers. 

Blake: Yeah, again, as I told you, we are preparing 
a translation of the Japanese manual we 
have now, and we expect that to be ready 
in a short time. 
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Gomez: By a short time...could you give me an 
estimate? 

Blake: Uh, I'd like to say two weeks, but I'd have to 
get back to you, but probably about two or 
three weeks. 

Gomez: Oh, that sounds quite reasonable. As you 
know, we have until January 1st to actually 
install these machines and get them 
operating, so we're under no deadline 
pressure here. 

Blake: Okay, well that gives us a fair amount of 
time to work with. 

Gomez: Plenty of time.  That sounds good Mr. 
Blake. Uh, another concern is your 
professional record, uh performance 
record in Japan with these machines. 

Blake: Why don't I send you some reports that we 
have on the performance of the robot in 
some Japanese companies who are also our 
clients. And I'm sure you'll be quite pleased 
with what you see. 

Gomez: Okay, great.  Could you get those off to me 
within a few weeks? 

Blake: Sure.  That shouldn't be a problem.  In fact 
as soon as I get back to Tokyo I'll see to it. 

Gomez: Excellent.  Um, thank you very much. 

Blake: Is there anything else? 

Gomez: Well, no.  That covers all the major points. 

Blake: Okay.  Fine. 

Gomez: Sounds good. 

Alternatives 

1.a. 
Gomez: Can you send over a group of technical 

advisors who speak English and can train 
our engineers and workmen? 

1.b. 
Gomez: We'd like some technical advisors who 

speak English.  Is that possible? 

2.a. 
Blake: Yeah, again, as I told you, we are preparing 

a translation of the Japanese manual we 
have now, and we expect that to be ready 
in a short time. 

2.b. 
Blake: As I mentioned, we are preparing a 

translation of the Japanese manual we 
have now, and that should be ready in a 
short time. 

3.a. 

Gomez: By a short time...could you give me an 
estimate? 

Blake: Uh, I'd like to say two weeks, but I'd have to 
get back to you, but probably about two or 
three weeks. 

3.b. 
Gomez: By a short time...can you give me an 

estimate? 

Blake: Uh, I'd like to say two weeks, uh but I'll have 
to confirm that, but probably about two or 
three weeks. 

4.a. 
Blake: Why don't I send you some reports that we 

have on the performance of the robot in 
some Japanese companies who are also our 
clients.  

Gomez: Okay, great. 

4.b. 
Blake: I could send you some reports that we've 

received from our customers in Japan.  How 
would that be? 

Gomez: That would be fine. 

Variations 

Variation 1: Telling someone there have been 
changes 

Blake: Hello, this is Charles Blake speaking. 

Epstein: Charles!  This is Mike Epstein. 

Blake: Oh, hi Mike, how are you? 

Epstein: Well, that's why I'm calling you.  There have 
been some changes here, and I wanted to 
let you know. 

Blake: What kind of changes? 

Epstein: Well, Shirley Graham has resigned, and I've 
been put in charge of our project. 

Blake: Well, I'm sorry to hear about Shirley, but 
congratulations to you. 

Epstein: Thank you.  But that's not all. 

Epstein: I'm still interested in getting your machines 
for our new factory, and I've been able to 
extend the deadline for a month, to 
November 1st. 

Blake: Do you think you can make it? 

Epstein: Well, if you can accept my earlier proposal, 
I don't see any problem. 

Epstein:  When are you flying back to Tokyo?  

Blake: Tomorrow morning. 

Epstein: Could you change your flight and stop by 
here for a day or two? 
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Blake: Let me check with my office in Tokyo first, 
then I'll get back to you. 

Epstein: If you could call me back within a couple of 
hours and let me know, I'd appreciate it. 

Blake: Well, our office in Tokyo doesn't open for 
another four hours. 

Epstein: Right.  I forgot about the time difference. 

Variation 2: Telling someone there have been 
changes 

Blake: Yes.  This is Charles Blake speaking. 

Epstein:  Hello Charles.  This is Mike Epstein calling. 

Blake: Oh, Mike, it's good to hear from you.  
What's up? 

Epstein:  Well, to begin with, I've decided to leave 
Advanced Technologies and join another 
company. I've been thinking about it for 
quite a while now, and last week I was 
offered a position at Data Systems, Inc. 

Blake:   Well, congratulations. 

Epstein:  Thanks. But the reason I'm calling you is 
that I'll be working on a project very similar 
to the one I was working on before ... and 
there's a good chance that we'll be 
interested in your machines. 

Blake: Well, that's great news.  I'll be looking 
forward to hearing from you. 

Epstein:  If you could keep me informed of any new 
developments, I'd really appreciate it. 

Blake: I'll certainly do that. 

Epstein:  How did things go in New York? 

Blake: Well, we just finished our meeting, and 
things look very good. They like our 
technology, and there are no serious 
problems. Some of their people will fly to 
Tokyo the week after next, and if things 
work out, I'm pretty sure we'll get our first 
big order in North America. I'm very 
pleased. 

Epstein:  Well, congratulations. Next time we get 
together, we'll have to celebrate. 

Blake:   Sounds good, Mike ... and maybe we'll even 
get in a round of golf.  

Epstein:  Good idea. Well, have a good trip back to 
Tokyo, Charles. 

Blake:  Thanks for calling.  And good luck with your 
new job. 

Epstein:  Thanks. 

 

Classroom Activities 

Class 1: Presentation (Day 1, 4-6 minutes)  

Begin with the Story Update in Episode 9.  Play it through without stopping.  Find out how much the class 
understands by asking questions such as, Is Mr. Chapman back yet? What does Gomez think about Yamashita's 
robots? What problems remain to be discussed? 

Key Focus  Points for and against. Note the expressions one point in his favor and on the other hand.  In a 
negotiation, both parties generally go over points, weighing one point against another.  This type of language is 
a way to structure and evaluate the business relationship.  In the rest of the Episode note words like major 
concerns and covers all the major points. 

Oral Practice (2-4 minutes):  Have students practice clearly summarizing the update, up to where Gomez says, 
“When we first put these machines in operation...” 

Follow-up:  Have students work on their own with the software, using the Daily Check-List for Effective Practice 
(Appendix C) as a guide for how to study effectively.  As homework (or in class), have the students do Exercise 
A. 

Class 2: Presentation (Day 2, 4-6 minutes)  

Play the second part of the presentation video.  Focus on where Blake says the Japanese manual should be ready 
in a short time.  Note how Gomez follows up by saying, By a short time, could you give me an estimate?  This 
request for clarification is very important, as is Blake’s response, I’d like to say two weeks, but I’d have to get 
back to you.  This kind of clarification\qualification language is very common in negotiations. 

Key Focus  Clarification and Qualification: Focus on and extend language used to clarify, such as: not exactly, by 
~ what do you mean, can you be more specific, I’m not sure I understand, I really need more information before 
I can respond to that, etc.  Gomez also uses the phrase, Oh, that sounds quite reasonable, which is positive but 
still leaves room for negotiation. 
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Oral Practice (2-4 minutes): In pairs or small groups, have students make a list of the points covered in the 
Episode and then role-play or summarize the discussion.  Ask students to make a list of other phrases that might 
be useful, and discuss how they might be used. 

Follow-up: Have students work on their own with the software, using the Daily Check-List for Effective Practice 
(Appendix C) as a guide for how to study effectively.  As homework (or in class), have the students do Exercise 
B. 

Class 3: Presentation  (Day 3, 4-6 minutes)  

Play the first Variations video. Ask students, What has happened with Shirley Graham? What does Epstein want 
Blake to do? Why can't Blake call the Tokyo office now? Then, play the second variation. Ask students, What is 
Epstein planning to do in this variation? What does he ask Blake to do? How does Blake describe his trip to New 
York? 

Key Focus  Summarizing: In the variations, Epstein summarizes the events that have happened at his company. 
When asked "How did things go in New York?", Blake summarizes his trip for Epstein. Summarizing is to tell the 
important points of an event, with the hearer's interests in mind. For example. Blake doesn't bother to tell 
Epstein about the problem he had in meeting Mr. Chapman, because it is not important to Epstein. 

Oral Practice (2-4 minutes):  Have students work in pairs or small groups and practice summarizing the events 
of Charles Blake's business trip as they have seen it in the course videos. 

Follow-up: Have students work on their own with the software, using the Daily Check-List for Effective Practice 
(Appendix C) as a guide for how to study effectively.  As homework (or in class), have the students do Exercise 
C. 

 

Extension Activities 

Business Trip Summary 

Have students make a short oral and/or written summary of a business trip that they have made.  What were 
the main points, the main difficulties, and the main accomplishments?  What was the main purpose?  For 
students who haven’t traveled on business, have them make a summary of their experiences during a vacation 
or other trip where they had to make travel arrangements, etc. 

Course Summary 

Have students evaluate this course and their own performance as students.  How have their English skills 
improved?  What activities were most valuable?  How could they have improved their study?  Which activities 
were least valuable?  Then have students rate their following skills:  Listening, Speaking (Oral Fluency), 
Grammatical Accuracy, Pronunciation, and Vocabulary/Functional level?  (Use the Chart from Exercise C). 

Follow up: Once Episode 9 has been presented and practiced, students should do the Functional Dictations 
and Function Grid several times, on different days, until the language is completely mastered.  When their 
Completion Percentage is 80% or more for Episodes 7-9, they will be ready to take the fourth and final 
Mastery Test. 
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AL Lecture 1: Dealing with Stress 
Lesson Scripts 

Part 1 

Well, it’s a pleasure to be back here.  How many of you were at my previous lecture a couple years ago?  OK, a 
fair number of you.  I won’t be covering too much of the same ground, so hopefully that won’t be too repetitive.  
One of the main themes I tried to bring across in that lecture is we have this very strange pattern in the United 
States, in Western countries.  We have something that is unlike any other mammals in the history of this planet.  
We have a completely different pattern of disease.  Probably very few people in this room have trouble with 
scarlet fever.  Probably very few people in here have trouble with malaria or dysentery.  Probably very few 
people here have liver flukes or intestinal parasites.  You’re not like any mammals that have ever walked around 
on this planet.  We have this luxury in Westernized society of having extremely different sorts of diseases.  We 
don’t have diseases of poor nutrition or poor hygiene, with the exception of AIDS, with the exception of 
tuberculosis.  We don’t really have problems with infectious diseases anymore.  We have totally different kinds 
of diseases now in the West.  Which is to say, we live well enough and we live long enough to get diseases where 
we slowly accumulate damage over time.  And this is something completely different from our ancestors.  It’s 
completely different from people living throughout the developing world, and it’s certainly different from non-
human patterns of disease.  We have these totally crazy diseases because we don’t get normal mammalian 
diseases.  Hundred years ago, turn of the century, what did we get sick with?  What did we die from?  The flu, 
pneumonia, tuberculosis.  If you were female and you wanted to do something very risky, you got pregnant in 
1900.  Leading cause of death for women between ages 20 and 40.  And hardly any of us gets sick with those 
diseases anymore. 

Instead, we have these completely strange diseases that have never existed before on this planet in any sort of 
common number.  We have cancer, we have heart disease, we have Alzheimer’s disease, we have adult-onset 
diabetes, we have diseases that are unheard of by hunter-gatherers in the middle of the Kalahari Desert, 
diseases that were unheard of by our great-great-great grandparents.  We have diseases where we slowly 
accumulate damage over time.  

Part 2 
We have diseases where we slowly accumulate damage over time.  This is a very different way of getting sick.  
This is a very different pattern of disease, and this is a very different way for scientists to think about disease.  
What we’ve come to realize is, when we look at the diseases that get us sick now, these are diseases that can 
either be caused by or be made worse by stress.  And this is a very different way of getting sick.  An example:  
10,000 years ago, you were some 20-year old hunter-gatherer running around the savanna, and you made a 
mistake.  You ate some reedbuck that was riddled with anthrax.  The medical outcome of that would be 
absolutely clear: you’ve got a 48-hour life expectancy.  It kills you 100% of the time.   

These days, you’re a 20-year old, and you make a medical mistake: you decide that eating a lot of red meat and 
a lot of cholesterol and a lot of fat is a good idea, and having a couple of drinks is OK.  And these days, the 
medical outcome of that is not at all clear.  Maybe you’ll be dead by the time you’re fifty years old, or maybe 
you’re going to be running marathons when you’re ninety.  And there’s lots of things that come into that 
difference having to do with your psychological makeup – the sort of society in which you live, the psychological 
variables that you go through life with.  The stress-related diseases are very, very different kinds of diseases.  
These are diseases that have far less to do with vaccines than they have to do with how we live our everyday 
lives over our entire lifetimes.  This is a very different way of getting sick. 

Part 3 
Now, one of the themes of stress-related disease is… if you study the subject, you’re absolutely astonished that 
any of us are still alive, because there’s an amazing number of ways now in which stress can make things worse.  
We’re fifty, sixty years into thinking about ulcers as being caused by stress, or high blood pressure being caused 
by stress.  We now recognize reproductive problems are caused by stress.  Your immune system can be 
suppressed by stress.  You can have damage to your nervous system as the result of chronic exposure to stress 
hormones.  And we’re beginning to think that has something to do with why some of us age spectacularly and 
some of us don’t, and why some of us are more likely to get Alzheimer’s disease than others.  That’s a whole 
new realm in which we think about stress-related disease.  Basically, if you’re a stress physiologist, it seems like 
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a miracle any of us are still walking around because everything can go wrong with stress.  Let me give you an 
example of the absolute epitome of stress-related disease; you can’t get better stress-related trivia than this.  A 
disease called alopecia areata… Anyone heard of alopecia areata in here?  OK, lots of you.  Alopecia areata 
comes in a number of different forms.  One version is an auto-immune disease; another one appears to be 
hereditary.  But there’s one version of alopecia areata where you become so incredibly stressed by some sort 
of major trauma, that over the next two to three days your hair turns white and it falls out.  This really happens.  
This happens once in a lifetime of a dermatologist.  You talk to dermatologists, and they’ve read about it in the 
textbooks, but this is a real disease: stress-induced alopecia areata.  You can’t imagine anything more bizarre 
happening to you than stress.  Look at all the things that can go wrong.  You get stressed, your blood pressure 
goes up, you have digestive problems, you’ve got reproductive problems, you get flatulent, you get memory 
problems, your brain is damaged, and your hair falls out.  How is it any of us are still alive?   

What’s very striking is, when you study stress-related disease, nobody has to be convinced anymore of what 
people spent the first forty, fifty years in the field doing, which is finding out stress can make you sick, stress can 
make certain diseases worse.  Everybody knows this by now.  What people in the field really have to understand 
now is: Why do only some of us get sick in the face of stress?  Why do some bodies and some psyches deal with 
stress better than others?  What are the mechanisms that explain why some bodies are so vulnerable to stress-
related disease?  Because that’s absolutely critical to understand why some of us age gracefully and successfully, 
and some of us don’t.  It has everything to explain about individual differences in all of these diseases that are 
common in the West now.  Why do some bodies and some psyches deal with stress better than others?  That’s 
what I’m going to talk about today. 

Part 4 
Now, what do I mean by psychological stress?  If you go outside, and you’re gored by an elephant in the parking 
lot, you’re going to have a stress response.  Your blood pressure’s going to go up; you’re going to secrete stress 
hormones.  There’s no degree of psychological re-framing you can do to prevent the stress response.  You can’t 
sit there and say, “Oh, good!  I’ve always hated this shirt.  This is a great excuse to toss it out now that it’s covered 
with blood.”  That sort of thing.  You’re going to have a stress response if you have a physical stressor. 

On the other hand, one of the mysteries of humans is… one person gets stuck in the slow bank line and their 
blood pressure goes through the roof, and the next person misses a great chance to daydream.  What is it that 
makes that psychological state a stressor for the first person, and not for the second?  What makes psychological 
events stressful?  Because this is critical for looking at these baboons. 

A whole variety of studies have shown the following very clearly.  For the same exact physical stressor, you are 
far more likely to raise your blood pressure, get a stress-related disease like an ulcer, far more likely to secrete 
stress hormones, you are more likely to get into trouble if, number one: you have no outlets.  You feel like you 
can’t have any sort of outlet for your frustrations.  If, number two: you have no predicted information, no sense 
of when is it coming, how bad is it going to be, how long is it going to last.  Number three: if you feel like you 
have no sense of control over what’s going on.  Fourth: if you interpret things as worsening.  And fifth: if you’re 
socially isolated. 

Classic studies showing two rats get the same exact patterns of electric shocks; one of them is able to gnaw on 
a bar of wood as an outlet for his frustration; that guy doesn’t get an ulcer. Two rats get the same exact pattern 
of electric shocks; one of them, ten seconds before each shock, a little warning light comes on saying Here it 
comes.  That rat doesn’t get an ulcer.  It’s getting predictive information.  Two rats get electric shocks; one of 
them can sit with a friend afterward. It doesn’t get an ulcer.  These are enormously powerful variables.  And we 
understand this one all the time.  For example, predictability: you’re sitting there in the dentist’s chair.  The 
dentist is drilling away. It hurts, you’re miserable, all of that.  And at some point, you say, “Are we almost done?”  
And you know the difference between the dentist that says, “Twice more and we’re finished,” and the dentist 
that says, “I don’t know.  Hard to tell with these things.  Could be almost… it could be hours.  We had one guy in 
here for days doing that.”  And you know with a case like that you have no idea how long you have to hold on 
for the same exact physical stressor.  If you feel like you have no information, you’re much more likely to get a 
stress-related disease.  Stress is psychologically built upon no outlets, no control, no predictability, a sense that 
things are worsening, and no social support.  That’s the cornerstone of psychological stress. 
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Part 5 
And what I’ll show today – a little bit of data – concerns the one hormone that you… if you only learn about one 
hormone in stress, this is the one to learn about.  All of us have heard about another hormone during stress 
that’s far more famous: adrenaline.  Adrenaline, that increases your heart rate.  This hormone is even more 
important.  It’s a class of steroid hormones that come from our adrenal glands called glucocorticoids.  
Glucocorticoids – another name for them is cortical steroids – we’ve all heard of the human version, which is 
hydrocortisone.  Hydrocortisone…. Prednisone is a synthetic version of it… Dextromethisone…  This is the 
hormone you need to understand to understand everything about stress-related disease because it teaches you 
this very double-edged quality to the stress response.   

Under nice resting circumstances, you want really low levels of this hormone in your blood stream.  As soon as 
there’s a crisis, you want a massive elevation of the stuff, and as soon as it’s over with, you want the stuff to go 
back to normal.  Why is that?  Because this is the perfect hormone to have in your blood stream if you get 
stressed the way most animals do, which is: You’re a zebra.  A lion has lucked out, ripped your stomach open, 
and you’ve got 30 seconds to get away – a short-term physical crises.  These hormones are brilliant for dealing 
with that.  They mobilize energy to your muscles, they increase your heart rate so you deliver that energy, they 
turn off digestion, they turn off growth, they turn off reproduction.  All of the logic of that is obvious.  You know 
today a tornado is coming; this isn’t the day you repaint your house.  If there’s a crisis going on, you don’t worry 
about a long-term project.  The lion is chasing you, ovulate some other day, grow tomorrow, do that kind of 
thing some other time.  Turn off everything that’s not essential.  Shut down your immune system.  You can make 
antibodies tonight, if there is a tonight.  These hormones are great for saving your life if you deal with a short-
term emergency. 

Just as clearly, though, if you get stressed the way we do worrying about mortgages for thirty years, and you 
chronically secrete this hormone, you get sick.  Because if you chronically secrete it, it causes damage.  If you 
constantly mobilize energy, you never store it.  You’re exhausted; your muscles waste away.  If you constantly 
elevate your blood pressure, you’re suffering from stress-induced hypertension.  If you constantly shut off 
digestion, shut off growth, shut off reproduction, you’re at risk for ulcers and colitis, you’re at risk for 
osteoporosis, you’re at risk for stress-induced amenorrhea, stress-induced impotency.  Very clear lesson of this 
hormone: you want tons of it in your blood if you’re dealing with a 30-minute crisis, and otherwise you want 
nice low levels.   

Part 6 
Very clear lesson of this hormone: you want tons of it in your blood if you’re dealing with a 30-minute crisis, and 
otherwise you want nice low levels.  And it turns out, that’s exactly the pattern you see in a dominant baboon, 
in a high-ranking baboon.  Here we split the troop in half, and what you see are glucocorticoid levels.  Cortisol 
is another name for hydrocortisone.  This is the level of this hormone in the blood stream, and you see the very 
first blood sample under resting conditions, the dominant males have much lower levels of the stuff in their 
blood stream.  If you’re a low-ranking baboon, you secrete too much of the stress hormone.  Along comes a 
stressful event, and what you see is the dominant animals can increase their levels a lot faster than the 
subordinates.  They mobilize the system faster, and, when it’s all over with, they turn it off faster.  This turns 
out to be the pattern year after year in this troop, and I can show you data from other troops as well.   Year after 
year, if you’re a low-ranking baboon, you have more of this stress hormone in your blood stream under everyday 
circumstances.  This is not surprising at all.  If you’re a low-ranking baboon, everyday life is stressful.  You sit 
there, you spend twenty minutes digging some piece of food out of the ground, anybody can take it away from 
you.  No control, no predictability.  You spend the morning getting somebody to groom you; anybody else can 
break it up.  You sit there minding your own business; you could be attacked at any moment by somebody else 
having a bad day.  All of the hallmarks of psychological stress. 

And not surprisingly, what you wind up seeing is in a whole bunch of different species – in primates, in rats, in 
mice, in wolves, in fish, in birds – the same thing pops up over and over again: low ranking animals have elevated 
levels of this stress hormone in their blood stream. 

Okay.  That’s interesting; that’s not very surprising.  What would be interesting now is to say: Okay, I’ve just told 
you all those bad things that stress hormone does if you secrete too much of this.  Do low-ranking baboons pay 
a price?  Do they pay a price by constantly activating their stress system?  And they appear to.  Let me show you 
a couple of ways.  
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Part 7 
Cholesterol, cholesterol… We all know by now there’s good cholesterol, HDL cholesterol.  And shown there, 
something called Apo Protein A-1, that’s the protein that makes up HDL cholesterol.  And then there’s bad 
cholesterol, LDL cholesterol, and it’s associated Apo B.  Here we see three different troops of baboons over a 
five-year period, high- versus low-ranking animals, and what you see is, if you’re a low-ranking baboon, you 
don’t have as much of the good cholesterol in your blood stream.  And you don’t have as much of the protein 
that makes up the good cholesterol.  Is this due to diet?  Is this due to genetics?  Is this due to activity? Exercise?  
Control for all of that stuff, it’s the stress hormone levels.  The higher your level of glucocorticoids in the blood 
stream, the more you suppress the good cholesterol.  And that’s been known in humans for thirty years.  This is 
showing this in these baboons. 

Okay.  Does that predict something totally crazy?  Like do low-ranking baboons get heart disease?  I mean, that 
sounds totally berserk.  These are animals running around the savanna.  These are not couch potatoes.  These 
are animals that are lean.  They have no fat on them.  They couldn’t possibly get heart disease.  It turns out they 
get heart disease.  They get hardening of the arteries, they get fatty streaks in their heart, and what you see is: 
it’s the lower-ranking animals that are more at risk.  So that’s one problem. 

Here’s another way in which they pay a price: your immune system.  The higher your glucocorticoid levels in 
your blood stream, the fewer white blood cells you have in your circulation.  That’s why stress gets you sick 
more often.  That’s why you get the cold more often… get a cold more often when you’re stressed.  What we 
see here: two different troops of baboons in the Serengeti, high-versus low-ranking animals and the number of 
lymphocytes – the number of white blood cells – the lower your rank, the more immuno-suppressed you are.  
And what I’ve been studying in the last few years is: the lower your rank, the more likely a wound is to get 
infected, the longer it takes to heal it.  They pay a price there as well. 

It turns out they pay a price in system after system.  I could give you hours’ worth of lectures here as to how 
their heart works and their liver works and their gonads work, and it’s always the same answer again and again.  
Totally different function depending on whether you are high ranking or low ranking.  And consistently, it’s the 
low-ranking animals who appear to be more at risk for stress-related disease. Okay.  So what did we conclude 
from that?  If you happen to wind up to be a baboon, you want to be high ranking because you get all of the 
advantages in life – psychologically, medically, all that sort of stuff.  Let me show you in the last few minutes 
here all the ways in which that’s totally, totally simplistic, all the ways in which things are much more interesting 
in these animals.  It’s not just rank.  It’s a lot more subtle stuff that comes very close to home for us.   

Part 8 
First important qualifier: When you look at all these variables, what physiological factors, social factors have to 
do with physiology, rank is important, but something else is even more important.  It’s not just your rank.  It’s 
the sort of society in which the rank occurs.  What do I mean by that with a baboon?  Okay.  All of the data I’ve 
shown you so far comes from dominant hierarchies that are stable.  What do I mean by stable?  You look at 
number five in the hierarchy, and he’s beating number six 95% of the time.  And in turn, he’s losing to number 
four 95% of the time.  Totally stable, static, status-quo system.  On the other hand, if number five is beating 
number six only 51% of the time, they’re just on the edge of switching places.  In a stable hierarchy, 95% of the 
time, the dominant animal is winning – status quo, nobody’s changing anything.  That’s for all of the data that 
I’ve shown you.   

In a stable hierarchy, it’s the dominant animals who have all the psychological control, all the predictability, all 
of that.  About every ten years or so, though, there’s a revolution.  Somebody critical dies; somebody critical 
leaves the troop or transfers in; some new coalition forms; some coalition falls apart.  And for the next three 
months, all hell breaks loose, and ranks are shifting every three hours, everybody’s fighting like crazy, nobody’s 
grooming, nobody’s mating, everybody’s forming coalitions – they immediately fall apart – the mail isn’t 
delivered, the trains don’t run on time, the whole system becomes unstable.  And what you see at those times 
is, in the middle of a revolution, you don’t want to be high ranking because you’re right in the middle of the 
palace when they’re shelling it, your right in the middle of all the fighting.  And what you see is, during those 
revolutionary periods, a very different picture.  On the left, we see the nice low resting glucocorticoid levels of 
dominant males in stable hierarchies.  On the right, we see the levels of those exact same individuals during 
those revolutionary periods.  And up go the stress hormone levels.  So you ask this question:  What does your 
rank have to do with your stress hormone levels?  The answer is: it depends what sort of society you have that 
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rank in.  You want to be high-ranking in a stable system, not in an unstable one.  You don’t want to have been 
the Tsar in the winter of 1918. That was not psychologically calming.  Very clear answer to that; lots of other 
ways to show this.  But that’s the first caveat: it’s not just your rank; it’s the society in which it occurs. 

Part 9 

Next variable:  it’s not just rank, it’s not just society, but it’s your personal experience of both.  What do I mean 
by that?  Let me give you an example.  Back to one of those unstable seasons, one of those seasons where a 
revolution occurred.  Here’s what happened in that season.  This was about five years ago in one of these troops.  
Normally male baboons change troops at puberty, and it’s this very slow process.  It’s like going away to college.  
They spend two or three years on the edge of the new troop.  Everybody ignores them or beats up on them.  It 
takes them years to slowly get assimilated in; very difficult process.  Every now and then though, you get a big, 
aggressive muscular kid who transfers in and goes like a house on fire, absolutely like crazy, and he takes over 
the troop in the first month.  How come?  Because as long as he’s aggressive as hell, no one wants to be the first 
fool to stand up to him and find out how tough he is.  He gets a free ride as long as he’s incredibly aggressive.   

So about five years ago in one of my troops, in the middle of the summer, one of these males transferred in.  
And I had just darted half of the troop, and I was then able to dart the other half, and look at the troop before 
and after this guy came in.  And here’s what things looked like:  This was a male who we wound up calling Hobbs, 
because he was short, nasty, and brutish.  And Hobbs joined the troop.  And what you see on top on the far left, 
glucocorticoid levels before he joined the troop.  Middle column: the month after he joined the troop.  Everyone 
was stressed! 

On the bottom, white blood cell measures: before he joined the troop, afterward.  Everyone had their immune 
system suppressed.  This was an incredibly stressful time.  Two weeks after he joined the troop, I was able to 
dart him, and this is what his own profile looked like on the far right: the highest stress hormone levels of 
anybody in the troop, and the fewest white blood cells.  What’s the punch line?  It doesn’t come cheap being a 
bastard twelve hours a day.  This guy was paying an enormous physiological price for this.  For him, this was the 
most stressful time anybody was experiencing. 

Let me show you an even more subtle example of this.  One of the things this guy did which was really charming 
was he preferentially targeted the females.  He was attacking females left and right, presumably to impress the 
males with what a tough guy he was, so they wouldn’t stand up to him.  He was just attacking females all over 
the place.  And what we see here is over the first two weeks after he joined the troop, how many times did he 
attack each female.  And what I did after the end of those two weeks was dart those females and measure their 
levels of white blood cells in their blood stream.  How well were their immune systems working?  And what you 
see here is this remarkable relationship: the more times a female was attacked by this guy, the more immuno-
suppressed she was.  In this very dose-response relationship, how awful your life was was determining how 
suppressed your immune system was.  And what we see here were females, “0,” the ones who were lucky, who 
were never attacked by him.  And compared to the white column, what the profiles were like before he joined 
the troop, no difference there.  So you ask this question: What are the effects of having this very aggressive 
male on the workings of your immune system?  And the answer is: It depends.  It depends.  If you’re lucky 
enough to have a good seat on the sideline watching all the action, it doesn’t do anything to your immune 
system.  It’s how often your nose is being rubbed in it.  It’s not this abstract state of living in an unstable society.  
It’s what your personal experience is of it.  And we all know this: Even in the worst of wartime, there’s somebody 
out there making a fortune black-marketing penicillin, that sort of thing.  There’s all sorts of individuals for whom 
societally-wide stressful periods, they’re not stressed; they’re doing just fine.  It’s not just your rank; it’s the 
society in which it occurs and it’s your personal experience of it. 

Part 10 
Final variable, and the one I think is most important: not just rank, not just the society which you live in, not just 
your personal experience, but, number three, your personality. What do I possibly mean by a personality in a 
baboon?  Amazingly enough, these guys have really strong personalities.  These are smart animals who live a 
quarter century and they have very strong individualistic personalities.  Some baboons form coalitions with 
partners, some never do.  Some baboons have non-sexual friendships with someone of the opposite sex, others 
never do. Some play with babies, others don’t.  Some, when they lose a fight, go and sulk. Some, when they lose 
a fight, go groom somebody.  Tremendous personality differences.  And a few years ago, we sat down and went 
through fifteen years of behavioral data on these animals, and we tried to come up with as many markers of 
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personality as we could, and then we ran it against the physiology.   And something very interesting came out 
of this.  What I found was, all of that wonderful physiology I’ve been telling you about, which you get if you’re a 
dominant male in a stable hierarchy, it had nothing to do with being dominant.  It was entirely attributable to a 
subset of dominant males with certain personality types.  And you could be the highest-ranking guy on the block, 
and if you didn’t have one of these markers, you had just as terrible a physiology as number 20 in the hierarchy.  
It wasn’t the rank, it was the personality.   

So the final obvious question is: What kind of a personality works for you if you’re a baboon?  And the 
embarrassing thing is, if I made a living being like an after-dinner speaker for baboons teaching them about 
stress management, this is what you would tell a baboon to do.  This is exactly how you should go about dealing 
with life’s stressors.  This is what predicts it in terms of personality.  We defined two different sets of variables 
which predicted a personality with nice low levels of these glucocorticoids.  The first personality profile had to 
do with how males competed with each other.  Here’s what we found: five different traits that predicted nice, 
low levels of glucocorticoids or very high levels. 

Part 11 
Here’s what we found: five different traits that predicted nice, low levels of glucocorticoids or very high levels.  
First one: Can you tell the difference between the big things and the little things in life?   Can you tell the 
difference between neutral events and threatening events?  What do I mean by this?  You’re a baboon.  You’re 
sitting there.  You’re minding your own business.  Your worst rival on the planet shows up, sits down a foot 
away, and threatens you in your face.  This is bad news.  What do you do next?  You get a vigilant defensive 
stance.  You stop what you’re doing.  You get alert.  You get stressed.  That makes sense.  In contrast, you’re 
sitting there minding your own business and your worst rival on the whole planet shows up and takes a nap a 
hundred yards away.  What do you do next?  You should probably continue what you’re doing because nothing 
exciting is going on.  The pathetic thing is, the average male baboon can’t tell the difference between those two 
circumstances.  Having your worst rival take a nap a hundred yards away, and you get totally crazy.  You get 
agitated.  “Look at that guy!  Right in my face! Can you believe he’s doing that?  He’s just trying to irritate me.” 
They get completely agitated.  They can’t keep up with what they’re doing.  They can’t tell the difference 
between a neutral event and a threatening one. After you control for rank, if you can’t tell the difference 
between the two, twice the amount of glucocorticoids in your blood stream.  Everything’s a provocation.  I think 
what we’ve defined there is the baboon equivalent of Type A personality. 

Next trait: If the guy is threatening you from six inches away, what do you do next?  Do you sit there and passively 
abdicate control and let him start the fight?  Or do you at least get a little bit of control in a bad situation?  Do 
you at least start the inevitable fight?  If you abdicate control, twice the level of glucocorticoids in your 
bloodstream after controlling for rank.   

Next variable, up to here: after the fight has occurred, can you tell the difference between whether you won or 
lost?  This sounds rather fundamental.  But again, your average baboon can’t tell the difference.  They get just 
as crazy in the same way afterwards whether they won or lost.  They can’t even tell if their life’s improving or 
not.  They can’t tell if there’s a good outcome.  If you can go through a fight and you can’t tell the difference 
between winning and losing, twice the amount of glucocorticoid levels in your bloodstream.  

Finally, if you have lost the fight, what do you do next?  Do you go and mope by yourself? Or do you displace 
aggression on somebody else?  And the unfortunate thing here is that the baboons who displace aggression 
onto somebody else do much better.  Okay, let’s get some spin control: those who have an outlet for their 
frustrations.   

Look at this.  Look at these variables.  Can you tell the difference between the big and little things?  If it’s a big 
thing, do you at least get some control?  Can you tell if the outcome is good or bad?  And if the outcome is bad, 
do you at least have an outlet afterward?  This is everything we try to teach people in stress management, and 
some of these baboons already are good at it.  And the ones who are good at it were good at it back when they 
were kids.  These are stable personality traits.  This is a whole cluster that comes together as a package, and 
what I’m seeing from these guys is the good personality profiles – the low glucocorticoid profiles – you could 
pick up those traits back when they were adolescents and these are the guys that outlive everybody into old 
age.  This is a predictor of successful aging.  And this is just what we try to teach people: tell the difference 
between big and little things, tell the difference between things you can control and you can’t.  These baboons 
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just happen to be able to see the glass as half-full.  Some of the baboons come that way, and these guys do 
much better. 

Word Lists and Idioms 

Word Lists:  

 Nouns Verbs Adjectives  Adverbs 
Part 1 scarlet fever 

malaria  
dysentery  
hygiene 

accumulate  risky   

Part 2 life expectancy  
cholesterol   
outcome  

   

Part 3 realm  
major trauma  

recognize  
 

astonished  
suppressed  

gracefully  

Part 4  gore  
secrete  
reframe  
gnaw  

critical   

Part 5 crisis  
elevation  

mobilize 
store  

short-term  chronically  

Part 6 hallmark  
species  
data   

split  dominant  
subordinate  

 

Part 7 wound  
hardening of the arteries  

 versus  
berserk  
simplistic  

 

Part 8 hierarchy  
status quo  
caveat   
coalition   

 static   

Part 9  assimilate  
black-market  

tough  
awful  

 

Part 10 subset   individualistic  
tremendous  

 

Part 11  trait  
rival   
provocation   

irritate  
outlive  
abdicate  

neutral  
threatening  
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Idioms: 

Part 1 Part 2 Part 3 Part 4 
cover the same ground 
to bring across 
turn of the century 
unheard of 

these days  
have to do with 

find out  
in the face of 
 

toss out 
go through the roof 
like a house on fire 
cornerstone 

Part 5 Part 6 Part 7 Part 8 
luck out 
shut down 
waste away 
tons 

pay a price 
it turns out 
mind your own business 

couch potato 
come close to home for 
(someone) 

on the edge of 
 

Part 9 Part 10 Part 11  
all hell breaks loose 
punch line 
stand up to (someone) 
(do something) left and 
right 
beat up on (someone) 

go through 
run (something) against 
(something else) 
come up with 
go about (something) 

spin control 
see the glass as half full 
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AL Lecture 2: Gene and Gene Therapy 
Lesson Scripts 

Part 1 

So now, I’ve been talking about genes and talking about genes.  What is a gene?  What do I mean by a gene?  
Well, here is that DNA, and, as you all know, it’s a double helix.  And each DNA, as I said, is the place that all the 
information resides to build a living organism. How does it do this?  Well, within the DNA there are words; 
there’s a code.  And a section of this DNA is a gene.  And this section of this DNA has the information to say 
whether you’re brown-eyed or blue-eyed.  It has the information to say whether you’re tall or short.  It has the 
information to put your fingers at the end of your arm instead of coming out of your head.  In fact, there’s a 
remarkable series of mutations in the simple housefly in which a single mutation caused the leg of a fly to come 
out of its head.  A single change!  So that this is all exquisitely controlled.  You have genes that code for proteins 
that control things, and genes that code for proteins that are actually parts of you.  So that, as we go through 
today, each of these will be explained in more detail, and you can see how this is a job in engineering.  Also very 
important is understanding how this relates very much to what we know about something like cancer.   

What I have here is a picture of DNA, and it’s replicating DNA, which means you make a copy of each strand.  
Every time a cell in your body duplicates, you have to make an absolutely precise copy of that DNA.  It’s critically 
important that this happen.  And in fact, it takes about three billion of these nucleotide letters to spell human 
being.   

When I told you that there was a code, this is what I have shown here.  Each of these letters is called a base, and 
there are four of them in DNA.  So we have four codes… four code letters that we can use.  And the order of 
these bases – the letters – the order of these is what we read out.  And the order of these bases codes for the 
information that gives you a specific kind of protein.  Okay?   

Part 2 
Now, DNA has two jobs.  The first job is to replicate, or copy itself extremely accurately.  So as I said, there are 
three billion of these to spell human being.  We can’t tolerate mistakes in the range of one in a million.  That’s 
pretty amazing. The results would be absolutely disastrous.  Because of this… Because of this, the cell has the 
most exquisite mechanism for “spell check.”   It actually is able to scan the DNA that’s being copied for mistakes, 
and any mistake that happens is immediately fixed.  Now, in this story lies one of the most surprising results 
that has happened only in the past five years in our understanding of one specific kind of cancer.  Let me start 
by reminding you that we now know that cancer is a disease of our genes, and we can screw up our genes in 
many different ways.  Colon cancer, it turns out, happens because in the colon you have rapidly replicating cells 
all the time, and what’s mutant – what’s wrong in a person who gets colon cancer – is that the spell check is 
screwed up.  It can’t fix mistakes.  So what happens is you get the accumulation of mistakes in DNA, and as 
you’re accumulating these mistakes in DNA, you screw up the control of growth, and you grow a tumor.  Now 
this has been quite a remarkable result and I’ll come back to this again when I talk about breast cancer in much 
more detail.  But this is actually a cause of cancer that results directly from the need to accurately copy DNA 
every time it divides. 

Part 3   
Now the other job of DNA is to give you new information, of course.  So, we have to put a copy in each cell 
because that has to be read very carefully and very properly to give you the instructions to have that cell do 
what it’s supposed to do.  A liver cell does something different than an immune cell, does something different 
than a skin cell.  And there has to be very careful controls that let you do all these things. 

Now, how do we understand this?  What is the point of this gene?  What is the point of the information transfer?  
And how do we in the laboratory manipulate these things to try to understand how this happens?  Well, 
basically, here is a summary of what I’ve been telling you about?  You have DNA.  Within the DNA are these 
genes.  Through a whole series of reactions in the cell, you wind up with specific proteins.  Each gene contains 
the information for a specific protein. 

As you all know, cystic fibrosis is a very debilitating disease.  It’s inherited.  And children who contain the 
mutation in the gene… so a gene that is coding for something that you need to be correct to have proper lung 
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function… A single gene. There’s a mutation in that single gene: that child can’t clear the lungs of mucus, and 
that’s because there isn’t correct transport of ions across the cells, and that’s not important.  But it’s a single 
gene!  A mistake in a single gene prevents these children from clearing mucus in their lungs.  What happens 
when mucus builds up is that bacteria get trapped, infections occur, inflammation occurs, and these children 
rarely live more than into their twenties, sometimes a little longer. 

Part 4 
Well, just in the last few years, what happened was that the gene that has to be correct to not have cystic fibrosis 
was identified, mapped on the human genome, isolated, made more of, sequenced.  You got a hold of the 
protein because you had tons of it.  And it was determined exactly what this protein was and how it worked.  
Then, the correct gene was isolated, and this has now first been done successfully in rabbits who had the same 
thing, so that you had rabbits that couldn’t clear their lungs.  The pure normal gene was isolated in bulk quantity 
and put back into the lungs of these rabbits, clearing their cystic fibrosis.   

This has now just begun with human children.  So there is a way now… and this is… It’s going to take a while 
before this truly hits the clinics.  It’s very much in experimental stages, but it’s happening.  And there is a way 
now of taking the correct human gene, and one possibility is to put it in an aerosol in which the human gene is 
wrapped in a little fat globule. And you spray it in just like I do when I spray for my asthma.  You spray it in.  The 
gene in this fat globule then travels to the bronchioles in the lungs, can combine with other cells.  And there you 
have a gene making a normal product, and that normal product permits these kids to clear their lungs and live.  
This is gene therapy. 

Gene therapy, I want to stress, is at its infancy, because it can be used and will be used for an entirely new 
medicine in the 21st century.  But I keep wanting to stress that we have a long way to go before this will be in 
the clinics.  There are many problems with this and many ways of doing this, but, mark my words, it’s going to 
happen, and it’s happening already. 

 

Word Lists and Idioms 

Work Lists: 

 Nouns Verbs Adjectives  Adverbs 
Part 1 mutation 

 
reside  
replicate 

single 
precise 

 

Part 2 mechanism 
tumor 

accumulate  
scan 

disastrous 
exquisite 

accurately 

Part 3 laboratory 
series 
reaction 

manipulate   

Part 4 infancy 
bulk quantity 

spray wrapped 
debilitating 

 

 

Idioms: 

Part 1 Part 2 Part 3 Part 4 
 screw up wind up with build up 

mark my words 
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AL Lecture 3: The Chinese Economy 
Lesson Scripts 
Part 1 
Good afternoon ladies and gentlemen.  Today I’d like to… It is a great pleasure to be here.  And I’d like to talk 
about… take about an hour to talk about the Chinese economy – past, present and future.  The… Let me start 
off by saying, by pointing out that the… East Asia has been the fastest growing region in the world over the last 
two or three decades, and China is the fastest growing country in East Asia.  It has grown, in real terms, at an 
average rate of 10% per annum since it began its economic reform in 1979.  To put this in perspective, if you 
think about Japan in its two fastest growing decades, you know – basically from 1955 to 1975 – Japan grew at 
approximately between 9 and 10% per year.  Now, if you look at our own history, the fastest growing period for 
the United States is actually from 1875 to 1895.  And during that period, the U.S. actually grew at something like 
6% per annum.  So this is… 10% over this long period of time is actually a very substantial accomplishment.  And, 
as you’ll see in a minute, I would claim that China is one of the very few socialist economies that actually has 
managed to make a successful transition to a market economy. 

Part 2 
Now, the… To fix ideas, let us look at the Chinese GDP.  In 1979, U.S. … Chinese GDP is about 150 billion dollars.  
This is gross domestic product.  By 1996, it’s gone to 750 billion dollars, almost a five-fold increase in somewhat 
less than twenty years. Look at GDP per capita.  It’s about… It’s still very low: $150 per person per year in 1979.  
It’s now gone up to slightly above $600 per person per year.  I mean…So bear in mind, even though China has 
grown very, very fast, in terms of per capita income, it’s still very, very low.   

Okay, now, corresponding numbers to fix ideas: for the United States, GDP is about 7 trillion, you know, 
compared to… so about 10 times, 7 trillion today.  And real GDP per capita is about $25,000 per capita.  Okay, 
so that’s still a big, big range.  So when people talk about Chinese growth and China becoming an economic 
giant, they’re really not talking about the present; they’re really talking about the very distant future. 

Part 3 
But how did Chinese… How did China... How did the Chinese manage to accomplish the growth they had?  Well, 
China embarked on a series of economic reforms in 1979.  And the reform actually… There are basically four 
parts of the… four aspects of the reform, you might call the four pillars of the reform. 

The first part of the reform is called the open door.  Okay.  In 1979, China make… made a decision to open up 
the economy to foreign investment as well as to increase its foreign trade with other countries. 

The second part is marketization.  Prior to 1979, China is a centrally planned economy.  Okay, so, the central 
government would tell all the enterprises how much to produce, and what to produce, and it would also make 
sure that… it actually would also tell enterprises to whom these should be sold.  So, like a factory producing 
steel would be told that part of the steel would have to go to this particular automobile factory.  So it was a 
completely planned economy in which there was no market.  The market plays no role, and all the prices were 
set by the central government. 

Now, as part of the reform, what has happened is that a good deal of the price setting was actually being pushed 
to the marketplace.  Okay?  And we’ll see in a minute how that was accomplished, but basically enterprises were 
given more autonomy to produce for the market in addition to fulfilling the plan.  Okay?  That’s how the market 
was developed. 

Part 4 
The third part of… component of the reform is devolution of economic decision power.  Prior to 1979, most 
decisions – investment, production – were made in Beijing, in the central government.  But after 1979, the 
powers were slowly being devolved to the provincial level and the local level, and sometimes even to the 
private… to the enterprise level.  And as you can obviously imagine, this devolution of power coupled with 
basically more initiative on the part of the provincial, local, and enterprise levels would lead to an increase in 
efficiency because people in the field now have the ability to make decisions that affect them very directly. 

Now the final component is really the creation of new non-state-owned modes of organization for production.  
Okay?  And… and this takes many different forms.  The most… the earliest reform here has to do with agriculture.  
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Now before 1979, China was organized, in the countryside anyway,… was organized into communes.  And the 
communes will basically decide what to produce, and everybody will farm all the commune land together, 
collectively.  But in ‘79, what happened was that the… It began with a few experiments in a few isolated places.  
Basically, instead of the commune deciding what to produce and supervising the production, the commune 
basically divided up the land again and gave the households the responsibility of producing on their own pieces 
of land.   

Part 5 
Basically, instead of the commune deciding what to produce and supervising the production, the commune 
basically divided up the land again and gave the households the responsibility of producing on their own pieces 
of land.  Now the land… The households did not receive ownership of the land. They had a long lease.  They had 
a lease at first of fifteen years for the land.  And the deal was really this: that in return for the lease of the land, 
the household had to deliver fixed rents and fixed taxes, and over and above those rents and taxes, the 
household could keep whatever they managed to produce.  So, essentially, at that point, China basically 
returned to the old system of individual cultivator system: each household would farm the land and make 
decisions.   

Now what is actually interesting with this reform is that it caught on very quickly.  That is, within a couple months 
of these experiments, almost spontaneously, all the farmers in the country… they decided to follow this 
example.  So, the, the… well… the de-collectivization was actually virtually complete within the year.  It was very 
spontaneous. 

The second thing that is interesting about this reform is the following: is that… it’s actually very liberal.  I’ve 
already mentioned that the farmers, the individual households, could keep all of the extra production that they 
managed to obtain over and above the fixed rents and the fixed taxes.  But in addition, they actually didn’t have 
to produce at all, because there’s a provision that they could actually go out and buy grain from the market to 
fulfill the delivery quota.  So that if I used to be a rice farmer, and actually I didn’t like to produce rice.  Okay?  I 
would like to grow cotton instead. Under the new rules, I could actually start to grow cotton, but my taxes and 
my rent are in terms of rice.  But I could go out to the market and purchase rice to fulfill this obligation.  So 
basically, you can see that this is completely marketized – the production of agriculture.  So you can actually 
just… You don’t… You’re not tied to producing specific things anymore. 

Word Lists and Idioms 
Work Lists: 

 Nouns Verbs Adjectives  Adverbs 
Part 1 Region 

Accomplishment 
Transition 

Claim  Per annum 

Part 2 Giant 
GDP 

 Per capita 
(five)-fold 
Distant 

Slightly 
Somewhat 

Part 3 Reform 
Enterprise 
Marketplace 
Autonomy 

Embark on 
Accomplish 

Foreign  

Part 4 Component 
Countryside 

Devolve 
Supervise 

Prior to Collectively 

Part 5 Lease 
Cultivator 
Provision 
Quota 

Fulfill  Essentially 
Spontaneously 

Idioms: 

Part 1 Part 2 Part 3 Part 4 Part 5 
Point out Bear in mind A good deal of (something) Divide up Catch on 
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DL 1 : Higher Education in a Globalized Era 
 

Chinese Moderator Yang Rui discusses important issues in 
tertiary education with Professor Nicholas Dirks, Executive 
Vice-President for Arts and Sciences at Columbia University.  
Issues such as academic freedom, the role of the liberal arts 
and the core curriculum in education, and how the best 
universities can better prepare students for life in the real 
world make this dialogue thought provoking and filled with 
useful vocabulary. 

 

 

For Vocabulary Overview, see Appendix B: Dialogue - 
Vocabulary.  
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C2 – Initial PT 3.0 / Exit PT 3.5   Exit Exam Required 

Certification Level Requirements 
New Dynamic English (NDE) Module (M); English by the Numbers (EBTN); Dynamic Business English (DBE); Advanced Listening (AL); Dialogue (DLG) 

Initial PT 

Score 

Units  

(80% completion of all activities in unit - 

EFS; 50% completion of all activities in unit - 

RFS) 

Mastery Tests  

(≥ 85 points) 

Open first time entering 

3.0 NDE M8 Unit 3 – 5 

EBTN Units 4 – 7 

DBE Unit 6 

AL Lectures 4 – 9 

DLG 2 – 3  

NDE M8 Unit 1 MT 

NDE M8 Unit 2 MT 

NDE M8 Unit 3 MT 

EBTN Units 4 – 7 MT 

DBE Unit 6 MT 

NDE M8 Units 1 – 5  

EBTN MT 1 – 3 

EBTN Units 4 – 7 

DBE Unit 6 

AL Lectures 4 – 9 

DLG 2 – 3  

 

Scope & Sequence – NEW DYNAMIC ENGLISH (NDE) Module 8 

 Unit Main Learning Points Comments 

1 
The Secret Code 

Setting a Trap 

The Suspects 

The Investigation 

Guilty or Not Guilty? 

Focus Exercises  

Adverb and Noun clauses (that someone had 
gotten in, when the files were opened) 

Past Possibilities (may have opened the drawer) 

Past Conditionals (if she went to the office, she 
couldn’t have…) 

Modals and Degrees of Certainty and Logical 
Necessity (must have, could have, may have) 

Making Conditionals and Past Inferences 

Students examine evidence and 
draw conclusions as they try to 
solve a mystery. 

This unit follows up 7(1) which 
also focuses on Conditionals. 

Important language for problem-
solving, and for giving reasons. 
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2 
Matrix Vocabulary 

Historical Figures 

A World Timeline 

News Events 

Great 
Accomplishments 

Regions of the World 

Matrix Game 

Vocabulary related to global issues, history, 
trends and news events 

Adjective, Adverb and Noun clauses (She 
succeeded to the throne when she was 17 years 
old.) 

Adjective phrases (Winner of the Nobel Peace 
Prize, Nelson Mandela…) 

Gerunds and Infinitives (with some parts getting 
no rainfall, too hot for matter to exist) 

Extends vocabulary in subject 
areas necessary for academic and 
general studies. 

Oral and written follow-up 
assignments build presentation 
skills. 

3 
UFOs: For and Against 

Presentation 

For or Against? 

Drake’s Equation 

Rulers and Clocks 

Sentence Reordering 

Citing Evidence, Reason, and Argumentation 
(according to, given the fact that, it has been well 
established…) 

Logical Necessity, Degrees of Certainty 
(impossibility, unlikely, must accept the fact, not 
unreasonable, might have) 

Speculations, Implied Conditionals (it would mean 
that..., they might have discovered) 

Qualification and Logical Connectors (however, 
even if, this means, just, only, on the contrary, 
otherwise, as a result) 

Sentence Ordering and Pronoun Reference 

(it, this means, this, as a result, such a) 

Students learn to analyze an 
argument. 

This innovative lesson focuses on 
the building of arguments and 
counter arguments. 

Builds note-taking and 
summarization skills. 

Review Exercises 

Dictations 

Fill-Ins w/SR 

Speech Practice w/SR 

Gap-filling and Speech Recognition exercises 
review grammar and vocabulary with an 
emphasis on Conditionals and Inferences. 

Develops oral fluency and reading skills. 

These lessons review Units 1 – 3 
and focus on key points such as 
Conditionals, Verb Tenses and 
Modals. 

Video Interactions 
w/SR 

Telephone for Business 

Friends on the 
Telephone 

UFO Interview 

Press Conference 

Giving advice, speculating, and use of the 
telephone. 

Implied conditionals 

Provides a model for role-plays 
and for being interviewed. 
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Scope & Sequence – ENGLISH BY THE NUMBERS (EBTN) 

Units Main Learning Points Comments 

Unit 4 

Describing 
Line Graphs  

Understanding and expressing changes as expressed 
in line graphs:  from 1998, sales increased steadily 
until they reached a high in 2000 

Using the present perfect to express information in a 
line graph:  this shows how the average family has 
been getting smaller. 

Students learn to understand 
graphical information in English 

Students learn to give an oral 
presentation and answer questions 
about line graphs. 

Unit 5 

Describing Bar 
Graphs 

Understanding and expressing changes as expressed in bar 
graphs:  Even though Sweden and the US spend the most on 
education, their test scores are the lowest. 

Comparisons:  there is a higher ratio of spending for... 
than.... 

Students learn to understand graphical 
information in English 

Students learn to give an oral 
presentation and answer questions 
about bar graphs. 

Unit 6 

Describing Bar 
Graphs 

Understanding and expressing relative importance:   Other 
factors shown in this graph include… Another important 
factor is… 

Comparisons:  what is the second most important factor?  
More than 60% of the respondents were satisfied with their 
job. 

Students learn to understand graphical 
information in English 

Students learn to give an oral 
presentation and answer questions 
about pie graphs. 

Unit 7 

Overview and 
Quiz 

Numbers & Operations 

Logical relations: must be, might be, could be, etc.  

Graphs: According to this graph…  

Equations: F is inversely proportional to… 

Probabilities: The probability is 1 in 4.  

Students learn to understand and 
present a variety of important 
quantitative information, quantitative 
relationship, and degrees of certainty. 
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Scope & Sequence – DYNAMIC BUSINESS ENGLISH (DBE) 

Units & Lessons Main Learning Points Comments 

Planning Ahead 

Presentation 
X-2 Test Success 
X-2 Test Failure Question Practice 

w/SR  

Focus Exercises  

Grammar Fill-Ins w/SR  

Simulation 1 w/SR 
   Meeting the Press w/SR  
   Speech Practice w/SR 

Simulation 2 w/SR 
   Tech English Quiz w/SR  
   Speech Practice w/SR 

Mastery Test 

Cause/effect, logical connection, 
dependent on, depends on several 
factors, not unless, even if, if…then, 
whatever the outcome 

Conditional, if the test is a success, 
sales will increase, a test failure 
would be bad, purchase orders 
would be canceled 

Degrees of certainty, modals, will, 
may, could, might be postponed, a 
high probability, unlikely, a 
possibility 

Passives, modal + passive, will be 
canceled, will have been phased 
out, would have to be postponed 

Clauses, Production can’t begin on 
time unless tomorrow’s test is a 
success 

Qualifiers, though, unless, even if, 
whether or not, not necessarily 

Making Suppositions, Let’s suppose 
that… 

Vocabulary related to making plans 
and hypothesizing, what if… 

The language in Units 5&6 helps 
prepare students to participate in 
decision making and forecast 
analysis. 

Students learn to distinguish 
between likely and unlikely 
outcomes when making plans. 

Students learn to express degrees of 
certainty, probability, and 
confidence. 

Students learn to link together 
complex ideas based on causal 
relations. 

 

 

Scope & Sequence – ADVANCED 
LISTENING (AL) 

Lecture 4: How to Give a Lecture (14 parts) 
Lecture 5: The History of Slavery (8 parts) 
Lecture 6: The Geology of Volcanoes (2 parts) 
Lecture 7: The “Invention” of the Airplane (13 parts) 
Lecture 8: Principles of Child Psychiatry (7 parts) 
Lecture 9: Women and Social Reform (4 parts)  

Scope & Sequence – DIALOGUE (DL) 

 

Dialogue 2 : Environmental Protection (3 parts) 

Dialogue 3 : Issues on Aging (3 parts) 

 

 

 

 

C2 Workbook 
Workbook and answer key available on website: http://dyned.com/us/main/medialibrary.  Username and 
password are the same as for the Records Manager. 

http://dyned.com/us/main/medialibrary
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NDE MODULE 8 

Unit 1 – The Secret Code 

Main Learning Points 

adverb and noun clauses 
Bob became suspicious that someone had gotten in 
to his drawer.   It looked as if things had been moved 
around.  He wasn’t sure if anyone had looked in the 
book.  Only a few people could have known that the 
book even existed.  It kept a record of when the files 
were opened.  Bob found out that someone was 
getting into his files.  He was sure that whoever it 
was had a copy of his key.  He couldn’t figure out how 
they could have gotten it.  It could detect when the 
drawer was opened.  He discovered that someone 
had accessed his files twice during the weekend 

past possibilities 
Someone may have opened the drawer.  He may 
have been able to access the files because he knows 
a lot about computers.  She might have been at the 
office before 11:00 on Saturday.  One possibility is 
that a competitor sent someone to break in.  The 
only way to have gotten in was if the drawer wasn’t 
locked.  If it was before 11:00, it could have been 
Shirley. 

past conditionals (in contrast to contrary-to-fact 
conditionals) 
If + subj. + V(d)  subj. (modal) have+V(n) 
If she went to the office (if she had gone), she 
couldn’t have been there past 11:00.  They couldn’t 
have known about the book unless someone told 
them (had told them).  The only way to have gotten 
in was if the drawer wasn’t locked (hadn’t been 
locked).  If the drawer was unlocked, the thief must 
have done it during the day.  If the files were 

accessed (had been accessed) after 2:00 on 
Saturday, it couldn’t have been Leslie. 

modals, degrees of certainty and logical necessity in 
making inferences and predictions 
(would, could, must have, could have, may have) 

Suddenly he realized what must have happened.  
There are several companies that would be 
interested in the project.  Bob thinks they would pay 
a lot.  There’s no way they could have known about 
Bob’s book.  Shirley couldn’t have been at the office 
at either time.  Whoever wrote the program must 
have known about computers.  Since nobody 
opened Bob’s drawer, there must have been another 
way to get the codes. 

passives, past perfect passive  be+V(n), V(d) 
have+V(n) be+V(n) 
He found that the files were accessed twice over the 
weekend.  It looked as if things had been moved 
around.  It could detect when the drawer was 
opened.  It kept a record of when the files were 
opened.  He checked to see when his desk drawer 
had been opened. 

past perfect in past narrative and reported speech 
V(d) have+V(n) 
He became suspicious that someone had gotten into 
his drawer.  It looked as if things had been moved 
around.  He wasn’t sure if anyone had looked in the 
book.  He told several people that he had solved the 
problem. 

 
Key Sentences 

Setting a Trap 

Bob is an engineer at Ace Electronics.  He is the lead 
researcher on an important project for the company.  
The purpose of the project is to develop a more 
efficient way to store energy, such as in very small 
batteries.  The project is nearing completion.  If it's 
successful it could bring a lot of business to his 
company. Because of its importance, only a few 
people are familiar with its details. 

Bob keeps his work on the company's computer 
network. The only person who has complete access 
to it is him. In order to access his personal files, it's 
necessary to use a password. 

About six weeks ago Bob became suspicious that 
someone had gotten into his desk drawer.  He wasn't 
sure, but it looked as if things had been moved 
around. In his drawer, Bob kept a small codebook. In 
the book he kept the passwords necessary to access 
his project files.  He generally changed the 
passwords every week or two, and the book was 
where he wrote them down. He wasn't sure if 
anyone had looked in the book.  But, if someone did, 
he wanted to find out who it was. 

Only a few people could have known that the book 
even existed.  The first thing he did was write a 
program that monitored access to his files.  It kept a 
record of when the files were opened. It also made a 
record of any passwords which were used. 
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Within a few days Bob found out that someone was, 
in fact, into his files.  This confirmed his suspicions, 
so he continued to monitor the situation. He thought 
about changing the lock on his desk drawer, but 
decided against it.  He didn't want the guilty person 
to know that he was suspicious. 

The files were usually accessed at night or on the 
weekend.  Since several of the people in his group 
worked late at night and on weekends, he couldn't 
be sure who it was.  He was sure that whoever it was 
had a copy of his key.  He couldn't figure out how 
they could have gotten it. 

Last Thursday night he installed a silent alarm in his 
desk drawer. It could detect when the drawer was 
opened and would transmit the information into 
another computer.  Then, on Friday he told several 
people that he had solved an important problem 
related to the project.  Before leaving, he changed 
the passwords and wrote them into his book.  Then 
he locked the drawer. 

Early Monday morning, Bob arrived at the office and 
checked his computer.  He discovered that someone 
had accessed files twice during the weekend.  He 
looked at the times and made a note of them.  Then 
he checked to see when his desk drawer had been 
opened.  To his surprise however, nobody had 
opened it.  There was no record on the computer of 
entry into the drawer. 

Suddenly he realized what must have happened.  He 
still isn't sure who did it however. See if you can find 
out who it is and how they did it.  

The Suspects 
There are several suspects:  Dan Carter, Leslie Ho, 
Shirley Long, and Phil Rose.  Each of these people has 
known about the project for at least six weeks.  That 
was when Bob first noticed that something was 
wrong. Another possibility is that a competitor sent 
someone to break in. 

Shirley 
Shirley is a computer programmer. She is very smart, 
and she knows a lot about computer security.  She 
has been with the company for six months.  She used 
to work for a competitor, before Phil hired her. 

Shirley left for a vacation in Europe early Saturday 
afternoon.  Her flight left at 1:00 p.m. and she 
checked in around noon.  It takes at least an hour to 
drive from the office to the airport. 

Phil 
Phil Rose is Bob's boss.  He is quite wealthy and 
unmarried.  Phil has recently been critical of the 

company.  He has met with several competitors to 
discuss a possible sale of the company. 

He doesn't know much about computers or 
programming.  He played golf on Saturday and went 
to a concert Saturday night.  He worked at the office 
on Sunday afternoon for a couple of hours.  He met 
Shirley more than a year ago when she worked for a 
competitor. 

Dan 
Dan Carter is a brilliant engineer, but a little strange, 
and he likes to gamble.  Dan and Leslie don't appear 
to get along, but they often work together. 

He was at the office on Friday night and after 2:00 on 
Saturday afternoon. He says he was sick on Sunday, 
but Bob thinks he went to a horse race.  Several 
competitors have tried to hire him.  Bob worries 
about his gambling debts. 

Leslie 
Leslie is an excellent employee, but she has personal 
problems.  According to Shirley, Leslie's husband is 
very sick, and they need money.  She left earlier than 
usual on Friday to be with her husband.  Leslie was 
with her husband at a hospital until 11:00 on 
Saturday morning.  She came to the office on 
Saturday after leaving the hospital.  It takes twenty 
minutes to drive to the office from the hospital. 
Several companies have tried to hire her, but she 
seems happy at Ace. 

Competitors 
There are several competitors who would be 
interested in the project.  Bob thinks they would pay 
a lot of money for the details.  Shirley used to work 
for one of them. Several of the competitors have 
tried to hire Dan and Leslie.  Phil has met with several 
of them.  There's no way they could have known 
about Bob's book.  Bob doesn't know if they are 
aware of Dan's gambling problem. 

The Investigation 
Here are some of the facts that Bob found.  He found 
that the files were accessed twice over the weekend. 
They were accessed once on Saturday and again on 
Sunday.  Nobody opened Bob's desk drawer where 
the new codes were written down. 

Video cameras showed that Leslie left at 2:30 and 
Dan left around 4:30 on Saturday afternoon.  A 
woman came to the office on Saturday morning, but 
it isn't clear who it was because she was wearing a 
large hat. It doesn't show when she left. Phil was at 
the office on Sunday afternoon. 

Sample Inferences: 
If it was Shirley, she couldn’t have done it alone. 
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If it was Shirley, someone else must have helped her. 

Since nobody opened Bob’s drawer, there must have 
been another way to find the codes. 

If the files were accessed after 2:30 on Saturday, it 
couldn't have been Leslie. 

If the drawer was unlocked, then the thief must have 
done it during the day. 

It couldn’t have been Shirley unless she did it with 
someone else. 

If Shirley went to the office on Saturday, it must have 
been at least an hour before her flight left. 

If Shirley went to the office on Saturday, she might 
have gotten the codes. 

If Shirley didn't go to the office on Saturday, it could 
have been Leslie or Dan. 

Whoever got the codes might have written a 
program to get them. 

Phil couldn't have written the program. 

If the files were accessed after 2:30 on Saturday, it 
couldn't have been Leslie. 

The woman with the large hat might have been 
Shirley or Leslie. 

Guilty or Not Guilty 
Here is additional information that will help you to 
make a final decision. 

The program then shows one of the following two 
options, and the students must choose the correct 
solution based on all the evidence. 

Option A: 
On Saturday, files accessed at 9:30 a.m. 

On Sunday, files accessed at 2:45 p.m. 

Option B: 

On Saturday, files accessed at 3:00 p.m. 

On Sunday, files accessed at 2:45 p.m. 

If Option A, then the guilty parties are Shirley and 
Phil.  If Option B, then the guilty parties are Dan and 
Phil 

Solution for Option A:  Shirley and Phil 

Shirley and Phil are planning to leave Ace and get 
married.  They are getting information for the 
company Shirley used to work for.  Shirley 
discovered Bob's codebook six weeks ago while he 
was in a meeting.  The drawer was unlocked, so she 
didn't need a key.  When she realized that he often 
changed the codes, she wrote a program to find the 
codes.  The program recorded the first and last 500 
keystrokes entered on Bob's computer each day.  
With that data, it was possible to find the passwords 
by doing a simple search.  On Saturday she came to 
the office, ran the program, and got the passwords.  
She wrote them down and left them in Phil's office.  
Then she went to the airport.  On Sunday, Phil used 
the passwords to access the files.  He used the 
Internet to send them to the competitor.  Money 
had already been put into a Swiss bank account. 

Solution for Option B:  Dan and Phil 

Phil and Dan are planning to leave Ace and join a 
competitor.  Dan needed money to pay off his 
gambling debts, so it was easy for Phil to get him to 
help. 

Phil discovered Bob's codebook six weeks ago while 
Bob was in a meeting.  The drawer was unlocked.  
When Phil realized that the codes were being 
changed, Dan wrote a program to find the codes.  On 
Saturday Dan got the passwords from Bob's 
computer.  He had to be careful, so he waited until 
Leslie left.  Then he wrote them down and left them 
in Phil's office. 
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Teaching Activities 

Language Task 1 – Contrast Contrary-to-Fact Conditionals with Real Past Conditionals 

Explain and discuss the following sentences:  If it hadn’t rained, 
they (could, might, would) have walked to the theater. If it rained, 
they (could, might, would, must, should) have taken a taxi. If 
nobody saw them, the guards must have been sleeping. 

Here are more sentences to discuss:  If he was at the party, we 
would have seen him. If he had been at the party, we would have 
seen him. If the crime happened after he left, he couldn’t have done 
it. If the crime had happened after he left, he couldn’t have done it. 

If someone knew what was going to happen, they could have prevented it. If she came in through the door, the 
camera must have been disabled. 

In the above sentences, what is expressed as contrary-to-fact or unlikely, and what is expressed as an unknown? 

Communication Focus 1: Problem Solving/Mysteries 
Describe a recent event that has an unknown cause, such as a crime, outbreak of a disease, celebrity divorce, 
accident, or historical mystery, such as the extinction of the dinosaurs or the disappearance of various 
civilizations. Speculate about what might/could have happened. Follow a line of reasoning, such as:  If the wing 
was damaged, it could have caused the shuttle to overheat during reentry. If it reheated, one of the heat sensors 
would have recorded it. On the other hand, the damage might have been caused by ice that hit the wing during 
liftoff. Etc.… 

Describe what might have caused something to happen. Answer questions such as:  What could have caused it?  
How could it have happened?  Why do you think it happened?  How could it have been prevented?  Why didn’t 
the government tell the truth?  What must have happened? 

Communication Focus 2:  Answer the question:  “If you could do one thing in your life over again, what would it 
be?” and explain why. 

Communication Focus 3:  Think of a decision you had to make in the past. Explain why you made the decision 
that you did. What might have been different if you had made a different decision? 

Communication Focus 4:  Video Project 
Have the class write and produce a short mystery involving a crime, with witnesses and a suspect. Put the 
suspect on trial. Have two students act as prosecuting attorneys and two students act as defense attorneys. 
Other students can be the witnesses and members of the jury. Then film the meeting of the jury to decide the 
guilt or innocence of the defendant. 

Communication Focus 5:  Movie Viewing 
View a movie or TV drama about a trial, such as “Twelve Angry Men,” or “The Verdict.”  Present the key evidence 
in the trial and explain why the evidence was important. 

Communication Focus 6:  Book Report 
Read a mystery book, such as an Agatha Christie mystery, or Sherlock Holmes. Summarize the story and present 
the key evidence that leads to a solution. An alternative is to research and present a scientific or medical mystery 
and explain how it was solved. 
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Communication Focus 5 – What Must Have Happened 
Dictation: When she got to her office, she realized that something was wrong. 

 The door to her office was locked, and it looked as if her things had been moved. 

 She wondered if somebody had broken in. 

 Then she looked around and realized what had happened. 

 She must have gotten off the elevator on the wrong floor. 

Have students check their dictations for accuracy and then summarize. Note the logic and the conditionals. Then 
discuss how explaining the logic can solve this and other problems. 

Communication Focus 6 – Understanding Why 
Dictation: We still don’t’ understand why our proposal wasn’t chosen by the committee. 

 We were told that most of the committee members favored our design. 

 On the other hand, I believe that our price was a bit higher than our competitors. 

 If price was the deciding factor, then the committee was not serious about quality. 

 Either that, or we failed to demonstrate the long-term cost-effectiveness of our design. 

Have students check their dictations for accuracy and then summarize. Then discuss the relationship between 
cost and quality. Do you think your tax money is being spent wisely?  How can you show quality in a proposal or 
presentation. 

Communication Focus 10 – 3 Research Project & Presentation 
Have students research an accident or experiment and present their analysis of the conclusions that can be 
drawn from what happened and the facts leading up to it. 

Communication Focus 11 – Mock Trial 
Have the class conduct a mock trial or discuss a trial being reported in the press. What is the evidence, and what 
conclusions can be drawn. What could have happened?  What might have happened?  What must have 
happened? 
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Focused Listening  
Focus 1 

Focus on Setting a Trap.  Listen carefully to the story, and make notes of the important points.  These will help 
you in your investigation. 

Listen for language where Bob wasn’t sure about something, or where a possibility is being presented. 

 

He became suspicious that someone had gotten into his drawer. 

It looked as if things had been moved around. 

He wasn’t sure if anyone had looked in the book. 

 

Goal 

To become familiar with how to present an uncertain 
set of events in the past. 

 

 

 

 

Student Follow-up 

1. List four possibilities that are presented in the 
story and indicate what you think actually 
happened in each case. 

2. Write a summary of the key events in the story, 
including a timeline. 

 

Focus 2 

Focus on The Suspects.  Click on each suspect and listen carefully to the information provided.  You will also see 
information about each suspect in notes on the screen.  In order to prepare for the next section, The 
Investigation, you should make a summary chart of who could have been at the office at different times over 
the weekend. 

 

Language Focus 

Note how experience and action are expressed 
differently: 

Experience:  He has met with several competitors. 

She used to work for a competitor. 

Action/Event:  She left for a vacation early Saturday 
afternoon.  He played golf on Saturday. 

In a narrative, the past tense V(d) is used to describe 
a series of past events.  The present perfect  
have+V(n)  and past perfect  V(d) have+V(n)  forms 
are used to express experience or results, and do not 
carry a narrative forward in time. 

Goal 

Students will learn how to carry a narrative forward 
in time by using actions or events to establish 
specific points in time.  Use of the present perfect or 
past perfect indicates a state of completion, but does 
not directly express an action.  The actions are 
implied by the fact that they have happened. 

Student Follow-up 

1. Use the past tense to narrate a series of three or 
more events.  Try to create a sense of suspense, 
as in a mystery story. 

I heard something move in the other room.  I 
got up and went to the door.  Suddenly the 
door opened and I saw a ghost! 

2. In your series of three or more events, try using 
the past perfect tense in one or more places.  
How does it change the feeling of the narrative? 

I had heard something move in the other room 
when I got up and went to the door.  Suddenly 
the door opened and I saw a ghost. 

I heard something move in the other room.  I 
got up and had gone to the door when 
suddenly the door opened and I saw a ghost. 

3. In the same series of three or more events, try 
using other ways to present the events.  Which 
one do you like best? 

After hearing something move in the other 
room I got up and went to the door.  Suddenly 
the door opened and I saw a ghost! 
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Focus 3 

Focus on The Investigation, and then the Focus Exercises.  Make a note of any new information, for example 
that the files were accessed on both Saturday and Sunday.  You should use all of your notes when making 
inferences in this lesson. 

 

Language Focus 

Using cause/effect statements with modals and 
conditionals to express logical inferences about the 
past.  The modals indicate the logical force of the 
inference. 

 must = necessity 

 might = possibility 

 could = potentiality/ability 

Please note the following: 

It could have been Shirley (who did it) = Shirley could 
have done it. 

If it was Shirley (who did it) …= If Shirley did it… 

Goal 
 To understand the difference between a past 

conditional and a contrary-to-fact conditional. 
 To understand how modals express the logical 

force of an inference. 

Student Follow-up 

Present a plan for last week that depended on the 
condition of something, such as the weather. 

1. Assume that you don’t know what the weather 
(or condition) was, since you weren’t there.  Use 
conditionals to infer what may or may not have 
happened.  

2. Then assume that you know what the weather (or 
condition) was, and express how things might 
have been different than they were.  

According to the plan, if it was really cold, they must 
have come back early.  If it was sunny, I’m sure they 
played volleyball.  Even if it rained, they probably 
went on a hike.  Etc. 

If it hadn’t been so cold, they wouldn’t have come 
back so early.  If it had been sunny, I’m sure they 
would have played volleyball.  Even if it had rained, 
they probably would have gone on a hike. 

Focus 4 

Focus on Guilty or Not Guilty.  Listen carefully to the 
additional piece of evidence.  This provides the key to 
making a final choice about who did the crime. 

After you decide on the solution, mark guilty or not 
guilty next to each suspect.   If you are correct, you 
will hear additional information about the solution.  If 
your choices are incorrect, you must go back and 
review the case before trying again.  You will not be 
allowed to try again until you have completely 
reviewed at least one lesson, including True/False 
questions. 

Please note that when you return to the Guilty or Not 
Guilty lesson you may be presented with a different 

set of facts as the final key, which means the solution 
may be different.  So please be careful. 

Student Follow-up 

1. Use descriptive clauses to complete the following 
sentences: 

I’m the kind of person who ... (enjoys being with 
friends.) 

I like people who ... 

I don’t like to do things that ... 

I enjoy discussing issues which ... 

2. Write a one-page paper about what you think is an 
important global issue.  

Focus 5 

Language Focus 

Language Mastery 

 

 

 

 

 

Listening Task 

1. Explain how you reached your verdict.  Give a 
step-by-step analysis of the evidence that led you to 
your conclusions and explain the inferences you 
made. 

2. Write a one-page paper about what you would 
do if you were in Bob’s position.  Explain all the 
consequences of your actions. 
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Unit 2 – Matrix Vocabulary 

Historical Figures; A World Timeline; News Events; Great Accomplishments; and Regions of the World 

This unit prepares students to discuss global issues, trends, and news events.  It develops vocabulary in subject 
areas necessary for academic and general studies. 

 

In the first category, Historical Figures, we have chosen eight famous people from world history.  The 
descriptions and events associated with each person use vocabulary that is current and essential for 
understanding news events, politics, and descriptions of contemporary newsmakers.  In the classroom, students 
will nominate their own cast of important figures. 

In the second category, A World Timeline, we present nine periods in history, beginning with the Big Bang.  
Again, the focus is on presenting a range of important vocabulary, from trade routes to the expansion of 
civilizations throughout the world. 

In the third category, News Events, the focus is on six kinds of events that, unfortunately, are in the news every 
day:  accidents, military conflicts, natural catastrophes, health problems, terrorist acts, and environmental 
problems, such as global warming. 

In the fourth category, Great Accomplishments, we look at six of humankind’s greatest accomplishments, 
including the building of the Great Wall, the Panama Canal, and the Pyramids. 

In the final category, Regions of the World, we develop a range of vocabulary related to geography, natural 
resources, and the changing world. 

 

Goals: 

To be able to talk about and describe historical and contemporary newsmakers. 

To be able to talk about and describe historical events and periods in the past and present. 

To be able to talk about and describe a range of both negative and positive daily news events. 

To be able to talk about regions of the world and a range of issues related to geography. 

 

Objective 1: To build sentence complexity through the use of adjective, adverb, and noun clauses. 

Objective 2: To focus on different ways to use gerunds and infinitives; in particular gerunds that express a 
process or state of being, and infinitives express an act or purpose. 
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Main Learning Points 
adjective, adverb and noun clauses 
Confucius taught that we should not do to others 
what we would not do to ourselves.  Cleopatra 
succeeded to the throne when she was 17 years old.  
Napoleon was a nineteenth century leader who 
conquered much of Europe.  Much of the material 
that formed our solar system came from older stars.  
Scientists believe that a catastrophic event caused 
many species of life to become extinct.  When one 
country invades another, it is an act of war.  Mexico 
City is located where the Aztecs had their capital 
several hundred years ago.  Many scientists think 
that the destruction of the Amazon rain forest could 
cause a global disaster. 

adjective phrases 
Famous for her great beauty, Cleopatra was involved 
in several power struggles with leaders of the Roman 
Empire.  Winner of the Nobel Peace Prize, Nelson 
Mandela negotiated an agreement to create a 
democracy based on the nonracial policy of …  
Capable of going more than 135 miles per hour, the 
Shinkansen is powered by electricity.  One of the 
greatest engineering works of all time, the Panama 
Canal is at the boundary of North and South America.  
Located in northern South America, the Amazon is 
one of the world’s most important regions. 

gerunds and infinitives 
(V(ing) as process or state of being, and to V as an 
action or purpose) 

Three years after becoming Queen of Egypt, 
Cleopatra…  Galileo was condemned for supporting 

ideas that…  Mother Theresa believed in the power 
of love to heal suffering.  She devoted her life to 
serving the sick and dying.  The first ships sailed 
around the world in 1522, proving that the Earth was 
round.  One famous accident was the sinking of the 
Titanic.  The high cost of building the Great Wall led 
to political problems…  The largest pyramid 
measured nearly 150 meters high with a square base 
measuring 230 meters on each side.  Capable of 
going more than 135 miles per hour, the 
Shinkansen…  Gandhi led a revolution to overthrow 
British rule in India.  He developed the use of passive 
resistance as a means to force change.  His discovery 
of the moons of Jupiter helped to disprove the view 
that the Earth was the center of the universe.  His 
army was forced to retreat with heavy losses.  It was 
too hot for matter to exist.  A catastrophic event 
caused many species of life to become extinct.  By 
about 5,000 years ago, ancient civilizations were 
organized enough to undertake major engineering 
projects.  Modern science began to question the 
view that …  Earthquakes are difficult to predict. 

passives 
The Himalayas were formed by the pressing together 
of the Indian subcontinent against Asia.  The moon 
landing was viewed by millions of people.  The 
Shinkansen is powered by electricity.  Engineers still 
aren’t sure how the pyramids were constructed.   
The Great Wall was built to help defend China from 
invasion.  Diseases are often spread by unsanitary 
conditions.  Mahatma Gandhi was assassinated in 
1948 by a Hindu fanatic. 

 

Key Sentences (Partial Transcript) 

Historical Figures 
Here are people from modern and ancient history. 

Confucius was one of the world's first and most 
famous philosophers.  Confucius taught that we 
should not do to others what we would not do to 
ourselves. Confucius was a philosopher and teacher 
who taught the importance of moral principles for 
both rulers and individuals. 

Cleopatra succeeded to the throne of Egypt when 
she was 17 years old.  Three years after becoming 
Queen of Egypt, Cleopatra was driven into exile by 
her younger brother. The life of Cleopatra has been 
the subject of many literary works, including 
Shakespeare's play, Antony and Cleopatra.  Famous 
for her great beauty, Cleopatra was involved in 
several power struggles with leaders of the Roman 
Empire. 

Mahatma Gandhi was a non-violent man who led a 
revolution to overthrow British rule in India.  This 
20th century Indian leader, Mahatma Gandhi, was 
assassinated in 1948 by a Hindu fanatic.  Mahatma 
Gandhi developed the use of passive resistance as a 
means to force change. 

Galileo demonstrated that the speed of fall is the 
same for all objects, regardless of weight.  Galileo's 
discovery of the moons of Jupiter helped to disprove 
the view that the Earth was the center of the 
universe.  In 1633, Galileo was brought to trial and 
condemned for supporting ideas that were against 
the teachings of the Catholic Church. 

Nelson Mandela spent more than 25 years in prison 
before becoming the first black president of South 
Africa in 1994.  Nelson Mandela was a key figure in 
the fight against the policy of racial discrimination 
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adopted by South Africa in 1948.  Winner of the 
Nobel Peace Prize, Nelson Mandela negotiated an 
agreement to create a democracy based on the 
nonracial policy of "one person, one vote." 

Mother Teresa believed in the power of love to heal 
suffering.  Winner of the Nobel Peace Prize, Mother 
Teresa worked with many poor people throughout 
the world.  Mother Teresa took her vows as a Roman 
Catholic nun in 1937. 

Napoleon Bonaparte crowned himself emperor of 
France in 1804.  In 1812, Napoleon's army invaded 
Russia and was forced to retreat with heavy losses. 
Napoleon was a nineteenth century leader who 
conquered much of Europe before he was defeated 
and sent into exile. 

George Washington was elected the first President 
of the United States in 1789.  George Washington led 
a revolutionary army against the British in America's 
war of Independence. With the help of the French, 
his army finally defeated the British in America's War 
of Independence.  George Washington was one of 
the founding fathers of American democracy. 

A World Timeline 
These are nine periods of time since the birth of the 
universe. 

Scientific evidence suggests that the universe was 
born in a “Big Bang” around 15 billion years ago. The 
universe grew from less than the size of an atom to 
the size of our solar system in about one millionth of 
a second.  After the birth of the universe there was 
only energy in the form of radiation, since it was too 
hot for matter to exist.  Atoms and molecules 
couldn't exist until the universe began to expand and 
cool.  Radiation from the Big Bang can still be 
detected. 

About 5 billion years ago, our solar system formed 
from interstellar gas that had collapsed into a 
flattened cloud. Most scientists believe that the sun 
and all the planets of our solar system formed about 
five billion years ago. Much of the material that 
formed our solar system came from older stars that 
had exploded and died. 

The first life probably evolved sometime around 3.5 
billion years ago.  During this period, the first living 
cells began to reproduce and evolve into higher 
forms of life.  Oxygen didn't enter the earth's 
atmosphere until plants evolved and gave off oxygen 
as a waste product.   

Between ten and a hundred million years ago, the 
dinosaurs were wiped out when a large asteroid hit 
the Earth.  Scientists believe that a catastrophic 

event caused many species of life to become extinct. 
There were many species of plants and animals at 
this time, but no humans. 

Between 1,000,000 and 2,000,000 years ago, 
primitive humans began to roam the Earth.  Early 
humans discovered the use of fire approximately 
500,000 years ago.  During this period, humans used 
simple tools made of stone and drew pictures which 
have been found in ancient caves. 

Humans first built cities and began to farm between 
five and ten thousand years ago.  During this period, 
ancient civilizations developed in many places 
around the world.  By about 5,000 years ago, ancient 
civilizations were organized enough to undertake 
major engineering projects, such as the pyramids. 

The first Olympic Games were held in Greece about 
2,500 years ago.  Modern philosophy and the major 
religions began to develop at this time. The 
philosophers Plato of Greece and Confucius of China 
lived during this period.  During this period, major 
empires began to rise and fall throughout the world.  
Two thousand years ago, the world's population 
grew to about 250 million people. 

The first ships sailed around the world in 1522, 
proving that the Earth was round.  At the beginning 
of this period, major trade routes opened and trade 
began to flourish between East and West.  Between 
250 and 750 years ago there was a revolution in 
thinking about the world and its relationship to God 
and the universe. The first dictionary of the English 
language was published in 1755.  During this period, 
modern science began to question the view that the 
Earth was the center of the universe. 

In the past 50 years the world's population has more 
than doubled.  The first radio and television 
transmissions revolutionized communications 
during this period. In 1969 human beings left the 
Earth and landed on the moon.  At the end of the 
Second World War, atomic bombs were dropped on 
the cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki in Japan. In 
1997 a computer beat the world's chess champion 
for the first time. 
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News Events 
These types of negative events threaten our survival. 

Natural disasters include earthquakes, volcanic 
eruptions, and severe weather conditions such as 
hurricanes and tornadoes.  Throughout history, 
natural disasters have caused the deaths of millions 
of people. Natural disasters are caused by forces 
beyond our control.≠≠++  Earthquakes are difficult to 
predict and can cause a lot of damage.  Bad weather 
can destroy crops and cause mass starvation. 

Throughout history, diseases such as the black 
plague have killed millions of people.  Diseases are 
often spread by unsanitary conditions such as bad 
drinking water.  The rapid spread of a disease 
throughout a population is an epidemic.  Diseases 
cause people to get sick and sometimes die. 

When one country invades another it is an act of 
war. When groups of people within the same 
country fight each other it is called a civil war.  There 
have been two world wars in the past one hundred 
years. Most countries have a military in order to 
defend themselves in case of war. 

In the news we often learn of horrible accidents 
where many people are killed or hurt.  Bad weather 
or mechanical failure are often the causes of 
accidents such as an airplane crash, or the sinking of 
a ship.  After an accident, investigators usually try to 
determine its cause. One famous accident was the 
sinking of the Titanic on its very first voyage. Some 
accidents, such as a nuclear meltdown, can threaten 
the global environment. 

Terrorism involves acts against humanity, usually for 
political reasons.  Terrorist acts have included 
bombings of airplanes and buildings.  In a terrorist 
act, innocent people are often hurt or killed.  The 
victims of a terrorist attack often include innocent 
children. 

An environmental disaster is a drastic change in the 
earth's environment which threatens our ability to 
survive.  An environmental disaster might result 
from climatic changes due to global warming.  The 
burning of fossil fuels could lead to an environmental 
disaster. Pollution of air and water supplies could 
destroy the Earth's ecosystem.  Environmental 
problems, such as deforestation, will require all 
nations of the world to work together. 

Great Accomplishments 
Here are some of our most impressive 
accomplishments. 

The Great Wall is more than 5000 miles long and was 
built more than 2,000 years ago.  The Great Wall was 

built to help defend China from invasion.  The high 
cost of building the Great Wall led to political 
problems in China.   

The Taj Mahal was constructed by more than 20,000 
workers in Agra, a city in northern India.  One of the 
most beautiful monuments in the world, the Taj 
Mahal was designed as a tomb for the wife of an 
emperor.  This magnificent monument was 
completed in 1648 in honor of the wife of the 17th 
century emperor Shah Jahan. 

The pyramids were built as tombs for the leaders of 
ancient Egypt.  The Egyptian pyramids were 
constructed about 5,000 years ago.  It took 
thousands of workers many years to build the 
pyramids.  Engineers still aren't sure how the 
pyramids were constructed.  The largest pyramid 
measured nearly 150 meters high with a square base 
measuring 230 meters on each side. 

The Shinkansen, or "bullet train," was built in 1960 
and was the world's fastest train.  When put into 
service, the Shinkansen cut in half the time required 
to travel from Tokyo to Osaka.  The Shinkansen was 
a symbol of Japan's growing economic power in the 
1960's.  Capable of going more than 135 miles per 
hour, the Shinkansen is powered by electricity. 

The Panama Canal is about 40 miles long and 
connects the Atlantic and Pacific oceans.  One of the 
greatest engineering works of all time, the Panama 
Canal is at the boundary of North and South America.  
Construction of the Panama Canal took less than ten 
years and cost $336 million. 

The lunar landing was a historic event that gave us a 
cosmic view of our place in the universe.  The lunar 
landing was an important step in space exploration. 
This was the first time that a human being walked on 
the moon. The moon landing was viewed by millions 
of people on their televisions. 

Regions of the World 
Here are some distinctive places from around the 
world. 

Mexico City, the capital and cultural center of 
Mexico, is one of the world's largest cities.  Mexico 
City is located where the Aztec Empire had its capital 
several hundred years ago.  Mexico City is one of the 
world's fastest growing metropolitan areas, with 
many of its new inhabitants coming from poor rural 
areas.  The rapid growth of Mexico City has created 
serious problems such as air pollution. 

Located in northern South America, the Amazon is 
one of the world's most important regions.  The 
Amazon River discharges 20% of the Earth's total 
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water flow into the oceans.  The Amazon rain forest 
is home to many species of life found nowhere else.  
Many scientists think that the destruction of the 
Amazon rain forest could cause a global disaster. 

The Sahara is the largest desert in the world, 
stretching across Northern Africa from the Atlantic 
Ocean to the Red Sea.  The Sahara was once a fertile 
area where farmers grew crops, but as the climate 
changed, it became a desert.  The climate of the 
Sahara is dry, with some parts getting no rainfall for 
years at a time.  The name Sahara is from the Arabic 
word for "desert." 

Located on the northern edge of the Indian 
subcontinent, the Himalayas are the world's highest 
mountain system.  The Himalayas are a series of 
mountain ranges which stretch in an arc about 1500 
miles long.  The Himalayas were formed by the 
pressing together of the Indian subcontinent against 

Asia.  The Himalayas include the world's highest 
mountain, Mount Everest, which was climbed for the 
first time in 1953. 

The Middle East is where ancient civilizations and the 
first cities developed more than 10,000 years ago.  
As a region, the Middle East is important to the 
world's economy because of its vast reserves of oil.  
Located where the continents of Africa, Asia and 
Europe come together, the Middle East is home to a 
diverse group of cultures.  Religious and cultural 
differences have led to war and constant tensions 
among the nations in the Middle East. 

Mecca is the most sacred of Muslim holy cities.  
Every day, Muslims from around the world face 
Mecca during their daily prayers.  According to 
Islamic tradition, Muslims should travel to Mecca at 
least once during their lifetime. 
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Teaching Activities 

Language Task 1:  Descriptive Phrases & Clauses 
Practice completing sentences such as the following: 

1. Famous for her great beauty, …(Cleopatra, Madonna, etc.??) 
2. Located in South America,  (the Amazon river…etc.…) 
3. Capable of going more than 135 miles per hour,    (the Shinkansen, etc.…) 
4. (Cleopatra succeeded to the throne)  when she was 17 years old. 
5. (Much of the material) that formed our solar system…(came from older stars) 

Note that some of the above phrases can be repositioned in the sentence. In sentence 1, for example:  Cleopatra, 
famous for her great beauty…  Practice playing with the order of these kinds of descriptive sentences. In spoken 
English, the order varies tremendously, since the language is being pieced together as one speaks and as ideas 
spring to mind. To see examples of this, listen to some of the lectures in Advanced Listening. 

Communication Focus 1:  Research Assignment & Oral Presentation 
Choose a famous person from the past or present. Prepare an outline about that person’s life, and then give a 
one or two minute oral presentation to the class. Explain why that person is important. 

To extend this task over a longer period of time and to bring in a wider vocabulary:  focus on one area at a time, 
such as:  (a) people in science  (b) political leaders (c) military leaders (d) artists, writers, cultural leaders, (e) 
religious leaders (f) evil people (g) contemporary people, (h) people born more than 200 years ago (i) Europeans 
(j) Asians, etc.… 

Communication Focus 2:  Important People Class List 
Have the class make their own list of important people. Students should nominate people from the past or 
present and give reasons why or why not each person should be included. Then have the class vote on which 
people should remain on the final list. What criteria do you use to determine how important a person is? 

Communication Focus 3:  Research Report & Oral Presentation 
Divide the class into six or more groups. Have each group choose one of the nine historical periods to research 
and then prepare a written report. One student from each group should make an oral summary of the report to 
the class. 

Communication Focus 4: Paper & Oral Presentation 
In a one-page paper, answer the following question:  “If I could live in any period of human history besides the 
present it would be...,” and explain why. Then make an oral presentation to the class without reading the paper. 
Just explain why you chose that period over other periods. What hardships do you think you would encounter? 

Communication Focus 5:  News Report 
Have students read and summarize a news story from an English language newspaper or weekly magazine. Then 
have each student make an oral summary of a recent news story. 

This activity can be done on a rotating basis – one news story for each class:  “News story of the day.” 

Communication Focus 6:  News Program 
Have the class write and produce their own news program on video. The stories can be real, in the present or 
past, or imaginary and in the future. 

Communication Focus 7:  Accomplishments 
Besides the accomplishments listed in this lesson, what is another great accomplishment students think should 
be added to the list?  Give a general description of the project, and have students explain why they think it is 
important. This can be done as a class or by individual students. 

Communication Focus 8:  Future Projects & Challenges 
Looking ahead to the future, what kind of major projects do you think humankind will be able to do within the 
next one hundred years or so?  For example:  building a colony on Mars, interstellar space travel, building new 
kinds of power stations, new sources of energy, reducing global warming, etc. 

Communication Focus 9:  Research Assignment & Oral Presentation 
Research and write a paper about the effects of deforestation, pollution, overpopulation, or global warming on 
our environment. Make a 2-3 minute presentation to the class summarizing your paper. 
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Communication Focus 10:  Group Project:  The Causes of War 
In groups, research and write a report which presents what your group believes are the three major causes of 
war throughout history. The report should include examples of specific wars and their causes. Each group should 
make an oral summary of their report to the class. 

This topic can also be a discussion topic for a class, using such questions as:  What do you think is a major cause 
of war?  When is a war necessary?  Would you fight in a war?  For what reasons would you be willing to fight?  
What about passivism?  Can passivism ever work?  What about Civil Disobedience?  What are ways to change 
things without resorting to violence?  What wars in history do you find the most interesting or important?  How 
important to you think it is to study history? 

Communication Focus 11:  Review Game 
Have each student submit a question and an answer about any of the topics in this Unit. The student’s name 
should be included with the question. Then divide the class into teams. A moderator will then ask the questions 
to each team, alternating from team to team, until the correct answer is given. If a team is unable to answer the 
question within 10 seconds, the moderator will ask the same question to the next team, etc. Note:  The student 
who submitted the question is not allowed to answer the question. Score 10 points for a correct answer for the 
first team, 9 points for the second team to try, 8 points for the third team to try, etc. 

Communication Focus 12 – Dictation:  Globalization and Job Skills 
Dictation:  

 Our world is changing now, faster than at any time in history. 

 With the advent of the Internet, national boundaries have all but disappeared. 

 Skilled jobs go to people with the best education and work ethic, regardless of where they live. 

 Increasingly, people from different cultural backgrounds must work together in the same company. 

 To succeed, people must know how to communicate and deal with other cultures successfully. 

Have the students check for accuracy and then summarize the dictation. Then ask follow-up questions like: 

How are you preparing yourself for the next 30 years?  Are you comfortable working with people from a different 
cultural background?  What are some of the difficulties you have had or expect to have when working with 
people from a different culture?  Which cultures are the most difficult to deal with?  What advice will you give 
your children about how to prepare for their futures? 
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Focused Listening  

Focus 1 

Focus on Historical Figures.  Listen carefully to the basic sentences about each person.  Then use the Quiz button 
and answer the questions. 

Language Focus 

Listen for how each person is described, and make a 
note of important vocabulary.  Notice how both 
active and passive verbs are used. 

Goal 

 To learn how to describe people in terms of their 
accomplishments or significant events in their lives. 

 

Student Follow-up 

1. Choose two of the figures and compare or 
contrast the similarities and differences in their 
lives. 

2. Choose a person who you think is one of the ten 
greatest people in history.  Make a short 
summary of his or her accomplishments. 

3. Make a list of characteristics which you value in a 
person.  What kinds of things do you most 
admire? 

Focus 2 

Focus on A World Timeline.  Listen carefully to the basic sentences about each time period and take notes.  Then 
use the Quiz button and answer the questions. 

Language Focus 

Make a note of important vocabulary.  Note how 
points in time and periods in time are specified: 

After the birth of the universe… 
Until the universe began to cool… 
During this period… 
Between ten and a hundred million years ago… 
By about 5,000 years ago… 
In the past 50 years… 

Goal 
 To learn how to specify and describe a period in 

time. 

Student Follow-up 
1. Find additional information about one period or 

event in time, and present it. 

2. Which period in time do you think is the most 
interesting?  Explain why? 

Focus 3 

Focus on News Events.  Listen carefully to the basic sentences about each kind of event.  Then use the Quiz 
button and answer the questions. 

Language Focus 

Make a note of important vocabulary.  Note how 
cause, effects, and reasons for each kind of disaster 
are expressed or implied. 

Diseases cause people to get sick and sometimes die.  
Unsanitary conditions can lead to an epidemic. 

Natural disasters are caused by forces beyond our 
control. 

Goal 

 To learn how to describe and discuss events in 
the news, including their causes, effects, and 
reasons for happening.  

Student Follow-up 

1. Which kinds of events are you most afraid of, and 
why? 

2. What kinds of things can we do to protect 
ourselves or reduce our risks?  

3. Look at a recent newspaper and list the kinds of 
accidents or events which are reported.  
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Focus 4 

Focus on Great Accomplishments.  Listen carefully to the basic sentences about each accomplishment.  Then 
use the Quiz button and answer the questions. 

Language Focus 

Make a note of important vocabulary.  Note how the 
purpose, means, costs, and benefits of a project are 
expressed. 

The pyramids were built as tombs for Egyptian 
leaders. 

Engineers still aren’t sure how they were 
constructed. 

When put into service, the Shinkansen cut in half 
the time to travel from Osaka to Tokyo. 

Goal 

 To learn how to describe a major project. 

Student Follow-up 

1. Find additional information about one of these 
projects and present it. 

2. What kinds of major projects have you benefited 
from? 

Focus 5 

Focus on Regions of the World.  Listen carefully to the basic sentences about each accomplishment.  Then use 
the Quiz button and answer the questions. 

Language Focus 

Make a note of important vocabulary.  Note how 
adjective clauses or phrases are used to describe 
each place. 

It was once a fertile area where farmers grew 
crops. 

It’s dry, with some parts getting no rainfall…  

The Middle East is where ancient civilizations 
developed more than 10,000 years ago. 

Goal 

 To learn how to describe a location or region in 
terms of events or characteristics.  

Student Follow-up 

1. Find additional information about one of these 
places or regions, and present it. 

2. Describe the region or city where you live, in 
terms of its location, climate, characteristics, 
and history. 

 

Focus 6 

Focus on the Matrix Game.  Listen to the questions and see how many you can answer. 

Student Follow-up 

Make a list of additional questions and answers for all the 

categories. 
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Unit 3 – UFOs: For and Against 

Presentation: For or Against? Drake’s Equation; Rulers and Clocks; and Sentence Reordering 

This unit focuses on the building of arguments and counter arguments, point by point.  Arguments for and 
against the existence of UFOs are presented, with comprehension questions, and supported by “notes,” which 
are displayed on screen.  These notes help students visualize how arguments and counter arguments line up 
against each other and can build an argument. 

In the second lesson, For or Against?, students listen to a statement and decide whether it supports the For or 
Against position. 

The lessons, Drake’s Equation and Rulers and Clocks, are bonus lessons which provide 
supplementary information for students interested in science. 

The final lesson, Sentence Reordering, focuses on how sentences are logically 
arranged to present an argument or sequence of ideas.  This lesson follows up a 
similar lesson, Level IV: 1 (2), Epidemic. 

 

 

Goals: 

To be able to understand and analyze the points and evidence in an argument. 

To be able to understand and express logical relationships between ideas. 

To be able to cite and/or challenge evidence, assumptions, and inferences in an argument. 

 

Objective 1: To understand how modals and logical connectors are used to express different degrees of logical 
force or certainty (unlikely, reasonable, must, could, would, etc.). 

Objective 2: To understand and be able to use pronouns (this, it, such a) and sentence ordering cues (as a result, 
however) to make reference to previously specified information or events without having to 
restate them. 

Objective 3: To be able to use implied conditionals and other means to hypothesize and draw conclusions from 
previously stated or understood assumptions. 
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Main Learning Points 
logical necessity, degrees of certainty, and modals 
In order to accept the existence of UFOs, we must 
accept the fact that alien life exists.  Even if we 
accept that there might be 10,000 advanced 
civilizations in our galaxy, it is unlikely that any could 
be closer than 50 light years away.  This means that 
an exchange of information would take 100 years.  A 
journey of this distance would be impractical for 
even an advanced civilization.  Nothing can travel 
faster than the speed of light.  This light barrier is 
impossible to overcome, even for a civilization far 
more advanced than ours.  An advanced alien 
civilization could be thousands of years older than 
we are.  It isn't unreasonable to think that such a 
civilization might have discovered a way…  The 
existence of UFOs would be evidence that an 
advanced civilization has somehow solved the 
problem. 

qualifiers and logical connectors 
(however, in fact, even if, this means, as a result, to 
seem, just, in this case, on the contrary, otherwise)  
However, we must be able to find a balance.  
Otherwise, our beliefs can be used against us.  While 
it is true that many UFO incidents can be explained, 
it is also true that a number of incidents remain 
unsolved.  The light barrier argument seems 
persuasive.  However, it's just a theory.  We cannot 
allow ourselves to believe anything just because we 
want to believe it.  On the contrary, all the evidence 
is against it.  This means that an infinite amount of 
energy would be required to accelerate it to a higher 
speed.  As a result, no matter can be accelerated to 
the speed of light. 

citing evidence, appeal to reason, arguing and 
countering a point 
(according to, given the fact that, to be well 
established, all the evidence, no reason, based on) 

There is no reason to think that we are unique.  In 
fact, some scientists estimate that as many as 10,000 
advanced civilizations exist in our galaxy.  This 
estimate is based on our understanding of how life 

began on Earth.  According to science, nothing can 
travel faster than the speed of light.   The light barrier 
has been well established.   That’s a good point.  
However, it’s just a theory.  The fact that scientific 
theories have been wrong before doesn’t mean we 
can say that anything is possible.  In this case, for 
example, there is no evidence to indicate that 
anything can travel faster than light.  On the 
contrary, all the evidence is against it.  Without a 
single exception, none of the reports has been 
verified.  The scientific evidence seems convincing.  
However, we can be sure that there will be surprises 
in the future. Therefore, we should not rule out the 
fantastic.  However, we must find a balance between 
wishful thinking and fact.  Otherwise, our beliefs can 
be used against us. 

speculations, implied conditionals (would, could, 
might) 
It would mean that the aliens had the technology to 
travel an enormous distance through space.  Even if 
we accept that there might be advanced civilizations, 
it is unlikely that any could be closer than 50 light 
years away.  This means that an exchange of 
information would take 100 years.  A journey of this 
distance would be impractical for even an advanced 
civilization.  An infinite amount of energy would be 
required.  The existence of UFOs would require the 
existence of advanced alien life.  It isn’t 
unreasonable to think that an advanced civilization 
might have discovered a way to travel near or 
beyond the speed of light. 

sentence ordering cues, pronoun reference 
(it, this, as a result, such a , in fact, more, however) 

It would mean that the aliens had the technology...  
This estimate is based on our understanding of how 
life began. The existence of an alien spacecraft 
requires much more.  This means that an exchange 
of information would take 100 years.  A journey of 
this distance would be impractical.  However, it’s just 
a theory.  Such a civilization might have discovered a 
way to travel near or beyond the speed of light. 

 
Key Sentences (Partial Transcript) 

Presentation 
A newspaper headline reports the landing of an alien 
spacecraft.  Fact or fantasy?  Let's examine 
arguments on both sides and decide which side has 
the stronger case. 

For 
First, in order to accept the existence of UFOs, we 
must accept the fact that alien life exists.  Given the 

fact that there are billions of stars like ours, it's hard 
to believe that intelligent life exists only on Earth.  
There is no reason to think that we are unique in all 
the universe.  In fact, some scientists estimate that 
as many as 10,000 advanced civilizations exist in our 
galaxy, the Milky Way.  This estimate is based on our 
understanding of how life began on Earth and how 
Earth itself came into being.  If we calculate the 
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probabilities, a reasonable estimate is that 
intelligent life exists near one in a million stars. 

Against 
The real issue is not the existence of life on other 
worlds.  The existence of an alien spacecraft requires 
much more.  It would mean that the aliens had the 
technology to travel an enormous distance through 
space.  Even if we accept that there might be 10,000 
advanced civilizations in our galaxy, it is unlikely that 
any could be closer than 50 light years away. This 
means that an exchange of information would take 
100 years. A journey of this distance would be 
impractical for even an advanced civilization. 

It's important to understand the light barrier that 
makes space travel impractical. First, it has been well 
established that nothing can travel faster than the 
speed of light.  Second, as an object's speed 
approaches the speed of light, its mass becomes 
infinite. This means that an infinite amount of energy 
would be required to accelerate it to a higher speed. 
As a result, no matter can be accelerated to the 
speed of light. This light barrier is impossible to 
overcome, even for a civilization far more advanced 
than ours. 

For 
That's a good point. The light barrier argument 
seems persuasive. However, it's just a theory. 
Scientific theories have been wrong before. An 
advanced alien civilization could be thousands of 
years older than we are. It isn't unreasonable to 
think that such a civilization might have discovered a 
way to travel near or beyond the speed of light. 

Against 
The fact that scientific theories have been wrong 
before doesn't mean we can say that anything is 
possible. We need evidence. We cannot allow 
ourselves to believe anything just because we want 
to believe it. In this case, for example, there is no 
evidence to indicate that anything can travel faster 
than light. On the contrary, all the evidence is against 
faster-than-light travel. This is one of the most 
fundamental laws of nature. 

For 
The existence of UFOs would be evidence that an 
advanced civilization has somehow solved the 
problem of interstellar travel. There are many 
people who claim to have seen UFOs. In one case, an 
alien spacecraft is supposed to have crashed near 
Roswell, New Mexico in 1947. A video even shows 
one of the dead aliens being examined at an 
American military base. Of course skeptics say the 
video is fake. They refuse to accept any evidence 
that goes against their beliefs. 

Against 
Without a single exception none of the reports of 
UFOs has ever been verified The Roswell video is, in 
fact, a clever fake.  If such a thing had really 
happened, there would have been no way to cover 
it up. There is no reason to believe that the American 
government would or even could have hidden the 
truth for so long. On the other hand, there are many 
examples of deliberate hoaxes. For example, for 
several years people believed that mysterious crop 
circles were made by aliens. These crop circles were 
elaborate geometrical figures made in fields of 
wheat or other grain. Many people believed these 
patterns could only be explained by alien spacecraft. 
Even some scientists began to believe that these 
crop circles were evidence for alien intelligence. But 
eventually these too turned out to be a hoax. Two 
men dreamed up the idea one evening in an English 
pub. They fooled people for more than ten years, 
and others began to copy them. 

 For 
The scientific evidence against UFOs seems 
convincing. However, if we compare what we know 
now with what we knew two hundred years ago, we 
can be sure that there will be surprises in the future. 
How many of us would have believed that the entire 
universe was at one time smaller than a single atom? 
Yet that is what science is telling us today. Therefore, 
we should not rule out the fantastic. While it is true 
that many UFO incidents can be explained, it is also 
true that a number of incidents remain unsolved. We 
should keep our minds open to the possibilities 
beyond our understanding, including the existence 
of UFOs. 

Against 
Imagination is a great thing. However, we must be 
able to find a balance between wishful thinking and 
fact. Otherwise, our beliefs can be used against us.  
For example, the Aztecs believed that human 
sacrifice was necessary to insure that the sun would 
rise each day. As a result, hundreds of thousands of 
people were killed. 

Modern science can be a powerful tool to help us 
decide between truth and fantasy. It isn't perfect, 
and we shouldn't become its slave. There are many 
questions it can never decide, such as why the 
universe was created, or what is right and wrong. On 
the other hand, we should use it to solve real 
problems that threaten our existence on this planet. 
Then, if an alien spacecraft ever does visit our planet, 
they can find a civilization worth visiting. 

Now that you've heard arguments on both sides, 
which side do you think was more persuasive? 
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For or Against? 
Indicate whether each statement is used to argue for 
or against the existence of UFOs. 

(Arguments or Evidence Against) 

No encounter with aliens has ever been verified.  

Despite many who wish to believe otherwise, 
interstellar space travel is impractical. 

Even if alien life exists, it's unlikely that they could 
travel to Earth. 

The distance between stars is enormous, so it is 
unlikely that aliens could come here. 

Even an exchange of messages would take many 
years. 

According to science, nothing can travel faster than 
light. 

Even an advanced civilization can't travel faster than 
light. 

(Arguments or Evidence For) 

With more advanced technology, it may be possible 
to travel faster than light. 

Advanced aliens might be able to travel faster than 
light. 

There is no proof that faster-than-light travel is 
impossible. 

Scientists refuse to accept evidence that doesn't 
agree with them. 

There are many people who claim to have seen 
UFOs. 

Even if there have been hoaxes, some incidents are 
unexplained. 

A number of UFO incidents remain unsolved. 

We shouldn't rule out the fantastic, since it could be 
true. 

Drake’s Equation 

To estimate the number of stars with intelligent life, 
we assume that 10% of the stars in our galaxy are 
yellow stars like our sun.  Of these, we estimate that 
10% have planets, and that 10% of these have 
planets like Earth. This works out to about 200 
million planets like Earth. Of these we estimate that 
10% have atmospheres that can support life, that 
10% of these have life, and that 10% of these have 
intelligent life.  That leaves 200,000 with some sort 
of intelligent life. Of course the number of these 
which support advanced civilizations is far less.   

Relativity: Rulers and Clocks 
Einstein realized that you can never overtake a beam 
of light. However fast you go, the light beam will 
always move at the same speed. To explain this, 
Einstein hypothesized that length and time contract 

as speed increases. The faster we travel, the shorter 
our rulers become and the slower our clocks tick. 
This change is just enough to keep the measured 
speed of light a constant, c. 

To see this, let's suppose that we move away from 
Earth at 90% the speed of light. You might think that, 
relative to us, a beam of light coming from Earth, 
would be moving at 10% of the speed of light. 
However, that's not correct. In fact, it would be 
moving at c, the speed of light!  This is true even 
though we are moving at 90% the speed of light as 
viewed from Earth. This is because our time and 
space would have contracted compared to time and 
space on Earth. 

Here is an example.  Let's assume that we are in a 
spaceship that is accelerated with a force equal to 
gravity.  If we travel for 60 years, we can make a 
round trip to a point 2.5 million light years away!  
However, to observers on Earth, our trip would have 
taken 5 million years!  Amazing, but true! 

Sentence Reordering 

1. Given the fact that there are billions of stars like 
ours, it's hard to believe that intelligent life exists 
only on Earth. 

2. In fact, some scientists estimate that as many as 
10,000 advanced civilizations exist in our galaxy, 
the Milky Way. 

3. This estimate is based on our understanding of 
how life began on Earth and how Earth itself 
came into being. 

 

1. The real issue is not the existence of life on other 
worlds. 

2. The existence of an alien spacecraft requires 
much more. 

3. It would mean that the aliens had the technology 
to travel an enormous distance through space. 

 

1. Even if we accept that there might be 10,000 
advanced civilizations in our galaxy, it is unlikely 
that any could be closer than 50 light years away. 

2. This means that an exchange of information 
would take 100 years. 

3. A journey of this distance would be impractical 
for even an advanced civilization. 

 

1. It's important to understand the light barrier 
that makes space travel impractical. 

2. First, it has been well established that nothing 
can travel faster than the speed of light. 
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3. Second, as an object's speed approaches the 
speed of light, its mass becomes infinite. 

4. This means that an infinite amount of energy 
would be required to accelerate it to a higher 
speed. 

5. As a result, no matter can be accelerated to the 
speed of light. 

 

1. Imagination is a great thing. 

2. However, we must be able to find a balance 
between wishful thinking and fact. 

3. Otherwise, our beliefs can be used against us. 

 

1. Modern science can be a powerful tool to help 
us decide between truth and fantasy. 

2. It isn't perfect, and we shouldn't become its 
slave. 

3. On the other hand, we should use it to solve real 
problems that threaten our existence on this 
planet. 

 

1. The fact that scientific theories have been wrong 
before doesn't mean we can say that anything is 
possible. 

2. In this case, for example, there is no evidence to 
indicate that anything can travel faster than 
light. 

3. On the contrary, all the evidence is against 
faster-than-light travel. 

4. This is one of the most fundamental laws of 
nature. 

 

1. To estimate the number of stars with intelligent 
life, we assume that 10% of the stars in our 
galaxy are yellow stars like our sun. 

2. Of these, we estimate that 10% have planets, 
and that 10% of these have planets like Earth. 

3. This works out to about 200 million planets like 
Earth. 

4. Of these, we estimate that 10% have 
atmospheres that can support life, that 10% of 

these have life, and that 10% of these have 
intelligent life. 

1. For several years people believed that 
mysterious crop circles were made by aliens. 

2. These crop circles were elaborate geometrical 
figures made in fields of wheat or other grain. 

3. Many people believed these patterns could only 
be explained by alien spacecraft. 

4. Even some scientists began to believe that these 
crop circles were evidence for alien intelligence. 

 

1. There are many people who claim to have seen 
UFOs. 

2. In one case, an alien spacecraft is supposed to 
have crashed near Roswell, New Mexico in 1947. 

3. A video even shows one of the dead aliens being 
examined at an American military base. 

4. Of course skeptics say the video is fake. 

5. They refuse to accept any evidence that goes 
against their beliefs. 

 

1. The light barrier argument seems persuasive. 

2. However, it's just a theory. 

3. Scientific theories have been wrong before. 

4. An advanced alien civilization could be 
thousands of years older than we are. 

5. It isn't unreasonable to think that such a 
civilization might have discovered a way to travel 
near or beyond the speed of light. 

 

1. The scientific evidence against UFOs seems 
convincing. 

2. However, if we compare what we know now 
with what we knew two hundred years ago, we 
can be sure that there will be surprises in the 
future. 

3. How many of us would have believed that the 
entire universe was at one time smaller than a 
single atom? 

4. Yet that is what science is telling us today. 

5. Therefore, we should not rule out the fantastic. 
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Teaching Activities 

Language Task 1 – Logical Force and Structure 

Review terms such as:  even if, this means, must, leads us to 
conclude, it isn’t unreasonable to think that, in this case, on the 
contrary, without a single exception, overgeneralization, 
premise, conclusion, deductive argument, inductive argument, 
evidence to support or refute an argument,  etc.…and use them 
in a sentence, or give an example. .Here is an example of an 
inductive argument:  The sun has always come up before, so it 
will come up tomorrow. Here is an example of a deductive 
argument:  All men are mortal. Socrates is a man. Therefore 
Socrates must be mortal. 

Language Task 2 – Sentence Ordering and Pronoun Reference 

Review linking words such as:  it, this, as a result, such a, another example, in fact, however, on the other hand, 
etc.…. words such as these refer to something previous in the development of an idea or paragraph. They are 
important for linking ideas in a presentation or argument and giving a sense of cohesion. For example: 

1. The Roswell video is, in fact, a clever fake. 

2. If such a thing had really happened, there would have been no way to cover it up. 

Looking at these two sentences, there is no way that their order could be reversed. On the other hand, by 
removing the reference, such a thing, the order can be changed to: 

 If the Roswell incident had really happened, there would have been no way to cover it up. 

 The Roswell video is, in fact, a clever fake. 

In this case, there is no sense of cohesion, and the order works either way. 

Language Task 3 – Dictation and Sentence Ordering 

Dictate the following sentences. Then have students put them into the correct order, which is indicated by the 
numbers 1-4 below.  Note that the term senses is being used to refer to sight, sound, touch, etc.… 

 This is because multimedia exercises can involve several senses. (3) 

 In particular, it supports the view that multimedia exercises can be very effective. (2) 

 Recent research in the neural sciences has provided many insights into how learning takes place. (1) 

  As a result, these senses can work together, each helping the learning process take place. (4) 

Have the students check for accuracy and put the sentences into the correct order. Then have students 
summarize the dictation and discuss the ordering of ideas and how the ordering is indicated by the cohesive 
devices. 

Communication Focus 1:  Debates 

Have the class debate or discuss two or more of the following topics. Ideally, each team should prepare a list of 
points both for and against their side, as well as a written summary of the evidence and facts that they have 
researched. 

Proposed Topics for Debates or Discussion: 

 Technology has improved the quality of life. 

 Good and Evil:  Some people are born into a life of crime. 

 People never change - History repeats itself. 

 War is inevitable. 

 Everyone should learn a foreign language. 

 Grades (in school) and tests are necessary. 

 Education should be mandatory and free. 

 A society has the right to force its citizens to be immunized against a disease. 
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 Citizens should have the right to own a gun. 

 Professional athletes should not be allowed to participate in the Olympic Games. 

 Dress codes in school are good. 

 Capital punishment:  For some crimes it’s necessary. 

 English is the language of the future. 

 Environmental issues, such as carbon dioxide emissions, should be regulated by the United Nations. 

 Women should not be allowed to join the military in a combat role. 

 Women are better suited to be political leaders than men. 

 More women in government would mean less war. 

 Society should provide high-quality day care for all working mothers. 

 Violence should not be allowed on television. 

 Governments should have the right to restrict the flow of information. 

 Free Trade vs. Protectionism 

Communication Focus 2:  Advertising:  Written & Oral Analysis 

Find an advertisement or commercial in either a magazine or on television, and analyze how it has been designed 
to persuade you to buy or use the product. What images or arguments are being used to attract you?  What 
assumptions about you are being made?  Is the advertisement effective?  Why? 

Communication Focus 3:  Video Project: Commercial 

Make a 30-second commercial about a product or service. List the assumptions you have made about the 
potential buyer, and explain the logic of persuasion you are using. 

Communication Focus 4:  Interview: UFOs 

Conduct a survey to find out how many people believe in the existence of UFOs. What are the main reasons 
given for believing that UFOs exist?  What are the main reasons given for believing that UFOs don’t exist? 

 

Focused Listening  

Focus 1 

Focus on the first half of the Presentation lesson, through the section dealing with faster-than-light travel. 

Listen to the arguments and make your own notes.  Do you agree with the notes provided in the program? 

Note how evidence and logic are used to lead us to a conclusion, such as “intelligent life probably exists.” The 
other side then attacks that conclusion or its relevance to the main argument:  “even if intelligent life exists, it 
doesn’t mean that there are UFOs, which is a different issue.” 

Each side presents points of evidence and logical inferences to lead us to conclusions which the other side then 
tries to refute or weaken.  This back and forth exchange is the essence of argumentation:  point, counterpoint, 
point, counterpoint, etc. 

Goal 

 To see the relationship between an argument 
and a counter-argument. 

Student Follow-up 

1. Summarize the points for and against the 
possibility of interstellar space travel. 

2. Summarize the points for and against the 
possibility of faster-than-light travel. 

 

Focus 2 

Focus on the second half of the Presentation lesson, after the section dealing with faster-than-light travel.  Listen 
to the arguments and make your own notes.  Do you agree with the notes provided in the program? 
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Note how each side tries to discredit the other side’s arguments: “just a theory,“ “science has been wrong 
before.”  Questionable evidence and bad logic are used to counter some arguments.  See if you can identify 
arguments that are unreasonable.  How are they refuted by the other side? 

Goal 
 Students will be able to understand and analyze 
an argument so that they can counter it. 

Student Follow-up 
1. Summarize the points for and against requiring 

factual or scientific evidence to believe in 
something. 

 

2. Explain how the Roswell and Crop Circle 
incidents were used in the arguments.  Which 
side,  for or against, benefited the most from 
each? 

Focus 3 

In the For or Against lesson, listen to each statement and decide whether it is used as an argument for or against 
the existence of UFOs.  Click on For or Against to indicate your answer. 

Goal 
 The focus of this lesson is to have students think 
about how the pieces of an argument fit together. 

Student Follow-up 
 Pick three statements from the lesson, and 
explain exactly why and how they are used to argue 
For or Against.  

Example: With more advanced technology, it may be 
possible to travel faster than the speed of light.  This 
statement is used to argue For.  It is a counter to the 
“light barrier” which was used to argue against the 
possibility of interstellar space travel.  If we can 
admit the possibility of traveling faster than light, the 
main argument against UFOs disappears. 

Focus 4 

In Drake’s Equation and Rulers and Clocks, study the vocabulary in each lesson.  Make notes for each 
presentation, using key words and phrases instead of complete sentences. 

10% yellow stars  10% with planets  10% like earth 

Language Focus 
Note how pronouns such as this, that and these are 
used to connect one sentence or phrase to another. 

Of these, we assume that 10% are… 

To explain this… 

That leaves… 

Note how “assume” and “suppose” are used to 
explain or illustrate an idea or hypothesis.  We often 
use these words instead of “if .“ 

Let’s suppose that we are moving away from Earth… 
Let’s assume that we are accelerated… 

Goal 
 Students will understand how to explain a 
supposition or hypothesis by use of an example. 

Student Follow-up 
 Organize your notes from each section, and 
practice using them to make an oral summary.  Put 
one or two main ideas onto index cards, or draw a 
diagram, such as in the Rulers and Clocks lesson. 

Focus 5 

Do the Sentence Reordering lesson.  Arrange the sentences in the correct order.  Use key words and phrases 
such as these, that, this, it, in fact, and as a result to help you find the correct order. 

Student Follow-up 
 Choose five of the sequences.  Write them down, 
and circle the words or phrases which you used to 
help you sequence the sentences.  What other 
words, if any, could have been used? 

This means that an exchange of information would 
take 100 years.  A distance of 50 light years means 
that an exchange of information... 
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Unit 4 – Video Interactions 

 

This lesson shows a variety of native speakers in the 
following situations:  business and personal telephone 
conversations, an interview, and a brief press conference 
segment.  Students may view each scene in a presentation 
mode, and also in an interactive mode where the students 
can interact with the native speakers through Speech 
Recognition (or mouse click) choices. 

Detailed instructions for this lesson, and also for Speech 
Recognition, can be found in the Study Guides and also in 
the pull-down Help screens once you enter the lesson. 

Each scene illustrates important language, such as phrases for using the telephone, and conditionals, one of the 
main focus points for this module.  Each scene can easily be role-played or can serve as a model for students to 
write their own situation. 

Business Telephone (Key Expressions) 

This is Mike Lynch calling.  I’m with X company. 

Sorry, I'm not interested.  But if you'd like to send 
some information about.., I'd be happy to read it. 

Okay, thank you.  I'll send it right away.  Thank you 
for your time. 

You’re welcome 

Friends on the Telephone 

Why weren't you at the party last night?  Everyone 
was disappointed. 

I wanted to be there, but something came up. 

It's too bad you weren't there.  Carmen was there 
too. 

Why didn't you let me know she was coming?  I 
would have come for sure, if I had known. (contrary-
to-fact) 

I wasn't sure if she was coming or not.  (real 
possibility) 

You should have told me anyway. 

I didn't want you to be disappointed if she didn't 
come. 

She probably doesn't want to see me anyway. 

Well, you know Bob, if I were you I'd forget about her. 

I know, but I don't give up that easily. 

Okay, I'll see you tomorrow, okay? 

Thanks for calling. 

UFO Interview  

If someone told you that aliens were coming to 
Earth, would you be excited or afraid? (unlikely, 
imaginary) 

I think I'd be excited at first. (implied conditional) 

But then I'd probably be afraid 

Why would you be afraid? 

I guess it's because I'd wonder why they were 
coming.  If they came, they'd be more advanced than 
we are, so maybe it wouldn't be good for us. 

Why is that? 

Well, if you look at human history, it seems that 
whenever two cultures come into contact, the less 
powerful culture begins to die out. 

So you don't think that things would get better for 
us, such as better medicine, better technology and 
so on. 

I don't know.  Maybe… but I wouldn't expect it. 

A Press Conference 

I'm here to answer any questions you may have 
about this morning's earthquake. 

It was a fairly strong earthquake.  It registered 7.1 on 
the Richter Scale.  Several buildings collapsed, and 
we are searching for survivors.  It was centered 
about 200 miles south of here, just off the coast. 
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Unit 5 – Review Exercises 

When Units 1-3 are completed, it is important to review the main points.  The following lessons help students 
refocus on some of the main language points that are covered and included in the Mastery Tests. 

Dictations 

Dictations focus on important language at the word and phrase level.  Detailed instructions for doing the 
dictations can be found in the Study Guides and also in the pull-down Help screens.  The Dictations for Module 
8 are as follows: 

 

Dictation 1 

1. About six weeks ago Bob became suspicious that 
someone had gotten into his desk drawer. 

2. He wasn't sure, but it looked as if things had been 
moved around. 

3. The only way to have gotten into the drawer 
without a key was if the drawer wasn't locked. 

4. If the drawer was unlocked, then the thief must 
have done it during the day. 

Dictation 2 

1. He found that the files were accessed twice over 
the weekend. 

2. Nobody opened Bob's desk drawer where the new 
codes were written down. 

3. Since nobody opened Bob's drawer, there must 
have been another way to find the codes. 

4. Whoever got the codes might have written a 
program to get them. 

Dictation 3 

1. Phil couldn't have done it unless someone else was 
also involved. 

2. Leslie couldn't have done it by herself because she 
wasn't at the office on Sunday. 

3. Dan might have done it because he needed money 
to pay gambling debts. 

4. If Shirley didn't go to the office on Saturday, it 
could have been Leslie or Dan. 

Dictation 4 

1. Throughout history, natural disasters have caused 
the deaths of millions of people. 

2. Natural disasters are caused by forces beyond our 
control. 

3. Diseases cause people to get sick and sometimes 
die. 

4. Diseases are often spread by unsanitary conditions 
such as bad drinking water. 

Dictation 5 

1. An environmental disaster might result from 
climatic changes due to global warming. 

2. Environmental problems, such as deforestation, 
will require all nations of the world to work 
together. 

3. When groups of people within the same country 
fight each other it is called a civil war. 

4. Most countries have a military in order to defend 
themselves in case of war. 

Dictation 6 

1. The fact that scientific theories have been wrong 
before doesn't mean we can say that anything is 
possible. 

2. We cannot allow ourselves to believe anything just 
because we want to believe it. 

3. In this case, for example, there is no evidence to 
indicate that anything can travel faster than light. 

4. On the contrary, all the evidence is against faster-
than-light travel. 

 

Fill-Ins 

This lesson reviews some of the main grammar points that have been introduced in Units 1-3.  Detailed 
instructions for doing the Fill-Ins (with Speech Recognition) can be found in the Study Guides and also in the 
pull-down Help screens (This Lesson) once you are in the Fill-Ins lesson.  Please note that the highlighted words 
in the answer sentences are linked to the Glossary.  Sample sentences from the Fill-Ins lesson are: 

(1)  In order to access his personal files, it's necessary to use a password.  (3) Only a few people could have 
known that the book even existed.  (4) A competitor couldn't have done it without inside help.  (7) He couldn't 
figure out how they could have gotten it.  (9)  Suddenly he realized what must have happened.  (11) He met 
Shirley more than a year ago when she worked for a competitor.  (14)  Shirley couldn't have been at the office 
at either time.  (17) It couldn't have been Phil unless someone helped him.  (18) Mandela spent 25 years in prison 
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before becoming president.  (23) They refuse to accept any evidence that goes against their beliefs.  (24) 
Interstellar travel would be difficult even with advanced technology.  (25) A light year is the distance traveled by 
light in a year.  (28) What we know now would have surprised people 200 years ago. 

Speech Practice 

In addition to developing oral fluency, this lesson provides a means to review and focus attention on many of 
the key language points developed in Units 1-3, especially Inferences.  Detailed instructions for using Speech 
Recognition and for doing the Speech Practice lesson can be found in the Study Guide and also in the pull-down 
Help screens. 

This Speech Practice lesson has four sections:  Sentence Reading, Answering Questions, Inferences, and Speech 
Quiz.  Please note that the Score for the Speech Quiz is designed so that students can try to increase their 
personal scores each time they do the quiz, rather than as a test.  A record of each score can be found in the 
Student Records. 
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EBTN Unit 4 
Line Graphs 

Part 1 

Auto sales 
Foreign Share of Steel Market 
Unemployment Rate 
Home Buyers 
Average Family Size 

Part 2 

City Government Approval 
Population Growth 
World Energy Consumption 
Passenger Car Exports 
Traffic Fatalities 

Quiz 

This Unit prepares students to present data from a line graph, especially changes over time. 

Goals: 
To be able to use the present perfect (have +V(n)) to express change. 

 

Sample Language & Learning Points 

Line Graphs 

sales declined to a low of around 300,000, sales 
increased steadily, sales were around 900,000 units, 
sales at Union Motors surpassed sales at Federal 
Motors, the number of potential first-time home 
buyers peaked, the largest share of the market, 
changes in the unemployment rate 

present perfect (have + V(n)) 

sales have stopped their decline, have remained 
fairly steady, the number of potential first time 
buyers has changed, the number has been 
dropping… 

Key Sentences and Examples: 

Part 1 

This first example shows how auto sales at Union 
Motors have changed since 1960.  In 1960, sales 
were about 500,000 units.  From 1960, sales 
declined to a low of around 300,000 in 1965.  From 
1965, sales increased steadily until they reached a 
high of around 900,000 in 1974. Then, because of 
increasing imports, sales began a long decline, to a 
low of around 500,000 units. Since 1980, sales have 
stopped their decline and have remained fairly 
steady. 

This graph shows how the foreign share of total US 
steel sales changed during the period from 1965 
through 1985. Between 1970 and 1980, the lowest 
foreign share of the market was about 12%. The 
largest share of the market before 1970 was about 
17%, in ‘68. 

This graph shows how the number of potential first 
time homebuyers has changed. The number of 
potential first-time homebuyers peaked at around 

45 million at the end of the ‘80s. Since the beginning 
of 1990, the number has been dropping. 

This graph shows the decrease in average family size 
in the US. US families in 1989 averaged only 3.16 
people, the smallest size since 1940.  This drop is 
primarily the result of lower birthrates and 
continued increases in the number of single-parent 
families. This graph indicates that the average family 
has been getting smaller. 

Part 2 

This line graph shows how the voter approval rating 
for a city government has changed during the past 
12 months. Note that the approval rating was at its 
highest during the first 3 months and at its lowest in 
month 8. It reached its lowest point in month 8.  
During month 8, 60% of the voters disapproved of 
the government's performance. 

This graphs shows the rate of population growth in 
several countries. It also shows the literacy rate in 
each of the countries. The adult literacy rate is the 
percentage of adults who can read and write. The 
axis on the left gives the percentage growth rate, and 
the axis on the  

right gives the literacy rate. For example, the 
percentage annual growth rate of Brazil is about 
1.4%.  Its literacy rate is 0.83 or 83%. For these 
countries, the graph suggests that countries with a 
higher literacy rate have a lower rate of population 
growth. 

This graph shows how the world's consumption of 
energy is increasing. The scale on the left is in units 
of quadrillion BTUs or British Thermal Units. In 1983, 
the world's energy consumption was 283 quadrillion 
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BTUs.  The world's energy consumption in 1990 was 
347 quadrillion BTUs.  

This graph shows how passenger car exports 
changed in the 5-year period ending in 2003 It shows 
the value of exports in billions of dollars for seven 
exporting countries.  

This graph gives the causes of traffic fatalities based 
on 4000 separate accidents.  Each bar shows the 
number of fatalities for each cause.  The axis on the 
right gives the percentage. For example, about 1200 
deaths were due to speed. The line graph above the 
bar graph shows the cumulative percentage of 
fatalities due to each cause. It shows that 72.3 
percent of the traffic fatalities were due to two 
causes, lane changes and unsafe speed. 

Sample Questions: 

When did the approval rating reach 50%?                   

When did the approval rating reach its lowest point?                  

What has happened to the approval rating during 
the past 4 months?                

(a) It has stayed flat. (b) It has improved. (c) It has 
gotten worse.             

What percent of voters disapproved of the 
government's performance during month 8?            

What conclusion can be drawn from this graph?                   

Which country has a negative growth rate?                 

Which country has the highest growth rate?                

Of these countries, which country has the lowest 
rate of literacy?                

About what is Vietnam's literacy rate?                    

What was the world's energy consumption in 1990?                

What was the increase in energy consumption from 
2000 to 2005?              

In which 5-year period did energy consumption 
increase the most?            

Which country was the leading exporter of 
passenger cars for the entire 5-year period?              

Which country saw a decline in its exports of 
passenger cars from 1999 to 2003?               

Which country made the largest gain?                  

What was the value of France's passenger car 
exports in 2003?               

Which country made the largest percentage gain in 
sales?              

During which year did Germany make its largest 
gain?                  

About what percentage of traffic fatalities were 
caused by people who were distracted in some way?        

Which two causes are responsible for 72.3 percent 
of traffic fatalities?                

What caused a little more than 500 of the fatalities?                 

What was the 2nd most common cause of the traffic 
fatalities?               

What was the leading cause of traffic fatalities?               

Lane changes caused what percentage of the 
fatalities?               
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EBTN Unit 5 
Bar Graphs 

Part 1 

Math Scores & Spending 
Birth Rates 
Income Distribution 
Tax Rates 
Defense Spending  
 

Part 2 

Life Expectancy 
Median Ages 
Cigarette Smoking 
Blood Pressure & Obesity 
CO2 Emissions 
Sources of Energy 
Electricity Production 

Quiz 

 

This Unit prepares students to participate in a decision-making situation where they have to express alternatives 
or give reasons for deciding on one course of action over another. 

In the Unit, the Sales Manager at Federal Motors, Sonia Scott, needs to decide whether to send Bob or Ed to 
Australia to open a new branch. 

Goals: 

 To be able to understand and express different degrees of certainty in linking ideas and events. 

 To develop oral fluency and confidence to express more complex ideas. 

 

Sample Language & Learning Points  
Bar graphs 

This graph compares the tax rates at various income 
levels.  Students from Japan scored 65%.  West 
Germany spent almost 3% of its GNP for defense in 
1979. 

Comparisons 

In the US, there is a higher ratio of spending for higher 
education than for basic education.  Britain’s tax rate 
for the working poor is the highest, at more than 20%. 

Key Sentences and Examples: 

Part 1 

This first example compares math scores for five 
countries:  Japan, France, the UK, the US, and 
Sweden.  Each bar indicates the mean percent of 
items answered correctly on a mathematics test of 
8th grade students.  Students from Japan scored 65%, 
which is the highest.  French students didn't do as 
well as the Japanese, but they scored over 50%, which 
was second best. 

Now let's compare the amount of money which is 
spent on education in each of these countries. 

In the US, for example, there is a higher ratio of 
spending for higher education than for basic 
education.  Even though Sweden and the U.S. spend 
the most on education, their test scores are the 
lowest. 

This graph compares how income is distributed 
among the richest and poorest segments of each 
country.  The income ratio here means the top 20% 
of households divided by the bottom 20%.  In Brazil, 
for example, the top 20% of households receive 
66.6% of the nation's income, compared to the 
bottom 20%, which receive just 2.0%.  This works out 
to an income ratio of 33.  This graph suggests that one 
factor in economic growth might be how income is 
distributed throughout a country. 

This graph compares the tax rates at various income 
levels in Japan, the U.S., and the U.K. for the year 
1987.  Britain's tax rate for the working poor is the 
highest, at more than 20%.  The U.S. has the lowest 
tax rate for the rich. 

This graph compares the defense spending of six 
countries.  Japan spent about 1% of its GNP for 
defense in both 1979 and 1984.  The U.S. spent just 
over 5% of its GNP for defense in 1979.  By 1984 it had 
increased its defense spending to 6.4%. 

Part 2 

This graph gives life expectancy information.  Without 
exception, it shows that women live longer than men. 
On the far left, we see that the life expectancy 
throughout the world is about 64 years.  Men live 
about 62 years and women live about 66 years.  In 
France and Brazil, women live considerably longer 
than men.  In both countries, the difference is more 
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than 5 years.  The overall life expectancy in Australia 
is the highest, at 80 years. 

This graph gives the median age in several countries. 
The left bar shows that the median world age is 27.6 
years. France has the highest median age of these 
countries. That means you would expect to see fewer 
young people in France. Their population is aging. In 
contrast, Egypt and Malaysia have a median age of 
less than 24. In these two countries, you would 
expect to see many young people. 

This graph shows how cigarette smoking has declined 
in a region of England. The bars on the left give the 
smoking data from 1978 and the bars on the right give 
the data in 1998. It shows that smoking has declined 
rather dramatically. The percentage of ex-smokers 
increased from 35% to 55%, and the percentage of 
heavy smokers dropped to less than 5%. 

This graph compares the rates of smoking among 
men and women in several countries.  It also gives the 
percentage of people who are diabetic. The country 
which has the highest rate of men smokers is China.  
The country which has the highest rate of smokers 
among women is France.  The country which has the 
lowest rate of smokers among men is Singapore.  
Among women, only about 3 percent of women 
smoke in China, India, Singapore and Vietnam.  The 
percentage of diabetics is less than 10% in all of the 
countries except for Singapore. According to the 
data, about 11% of the population of Singapore have 
diabetes.  According to this graph, the percentage of 
women smokers in New Zealand is a bit higher than 
the percentage of men smokers. 

This study looks at blood pressure, obesity, and the 
number of manual workers.  It shows the changes 
over a 20-year period in a region of England, and with 
no significant change in the population. Note that 
blood pressure rose significantly. In 1978, 28.1% of 
the population had high blood pressure, meaning 
their systolic pressure was 160 or higher.  By 1998 the 
rate had more than doubled, to just over 60%.  The 
rate of obesity also increased significantly, from 20% 
in 1978 to 34.3% in 1998.  The number engaged in 
manual work also declined, from 59.1% to just over 
50%.  Looking at the data, which is a reasonable 
conclusion?  There may be a connection between 
obesity and blood pressure.  Studies indicate that 
being overweight is one cause of high blood pressure. 
BMI means body mass index.  It correlates with body 

fat.  Adults with a BMI over 27 are considered 
overweight or obese.  People with a BMI below 18.5 
are underweight, depending on gender and age. 

This graph compares carbon dioxide emissions from 
several countries in 2005.  CO2 emissions are 
important because they contribute to global 
warming.  The scale on the left gives metric tons per 
capita per year. Per capita means per person.  From 
the graph it's clear that CO2 emissions from the US 
are much too high relative to other countries. 

This graph shows how the world gets its energy.  The 
scale on the left is in quadrillion BTU's, or British 
Thermal Units.  The front row of bars gives the 
breakdown in 1970 and the back row gives the 
breakdown in 2001.  Note that the world's energy 
consumption increased dramatically, from 212 to 365 
quadrillion BTU's. Oil consumption increased about 
50%, as did natural gas consumption.  The world 
continues to increase its use of fossil fuels.  
Renewable sources of energy are still quite limited. 

This graph shows how electricity is produced in 
several countries.  This data is for the year 2005.  On 
the left, we see that Brazil used hydroelectric power 
to generate almost 90% of its electricity.  In contrast, 
Ireland relied almost entirely on fossil fuels.  In 
France, the main source of electricity came from 
nuclear power. What was the main source of 
electricity for Germany?  Germany's main source of 
electricity was fossil fuels.  What percentage of US 
electricity came from nuclear power?  About 20% of 
US electricity came from nuclear power. What 
percentage of French electricity came from fossil 
fuels?  About 10% of French electricity came from 
fossil fuels.  Which country used no nuclear power to 
generate electricity?  None of Ireland's electricity 
production came from nuclear power.  What was 
India's second most important source of electricity?  
After fossil fuels, hydroelectric power was the most 
important source of electricity production for India. 

This graph compares the annual rate of population 
growth in several countries.  The bar graph on the left 
gives the rate of population growth for the entire 
world.  Of these countries, Malaysia has the highest 
rate of growth, 1.8% per year.  Which of these 
countries has the lowest rate of population growth?  
Which of these countries has the highest rate of 
population growth?  Of these countries, France has 
the lowest rate of population growth.
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EBTN Unit 6 
Pie Graphs 

Part 1 

Daily Activities 

How Satisfied Are You With Your 
Job?  

Job Satisfaction Factors 

Drinkers 1978-80 & 1998-2000 

2001 & 1970 Energy Sources 

Part 2 

2000 & 1970 Oil Usage in the US 

China Imports & Exports 2004 

Causes of Death by Unintentional 
Injury 

Annual Deaths by Selected Causes 

Aircraft Sales 1995 & Now 

Quiz 

This Unit prepares students to understand and give oral presentations that refer to pie graphs.  A wide variety 
of useful vocabulary is also included. 

Goals: 

 To develop oral fluency and the ability to make a well-organized oral presentation around data presented 
as pie graphs. 

 To be able to ask and answer questions about the relative importance of various factors as presented in 
pie graphs. 

 

Sample Language & Learning Points  

Pie graphs 

Introducing pie graphs 

This pie graph shows; this graph gives the 
estimated… 

Other factors shown in this graph include 

As you can see… Taken together, these factors….  

This graph is based on… It gives a breakdown of… 

Putting the two graphs together, we can see that… 

In the period 1998-2000… 

Passives 

is divided up, might be improved, is used for, could 
be reduced,  could be improved, this survey was 
conducted, is based on,  was being used, were 
caused by… According to the graph, how much of the 
day is spent sleeping? 

Key Sentences and Examples: 

Pie Graphs are a useful way to show how various 
parts contribute to the whole.  For example, we can 
quickly see how people divide up their day. 

Daily Activities 

This pie graph shows how a typical day is divided up 
for a hardworking software engineer.  Assuming the 
person sleeps an average of 6 hours per day, we see 
that 25% of the day is spent sleeping.  If the person 
works 8 hours per day, that's 33% of the day.  Other 

factors shown in this graph include meals, commute 
time, entertainment, and homework or hobby. We 
can easily see how this person's day is divided up, 
and how the quality of life might be improved.  The 
graph shows that 12.5% of the day is used for 
commuting. If commute time could be reduced, the 
quality of life could be improved.  

How Satisfied Are You With Your Job?  

This pie graph shows the responses to the question: 
"How satisfied are you with your job?"  As you can 
see, more than 60% of the respondents were 
satisfied or very satisfied with their jobs. Ten percent 
were not satisfied.  These people may be looking for 
a new job. The remaining group, the group who 
answered "so so" was neither satisfied nor 
dissatisfied. For these people, other things may be 
more important in their lives than work. 

Which conclusion most accurately summarizes this 
graph?  What percent of respondents were not 
satisfied with their job? Etc. 

Job Satisfaction 

This next graph shows how factors contributing to 
job satisfaction compare in importance. This survey 
was conducted with 92 workers between 20 and 25 
years old. As you might expect, salary is the most 
important factor. However, the survey also shows 
that several other factors are also very important. 
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Taken together, training and career path are even 
more important than salary. In other words, workers 
think it's important that their present job leads to a 
better future.  Work environment and co-workers 
are also important factors. These two factors relate 
to the quality of time spent at work each day.  
Another important factor is challenge.  Therefore, if 
you are their manager, you want to give them work 
that meets this need.  What we might conclude from 
this graph is that a combination of factors leads to 
job satisfaction. 

Drinkers 1978-80 

This graph is based on a study of drinking in a 
number of towns in Great Britain.  It shows the 
drinking pattern of  the population in these towns in 
1978-80.  Note that at this time 6% of the population 
were non-drinkers and 24% of the population were 
occasional drinkers.  Weekend drinkers accounted 
for 39 percent of the population.  Among the 31% 
who were drinkers, the graph gives a breakdown by 
how many drinks they had each day.  The heaviest 
drinkers, those who had 6 or more drinks per day, 
were 11% of the population. 

Now let's look at the same population 20 years later.  
This graph shows the drinking pattern in 1998-2000.  
Note that the percentage of non-drinkers is 10%, 
compared to 6% 20 years earlier.  The heaviest 
drinkers, those who had 6 or more drinks per day, 
were just 3%. 

Putting the two graphs together, we can see that 
heavy drinking declined.  Though occasional drinking 
increased slightly, the percentage of people having 3 
or more drinks per day declined significantly. 

2001 Energy Sources 

This graph shows the dependency of the world on 
fossil fuels in 2001.  Oil, Coal and Natural gas are all 
fossil fuels.  Together they accounted for almost 90% 
of the world's energy.   

2000 Oil Usage in the United States 

This graph shows how oil was being used in the 
United States in 2000.  70 percent of oil usage was 
for transportation, which includes automobiles, 
trucks and airplanes.  Note that only 3 percent oil 
usage was for generating electricity. 

The graph indicates that if the US wants to reduce its 
oil consumption it should focus on cutting the 
amount used for transportation. Smaller, more fuel-
efficient cars are essential.  More efficient public 
transportation might also reduce the need for more 
automobiles. 

1970 Oil Usage in the United States 

This graph shows how oil was being used in the 
United States in 1970.  58 percent of the oil used was 
for transportation, which includes automobiles, 
trucks and airplanes.  7 percent of the oil used was 
for generating electricity. 

China Imports 2004 

This graph gives us information about China's trading 
partners.  We can see that 16% of China's imports 
came from Japan.  Fifty two percent of China's 
imports came from 5 trading partners.  Note that 
China imported more from South Korea than from 
the United States. 

China Exports 2004. 

This graph gives us information about China's 
exports in 2004.  Its largest single market was to the 
US, which accounted for almost a quarter of China's 
exports. 

Causes of Death by Unintentional Injury 

This graph gives the causes of death by unintentional 
injury in one Middle Eastern country.  It shows that 
traffic accidents account for more than half of the 
deaths. 

Causes of Death 

(Source:  US Surgeon-General 1989) 

According to health experts, smoking is a major 
cause of disease and death.  Tobacco use is a known 
or probable cause of death from various cancers, 
heart disease, and other diseases.  In fact, smokers 
have a death rate about 3 times higher than 
nonsmokers. 

This graph gives the estimated annual deaths from 
these causes per million people. Of the total of 7,775 
deaths due to these causes, more than 90% are 
caused by smoking. 

Traffic accidents are the cause of 2.4% of the deaths. 
Note that more than 99% of these deaths are caused 
by smoking, alcohol and traffic accidents. The other 
selected causes include drowning, which accounts 
for about 3 tenths of one percent of the total. 

Aircraft Sales 

These graphs show how the market share for aircraft 
sales has changed since 1995.  According to the 
graphs, United Industries has lost market share.  Its 
share of the market has declined from 29% to 25% 
of the market. On the other hand, Advanced 
Technologies has almost tripled its share of the 
market.  Its market share has increased from a 10% 
share in 1995 to a 27 percent share now. 
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EBTN Unit 7 
Numerical Operations / Logical Relations / Graphs / Probabilities / Quiz 

 

This Unit prepares students to participate in a planning meeting where they communicate and describe future 
business plans and decisions, talking about likely and unlikely events, causal relations and their consequences. 

Goals: 

 To be able to understand and express different degrees of certainty about the future. 

 To develop oral fluency and confidence to express more complex ideas involving causal relations and 
suppositions. 

 To.be able to ask and answer questions about alternative plans, suppositions and outcomes. 

Sample Language & Learning Points 

Graphs 

How many calories per hour are burned while 
sleeping?  What was the average price of gold in 
1987? 

numerical operations 

10% less than 15 million, 20% more than 50 million, 
10 times the smallest number, 80 is what percent 
less than 100 

numerical relations 

a increases by a factor of four, x is greater than or 
equal to y, x must be greater than z 

probabilities 

the probability of drawing an ace from a full deck of 
cards, the probability of drawing two aces in a row 

comparisons 

This chart compares the unemployment rates of 
several countries.  How many more calories per hour 
are burned while jogging than hiking? 

Key Sentences and Examples 

This chart gives the number of calories burned per 
hour for each activity. 

Which activity uses the most energy per hour? 

How many more calories per hour are burned while 
jogging than hiking? 

According to this graph, when was the best time to 
buy gold? 

If you bought gold in 1978 and sold it in ‘88, what 
was the approximate difference in price? 

Which number is 10% less than the largest? 

Eighty is what percent less than 100? 

One hundred is what percent more than 80? 

If you increase the unit price of an item from $3.00 
to $4.00 what is the percentage increase? 

Which number is ten times the smallest number? 

These equations express the relationship between 
centigrade and Fahrenheit. 

Water boils at 100 degrees Centigrade, which is 212 
degrees Fahrenheit. 

Water freezes at 0 degrees Centigrade, which is 32 
degrees Fahrenheit. 

If X is greater than or equal to Y, and Y is greater than 
or equal to Z, which is the most accurate conclusion? 

The probability of drawing the ace of hearts from a 
full deck is one in fifty-two. 

Since there are 4 aces in a deck, the probability of 
drawing an ace is four in fifty-two. 

If four cards have been drawn from a deck, and no 
aces have been drawn, what is the probability that 
the next card will be an ace? 
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DBE Unit 6: Planning Ahead 
X-2 Test Success X-2 Test Failure  

Question Practice SR  

Focus Exercises  

Dictations 

Grammar Fill-ins SR 

Video Simulation SR: Meeting the Press 

Simulation SR: Tech English Quiz 

This unit prepares students to participate in a planning meeting where they communicate and describe future 
business plans and decisions, talking about likely and unlikely events, causal relations and their consequences. 

The presentation focuses on an important event within a company and its effect on the company’s future. 
United Industries, a high-tech manufacturer, plans to test the automatic landing system of its newly designed 
X-2 airplane. Possible outcomes of the test and its significance for the company are discussed. 

Goals: 

 To be able to understand and express different degrees of certainty about the future. 
 To develop oral fluency and confidence to express more complex ideas involving causal relations and 

suppositions. 
 To be able to ask and answer questions about alternative plans, suppositions and outcomes. 

 

Main Learning Points 

cause and effect: 

if ...then, will result in, to affect, negatively affect, 
effect, depends on, are dependent on, will hurt 
sales, would demonstrate, one factor, cause, as a 
result, whatever the outcome, because of, If the test 
is a success, aircraft sales will increase. 

conditional: 

real:  If the test is a success, aircraft sales will 
increase. 

Production can’t begin on time unless tomorrow’s 
test is a success. 

unreal:   If that happened, it would be bad for sales. 
Purchase orders would be canceled. 

degrees of certainty:   

definitely, possibly, will, would, may, might, can, 
could, a good chance, a 99% chance, a high 
probability, it isn’t certain, whether or not, unlikely 

There is a greater possibility of success than failure. 
Though a failure is unlikely, there is a possibility. 

future:  will, going to, may be, tomorrow, on the 
way, forecast, there's going to be 

If bad weather comes, it will be bad. Production can’t 
begin on time unless tomorrow’s test is a success. 

hypothetical states and events:  would, let's 
suppose, what would happen if 

logical relations:   

however, though, if, even if, unless, either ... or, 
instead of, so, whatever the outcome 

passives, modal + passive vs. active: 

passive:   will be canceled, will have been phased out, 
might have to be shut down, is being developed, will 
be given, would have to be delayed, would have to 
be postponed 

active:   could cause problems, might negatively 
affect, will begin work, would have to shut down the 
assembly line, will hurt the company’s sales, would 
like to cut defense spending 

qualifiers: 

It is scheduled to go into production in three months, 

though it depends on the outcome of tomorrow’s 
test. Purchase orders will be canceled unless the test 
is a success.   Whatever the outcome, tomorrow’s 
test will have an important effect on the future of 
United. 

suppositions: Let’s suppose that..., what if…?: 

what:  What will happen to sales if tomorrow's test 
is a failure? 

why:  Why won't the company cancel the test if there 
is bad weather? 
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Key Sentences 

X-2 Success 

This airplane, the X-2, is being developed by United 
Industries.  If it's successful, it will greatly reduce the 
costs of air travel.  It's made of lightweight materials, 
and its engines are fuel-efficient. Everything is 
computer controlled and extremely reliable. 

An important feature of the X-2 is its automated 
landing system.  This system is designed to land the 
plane automatically.  This means that the plane can 
land even without a pilot. 

Tomorrow there's going to be an important test of 
the X-2.  The test is scheduled to begin at 10:15 
tomorrow morning.  Engineers will test its 
automated landing system.  It will be the final test in 
a series of tests designed to check its performance in 
different situations. They want to confirm the 
reliability of some of its backup systems. These 
backup systems would be needed if any of the 
primary systems failed. In its previous tests, the X-2 
has performed well. 

Engineers estimate that there is a 99% chance of 
success.  A successful test means that the X-2 stays 
on course and lands within a small target area.  
However, one factor that could cause problems is 
the weather. Though the landing system is designed 
for all weather conditions, a bad storm might 
negatively affect its performance.  If the weather is 
bad enough, it won't be safe to land.  Very strong 
winds can make it impossible to land safely. 

Depending on the weather, the test may be delayed. 
Bad weather can cause all sorts of problems. 
Dangerous wind conditions could cause the test to 
be rescheduled.  According to the weather forecast, 
a storm is moving in the direction of the test area. 
Whether or not the storm arrives tomorrow depends 
on wind and other factors. 

The X-2 is scheduled to touch down on the runway 
ten times during the test.  The purpose of 
tomorrow's test is to check the reliability of backup 
systems.   A different combination of backup systems 
will be used for each landing. 

A group of demonstrators may also try to stop 
tomorrow's test.  United sells its products to many 
different countries.  Some of its products are used 
for military purposes.  The demonstrators are 
against companies like United.  They would like to 
cut defense spending and put technology to work for 
peaceful purposes. 

A successful test means that the X-2 will follow the 
correct flight path and land right on target. A 
successful test is important for the company.  If the 
test is a success, airplane sales will increase.  If the X-
2 does well, several major buyers will order it.  A 
number of orders have already been received, but 
they depend on the results of tomorrow's test.  An 
increase in sales is necessary to keep United ahead 
of its main competitor, Advanced Technologies. 

Another result of a successful test will be United's 
development plans.  If the test is a success, the R&D 
Department will begin work on the next model, the 
X- 3.  The manager of the R&D Department will also 
be given a raise and a bonus. 

A successful test will also mean that production of 
the X-2 will begin as scheduled, in three months.  The 
company's present model, the X-1, will be phased 
out of production.  The X-1 has been an excellent 
product for United.  However, it is now out of date 
and can no longer compete successfully with other 
products. 

A successful test in bad weather would demonstrate 
the dependability of the X-2.  If bad weather caused 
a postponement, it would show that the X-2 may not 
be reliable in bad weather conditions. 

Work on the X-3 can't begin until the X-2 passes its 
test.  Six months from now there is a high probability 
that the X-1 will have been phased out of 
production. 

X-2 Failure 

Now let's suppose that the X-2 were to fail its test 
tomorrow. A test failure would mean that the X-2 
hasn't followed the correct flight path or has landed 
outside its target area. 

A test failure would be bad for sales.  Purchase 
orders would be canceled, and projected sales for 
the year would decline.  As a result, customers would 
take their orders to Advanced Technologies, United's 
main competitor.  If that happened, it would be bad 
for sales. 

United's competitors would benefit from a test 
failure. Airplane sales at Advanced would increase, 
and Advanced Technologies would become the 
industry leader. This would be a disaster for United 
Industries. 

In the R&D Department, they would have to find out 
the cause of the failure.  Instead of moving on to the 
next model, R&D would have to continue work on 
the X-2. There would be no salary increases and no 
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bonuses.  In fact, some people in the department 
could even lose their jobs. 

Production plans would also be affected.  Instead of 
beginning production of the X-2 in three months, the 
company would have to continue with the X-1.  
Either that, or they would have to shut down the 
assembly line. A test failure would also hurt the 
company's shareholders.  Its stock price would go 
down.  If that happened, its shareholders would lose 
money. 

United has invested a lot of money in their X-2 
project, so tomorrow's test is important.  Whatever 
the outcome, tomorrow's test will have an important 
effect on the future of United. 

In many countries the defense issue is controversial. 
Some people think it's important to invest more in a 
strong defense.  Others think that defense spending 
is wasteful and dangerous. They think it is more 
important to invest in other areas, such as the 
environment, education, or energy conservation. 
Finding a balance between these points of view is 
difficult, but important to us all. 

Question Practice 

Why  won't  the  company cancel the  test  if  there  
is  bad weather? 

What effect would the failure of the X-2 have on 
United's airplane sales? 

What will happen in the R&D Department if the X-2 
passes its test? 

Can production of the X-2 begin as scheduled if the 
test is a failure? 

Is production of the X-2 going to begin in three 
months? What will happen to sales if tomorrow's 
test is a failure? Why might production of the X-2 
have to be postponed? 

When will the R&D Department be able to start work 
on the X-3? 

Which system is going to be tested? 

Which model is scheduled to be phased out of 
production in three months? 

Why are they worried about bad weather? Is there 
going to be a storm tomorrow? 

What can't happen unless the test is a success? How 
has the X-2 done in previous tests? 

Why will the X-2 reduce the costs of air travel? 

What is the automated landing system designed to 
do? How is the system supposed to work in bad 
weather? 

 Focus Exercises 

The X-2 is going to be tested tomorrow.  It will be the 
final test  in  [a  series]  of  tests  [designed]  [to  
check]  its performance in different [situations]. 

Tomorrow there's going to be an important test of 
the landing system.    According to the company, 
[there] is a high [probability] that the test [will] be a 
[success]. 

According to the latest weather information, a storm 
is on the way.  Whether or not the storm [arrives] 
tomorrow [depends on] wind and [other] [factors]. 

If the test is a  success, airplane sales will increase. A 
number of orders [have] already [been] [received], 
but they [depend on] the [results] of tomorrow's 
test. 

Another result of a successful test will be United's 
development plans.   If the test is a [success], the 
R&D Department [will] [begin] [work] on the next 
model, the X-3. 

The X-1 has been an excellent product for United. 
However, it is now out of [date] and can [no longer] 
[compete] successfully with other products. 

A test failure would be bad for sales.   Purchase 
orders [would] [be] [canceled], and projected [sales] 
for the year would [decline]. 

When is production of the X-2 scheduled to begin?   
It is [scheduled]  to  go  into  [production]  in  three  
months, [though] it [depends on] the [outcome] of 
tomorrow's test. When is the X-1 scheduled to be 
phased out of production? The X-1 is [scheduled] to 
[be] [phased out] of production when the X-2 goes 
into production. 

Will the X-1 still be in production six months from 
now? Six months from now [there is] a high 
probability that the X-1 [will have] [been] phased out 
of production. 

Why won't the company cancel the test if there is 
bad weather?  If bad weather [caused] a 
postponement, it [would] [show] that the X-2 [may] 
not be [reliable] in bad weather conditions. 

What's the purpose of tomorrow's test?   The 
[purpose] of tomorrow's test is to [check] the 
[reliability] of backup [systems]. 

How would a test failure affect future development?  
A test [failure] [would] [delay] future development 
projects. 

Why is the weather so difficult to predict?   Weather 
is [difficult] to [predict] [because] it [depends on] so 
many factors. 
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What would probably cause a delay in phasing out 
the X-1? A  test  [failure]  would  [probably]  [cause]  
a  delay  in phasing out the X-1. 

A successful test means that the X-2 stays on course 
and lands within a small target area.    A test failure 
[would] [mean] that the X-2 hasn't [followed] the 
[correct] flight path or has [landed] outside its target 
area. 

Bad weather could force a cancellation of the test.   
If the weather is [bad] [enough], it [won't] [be] safe 
to land. 

Which model is scheduled for development once the 
X-2 has passed its tests? The X-3 is [scheduled] for 
development [once] the X-2 [has] [passed] its tests. 

How has the X-2 done in previous tests?  In its 
[previous] tests, the X-2 [has] [performed] well. 

When will the R&D Department be able to start work 
on the X-3?  Work on the X-3 [can't] [begin] [until] 
the X-2 [passes] its test. 

How is the system supposed to work in bad weather?  
The system is [supposed] to work in all weather 
[conditions], but a bad storm [might] [cause] a 
[failure]. 

How would a test failure affect sales?   Purchase 
orders [would] [be] [canceled], and projected [sales] 
for the year would [decline]. 

Why might production of the X-2 have to be 
postponed? The X-2 can't go [into] production [until] 
it [has] [passed] its tests. 

Production plans would also be affected.  Instead of 
[beginning] production of the X-2 in three months, 
the company [would] [have to] [continue] with the 
X-1. 

Dictations 

1. According to the company, there is a high 
probability that the test will be a success. 

2. Engineers  estimate  that  there  is  a  99%  
chance  of success. 

3. However, one factor that could cause problems is 
the weather.  

4. The   system  is   supposed   to   work   in   all   
weather conditions, but a bad storm might 
cause a failure. 

1. There is a possibility of bad weather, but it isn't 
certain. 

2. According to the weather forecast, a storm is 
moving in the direction of the test area. 

3. Whether or not the storm arrives tomorrow 
depends on wind and other factors. 

4. A successful test in bad weather would 
demonstrate the dependability of the X-2. 

1. Purchase orders will be canceled if the test is a 
failure. 

2. A number of orders have already been 
received, but they depend on the results of 
tomorrow's test. 

3. In terms of production, everything would have to 
be delayed. 

4. Instead of beginning production of the X-2 in 
three months, the company would have to 
continue with the X- 

1. Another result of a successful test will be 
United's development plans. 

2. If the test is a success, the R&D Department will 
begin work on the next model, the X-3. 

3. A successful test will also mean that production 
of the X-2 will begin as scheduled, in three 
months. 

4. Production  of  the  X-2  can't  begin  until  after  
it  has passed its tests. 

1. Now let's look at what would happen if the X-2 
failed its test tomorrow. 

2. If that happened, it would be bad for sales. 

3. Purchase orders would be canceled, and 
projected sales for the year would decline. 

4. This would be a disaster for United Industries. 

1. Now let's suppose that the X-2 were to fail its 
test tomorrow. 

2. In the R&D Department, they would have to 
find out the cause of the failure. 

3. Instead of moving on to the next model, R&D 
would have to continue work on the X-2. 

4. Work on the X-3 can't begin until the X-2 passes 
its test. 

1. United has invested a lot of money in their X-2 
project, so tomorrow's test is important. 

2. If the X-2 does well, several major buyers will 
order it. 

3. A test failure, on the other hand, would be very 
costly. 
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4. Not only would orders be lost, but work on the 
next model would have to be postponed. 

Fill-Ins 

The X-2 is going to [be tested] tomorrow. 

Engineers [estimate] that there is a 99% chance of 
success. The system is [supposed to] work in all 
weather conditions. A successful test will result in 
[increased] airplane sales. There is a greater 
[possibility] of success than failure. Purchase orders 
will be canceled [if] the test is a failure.  

Purchase  orders  will  be  canceled  [unless]  the  test  
is  a success. 

A test failure will [hurt] the company's sales. 

Work on the X-3 can't begin [until] the X-2 passes its 
test. The X-2 can't go into production [until] it has 
passed its tests. 

In many countries the defense [issue] is 
controversial. Everything is computer [controlled] 
and extremely reliable. They want [to confirm] the 
reliability of some of its backup systems. 

More efficient engines and lighter weight [materials] 
will cut fuel costs. 

Backup systems are used [when] primary systems 
fail. The system is [supposed to] work well in bad 
weather. Windy [conditions] would make it more 
difficult to stay on course. Bad weather could force a 
[cancellation] of the test. Very strong winds can 
[make it] impossible to land safely. A test failure 
would [delay] future development projects. A test 
failure would also [hurt] the company's 
shareholders. One concern of all the airlines is [to 
improve] safety.  

Weather is difficult [to predict] because it depends 
on so many factors. 

A test failure would probably cause [a delay] in 
phasing out the X-1. 

Production  of  the  X-2  [is  scheduled]  to  begin  in  
three months. 

It's designed to land an airplane [without] a pilot.  

Bad weather can [cause] all sorts of problems. 

United's competitors would [benefit] from a test 
failure. United   [would   lose]   some   of   its   
customers   to   its competition. 

 
Video Simulation SR: Meeting the Press 

Ladies  and  Gentlemen,  by  now  you  all  know  about  tomorrow's test of the X-2.  Are there any questions? 

How important is tomorrow's test for the company?   It is very important, because we want to keep our 
leadership position, and a successful test tomorrow will help us do that. 

How confident are you that the test will be a success?  We are very confident.  We think there is at least a 90 
percent probability of success. 

How has the X-2 performed in previous tests?  The X-2 has performed extremely well in previous tests.  We 
haven't had any major failures. 

Is the X-2 designed for bad weather?  Yes it is.  That's one of its major selling points. 

Will you postpone the test if there is bad weather?   We won't postpone the test unless it is very bad.  As you 
know, the X-2 is designed to work in most types of weather. 

When do you expect to begin production of the X-2?  We should begin production...within about three months. 

When do you expect to deliver the X-2 to buyers?  We expect to deliver a product within...two weeks after 
production begins. 

Is there much interest in the X-2?  Yes, we have a large number of orders. 

Could some orders be lost if the test is a failure?  Of course, if there were a failure, it would hurt sales.   However, 
we don't expect that to happen.  We are very confident that tomorrow's test will be a success. 

How much longer will the company make the X-1?  We intend to phase out production of the X-1 once 
production of the X-2 begins. 
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What response do you have to those who are against the test?  We share their concerns. I want to emphasize 
that the X-2 has been designed for both defensive and scientific purposes. Our company is moving away from 
the production of all kinds of weapons. 

Well, if there are no more questions, thank you. 

Video Simulation SR:  Tech English Quiz 

Welcome all you businesspeople.  Now let's test how well you can express quantities and probabilities. Listen 
carefully, and do your best! 

Which statement best describes this  graph? Sales  have more than doubled since 2005. 

Which statement best describes this graph? As the temperature of a gas rises, its volume increases. 

According  to  this  graph,  which  statement  is  incorrect? (The volume of a gas is a constant.  The Temperature 
and volume of a gas are not related.)  Yes, that’s right.   As the temperature rises, the volume increases. 

According to this relationship, if x is equal to y, then... x could be equal to z. 

According to this equation, F is directly proportional to M, and F varies inversely with the square of r. 

According to this relationship, if a is greater than b, then... a must be greater than c. 

If we cut the price of a computer by a hundred dollars, from $1,000 to $900, then...the price has been reduced 
by ten percent. 

If the probability of winning in a game of chance is 1 in 4, what is the probability of losing?  The probability of 
losing is 3 in 4. 

If the probability of winning in a game of chance is 1 in 5, what is the probability of winning twice in a row?    The 
probability is less than 1 in 5. It’s (1/5) squared, or 1 in 25. 

If the price of a television is $800 and we are given a 50% discount, then... we’ll pay $400 plus tax, or we’ll save 
more than $400 including tax. 

Which is better, to get two hundred pounds of rice at a fifty percent discount, or a hundred pounds of rice for 
$200? This question doesn’t really make sense.  We need more information, such as regular price of rice. 

How many software engineers does it take to turn on a computer?  That’s a hardware problem.  (This is a joke, 
meaning that software engineers don’t  necessarily know how to solve hardware problems.) 
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Classroom Activities 

Step 1: Presentation (Day 1, 10-15 minutes) 

Begin with X-2 Test Success.  Present the first part of the 
Presentation lesson in class.  Focus on the vocabulary and 
structures that deal with how the X-2 is designed and the purpose 
of tomorrow’s test: lightweight materials, computer controlled, 
automatic landing system, designed to check its performance, 
confirm the reliability, backup systems, etc. Have students 
practice repeating or paraphrasing each sentence without 
looking at the text. This requires several repetitions. 

Step 2:  Oral Practice (3-5 minutes) 

In pairs, or small groups, have students practice summarizing the first part of the lesson. 

Step 3:  Listening Focus 

Assign students to do one or more of the Focused Listenings in the lab or at home. 

Step 4: Presentation and Oral Practice (Day 2, 10-15 minutes) 

Focus on X-2 Failure.  Go over each of the conditionals and consequences of a test 
failure:  would be bad for sales, sales would decline.   Point out the use of would as 
opposed to will (in this context), and if it happens as opposed to if it happened (not 
expected, unlikely). See if the students can fluently repeat or paraphrase these 
conditional sentences.  In pairs or small groups, have them practice summarizing 
the consequences of a test failure.  Then ask one or two of the stronger students 
to present this information to the class. 

 
Step 5:  Listening Focus 

Assign students to do one or more of the Focused Listenings in the lab or at home. 

Follow-up 
Once both presentation lessons have been presented and practiced, introduce the Question Practice and Focus 
Exercises lessons. Students should do these on their own, in the lab or at home.  As homework, assign the 
Practice Exercises.   Then test the main points of the lesson, using the practice exercises as a model of items to 
test. 

When the students are comfortable with the language models presented in the unit, have them personalize and 
extend the language with two or more of the following Extension Activities.  If further preparation is necessary, 
have the students work in pairs or groups first. 

Extension Activities 

The X-2 Test 

Part A:  Consequences of the X-2 Test 

Create two columns on the blackboard, one labeled X-2 Success and the other X-2 Failure.  Ask students to say 
what the consequences are for a success and for a failure of the X-2 test.  Write their answers in the appropriate 
columns.  Ask the students to make real and unreal conditional sentences based on the information on the 
board. 

X-2 Success (likely)  X-2 Failure (highly unlikely) 

An increase in purchase orders A delay in the production of the X-2 

If the test succeeds, purchase orders will increase. (likely) 

If the test failed, production of the X-2 would be delayed. (unlikely) 

Part B:  A Critical Event 
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Divide the class into groups.  Each group should choose a company that is familiar to them, or one that is in the 
news.  They may also invent a company.  Ask them to pick a critical event or decision which will affect the future 
of the company.  For example, a company may or may not lay off 500 workers or a new product may or may not 
be successful.  Ask students to create a chart with two columns, indicating the two outcomes and possible 
consequences of each.  Indicate which outcome is more likely. 

Lay Off 500 Workers  Do Not Lay Off 500 Workers (likely, expected) 

An increase in profits  More losses, stay in the red 

A decline in customer service A decline in the company’s stock price 

In their groups, the students should discuss the two possibilities.  Ask them to present the two scenarios to the 
rest of the class using conditionals that indicate which choice is more or less likely:  If the company didn’t lay off 
the workers, it would stay in the red (so the company is likely to lay them off); If the company doesn’t lay off the 
workers, it will stay in the red (so the company will probably stay in the red). 

The Future of Business 

Ask students to think about possible changes in business or in business practices.  Each student should write 
questions beginning with What would happen if ... and What will happen if...and answer each question.  Ask 
each student to read his or her questions and answers to the class.  Discuss whether the suggested changes are 
likely or not. 

What will happen if managers meet with employees on a more regular basis? 

If that happens, employees may be more involved in making company decisions. What would 
happen if every business had a health club? 

If that happened, employees would probably stay healthier and productivity would increase. 

Recommended Changes 

Have each student (or pair of students) present two opposing proposals or plans for change within his/her 
company.  The students should indicate the consequences of each proposal or plan by using appropriate if...then 
or unless... logic as illustrated in this unit. Example proposals: 

Plan A: Lower prices to increase market share. (Give reasons, arguments for and against, and risks.) 
Plan B: Keep prices the same to keep up profitability. (Give reasons, arguments for and against, and risks.) 

Other possibilities:  Develop and introduce a new product or policy.  Open an overseas factory or office.  Develop 
new technology from within, or acquire it by buying a company.  Charge customers for telephone assistance 
after an initial free period.  Borrow money to invest in new product development.  Pay money to a government 
official to secure a large contract (in a country where this is often done). 

Military Spending 

Lead a class discussion about military spending in countries around the world.  Are they in favor of increased 
military spending?  Is a large military necessary?  Why or why not?  How do they think a government can most 
wisely spend its money?  What are the consequences of heavy military spending? 
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Focused Listening 

Focus 1 

Language Focus 
degrees of certainty 

Listening Task 
Focus on the expected weather conditions for the 
test of the X-2 aircraft and the possible outcomes. 

Goal 
Students will be able to understand and express 
degrees of certainty using such expressions as likely,   
unlikely,   high   probability,   60   percent chance 

Student Follow-up 
• With a partner, discuss the weather forecast for 

the X-2 test and possible outcomes of the test. 

• Think of a situation that could be bad for sales at 
a company you know about.  With a  classmate, 
discuss what could happen at the company. 

• Worksheet: Exercise A. 

 

Focus 2 

Language Focus 
future, question formation 

Listening Task 
Focus on the X-2 and what will happen if the X-2 test 
is a success. 

Goals 
• Students  will  be  able  to  express  conditionality 

with the appropriate degree of certainty. 

• Students will be able to formulate a question 
using a conditional form and the appropriate 
degree of certainty. 

Student Follow-up 
• Write a paragraph about what will happen if the 

X-2 test is a success. 

• Write three questions about future states or 
events. Will the X-2 shoot down its target?  Is 
there going to be a storm tomorrow? 

• Think  of  a  company  that  is  developing  a  new 
product.  Write a paragraph about the future of 
the company, assuming the product is a success. 

• Worksheet: Exercise  B. 

 

Focus 3 
Language Focus 

cause/effect, real conditional, question formation 

Listening Task 
Focus on the successful test of the X-2.  Listen for 
sentences  linking  the  outcome  of  the  test  and  
the future of the company.  As you can see, increased 
aircraft sales will keep United ahead of its main 
competitor, Advanced Technologies.  If the test is a 
success, aircraft sales will increase. 

Goals 
• Students will be able to link causes and effects 

appropriately. 

• Students will be able to formulate questions to 
determine the causal link between events or 
states. 

Student Follow-up 
• Write two sentences linking a successful 

outcome of the X-2 test with future states or 
events. 

• Write two sentences about your work linking a 
cause with an effect.  Development of our new 
line of products will increase customer 
satisfaction. 

• Write two questions about the X-2 using the 
form: What will happen if ...? 

• Think of a company you know about.  Write two 
questions asking:  What effect would X have on 
Y? What effect would firing the manager have on 
company morale? 

• Worksheets:  Exercises C and D. 
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Focus 4 

Language Focus 
hypothetical states and events, unreal conditional 

Listening Task 
Focus on the 1% chance that the X-2 test will fail. 

Goal 
Students will be able to discuss hypothetical states 
or events and link these to a consequence. 

Student Follow-up 

• Make a brief presentation to the class about 
what would happen if the X-2 failed its test. 

• Think about a negative event that could happen 
at a company you know about.  Write three 
sentences about what would happen if this 
event took place, for example if production was 
behind schedule or if there were no longer a 
market for 

• the company's products? 

• Worksheet: Exercise E. 

 

Focus 5 

Language Focus 
conditional, logical relations (if, unless, even if) 

Listening Task 
Focus on both positive and negative outcomes of the 
X-2 test.   Listen for and record sentences containing 
if, unless, or even if. 

Goal 
Students will be able to express logical relationships 
between one state or event and another state or 
event. 

Student Follow-up 
• Write three sentences linking a condition (if the 

test fails) with an outcome (sales will be hurt). 

• Write three sentences linking an excluded 
condition (unless the test is a success) with an 
outcome (purchase orders will be canceled). 

• Write three questions about conditional states 
or events.  If the test succeeds, will production of 
the X-2 begin right away?  Can work on the X-3 
begin if the X-2 test is a failure? 

• Worksheet: Exercise F. 

 

Focus 6 
Language Focus 
points of view, question formation 

Listening Task 
Focus on the issue of defense spending.  What is the 
point of view of the demonstrators?  What is the 
alternative point of view? 

Goals 
• Students will be able to express alternative 

opinions or points of view on an issue. 

• Students will be able to formulate questions 
asking for a point of view. 

Student Follow-up 
• Write a summary of the opposing views about 

development of the X-2 aircraft. 

• Write a paragraph stating your opinion about 
defense spending in your country. 

• Interview three classmates about their views on 
defense spending. 

• Worksheet: Exercise G.  

 

Focus 7 
Language Focus 
Language Mastery 

Listening Task 
Review this lesson several times.  Practice recording 
10~15 sentences each time until you can say them 
fluently. 

Do the Question Practice, Focus Exercise, Dictation, 
and Fill-in lessons every day until your Completion 
Percentage is 100%. 

Study and practice the Simulation lessons every day 
until your Completion Percentage is 100%. 

Student Follow-up 
• Make a 1~3 minutes oral  summary of the 

importance of tomorrow’s test. 

Write a 3~5 paragraphs argument for or against 
changing the company’s policy. 
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AL Lecture 4: How to Give a Lecture 
Lesson Scripts 

Part 1 

My purpose here today is quite simple.  I intend to deliver on my brief and to talk to you about how to give a 
lecture.  This will be a very basic primer on a very elemental subject: how to go about doing the kind of teaching 
in the sort of format that most of us employ for an awful large part of our professional lives.  I intend to illustrate 
this presentation lavishly with fragments from my own autobiography, and I will consider this presentation 
successful if, in the end, it serves not as a model to be slavishly copied, but as an inspiration to you on which 
you may improve. 

Now all lecturing involves a certain amount of ritual.  It is a ritualistic occasion in part, no matter what we try to 
pretend otherwise, and therefore I think it’s proper to begin this presentation with a brief prayer.  And the 
prayer I’ve selected, in fact, might be taken as the standard graduate student supplication, the prayer of every 
novice lecturer, and I will put it up on the screen. 

Now, this prayer, in fact, can be taken to do double duty: not just as a necessary supplication to the Almighty, 
but also as a mnemonic device.  So I want to take this prayer as the basis of my outline. 

Part 2 
The first and most important thing every lecturer needs to consider when confronting the dreaded prospect of 
standing in front of an audience, strange or familiar, and deliver supposedly authoritative remarks is: What is 
the occasion?  Simple enough consideration, but it’s a question you need to ask yourself.  Is the lecture you’re 
called upon to give on any particular occasion a part of a series in a course?  Is it one of forty lectures you’re 
giving in an undergraduate survey course, for example?  Is it a single lecture given as a guest speaker at another 
campus or in someone else’s course?  Is it part of three lectures that form a presentation on a subpart of the 
general topic in another course, or just what have you. What might be the occasion for your remarks is the very 
first thing you need to consider. 

And as part of that, of course, you need to also…to consider who is your audience insofar as you can puzzle it 
out.  Sometimes it’s in the nature of the game that you can’t know in advance very much who your audience 
might be, but on other occasions you have a very definite idea.  You know if your audience is composed primarily 
of freshmen or graduate students or professional colleagues or the general public or that most dreaded 
assignment of all, alumni. 

But the context, both intellectual and you might say atmospheric… What is the subject matter?  What’s the scale 
and scope that’s appropriate for your presentation in the general framework in which your presentation sits?  
Who is your audience?  How much prior knowledge do they have of your subject matter?  Are you introducing 
them to a topic or carrying them along to an already… further on an already advanced level of understanding.  
All of these things are absolutely crucial as you begin to think about the particular presentation you’re going to 
make.  There is no such thing, I believe, as a generic lecture, with the single exception of this one.  All lectures 
need to be tailored to a particular occasion, a particular format, a particular audience.  And to the extent that 
you’re able to do so, you need to know in advance, before you start preparing your remarks, what is the 
occasion, what is the context, what is the format, and who is your audience. 

Part 3 
Now the second thing, which I suppose comes naturally to all of us as we think about an assignment like this,… 
is the second item noted up here on the outline… is help.  It’s perfectly legitimate – indeed, I would say virtually 
mandatory – to ask for help when you’re beginning to prepare your remarks.  If you’re a guest lecturer on some 
occasion in some foreign institution, or if you’re giving a job talk, something I suppose is on the minds of many 
people in this room, it is highly appropriate for you to ask for help from your host, or the person that has invited 
you, to get the feel of the occasion, to ask what is the level of sophistication and interest of your audience.  It’s 
perfectly appropriate to ask your host for suggestions about the level of sophistication at which you might pitch 
your remarks, about the scale of the enterprise that you’re undertaking. 

And again, it’s perfectly appropriate in this regard, if you’re asked to give a lecture on a subject that perhaps 
that isn’t as familiar to you as others, to ask help not only from the person or persons that invited you, but from 
reference librarians, colleagues, and so on.  This business that we’re engaged in, in university teaching, is by its 
very nature a collegial enterprise, and if you don’t take advantage of the collegial setting in which you’re 
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conducting your professional lives, you’re letting a major resource go to waste.  So do ask for help.  Ask for help 
from the person who put you into this situation in the first place.  Ask for help from librarians.  Ask for help from 
colleagues.  Ask for help from your senior colleagues, if that’s what the occasion requires. 

Next item is language.  A formal presentation, such as a stand-up lecture like this one, calls, I think, for precise 
and more-or-less formal speech.  It’s not the occasion, by and large, for slang, except used judiciously.  And, for 
most of us, an occasion like this is not an appropriate platform to try to achieve flights of Churchillian rhetoric.  
Few of us are genetically capable of that.  In any case,… and to make the effort usually falls…the effort usually 
falls flat on its face.   

The most important thing about language to remember when you’re lecturing is to keep in mind that you are 
giving a speech, not creating a written document.  You are trying to conduct, you might say –  although there’s 
a certain one-way character to a lecture, to be sure – you’re trying to hold up your end, you might say, of an 
intelligent conversation.  So the ideal, I think, is to strive for a conversational tone. 

Part 4 
We come next to O, for organization, probably among the very most important elements in any successful oral 
presentation.  You need to prepare in advance.  There are those among us who fancy themselves capable of 
getting up on a moment’s notice and delivering, in full, fully formed paragraphs, fifty minutes of wisdom on any 
anointed subject.  There are very few such people among us, in reality.  And those of us who occasionally pretend 
that we have that extra genetic endowment that permits us to do such things are fooling ourselves.  All the best 
lectures are the tip of an iceberg of considerable advance preparation, no matter how artfully conversational or 
how wonderfully spontaneous they might appear.  If they are successful, by and large, they are the product of 
a lot of very serious preparation. 

Now, in my own case, there is sort of a process of preparation that I go through, and I will try to describe it for 
you.  First of all, once I’ve isolated a certain lecture topic, be it a guest lecture at another institution or in a… in 
somebody else’s course, or an after dinner speech, or an alumni talk, or a lecture in a series of lectures of forty 
in an undergraduate course, or whatever… Once I’ve identified a particular lecture topic, I then sit down with a 
piece of yellow lined paper, just to be concrete, and try to make a list of the specific themes that I want the 
lecture to contain.  I try to decide, insofar as I can in this preliminary way, what my point of view will be, from 
what perspective, what avenue of entry will I take into the material, from what perspective will I choose to view 
it, acknowledging, of course, that there are usually many different ways to look at any given topic in any realm 
of knowledge, be it history or physics or chemistry or economics or what have you.   

I try as best I can – this is probably the single most important part of the preparatory exercise – I try as best I… 
as I can in this early stage of thinking about the topic to anticipate my conclusion.  The conclusion is, after all, 
just what it’s described…is described as:  the point toward which you’re trying to build.  It is the end point, the 
end product, of the lecture.  It is the single most important destination, or work product, you might say, of the 
lecture exercise.  So I try to think of these things early on as I conceptualize the presentation.  What are the 
major themes that should be in it?  What will be my principal point of view?  And what will be the conclusion 
that I’m trying to reach?  In fact, to repeat, as best I can, I try to begin at the end.  I try to think first of the 
conclusion.  That’s the first most specific… specific and concrete thing that I set down on paper generally is what 
is the conclusion I’m trying to reach.   

Part 5 
I’m now ready for the next step, which is research.  I’ve got a bare-bones outline.  I think I’ve got a gross outline 
of what I want to say.  It’s a fatal error to think you can depend on that outline alone as the basic template and 
platform of your remarks.  You’ll find yourself gasifying and bloviating in all sorts of ways that will be 
inappropriate if your let your preparations stop at that point.  You need to do some very basic research about 
the particular topic.  Now, different kinds of research may come more-or-less easily to you, depending on your 
degree of familiarity with the subject, but the research element is indispensable.   

At this point now, as we’re progressing through this process of preparation, you know the occasion, you have 
some idea of the context, both intellectual and human, of the moment when you actually have to stand and 
deliver.  You know something about your audience, presumably.  You’ve thought through and identified the 
basic themes of your presentation.  You have a rough outline.  You know the conclusion you want to reach.  Now 
is the time in the research process to flush out that outline, to add specific data, to find visual materials, to find 
the kind of memorable quoted remarks, perhaps, or whatever kind of illustrative material that will help you.   
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And now you’re ready at this point, having done this much effort and done the research, to actually compose 
your lecture.  To be even more specific, in my own case I usually make up a sheet that has what I call elements 
or themes.  I just list all kinds of things that I would like ideally to see in this lecture.  Then I make up an outline, 
which is a kind of a refining process in which some of the themes and elements are discarded because I judge 
them to be superfluous or tangential.  Again, it’s a fatal error to try to cram too much into your presentation as 
I will… a point I will return to in a moment.  And then, finally, once I have the outline, I try to make up a little 
catalog of illustrative material that will help to communicate the points that I am trying to make. 

Part 6 
Alright, as you can… If you’re following this outline through, you’ll see now we’re down to Delivery, the letter 
D.  And it is at this point that we’re about to leave the Lord behind.  You’re on your own once you’ve passed this 
process of preparation.  The day has arrived.  You are beyond God’s reach.  You have to stand and deliver.  The 
te diem part of this prayer is over.  All that’s left is that lingering imprecation, “Am I scared.” 

But, if, in fact, you’ve done the part of the process up to this point well, if your preparation has been thorough, 
you’ve had… allowed yourself the time to do it, in fact you won’t be scared.  There’s not better prophylaxis 
against jitters on the platform than being properly prepared.  If you know your subject, know the outline of the 
remarks you’re going to make, know the destination you’re going to arrive at, are confident that you’ve found 
a handful of examples and illustrations and so on that will make your points, there’s absolutely no reason to lack 
confidence when you have to stand and make your remarks to whatever the audience is.  Preparation is the 
best, I dare say nearly foolproof prophylaxis against stage fright, which is why actors and actresses rehearse, 
after all.  You should do the same.  Not only rehearse on paper, but especially if you’re just beginning in this 
business that you’ll be with for a long period of your life, rehearse in front of a mirror, rehearse into a tape 
recorder.  Get an idea of what you look like and sound like to others.  But the preparatory process is absolutely 
crucial to delivering you onto the platform in a way that doesn’t betray the nervousness that you will 
nevertheless feel, that won’t be manifested. 

Part 7 
Alright, you’re now standing on the platform, and we’re into the A, or “am,” as in “am I scared” part of this 
progression.  And we come to the, again apparently trivial but I think rather consequential, point of appearance.  
What do you look like up there?  Now this is a matter on which to a certain degree we don’t have much choice.  
We look like whatever we look like.  And we can only do…we can only work with the material that the good Lord 
gave us.  On the other hand, there’s a certain scope for tinkering at the edges with the way we present ourselves 
to the world, and I am… will be the first to concede on this matter of appearance that there is a lot of scope 
here for differences in taste, in how you actually want to present yourself to the world on an occasion like this.   

In my own particular case, I’ve long been conscious of the fact that my family was in this country for over a 
century and five generations before anybody had the right to wear a tie to work.  So I’ve…ever since I started 
out, I’ve always just had the habit of wearing a tie when I go to work, including when I’m lecturing.  Not on every 
single occasion perhaps, but certainly that’s the… that’s my own default option.  That’s just something that 
comes out of my autobiography, and my particular approach.   

I don’t think there’s any rule that says you have to dress in a certain way, but I do think it’s important to be 
conscious of the fact that your appearance is an important factor in how your audience receives what you’re 
trying to say.  I do think it’s inappropriate, by and large, to be flamboyant, excessively flamboyant, or excessively 
slovenly.  I think your body language, including your dress, does communicate something.  And I think you at 
least need to give it a few passing moments’ thought about actually what your physical and oral appearance is 
going to be on the platform. 

Part 8 
Closely related to this is manner, closely related to the gross fact of physical appearance.  There are a number 
of different ways, I believe, that I could say what I believe to be the preferred manner that successful lecturers 
have on the platform.  I could say, for example, that the preferred model is to be authoritative without being 
authoritarian, to be commanding – command of the subject matter – without being condescending, to strike a 
conversational tone without being casual.  These are all ways of saying that I think you need to keep in mind 
why your audience is there, why have they come to listen to you.   

You need to put yourself into an empathic relationship in anticipation with your audience.  Why have they come?  
They haven’t come to hear someone wallow in the same level of ignorance that they possess about the subject.  
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They haven’t come to see you display how nervous and God-awfully wretched you are to be in this situation. 
They’ve come to see someone who presumably knows more about the subject than they do, and has enough 
confidence to get up and talk about it, and conveys that sense of confidence, as well as conveying substantive 
knowledge about the topic at hand. 

So your manner needs to have, I think, some of these aspects to it.  But again, too much of this runs the danger 
of appearing to speak ex cathedra, to be looking down your nose at the audience, to presume that you’re 
infinitely and eternally superior to them in this domain of knowledge.  Those would all be mistakes, too.  But 
again, your manner, in a manner of confident knowledge, I think, is the ideal. 

Along those lines, I think it is a classic, actually textbook example of a kind of mistake that many beginning 
lecturers in particular fall into, something I believe personally you never want to do, particularly at the beginning 
of a lecture, is apologize.  There may be all kinds of reasons why you feel apologetic: because you haven’t had 
the time to prepare, because you’re distracted, there’s a sick child at home or a sick partner or spouse or what 
have you.  Your mind isn’t on the subject and you want to let your audience know to invite their sympathy with 
you.  This is a bad idea.  You don’t want to begin by striking a note that’s telling the audience, in effect, “You’ve 
made a big mistake coming to listen to me today, because actually my mind isn’t on the subject and I haven’t 
prepared and I’d rather be someplace else and I don’t know any more about it than you do.”  Those aren’t the 
reasons why you came into the room to hear the lecture in the first place.  So beginning with that apology, trying 
to invite the sympathy of your audience with your nervous condition by reason of an apology, by way of an 
apology, I think, is a very bad tactical error.  People have come to hear you because they think you’ve got 
something to say, not because that they think you’re a fellow traveler through this veil of tears.  That goes 
without saying. 

Part 9 
Again, you’re up there in front of all this world that’s looking at you, and you have to control all kinds of aspects 
of your manner: your appearance, all your limbs, which are capable of movement…  If you’re doing this, as 
people will increasingly be doing, in front of the electronic eye, which is present in this room, that imposes its 
own discipline on how much you can move around, whether you can move out of the frame of the picture or 
not.  You need to be conscious of these things.  It’s part of being conscious of the occasion and the context and 
the format. 

When I was a high school student, we had a teacher at a… the Jesuit boys’ school that I attended in Seattle who 
was about… In our eyes he was about eight foot six, but I think he was actually about six foot five; he was tall 
enough.  And he was willow thin.  And he taught, being a priest as he was, in a cassock with a cincture, or a belt, 
around his waist.  Except that he was so tall the cincture was… looked to us like it was around his knees or 
something.  And he was a marvelous lecturer, and he taught classical history, and he taught in the lecture format 
on occasion.  He was absolutely wonderful.  He was deeply knowledgeable.  We all respected him.  But he had 
a tic when he got up to lecture.  He continuously rose up onto his toes and stuck his two hands in his cincture 
and tugged it further down, so that by the end of the lecture it was indeed just about around his knees.  Now 
despite all of our fourteen-year-old interest in classical Roman and Greek history, and despite the great regard 
we had for him, and despite his accomplished mastery of the lecturer’s style, we developed a practice over the 
weeks and months and years that we dealt with Father Coughlin of forming a pool every day on how many times 
he would hike his cincture down and exactly at what estimated level above the floor it would be by the end of 
the lecture.  And because all of us had money riding on this pool, or trivial amounts of money you might think, 
but in our teenage days back in the 1950s this was thought to be pretty big potatoes, we got so absorbed in the 
pool and in observing and counting the number of times the hands went into the cincture and so on and so 
forth, that we lost all track of whether it was Darius in Persia or Xerxes or what have you.  You can see by the 
way I make these references how little I learned! 

It’s a very easy habit to fall into: to develop a nervous tic.  This serves some deep psychological purpose for you, 
but indeed is distracting for your auditors and your audience.  See, it’s another thing to be conscious of, is to 
avoid these kinds of distractions from your basic mission, which is to communicate some body of knowledge or 
thought or inspiration or what have you to those who have come to listen to you. 

Part 10 
Now all of this about appearance and manner, I think, in the end boils down to a very simple formula. You want 
to be yourself on the platform.  You don’t want to… This is not a performance in the sense of a stage 
presentation.  You want to be yourself, but you want to be your best prepared, best informed and, if I could put 
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it this way, most professional self.  You don’t want to be the same self that rants to your family over the dinner 
table, which I fall into the habit of doing quite frequently.  You want to be your best professional self, speaking 
authoritatively about a subject that you’ve been trained to know about and to communicate to others. 

Alright, we come now to the introduction, which I think along with the conclusion… The introduction and the 
conclusion are assuredly the two most important parts of the actual oral presentation.  The old saying goes, 
“You only get one chance to make a first impression.”  That’s true in life generally, but it’s also true about any 
particular lecturing occasion.   

The introduction is the moment when you can signal to your listeners what the subject is.  It’s your best 
opportunity to put your remarks into a context, to put a framework around what you’re intending to do, to 
announce your basic argument, and to establish, if you can, your destination, where you’re trying to go in these 
remarks.   

There’s an old chestnut that covers this basic part of the matter.  It’s a chestnut that’s survived over all these 
years because I think it contains substantial truth.  It goes like this: Tell them what you’re going to say.  Say it.  
Tell them what you said.  That is the… the single most serviceable one- or two- or three-sentence axiom for 
devising a successful lecture in any kind of setting, I think, that I have known. 

Part 11 
Alright, you’ve now made your introduction and you’re launched into the body of your lecture.  And here we 
come to the letter S, which signifies simple.  Theodore Roosevelt once remarked, speaking of political speeches, 
platform political speeches…He said, “The most successful political speech is not a portrait, but a cartoon.”  
That’s a very, very good rule to follow.  A spoken lecture is not an appropriate format for a finely textured, 
nuanced treatment of the material at hand.   

The most successful lectures, I think, have a handful of salient points, about as many as can be encompassed in 
this pneumonic, and no more.  In fact, this is rather a large number.   

I would say my standard practice in an undergraduate lecture, at any level, is to contain… have a lecture contain 
no more than three or four principal points.  That’s about as much, I think, as you can reasonably hope to 
develop, at least dealing with subject matter of the kind that I deal with in the field of American history.  It’s 
about as much as you can reasonably hope to develop and leave lastingly in the minds of your listeners in the 
typical academic fifty-minute slot that you have available.   

Don’t overdo the data.  If you’re using quoted material, keep the quotes short.  When you stop and read a quote 
in the middle of an oral presentation such as this one, you will notice – I’m not going to do it, so you won’t notice 
on this occasion, but you’ll notice if you hear it on other occasions – reading a printed quote in the middle of a 
presentation like this palpably, audibly changes the tone of the presentation.   

Reading a printed quote in the middle of a presentation like this palpably, audibly changes the tone of the 
presentation. Why?  Because, chances are, that the quoted material you’re offering comes out of the written 
medium.  You’re quoting something from a written text.  You’re not communicating through writing at this 
moment.  You’re communicating orally, through speech.  They are two different mediums, two entirely different 
mediums.  They don’t serve the same purpose.   

It is… Which is why, for example, to make this point even more specific, I never write out a lecture in a verbatim 
text.  Some people do.  Ronald Reagan did.  If nothing else, Ronald Reagan was a… an effective deliverer of a 
lecture-like speech.  The people who can convert that printed text in the page in front of them into an effective 
oral communication, I think, are very few.  For me, it’s always worked better to have an outline in front of me, 
some kind of notes, so if my mind wanders I can at least get back, but not to speak from a verbatim text.   

Part 12 
Next point: clarity.  You want to be clear.  Again, you want to remember this is an oral medium.  Now the 
demands of clarity are higher, I think, than they are on the printed page.  A reader can always go back, and look 
at the prior page, look at the footnotes, anticipate, look at the epilogue or the conclusion.  Your listeners can’t 
do that.  It’s harder to listen to an argument than it is to read about it.  And you have to take that into account, 
not only in the architecture of your presentation, in keeping it simple and confined to relatively few points, but 
also in the way you present.  It’s important, I think, in this regard to have mileposts along the way, very visible 
mileposts of this sort, so that your audience understands where you are at any given point in the progression of 
your presentation.  It’s good to have mnemonics like this one, I think, as a way of giving people a framework for 
understanding, so that if they look out the window or their attention wanders, they can come back and still be 
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with you.  The kind of thing that the printed text does in and of itself, you might say, you have to supply yourself 
in the oral medium with these kinds of reminders and signposts. 

You need, I think, as well, to progress to the next lecture, an accordion.  Now what do I mean by an accordion?  
By an accordion, I mean, simply, that you need to have a little extra illustrative material and illustrations and 
anecdotes to hand that you can use if you find you’re not filling the hour in question, or that you can delete if 
you find you get interrupted by the cameraman and you lose a few seconds of your anticipated fifty-minute 
hour.  There needs to be some flexibility in there, particularly if you’re following my advice and speaking from 
not a verbatim prepared word-for-word text, but from an outline, because chances are something will occur to 
you along the way that didn’t occur to you back there in your study chamber when you were preparing these 
remarks, and you want to add it.  If you add something, you probably have to delete something somewhere 
else, so you have to have a little bit of flexibility in there, an accordion made up of some kind of superfluous 
material that you can leave out if need be if something else occurs to you, or if, as frequently happens – hasn’t 
happened here yet – you get interrupted by a question.   

Part 13 
Repetition. Reiteration.  Pleonasm. Being periphrastic and redundant.  Offering yourself as a representative of 
the department of redundancy department.  It’s good.  Why is it good?  Because…For the same reason you want 
to be simple and clear.  Because you’re dealing in an oral medium.  It’s not a written medium.  The way you can 
signpost your argument, the way you can keep people in the framework of your argument is to repeat yourself.  
In fact, I’ve seen studies of classroom teaching in which the… one of the first and most reliable signs of whether 
a teacher is effective – by all kinds of measurements, crude but simple measurements – is how often that teacher 
says the word “like.”  And I don’t mean the way they say it down in the valley.  An effective teacher will say, 
“This situation is like Aristotle’s argument in the Poetics, or it’s like Boethius’ argument, or it’s like John Rawl’s 
argument.”  An effective teacher will repeat the basic point in several different registers and pitches, with 
several different references.  The point is essentially the same.  That repetition enhances the oral form of the 
presentation. It also does something else.  It acknowledges that out there in your audience are people with a 
lot of different cognitive channels.  Not everybody hears the same way or learns the same way or assimilates 
material in the same way, and the more repeated examples of a slightly different sort that you give, the more, 
as it were, surfaces on this body of knowledge that you’re offering are available for interaction with your 
listeners.  The chances are, you will reach more people out there if you acknowledge that they learn differently 
and hear you differently.  So repetition, redundancy is a good thing in an oral presentation.  It’s deadly in print.  
It’s another one of these rules of presentation that doesn’t translate in the print from the oral medium easily.  
But in the spoken medium, I think it is perfectly appropriate to say things over and over again, and to say them 
differently.  

Part 14 
Alright, finally, you come to… or almost finally…you come to the end.  This is the point to which you’ve been 
building.  Along with the introduction, as I said a moment ago, it is the other absolutely crucial element of the 
lecture.  Ideally, you want to make the ending punchy and memorable and concrete.   

You want to be sure you’ve played that accordion that you’ve equipped yourself with sufficiently well that 
you’ve left yourself time enough at the end to actually execute the conclusion of the lecture.  And ideally, again, 
you want to end at the beginning.  You want to close the circle of the presentation.  You want to refer back to 
your introduction.   

If you’re successful, I think you have done, at this point, three things.  First of all, you’ve imparted some useful 
information.  Secondly, you have guided your auditors into some future, we hope, long-term engagement with 
the subject that’s so dear to your heart that you’ve subjected yourself to the experience of talking about it.  And 
thirdly, you’ve left some food for thought on the table.  You haven’t presented such a completely closed circle 
of knowledge and data that there is no purchase on it other than simply to ingest it.  You’ve left some food for 
thought on the table that people can take away and chew on.  That, I think, is the… essentially the measure of 
a successful lecture. 

Finally, D, done.  Exclamation point.  When you’re done, you’re done.  Don’t start adding any final thoughts or 
second thoughts.  Don’t confuse the picture.  You’ve constructed this whole lecture, after all, to build to this 
conclusion that you’ve now so artfully rendered.  When you’re done, say a prayer of thanks and quit. 
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Word Lists and Idioms 

Work Lists: 

 Nouns Verbs Adjectives  Adverbs Conjunction 
Part 1 fragment  

mnemonic device 
novice  
supplication  
basis  
inspiration primer  

    

Part 2 remark  
freshman  
scale  
scope  
knowledge  
prospect  

 dreaded  
generic 

  

Part 3  strive mandatory  
appropriate 

  

Part 4 endowment  
wisdom  

anticipate spontaneous  
preliminary 

 insofar as 

Part 5  cram  
compose 

indispensable  
superfluous 

  

Part 6 prophylaxis  
jitters  

rehearse  
lack 

thorough  
foolproof 

  

Part 7  tinker  
concede 

trivial  
consequential  
conscious 

  

Part 8 Ignorance convey authoritative  
empathic  
condescending 

  

Part 9 cincture  
tic  
regard  
pool 

impose marvelous   

Part 10 axiom  
setting 
saying  
impression  
chestnut 

rant  
devise 

serviceable assuredly  

Part 11 portrait  
medium 

encompass  
signify 

verbatim  
standard 

palpably  

Part 12 framework  
signpost  
anecdote 

 prior  
superfluous 

  

Part 13 redundancy  
pleonasm sort 

enhance  
acknowledge  
assimilate 

cognitive  
reliable 

  

Part 14 engagement auditor execute  
impart  
subject  
ingest  
render  
equip 
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Idioms: 

Part 1 Part 2 Part 3 Part 4 
no matter what or what have you 

puzzle (something) 
out 

and so on [Part 3] 
by and large 
 hold up your end (of 
something) 
go to waste 
more or less 
fall flat on one’s face 
keep in mind 

in advance 
be concrete 
tip of the iceberg 
after all 

Part 5 Part 6 Part 7 Part 8 
bare-bones 
think through 
 

on one’s own 
stage fright 
I dare say 
about to 

at least 
 

look like 
look down one’s nose 
at 
run the danger of 
that goes without 
saying 
strike a note 
in the first place 
along those lines 

Part 9 Part 10 Part 11 Part 12 
and so forth 
lose track of 
(something) 
 

boil down 
 

chances are 
get back 
a handful 

take into account 
in and of itself 
in question 
leave out 
if need be 
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AL Lecture 5: The History of Slavery 
Lesson Scripts 

Part 1 
How, as a historian in the modern world, do you understand something which is just fundamentally alien to our 
own experience? Historians regularly do this kind of thing.  Pretty much any other society you study presents 
you at least partially with this problem.  But with a problem of an institution like slavery, it puts it, kind of, right 
in your face in a way which, say, studying, 17th-century Prussian military maneuvers, say, wouldn’t really 
confront you with quite such stark moral issues.  Slavery pushes you to confront a society run on principles 
which we just condemn as evil.  Things which we can say, “This is evil and unacceptable.”  And yet, this is the 
way people lived their everyday life. 

Now, when you’re thinking about these sorts of things, it’s relatively easy, I think, to conceptualize, get an idea 
of what’s it’s like for slaves, to sort of imagine yourself into the plight of the slaves, the victims of this inexplicable 
violence. These sort of crazy people come out of nowhere set fire to you and whip you and things… I mean, not 
completely easy to imagine that, but you can sort of imagine being on the receiving end of this kind of thing.   

What I think is much harder for the historian is to imagine what it would be like to be a slave owner, to be in a 
situation where you seriously thought this was perfectly okay, and in many cases, not just okay, but actually a 
very, very good idea.  The world was a rightfully ordered place if you got to go out and whip these people, 
imprison people, all this kind of stuff.   

Now, I think this is an important set of issues for historians to think about, largely because thinking about these 
sorts of issues, I think, involves you in trying to understand some of the most fundamental values and issues in 
our own world.  Our world… a lot of values which we, I hope, kind of have internalized about basic levels of 
respect for other people, the idea that you…there are no people anywhere in the world that you can just go 
around treating like this.   

This is, in fact, historically a very unusual situation: to believe there are no people that fall into the category of 
enslavable people.  I think it’s very important for us to understand why we think that way, why most of the rest 
of the world through the rest of history hasn’t thought that way.   

And it’s hard to imagine waking up as a slave owner and going out and, and not necessarily doing what Souther 
did, but just having gangs of slaves working for you.  Yet thousands of people did it every day all over the world 
in lots of different periods.  Are they simply wicked?  I mean, that would be one explanation.  The bulk of the 
population of the world through most of human history has just been bad people, and that’s the end of the 
story.  Obviously, that’s not a very sophisticated historical explanation.   

Most of the people owning slaves in 19th-century America didn’t think of themselves as wicked.  In many ways, 
I’m sure they’re very good people, did all kinds of good things.  So it would be very simplistic, obviously, just to 
say, “Ah, bad people… All humans up to relatively recently – awful people you wouldn’t want to hang out with.”  
So it’s got to be a little more to it than that. 

Part 2 
I’m an ancient historian by profession.  Ancient historians tend to be very concerned with slavery.  Slavery was 
a major institution in both the Greek and the Roman worlds.  In classical Athens – the fifth and the fourth 
centuries B.C. – probably about a quarter or a third of the total population is slaves brought in from outside the 
community to work for individual slave owners.  And that population, proportion …that’s roughly comparable 
with what you get in the U.S. South in the beginning of the nineteenth century.  About a quarter or maybe a 
third of the population in some areas are slaves. So slavery is essential fact of life in the ancient worlds.  You 
could get up in the morning, you go out in the streets of Athens, you are going to bump into slaves pretty soon.  
And a couple of ancient Athenian authors get very annoyed because they are very upset that you can’t tell slaves 
from poor citizens.  They say, “Everybody dresses the same.  They all look like slaves. It’s just disgusting here.  
We should have some proper rules and regulations in the city.” Slaves are everywhere.  Basic fact of life that 
everybody just takes for granted. 

Now the evidence surviving from ancient Greece is relatively poor.  I mean, there’s a reasonable amount of it, 
but it’s relatively poor compared to modern historical periods.  So ancient historians tend to be very interested 
in comparative history and looking at other periods, like, say, the institution of slavery in the U.S. South, where 
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there’s massively more documentation, and saying, “Can we construct general models about slavery, some 
general principles that we can use, and then take these general principles and use them to understand our 
particular historical case?”  So basically, you know, say, “Can we generalize about slavery and then use it to fill 
in the gaps in the evidence we’ve got for our particular case?”  And ancient historians have been very active in 
this kind of general comparative history writing.  And what ancient historians have tended to find, very often, is 
that although building these general models is normally, like, one step in our process toward saying all about 
the ancient world, often the general models themselves are kind of more interesting than coming up with 
specific conclusions about the ancient worlds.  So ancient historians have been very active in talking about 
slavery in general historical terms, and that’s kind of what I want to do today. 

Part 3 

Well, this course I taught last spring quarter,… This compared four different slave-holding societies, to look for 
generalities, or, you know, maybe we should conclude the fact that there are no generalizations you can 
legitimately make.  We looked at Athens in the fifth and fourth centuries B.C.  We looked and Rome and Italy, 
particularly in the second and first centuries B.C.  We looked at the American South in the seventeenth through 
nineteenth centuries, A.D. of course.  And then we also looked at West African in the same period, where most 
of the American are coming from, but a place which also developed slavery on a large scale back within Africa, 
and sort of along side the slave exports.   

I chose these four cases partly for ease of access to source material.  It was relatively easy to get a hold of stuff 
that students could read for these classes.  Partly because these societies share certain features, but also very 
different in certain ways, which is also very important if you want to do any kind of comparative analysis.  No 
point having comparative cases that are basically the same as each other.  And also, of course, things I knew 
about.   

There are all kinds of interesting slave societies we could have talked about, but we didn’t actually know 
anything, and that would have been a bit of a problem in the classroom.  So four rather different cases here, 
from which we tried to talk about the sort issues I’ve already been mentioning, about: How does the system 
work?  What is it like to live in a world like this?  

Well, there’s been a lot of excellent comparative work on slavery, putting together, you know, information from 
all over the world from different periods. One historian who’s probably done more than anyone else in this area 
was an ancient Greek historian named Moses Finley.  Very, very active writing about slavery from about the late 
1950s through to the early 1980s.  He died in the middle of the 1980s.  

Finley was an economic and social historian by interests.   What Finley did which was kind of important and 
made a big change from what comparative historians had done before was  Finley said we’ve got to break down 
different kinds of societies which owned slaves.  Otherwise, we’re not going to understand what was going on.  
He said we’ve got to draw a distinction between, on the one hand, what he called “true slave societies” and, on 
the other hand, what he called “slave-owning societies.”   

He said a true slave society is a very rare thing.  A slave-owning society is historically a very common thing.  Now, 
what he meant by this distinction… He said there are… there is a relatively small number of societies in the 
history of the world where slavery took on a vital economic function within the overall system, such that if you 
went there and removed the slaves from that society, it would cause revolutionary changes in that society.  
Whereas there are lots of societies, he said, where some people owned slaves, but if you went in and took the 
slaves out, it really wouldn’t make that much difference.  The slaves don’t actually do a whole lot in terms of the 
functioning of the whole society. 

Part 4 
Rome and Italy would be, like, a classic case of a slave… a true slave society for Moses Finley.  What happened 
in Rome and Italy in the second and first centuries B.C. was that the population of the City of Rome itself grew 
to be about a million people, which made it an absolute “super city” in the ancient world, probably the biggest 
city in the world in the first century B.C.   

Now, any sort of city, obviously… You have a city, the fundamental problem is feeding the people in the city.  
The bulk of them are not going to be growing their own food or anything.  You’ve got to feed the people in the 
city.   
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It was only possible for Rome to grow to be this big because along with the urban growth, a social process going 
on at the same time, rich Romans drove the poor farmers off the land of Italy.  They kind of gobbled up enormous 
stretches of land in Italy, and put slaves on this land instead of free peasant farmers.  The slaves could be driven 
a lot harder than farmers.  The slaves weren’t sort of soaking up as much of the production themselves, for their 
own, you know, their own free lifestyles.  So by putting slaves on the land, rich people could generate enormous 
agricultural surpluses, which you could then sell on the urban market in Rome and make enormous profits.   

The urban market gets to be so big because these rich guys are driving the poor off the land and they go to the 
City of Rome.  So it’s kind of a circular process, everything reinforcing everything else.  The population… slave 
population in Italy grew very, very rapidly.  Probably by the time Julius Caesar, like in the 50s and 40s B.C., there’s 
probably a couple million slaves in Italy out of a total population of maybe four million.   

So this is a situation where if you’d somehow come in and gotten all the slaves out of Italy, the whole of Italian 
society would have collapsed.  Like, say, if… if Spartacus’ rebellion – 73 to 71 B.C. – if he had actually succeeded 
instead of ending up being captured and crucified, Italy would have been transformed overnight by the freeing 
of all the slaves.  The urban population of Rome couldn’t have eaten anymore.  The rich would have lost control 
over all this land.  There would have just been a total radical transformation of society.  That’s what makes Rome 
and Italy a true slave society.  There’s relatively few of those in recorded history. 

Part 5 
Now, Finley… Finley’s big interest in this was to say, well, “How does this happen?  How do you get these true 
slave societies on this massive scale?”  And item number six on my handout is his summary of what he sees as 
basically three historical conditions that need to coincide to make this happen. He said, “The first, in a world 
that was overwhelmingly agrarian, is private ownership of land, with sufficient concentration in some hands to 
need extra-familial labor for the permanent workforce.”  That is, some people have got enough land that you’ve 
got to have year-round labor from outside your family to work this land and make your profits from.  Second 
thing… He says, “The second is the sufficient development of commodity production in markets.  For the present 
discussion, it doesn’t matter whether the market is a distant one… a distant export market in the popular sense 
or a nearby urban center. The third,” he says, “is a negative condition.”  This was actually the one Finley was 
most interested in.  “The unavailability of an internal labor supply, compelling the employers of labor to turn to 
outsiders.”  So Finley basically says if you get a situation like you often have in the history of the world where 
there’s private ownership, lots of land in a few hands, you’ve got some kind of market system in place so that 
you can sell the produce off your land, like, say, the City of Rome.  If you’re a rich person in this situation, you 
don’t want to go out and push a plow around yourself all day.  That’s no fun.  You want to spend the profits of 
this game instead of actually generating them, so you’ve got to have somebody to work for you.  The obvious 
thing to do is to… just to go out and get some guys to work the land for you.  In the modern world, of course, 
you would go out and hire wage laborers, would be the obvious solution.  In the ancient world, and, in fact, most 
periods up until very recently, wage labor, for all kinds of different reasons, just never really gets established as 
a major way for people to earn their living.  For the ancient Romans, say, in the Italian case I just mentioned, it 
simply wasn’t feasible for them to think, “We can get these peasant farmers to work for us as sharecroppers or 
wage laborers or whatever.”  For all kinds of political reasons, in particular, that just wasn’t going to fly.  So if 
these people, the rich people owning the land, want to capitalize on it, they have to find somebody else to do 
the work.  And Finley suggested that that kind of situation, when all these flow together, all these historical 
forces, that’s when you’re going to get massive slavery.  It’s in the interest of an elite to go out and get these 
slaves.   

Part 6 
Finley’s work is very important, suggesting these economic and social parameters for what’s going on, but a 
generation or so later, to most historians nowadays, what he was doing seems to raise as many questions as it 
solves.  And particularly, obvious one that I began with, which is: What makes slavery a thinkable thing to do?   

I think in the modern world if you had a problem getting enough wage labor to work for you, your first instinct 
wouldn’t be, “Oh, yeah, I’ll go to Africa and buy a bunch of people.”  That would not be the first thing you thought 
of. Whereas, to the Virginians, that was the first thing they thought of.  Try to explain why that’s the thing you 
think of, why that seems a reasonable thing to do.  That involves, making a turn, really, away from the 
economical and social questions towards cultural history, toward, really, questions about notions of the person, 
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structure of community.  What makes this seem like a reasonable thing to do, to say that some people are 
enslavable? 

Part 7 
Well, in the course of teaching this course I was talking about on slavery, halfway through the course, we had a 
visit last year of a very prominent anthropologist from the University of Chicago, Marshal Sahlins who actually 
– hadn’t occurred to me until this morning – the lecture he gave was in this room.  He stood right in this spot, 
and so I’ll go on about what he was talking about.   

In preparation for his visit, I looked back at some of the things he had published before.  In one of them, a very 
well known book he wrote called Stone Age Economics, I came across the diagram I put in my handout as number 
nine.  Sahlins produced this diagram, actually, for something completely different.  He was talking about 
exchange patterns and trading networks in very simple societies.  But it occurred to me looking at this, this kind 
of sums up some of the ideas we’re talking about here.   

In any society, you’ve got a kind of inner core, an inner group around any person, within which you feel, what 
Sahlins called, reciprocity; it’s a normal way to transact relationships.  Like, say, you know, within your own 
home, if you’ve got kids, if you…you get up in the morning and offer to sell breakfast to your children, people 
would not approve of that.  That would be considered a breach of normal behavior.   

That would be considered a breach of normal behavior.  Whereas, say, if somebody comes down the road 
looking hungry, you might offer to sell them breakfast.  You probably wouldn’t.  I mean, that would be kind of 
dubious, but it’s nowhere near as bad as selling breakfast to your children or your aged grandparents or 
whatever.  And, of course, in our society, you can set up as a bed-and-breakfast and sell breakfast to anybody 
you want, and we think that’s perfectly okay.   

All societies seem to draw these concentric circles, in the Sahlins diagram, around the individual.  There’ll be an 
inner core of people who you cannot transact with in any kind of commercial way.  And then there’ll be a slightly 
broader group – what in his diagram he calls “the lineage sector,” for what he’s talking about, but people that 
you’re not going to have to relate to in quite such an equal and fair way.  But you’re still going to be fairly decent 
to them.  And it’ll go on, gradually getting more and more circles, sort of degrees of kinship, or whatever it might 
be, until finally, in most societies you reach a point where you get to people who you can do whatever you want 
to these people.  They are so different.   

Now, in most societies throughout history, you finally get to a point where you have “enslavables” out there: 
people who are so low, so different from you, you can really do whatever you want to them.  Now this, 
again,…this is rather different from the way we tend to view the world, but I think it’s a useful way to understand 
some of what’s going on here in the thought of slave owners.   

Part 8 

The general conclusion we reached in this course I was teaching is that slavery is a function in large part of the 
sense of community and what’s shared among its members.  The more you think you share with the people you 
live with, the less likely it is you’re going to feel you can grind them down to extremes of degradation and 
exploitation.  Large-scale slavery is, in part, a response to a strong sense of community within a given economic 
or social situation.  So it’s kind of a great paradox.  A lot of the great comparative historians have drawn attention 
to this.  The more human we are within the group that we define, whether we use race or religion or whatever 
to define it, the less human people outside it are.  Well, Moses Finley said one of the great paradoxes in Greek 
history, he said, is the advance hand in hand of freedom and slavery.  As Greeks came to think of themselves as 
more and more equal and free, outsiders were more and more enslavable.  Being a slave owner wouldn’t make 
you wicked in your own eyes, even if you think slavery is bad, if you believe this kind of stuff.   

On my handout, the last passage, number eleven: It’s comments from a slave…former slave owner in Tennessee 
in 1866 discussing emancipation.  He says, “Although the pecuniary loss is great, I feel no regret that it resulted 
so.  For the institution, I never had a fondness, nor could I advocate to them any other ground than that slavery 
was the best fate for them.  We shall see whether I was correct in this.  I found the institution here when I came 
upon the stage of life.  I have bought many and sold few.  Never bought one but that I thought I had bettered his 
or her condition, and most of those I had bought, I had done so at their own request.”  Mr. Bills’ English is a little 
sloppy.  “May they do better of themselves is the only wish I have, but fear the results.”  And Bills is a really 
interesting guy. Very interesting sort of passage there altogether.  Bills obviously believed he was doing a good 
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thing for the slaves, really the only possible thing for them.  He found the institution there.  He’s not a bad man.  
It was there when he was born. He continued with it. He tried to make the lives of his slaves as good as possible. 
Evil is not so evil when you do it this way.  It’s what the philosopher, all kinds of different things, Hannah Arendt 
in a book called Eichmann in Jerusalem… It’s what Arendt called the banality of evil.  She was looking at the 
functionaries in the Nazi system, the guys who signed these work orders, shipped thousands and thousands of 
people off to death in the gas chambers and went home to their wives and families in the evening.  They were 
probably very nice people.  And yet they signed these orders.  “How can they do this?” says Arendt.  And her 
conclusion is they make people banal.  It’s a routinized, bureaucratized kind of thing.  And that, in a sense, is 
what we see in the institution of slavery in just about every context. 

Now, I could go on all day about this.  I did go on for ten weeks, so I could go on all day about this.  I won’t, 
though. I need to rap this up now.  The last thing I want to mention, though, is, of course, the mention of the 
Nazi system in the 1930s does, of course, bring to mind the bizarre events going on in that period: an abrupt 
switch from the very, very liberal Weimar Republic to the conversion of Jews to something really very like what 
we think of as slavery.  Don’t really have time to go into that in a lot of detail.  But that, I think, is one of the 
alarming things about the history of slavery.  We tend to think it’s gone away forever.  The assumptions on 
which it rests, though, never really go away. 
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Word Lists and Idioms 

Work Lists: 

 Nouns Verbs Adjectives  

Part 1 bulk confront 
condemn  
whip 

alien  
moral  
evil  
wicked  

Part 2 evidence 
gap 
principle 

tend 
generalize 

 

Part 3 export 
feature 

draw a distinction vital 

Part 4 rebellion 
surplus 
peasant 

feed  
collapse 

urban  
enormous 

Part 5 profit 
plow 
wage laborer 
elite 

coincide 
compel 

distant 

Part 6 parameter 
bunch 
instinct 
notion 

  

Part 7 breach 
course 
core 
bed-and-breakfast 

 prominent  
decent  
concentric  
dubious  
 

Part 8 paradox 
degradation 
exploitation 
functionary 

draw attention alarming  
abrupt  
 

 

Idioms: 

Part 1 Part 2 Part 3 Part 4 

hang out 
come out of nowhere 

come up with 
tell (something) from (something else) 
get up 
bump into (someone) 
take for granted 

break down 
take on 
go on 

gobble up 
soak up 
drive off 
get (something) out 

Part 5 Part 6 Part 7 Part 8 

turn to 
earn a living 
fly 
have got to 

 come across 
occur to (someone) 
sum up 

grind down 
hand in hand 
wrap (something) up 
bring to mind 
ship off 
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AL Lecture 6: The Geology of Volcanoes 
Lesson Scripts 

Part 1 

Well, I’m pleased to be here today to actually get to talk about my scientific love, which is volcanoes, rather 
than university administrative things.  And let me just start with kind of setting the stage for what controls 
volcanic hazards in the United States.  I’m going to talk about volcanic hazards in general, but especially I’m 
going to focus on those that are in the United States because you’re more likely to run across the volcanoes 
there. 

Well, we need to just get a couple of terms if you haven’t had a geology course before.  As I said, magma is just 
molten rock and it usually has gasses dissolved in it.  And those gasses are dominantly water and CO2, but there’s 
also a little bit of sulfur gas, and that’s what gives volcanoes their characteristic smell.  It’s the H2S that’s kind of 
that rotten egg smell.  The other sulfur gas is SO2, and that one you don’t really smell, but if you inhale it, you 
kind of go huhh!, because basically that SO2 reacts with the water in lungs to form sulfuric acid and it doesn’t 
feel very good. 

Now, most kinds of volcanic eruptions are powered essentially by the expansion of that gas that was initially 
dissolved in the magma at depth coming out of solution.  So it’s essentially the same thing as if I took a bottle 
of champagne, or a coke bottle, where once you’ve got the lid on, you keep the pressure on, and the CO2 gas is 
in solution.  You pop the top off, the CO2 gas comes out of solution, forming bubbles because of the lower 
pressure, and, of course, if you get enough of that and it happens vigorously enough, it comes out of the can or 
your bottle fairly explosively.    Well, it’s the same thing in magmas.  That’s what powers magmas to the surface.  
It’s the gas coming out of solution, and that’s what makes volcanic eruptions explosive.  

There’s one other way I need to mention about how you can get volcanic explosions.  It doesn’t necessarily 
mean that new magma’s erupting on the surface of the earth, but in this case, they’re powered by the expansion 
of liquid water when water – whether it’s stream water, ground water, lake water – comes in contact with hot 
rock or with magma.  

It flashes to steam, and that volume expansion of about a factor of 24 from liquid water to steam blasts apart 
all of the rocks around it, so you can get eruptions simply by flashing water to steam and coming in contact with 
hot rocks.  And those are called hydrovolcanic because they’re essentially powered by water, rather than these 
magmatic ones which are higher temperature because they’re powered largely by volcanic gasses. 

Part 2 
Now, there’s four rock names you have to learn.  And I tell my students in Geology I, which I’m teaching this 
quarter, that there’s as much new vocabulary in a geology course…introductory geology course as there is in 
first quarter French.  And I do my best to keep it down, but you have to learn a few, and these are the four 
you’re going to have to learn today: rhyolite, dasite, andesite, and basalt.   

And basically these are just names for rocks of different composition, and based on their major element… the 
most abundant element, silica, SIO2, rhyolites have the most, basalts have the least.  And some of it plus the rest 
of it equals all of it, so it means that if basalts have less silica, they have room for all sorts of other things.  And 
it’s those other things – calcium, magnesium, titanium, iron – that give basalts their dark color and also make 
basalts much more fertile for plants that are growing on them, whereas rhyolites are not particularly fertile 
because plants don’t make much use of silica. And so, for example, that’s why rhyolites, if you go around on 
them, usually have rather scruffy little pine forests on them, whereas basalt flows, after a very short time, you 
can be growing pineapple or sugarcane or whatever, because they’re quite fertile. 

They have different eruption temperatures.  Basalts have higher temperatures.  And just like, whether honey or 
tar, things that are hotter are more fluid.  So basalts tend to be more fluid than rhyolites, but, in addition, there’s 
a compositional effect, and so the result is…is that rhyolites are about five orders of magnitude more viscous 
than basalts.  So basalts come out and they run along the ground – and you’ve probably seen pictures of 
eruptions from Hawaii – almost looking like water.  Rhyolite lavas, when they erupt, would move so slow, they’d 
look much more like toothpaste being squeezed out of a tube. 
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Now, they also have different water contents.  Basalts have hardly any: only a few tenths of a weight percent 
water.  Rhyolite can have six percent water.  Now why does this matter?  It’s because it’s the water that powers 
the volcanic eruption.  In other words, the more water there is to come out of solution when you release the 
pressure on the magma, the more volume expansion there is, so the more explosive it is.   

Now if you combine this with the fact that the magma’s more viscous, it means there’s more water to get out, 
but it’s having a harder time getting out of the rhyolite, and so the result is…is you can build up enormous 
pressures inside of the bubbles before they explode, and so rhyolite eruptions are extremely dangerous because 
they are so explosive.  You can stand near basalt eruptions and watch them.  You don’t stand near rhyolitic 
eruptions and watch them unless you want to peril your life.  So, rhyolites are much more explosive and so that 
means that, in general, they are the ones that are the most severe volcanic hazards. 

 

Word Lists and Idioms 

Work Lists: 

 Nouns Verbs Adjectives  Adverbs 
Part 1 hazard 

lid 
volume 
solution 

dissolve 
react 
inhale 
blast apart 
flash 

molten 
 

vigorously 

Part 2  squeeze 
peril 

abundant 
fertile 
viscous 
severe 

 

 

Idioms: 

Part 1 Part 2 
Set the stage for 
Run across 

Get out 
Keep down 
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AL Lecture 7: The “Invention” of the Airplane 
Lesson Scripts 

Part 1 
I may as well come right to the point, and lay my cards on the table right at the beginning, and tell you what the 
point of this lecture is.  Now, it’s implicit in the title of the lecture.  The title of the lecture is, as Mike said, The 
“Invention” of the Airplane.  So, I dare say, you may have said to yourself, “Well, the Wright brothers invented 
the airplane. Anybody knows that.”  So, you’re expecting to hear about the story of the Wright brothers’ 
inventing the airplane.  But if you read the title very carefully, and Mike could… this didn’t appear in the way 
Mike said it…there are quotation marks around the word “invention.”  Now that means something very 
profound.  That is, the word invention is problematic.  For one thing, who invented something depends on how 
you define invention, as I’ll try to make clear as I go along.  And the other point that’s somewhat ambiguous is: 
What does one require of an airplane?  So if you’re going to invent the airplane, what does it mean to “invent” 
something, and what is this thing that you invent?  What does an airplane have to do?  So what I’m going to be 
talking about is really something about the nature of the invention process, as well as the invention of the 
airplane.   

Part 2 
There are, I guess you could say, at least two theories of invention.  The first one we might call The Heroic Theory 
of Invention.  We say Edison invented the electric light bulb,  Marconi invented wireless communication, the 
Wright brothers invented the airplane.  And this kind of thing, of course, then leads to enormous dispute over 
priority of invention.  A great deal of printer’s ink has been spilt arguing back and forth who invented what.  
People get all worked up over it.  Countries vie with each other and argue about it.  And there’s…. somehow it 
rarely seems to be settled. 

The other theory is what you might call The Social Theory of Invention, and I think that’s a more realistic theory 
because, in general, I think we can say that the appearance of a new device is the result of a gradual cumulative 
achievement by a number of people.  That is, by a community of people, each adding a bit, until maybe of...uh, 
understanding…ideas, whatever,… until what we call the invention appears.  But the … uh… it’s that kind of 
cumulative activity that really leads to invention, rather than a sudden discontinuous breakthrough of some 
individual genius. 

Part 3 
I think you can argue that our idea of invention, the heroic idea, is a product of the Italian Renaissance, in 
particular, the notion that any great artist or writer or thinker, anything that they do, is the product of, 
somehow, special creative genius that the ordinary person doesn’t have.  Up until the Renaissance, historians 
argue that the idea of creation was limited to God.  God created things; it was not up to human beings to create 
them.  But in the Renaissance, it began to be thought that creativity was something human beings could do, and 
people that exhibited creative genius had God-like qualities.  The phrase – I’m sure you’ve probably heard of it 
–  “The Divine Michelangelo,” tends to… is an example of that kind of thing.  And the idea, then, was that it took 
great people with great creative genius, God-like creative genius, to do something new.  And when we came 
along, then, to the British Industrial Revolution, it was natural that this idea, which had been crea… with regard 
to art and such things, would carry over into invention of artifacts, when that started to become a matter of 
importance later.  So, this idea of heroic invention became centered around artifacts as well as works of art and 
other things. 

But I think this notion, this Heroic Theory of Invention, could lead people astray, and one has to be careful of it.  
Not that there aren’t places that come close to it, perhaps, but it’s not a way to understand the process, and 
can blind us to the nature of that process. 

So, I’m going to then trace something about how the invention of the airplane was a cumulative process; so I’m 
going to trace 100 years of history, and then…. Let me remind you though, there’s several things to bear in mind 
as I say this, to store in the back of your head.  First of all, think about how do we define “invention” as I go 
along, and I’ll try to mention that from time to time.  How do we define what it means to fly an airplane?  And, 
how is invention cumulative and communal, in the sense of being a community activity? 
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Part 4 
One can say, I believe, that the invention of the modern airplane began with the work of the first man on this 
list, George Caley, who lived, as you can see,… his life spanned the end of the 18th century and the beginning of 
the 19th century.  He was, in fact, Sir George Caley.  I’m curious to know… How many of you in this audience 
have heard of Sir George Caley?  Well, that’s more than I would have expected…more than I get when I’ve talked 
about him in some of my history of technology courses with Stanford undergraduates.  But you are people that 
know aeronautics, and I’m glad to see that, say, roughly… oh, slightly less than half, I would say, had your hands 
up and know what… the man I’m talking about, because Sir George Caley is a very important person in the 
history of aeronautics. 

He was a scholarly Yorkshireman who was independently wealthy.  And he was active in political and 
philosophical circles in Yorkshire, and in many areas of science and technology.  Interestingly enough, now let’s 
see… if we could have the lights off, I’ll show you what Sir George looked like.  I wish you could see this better 
with the…uh.  This is a portrait that hangs in the National Portrait Gallery in London.  It was this gentleman, by 
the way, who was the first man to put tracks on a vehicle.  That is, he, you  might say, invented the track-laying 
vehicle. The Caterpillar tractor is due to this man.  He was the first man to think of doing that kind of thing. But 
for our purposes, he was the first person to clearly define the technical problems of mechanical flight as we look 
at them today, leading up to the modern airplane. 

Part 5 
He was the first person to clearly define the problems of mechanical flight as we look at them today, leading up 
to the modern era.  He published a very lengthy paper in 1809 to 10 entitled “On Aerial Navigation” in which he 
made a very important and fundamental statement, which is, in fact, the basic principle of the airplane.  It goes 
as follows:  That the…what… the requirement of flying a vehicle of the kind that he proposed was “to make a 
surface support a given weight by the application of power to the resistance of air.”  Now, if we can have the 
lights and the screen up, let me show you what that means, why that’s so fundamentally important.  What he 
was saying was, first of all, to make a surface support a given weight by the applic…. Well, so here we have, say, 
a vehicle.  It has a given weight – W.  He’s proposing that we use a fixed surface, as on an airplane, to create a 
lift equal to W to support the airplane.  And then he goes on to say: by the application of power to the resistance 
of air.  That is, that moving forward through the air is going to cause resistance, which is, if we’re moving in this 
direction – right to left – would cause resistance, which is called drag, and to overcome that, you must have an 
equal power which we call thrust, here, going in this direction.  And he was the first person, in so far as we know, 
to understand this idea, which has the important property of separating lift from thrust.   

Part 6 
He was the first person, in so far as we know, to understand this idea, which has the important property of 
separating lift from thrust.  Up ‘til that time, people who for a long time, notable example would be Leonardo 
da Vinci, had proposed that if people wanted to fly, they develop some kind of a flapping wing aircraft – what’s 
called an ornithopter.  And as we well know, an ornithopter’s not a very practical way for human beings to fly.  
It’s fine for birds.  Birds have muscles, though, and light structures, and so…. In fact, I believe, mechanical…. 
Satisfactory mechanical ornithopters have been developed only in quite recent years, and to this day, no one, I 
believe, has ever built an ornithopter that can carry a human being.  Now, how well Caley understood that, I 
don’t know.  But he could see that this was the way to go: to separate the idea of propulsion from the idea of 
lift.   

Now, to do this he proposed to use a fixed wing, as we do in an airplane.  Now that is the definition of an 
airplane.  An airplane is a device that flies through the air by generating the lift by pulling a fixed surface through 
the air. 

Now, this has… This is of further importance, than what I’ve already said, because in separating lift from thrust, 
Caley was providing a framework to think about flight in a systematic and fruitful way.  And this is very important.  
In any kind of problem solving, it’s important how you think about the problem.  And, this is what Caley was 
doing.  He was giving the people who followed him a way to visualize the problem and think about it in a 
constructive way and break it down into sub-problems. 
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Part 7 
Now, Caley was followed by a lot of others who picked up on his ideas all through the 1800s.  If I were to name 
them all and say a little bit about them, I’d have no time to say anything about much of anything else, so I will 
pick out just a few – four before the Wright brothers – who were particularly noted for making a contribution 
of one kind or another to this.  Not that the others didn’t, but these are typical and important. 

The first of these is the next name that I had over there, a Frenchman by the name of Alfonce Penot, who lived 
from 1850 to 1880, only thirty years.  He was a very brilliant and, as I’ll say, tragic Frenchman.  Now he recovered 
the work of Caley and publicized it in France.  And in 1870, he made this device… this vehicle shown here.  He 
was one of the first, if not the first, to employ a twisted rubber band as a motor for a model airplane.  And the 
idea of the propeller had come along between the time of Caley.  Other people had used it, but he adopted the 
propeller.  So you have here this… I haven’t been able to find out the size of this device…But you have here… 
stick here with a rubber… It moved in that direction, left to right.  It had the wing here, the tail here, and the 
propeller, behind the tail – a pusher – with he propeller at the very rear.  This plane he called the Planofor, and 
with this Penot made quite a number of flights up to about 180 feet, showing really for the first time the 
feasibility of sustained power flight.  Now if you define that as the invention of the airplane – the first 
demonstration of sustained flight under power, and don’t require that the vehicle carry a human being or such 
– then you might argue that Penot was the inventor of the airplane. 

Part 8 
Cleimont Ader – that’s spelled A-D-E-R – who lived 1841 to 1925.  Ader was a… when he turned his thoughts to 
aeronautics, was a wealthy man.  He had made a financial success in France with improvements on the 
telephone.  Now, his first…his airplane – he made two – the first one is a tailless airplane shown in the next slide.  
Strange-looking device, I think you’ll agree.  This was called the Eole – E-O-L-E – and it had intricately built 
adjustable wings.  It was tailless.   It had… but… the thought to get stability by adjusting the wings the way birds 
do. And it was, in fact, modeled on the bat.  And it was powered by a lightweight two-cylinder steam engine, 
which were becoming practical by that time.  And…this was in the 1890s.  And with this airplane, believe it or 
not, he made a hop of about 165 feet in 1890.  However, the Eole – “Ae-ole” or “Ee-ole,” I guess – had such 
complex and slow-acting controls that it was, for all practical purposes, uncontrollable.  He tried again later, in 
1897, with an airplane called the Avion III, which he had great financial backing from the French military, which 
was unusual for anyone doing this kind of thing at that time, but he had no success with the Avion III.  Although 
there’s a great deal of controversy about that.  I say that; that’s the consensus of most people, but there are 
scholars and historians, especially in France, that will dispute that quite violently.  But, if inventing the airplane 
is defined as designing and building a heavier-than-air, person-carrying vehicle capable of taking off from level 
ground with the aid of its engine alone, even though it’s uncontrollable, then Ader is the inventor of the airplane, 
and he is so regarded by many people still to this day in France.  If you ask some Frenchmen, “Who invented the 
airplane?” they won’t say the Wright brothers; they’ll say Cleimont Ader. 

Part 9 
Now I’ll move on to the next person on my list, which is a German, a Prussian-German, a Prussian-born German 
by the name of Otto Lilienthal, 1848 to 1896.  Note the international nature of this cumulative development.  
We’ve had an Englishman, two Frenchmen, and a German so far, and with the Americans still to come.  So it is, 
you see, kind of a communal activity.  Now, Lilienthal was a man with an excellent technical education.  And he 
was, in fact, the first person, I think it’s fair to say, to attain true control of his vehicle in the air.  And this he did 
beginning in 1891 with a series of gliders, and which were, in effect, the first hang gliders.  One of them is shown 
in this next slide.  That’s Lilienthal flying it.  And beginning in 1891 he made over… a total of over 2500 flights in 
one or another kind of glider.  Some of them were monoplanes. Some of them were bi-planes, as this one, and 
they were very much along the general lines that Cayley had laid out many, many… almost a hundred years 
before.  And rather a graceful looking airplane, I think.  At least, it strikes me as such. 

He got his control by shifting his weight.  None of the… Contrary to Cayley, his tail surfaces – vertical and 
horizontal tail – were not adjustable, and he shifted his weight to have control. And he was quite successful in 
this.  Incidentally, this is the first man to be photographed in flight – Lilienthal.  The camera had reached a point 
where one could take pictures of this kind, and that kind of picture, which were taken in considerable quantities 
of Lilienthal, were the first recorded of a human being in flight.  
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Part 10 
Now, Lilienthal was most important, however, not so much for his hardware, but for his philosophy.  He 
concluded from observations of birds that to learn practical aerodynamics, he had to get up in the air and 
experience flying for himself.  And that’s what he was doing with these… As well as exploring the hardware, he 
was getting the feel of how you fly and what’s required.  Previous would-be aviators, such as Ader, had thought 
that all they needed to do was to build a powerful-enough engine and put it in an air frame that could produce 
the needed lift, and then simply steer the vehicle, much as one would a ship or an automobile.  Now, the British 
historian of aviation, Charles Gibb-Smith, has referred to these people as “chauffeurs.” It’s the chauffeur 
philosophy of just sitting there and steering the vehicle.  And he… Gibb-Smith contrasts these with the people 
he calls the “birdmen.”  And the birdmen, of which Lilienthal, I think, one could say, was the first, recognized the 
need to get into the air in gliders and get the feel of an airplane before the engine was used and find out what 
the problems were that you had to be able to do… to solve with this vehicle.  Now the chauffeurs like Ader, by 
and large, were singularly unsuccessful.  But the birdmen were the ones that succeeded.   His birdman 
philosophy would lead to the final success with the Wright brothers, who were birdmen par excellence.  

Part 11  
And that brings us finally to the Wright brothers.  Well, it was clear that by 1900 as a result of the work of Cayley, 
Penot, Lilienthal and others, that the airplane was a development whose time had pretty much come.  And I 
think it’s fair to say that if the Wright brothers hadn’t done it, somebody else would have fairly soon.  But that 
doesn’t diminish the credit due to the Wright brothers to say that somebody else could have done it.  They 
deserve enormous credit for having put it all together in the end. 

The Wright brothers – you know of Wilbur, 1867 to 1912, and Orville, 1871 to 1948… They’re shown in this 
wonderful picture, I think which is one of the finest portraits of people you can imagine.  I don’t know when this 
was taken.  The Wright brothers, as you may or may not know, lived in Dayton, Ohio, where they manufactured 
bicycles of their own design.  Their formal education was limited to high school, but they were highly intelligent 
people and they continued to study and educate… on their own and educate themselves. 

It’s very interesting that these men had an almost mystical intellectual rapport, often, they said, getting the 
same identical ideas simultaneously and finding that they had just arrived at the same insight together.  And I 
think this photograph is very interesting in that regard.  You’ll notice, they’re in absolute step… Their feet…. 
They’re walking together in absolute step, and one wonders if there isn’t something very deeply symbolic in 
that. 

They also had a very interesting way of working, which is worth knowing about.  They found this by chance.  One 
day… One evening they were sitting, which they did most evenings, arguing very vigorously, which they did, 
about some idea which they disagreed on.  Wilbur said, “We ought to do it this way.”  Orville said, “No, we ought 
to do it this way.”  And they gradually found, when they thought about it later… They gradually changed sides.  
Wilbur persuaded Orville, and Orville persuaded Wilbur, and they found themselves arguing the opposite side.  
And they thought about this later and they said, “Ah hah! This is a good way to work.”  So from then on, they 
did that deliberately.  They would… When they got into an argument, they would argue their own sides, and 
then at a certain point when it seemed to get to a point of diminishing… they would stop and change sides to 
make sure that each one of them really understood the other’s argument and could express it back to them and 
argue it.  And this was their way of working.   

Part 12   
Well, contrary to the early popular legend – we know better now – the Wrights were far from being merely lucky 
tinkerers, which people thought of them at first.  Their approach to flight was highly analytic and systematic, 
much so more so than anybody before them.  They made significant improvements in the knowledge and design 
of wings, of propellers, and they designed and built their own lightweight gasoline engine.  Gasoline engines 
were now a realistic thing for airplanes, which they hadn’t been previously, which was a great boon to the 
Wright brothers. 

But their main accomplishment was to finally achieve complete control of the airplane in flight, which nobody 
before them had ever did.  Lilienthal to a slight degree, but not in the way the Wright brothers did.  Now, they 
did this following Lilienthal’s birdman philosophy, which, I think, they picked up from him because they were 
avid readers of his writings.  They did this in the years 1900 to 1902 by means of glider flights in the autumn 
months at Kitty Hawk, North Carolina.  They went there because they were told by the Weather Bureau that 
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there were steady… strong, steady winds in the fall at Kitty Hawk, the best place that the Weather Bureau could 
recommend for that. 

Part 13  
Now, long before the Wrights, Cayley had, as I mentioned, had understood how to achieve stability and, to a 
certain extent, control.  And this is where I …. To understand what the Wright brothers did, I have to say 
something about that, rather than just of words. 

Now, Cayley, as I say, had put tail surfaces on his airplane, and that achieved stability in pitch, which is this way, 
and yaw. Now by stability, you mean that the airplane, when it has some kind of a chance disturbance by a gust 
or whatever – not a control by the pilot – when it has a disturbance that throws it out of equilibrium, there is 
something that will return it to that … automatically… to that direction.  And, as I think you can imagine, if the 
airplane yaws slightly for some reason, it will… the forces on this vertical surface will tend to make it return.  If 
it pitches, the forces on this horizontal surface will tend to make it return.  That’s what you might call 
“weathercock stability.”  It’s like a weathercock.  And… But you also want control, which enables you to deviate 
from the path deliberately when you want to, and that’s what you call control, as against stability.  Cayley had 
made these surfaces adjustable – the whole surface, not just part of it the way we tend to today – to obtain 
control in yaw and control in pitch.   

There’s one more possible motion of the airplane, and that’s roll.  There’s pitch, yaw, and roll.  Now, Cayley 
understood stability in roll by putting on what’s called dihedral angles.  You see, these two wings make an angle 
which is known in aviation parlance as dihedral.  And Cayley…. That was Cayley’s idea.  And Cayley understood, 
see, that if something rolls the airplane slightly – a gust on this side, say – it goes up like this, then the lift vector 
is no longer vertical, counteracting the weight, but it’s tilted slightly.  The weight stays vertical.  So the lift vector, 
then, has component in this direction, which will tend to make the airplane sideslip as it goes forward.  And then 
because of the dihedral, this wing presents more projected vertical area than this one does.  In fact, if you’re 
just at that angle, this one has no projected vertical area at all, and the forces caused by the wing – the plane 
slipping sideways as a result of the roll – will tend to make it roll back.  So the dihedral angle gives you stability 
in roll.  Cayley, interestingly enough, didn’t concern himself at all with control in roll.  Why, one doesn’t know.  
But this the Wright brothers did, and that was their great addition that made the whole thing finally come 
together and make a flyable airplane. 
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Word Lists and Idioms 

Work Lists: 
 Nouns Verbs Adjectives  Adverbs Conjunction 
Part 1   implicit 

profound 
problematic 
ambiguous 

  

Part 2 theory 
device 
breakthrough 
genius 

vie heroic 
realistic 
cumulative 

  

Part 3 The Renaissance 
notion 

exhibit 
trace 

divine 
astray 

  

Part 4 gallery 
aeronautics 

 scholarly roughly  

Part 5 navigation 
principle 
vehicle 
resistance 
thrust 
property 

propose 
overcome 

  Insofar as 

Part 6 framework 
propulsion 

generate 
visualize 

notable 
practical 

  

Part 7 feasibility employ twisted 
sustained 

  

Part 8 controversy 
aid 
backing 
consensus 

dispute level   

Part 9  shift 
attain 

communal 
considerable 

  

Part 10 aviator steer    
Part 11 rapport 

insight 
diminish symbolic simultaneously 

vigorously 
 

Part 12 tinkerer 
boon 

 contrary 
slight 
avid 
analytic 
steady 

  

Part 13 equilibrium 
gust 
disturbance 
motion 
parlance 

deviate horizontal 
vertical  

automatically  

 

Idioms: 
Part 1 Part 2 Part 3 Part 4 
Come to  the point 
Lay one’s cards on the table 

Back and forth 
Get all worked up 

Up to (someone) 
From time to time 
Bear in mind 

By the way 
Lead up to 
You might say 

Part 5 Part 6 Part 7 Part 8 
Go on Break (something) down Pick up on 

Pick out 
Find out 
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AL Lecture 8: Principles of Child Psychiatry 
Lesson Scripts 

Part 1 
A child psychiatrist – a developmental psychopathologist, that’s the new term for us; it’s a bit of a mouthful, so 
I don’t use it a lot – a developmental psychopathologist looks at pathology from a very unique perspective.  
When we look at psychopathology, we do not say that this is qualitatively necessarily different from normal 
behavior.  We say pathology shows a continuity to normality.  So when your kid becomes psychiatrically ill, 
generally speaking, what he or she does when they’re psychiatrically ill is they become a sort of caricature of 
themselves.  They do things that everybody does, but to an extreme, rather than something completely and 
truly unusual.  That’s the first hallmark. This sort of continuity is incredibly important in our thinking.   

The second thing that we usually emphasize is that behaviors and problems occur in certain social contexts, and 
you cannot interpret behavior outside of context, or very, very rarely can you do that.  That’s of course Uri 
Bronfenbrenner’s work at Cornell.  What it means is that whenever your child does something wrong, you have 
to sort of look under what circumstances that happened, and then think about whether the circumstances justify 
what the kid was doing, before you leap to the conclusion that this is something really bad and abnormal that 
is going on that needs some form of intervention. 

There’s also the temporal context that you have to consider.  In other words, nobody in our field believes that 
when you start out with a… as a child of 3, 4, 5, 6, that you can be held to the same standards of ethical and 
moral behavior as when you’re 25.  That just simply does not make sense.  That’s not how we’re built.  This 
whole recent craze in the field of trying juveniles as adults is an incredibly alien and odious idea to most of us.  
It just does not make any sense whatsoever. 

The third principle that we generally adhere to… Ah, you didn’t like what I just said, huh?  It’s in your favor, dear. 
The complexity of human organisms is such that it gradually arises as we get older, so what you should be 
prepared for is as your kids age, they become more and more complex, or, from a parental perspective, difficult 
to manage.  Right? 

Part 2 
Most of us have one of two preconceived notions about what kids are.  The “behavioralist” notion, which most 
of us, I think, were raised with, especially in this country – I grew up in Europe, so it’s a little different there – 
have this idea: that kids, when they’re born, essentially an empty slate, “tabula rasa” as the Romans said, and 
anything that will be experienced or taught will be inscripted on that slate, and then stay there, of course, 
forever and so on.  Well, this optimistic picture clearly is not true, as you will see, as we discuss.  That’s very, 
very important.  It’s still sort of with us.  A lot of the parents, when they come to our clinics, fully expect that we 
will blame them at some point in treatment.  They’re all just sort of waiting, you know.  When is he going to 
drop it on us, that really it’s our fault that this happened?  And if he doesn’t do it in the first session, he’ll do it 
by the tenth, so we’ve got to be watching out for this guy.  And the fact is, it never comes that way, because the 
way we look at it is growing up, and becoming a person and becoming a healthy individual is fifty percent 
environment and fifty percent genes.  Or, as one of the very famous geneticists from England says, a hundred 
percent environment and a hundred percent genes.  So, the good news about that, of course, is that the 
“preformationist” picture, which is the older one, the nineteenth-century one, of childhood, in other words, 
where people believe that kids… (Come on down! Take an index card and fill it out.  Your most pressing question 
of parenting.)  That, what they believed in the nineteenth century was that you came to this world as this sort 
of preformed entity that was kind of unfolding.  You were very pure, and you were sort of unfolding 
automatically, and then you would reach some sort of blessed state of mental health later on, and what 
happened to you in life really didn’t matter all that much.  A little bit, but not... It was really sort of in your genes.  
Mental disease is a brain disease; this is what Greisinger said in Germany.  And that picture is just as wrong.  It’s 
all still with us.  It’s sort of interesting. It’s kind of coming back in our field.  There’s a lot of genetic research 
being done, and people fully expect that just about anything that we’ll do will be able to be reduced to some 
gene or another, so that we’re totally off the hook as parents and individuals.  And that probably is just as wrong 
as the other view, the tabula rasa view. 
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Part 3 
The other thing you have to keep in mind in order to sort of follow… Come on in… thinking about how kids 
develop and what responsibilities we have in making sure that they grow up properly is: different factors have 
different importance at different times in their lives.  And this is a complex slide.  It kind of summarizes it.  There’s 
a lot of information on there.  But as you sort of see what is happening on here… mental health is the balance 
of this beam on a precarious fulcrum.  You can go off on either direction.  You can have disorders of 
hyperorganization; anorexia nervosa would be an example.  And disorders of fragmentation: juvenile 
delinquency would be one of those, but there’s several others.  As you go forward in time… we have birth here, 
and here…about here we hit adolescence, different factors weigh in for the first time.  

So when we’re born, right off the bat, what we’ve learned in the course of several decades of research is where 
you are born, the environment, the physical environment – nutritional, economical, etc., etc. environment – 
plays an incredibly important role.  It’s the most important thing that will determine whether you’ll set out to 
be a healthy individual or not.  However, as soon as you become a baby… Yup, like you!  Just about that.  What 
begins to happen is – and I’ll hope you show me that one – is constitutional factors will begin to kick in.  In other 
words, certain characteristics that the kid has will play an important role in determining how the parent gets 
involved and how you, in turn, respond.  

Part 4 
Certain characteristics that the kid has will play an important role in determining how the parent gets involved 
and how you, in turn respond.  This young person… I can’t quite tell…Are you a little boy? Yes? Excellent! Whew! 
Got to be careful with these things!  This young man has what I would call a very nice easy temperament.  He 
doesn’t know me from beans.  I could be the most dangerous thing on earth.  He makes eye contact. He smiles 
at me.  He’s starting to coo a little bit.  He’s very interested in all this light stuff, and then this guy’s some black 
thing here, and now he wants to join me because he… And now he gets really interested in what I’m doing.  This 
is a kid that is relatively quiescent and he moves to new stimuli.  And his movement to the new stimuli… I’m 
sorry I’m taking your kid and analyzing him like this.  Since it’s a good … Since it’s a good scenario, I think we’re 
doing alright.  The affective tone with which he accompanies that is very warm.  He’s trying to engage me, OK?  
And I feel, if I’m honest, I want to take him home.  So if some of you could distract her after the lecture is done, 
I’ll take him!  In any case, I feel drawn to him. I want to interact with him. He’s kind of curious; I want to teach 
him more.  You see what’s happening in this dyadic relationship right now?  Spontaneous.  This was unplanned, 
right?  I didn’t pay you any money to come here.  Thank you. 

Part 5  
Constitutional factors kick in right away.  And these are evident within the first 24 hours.  A kid like him most 
likely will have relatively good daily rhythms. He’ll be very predictable in how the day unfolds. His eating and 
sleeping is relatively measured and normed. There’s not much erraticness in it.  He’s relatively easy to take care 
of, and he sleeps.  I don’t know this guy from beans.  I hope half of what I’m saying is right.  But that’s what you 
would expect. 

There’s kids that are not exactly like that, and then that obviously spells problems.  These factors are mostly 
genetic.  They exert most of their influence within the first five to six to seven years, and then they gradually 
taper off in importance.  They determine your interaction with others.  They determine what you will learn.  All 
kinds of things yet played out in the way your temperament sort of gets you to interact with your environment.  
And, just because you’ve had one of those, that’s no guarantee that you’re going to have three of those.  That’s 
the… The probability is your next two are not going to be like that, so you have to be prepared for that.  That’s 
the way it was in our family.  We got a sort of cranky one first, then we got a sort of anxious, quiet, slow-to-
warm-up one next, and then we got a real easy one last.  When we were the real pros, right, the easiest one 
comes along.  It’s not fair. 

In any case, then what you do is… what you have is parenting begins to kick in.  And there’s different forms of 
parenting, different parental styles, and between the ages of about one to about seven, eight, nine, parenting 
is of really great importance.  After that, I hate to tell you, it decreases in importance very rapidly to the point 
where by eleven years of age, if you’re looking at predictors of boys’ delinquent behavior from eleven forward 
to fifteen, and you look at parenting and you look at internal psychological structures of the boys, forget the 
parenting.  Most of the variance explained, most of what will happen in the future is explained how the boy 
thinks, not by what you do at that moment.  Now, how do we get there, though?  How do we get kids to think 
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in a certain way?  Well, that’s the parenting bit, right?  That’s the long and drawn-out process of socialization 
that is very effective for the most of us to get us to a relative state of mental health and independence. 

Part 6  
But starting from about school age on – six, seven – what begins to weigh in is, here, what we call personality 
characteristics.  And those are really kind of emergent new variables that build on temperament, but are not 
the same as temperament.  They’re much more refined.  They’re like a sort of conglomerate of socialization and 
temperament.  They’re internal structures that have to do with how well you can restrain yourself, how 
considerate you are of others, etc., etc. But they really get built in their foundation between the ages of six and 
eleven.  After that, they’re present, but they’re pretty much independent of your parenting.  And this is one of 
the most common misconceptions that parents have.  When they come, they bring teenagers to us, and say, 
“Doctor, what should we do?”  This is a fifteen-year old, you know.  He goes out with some kid they don’t like, 
or he hangs out with other kids that they don’t like.  It’s a little too late.  The problem is it’s happened already.  
He’s got an inbuilt autopilot that looks for certain types of peer groups, but that really was set years before that.  
Now, you still can reset it, but it takes a lot of work.  It will not happen quickly and automatically.  And it certainly 
will not happen by you just saying, “No,” or something like that.  It’s just not going to work that way. 

What then begins to happen is as kids mature further, and they sort of have an ability, an intrinsic ability to 
regulate themselves, what weighs in more heavily as to how well they will do in the future is how well they do 
in terms of performance in education.  So that’s sort of in their late school years.  Before that, that’s really not 
all that important.  That’s why this whole idea, what’s going on now in Palo Alto right now, is this homework bit 
in kindergarten and first grade.  It’s totally insane.  It has nothing to do with the realities of child development.  
It has everything to do with our neuroticism as parents.  In other words, we feel good when they do homework.  
They don’t feel particularly good.  It’s not any… it’s of no use to them.  Now that changes dramatically in late 
school age.  Your ability to perform, to deliver, to respond to external demands from the family is highly relevant.   

Part 7 
And then, finally, the grand contributor of them all, your ability to select friends and mates.  That sort of starts 
happening, obviously, late school age, early adolescence, mid adolescence.  But that is the  sort of… really the 
ultimate ticket to leave the family of origin.  You only will feel comfortable leaving your family of origin is if you, 
in fact, feel comfortable with whom you hang out and trust those that are with you, and feel taken care of by 
those that are with you.  And if you don’t feel that, you’re going to stay at home.  You’re not going to go 
anywhere.  While you’re staying home, though, you’re of course, going to make it look as though your parents 
are the tyrants that they are, and they’re keeping you there, and the only reason you’re not leaving home is 
because they’re making you stay, right?  Because you don’t want to lose face.  So that’s how that’s going to play 
out.  But peer relationship factors are the sort of crowning achievement of a pyramid that really starts much, 
much, much earlier.  So when someone comes to me and says, “My kid, age 13, hangs out with the wrong 
friends,” I do talk about a little bit the friends.  I think it’s important to know who they are and make sure that 
they really are the wrong friends, and they really do smoke marijuana and do PCP and all that stuff.  But I’m 
more interested in really what went wrong much earlier.  What happened to the generation of the autopilot?  
What… why did the attachment not quite happen the way it should have? 

So, this is the way we think.  In this order, we roughly… He agrees?  In this order, we examine these kinds of 
variables, and depending on what age child you have, that’s how you should think of these variables, how they 
weigh in, in determining whether you’re doing the right thing or not. 
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Word Lists and Idioms 

Work Lists: 

 Nouns Verbs Adjectives  
Part 1 pathology 

hallmark 
circumstance 
juvenile 

try 
justify 

ethical 
moral 
optimistic 

Part 2 caricature 
notion 
craze 

blame pressing 

Part 3 factor 
adolescence 

hit  

Part 4 scenario 
stimulus 
temperament 

distract 
interact 
engage 
coo 

quiescent 
dyadic 
drawn 

Part 5 rhythm 
guarantee 
bit 

exert evident 
cranky 
Anxious 

Part 6 neuroticism 
conglomerate 
misconception 
peer 

restrain relevant 

Part 7 mate 
tyrant 

 ultimate 

 

Idioms: 

Part 1 Part 2 Part 3 Part 4 
in one’s favor 
make sense 
leap to the conclusion 
a bit 
a mouthful 

fill out 
off the hook 
grow up 
come back 
sort of 
watch out for 

right off the bat 
make sure 
weigh in 
kick in 
set out 

 

Part 5 Part 6 Part 7  
taper off 
spell problems 
warm up 
long and drawn out 

hang out with 
pretty much 

lose face 
play out 
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AL Lecture 9: Women and Social Reform 
Lesson Scripts 

Part 1 
I’m very happy to be here today.  As some of you may know, March has been designated as National Women’s 
History Month, so in a sense, I’m here to celebrate with you the subject that I teach, the history of American 
women and to share with you some themes and some stories from the research that I’ve been doing for years 
in U.S. women’s history.  Now that’s a very broad subject area that includes women’s work in the family, 
women’s work for pay, women’s politics, as well as women in social reform movements.  And it’s that last 
category that I’d like to focus on today, women’s social reform movements in modern America, sharing some of 
the interpretations of historians and using examples from my own work, as Lynn said, my most recent, which is 
called Maternal Justice: Miriam Van Waters and the Female Reform Tradition, and I will be speaking about 
Miriam Van Waters and using her story to explore what I have called the “female reform tradition,” and I’ll 
explain both her and that tradition to you in the course of my talk. 

First, I just am curious if anyone in the audience today has every heard of Miriam Van Waters.  No?  Then we all 
have a lot to talk about.  (1:25) Miriam Van Waters, I will just say briefly, was born in 1887, died in 1974, and 
was the leading woman penologist in America in the twentieth century.  She was an author of books about 
juvenile delinquency that were very popular in the 1920s, she was an advocate for youth in the juvenile court 
and juvenile justice movement in the progressive era in the 1920s, and she was a very controversial 
administrator at the Massachusetts Reformatory for Women where she was superintendent from 1932 until 
1957. 

Part 2 
And I want to begin by setting the scene at a moment when everyone had heard of Miriam Van Waters.  It was 
the late 1940s, and if you lived in Massachusetts, especially around Boston, or if you subscribed to the liberal 
press, like The New Republic or The Nation, you would have been caught up in a saga that was officially titled 
the matter of the removal of Dr. Miriam Van Waters, when she was fired from her position as superintendent 
of the women’s reformatory out in Framingham, Massachusetts.  And she demanded the public hearings, to 
which she had a right in Massachusetts’s procedures, to defend herself. 

Now the Commission of Corrections had fired here on the grounds… three particular grounds: that she had hired 
former inmates to work in the institution, that she had condoned homosexuality among women in prison, and 
that she had allowed prisoners to work for wages outside of the institution.  There were some minor charges, 
but these were the major ones.  For months during these public hearings, held first at the Boston Statehouse 
and later at the Harvard Law School, Van Waters stood like a prisoner in the dock while the Commissioner 
accused her of all the rules she had broken, and for weeks and weeks, testimony would come forth from 
ministers, from staff, from former students, from church women, from community activists defending what she 
had done as just.  The newspapers took sides, and banner headlines every day fought over whether she should 
stay in office or not.  The radio covered the hearings every night.  The meetings were packed; the hearings were 
packed.  People couldn’t get into all the seats.  They kept moving them to larger auditoriums.  People came from 
New York to hear these Van Waters hearings.  And after months and months, the Governor had to appoint a 
committee, and, in a final hearing, the dismissal was overturned, she was restored to office, and a huge cry of 
victory went out both from the institution and from the liberal community that had been following the case.  
The New York Times editorialized that it was a wonderful victory for democracy.  Felix Frankfurter wrote 
privately from the Supreme Court how relieved he was that his old friend Miriam Van Waters had been 
reinstated.  Eleanor Roosevelt wrote in her column that she had to miss the inauguration of Harry Truman on 
the radio because she was giving a talk to a women’s club in New York about the Miriam Van Waters case.  This 
gives you a sense of how people were talking about Van Waters and how controversial she was in the 1940s.   

Part 3 
Why were people so riveted on these hearings of a prison supervisor being dismissed from office?  Why the 
national attention in The New York Times, from the Supreme Court, in The Nation?  What was the issue?  Well, 
I want to argue that the issue in the case of Miriam Van Waters’ dismissal and her defense was not just about 
one reformer, but, symbolically, it was about the defense of something I have called the female reform tradition 
in America, and that there was a sense among the people who were listening on the radio and going to those 
hearings and reading the newspapers and magazines that an important piece of their history was on the 
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defense, not just this one woman.  And it’s that larger history that I want to talk about, and then use Van Waters’ 
life to illustrate. 

What I mean by the female reform tradition and what her liberal allies saw as part of a progressive coalition that 
was being threatened in the post-New Deal and post-World-War-II world was an important piece of American 
history.  Think back to the early nineteenth century, and the abolitionist movement, when female anti-slavery 
societies were numerous and more women’s names were fixed to petitions to Congress to end slavery than 
men’s names.  Think of the temperance movement in the nineteenth century.  There were both men and women 
involved, but by the late nineteenth century, the WCTU, the Women’s Christian Temperance Union, had become 
the largest women’s organization in the country.  Think of the moral reform movements in cities around the 
country where women opposed prostitution and the double standard that condones men’s adultery or seeing 
prostitutes while it condemned women’s affairs outside of marriage, calling for a single standard of morality 
through social purity, both in the WCTU and other organizations. 

In the early twentieth century, think about the settlement house movement that went into immigrant 
neighborhoods and opened kindergartens and classes and reached out to immigrants.  Both men and women 
joined settlements, but in the United States, more than half – in fact, about two-thirds or more – of the 
settlement house residents  were college-educated women.   

Think about the suffrage movement, which in many ways culminated this female reform tradition by moving 
women from a political role outside government and bringing them in as full citizens, especially when national 
suffrage was ratified in 1920.  So there’s this long female reform tradition that works hand-in-hand with male 
politics, and yet some historians have argued that there were really two political cultures in nineteenth-century 
America: the formal electoral politics that men were very heavily involved in – party politics – and the extra-
party work of women that was also political, but outside of citizenship and voting, through volunteerism, 
through reform organizations, through pressure groups, changing attitudes, and often providing social services 
for people. 

Part 4 
Now some historians have suggested that this female reform tradition was especially strong in the United States, 
in contrast to some European countries, because in the United States the labor movement was weaker than in 
England or France or Germany, and the state was later to get involved in the kinds of social services that would 
come in the United States only with the Great Depression and the need to provide social security and services 
for citizens that had been privately offered before the Great Depression made it hard for private charities to 
take care of the whole population.  Well, for the most part, it was women who had been offering those services.  
And given the weakness of the labor movement, the weakness of the state and social services, historians have 
argued that American middle-class women moved into that vacuum and provided social services and tried to 
influence social policy.  I’ll give you a few examples from the early twentieth century.  The movement for 
protective legislation for women workers to limit hours and working conditions for wage-earning women was 
spearheaded by women’s organizations.  The effort to limit child labor in the early twentieth century – heavy 
involvement of women’s organizations supporting that political effort.  I could mention other ones, but I want 
to turn to Miriam Van Waters and the piece of this female reform tradition that she epitomized, one that is less 
studied but I find fascinating, and that is the criminal justice system and the prison system, and both women 
and children who come into those systems.  So that Van Waters was part of a movement of social services and 
an effort to reform the criminal justice system to be more fair to women and children. 
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Word Lists and Idioms 

Work Lists: 

 Nouns Verbs Adjectives  Prepositional Phrase 
Part 1 movement 

interpretation 
reform 
penologist 
advocate 
administrator 
era 
superintendent 

 maternal 
controversial 

in the course of (prepositional phrase) 

Part 2 grounds 
headline 
reformatory 
hearing 
inmate 
wage 
testimony 

condone 
overturn 
appoint 

relieved  

Part 3 party 
ally 
petition 

dismiss 
rivet 
threaten 
condemn 
ratify 

  

Part 4 vacuum 
charity 
legislation 
social security 
depression 

spearhead 
epitomize 

  

 
Idioms: 

Part 1 Part 2 Part 3 Part 4 
 Be caught up in 

Take sides 
Double standard 
Reach out 
Hand in hand 

For the most part 
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DL 2:  Environmental Protection 

Moderator Tian Wei leads discussion on how to deal with 
environmental and climate change issues. Her guests are 
Senator Loren Legarda, from the Republic of the Philippines, 
Ma Jun, Director of the Institute for Public and 
Environmental Affairs in China, and Bill Ginn, Chief 
Conservation Programs Officer with The Nature 
Conservancy from the United States.  This dialogue brings in 
useful vocabulary dealing with energy, greenhouse gases, 
carbon trading and the importance of economic incentives 
to motivate businesses to protect and preserve the 
environment.  

For Vocabulary Overview, see Appendix B.  

 

 

DL 3:  Issues on Aging 

Moderator Yang Rui explores how China is dealing with the 
important issue of social security with three guests: 
Professor Hu Jiye, associate professor with The Center for 
Law and Economics, China University of Political Science and 
Law, and Europeans Mr. Grayson Clarke, Fund Manager 
Expert and Mr. Steve Barker, Unemployment Insurance 
Expert.  

This dialogue explores how China is preparing for its aging 
population and deals with economic and political issues. This 
dialogue is the most challenging of the three dialogues. 

For Vocabulary Overview, see Appendix B.   
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Appendix A: Course Descriptions 

First English was designed specifically to help students succeed in a school setting. The course starts 
at a beginner level and systematically helps students comprehend, practice, build and internalize the 
core framework of English necessary for long-term academic success. Only the first 4 units are used 
in the Certification Plan.  

English for Success is a research-based English language course for students who need to use English 
in school. The course included content areas such as math, science, geography and history. This 
course prepares students for a full academic curriculum in English. When used in conjunction with 
Reading for Success, it becomes a powerful fluency accelerator that will quickly get your ELL’s into 
the mainstream classrooms.  

Reading for Success is designed to develop academic reading skills and vocabulary for ELL’s who have 
already developed basic oral fluency. The course challenges learners by increasing text difficulty as 
they advance through the course. Reading and chunking are reinforced through synchronized audio, 
and speech-recognition exercises help students develop their oral reading skills. Learners are 
motivated by the game-based strategies implemented throughout the course, including timed 
exercises that lead to rapid text decoding. 

New Dynamic English is a general English course that develops the conceptual and structural 
language skills necessary for English fluency. It focuses on language that is immediately useful and 
prepares learners to incorporate new vocabulary and phrases into their language base. New Dynamic 
English follows a syllabus that helps students acquire English as a skill they can use with confidence 
in school and in their careers.  

The Lost Secret is a video-based English language course that provides listening and speaking tasks 
that motivate students to learn English in new ways. Originally filmed and published by BBC English, 
the course includes both British and American English.  

Dynamic Business English helps leaners develop the English language skills necessary for effective 
oral presentations, interviews, meetings and planning sessions. The course also cuts learning time in 
half and has successfully prepared students for standardized tests such as the TOEIC® and TOEFL®. 

Functioning in Business is a video-based course that uses presentations and interactive exercises that 
provide students with the chance to learn and practice the language necessary to successfully 
conduct business interactions in English.  

English by the Numbers guides learners to achieve fluency with mathematical concepts, giving them 
the confidence they need to talk about calculations, data, graphs, and other quantitative information 
essential to mainstream math and science courses.  

Advanced Listening is a strategy-based listening course for advanced ELLs built around authentic 
lectures from Stanford University professors. Interactive lessons include video segments of real 
presentations from some of Stanford's best lecturers, and are designed to strengthen listening 
strategies, academic vocabulary, and critical thinking.  

Dialogue features televised interviews originally broadcast on China Central Television (CCTV). It 
provides advanced content that helps higher-level learners prepare for class lectures, discussion 
groups, conferences, and presentations in English.  
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Appendix B: Study Score Metric 

A Study Score (SS) is a unique measure of how well and how often a student is using DynEd’s courseware. It is 
based on study frequency, study duration, study activities, test scores, and comprehension as well as negative 
study patterns, such as inappropriate use of text support when developing listening comprehension. 

Language as a Skill 

DynEd approaches language as a skill, not as a subject.  And like other skills, it is best developed through 
recurring and effective practice. Students must study and practice beyond the point of comprehension – they 
must reach the point of automaticity.  

The Study Score difference 

Though language automaticity requires practice, not all practice is equally effective. With effective practice 
though, students can develop both fluency and better pronunciation. DynEd’s Study Score monitors, measures 
and analyzes the effectiveness of practice activities using four dimensions:  

 how much: the amount of practice. 
 how often: frequency of practice. 
 how well: the quality of the practice activities.  
 what: the quality (sequencing) of the language being practiced. 

DynEd Study Scores indicate how well students are practicing, and provide continual feedback guiding students 
to more effective, efficient study behavior.  

Study Score limitations  

DynEd’s unique Study Score feature measures study effectiveness. In other words, it determines if students 
using the courseware as best they can. The Study Score does not measure progress. Progress is best measured 
by looking at courseware completion percentages over time.  

Intelligent Tutor – putting Study Score into practice 

DynEd’s Intelligent Tutor takes the Study Score and suggests positive practice strategies.  This is available to 
both students and teachers. A student’s Study Score can range from -12 to +12. 

  Excellent +5 +12 

  Good study +2 +4 

  Fair study -1 1 

  Poor study -4 -2 

  Very poor study -12 -5 

DynEd’s Study Scores 

 A Study Score (SS) is calculated at the end of a student’s study session and takes into consideration 
significant study data points from the student’s session as well as data from much earlier study periods.  

 The Weighted Study Score (WSS) is also calculated at the end of each student’s study session but weights 
the result based on the amount of time the student studied each course, putting more emphasis on the 
courses that were studied more. 
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Study Score across different DynEd apps 

The Records Manager 

o SS for individual courses: displays the SS as it was when the student last studied (or the SS as it was on the 
last date the student studied within the RM’s date range). The SS may change depending on the date you 
run the Records Manager. This is visible in both the Records Manager and the student’s Intelligent Tutor as 
the “Study Score.” 

 Significance: Provides the teacher with an evaluation of study effectiveness for a specific course up to the 
last day the student synced their records.  

o SS for Certification courses: similar to the “SS for individual courses”, but is based on the aggregate SS for 
all the courses that make up a Certificate’s level. This SS will be different than an individual course’s Study 
Score. This is visible in both the Records Manager and the student’s Intelligent Tutor as the “Study Score.”  

 Significance: Provides the teacher with an evaluation of study effectiveness for a specific course up to the 
last day the student synced their records. 

o weighted average of all course SS’s. This is only visible in the Records Manager.  

 Significance: Provides DynEd’s Intelligent Tutor, the student, and the teacher with a more balanced, up-to-
the-minute evaluation of study effectiveness.  

The Student Study Records 

o SS for individual or Certification courses: Displays the SS calculated to the day the student logs in. The SS 
may be different than the Records Manager’s SS because the Records Manager’s SS is not based on the login 
day, but based on last day the student’s study records were synced.  

 Significance: Provides the student and teacher an evaluation of study effectiveness for a specific course.  

Analytics (2012 release, v1.4) 

o Weighted Study Score Average: shows the average of a student’s “Weighted Study Scores” over multiple 
sessions. Unlike the Records Manager that shows the SS or WSS for a student’s last session, the WSS Average 
looks at a student’s WSS over many sessions. This explains why the WSS Average displayed in Analytics is 
different than the WSS displayed in the Records Manager.  

 Significance: Provides a more realistic overview of a student’s study effectiveness over time. For example, 
a student could increase their study frequency and methods in the last week and raise their SS or WSS 
significantly but the WSS Average is not influenced by last-minute study behavior.  
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Appendix C:  Daily Check List for Effective Practice - Functioning in 
Business  

Every lesson should be studied in several ways: (1) Preview  (2) Comprehension (3) Focused Practice & Speaking 
(4) Review and (5) Intermittent Review.  The following checklist will help guide students to study more 
effectively. 

1. I focused on four or more lessons or parts of lessons during this study session, including an Episode and 
a Variation. 

2. I did not use Text support except to confirm that I had understood each word. 

3. I focused on 10 or more sentences, recorded and played them back, and compared them to the native 
speaker models.  I tried to improve my pronunciation. 

4. I completed one or more Support Lessons (Functional Dictations and Function Grids) and checked my 
Completion Percentages. 

5. I reviewed lessons from a previous Unit and practiced saying and recording key sentences with 
confidence and fluency. 

6. My goal for completing each Unit is to be able to understand and express the information with 
confidence and without text support. 
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Appendix D: Helpful Books on Teaching Listening and Listening 
Strategies – Advanced Listening 
 

Brown, G. Listening to Spoken English, 2nd Edition. London: Longman, 1990. 

Chamot, A. U., Barnhardt, S., P.B. El Dinary, and J. Robbins. The Learning Strategies Handbook. White Plains, NY: 
Addison Wesley Longman, 1999 

Flowerdew, John, ed. Academic Listening. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995. 

Mendelsohn, D. and Rubin, J., eds.,  A Guide for the Teaching of Second Language Listening. San Diego: Dominie 
Press, 1995. 

Mendelsohn, D. Learning to Listen: A Strategy-Based Approach for the Second-Language Learner. San Diego: 
Dominie Press, 1994. 

Omaggio-Hadley, A. Teaching Language in Context, 2nd Edition. Boston: Heinle and Heinle, 1993. 

O’Malley, M. and Chamot, A. Learning Strategies in Second Language Acquisition. New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 1990. 

Oxford, R. Language Learning Strategies: What Every Teacher Should Know. New York: Newberry House, 1990. 

Rost, M. Listening in Action: Activities for Developing Listening in Language Teaching. New York: Prentice Hall, 
1991. 

Rost, M. Listening in Language Learning. London: Longman, 1990. 

Ruetten, M. Comprehending Academic Lectures. New York: Maxwell Macmillan, 1986. 

Stempleski, S. and Tomalin, B. Video in Action: Recipes for Using Video in Language Teaching. New York: Prentice 
Hall, 1990. 

Stevick, E. Success with Foreign Languages: Seven Who Achieved It and What Worked for Them. Englewood 
Cliffs: Prentice Hall, 1989. 

Underwood, M. Teaching Listening. London: Longman, 1989. 

Ur, P. Teaching Listening Comprehension. London: Cambridge University Press, 1984 

Wenden, A. and Rubin, J., eds, Learning Strategies in Language Learning. Englewood Cliffs: Prentice Hall, 1987. 
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Appendix E: Vocabulary – Dialogue   

Overview 
Total number of words in Dialogue: 21,192 

Total number of individual vocabulary items: 2,313 in 1,119 word families 

 82.9% from the most frequent 1000 words (1K Words) 

 3.82% from the 1001-2000 list of most frequent words (2K Words)  

 8.57% from the Academic Word List (AWL Words*), and not included in 1K or 2K lists  

 4.71% Content and other words not included above 

Note: 1K Words are not listed below, since students at this level should already be familiar with them. *AWL 
Words are commonly found in academic texts in the following areas: Arts, Commerce, Law and Science (Coxhead 
List) 

The lists below give the word families for 2K, AWL, and Off-List vocabulary items used in Dialogue. The bracketed 
number gives the number of occurrences of each word family in the video.  A list of some of the idioms used in 
Dialogue is at the bottom. 

 

Word Families 
2K word families: [171] 

absolute_[10] advertise_[1] advice_[1] afford_[6] afraid_[1] agriculture_[2] ahead_[1] aim_[1] ambition_[1] 
approve_[2] argue_[5] attention_[1] attract_[1] basket_[2] behavior_[2] billion_[2] birth_[5] bit_[4] blame_[2] 
bless_[2] border_[2] bush_[4] century_[3] chain_[4] chair_[1] cheap_[3] check_[1] clean_[4] combine_[4] 
compare_[2] compete_[2] competition_[5] complicate_[1] confuse_[1] connect_[1] conversation_[1] 
corner_[2] correct_[2] critic_[12] curse_[2] customer_[14] damage_[3] debt_[2] deed_[1] deliver_[1] dirt_[1] 
disappoint_[4] discuss_[21] double_[5] during_[7] earn_[7] edge_[1] educate_[58] elder_[5] empty_[6] 
encourage_[14] engine_[5] entire_[2] especial_[2] essence_[3] essential_[3] exact_[2] examining_[4] excess_[2] 
excuse_[3] explode_[1] explore_[3] extraordinary_[8] false_[1] fashion_[2] finger_[3] fool_[1] forward_[9] 
frame_[1] fun_[1] gap_[6] govern_[80] grain_[3] grand_[1] greed_[6] harm_[4] harvest_[1] honest_[7] host_[2] 
humble_[1] hurt_[2] ideal_[2] imagine_[2] immediate_[1] improve_[9] inform_[6] inside_[1] insure_[4] 
intend_[1] international_[6] invite_[1] island_[2] jewel_[1] key_[11] kilometer_[1] list_[9] lock_[1] log_[2] 
lot_[15] loud_[1] manage_[6] map_[1] mistake_[5] model_[12] opposite_[1] park_[1] perfect_[1] perform_[4] 
persuade_[1] pick_[2] poem_[1] police_[1] pool_[11] practical_[2] practice_[15] prefer_[3] prejudice_[1] 
preserve_[13] prize_[11] probable_[7] profession_[2] program_[7] proud_[1] pure_[1] qualify_[1] quick_[5] 
rapid_[2] raw_[2] recommend_[1] refer_[11] reflect_[3] repeat_[1] replace_[2] request_[1] resist_[3] 
responsible_[24] retire_[21] reward_[5] risk_[10] salary_[4] satisfy_[2] seed_[1] self_[3] sentence_[1] shock_[1] 
shut_[1] skill_[14] slow_[4] smooth_[1] soil_[1] solve_[23] split_[3] stamp_[2] stick_[1] strict_[2] sympathy_[1] 
tend_[3] terrible_[1] tight_[1] typical_[1] universe_[9] weapon_[3] weather_[1] wet_[1] worry_[3] zero_[2] 

 

AWL word families: [271] 

academy_[23] access_[1] accurate_[4] achieve_[4] acknowledge_[2] adequate_[3] administrate_[19] 
advocate_[3] affect_[2] allocate_[2] alternative_[5] analyze_[7] anticipate_[3] approach_[2] appropriate_[2] 
approximate_[1] area_[23] aspect_[1] assess_[2] assign_[1] assist_[6] assume_[12] assure_[2] authority_[2] 
available_[1] benefit_[24] bias_[16] brief_[1] capable_[2] capacity_[2] challenge_[4] circumstance_[5] civil_[2] 
classic_[3] collapse_[2] comment_[1] commit_[3] communicate_[1] community_[9] compensate_[12] 
complex_[5] comprise_[2] concentrate_[1] concept_[1] conduct_[6] confer_[2] conflict_[7] consent_[1] 
consequent_[3] consist_[1] constant_[3] constitute_[5] constrain_[1] construct_[2] consume_[6] 
contemporary_[1] context_[4] contract_[3] contradict_[1] contribute_[15] controversy_[1] convene_[4] 
convince_[3] cooperate_[5] coordinate_[1] core_[11] corporate_[1] couple_[5] create_[19] credit_[1] 
culture_[1] currency_[1] debate_[21] decade_[4] decline_[7] define_[4] definite_[1] demonstrate_[1] 
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derive_[2] design_[4] despite_[1] devote_[1] distort_[2] distribute_[2] diverse_[2] document_[2] domestic_[4] 
dominate_[2] draft_[1] economy_[100] edit_[2] emphasis_[3] enable_[2] energy_[26] enforce_[2] 
enormous_[1] ensure_[1] environment_[140] establish_[3] eventual_[2] evident_[1] expand_[3] expert_[5] 
exploit_[2] export_[4] expose_[1] extract_[1] factor_[4] feature_[1] file_[3] final_[2] finance_[22] finite_[3] 
flexible_[3] focus_[18] formula_[1] foundation_[1] founded_[2] framework_[2] fund_[53] fundamental_[5] 
generate_[7] generation_[1] globe_[26] goal_[10] grant_[3] guarantee_[3] ideology_[1] ignorant_[1] 
illustrate_[1] immigrate_[3] impact_[4] implement_[3] imply_[1] impose_[4] incentive_[20] income_[14] 
indicate_[1] individual_[5] inevitable_[6] initial_[3] initiate_[2] innovate_[1] instance_[1] institute_[10] 
integrity_[1] intense_[2] interact_[1] interpret_[3] intervene_[1] invest_[27] investigate_[7] involve_[13] 
isolate_[1] issue_[33] job_[27] justify_[1] label_[5] labor_[20] legal_[4] legislate_[9] levy_[2] liberal_[26] link_[1] 
locate_[1] maintain_[13] major_[37] manipulate_[1] margin_[1] mechanism_[9] media_[5] medical_[7] 
method_[2] military_[3] minimize_[2] ministry_[15] network_[2] nevertheless_[1] norm_[2] notion_[4] 
objective_[10] obvious_[4] option_[2] orient_[1] outcome_[1] overall_[3] participate_[3] partner_[2] 
passive_[3] percent_[12] period_[8] perspective_[3] physical_[1] policy_[68] portion_[1] positive_[2] 
potential_[4] practitioner_[1] precede_[5] primary_[3] prime_[1] principle_[6] process_[11] professional_[15] 
project_[11] promote_[2] prospect_[1] protocol_[2] publish_[3] purchase_[1] range_[1] ratio_[2] rational_[1] 
regime_[1] region_[1] register_[3] regulate_[24] reinforce_[1] release_[1] relevant_[1] rely_[1] require_[16] 
research_[39] reside_[1] resource_[36] respond_[3] restrict_[7] reverse_[1] revise_[1] role_[29] route_[1] 
scheme_[7] section_[2] sector_[2] secure_[46] seek_[2] series_[3] shift_[4] significant_[6] similar_[2] so-
called_[2] somewhat_[1] source_[13] specific_[11] stable_[3] strategy_[3] stress_[1] structure_[1] style_[2] 
subsidy_[2] substitute_[1] sum_[1] survive_[2] sustain_[26] target_[4] task_[5] technical_[6] technology_[7] 
text_[2] theory_[5] topic_[6] tradition_[8] transfer_[6] transform_[4] trend_[2] ultimate_[1] unify_[4] utilize_[4] 
vary_[1] vision_[2] widespread_[2] 

 

OFF types word families: [282]  

abusive_[1] accomplishments_[1] adhere_[1]  agenda_[2] alleviate_[1] alongside_[1] alright_[1] amazing_[1]   
appliances_[2] arable_[1] articulate_[1] assets_[4] autonomy_[1] award_[1] awry_[1] ban_[1] behold_[1] 
benefitted_[5] biodiversity_[5] biological_[7] birthrate_[1]  blacklist_[6]  booming_[1] breakdown_[2] brutal_[1] 
bulb_[1]  bulge_[1] burden_[7] bureau_[1]  campaign_[6] campus_[6] canyon_[1] capitalism_[8]   
capitalization_[1] carbon_[28] career_[3]  catastrophic_[2]  celebrated_[1] census_[1] centerpiece_[2] 
certification_[1] chairing_[1] charitable_[1]  classroom_[1] clients_[3] climate_[39] coastal_[1] coffers_[1] 
commonality_[1] communism_[1]  competitive_[1] compromised_[3] conditioned_[2] confront_[8]   
connotation_[1]   conserve_[1] cornerstone_[1]  corrupt_[1]  counter_[1] counties_[1] cradle_[1] 
credibility_[13] crisis_[10]  criticize_[3] curriculum_[12] cynical_[1] deadly_[1] dependence_[1] depleted_[4]  
dialogue_[13] dilemma_[1] dioxide_[1] disgraceful_[1] dispel_[2]  donors_[1] downstream_[1] dumping_[1]  
ecological_[3]   elders_[3] emancipation_[2] embarrassed_[1] emission_[5]   enact_[1]  encompass_[2] 
endangered_[1] endowment_[1] engage_[2]  enterprise_[1]  entrepreneur_[1] envision_[4] era_[3] 
execution_[1] executive_[2] exerted_[1] exhaust_[1]  externalities_[1] faculty_[7] farmland_[1] favors_[2] 
fines_[1] fiscal_[1] footing_[1] foremost_[1] forestland_[5] forums_[2] fragile_[2] frontiers_[1] fuels_[3] 
fulfill_[1]  geared_[1] genuine_[4] geographically_[1] globalized_[1] goods_[4] governance_[9] graduate_[3] 
greenhouse_[7] greening_[3] greying_[1] gruesome_[3] guardians_[3] guild_[1] hallmark_[2] halted_[1] 
harmonizing_[1] harsh_[1] headwaters_[1] hegemon_[4] holder_[1] homeland_[1] horrible_[1] hostage_[2] 
huge_[6]  humanities_[1]  idealistic_[1] immune_[1] imparts_[1] importing_[1] impressive_[1] incredibly_[1] 
industrialization_[1]   insist_[2]  inspired_[1] instinct_[1] intact_[1] intellectual_[1]   interconnected_[1] 
interdependency_[1] interestingly_[2] interview_[10] ion_[2]  journalism_[12]  laureates_[3] legacy_[3] 
liability_[3] lifestyle_[2] lobbying_[3]  logging_[2]  madam_[4] majors_[2] meters_[1] mission_[1] mobility_[2]  
modernize_[1] monetary_[3] muckraking_[1] multi_[3] multinational_[1] municipal_[3]    myths_[7] naive_[3] 
nasty_[2] negotiate_[1]   neighboring_[1] notch_[1] objectives_[1] obligation_[4] occidental_[1]   opt_[4] 
organic_[1] paramount_[1] path_[1] pathway_[2] peak_[3] peel_[3] pension_[14]  pessimistic_[1]  photo_[1] 
phrase_[1] planet_[2] pollute_[1]   portability_[1] pragmatic_[1] precautionary_[1] prestigious_[1] 
prevalent_[5] privileged_[1] professor_[27]   proliferation_[2] prominent_[1] prophecy_[2] prospering_[1]  
province_[3]   rainforest_[2] readiness_[1] realities_[11] reallocate_[2]   reform_[6] reforms_[1] rehabilitate_[1] 
renewable_[14] renowned_[1] retraining_[1] revolves_[1] rigorous_[1] ripple_[1] roadsides_[1] rural_[7] 
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scandal_[4] scholar_[1]  schoolhouse_[1] scores_[1] seamy_[1] seedlings_[1] senate_[2]  senior_[3] 
sentiments_[1] shareholders_[1] shrinking_[1] signatory_[2] skeptical_[2] slump_[3] solar_[2] solidarity_[3]  
spans_[4] stake_[4] stakeholders_[1]  stereotypes_[10] strengths_[1] studio_[4] successes_[1]  supervision_[2] 
sustainably_[1] tariffs_[3] technologies_[12] television_[1] temptation_[3] terrorist_[1]  tertiary_[10] thrive_[2] 
tiny_[2] tourism_[2] trainees_[1] transparent_[2] trending_[1] trillion_[1] unclear_[1] undergraduate_[1] 
underprivileged_[1]   unrest_[3] urban_[6] urbanization_[2] vast_[1]  ventures_[1] victim_[1] viewers_[2] 
vindicate_[1] visas_[3] vitality_[1] vocabulary_[1] vocational_[1] vulnerable_[2] weakening_[1] woeful_[1] 
workforce_[2] worldwide_[1] ]  

 

Idioms  

be on an equal footing_[1] come down to_[1] come into play_[1] come under fire_[1] come up with_[1]     fall 
victim to_[1] get stuck in_[1] give rise to_[1]  ground-breaking_[1]  have in part to do with_[1] hold dear to_[2] 
in absolute terms_[1] in terms of_[10]    moral high ground_[1] ...not part of the vocabulary_[1]     pointing  
fingers_[1] take the lead_[1]  the cradle of_[1]  the jewels of_[1]   to be the cornerstone of something_[1]  to 
bear a heavy burden_[1]  to come up with_[1]  to cut corners_[1]  to go awry_[1]  to opt for_[2]  to peel away_[1]  
to put all eggs in one basket_[2]  to revolve around_[1]  when it comes to_[1]    zero sum game_[1] 


